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Foreword
Effective use of technology depends as much on people as on the teclnology itself. This

has never been more true than it is today. The once great technological advantage ofAmerican
firms has narrowed in many industries. Increasingly, the competitive edge will go to the
company or country with flexible, N, ell trained workers who can adjust quickly to rapidly
changing demands and who have the skills to fully exploit new technology. Such workers are
key to the creation of more productive, effective enterprisesthe kind likely to contribute to

raising living standards.

The stakes are highfor America's position in the global economy, for national living
standards, and for the individual worker. Many of our competitors have well educated, highly
skilled workforces, who are paid lebs than our own, and receive more training. Clearly, we
can't compete with these countries on the basis of wages without sacrificing living standards.
If we are to avoid falling behind; far more American companies (and other institutions, public
and private) will need to develop and tap their employees' skills at all levels. The few leading
edge American companies that have done this find that they must make major commitments
to training, both in resources and attention to quality, and that the training must reach all levels
of the workforcenot just managers, professionals, and technicians. Often, these compa.lies
have discovered that they need to upgrade the basic skills of their workers before the workers
can benefit from training.

For such reasons, employee training, once a minor concern in American industry and
largely ignored in public policy, must move toward center stage. This report, requested by the
Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee, the House Education and Labor Committee,
and the Senate Finance Committee, focuses on the training given to employed workers both
from the standpoint of the competitiveness of U.S. industry and from the standpoint of the
individual worker who may need training to advance. Most workers who get training get it
from their employer, and much of the report looks at the employer provided training system.
The message of this report is that the debate about national training policies needs to be
broadened to encompass not only training progams for the economically disadvantaged, the
displaced worker, or people with special needs, but also those who stand on the front line of
American productivityemployed workers at all levels.
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Chapter 1

Summary

The quality of the U.S. workforce matters now
more than ever. Well-trained, motivated workers
who can produce high-quality goods and services at
low cost help enhance industrial productivity and
competitiveness and keep American living stan-
dards high. In todey's international economy, work-
ers must be prepared to change die way they do their
jobs in order to capture the benefits from rapidly
evolving tecluology. Training goes hand-in-hand
with productivity, quality, flexibility, and automa-
tion in the best perforuing firms.

Good training pays offfor the individual worker
whose skills are upgraded, for the company seeking
a competitive edge, and for the Nation in overall
productivity and competitiveness. Conversely, in-
adequate training costs firms and woikersin down-
time, defective parts or equipment, waged material,
health and safety risks, late deliveries, and poor
customer survice. Poor training also can delay the
implementation of new technology or work reorgani-
zation.

When measured by international standards, most
American workers are not well trained. Many in
smaller firms receive no formal training. Larger
firms provide more formal training, but most of it is
for professionals, technicians, managers, and execu-
tives. Our major foreign competitors place much
greater emphasis on deveoping workforce skills at
a// levels. Experienced production workers at Japa-
nese auto assembly plants, for example, get three
times as much training each year as their Americal
counterparts.

American manufacturing and service workers
have the skills for yesterday's routine jobs. But,
these workers will need new skills to function well
in the more demanding work environments that
increasingly characterize ,...mpetitive industries able
to provide high-wage jobs. Skills and responsibili-
ties ate broadening. Competitive manufacturing and
service firms will increasingly rely on empLyees
with good higher order skillsreasoning and problem-
solving. Work reorganization forces employees to
take more responsibility, cooperate more closely
with one another, understand their roles in the
production system and in the organization, and act

3

on that knowledge. These changes require good
orker training.

The need for better training is clear in both
manufacturing and service industries. American
manufacturers have repeatedly lost out to foreign
competitors who are able to make more reliable
products with better features at lower cost. In many
of the service industries, it is domestic competition,
shifts in consumer demand, and deregulation that
have forced companies to reassess their management
and training policies. Like manufacturers, service
firms compete on the basis of price (e.g., for
insurance), quality (e.g., rapid but accurate response
to customer inquiries), and flexibility (e.g., new
banking products). Many services now depend on
redesigned production systems buih around dis
persed computing power and on employees with the
social skills to inter.et with customers. They need
workers who are motivated, managed, and truined in
new ways.

Simply providing more training will not promote
industrial competitiveness, however. If work is not
organized to tap employees' skills, the firm's
investment will be wasted. In addition, training must
be focused on workplace problems and delivered
effectively. Techn;ques such as relating training
more closely to business goals, following instruc-
tional development principles, and effectively using
training technology can improve the quality of
training and increase its chances of transferring back
to the job. Yet, systematic efforts to apply these
techniques are still rare o...tside of sophisticated
firms with large training budgets. Most trahling
programs lag far behind the state-of-the-art.

Demographic change is shaping trainin .zeeds.
Over the rest of the century, the labor force will
expand more slowly than at any time since the
1930s. In 2000, the average worker vAll be nearly 40
years old, compared with 36 today. Keeping this
slowly aging workforce up-to-date and flexible will
require ongoing training. Many new entrants will
come from minority groups that historically have
received less education. New entrants in general
need better basic skills, including reading, writing,
arthmetic, and oral communication, as will many
A.. tricans already in the labor force.In part because
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American workers are so mobile, especially when
they are young, most companies offer training only
sporadically, such as when introducing new equip-
ment. Moreover, few American workers voluntarily
upgrade their skills for job advancement.

Our major trade competitors provide more and
better worker training. Their governments offer both
fmancial and technical support so firms and workers
for training. Our competitors also provide better
basic education. On average, young Americans have
lower academic competencies than young people in
several other industrialized countries. Moreover, in
other industrialized nations, taining and learning on
the job are seen as a continuing need. More than ever
before, the international economy pits the U.S.
workforce against those in other countries. The
worse the United States fares in this competition, the
more American industrial competitiveness and liv-
ing standards will slide. American companies can
move some of their operations abroad; few Ameri-
can workers have that choice.

Over the long term, improving the educational
system and developing more effective ways to help
young people make the transition from school to
work will be crucial to the Nation's continued
economic success. Yet, people already at work will
comprise a majority of the workforce over most of
the next two decades. In the near term, their training
will have the greatest influence on national competi-
tiveness. Whil the need to improve the schools has
been the focal point for much debate, policymakers
have oniy recently begun to turn their attention to the.
continuing training and education needs of em-
ployed workers.

The U.S. Government now does little to influence
corporate training. With a few exceptions (e.g.,
small grants to demonstrate ways to imprvve the
basic skills of workers), federally sponsored training
programs focus on the =employed or econorni- .ly
disadvantaged. State governments provide only very
modest direct support to corporate training in
economic development progams, plus indirect sup-
port through community colleges.

New institutional structures will be needed to
make affordable training available to employees of
small businesses and other firms with limited
resources. A variety of approaches, including indus-
try training consortia, involvement of employer
organizations in training, State assistance programs,
and joint labor-management programs promise to

enhance the scope and quality of training. Such
efforts currently are very limited, however.

For a slowly increasing number of businesses,
training is becoming an integral part of competitive
strategykey to continued growth. When improv-
ing their production systems, however, most Ameri-
can firms focus on investments in hardware
equipment and physical plantrather than on the
people who will make the hardware perform. When
managers treat their workforces as adjuncts to
technology instead of as capital assets, they fail to
capitalize on employee skills and to reap the rewards
that can come from blue-collar innovation.

This assessment, requested by the Senate Labor
and Human Resources Committee, the House Com-
mittee on Education and Labor, and the Senate
Finance Committee, examines employee training
issues from the standpoint of maintaining a compet-
itive workforce. The assessment analyzes the forces
that are shaping training today, and describes the
extent of current U.S. employer-provided training
compared wita that of our major competitors. The
assessment al. f.txamines trends in instnictional
technology ant' their use in training programs.
Finally, it pments options Congess may wish to
consider to encourage employer-provided taining,
improve the quality and effectiveness of training,
link training and technology assistance, and provide
retraining to individuals for career advancement.

THE CHANGING AMERICAN
WORKPLACE

American firms are competing with foreip rivals
that are much more competent today than just a few
years ago. The competitive pressure will only grow
stronger over the coming decades as more compa-
nies in more parts of the world master the skills
needed to export or to compete with imports in their
domestic markets.

Cost, quality, and flexibility determine competi-
tive outcomes. Success in producing high-quality
goods at low cost comes from highly developed
production systems that effectively couple product
and process design, work organization, and shop-
floor management.

Many U.S. firms lag behind their competitors in
introducing flexible automated production systems
that can offer the variety that consumers expect and
the just-in-time deliveries that corporate customers

1 3'
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demand. American firms also lag in the norganiza-
non of workand the worker trainingneeded tc.
improve quality and flexibility. These problems
show in the marketplace (e.g., when America's
drivers purchase imported cars or when foreign
bank:, underwrite boods for American corpora-
tions).1

The higher the competitive randing of U.S.
industries in the international economy, the higher
will be average U.S. living standards. To pay wages
commensurate with American living standards, U.S.
firms must equal or surpass their foreign counter-
parts in productivity or quality. And, the competi-
tiveness of sma: :ans and the services matters even
if their products do not trade internationally. Many
of these businesses supply other firms that do export
or compete with imports. Suppliers' costs, quality,
and productivity directly affect those of their corpo-
rate customers. As most new jebs in the United
States over the next several decades will be in the
services, the strength of service industries will be
critical to living standards. Small firms of all types
also will create proportionately more jobs than their
total share of employment.

Faced with ever more intense competition, U.S.
firms are searching for strategies that offer sustaina-
ble long-term advantages. While the mass produc-
tion era has not ended, the rules for success have
changed (see table 1-1).2 The changes summarized
in table 1-1 and in the discussion below are in their
early stages. A few American firms have already
reorganized along these lines. Many others are
taking tentative steps, experimenting with new
approaches. Smaller U.S. companies, in particular,
have been slow to grasp the new forces at work and
their implications for training.

Some American companies that have radically
altered how they do work have emulated Japanese
production systems, which depend heavily on moti-
vated and capable employees to prevent or catch
product defects. Japanese films also seek stable,
long-term relationships with smaller groups of
fust-tier suppliers that are expected to be sensitive to

customers' day-to-day needs. To be responsive to
shifting market demands and provide more customi-
zation for individual clients, Japanese companies
also design products for ease and speed of manufac-
turing. Finally, they emphasize employee involve-
ment and job rotation backed up with substantial
and ongoingtraining. American companies that
have adapted this model have found that their
workers can aelieve levels of productivity and
quality equal to the best in the world.

U.S. multinational firms must achieve produc-
tivity levels equal or superior to their competitors
abroad; everything else the same, such firms will
locate plants in countries where costs are lowest and
productivity and quality highest. Multinationals are
seeking to combine operations in the major indus-
trial nations into a globally integrated whole while
geographically dispersing design, development, pro-
duction, distribution, and marketing (see chs. 3 and
4). American workers might be expected to help
schedule production to coordinate with foreign
deliveries, or they may need to cooperate with their
comterparts in factories overseas to solve quality
problems. Globalization also can bring new
workplace technology (e.g., computer networks for
worldwide inventory control), rapid changes in the
goods a factory produces, and frequent minor
changes to accommodate national markets (e.g.,
labeling in local languages).

At the same time, the United States has special
significance for foreign multinationals. As the larg-
est market in the world, the United States is a magnet
for goods and investment from abroad. Any foreign
firm that aspires to global success must be competi-
tive here. This means jobs and opportunities for
American workers. It also means that foreign-owned
plants in the United States will continue to be
sources of new ideas in production management.
Foreign-owned consumer electronics films intro-
duced new concepts during the 1970s and 1980s;
more recently U.S. auto assembly plants operated by
Honda, Toyota, and other have been trendsetters in
productivity and training.

10TA's ongoing assessment of Technology, Innovation, and U.S. Trade mvolvcs three reports on compentivenes.s in manufacturing. The first in the
series analyzes thc role of manufacturing in the U.S. tradc deficit, see Paying the Bill. Manufacturing and Amenca s Trade Deficu (OTA-ITE-390). For
policies to =tore the technological leadership in manufactanng, see Making Things Better. Compenng in Manufacturing (OTA-ITE-443). The third
report, duc in spring 1991, will examine the trade and industrial policies of Japan, other East Asian countncs, and the European Community and their
possible relevance to U.S. competitiveness. An earlier OTA report dealt 1.4.1 service industries, see International Competition in Services
(OTA-ITE-329).

2A mom comprehensive version of table 1-1 may be found in ch. 4 as table 4-3.
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6 Worker Training: Competing in the New International Economy

Table 1-1Changing Organizational Patterns In U.S. Industry

Old model New model

Mass production, Flexible decentralization,
1950s and 1960s 1980s and beyond

Overall strategy
Low cost through vertical integration, mass production, scale Low cost with no sacrifice of quality, coupled with substantial
economies, long production runs. flexibility, t h ro ug h partial vertical disintegration, greater reliance
Centralized corporate planning; rigid managerial hierarchies, on purchased components and services.

Decentralization of dedslonmaking; flatter hierarchies.

Production
Fixed or hard automation. Flexible automation.
Cost control focuses on direct labor. With drect co sts low, reductions of indirect cost become critical.
Outside purchases based on arm's-length, price-based co m pe- Outside purchasing based on price, quality, delivery, technol-
tition; many suppliers. ogy; fewer suppliers.
Off-line or end-of-line quality control. Real-time, on-line quality controL
Fragmentation of individual tasks, each specified in detail; Seitz, pa use of work groups; multi-skilling, job rotation; few job
many job classifications. classificaons.
Shopfloor authority vested in first-line supervisors; sharp Delegation, within limits, of shopfloor responsibility and author-
separation between labor and management. ity to individuals and groups; blurring of boundaries between

labor and management encouraged.

Hiring and human relations practices
Workforce mostly full-time, semi-skilled. Smallercore of full-time employees, supplemented with contin-
Minimal qualifications acceptable. gent (part-time, temporary, and contract) workers, who can be
Layoffs and turnover a primary source of flexibility; workers, in easily brought in or let go, as a m4or source of flexibility.
the extreme, viewed as a variable cost. Careful screening of prospective employees for basic and

social skills, and trainability.
Core workforce viewed as an investment; management atten-
tion to quality-of-working life as a means of reducing turnover.

Job ladders
Internal labor market; advancement through the ranks via Limited internal labor market; entry or advancement may
seniority and informal on-the-job training, depend on credentials earned outside the workplace.

Training
Minimal for production workers, except for informal on-the-job Short training sessions as needed for core workforce, some-
training, times motivations' sometimes intended to improve quality
Specialized training (including apprenticeships) for grey-collar control practices or smooth thu way for new technology.
craft and technical workers. Broader skills sought for both blue- and grey-collar workers.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.

The new flexible decentralization model in table
1-1 has two central 6.zmes: 1) reorganizing produc-
tion so that lot sizes can be smaller and production
runs shorter with little sacrifice in efficiency, and 2)
transferring decisionmaking authority downward
and outward to semiautonomous divisions and/or
the shopfloor. Both these trends are reinforced by
U.S. industry's growing reliance on outside sources
of labor (contract employees), expertise (engineer-
ing services), and tangible inputs to production
(purchased components and sub-assemblies).

Those American firms that have redesigned
their production operations most effectively have
done so systemwide. The needed perspective en-
compasses not only selection of machines and
factory layout, but design of products for efficiency
in manufacturing, appropriate allocation of tasks
among peop ; and machines, and careful coordina-

tion of production flow. These firms are decentraliz-
ing, flattening their management hierarchies, and
purchasing more on the outside, all in the interests of
cutting costs, improving quality, and responding
more quickly to market demands. To be effective,
these changes require substantial training for em-
ployees at all levels.

THE NEED FOR TRAINING
Many American workers are ill-equipped for

the sweeping changes industry must make to be
competitive. Their jobs may not have required
strong basic skills, teamwork, or higher order skills
such as problem-solving. In the future, many more
jobs will require these slills. But the need for
training and retraining is not just a matter of
meeting the needs of growing sectors, growing
occupations, or companies hard-pressed by inter-

1 5
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Growing computer use means more workers need to
develop their computor skills. This traininc facility Is Jointly
sponsored by a cooperative union-ma*Iagel sent program.

national competitionit is critical throughout
inchistry ir the United States wants a high-wage,
high-skill economy.

Training for the Workplace of the Future

Nearly half of business investments for capital
equipment now go for computers and reD ted tech-
nologies.Personal computers and other inexpensive
terminals, collect data on the factory floor, track
inventories, and-help sthedule-pruduction. Statisti-
cal process control reduces variance in production
by tracking process parameters (e.g., temperature,
pressure) over time and examining the trends in
those parameters to determine the limits beyond
which product quality begins to deteriorate. Computer-
aided design systems automate drafting and graphics
and maintain databases of drawings and specifica-
tions. While computer-integrated manufacturing re-
mains a dream more than a reality, companies are
slowly but surelY learning to capitalize on flexible
automation. Service finns rely more and more on
decentralized computer systems for data processing,
for tracking inventory and sales, and for delivering
their products.

To be used effectively, these technologies will
require workers to learn new, very different
skills. While some jobs become less demanding with
automation, many others become more complex
because of the mix of tasks assigned to workers and
the speed of production (see box 1-A). Emphasis on
quality and prevention of mistakes requires employ-
ees to have a broader understanding of the produc-

don process. With statistical process control, for
example, machine operators may also have to enter
data and construct and interpret control charts. These
tasks may-require-basic arithmetic skills as., %NTH As
an understanding of how one step in the production
process`relates to others.

Companies with flexible design, development,
and .production -iystems rely on workers to
anticipate possible problems, eliminate bottle-
necks, avoid produCeon shutdowns, a.ad ensure
quality. Increasingly tbese systems include continu-
ous improvement (kaizen) programs that focus on
cutting costs, improving quality, and reducing waste
and scrap. Workers participate in group problem-
solving meetings and employee involvement pro-
grams. They need strong social and communications
skills to fit into a goup, contribute effectively, and
convey information about group actions or,sngges-
dons.

Many American firms have found training
employees for new technology more difficult than
anticipated. Many workers need to upgrade their
basic *ills before they can haudle other training.
Narrowly focused training, common in the past, is
likely to be ineffective in achieving corporate goals
for implementing new technology when the context
is the total production system. Moreover, problem-
solving and teamwork are new objectives for non-
managerial training in the United States, and- the
most effective approacirs have yet to be defined
clearly.

New forms of work organization push respon-
sibility and authority downward in the corporate
hierarchy, from line managers and staff engi-
neers toward the shopfloor. Information systems
bring business data previously restricted to manag-
ersincOming orders, unique customer require-
ments, production schedules, cost and sales projections---
directly to the factory floor. Shopfloor groups often
must know how to interpret such information and
apply it to their work. This change, more than any
other, promises to fundamentally alter traditional
workplace hierarchies and to create a new set of
training requirements.

Job classifications are broadened, with tasks such
as inspection and quality control, routine mainte-
nance, and equipment calibration transferred to
semiskilled workers. In the auto industry , for exam-
ple, traditional U.S. assembly plants have 80 to 95
job categories, compared with 2 4 in the U.S.

1 6
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Box 1-Ajob Opportunities an I Skiits: Growing Mismatch

Will automation and other technolopical changes downsidll- the workforcemaking jobs simpler, less
demanding, hence less deserving of wage premiums? Or will a higher skill workforce be imperative for using
technology in way s that will enhance competitiveness, hence raising wages and living standards? Does the
machineparticularly the computer-automated machine in the factory or in the officereplace hum* ckills, or
extend and supplement them?

Such questions have been debated for years. The only unambiguous answer is "yes and no." The scale and
complexity of the Nation's economy, along with poor measures of skill, make other conclusions hard to def Ad.
And yet, what might seem an academic question has implications tor raining policy and for the careers of workers.
This box summarizes findings from later chapters (especially chs. 3, 4, and 6) concerning upskilling/downskilling
questions, and the probable mismatch between the better job opportunities generated by the U.S. economy and the
skills of much of the labor force.

Neither Upskilling Nor Downskilling, But Both

Technological innovations may raise skills needed for some jobs wiile stripping skill away from others. In the
eatly years of numerically controlltd (NC) machining, gmerating and debugging programs was quite difficult, and
typically assigned to engineers or other specialists (see app. 4-A, ch. 4) Machining jobs were deskilled, in some cases
to little more than machine monitoring. Today, preparing NC programs is easier, more like working with word
processing equipment. Those machinists who now prepare their own programs (a few always have) find their jobs
upskilled. The new skills are mental (planning a sequence of cuts and programming it, rather than manual (set-up,
gaging, tool shar,..;ning). But eventually, most of the simpler NC programs will themselves be prepared
automatically. People will handle only the exceptionsmake decisions that cannot be left to an automated
systemresulting in another round of deskilling. As this example suggests, the overall dynamics of cycles of
downskilling, upskilling, and reskilling are not easily predicted from short-term trends.

What about the aggregate picture? To get a handle on future skill and occupational needs, it is uscful to think
of the economy as consisting of just two groups: traditional and knowledge-intensive sectors (see app. 3-A in ch.
3). While the two groups now employ roughly the L.ame number of people, the knowledge-intensive sectors
(including high-technology maeofacturing, health services, anti business services) are growing more rapidly and
will create more new jobs than t:ie traditional sectors retail trade, personal services, traditional manufacturing).

Of course, some jobs in the traditional sectors requ.re a great deal of know-how (e.g., the skilled trades) and
many jobs in the knowledge-based sectors require Little Im-iwledge or skill (hospital orderly). Moreover, jobs and
skills in both sectors are affeLed by restructuring and automation (e.g., the computerized systems used for ordering,
inventory control, and on the sales floor in retailing). But the traditional sectors create low-skilled and low-paying
jobs in larger proportion. More of the jobs in the knowledge-intensive sectors are technical, administrative, or
otherwise specialized, they are likely to require education/training credentials for entry. In health care, for example,
job and skill categories continue to expand, in part due tc new technologies. Some familiar jobs have changed
dramatitallytechnicians in pathology laboratories now work with automated f-quipment alongside their
microscopes, for instancewhile diagnostic techniques like magnetic resonance imabing require new sets of skills
for both maintenance and use.

Mobility and Demogliiphics

The simplified two sector picture of the economyone sector in which skill requirements change relatively
slowly (in bt. di directions), the other characterized by more mpid fluxcan now be contrasted with the labor market
(also divided into two parts). As described in chapttr 3, the lower tier of the labor mark.et consists of poorly paid
occupations (e.g., clerk, custodian, waitress) that have not generally required much education. The upper tier
includes managerial, administrative, technical, and professional or paraprofessional occupations (many though not
all quite well paid, but most requiring education/training credentials). The traditional sectors generate low-tier jobs
in large numbers, along with some upper tier jobs. The knowledge-intensive sectors generate jobs in both tiers.

At one time, people of ability and ambition could, with on-the-job experience, climb beyond the lower tier with
relative ease. Today, specialued education or training may be required simply to enter a track promising upward
mobility. Many employers even screen applicants for jobs usually regarded as unskilled for credentials that suggest
trainability. Relatively speaking, there will be fewer opportunities for people without credentials to prove
themselves in the workplace and then to advance.

i 7
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These shifts mirror a population in which more and more Americans take some college courses. While the
relation between years of schooling and job performance is loose, people who lack basic skills and/or the credentials
to fmd a job that promises upward mobility will be left behind. In the years ahead, more young workers seeking
entry-level jobs will be blacks and Hispanics who on average have received less education than whites. Some will
be immigrants, with poor language skills. During the boom years of mass manufacturing, lack of schooling or poor
basic skills weie no handicap to getting a job in a textile mill or an auto plant. Today, theyare. Automation and
foreip competition haw; cut into blue-collar manufacturing jobs, and technological change has raised the skill
requirements for many of those remaining. Many jobs in the services require employees at home in dealing with
the public. Without substantial changes in the performance of the U.S. education and trainingsystem, the mismatch
between jobs and job opportunities and the skills and abilities of the workforce will grow. There will be too many
people who can qualify only for the least demanding of jobs, too many people who will not be able to move upward.
There will be too few people with the skills needed to drive innovation and economic growth.
SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.

plants operated by Japaness automakers (at a mini-
mum, production and maintenance workers). When
group members rotate among jabs, multiskill train-
ing becomes important. Job rotation not only adds
flexibility (workers can help and cover for one
another), it brings variety to 0...e workplace and helps
morale.

These changes also require new forms of
management and professional training. First-line
supervisors will spend more time on planning and
coordination than direct oversight of production.
They must be retrained to oversee work gioups,
which calls for skills in facilitating change and
resolving conflicts. Supervisors and managers also
need training in how to make the most effective use
of retrained workershow to follow up on worker
n-aining to ensure it transfers to the job, and how to
help workers assume more responsibility. Product
engineers and manufacturing specialists may be
expected to join continuous improvement meetings
and to act on suggestions from production employ-
ees. These employees will require not only team-
work training, but will have to accept new workplace
roles. Training managers may also meet with corpo-
rate strategic planning groupsa situation unheard
of a few years ago and one to which executives may
have trouble adjusting.

Reorganizing along these patterns generally
calls for good basic skills, a wider range of
task-specific technical skills, and organizational
training. The latter sets each individual's job in its
overall context and demonstrates its importance for
achieving the company's goals. Such training is
difficult to deliver effectively.

Globalization also means new responsibilities.
Flexible organizations that must respond quickly to
local market conditions cannot wait for decisions
from the home office. Local managers must be
[rained and informed to make decisions themselves.
Companies aLo may need to train their employees in
other cultures and languages, both to better under-
stand their competitors and to operate in foreign
markets.

These changing skill needs pose special difficul-
ties for smaller firms. American companies are
seeking stable, long-term relationships with rela-
tively small groups of first-tier suppliers. Xerox, for
example, now purchases from 500 rather than 5,000
suppliers. Today, suppliers may be expected to
provide just-in-time deliveries and guarantee quality
control (e.g., with their own statistical process
control and continuous improvement programs).
They may be asked to install computer-aided design
equipment compatible with the manufacturers' to
facilitate shared engineering databases and rapid
exchadge of technical information. Suppliers that
hope to be part of such a strategic partnership must
hire more engineers and technicians and provide
additional training for their workers. A few suppliers
get technical and training assistance from corporate
cuEtomers, but most must fend for themselves.

Training is not an end in itself, but a means to
implement workplace change. With more training,
workers fmd further learning easier and are better
able to adapt to new technologies, processes, and

i 3

organizational structures. Managers who recognize
this and embrace the concept of continuous training
have taken a major step toward continued competi-
tive succcss.
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Basic Skills in the Workplace

Any nation expecting to attract or retain new
model industries of the sort discussed above must
offer a flexible and trainable workforce. Many
American workers-20 percent or more in some
firmsare deficient in basic skills (reading, writ-
ing, arithmetic, and communication). The problem is
seldom illiteracy, but that woncers need to upgrade
their basic skills to cope with changing job require-
ments. Workers need good basic skills to interpret
and apply information in the workplace and to
participate in both formal and informal training.
Many firms have faced delays in implementing new
technology or work practices (including training)
until they upgaded their employees' basic skills.
Wolicers without sound basics will fmd it increas-
ingly difficult to advance beyond entry-level posi-
tions or to change jobs. (Ch. 6 discusses basic skills
issues in detail.)

A 1986 survey of adults aged 21 to 25 found
that 20 percent have not achieved 8th grade
reading levels, and 38 percent cannot read at the
11th grade level. Many job-related reading materi-
als (e.g., manuals) require 10th to 12th grade reading
*ills. Although some can be rewritten at lower
proficiency levels, technical or complex information
is difficult to convey at such levels.

An unacceptably high number of young adults
half or moreare not good at quantitative
problem-solving of any complexity. While only 7
percent in the 1986 survey were unable to perform
simple arithmetic operations (e.g., adding two en-
tries on a bank deposit slip), around 35 percent were
unable to reach the correct answer when the addition
was part of a problem in which judgment had to be
exercised to determine which numbers were rele
vant. Even among those with 2 or 4 years of college,
39 percent wele unable to figure the cost of a
specified meal from the prices on a menu, and
determine the tip and correct change from a restau-
rant check.

The basic skills needed to perform job-related
tasks can be quite demandingmore so than those
needed in school. Workers often have to apply what
they have read immediately or risk production
problems or downtime. They also need to be able to
ask questions and monitor their own comprehension
when reading on the job, in part because they need
to recognize and sf-31( clarification of incorrect,

misleading, or extraneous hiformation. Thus, the
concept of basic skills is enlarging to encompass
problem-solving, the ability to adapt existing knowl-
edge to new situations, and effez.tiveness in group
interactionsskills traditionally associated with
management. While some workers with limited
education are excellent at these higher order
skills, strong basics always help.

The costs of basic skills deficiencies are quite
high for American companies. Although accurate
estimates do not exist, the direct costs in lower
productivity may include ruined parts and equip-
ment, wasted material, and health and safety risks.
Administrative costs for screening and hiring new
employees also can be significant.

Companies would prefer not to have to upgrade
employees' basic skills. The presence of a well-
educated labor force is often a factor in firms'
location decisions, whether domestic or overseas.
Firms also can use technology to replace or deskill
jobs to compensate for workers' inadequate basic
skills. Many workers with poor basics learn to cope,
often developing practical solutions to problems that
would stump them if presented outside the job
context (e.g., on a written test). Not all of these
options are available to every company, however,
and they do not necessal.:'y further overall competi-
tiveness.

Only a few U.S. companies now offer in-house
basic skills training. Many large or medium-size
companies test job applicants for basics and most do
not hire those who fzi. Other companies offer
remedial programs in sk:lls basic to specific jobs
(e.g., blueprint reading, accounting principles). Still
others may encourage workers to enroll in free
courses offered by public agencies, but active
support (e.g., giving employees paid release time) is
rare. The total funding that employers, government
agencies, unions, and workers dedicate specifically
to improving employees' basic skills has never been
accurately estimated. However, it probably does not
exceed $1 billion per year. This compares with
estimated total annual industry expenditures for
formal training of $30 billion or more.

Por many years, States have offered basic adult
educat:on, partly supported by FeJeral programs.
Some Sates support workplace basic skills fin-
provement activities with other kinds of customized
industrial training program:: (see discussion of the
State role in providing training, below).

9
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Recently, several workplace-oriented basic skills
programs based c n partnerships among i,c-,ernment,
employers, and/or unions have emerged. These
include workplace literacy demonstration project-
funded by the U.S. Departmer .s of Education and
Labor. Major expansion for workplace programs has
been proposed in the 101st Congress as part of
comprehensive adult literacy legislation (see discus-
sion of policy options, below).

Workplace programs need to take into account the
various levels of proficiency among workers. People
with the most severe problemswho read or write
at the 6th grade level or belowneed extensive
individualized help. Workers who need to upgrade
basic skills benefit from programs that use
work-related materials. The more successful wolicplace-
oriented programs encourage transfer of learning
back to the jf.b by developing and using materials
and tasks that relate to the learner's job (e.g.,
teaching arithmetic via blueprint reading). Such
customized workplace programs are still rare, how-
ever.

Basic skills programs often can be enhanced
through well-designed courses delivered via com-
puters or other forms of instructional technology
(see chs. 6 and 7). High-quality technology-based
training takes less time to deliver than traditional
classroom instruction, with equivalent or better
learning gains and transfer to the job. Moreover,
many workers like computer-based or interactive
video instruction. Relatively little courseware now
available is targeted toward adult learners, however,
or toward workplace-oriented skills.

There is a clear need for more research,
evaluation, and dissemination of findings on the
most effective ways to upgrade basic skills. Not
only would this aid firms in establishing their own
programs, it would help policymakers determine
how much public wozkplace-oriented efforts should
depart from the traditional model of adult basic
education.

Working definitions of the basic skills needed
in a competitive economy will continue to broaden.
Training employees in competencies such as cooper-
ation and teamworkskills rarely stressed explic-

itly in the educational systemcan be expected to
be a more frequent r ;quirement in many firms.

Labor Mobili and Changing Demographics

The U.S. labor force has changed dramatically
over the past decade. The baby boom entrance
bulge is past, and overall lab or force growth has
slowed. The civilian labor force grew by nearly 3
million people each year during the late 1970s, but
only by about 2 million annually during the late
1980s. Labor force participation has reached a new
peak, with 67 percent of all Americans aged 16 and
over working or actively seeking jobs; previously,
labor force participation had remained stable for
years at 58-60 percent. The increase is due primarily
to the entry of women into the workforce; nearly
twice as many women were working in 1989 as in
1969. The fraction of the workforce with part-time
jobs increased from about 15 percent in the mid-
1960s to more than 20 percent in the mid-1980s.

The overwhelming majority of people who will
work in American industry at the beginning of
the next century are working now.3 In the next few
years, the labor force will have fewer new entrants,
and many entrants will be minorities or immigrants
groups that have been underserved by the educa-
tional system. Overall, the labor force will continue
to be overwhelmingly white. Through the end of the
century, women will account for nearly two-thirds of
employment growth. There will be fewer younger
workers (aged 16 to 24), although by the mid-1990s
this age group will begin to grow as the baby
boomers' children begin entering thc labor force (see
table 1-2).

While labor force growth has slowed, labor
mobility still is high. Alliericans change employers
and occupations more frequently than workers in
other advanced industrial economies. People move
from job to job; entrepreneurs start new companies,
with varying success; existing companies grow,
promote people, transfer them. American companies
must more or less continuously integrate new
ethployees into their organizations. A t l'east 15
percent of the labor force may need some new
training each year simply because of mobility.
They will not necessarily get itmobility makes
employers reluctant to train their employees. Many

3The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that workers from the 1988 labor force will comprise 70 percent of the year 2000 workforce. The estimate
depends in part on retirement decisions of worke s and other variables. Judging from the age distribution of workers in table 1-2, the estimate couldbc

low.
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Table 1-2The Changing Labor Force: 1976-2000

Labor force share (percent of total)

1976 1988 2000k

Blacks 9.9% 10.9% 11.7%
Hispanics 4.4 7.4 10.1

Asians and other minorities 1.9 3.0 4.0
Young workers, all aged 16 to 24 24.3 18.5 15.9
Aged 25 to 54 60.8 69.0 71.3
Older workers

All aged 45 to 54 17.7 15.7 21.8
, All aged 55 and over 14.9 12.4 12.3

Women (all) 40.5 45.0 47.3

Total number of workers (million) 96.2 121.7 141.1

aBureau of Labor Statistics moderate growth scenario.

SOURCE: Howard N. Fullerton, Ji., 'Vow Labor Force Projections, Spanning 1988 to 2000," Monthly Lat.,:r Review, November 1989, table 1, p. 4.

firms try to get by with little or no training for new
hires. Many firms also are reluctant to train older
workers (age 45 and up). As baby boomers enter
middle age, the United States also will need to find
ways to keep a slowly aging workforce up-to-date
and flexible.

Small enterprises have accounted for about 35
percent of total U.S. employment in recent years.
But hundreds of thousands of these small firms
appear, grow, and die each year, contributing to U.S.
labor mobility. Over the next two decades, small
firms w'.11 create more jobs than their share of
employment might suggest. They face special prob-
lems in training. Many lack experience in training
and often the lesources to develop expertise or to pay
for outside training. Further, these companies typi-
cally experience higher than average rates of turn-
over, and therefore are reluctant to invest in their
emr' yees. Small firms rarely have enough people
who need training at any one time to justify a
focused training effort. Public policies have pro-
vided little help in solving small fir:r ' training
problems.

Retraining for older workers will become more
important as the workforce ages. Average retirement
ages have been declining m most industrialmations;
companies continue to encourage early exits and
tailor most training for workers farther from retire-
ment. Programs initiated under the Olatr Americans
Act and Job Training Partnership Act have success-
fully placed older workers in jobs, but these pro-
grams offer no incentives to firms to train their older
employees. The aging of the U.S. workforce will
force both corporate officials and government
policymakers to pay more attention to training

for older workers and to tapitalizing on their
skills and experience.

Immigrants accounted for 22 percent of labor
force growth between 1980 and 1987more than
twice their contribution during the 1970s when the
labor force as a whole grew very rapidly. Immigants
are projected to account for an even higher portion
of labor force growth over the next decade. While
many are highly skilled professionals, such as
engineers and doctors, roughly 33 percent have only
an elementary school education and 13 percent have
not progressed beyond the 4th grade. As many as 17
percent speak no English at all. Without basic skilt
upgrading, these n,...nole will be stuck in low-paying,
unskilled jobs

Younger American workers switch jobs more
frequently than older workers. Because younger
people are so mobile, larger firms tend to hire only
those with 3 to 4 years stable work experience for
careerrath jobs and most employers sre reluctant to
provide young workers with much training. Good
training early can help motivate younger work-
ers to continue learningon the job and off
throughout their careers.

Nationwide, about 85 percent of workers are high
school graduates, but the rate is lower among
minority groups (see table 1-3) and as low as 50
percent in some geographic areas. Even among those
who graduate from high school, however, the bottom
third academically are poorly prepared for work.
Groups with the most formal schooling have the
lowest incidence of unemployment. Educational
level also is seen as an important indicator of
receptiveness to learning when workplace tech-
nologies ...re changing rapidly; better educated

2,1
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Table 1-3Educational Credentials of
Employed Workersa

Not a high
school

graduate

One or more
High school years of

dnlyb college

Whitesc 15.8% 392% 444%
Blacks 22.7 42.4 34.8
Hispanics 39.0 33.5 27.4

aEmployed Outing March 1988.
blnclucles those with less than 1 year of college.
eNnn-Hispanic whites only.

SOURCE: George Silvestd and John Lukasiewicz, "Projection kcupa-
tional Employment, 1988.2000," Monthly Labor RAvi9w, No-
vember 1989, table 10, p. 63.

workers are viewed as more likely to laiow how to
learn. Moreover, while U.S. workers' average num-
ber of years of schooling has risen, actual academic
competencies of high school graduates have in-
creased only marginally. Students in competitor
nations score higher on academic skills tests than
American students.

The United States also does not seem to be
doing as much as our competitors to prepare
non-college bound youth for the workworld.
Graduates of secondary vocational education pro-
gyams in this country often find their skills ill-suited
to the workplace because the rapid pace of techno-
logical and organizational change in modern firms
its outpaced curricula.

The best vocational education programs can
produce graduates well-prepared for the modern
workplace. These programs emphasize both practi-
cal and theoretical skills in a setting where sradents
work together. They also typically involve access
toor a blend ofvocational and academic courses.
Students can be taught basic skills such as arithmetic
quite effectively within the context of voeadonal
courses such as drafting. Employer involvement
adds relevance to today's workplace (e.g., through
assistance in curriculum development), as do real-
world work experiences such as cooperative educa-
don or internships. Congress is considering legisla-
tion to encourage more vocational programs to adopt
best practice approaches (see discussion of policy
option 6 below and in ch. 2, and ch. 8).

Growth in jobs will be highest in the South and the
West. Particularly in these regions, the mismatch
between the capabilities of job seekers and the
needs of the local economy will continue (see box
1-A). The only way to cure this mismatch is through
better education and training, particularly for minor-

ides, women, older workers, and people from rural
areas and inner cities.

Training and Human Resource Practices

Current human resource practices in most
American firms place a low value on training.
Many firms try to hire people with the skills they
need rather than develop current employees' skills.
Large firms do extensive screening, including tests
and interviews, to sneasure prospective employees'
skills. Firms that have reorganized to emphasize
multiskilled work groups also test for higher order
skills and performance in a group setting. People
who do not pass are not hired. Larger firms often can
pay above average wages to get the skills they need.
When implemNiting new technology or processes,
they can afford to and sometimes dohire new
employees with the needed skills. Current employ-
ees with outdated skills or who have trouble
adapting to new conditions may not be retrained or
retained.

Small firms' access to new hires with good
skills is much more limited. These companies
usually pay less and cannot screen prospective
employees extensively. When introducing new tech-
nology, smaller firms typically add new tasks onto
existing jobs, with training provided informally or
by the equipment vendor. These approaches seldom
prove adequate, making it more difficult to capital-
ize on the investments.

When times are bad, companies often slash
their training budgets. Few firms evaluate the costs
and benefits of their training programs, either in
terms of job performance or business outcome. Thus
they have trouble justifying continuing their training
programs during bad times. Moreover, most Ameri-
can firms of sizes respond to economic downturns
by laying off employees.

Some U.S. firms do retrain and redeploy their
workers when they reorganize rather than laying
off one group and hiring another. This strategy
can be cost-effective. Reorganization and restruc-
turing for increased,competitiveness require em-
ployees whf) understand corporate goals and believe
themseives important to achieving those goals. But
employees will not feel committed to corporate
goals if they believe their 3rnployer will respond to
the next generation of automation or to economic
downturns with immediate layoffs. Moreover, re-
training and redeploying employees (e.g., assigning

4
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Reorganizing work to encourage employee involvement
can improve morale and productivity.

them routine mdmtenance tasks) during slow times
can be more cost-effective than laying them off and
then rehiring them at the end of the slack period,
particularly if many move on to other jobs.

A few companies have even begun to use
downturns to provide concentrated training on
company time. These firms believe that the up-
graded worker skills will improve productivity and
competitiveness when demand picks up again.

Relying more heavily on contingent workers
(including contract labor and services) makes it
easier to retain a core workforce if sales slump, but
managers must balance this against the difficulty of
integrating contingent workers into the organization
when markets are booming again. Growing use of
contingent workers poses special challenges, as
these workers may not receive the training and
benefits given to core workers.

It is difficult for firms to justify changing their
human resource practices without understanding the
relative costs and benefits. For training, in particular,
such benefit/cost evaluations are necessary not only
to provide a basis for corporate decisions about the
level of investment in training, but to target the
investments at specif ,:. business needs, to weigh
alternate delivery systems for cost-effectiveness,
and to improve the quality of training.

If new practices in workplace organization and
training are to become a permanent part of the
American, industrial landscape, it will be because of
top management understanding and commitment,
backed up with funding. A 7-year business expan-
sion has made it relatively easy for American
industry to invest in training and experiment with
innovations in production. The test will come in the
inevitable downturn. Executives need to grasp what
training can and cannot accomplish, and how
reorganization and restructuring Lacked up with
training can help their firms compete. Without
direction from the top, inertia wilhprevail.

TRAINING APPROACHES:
THE UNITED STATES AND

OUR FOREIGN COIVITETITORS
Corporate training in the United States is

delivered unevenly across firms and ainong
workers. On-the-job trainingthe kind most U.S.
workers receiveusually is infoirnal and unstruc-
tured, consisting of experienced r-irkers showing
newer employees how to carry oil, tasks. The U.S.
Government has little influence on training of
employed workers; Federal programs focus on tbe
unemployed an.d er...-:,nc:itcally disadvantaged. State
support for inthiStrial training is limited, though
growing. Other nations, includingWeat Germany
and Japan, have more effective public and pri-
vate training systems than the United States (see
table 1-4). These competitor countries provide more
training, take a much more systematic approach to
training, provide government support for it, and train
their workers to higher average standards. Box 1-B
compares U.S. and Japanese training programs in
automobile plants as an example.

In the sections below, American training practices
and programsby firms, for workers, and by the
Statesare first discussed. This is followed by
analysis of foreign training pracfices, especially in
Japan and West Germany.

Corporate Training in the United States

Reliable estimates of the extent and cost of U.S.
worker training do not exist. The few company
surveys that have been conducted have had very low
response rates. Only a few large firms keep tack of
training expenditures and they account for training
costs in very different ways. Estimates based on
worker surveys depend on employee recall of

23
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Box 1-B--Training in U.S. and Japanese Automobile Assembly Plants

Creative engineering abroad has meant heavy pressure on American firms to follow suit (e.g., automobiles with
multivalve engines, electronically controlle4 transmissions, and antilock brakes). Not only must companies bring
these technologies to market quickly, they must o so with minimum risk of recalls or product liability suits. This
places a greater burden on workers to maintain quality. Training is a critical factor in achieving this goal.

Figure 1-1 compares annual hours of training per employee for Japanese auto assembly plants in Japan (J-.: ,
Japanese-owned plants in the United States (J-U.S.), and U.S.-owned plants in the United Statcs (U.S.-U.S.). As
shown in the figure, autoworkers in J-J plants get morc than three times as much training each year as workers in
U.S.-U.S. plants. The differences are even morc striking for newly hired workers (figure 1-2). New employees in

plants get more than 300 hours of training in their first 6 months compared with fewer than 50 hours for U.S.-U.S.
plants.

In pre-employment screening, Japanese automakers value willingness and ability to learn more highly than
previous exper,. ice or specific skills. Their training programs emphasize individual and group responsibility along
with job skills. U.S. autoinakers look more for experience am. ir training tends to stop with narrow technical sblls
for craft workers and brief on-the-job sessions for unskilled /kers.

Japanese automakers combine just-in-time production with continuous improvement and quality circle
programs. Their work organization is built around semi-autonomous gmups with substantial training and careful
attention to shopfloor management. Work groups serve as vehicles for communication between factory floor and
engineering to help achieve design-for-manufacturability. In contrast, workers in U.S. plants nave narrowly defined
responsibilities. Organizational barriers still impede information exchange among product design, manufacturing
engineering, and the shopfloor. Not surprisingly, Japanese auto manufacturers achieve higher productivity and
quality levels than their U.S. counterparts.

SOURCE John F. Kralbik, Training and the Auto Industry. Intern, ronal Comparrsons," report prepared for the Office of Technology
Assessment under contract N3-1910, February 1990.

Figure 1-1--Annual Hours of Training Per Employee,
Automobi:e Assembly Workers
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SOURCE Johe F Krafcik, Training and the Automobile Industry. Interne.
O'onal Comparisons, contractor report proparod Rif the Office of
Tothnology Assessment under contract N3-1910. February
1990, pp. 8-9.

training events, which may be unreliabie. Employers
more often train workers informally on the job than
in formal settings, and it may be difficult to
differentiate between training time and work time.
Therefore estimates of total employer investment in
training vary greatly (see ch. 5).
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Figure 1-2Hours of Training, Newly
Hired Automobile Assembly Workers

Japan/Japan Japsn/U.S. U.S./U.S.

E.::,:;Hours of Training

SOUR E. John F. Kralcilt, Training and the A/mobile Industry; Interna-
tional Comparisons, contractor report prepared for the Office of
Technology Assessment under contract N3-1910, Fouruary
1990, pp. 8-9.

The few data available suggest that U.S. em-
ployers' investments in formal training are be-
tween $30 billion and $44 billion annually. This
range is equivalent to 1.2 to 1.8 percent of total
private sector worker compensation ($2.4 trillion in
1988), 0.61 to 0.9 percent of 1988 gross national
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Table 1-4Worker Training Compared

United States Germany Japan Korea

SchoL,40-work
transition

Left mostly to chance;
some employers have
ties with local sthools

Apprenticeship for most
non-college-bound youth

Personal relationthips
between employers and
local schools

Employers recruit from
vocational and
academic high sthools

Vocational education
Extent Available In most urban Universally available

areas
Limited; mostly Universally available
assumed by employers

Quality Wide range: poor to
excellent

Uniformly good

Employer-provided training
Extent Largely limited to

managers and
technicians

Quality

Widespread at entry
level _lid to qualifr
for promotion

Wide range; some
excellet, but more often
weak or unstructured

Very good

Fair to good

Widesread

Very good

Vocational high schools
uniformly good

Umited; employers rely
on public vocational
institutes

Generally poor

Public policies Federal role very
limited; State aid to
employers growing

Govern apprenticeship; Subsidies encourage
encourage continuing training by small firms
training

Directivesorne
employers resist
policies

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 1990.

product, and 10 to 14 percent of the national
investment in primary, secondary, and higher educa-
tion in 1987. Some companies spend much more on
training, such as IBM and Xerox (4 percent or more
of payroll), and Motorola (2.5 percent of payroll).
Informal training may cost firms as much or more
than formal, but the costs (e.g., lost production
during training) and the benefits (improved quality
or productivity) are difficult to tie directly to training
and impossible to quantify.

Only about 35 percent of workers recalled taking
skill improvement training in their current job,
according to a U.S. Department of Labor study.4
Professionals (e.g., lawyers, teachers, engineers) are
the most likely to get continuing traimng fur their
jobs (see figure 1-3). Technicians are next most
likely to get upgrade training, followed by f.xecu-
tives and managers. Shopfloor and other blue-collar
workers are lez,s likely to receive such training in the
United States.

U.S. employers are reluctant to provide train-
ing for several reazons. Many fear that employees
will leave for better jobs and the firm will lose its
training investment. Others lack expertise in training
or have had unhappy experiences with poorly
conceived training programs. Senior managers may
not plan well enough for training when introducing

new technology or process changes. Production
managers are often rellictant to disrupt operations by
releasing employees for :raining.

Larger firms arc morc likely to provide formal
training than smaller ones. Large firms typically
have lower labor turnover and more money for
training. Moieover, they fmd that training tends to
be associated with lower labor turnover.

Some large firms with organized training pro-
grams provide new hires with formal traininga
preliminary to on-the. job training. Formal training
may cover technical skills (both task-specific and
generic) and workplace hazards. Some firms orient
new employees on company policies, customers and
product lines, and the fimi's plans for the future. The
purposes are to encourage employees to take respon-
sibility and link workplace tasks to the company's
overall goals, and to build loyalty to the organiza-
tion.

Small fums are more likely to employ workers
who have less education, or who are older or young.
Jobs in small fums oftea involve a variety of cit 'te
different tasks. Lacldng training budgets, small
firms usually try to develop employee skills through
unstructured informal training, which varies widely
in quality. Those smaller firms that do invest in both

41be study was based on information obtained from special quesUons in the 1983 Current Population Stuve y. it has not been repeated since then.
L x Max L. Carey. How Workers Get Their Training. Bulletin 2226. US. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics. March 1985.

25
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Figure 1-3Upgrade Training by Occupation
(percent of workers reporting upgrade training In their current Job)*
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support
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Handlers. equipment
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Note: On average, 35 percent of all workers repmted sidi Improvement training for lugs. arrent Job.

SOURCE: Max Ca rvy and Alan Eck, How Worker." Gat Their Troinfly (Washington, LC: U.S. Department of Labor,
&Weal of Labor Statistics. 1985), pp. 18-19.

formal and informal training usually have a stong and not always thow who will actually operate the
management commitment to fairing. new equipment.

In addition to in-house training, U.S. workers get
training from many sources, including equipment
vendors, private training consultants, community
colleges and other educational institution', union
programs, and technology-based courseware (e.g.,
computer-based training). U.S. firms' purchases of
training "om out.ide resources are estimated to total
about $9 billion per year.

Only the vendor may have the expertise to train
workers to use and maintain new equipment. Equip-
ment vendors are not in the training business,
ho%ever. They typically design courses to highlight
a product's features rather then to prepare trainees
for possible problems. Downtime due to employees'
lack of Acing can offset the gains in productivity that
would otherwise result from new equipment. Ven-
dor training also tends it., reach only a few workers,

Regardless of the sour, ), twining often dozs not
transfer to work. Training is more effective when
it is quickly reinforced on the job. Slccessful
learning often occurs in practical and collaborative
job settings, such as zirprenticeship, where the
concepts learned are applied to daily tasks. Training
also is molt effective when developed as part o2 an
overall strategy linked to corporate goals.

Training technology can deliver quality on-
demand instrueflon. Simulatorr, for example, can
train workers to fix a wide range of malfunctions
safely and without equipment downtime. Embedded
training is valuable for malfunctions that occur
infrequrntly and in situations where it is either
impossible or not cost-eftective to train everyone in
all operational characteristics.5

strobedded training is tat:ruction that is an integral congener:it of a product or system. An example would bee machine display panel with a diagram
that shows the location of *malfunction and a list of tbe steps needed to fix it.

-`
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Photo omit: Anwkan Assodatim of Community and Junior Caves

Instuctor explaining programmable controller to
Alcoa employees.

Training quality also is directly affected by the
expertise of training professionals and courseware
developers. Many entrepreneurs are attracted to this
low-overhead business with potentially high earn-
ings. Some are highly knowledgeable training pro-
fessionals that produce quality products; some hype
"new age" training methods whose effectiveness is
unprovezr a few are con artists.

Training and Workers' Careers

Training is important no only to companies, but
also to individuals (see ch. 8). More than half (55
pereent) of workers in the Labor Department study
cited above said that they needed some specific
training to obtain their current job. Most got the
training at a school or informally on the job. Not
surprisingly, nearly all professionals needed qualify-
ing training, as did 85 percent of technicians, and
most managers. Nearly two-thirds of those in the
craft and skilled trades also needed training to
qualify for their current job. The proportions vary
not only by occupation, but also age, race and
educational background. Minorities receive a dis-
proportionately small share of training Employers
are hesitant to train young workers (aged 16 to 25)
because of their mobility; older workers also get less
training than their share of the workforce 'ght
suggest. Those with the most education to begin
with get or take the most training.

Increased competitivepressures and the resulting
restructuring of the national economy have made
jobs and income less secure. Moreover, in many

industry sectors, career ladders within companies
have become fewer. Many manufacturing firms, for
example, have cut back on the number of first-line
supervisorsjobs often filled in the past by promo-
tion of production workers.

People who do not have the appropriate blend of
educational credentials, training, and experience
will find it increasingly hard to win promotions and
pay increases. The skills and abilities needed to gain
entry onto an upward track tend to be broad and
general, associated more with formal education than
on-the-job training and experience. It will be more
difficult than in the past for people without educa-
tional credentials to demonstrate through on-the-job
performance that they deserve a chance to move
upwards. The U.S. training system will have to
begin delivering both task-specific skills and the
broader problem-solving and social skills tradi-
tionally associated with managerial work if the
system is to serve both workers and industry
effectively.

The training workers get in finn- or equipment-
specific skills may not transfer to other jobs.
Employer-supported programs leading to fr-mal
credentials (e.g., apprenticeship, associate degree
programs) are more transferable than other types of
training. But, transferable training is hard to get.

At the post-secondary level, community colleges
and other institutions offer widespread opportunities
for vocational training As these institutions work
more closely with employers on customized train-
ing, their vocational curricula may become better
thatched with local labor market needs. At the same
time, post-secondary vocational education should
provide students with broad transferable skills.

Adult education is one of the strengths of the
U.S. system, although under 15 percent of all
adults participate in any year. About two-thirds of
participating adults take courses for job-related
reasons, with employers paying for nearly half of
these courses. Other countries also stress adult
education. One-fourth of adult Canadian workers
participate in adult education. Japan has an effective
adult education system, with many companies en-
couraging or requiring employees to attend night
classes or take correspondence courses. The Japa-
nese Government offers subsidies to employers who
offer financial incentives to workers taldng such
courses.
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The United States has long ranked near the
bottom among industrialized nations in the num-
ber of workers who have completed apprentice-
ships. The total number of apprentices has remained
about the same (300,000) over the last decade while
the workforce has grown by 20 percent. Only 0.16
percent of the U.S. civilian workforce currently
participates. By contrast, a majority of the West
German labor force has completed an apprentice-
ship. U.S. apprenticeship is highly concentrated in a
few occupations; over half of those in registered
programs work in the unionized construction indus-
trys

Apprenticeship training is high in quality as
measured both by workers' wages and productivity,
and there is new interest in revit2li7ing the U.S.
apprenticeship system. The apprenticeship model,
combining classroom instruction with hands-on
practice and skill-building, is a very effective
approach to technical training. Because it relies
heavily on informal but structured on-the-job train-
ing, which is the predciminant training method in
smaller companies, apprenticeship is particularly
well-suited to these firms.

The major barrier to the creation of nonunion
apprenticeship programs is financing. U.S. appren-
:kes typically take evening classes two or three
times per week, as well as receiving on-the-job-
training, over a 3- or 4-year period. The formal
instruction alone averages $2,500 per apprentice
annually in some crafts. A sing' firm may be
unwillir. ,i,, or unable to support such extensive and
expensive training. Industry associations could over-
come this barrier by soliciting voluntary contribu-
tions from member firms to support apprenticeships.

The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) is examin-
ing ways both to strengthen traditional apprehtice-
ships and to introduce the concept in industries that
have not been active participants in the past. DOL
calls the latter effort structured workplace learning.
It includes various combinations of classroom and
on-the-job training leading to a pt. ,able credential.
DOL launched several pilot projects to demonstrate
the concept in banking, health care, and small
business in 1989. If successful, these demonstralions
could encourage more employers in more industries
to tiy similar programs in the future. However, DOL

Photo crocat Araiio:al Training Fund, Shoat Metal and
Air Condeoning industry

Apprentice practices welding while others observe.

lacks the resources to strengthen traditional appren-
ticeships. More funcl.ng is needed at the Federal and
State levels to improve outreach programs.

Providing transferable skills also is a thrust of
many joint union-management training activities.
Although unions represent a small and declining
share of the labor force (from a peak of 35 percent
f nonagricultural workers in 1954 to 16.4 percent in

1989), they are still important in workplace
training and in retraining displaced workers.
Successful joint ur.: ..n-managernent training initia-
tives exist in both the automobile and telecOmmuni-
cations industries In 1989 alone, five of these
programs had a total of about $324 million available
to support training activities. Enrollments ranged
from 16 percent to over 50 percent of the 709,000
eligible workers. Most instruction is offered outside
of regular working hours at the plant site. It typicaEy
focuses on topics such as basic skills, health and
safety, computer literacy, and career and financial
planning. Some training, hewever, is keyed directly
to the workplace (e.g., offering basic arithmetic
instruction off-hours to help workeis taking statisti-
cal process control trainingnn company time).

As with corporate training generally, joint union-
management programs are of mixed quality and
have not been evaluated rigorously. Efforts have

6Under the registration system operated by the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and by State Apprenticeship Councils, apprenticeship
programs may be sponsored by either a single employer or a group of employers, either unilaterally or jointly with a union.
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begun to educate local training committees about
techniques for design, delivery, and evaluation, and
to encourage outside course evaluations. Joint train-
ing and teamwork programs have shown measurable
benefits, nonetheless, including lower production
costs, increased uptime, and expanded output with-
out investments in more modern equipment.

Older workers have even less access to on-the-job
training and outside courses and programs than
younger workers. Training declines with age within
the older worker population, m part because employ-
ers believe they will not recoup their training
mvestment before a worker retires. Many managers
and executives also rate older workers low on
flexibility and adaptability. Yet older workers also
are perceived as having a strong work ethic and good
work habits; they also change jobs less often than
young workers.

The increasing proportion of older workers in
the labor force makes it important both to
prepare this population for technological change
and to understand how advancing age affects job
performance and learn how to compensate for
any negative effects. Despite gradual physiological
changes (e.g., reduced sensation and perception,
motor control, and memory), age-related declines in
performing traditional tasks in most occupations
seem to be slight. Efforts to compensate can focus
either on the worker or on the job. Older workers'
healthand job performancecan be improved
through company-based health promotion and aware-
ness programs. Training can compensate for some
age-related deficits. Jobs also can be modified to
facilitate retention of older workers.

Most older workers, however, are more in need of
training to upgrade skills that have been outpaced by
technological change. Federal support for older
worker training programs is limited and companies
have shown little interest in developing training
tailored to older workers' needs. Training methods
that minimize stress (e.g., self-paced learning) and
reduce the need for memory (e.g., embedded train-
ing) are especially beneficial for older workers.
Educating rnamaers about age-related issues also
can be effective in changing their perspectives on
training old workers. The great variability among
workers in the same age range means that policy
with respect to the older w orker should be flexible
and individualized rather than uniform.

The Growing State Role

In the United States, most direct government
assistance to firms to train Weir workers comes
from the States. In fiscal year 1989, 44 States
operated over 51 customized training programs
(those tailored tc needs of specific industries or
companies) costing approximately $375 million (see
ch. 5). Additional State Isxpenditures on worker
training are embedded in industrial recruitment
programs and in support for vocational-technical
institutes and community colleges. The States report
increasing demand for upgrade tr.iining of employed
workers; almost one-third spent more than 35
percent of funds on training workers at existing
firms.

State customized training programs have an
uneven record in meeting employers' needs for
worker training. The States expect such programs
to serve mixed, often conflicting goalsattracting
new industries, aiding in expansion of existing
firms, enhancing workers' careers, and providing
broader societal benefits. Customized training for
existing employers must compete for scarce State
resources with efforts aimed at these diverse goals.
Programs focused on a single goalsuch as
assisting employers with specific training needs
or enhancing the performance of existing firms
are most successful.

State funds can help companies overcome many
barriers to providing their own training, including
limited access to training experts, poor understand-
ing of ilow training can improve b-..sthess perform-
ance, concerns about losing trained workers to other
firms, and had experience with pri-r training efforts.

About 10 States also currently spend a combined
total of between $25 million and $40 million a yeqr
on industrial extension services, which provide
technical assistance to small manufacturers. Cur-
rent State technology transfer programs qre
limited in scope and poorly linked with State
training assistance. Most will refer clients to
training agencies, but of five that OTA surveyed,
only one provides integrated training and technical
assistance and helps businesses obtain funds from
State training programs.

OnP of the largest regional efforts to assist small
businc..s is the Southern Technology Council's
Consortium for Manufacturing Competitiveness.
Formed in 1988 with some Federal support, the

0
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Consortium has 14 membersall State-supported
schools that offer technical associate degr, :tswho
extend services to employers and help leverage
private funding. A key purpose is to transfer new
manufacturing technology. Member institutions also
provide training support, such as mobile training
vans and skills assessments.

While States are becoming more involved in both
training and technology assistance to small firms,
funding is still very limited. Both types of programs
are inadardate to meet growing employer d .nand
for services. The average State training program
helps just 64 companies and fewer than 4,000
workers annually (see table 1-5). Most of the
assistance goes to firms with more than 200 employ-
ees.

Training Among Our Competitors

One of the reasons companies in the Federal
Republic of Germany (FRG) and Japan are able to
compete so effectively with U.S. firms is that their
workers are well-trained (see ch. 3). Thus, compa-
nies in those countries are well equipped to take
advantage of flexible production systems turning out
hie quality products at low cost. Moreover, train-
ing is explicitly supported by their governments'
policies.

In the FRG, for example, about two-thirds of the
employed workforce has completed an apprentice-
ship program. These programsas good as any in
the worldare fmanced jointly by public and
private investments. The government works with
trade associations and unions to defme uniform
national curricula and examinations for apprentices
in over 400 occupations. Policies and haditions also
give status and respect to blue- and grey-collar
workers.

West Germany's Federal and Lander (State)
governments offer substantial incentives to firms
to provide training to their workers. The Lander
typically provide the formal schooling portion of
apprenticeship at no cost to the employer. Both
Federal and Lander governments also defray some
on-the-job training costs. The Federal Government
picks up half the costs of special training centers set
up by trade associations to serve the apprenticeship
and t...ntinuing training needs of small business.

The FRG's education and training system
contributes in a major way to both high labor
productivity and product quality. A comparison
of skills training and cost, productivity, and compet-
itiveness in West German and British firms in
several industries clearly showed that, when factors
such as production machinery are held constant, the
West German workers have higher productivity, are
more adept with computerized equipment, and can
adapt better to short production runs of specialized
goods because they get more and better training than
their British counterparts.

The Japanese excel at integrating on-the-job
training with day-to-day operations. Managers
and supervisors deliver most training on the shop-
floor with little loss of working time, and provide
continuing followup and evaluation. Managers who
serve as instructors can stay in closer touch with
factory operations and also can keep workers abreast
of company pians; it also gives managers first-hand
experience with the usefulness of training. Long-
term employment relations (common in many Japa-
nese companies) allow films to train core workers
with little fear of losing them. Training is more than
a means for advancement; corporate and cultural
pressures encourage continuous learning with work-
ers often participating on their own time.

Table 1-5State-Financed Customized Training Programsa (most recent fiscal year)

Median Low High

Number of contracts with firms 64 500
Average contract amount per program $43.313 $6,500 $1,046,000
Range of total program expenditures among States $2,400,000 $111,700 $106,000,000
Number of employees trained 3,940 99 55,243
Expenditure per enrollee $460 $75 $3,461

aBasecl on 51 progran.s in 44 States.

SOURCE. Peter A. Creticos, Steve Duscha, and Robert G. Sheets, State financed, Customized Training Programs. A Comparative State Survey, report
prepared for the Office of Tethnology Assessment undor contract L3-30810, 1990, tables 4, 6.
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Japanese Government assistance is less pervasive
than West German assistance; companies and indi-
viduals absorb most of the training costs. The
Ministry of Labor (MOL) provides some subsidies
for companies and industry groups with an approved
skill development plan. Small firms qualify for
larger subsidies (e.g., half the cost of hiring teachers
and purchasing in-house training materials, versus
one-third for bigger companies). Japan's prefectures
spend about two-thods as much on trainingas the
MOL, supporting vocational colleges, skill develop-
ment and training centers, and testing and certifica-
tion programs. Special subsidies go to companies
that train employees aged 45 and older. Quasi-public
industry groups, such as the Japan Industrial Train-
ing Association, the Japan Management Associa-
tion, and the Japanese Efficiency Association also
provide training.

South Korea and other developing Asian nations
are making worker training a central element in
economic development policies. Training in South
Korea draws heavily on the German example;
indeed the FRG helped South Korea establish one of
its first vocational training institutes. The South
Korean Government offers construction financing,
low-cost land, subsidies for instructors' salaries, and
free trairdng equipment for trade associations. Skills
tests and preferential hiring for certified workers
help to counter biases against vocational education.

Levies are used by several nationsWest Ger-
many, France, South Korea, and Japan among
themto support training. In some countries, firms
only pay the levy if they fail to spend an equal
amount on training their employees. In other cases,
the levy fmances training programs conducted for
various purposes by public agencies.

TRAINING TECHNOLOGY
Large companies such as IBM, Ford Motor

Co., and Motorola expect that by the late 1990s
over half of their corporate training and educa-
tion will be delivered outside the traditional
classroom using some form of instructional tech-
nology. Flexibility and sa iings in time and money
are the major reasons technology-based training
is catching on. Such training might be delivered at
a worker's desk or on the shopfloor, at a training
center, or in an electronic classroom. It may be
undertaken individually, or in small or large groups.
The co, rseware may cover all aspects of a job or

task, or it may review only those steps a worker
needs to perform a particular task. It might involve
basic, technical, or interpersonal skills (e.g., sales,
job orientation).

Well-designed technology-based training can
provide greater mastery of the material in less
time and with higher employee satisfaction than
the average classroom lecture. These benefits,
combined with delivery and content flexibility, add
up to savings in travel expenses and employee time
off for training. IBM was able to avoid $150 million
in training costs by streamlining its education
programs, including expansion of its technology-
based learning systems. NCA. Corp. expects to save
over $70 million annually in this way.

Today, most companies use some foirn of "tech-
nology" for delivering training or reminding work-
ers how to perform tasks. Such technology spans the
low- to high-tech spectrum, from taditional lecture/
lab instruction and job aids such as templates, to
elaborate simulators and advanced electronic class-
rooms with interactive teleconferencing. Even infOi-
mal on-the-job training typically involves hands-on
practice with equipment or models of it. Table 1-6
presents some examples of the work-related applica-
tions of training technologies.

Classroom instruction, however, is still the
most common formal training method in the
United States. Even training professionals learning
about new training technologies are most likely to do
so in a traditional classroom setting. Yet, in terms of
labor costs (and often travel), classroom instruction
generally is the most expensive form of training to
deliver.

several considerations promise to spur continued
growth in the use of technology-based training. The
hardware and software have matured and their costs
have become affordable to most large and medium-
sized firms. A wide selection of courseware is
available commercially and is increasingly interac-
tive. Personal computers are becoming more porta-
ble, more powerful, and less expensive. Their
pervasive presence in the workplace will make it
difficult and expensive not to use them as training
tools. Advances in computer literacy among today's
students also will tend to encourage the future
expansion of technology-based training. Finally, the
limitations of most classroom training in terms of
retention and transfer to job performance will lead
managers to be more open to technology-based
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Table 1-6Work Related Applications for Training Technology

Setting/representative examples

Works Ite applications:

Shop or office floor refresher training
emulator for computer numerically controred machine tools
allowing training on different brands of programmable con-
trollers

interactive videocfisc showing correct methods for tracking
status of overnight shipping packages

Characteristics

Performance support/enhanced Job aids

work station video displaying procedures for parts assembly

display identifying correction steps for copy machine paper
Jam

expert system job aid for identifying automobile malfunctions

Interactive video showing correct safety procedures for
forklift operation

Corporate learning center or classroom support:
I3asic skills upgrading using computer-based or interactive
video courseware to supplement instructor capabilities

Sales training practice sessions using interactive videodisc
and video cfisplay of trainee responses, with feedback from
sales Instructor

Use of simulators to train recovery boiler maintenance
personnel and operators to adjust operating conditions to
avoid downtime or emergencies

Knowledge updating of engineers through distance learning
courses, with audio hook up

Managerial training using electronic classrooms and corpo-
rate satellite television networks for teleconferencing

Home study applications for computers, television, video:
Continuing professional education

Basic slchis, GED preparation

Distance learning courses for degree programs

Occupational correspondence courses leading to a recog-
nized certificate

immediacy, proximity to worlssite helps transfer information to
job tasks

more uniform, precictably reliable guidance than informal
consultation with cowothers or supervisors

many training programs can be used at worksite computer
termirrals not acquired for training, thus keeping costs down

worker often must initiate use on own

instructional technology can supplement instructor's subject
matter expertise or sometimes standalone

flexible scheduling is possible for pracfice or stand-alone
applications

well-conceived programs reduce training time away from job

telecommunications allows corporatewlde or outside interac-
tion with authoritative experts without need for trainees to travel
to a central site

reliable information can be packaged and distributed through-
out the corporation

off-the-shelf programs may not meet specific corporate needs,
while customized products are too expensive for most training
applications

dedicating equipment specifically for training Is expensive

allows self-paced learning at Incfividual's discretion
convenient

uses widely available consumer electronics

progress highly dependent on incfividual motivation

individuals need sound advice on product quality
SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.

approachesparticularly those that bring training to
the work station.

Yet, there continue to be barriers to the use of
training technology Most corporate trainers
have too little expeeience with it to use it confi-
dently or to design courses around it. Early
experience with clumsy or unreliable technolo-
gies has soured many firms on this approach. The
cost of tecluaology-based training can be high, often
too high for smaller firms. Even for large firms,
customized courses can be expensive Creating good
instructional materialespecially interac five c ourse-
ware (see box 1-C)can require substantial devel-
opment time and a team of experts, including

instructional designers, subject matter experts, com-
puter programmers, and sometimes video, audio, or
other technicians.

Several trends promise to reduce the cost of
technology-based training. Tools sv.f.li as author-
ing systems and other instructional design progyams,
CD-ROM resource discs, advanced database for-
mats, and expert systems can both speed up the
process and reduce the needed programming exper-
tis4. Current authoring systems allow instmctors
with no programming background to create com-
puter-based courseware. The more sophisticated
systems also automate many of the tasks previously
performed by technicians, such as integrating graphic
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Box 1-C---Measuring Interactivity

Interactivity refers to the give-and-take that occurs between the learner and the training program (usually
videodisc or computer-based). Conceptual models are used to classify the types of things aninteractive course lets

the learner do. In these models, "level" means the courses' instructional sophistication. Often, however, sales
literature uses "level" to describe the kind of hardware needed to run a program ratherthan how much interactivity

it delivers.
Under one such conceptual model of sophistication, five levels or generations of interactivity are defined

according to three groups of instructional design factors: presentation, practice, and adaptation. The groups are
subdivided further into specific factors such as use of illustrative examples, relevance to job tasks, frequency and
effectiveness of practice and feedback, and ability to adapt to individual learning rates. The levels are:

1. First-generation courseware is the least interactive. It may lack graphics and usually provides few examples.
Feedback typically indicates only whether answers are right or wrong, and opportunities for practice are rare. The

program cannot adapt to the trainee's learning pace or branch to different topics. An example would be a
computer-based tutorial that plunges into its first point without an overview, proceeds with dozensof text screens
without a break or branch, does not summarize them, asks a few multiple-choice or fill-in-the-blank questions

at the end, and includes no opportunities for practice.
2. Second-generation courseware provides more relevance to job tasks, but is still limited in content and design.

Examples and opportunities for practice are more frequent, but graphics are still scarce. Fevdback is as limited
as in first-generation. Learners gain some control over the selection of topics, but neither the learner nor the
system can modify exercises or tests. An example would be a computer-based or videodisc tutorial that allows
learners to select one of several lessons or to leave a lesson at any time, but does not allow review of individual
points without starting over. Practice might consist of around five questions at the end of each lesson.

3. Third-generation courseware is much more relevant to job tasks, provides unit overviews and summaries, has
effective visuals, and offers both positive and negative examples. Learners receive clear definitions and
procedures. The course provides frequent and relevant practice, and adapts to users' learning rates. Typically a
third-generation program includes pretests and mastery tests, and allows learners to select among individual
topics and from lessons within those topics. Each lesson ends with an exercise that simulates the skill being

taught. .

4. Fourth-generation courseware has all the benefits of third-generation plus it integrates full-scale simulation into
the instruction. That is, the design allows trainees to practice job tasks in a simulated environment without risking
mistakes that might cause havoc in the real world. Examples include a course on a particular piece of software
that allows the learner to practice using the software without the potential for damaging actual data, or a
maintenance training program that allows the learner to simulate repairs before actually using the machinery.

5. Fifth-generation also simulates actual job conditions, biit adds artificial intelligence to observe, guide, and coach
individual learners and modify the instruction accordingly. It critiques learners' reasoning and adapts to their
cognitive style. Learners usually are offered more than one simulation. Fifth-generation courseware is in its
infancy; at present, courses have been developed for medical and military applications.

SOURCE. "The Other Generation Gap," Trauung. The Magazine of Hutton Resource Development, October 1989, vol. 26, No 10, p. 17

overlays, audio, and video. Advanced systems under
development will automate more of the front-end
design and analysis tasks. Expert systems will
augment designers' experience. When these tools
are available, the time and skill required for in-
structional design should decrease further.

Other trends include equipment and courseware
leasing and similar concepts that reduce the front-
end costs for training that is delivered infrequently.
Some professional associations are promoting the
concept of "shareware" for training materials.
Learning centers offer services such as satellite
links, and computer and videodisc training stations
with accompanying courseware.

As with its c'... sroom counterpart, the quality of
technology-based training always will be a con-
cern. The potential cost savings will not materialize
if the training fails to impart appropriate skills,
includes irrelevant information, or fails to accom-
modate varying trainee backgrounds and learning
styles. Adherence to instructional design and devel-
opment principles can help make a Vaining program
relevant, complete, and suitable.

Although most training developers now follow
proven instructional de veZopment principles, there
is much to learn about designing effective train-
ing materials. One problem is the lack of evaluative
data. Few companies. have the time or resources to

:;t3
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Box 1-DFuture Prospects for Training Technology

New developments promise to stimulate broader use of training technology and enhance its capabilities. Over
the next few years, as more people become accustomed to computers in work, education, and entertainment, their
use as instructional tools will grow naturally. Computer-based training could become more responsive to individual
needs with the use of intelligent tutors and expert systems. Advances in optical storage will greatly extend the
possibilities for multimedia instruction. Expanded storage and adtranced data management systems will make huge
databases of instructional or background information easier to learn and use. More companies will develop
electronic classrooms to facilitate the use of training technology. Embedded training and other sophisti,:.ed job aids
will bring electronic instruction to the workstation.

In the near term, these changes will mean learning on demandusually at the normal workstation but
increasingly in the field or at home. The learner will be more likely to control the training, and multimedia training
will be, responsive to individual trainees' learning style and pace. In the long term, these developments also could
profoundly change the way many people work (e.g., by eliminating the needfor a fixed or regular worksite in serv ice
industries)as well as the way they learn. Training would become even more integral and no longer would be
considered an activity separate from work.

In the long-term (5-20 years), broadband digital telephone networks will allow infonnati.m of any typetext,
graphics, audio, videoto be transmitted to any locatim at an affordable cost. Advanced embedded training
systems will be designed that take advantage of workers' intuitive skills while helping them develop a deeper
understanding of the processes they work with. Researchers also are working on systems that vv.;1 allow people to
feel immersed in 3-dimensional computer-generated worlds and to manipulate elements of that world by moving
their bodies in a natural manner. This would provide an entirely new environment for simulations and for
manipulating remote environments.

"'Ir these developments to be widely used in the long term, training professionals (instructors and managers)
..,ed to become more sophisticated about instructional technology. Senior management and human resource

development departments must place a high emphasis on training technology. Corporations and the Federal
Government will have to increase R&D funding for instructional technology. Research also is needed on adult
learning and instructional design, and on how instructional technology relates to issues such as retraining, basic
skills, team training, participative management, and multiculturalism.

S ')URCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.

evaluate technology-based training's effectiveness
compared -with traditional methods.

A more fundamental problem is the limited
application to training of basic knowledge about
how adults learn. Despite the enormous sums spent
on education and training, and despite the shortcom-
ings evident in both systems, learning research has
never been well-supported outside the military.

If designed carefully, technology-based train-
ing has the capacity to provide environments that
accommodate the wide diversity among adults
and their learning styles, and that promote
learning and work simultaneously. Much tech-
nology-based training can be delivered at the work
station in collaborative settings that facilitate learn-
ing. Good interactive computer or video courseware
provides relevance, participation, practice, and feed-
back. Advanced videodisc courses combine audio,
video, text, and graphic material. Future technologi-

cal developments will greatly enhance capabilities
and reduce costs further (see box 1-D).

FEDERAL POLICY OPTIONS
As challenges to American competitiveness grow,

debate has intensified nn the best approaches to
improve worker trainir., ...d on the appropriate level
of Federal involvement. The need for improvement
spans the public education system, integration of
young people into the workforce, and upgrading
employed workers' skills. But, because the great
majority of the workforce of 2000 is employed now,
upgrading employed workers' skills will have the
greatest competitive impact in the near and medium
term.

Currently, the Federal Government plays little
direct role in assisting firms or their employees
with training. The Department of Labor provides
limited support for apprenticeships. Some Federal
vocational and adult education funds support up-
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grading of employees' skills. Most Federal training
programs, however, focus on displaced workers, the
economically disadvantaged, or people with special
needs.7

Corporations, adult education programs, and w ork-
ers themselves will play critical roles in upgrading
employees' skills. Indeed, worker training will
remain largely a private sector responsibility. Yet
proposals for greater Federal involvement are in-
creasing. They have come from various n?'' nal
commissions, the executive branch, and Cor g.ess.
They range from prov iding better information about
training, to support for industrial aining consortia,
to skills certification programs, to tax credits for
training expenses, to payroll levies. In 1989, the
Labor Department announced a 7-point "agenda for
action" to improve workforce quality. Several bills
under consideration in the 101st Congress touch on
aspects of employee training, such as industrial
training consortia and workplace literacy. The Na-
tion's Governors also are debating how to address
workforce skills in their ongoing efforts on national
education goals as a followup to their 1989 "educa-
tion summit" with President Bush.

The pros and cons of these pivposals need careful
assessmentin terms of . _ need for an expanded
Federal role and its costs L.nd benefits. If American
firms and workers saw a need and were taking
action to upgrade skill levels there would be little
rationale for government involvement in em-
ployee training. However, despite some notable
exceptions, the prevailing view among workers and
employers is that little training is needed to develop
the skills required to perform most jobs. The view is
that, when new skills are called for (e.g., to operate
new equipment), firms usually provide it.

Such a view fails to take into account the growing
realization that American companies will have to
make fundamental changes in work organization to
become more competitive in international markets
and maintain a high-wage economy. These changes
require a workforce comfortable with working in
groups, an Nith both good basic and technical skills
as well as higher order skills such as problem-
solving. Some pioneering companies (e.g., Aetna,
Motorola, Digital Equipment Corp., Hewlett-

Packard) that are making these changes place major
empbasis on training and development of their
employees.

Yet, the good results that can be achieved by such
firms (see ch. 4) are not likely to be replicated on a
widespiead basis unless some training gaps are
closed. To review some of these: the proportion of
American workers n apprenticeship, long lower
than nearly all other ativanced industrial nations, fell
by nearly one-half in th° 1970s and 1980s with no
equivalmt system of vocational education springing
up to take its place (see ch. 8). While a serious basic
skills problem exists in the workplace, few employ-
ers evidence much interest in acting on their own to
remedy the problem at the scale needed (see ch. 6).
Often, firms that stand to gain the most from
training-related productivity and quality improve-
ments are in a poor position to train their workers
(see ch. 3). Moreover, the quality of training is
spvity, and firms often do not make goc-* nse of
training (see chs. 5 and 7).

There also are steep barriers to corporate invest-
ment in training. High U.S. labor mobility, for
example, makes employers see such investments as
nsky. Firms also lack infonnation about how to go
about providing good training. In small firms, these
problems are compounded by lack of human and
capital resources to support 'raining.

Maay other advanced industrial economies have
put in place government policies that, in effect,
protect a firm's training investments by assuring that
other firms make similar inveFtments. Similar poli-
cies have not been adopted here. Nor, by and large,
does the recognition yet exist here that there is a
broader public good in having a well-trained
workforce that extends beyond the benefits to any
firm or worker.

Some studies show that, compared with their
untrained counterparts, workers with training can
expect higher wages, less likelihood of unemploy-
ment and shorter duration of joblessness if they do
become unemployed. While other factors affect
these outcomes, training can be expected to contrib-
ute to broad societal benefits stemming from a
highly productive workforce. To the extent that such

7Programs for retraining and =employing displaced workers were addressed in previous OTA reports. See Technology and Structural

Unemployment: Reemploying Displaced Adults (OTA4TE-250), Plant Clo.iings. Advance Notice and Rapid Responses (OTA-ITE-321), and Trade

Adjustment Assistance: New ideas for an Old Program (OTA-ITE-346). Better coordination of these programs, and their integration with any new

training initiatives, is needed.
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a workforce might command better wages, and their
employers' realize higher profits, government tax
revenues would increase to defray part of the
public's investment in training. There also are likely
to be reductions in public costs associated with
unemployment.

U.S. society has a categorical interest in seeing to
it that a high skill industrial system, one abl23 to
justify high wage jobs and rising living standards, is
developed and maintained. This is a fundamental
justification for public investments in training.

As it considers possible policy directions, Con-
gress might wish to evaluate the degree to which
proposed actions support not only industry training
but also contribute to broader societal goals. For
example, actions to improve the overall skills in the
workforce would help not only firms but also
workers adjust to the demands of new technology
and changing competitive circumstances in the
coming years. For workers without much formal
education, workplace training can be a major source
of learning and the last chance for upward mobility.

The American system of federalism offers numer-
ous alternatives for allocating responsibilities among
levels of government and the private sector State
governments, for example, are better positioned to
provide direct services to firms. The States already
provide modest assistance in customized worker
training, as well as technology and industrial exten-
sion services and support to community colleges. In
the long-term, States may beef up these programb as
well as expand assist tnce into other areas; for ncw,
their scope is small, atcl both scope and quality vary
greatly from State to Sta:e.

There are aspects of training support that need
to be carried out nr the nationai level, either to
achieve equity or uniformity, or to promote
national goals. The Federal Government, for exar.
ple, is in the best position to gather aad analyze data
about national terms in training. Thzre also is a clear
Federal role in research, evaluation, and dissemina-
tion of best training practices, especially since the
military and some other Federal agencies maintain
their own training programs and are major support-

ers of training research. State programs generally are
motivated by competition for economic develop-
ment; Federal assistance and policies could help
dilute the rivalry. As mentioned, other countries'
national policie. Jp protect firms' 4aining invest-
ments by ensuri that other firms are making
similar investment. Only the Federal Government
could take meaningful acdon to accomplish such a
broad objective. A well-trained and educated
workforce contributes to a broader public gooda
higher standard of living and a healthy national
economy with a satisfactory balance of tradethat
transcends the interests of any State or industry.

Within this context, OTA examined 16 policy
options that address four broad issue areas:

A. reducing barriers to company taining,
B. upgrading individual workus' skills,
C. providing trahfing and technology assistance,

and
D enhancing the quality and effectiveness of

training.

Table 1-7 lists these 16 options and indicates the
approximate level of Fe&ral involvement and
expenditure, as well as the policy goals they would
promote. The options are discussed briefly below;
additional detail may be found in chapter 2.8

Some options would extend existing but very
limited Federal support for worker trnining; others
would significantly expand the Federal role. None
are mutually exclusive, although some combina-
tions would require fine-tuning. Indeed, packages of
options could be devised that represent differing
degrees of Federal involvement. An incremental
package that builds on current Federal assistance for
training research and demonstrations, program eval-
uation, and best practice dissemination, for example,
represents a modestly supportive but indirect Fed-
eral role. A broader version of such a role would add
programs such as workplace basic skals demonstra-
tion projects and permanent tax incentives for
employer-paid tuition. A still broader approach
might add new initiatives such as support for
industry training consortia, funding for State clear-

sEven if fully implemeo.ed, these options comprise only a portion of a national straL.gy for human resource development. Other segments related
to displaced workcrs have been addressed in previorr '`TA reports cited in foomote 5. Several OTA reports also addiess issues associated with education.
See Power On' 'Jew Tools for Teaching and Learning (0TA-5ET-379), Linking for Learning. A /yew Course fcr Educanon (OTA-rET-340), Mgh
School Vocational Education Measures of Program Performance (OTA background poper). and Elementary and Secondary Education for Science and
Engineering (OTA-TM-5ET-41) For a discussion of hurl= resources in manufacturing, sec Making Things Better. Compenng in Manufactunng
(OTA-ITE-443), ch.4; for services, see International Competition in Services (OTA-ITE-329), chs. 7 and 8.
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Issue Area A:Reducing Barriers to Company Training:
1. Help firms set up training consortia M S-M X X X X X ?
2. Expand technic 1 assistance to trade associations and others M S-M x x x x x ?

3. Establich limited tax credit for corporate training M L X X X ? X ?

4. Phase-in payroll-based national training levy A S x x x ? x x

Issue Area s: individual Workers .--zid Retraining:
5. Expand apprenticeship concepts M M X X X X ? X

6. Fully fund Federal vocational programs M M X X X x x x
7. Fund workplace basic skills programs M M-L X X X X X X

8. Provide favorable tax treatment for continuing training S M-L X X ? ? ? ?
9. Evaluate ways to help workers finance continuing

educationd s s x x ? ? ? ?

Issue Area C: Training and Technology Assistance:
10. Coordinate technology and training assistance s s.r.,4 x x x x ? x
11. Help States Include training in industrial extension services S M-L X X X X 7 X

12. Support creation of an employer institute for
workplacebased learning M M x x x x x ?

Issue Area 0: improving the Effectiveness and Quality of Worker Training:

?
?
X
x

?
7

?

13. Encourage adoption of best practice approaches
and technologies ... S S 7 7 X X ? X

14. Fund the Federal Training Technology Transfer Program S S X X X X X X

15. Fund more civilian learning and training technology research M M 7 X X X X ?

16. Improve the data about work-basso training S S 7 7 7 7 ? ?

°X would clearly further goal; ? kilo or unclear effect.
b5 - small; M moderato; A .. aggressive.
eS smd ($10 million or less); M -moderate ($10 to $100 L- large ($100 million plus); a range incicates that It &Tends on how the option Is knplernented.
df4ote that this option refers only to evaluation; actual Implementation would be more aggressive and costly.

SOURCE: Otlice of Technology Assessment, 1990
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inghousc services, or legislative mandates for tech-
nical assistance.

Incremental approaches would have low initial
implementation costs; many of their features are
in place or being considered by Congress. How-
ever, if funding stayed at the initial level only,
they would do little to change companies' funda-
mental training practices. The States would play
thc primary government role, with implementation
priorities likely to vary greatly, and corporate
training would continue to bc delivered unevenly.
For long-term effectiveness, even an incremental
stategy would need to lead to sustained Federal
support for meaningful impact. Thus, as shown in
table 1-7, many options that might initially involve
relatively small Federal expenditurcs (under $10
million) might need to expand in timc to over $100
million annually to have much impact.

To overcome the barriers that inhibit Ameri-
can companies from providing widespread train-
ing, Congress would have to choose more far-
reaching initiatives. The largest single potential
impact on corporate training with little or no direct
effect on Federal revenues would comc from a
payroll-based levy.9 A levy would fundamentally
change training practiccs among all employers
(including government and small business). But
many firms would sce it as an unwarranted intrusion.
Business cooperation might be morc forthcoming if
a ncw insLtutionoutside existing government
agencieswere chartered to work with industry and
labor on issues related to new technology, work
organization, and training. Other options, including
direct assistance or tax incentives for workcrs and
firms to undertake specified forms of training, would
have less pervasive impacts than a levy. Moreover,
if not formulated carefully, tax options could have
great potential for abuse (e.g., writing off executive
seminars at a resort as training). Nonetheless, all
thesc measures would give national attcntion to
worker training for competitiveness in the ncw
international economy.

Issue Area A: Reducing Barriers to
Company Training

Barriers to company training arise from limited
funds to support training, inadequate understanding

of training nceds, rack Jf knowledge about good
training practices, and reluctance to train young and
older workers. There are several approaches Con-
gress might consider to alleviate structural bathers
to company training. One possibility would be to
encourage firms to participate in training consortia
(Option 1). A bill introduced in the 101st Congress
(S.2114) would establish a Labor Depanment tra;n-
ing program to provide start-up grants to firms
interested in establishing consortia. A program of
this sort, if initially funded at a level ea few million
dollars per year, could be a low-cost means for thc
Federal Government to encourage joint ventures that
would help share the risks of training, increase thc
rcsources available to small firms, and allow morc
cost-effective development of training materials.
Thc Federal Government might also earmark somc
funds to consortia that emphasize transferable skills
(e.g., basic skills, apprenticeship or other certifica-
tion).

A related possibility would bc to cxpand technical
assistance to trade associations and other industry
groups and to joint labor-management organizations
to aid in developing training programs for it, ,:r
mcmbcrs (Option 2).

Congress -night also give thc Department of
Labor (whit.... now funds such services on a morc or
less ad hoc basis) an explicit mandatc to provide
technical assistance for work-based ?earning and
charter an office to provide support . _.rvices on a
continuing 1- sis. With more funds, the office could
work to increase industry involvement in developing
training materials.

The Federal Government also could use tax
inducements to nmke training investments morc
attractive. A limited tax credit for certain kinds of
traininge.g., basic skills training or classroom
training associated with apprenticeshipsmight en-
courage morc firms to engage in these forms of
training (Option 3). Unless carefully defmed and
monitored, however, a tax credit could involve
sizable revenue losses to thc U.S. Treasury without
a corresponding increase in thc desired training
activities. Congress might Sint instruct the Treasury
Department, in cooperation with the Department of
Labor, to study the optimal c:es'In of such a credit.
To better prcdict the behavior or firms, a field test

9In the short term. there could be some reduction in Federal revenues from corporauons if turns used otherwise taxshle income w cover a naming
levy. Orin the long= term. Federal revenues might increase if productivity improvements aconnrig from a bener tramed workforce led to greater
profitability.

ri :)
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could be condr:ted in which companies w ould be
reimbursed for eligible training costs at a level
equivalent to a tax credit. If the study showed that a
credit would increase and improve worker training,
Congress could then decide whether the benefits
outweighed the expected revenue losses.

A national training payroll levy, perhaps more
than any other action, could guarantee increases in
trainingand could do so with no direct loss in
Federal revenues (Option 4). Companies would
choose letween either spending a specified percent-
age of their payroll (say, 1 percent initially) on
particu'ar types of training, or contributing that
percentage to a national fund for training initiatives.
Several other countries (including France, West
Germany, Ireland, and South Korea) use payrcll-
based levies .3f various types to encourage eml.loy-
ers to train workers. In the United States, four States
now raise training funds through a small payroll-
based levy.

As an alternative to immediate implementation,
Congress might phase in a training levy. The initial
stage could be devoted to developing industry-sector
information about training costs and aiding firms in
identifying their training needs. During the initial
periodperhaps 3 yearsfirms could either report
their annual training expenditures or pay the 1

r,arcent payroll levy. As reporting firms would not
pay the levy even if thcy spent nothing on training,
the main burden of the requirement would be the
paperwork *.tivolved in calculating training costs.
The reporting requirement would alert firms to the
need to develop a training strategy. At the end of the
3-year period, Congress would then have informa-
tion on training norms within industry sectors that
would be helpful in fme-tuning the levy before
full-scale implementation.

Issue Area B: Individual Workers and
Retraining

Although thc United State: lias an extensive adult
education system, the employer is -q11 the primary
source and incentive for education and training for
many employees. Most large and radium-sized
firms provide broad training for professionals,
technicians, and managers. But few firms train
production workers (except for specific needs),
younger entry-leveI workers (those most likely to
move to another jou), aria older workers (the :est
growing segment of the U.S. workforce). Minorities

also get less training. Despite growing corporate
concern abet.: basic skills, few employers have
remedial programs or offer support (e.g., paid leave)
to workers who participate ir programs.
Federal policies that would encourage greater in-
vestment in transferable skills training would be
beneficial to employees and employers alike.

Apprenticeship has long been one of the best
examples of a training pogram that develops the
technical skills firms need while at the same time
providing workers with a credential that leads to a
better paycheck. Yet, the American apprenticeship
system is stagnating. The Department of Labor has
been looking at ways to revitalize traditional appren-
ticeship and also at ways to apply apprenticeship
conceptsinch,,iing portable credentialsto in-
dustries with little history of apprenticeship (e.g.,
service industries). Yet funds real terms) and staff
for the Burcau of Apprenticeship and Training have
fallen. More funding will be needed if the Bureau is
to do much to revitalize traditional apprenticeships.
The Deprnment of Labor also might work with
industry to develop national standards for certifica,
tion of skills for trainees in industries that do not
have apprenticeship traditions (Option 5).

Congress also could expand assistance availaole
to firms for cenain activitiese.g., basic sk-ills
training and vocational skills upgradingthat make
it easier for employees to participate in tuining
(Option 6). The major Federal vocational education
law is undergoing reauthorization in the 101st
Congress. In the summer of 1990, a conference
committee reported a vocational education measure
that reconciled differences between bills passed by
the House and the Senate. If enacted, tlie measure
would channel more support for integrating second-
ary school vocational and academic curricula. It also
would authorize some support for upgrading of
skills of employed workers (including apprentice-
ships). Because of the measure's breadth, It is
unclear whether funds will be adequate to suppori all
these activities.

Congress is also considering a major new literacy
initiative, which, if passed, would greatly expand the
available Federai assistance for workplace tasic
skills (Option 7). A Senate-passed bill (S.1,10)
would increase funding for basic skills training
under the Federal Adult Education Act and would
authorize $50 million for the Education Depart-
ment's workplace literacy demonstration grant pro-
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gram (current funding is $20 million). A House-
passed measure, Title V of H.R. 5115, also would
increase Adult Education Act funding, and would
establish a new "national workforce literacy strate-
gies pro&-am." The bill would *uthorize up to $40
million per year in grants to improve current
workforce skills on a regional, statewide, or industry-
wide basis. Both bills would also expand literacy
activities in other areas (e.g., research) as well.
Whatever approach is taken, Congress may wish to
ensure that the special needs of workers in small
business are also addressed, and that research on,
and evaluation and dissemination of, the most
effective approaches are required.

Another existing lawa provision in the tax code
that exem- workers from paying taxes on educa-
tional assistance from their employerswill expire
in 1990 unless renewed by Congress. Continuing the
exemption (Option 8) would cost the Treasury an
estimated $255 million in fiscal year 1991, with the
amount possibly rising after that, but would mean
that few workers would halt thei- own retraining
efforts for tax reasons.

While employer assistance programs only reach a
small portion of workers, and many workers cannot
afford to fmance their own continuing education, the
Federal Government administers a number of stu-
dent aid programs that workers might use to finance
continuing education. For the most part, however,
these programs are more oriented toward full-time
students, than employed adults. Special incentives
have been suggested to extend these programs to
workers' continuing education needs, such as pro-
posals to loan workers education funds that would be
paid back through an income tax surcharge. Other
alternatives would guarantee all Americans some
level of financing for post-secondary education at
some time during their lives. Because they could be
expensive and becalise they have significant poten-
tial for abuse, such proposals would need careful
evaluation before decisions were made (Option 9).

Issue Atea C: Training and Technology
Assistonce

Training can make or break the effectiveness of
new technologies and work practices. While knowl-
edge about the most effective training approaches is
increasing, the process of diffusion can be quite
slowfew firms share successful techniques with
potential competitors. Expansion of government

efforts to disseminate information and provide
technical assistance could help speed diffusion.

Several Fedetal a nciesincluding the Depart-
ments of Commerce, Labor, and Educationnow
have demonstration projects and other small pro-
grams that provide training or technology assistance
to firms (either directly or through the States). If
Congress expanded these efforts, it might designate
a lead agency (e.g., the Department of Commerce) to
work out coordination among these programs so as
to provide greater benefits to firms (Option 10).

In addition, the Federal Government could help
State governments expand their taining assistance
to firms (Option 11). States have long used training
subsidies to entice firms to relocate. Now, as part of
their efforts to retain firms and reduce unemploy-
ment, many States have modest training programs to
help existing firms upgade their workforces. A
handful of States give workforce skills development
a prominent place in their growth strategies. While
such State activities are promising, there has been
little in-plant evaluation of their training programs.
At a modest cost, the Federal Government could
provide funds for such evaluations and dissemination
of the results to other States and the private sector.

Some States also help firms with production
technology and management. Such State industrial
extension programs could help firms identify their
training needs as well, but, aside from referrals, few
now do. Moreover, as discussed in the recent OTA
report, Making Things Better, total State funding for
such programs in 1988 was only $58 million. A
small Federal grant program was authorized under
the 1988 Trade Act, but funds were not appropriated
until fiscal year 1990, and then only to the tune of
$1.3 million. If Congress decides to appreciably
increase this funding, it might encourage States to
experiment with different ways to combine or more
closely coordinate their training and technology
services. Funds to fmance such experimentation
could be made available to the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) in the Commerce
Department (Optioa 11). NIST also might provide
expanded training te workers and managers at its
national manufacturing technology transfer centers.
Such activities could help achieve better coordina-
tion in the delivery of both technology and training
services to films.

/
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The human resource development issues relatet!
to the organization of work and workplace learning
currently receive scattered and sporadic attention.
No single institution at present addresses workplace
learning issues over the range from research an,-
development to and best practice dissemination
issues. A new organization, with an explicit charter
to address such concerns, might bring new visibility
to the need for employers to adopt more effective
human resource development practices (Option 12).
A National Institute on Workplace Learning, to be
effective, would need to have extensive employer
involvement. In fact, to have the greatest impact on
industry, such an organization might well need to be
outside the traditional agency structure of the
Federal Government. Startup Federal funding would
be needed. In time, employers might fund such an
institute on their own if the benefits were clear.

Issue Area D: Impr& ,ing the Effectiveness and
Quality of Worker Training

Increased Federal support for work and learning
research and for development and dissemination of
new training technologies could bring, in time,
substantial benefits to the entire training system,
both public and private, at comparatively modest

cost. The quality of training varies greatly. Some
U.S. firms are world leaders in training. However,
most firms (and many training institutions) know
little about the best practices for training or about the
latest training techniques and technologies. More-
over, research on how adults learnresearch that
could, over the long term, lead to improvement in the
efficiency and quality of trainingoften fails to be
integrated into training practices. One possibility
(Option 13) would be for Congress to direct Federal
agencies with education and training programs (e.g.,
Defense, Education, Labor, Commerce, Health and
Human Services) to develop and disseminate infor-
mation about best practice approaches and technolo-
gies. Congress could, for example, support efforts by
NIST to gain industry acceptance of operating
standards for training technologies and related
software. Such standards, if adopted, would facili-
tate use of training products. It also might support
Federal agency efforts, now informal. io disseminate
information on training technology.

The Federal Government, historically, has played
a major role in developing new instructional tech-
nologies and approaches for the Defens Depart-
ment and other Federal agencies (see box 1-E).
Increased efforts to disseminate federally developed

Box I-EThe Military and Training

The military is the largest single institution in the Umted States that recruits and trains young pecple (sk.. report
appendix). The military model for skills training is smular to apprenticeship, except that the "related insuucti=1"
which takes place simultaneously with on-the-job training in traditional apprenticeship is front-loaded in the
military. That is, recruits receive intensive classroom instruction after basic training, followed by on-the-job training
coupled with written and practical skills tests.

There are several basic differences between nulitary and conventional private-sector training. Private firms
expect young workers to move on within a year or two, while the military recruits for 3- to 4-year tours of duty.
A small percentage stay in the military for a 20- to 30-year career. Further, the military model is "up or out"; if
reLruits do not pass training and move up, they typically are discharged. Military training also is based more on job
analysis and job-specific performance standards than most pnvate-sector training. Military training is constantly
evaluated, with feedback from the users of the trainingthe trainees' commanders. Also, instructors are rotated,
conducting training for 3 or 4 years at a time and then returning to the field. Ts us they maintain and upgrade their
duty skills.

Instructional technology is more prevalent in nulitary training than in the civilian sector. The military has a
high interest in training technology for several reasons. It has an extremely high turnover rate but a large population
worldwide. Instructional technology provides both the portability and consistency to meet the needs of this type of
population The military also frequently introduces new equipment that has increasingly sophisticated and complex
capabilities. In addition, it can afford the startup costs assc sated with hardware and software development.

Although the bulk of tranung is still lecture/lab with eractice on real or simulated equipment, the military is
rapidly adopting more sophisticated training technology. Current changes in training systems requirements and
technologies include trends toward Fimulators, networking fur team training, and embedded training 4stems.

SOURCE. Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.
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or sponsored training materials and expertise to the
civilian education and training communities have
been underway for several years, with limited
success. In the 1988 Trade Act, Congress directed
the Department of Education to establish a training
technology transfer office, but did not appropriate
funds. The Administration also has been slow in
setting up the office. Thus, implementation cannot
be expected to begin in earnest until fiscal year 1991
at the earliest. Initial funding of this officeat least
at the $3 million level originally called for in the
Trade Actcould help launch this program effec-
tively (Option 14).

Even if such efforts are stepped up in the years to
come, the need for more evaluation of workplace
training and the educational system would remani.
Promising techniques need evaluation so that best
practices can be disseminated with some confidence
to potential users. Various proposals have been
made to set up a national institute for learning
technology and research, either through an existing
Federal eLdity or outside of the normal Federal
structure (Option 15). The Education Department
also could expand its support for education research
and development centers to include more emphasis
on workplace and adult learning issues. The Na-
tional Science Foundation could support research on

human resource development, work organization,
and issues associated with training technology
adoption. While Federal funding for such activities
would need to be sustained over a period of years,
the potential benefits could be substantial. The
Federal support could lead to more effective training
practices in the longer term. Given the fact that the
workforce is aging, remarkably little research has
been conducted c- the most appropriate training
practices to meet older workers' learning needs.
Earmarked support for such research may be needed
if it is to be sustained.

Emily, information about the extent and effec-
tiveness of workplace training is very poor. If
Congress would like more knowledge about worker
training trends, it could direct the Census Bureau,
the Labor Department, and the Education Depart-
ment to develop and periodically update information
on workplace training (Option 16). Data collection
could be done through separate directives to these
agencies or as part of an overall review of Federal
statistical priorities. The impacts of worker organi-
zation and worker training on productivity, effi-
ciency, and competitiveness are pervasive. Sound
policies in the future will depend on knowledge of
effective practices and their extent.
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Chapter 2

Policy Issues and Options

INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
There is a broad consensus that the. American

training system needs strengthening; the quesdons
are how to achieve it and who is to do it. American
society needs to do a better job of integrating young
people into the work world, providing them with
initial training, and helping workers upgrade their
job skills during their working lives. In many other
countries workforce skill levels equal or exceed our
own, or ire advancing rapidly, often with govern-
ment stimulus. If the pool of skills in the American
workforce becomes obsolete relative to the highly
trained workforces of the Pacific Rim nations and
Western Europe, further erosion in t.'e. U.S. compet-
itive positionwith adverse implications for living
standardscould occur.

The corporate training system, the adult education
system, and the individual workers them:elves will
play the critical roles in upgxading workforce skills.
At present, the Federal role in encouraging these
i.layers to interact is very limited. However, propos-
als have been lade in Congress or elsewhere to
broaden Federal support, ranging from provision of
more information to support for industrial training
consortia to tax credits to a national training levy.
Also, some executive branch agencies, such as the
U.S. Department of Labor, are looking at ways to
encourage work-based learning. The States are also
examining their role: the Nation's governors are
debating how to improve workforce skills in their
effort to flesh out national education goals emerging
from the 1989 Education Summit with President
Bush. (See box 2-A for discussion of recent recom-
mendations of national commissions on workplace
training; recent executive branch actions are summa-
rized in box 2-B.)

With some notable exceptions (see box 2-A), the
proposed actions do not represent an overall national
strategy toward human resource development for the
workforce. A comprehensive strategy would need to
encompass many elements, ranging from education
of children, drop out prevention, and training
programs for the unemployed and the economically

disadvantaged, to training of scientists and engi-
neers.

The focus here is on just one elementFederal
policy and the continuing training of employed
workers. Befcre examining the need for such poli-
cies, and the arguments for and against an expanded
Federal role, a review of some of OTA's major
findings is in order:

While strengthening public education is critical
for developing future workforce skills, the most
immediate opportunity for skill development
the one that would have greatest impact in the
near and medium termlies in improving the
skills of those already working. Indeed, 7 out of
10 workers in the year 2000 will be people
already in the workforce in 1988; the typical
worker will also be older than is the case today.'
The flexibility of this workforce, especially
how well workers at all levelsfrom the
shopfloor to the executive suiterespond to
challenges will be a critical factor for national
competitiveness over the next decade.
..side from managers, professionals and techni-
cians, few American workers get much training
on their job, or act on their own to upgrade
skills. By contrast, our most formidable eco-
nomic competitors, including Japan and West
Germany, do far more to assure the continuing
development of workforce skills at all levels
than does the United States. Most West German
workers go through formal apprenticeships;
much additional training is needed for workers
to move up to supervisory positions. In Japan,
high quality secondary schools, well structured
but informal training on the job, and worker
interest combine to produce highly skilled,
flexible workers. Production workers in Japan's
auto assembly plants get three times more
trainingformal and informalthan their Amer-
ican counterparts.
Labor mobility in the United States is high.
Companies cannot expect to fully capture all
benefits from training investments, particularly
broad training that gives workers transferable
skills. Recognizing this, many other advanced

1Howani N. Fullerton, Jr., "New Labor Force Projections, Spanning 1988 to 2000," Monthly Labor Review, November 1989, p. 10.
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Box 2-A--What National Commissions Recommend on Workforce Training

Several recent commissions and national studies have concluded that systemwide improvements are needed
in education and training if the United States is to be able to compete effectively in a world economy in which the
best prospects for a rising standard of living lie in the skills of the workforce. Two which advocated a stronger
government role:1

The Secretary of Labor" Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency (1989).2 This
panel of business, labor, and education representati,res expressed alarm about possible economic decline
unless more is done to educate and train the American workforce. Its recommendations for public and private
actions encompassed both the school system and the workplace. While noting its concern about the budget
deficit, the Commission said that there was "likely to be a clear and pressing need for a sustained increase
in Federal expenditure on human resource programs." It called for sustained human resource investments
to, among other things, improve student achievement, encourage lifetime education and training, and make
better use of workers' skills.

Among its suggestions for Federal action in the training area: give employers a limited tax credit for
training, offer more technical assistance and clarify antitrust provisions for multiemployer training
programs, and continue the favorable tax treatment workers get for e:uployer provided education assistance.
It urged Federal and State Governments to ensure that all adults have lifetime access to basic skills education.
It called for more Federal efforts to disseminate information about best-practice worker participation
approaches, and called for improveme.as in labor market data. Finally, the Commission urged formation of
a Presidential committee to coordinate human resource policy.

The Commission on the Skills the American WorIforce (1990).3 This panel, also comprised of business,
labor and education representatives, conclutkd that American living standards will rise only if far more
American companies reorganize work along a Ifigh performance, high skill model. To develop the needed
skills, the Commission proposed restructuring the American education and training system at all levels.
Many of the group's recommendations focused on non ;ollege bound youth and workers. It recommended
that young people under the age of 18 should not be all( wed to work unless they could meet (or were taking
steps to meet) a new educational performance standard, and urge,d major levels of support for dropout
recovery programs. It called for a program of financial support to allow all students and workers to enroll
in programs giving technical education certificates or associate's degrees.

A national board, comprised of industry, labor, and education representativc.;, would appoint industry
and trade based committees to develop specific standards for certification. The Commission also proposed
that the States and the Federal Government see to it that all Americans could receive 4 years of financing
for postsecondary educatic:n at some time during their lives.

As for employers, it called on the Federal Government to require all firms to spend at least 1 percent
of payroll on education and training, with the amount increasing over time. Firms that did not spend the
required amount on their own workers would pay this amount to a Skills Development Fund to train
temporary, part time, dislocated, or disadvantaged wjrkers. The Commission also proposed increased
technical assistance to help firms reorganize work in ways that would take advantage of highly skilled
workers.

1See also the President's Commission on Industnal Competitiveness tIQ85). This group, beaded by industrialist John Young,
recommended strengthening the capabilities of vocational schools and community colleges to provide customized trammg to employers,
especially small business, and also L.alled for evaluation of tax proposals to aaneve a balamed tax treatment of employer mvestments in physiLal
and human capital.

Another group, MIT's Commission on Industrial Productivity, in its 1989 report Made in America, stopped short of policy
recommendations However, it noted the adverse impacts from what it called a "legacy of long neglect in training" and a widespread reluctance
by U.S. firms to invest more in training and in reorganizing work to promote continuous learning.

2Commission c Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency, Investing in People. A Strategy to Address Amenca's Workforce
Quality (Washington, DC. U.S Department of Labor, 1989). The Commission, appointed by Ann McLaughlin, a Secretary of Labor under former
President Reagan, made its report to Prerklent Bush's Secretary of Labor, Elizabeth Dole, on Labor Day, 1989.

31be Commision on the Skills of the American Workforce, America's Choice. High Skills or Low Wages! (Rochester, NY. National
Center on Education and the Economy, June 1990).
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Box 2-BExecutive Branch Initiatives on Workforce Quality

During the last 5 years, the executive branchand especially the Department of Laborhas been actively
studying new avenues for improving workforce quality. The Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market
Efficiency, set up by former Labor Secretary Ann McLaughL,. late in the Reagan Adminis=tion, proposed a
strategy, and some 44 recommendations for private and public actio- s, to address what it called "America's
workforce crisis" before it disbanded in the fall of 1989' (see box 2-A for details). Also in late 1989, Elizabeth Dole,
President Bush's Secretary of Labor, annvia:ced her own seven-point "agenda for action" to improve workforce
quality. In contrast to the actions urged by Commission, few items on the agenda would require legislative action
or much new Federal spending.

Items from the agenda directly pertinent to industry training include:

The Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS). SCANS is to recommend national
guidelines to help schools better define educational competencies needed to meet workplace skill needs. The
Commission will work to identify needed skills, acceptable levels of proficiency, and effective ways to
measure these skills. Former Secretary of Labor William Brock chairs the Commission, which is expected
to issue its final report in Ma; , 1991.
A National Advisory Board on WorkTlace Training: The board would focus on ways to expand
apprenticeship to new industries and occupations (such as service ind istry jobs). It will work with industry
to develop siandards to accredit work-bas:,; training programs and to provide workers with recognized
credentials. The board had yet to be appointed when this report went to press.
A Workforce Quality Clearinghouse: The clearinghouse would work to promote best practices by employers
in meeting employee needs, such as flexible benefits, training, and innovative labor-management relations.
Initial operations were expected to begin in the Fall of 1990.
Research and demonstration projects to test incentives for employer- and employee-financed training and
partnerships with industry groups.

Secretary Dole's agenda also calls for research and development on School-to-Work Transitions, including
awards recognizing exemplary practices, and more volunteer efforts. A national conference on the subject was held
in May 1990. In addition, the Secretary has acted administratively to establish an Office of Work-Based Learning,
which includes the. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and also has responsibilities for displaced workers and
trade adjustment assistance.

The 1989 Education Summit with President Bush and the Nation's Governors also has focused some concern
on workforce skills. One of the six national education goals adopted by the governors after the Summit concerns
adult literacy and lifelong learning. The goal states that, by 2006, every adult American should be literate and
possess the necessary skills and knowledge to compete in a global economy and exercise good citizenship. Among
the stated objectives: to involve "every American business in strengthening connections between education and
work" and in giving "all workers the opportunity to acquire the knowledge and shlls, from basic to tecical, to
adapt to emerging technologies, work methods and markets through public and private educational, vocational,
technical, workplace or other programs."

In July 1990, the National Governors' Association proposed alternative strategies for States to consider in
implementing the education goal.,.2Pr4ress toward these goals will depend ol. continued commitment at all levels
within the society.

iThe Commission actually reported to President Bush's Secretary cf Labor, Elizabeth Dole. It's report, Investing in People. Strategies
to Address America' s Workforce Cnsrs, (Washington, DC. U.S. Government Printing Office, 1989) was issued on Labor Day, 1989.

2Report of the Task Force on Education, Educanon America. State Strategies for Achieving the National Educanon Goals (Washington,
DC: National Governors' Association, 1990).

industrial economies have put in place govern-
ment policies that, in effect, protect a finn's
trjning investments by assuring that other
firms make similar investments. Similar poli-
cies have not been adopted here. Nor, by and
large, does the recognition yet exist here that
there is a broader public good in having a

well-trained workforce that extends beyond the
benefits to any firm or worker.

Should the Federal Role Be Expanded?

The Federal Government now requires employee
training in some areas where the public interest is
clearsuch as workplace safety, health, and hazard-
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ous material handling.2 However, it does little to
assist firms and their employees with skills or job
performance training. Does the national interest in
maintaining economic competitiveness and living
standards justify Federal incentives for employee
training? And, if a Federal role is appropriate, what
should be its scope?

It is clear that the private sector must be the
primary actor in employee training. Proposals that
will receive serious consideration by policymakers
are likely to aim at expanding the Federal role
through activities that augment or enhance, not
substitute for, private efforts. With the list of
proposals growing, the pros and cons of an expanded
Federal role need careful assessment.

Is There Need?

There would be little need for government in-
volvement if employers provided an optimal level of
training or if workers undertook such training on
their own. A corrunon view in American manage-
mentand among many workershas been that
little training is required to develop the skills needed
to perform most jobs. When training is needed to
develop specific skills (e.g., to operate new equip-
ment), firms will provide it. The practice of reducing
jobs to their simplest tasks has been widely used by
American management, in part because training
needs were minimized.

While this practice still prevails, its suitability as
a contemporary TrIodel for work organization is
increasingly challenged. Indeed, as chapter 4 of this
report discusses, a growing number of American
firms are beginning to reorganize work in ways that
more fully develop and exploit the skills of their
workers. These companies usually find that consid-
erable training is necessary for success. Most firms,
however, continue to rely on the traditional model of
work organization.

Thus, there is growing concern, reflected in the
commissions cited in box 2-A, that American
society is doing too little to develop the skills needed
to support a globally competitive set of industries
and an improved standard of living. Training is too
often given low priority or is used ineffectively by
management. According to this view, U.S. society

has a vested interest in a high skill industrial system,
one that is likely to produce high wage jobs and raise
living standards, and this is a persuasive rationale for
government assistance in training.

Indeed, training can benefit firms, workers, and
society as a whole. For workers, training is associ-
ated with higher wages, less liklihood of unemploy-
ment, and shorter-duration of joblessness if they do
become unemployed. While other factors also affect
outcomes, training can be expected to contribute to
broad societal benefits stemming from a highly
productive workforce. To the extent that such a
workforce might command better wages, and their
employers' realize higher profits, government tax
revenues would increase to defray part of the
public's investment in training. There also are likely
to be reductions in public costs associated with
unemployment.

Won't Firms Train on Their Own?

A few American firms are world leaders in
training; by all accounts, however, most firms do
little training. More might begin to act on their own
to provide training as the benefits of well designed
programs become clear. This seems unlikely, how-
ever, unless some structural impediments that now
make many firms reluctant to train are overcome.

Companies cannot expect to fully capture all of
the benefits of their training inveaments, particu-
larly training that develops general skills. High labor
turnover in the U.S. economy makes many employ-
ers, especially small employers, view training that
gives workers transferable skills as a risky invest-
ment. Even though the training might enhance the
skills of their workforce, these employers fear that
their workers will take other jobs before the firm
recoups its training investment.

There can be a broader public good arising from
training that the individual firms or workers are not
in a position to achieve through their own actions.
Several other countries recognize this through na-
tional policies that help protect a firm's training
investment by assuring that other firms also make
similar investments. Similar approaches could be
taken here.

2For example, nursing homes that receive Medicare and Medicaid funding must meet minimum Federal standards for nursing aid training. Many
States are now developing literacy tests for truck drivers to neet federally established standards for truck dnvers. Implementation cf theOccupational
Safety and Health Act now requires companies with over 10 employees to label hazardous substances, warn workers of their dangers. and provide special
training in their safe handling.
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Government assistance will not do much unless
there is strong management commitment (which
could require a change in management attitudes) and
employe,: motivation (which might follow a change
in management attitude) to more fully use worker
skills. Without this, training might do little to
improve a firm's performance. It could be a goal of
government to provide the information and incen-
fives that could contribute to this change in behavior
and attitudes.

Are There Training Gaps?

Several highly publicized reports have suggested
a growing mismatch betweeri worker skills and
workplace demands. Many low skill jobs will
continue to be created that require little training.
However, unless the overall pattern is toward high
skill jobs that can command high wages, the United
States risks becoming a low skill, low wage country.
The conclusion is almost inescapable that U.S.
industry will not be able to widely replicate tne good
results realized by the best-practice firms unless
some major gaps in the worker training system are
addressed.

As discussed in chapter 6 of this report, the best
estimate is that one-fifth of young adults aged 21 to
25 read only as well as an average eighth grader, and
the incidence of poor basic skills could be higher for
the workforce as a whole. Few employers on their
own can be expected to offer basic education to their
employees. The United States ranks near the bottom
among industrialized countries in apprenticeships.
Small firms and firms facing fmancial difficulty
the firms that might benefit most from the improved
productivity and quality that can come from rela-
tively low-cost investments in trainingare often in
the poorest position to train their workers. Moreover,
the quality of training is often poor, and fums often
do not make good use of traAng. In the face of such
fmdings, business-as-usual will leave many U.S.
workers unprepared to participate in the kind of high
skill economy that is most likely to lead to an
improved standard of living.

Government Action: State, Federal, or Both?

What level of government would be best suited to
assist in addressing these gaps? The American
system of federalism offers many different alterna-
tives for structuring partnerships between the Fed-
eral Goi ernment and States. Ideally, policy initia-

tives could be crafted to exploit the special strengths
of each level of government.

Clearly, the States are better positioned than the
Federal Government to provide direct services to
finn9. Most States now offer modest assistance to
industry for training, and F.trieral are now active
providers of workplace literacy assistance. Because
several States also offer industrial extension serv-
ices, they have the pcitential to provide firms with
coordinated technology, training, and management
assistance at the same time. Many States also
support community colleges, which provide fums
with training services. States also play a pivotal role
in public education. Some also are experimenting
with new ways to finance training assistance, such as
payroll levies and tax credits.

While the level of State activity is increasin,g,
progress could be slow and spotty without national
leadership and support grate spending for industry
training and technolot,y services is modest
p. Jbably less than $1 billion. The State activides are
driven by economic development objectives, and the
States are in competition on this. National policies
could help create a more favorable environment for
continuing education and training throughout the
country.

There are other activities that would be difficult to
carry out without Federal leadership. Clearly, the
Federal Government is better suited than the States
to collect and analyze data about national trends in
training. A Federal role to support research, evalua-
tion, and dissemination of the best training practices
is another area where national scope is important,
especially since the military and some other Federal
agencies are major supporters of training research.

Competition ft. Federal Dollars

An expanded Federal role could heighten compe-
tition for Federal funds, a matter of no small concern
in a day of budget deficits and limited funds for
existing Federal training pre;iams for the disadvan-
taged. Employer spending on formal traininga
low-end estimate would be $30 billion per yearis
one-third more than the total budget of the U.S.
Department of Education and about 10 times the
amount the Federal Government spends for services
to economically disadvantaged people and displaced
workers under the Job Training Partnaship Act.
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Clearly, Federal support, or any gover^ental
sr4pport, for that matter, would need to be carefully
targeted. Otherwise, government dollars might sun-
ply substitute for private training dollars, hence
doing little to expand industry training. Government
efforts might aim at improving the effectiveness of
training. Another possibility would be to target
assistance on either employees that seldom receive
much training or on transferable training.

Government involvement would not necessarily
require major increases in Federal spending, how-
ever. Most options discussed in this chapter would
have a small (under $10 million per year) or
moderate (under $100 million per year) initial cost.
Many of these options would need to be sustained
for a period of years to have much impact, and some
of them might well need to be expanded in time
beyono the $100 million level to fully succeed. But
the option that would stimuive the most training, a
training levy, would do so with only modest fiscal
impact on the Federal Government.3 It would force
many firms who do not now conduct training to
spend on training, but it would also ease "free rider"
problems for other firms that do spend money on
training. There would be a danger of training fot
training's sakewith resources not always used in
the most efficient and productive fashion.

Other government roles, such as support for
research, have the potential to improve traming
throughout societyincluding the training Federal
agencies give to their own employees and the
training offered through such Federal programs as
the Job Training Partnership Act. The efficiency
gains might in time pay for the research many times
over. Finally, an initiative aimed at equipping
workers with transferable sldlls would help workers
get new jobs in the event of displacement.

Do We Know Enough To Take Action Now?

n those demanding a high degree of certainty,,
the absence of good data may seem a reason to delay
a major Federal initiathe in this area (e.g., a national
training levy). Better information clearly would be
desiruble. But there also are risks in delaying action
for the protracted period (certainly several years)
needed to develop good data about training. The
findings of num ous national studies in recent years

clearly indicate that more needs to be doneand
soonto enhance workforce skills. If a major
initiathe is to be launched, it will need to occur very
soon to have much impact in this century.

M it considers possible policy directions, Con-
gress might wish to evaluate the degree to which
proposed actions support not only industry training
but also contribute to broader societal goals. For
example, actions to improve the overall skills in the
workforce would help not only firms but also
workers adjust to the demands of new technology
and changing competitive circumstances in the
coming years. For workers without much formal
education, workplace training can be a major source
of learning and the last chance for upward mobility.
Workers with a broad base of skills are likely to ie
less difficulty in finding new jobs if they are
displaced, reducing unemployment costs to society.

Defining the Scope of Federal Responses

OTA has identified, and analyzed below, 16
policy opticns that, taken in sum, would broaden and
deepen employer and employee commitments to
training. IsTable 2-1 lists these options, grouped
under four Uroad issue areas, and directs the reader
to more ,-;etailed policy tables and discussion in the
text.) Some options would provide a stronger
institutional base of support within the Federal
Government tor industry-based training, building on
existing programs. Others, if adopted, would go well
beyond the current Federal role. These options are
nut mutually exclusive, although some would need
to be modified if other approaches were also taken.

These options could be put together in various
combinations, reflecting different degrees of gov-
ernment involvement. One approach would be for
government to play a supportive, but largely indi-
rect, role in encouraging training by finre, individ-
ual workers, and States. This incremental approach
would build on current Federal activlies (sponsor-
ship of research and demonstration projects, help to
States for evaluating training prowams, develop-
ment of data, dissemination of information about
best practices) that could provide a better informa-
tion base for training. Some existing programs (e.g.,
workplace literacy demonstration projects, favora-
ble tax treatment of employer provided education

IA tram:1g levy would not entail claw Federal expendnures. There i.uuld be some near term revenue loss to the Governmern Li firms used funds
from otherwise taxable profits ha training. On the valet band. d the, training led & alum produur v C enterpnses. the lung term effei.1 fn Fedeial revenues
would be positive.
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Table 2-1--Summary Guide to Policy Issues and Options

Issue areas and options Table no.

Issue area AReducing barriers to firm-based training
Options:

1. Help firms set up training consorfia Table 2-2
2. Expand technical assistance to trade associations, others Table 2-2
3. Consider limited tax crecfit for private-sector training Table 2-2
4. Phase-In payroll based "national training levy" Table 2-2

Issue area 8Retraining individual workers for career advancement
Options:

5. Expand apprenticeship concepts Table 2-3
6. Adequately fund Federal support for vocational programs Table 2-3
7. Fund workplace basic skills program Table 2-3
8. Provide favorable tax treatment for continuing education Table 2-3
9. Evaluate ways to help finance workers' continuing educelon Table 2-3

Issue area CLInking training and technology assistance
Options:

10. Coordiaate technology and training assistance Table 2-4
11. Help States expand industrial services, combined with b ng Table 2-4
12. Support creation of an employer Institute for work-based warning Table 2-4

Issue area 0Improving the quality and effectiveness of training
Options:

13. Encourage adoption of best practice approaches and technologies Table 2-5
14. Fund the Federal training technology transfer program Table 2-5
15. Fund more civilian-sector learEng research/lecnnologies Table 2-5
16. Improve the Information base on work-based training . Table 2-5

SOURCE: Offico of Tochnology Assossmont, 1990.

assistance, assistance to State technology programs,
aad transfer of federally developed training teclmol-
ogy) might be continued or expanded. Some new
initiatives (e.g., planning suppor cor industry train-
ing consortia, earmarking funds for learning re-
search, and funding of State clearinghouse services)
wculd be launched, but at a modest level of funding.

The incremental al roach has attractions; in its
early stages, it would not cost the Federal Govern-
ment much to implement, because it would take thne
to build the capacities to use resources wisely.
Moreover, many of its features are partly in place or
under consideration in Congress or the executive
branch. It relies on persuasion and avoids controver-
sial measures likely to be resisted by business. But
it also has limitations. Even if effectively imple-
mented, the specific measures that in sum constitute
this approach would likely have a modest impact on
skills upgrading. Since Federal policy would have
little direct impact on the training behavior o"
employers, progress would depend on employer
initiatives and actions at the State level. Some States
would do a lot; others little.

If widespread action is desired, Congress could
consider more far-reaching approaches to encourage
skills development and technology upgrading by

firms. These actions woi.;:d not preempt the meas-
ures identified in the incremental approach, but
would provide, in addition, broad incentives or
requirements for employee training. First, Congress
could attempt to raise employer invemment in
training, through options ranging from extensive
funding for technical assistance to tax credits to a
training levy. The most far-reaching approachone
that would z_ffect all firmswould be a national
training levy; with a levy, employers would f.ither
commit a small percent of their payroll to training or
pay the same amount to a national or State training
fund. Other possibilities, such as a limited tax credq
or direct assistance for training, could be used to
assist firms that have limited resources for training,
but these would cost the Federal Government quite
a bit. Enhanced support could be made available to
help individual employees undertake training on
their own.

The more aggit._ ,. strategy outlined above,
with its national taimug levy, would result in a
fundamental change in the training behavior of ail
employers (including small business and govern-
ment). It would elevate training and skill develop-
ment in the national consciousness. On the other
hand, it could quickly devolve into training-for-
training's sake. If phased in too fast, and without

r -,
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some control over the quality of training, its
potential to upgrade workforce skills would be
reduced. Moreover, most employers would need
time to evaluate their training needs and io put
management structures in place to take full advan-
tage of the new skills possessed by their workers.
The training might have greater effect if it were
combined with technology assistance to help firms
adopt new technologies and more effective ways to
implement these technologies. State industrial ex-
tension services or Federal technobgy assistance
might help.

Many firmseven those that spend enough on
training to be unaffected by a training levywould
see the levy as intrusive and would be concerned
about bureaucracy, red tape, and possible govern-
ment involvement in the content of training. Busi-
ness might be more willing to be involved if a new
institution, located outside any existing government
agency, were chartered to work with industry groups
on employee training, work organization, and new
technology adoption issues. Ideally, such an institu-
tion would be set up by the employers therm elves;
it might be funded through the national levy, were
this adopted.

Even if fully implemented, the options and
approaches discussed in this chapter would com-
prise only one leg of a national strategy for human
resource development. As a new area of involvement
for the Federal Government, the relationship of work
based training policies to other kinds of government
training programsassistance to displaced workers,
older workers with outdated skills, the economically
disadvantaged, at risk youth, and those on welfare
would need to be dermed and clarified.4 Although
not within the scope of the policy options discussed
here, better co,:rdination. and integration of these
programs, especially at the implementation level, is
emerging as a major concern. Indeed, Congress, in
its consideration of bills to reauthorize the Job
Training Partnership Act and the Carl D. Perkins
Vocational Education Act, is evaluating alterna-
tives, such as a human i:..,;ource council, to better
coordinate Federal training, educadon and social
service assistance now distributed to a wide variety

of State and local bodies. Others have proposed
merging of existing education and training programs
where possible, or creation of new entities, such as
Employment and Training Boards, to serve local
labor markets. Whatever mechanism is selected,
close interaction with employers will be needed.

ISSUE AiEA A: REDUCING
BARRIERS TO FIRM-BASED

TRAINING (Table 2-2)

Employers, of course, benefit from having well-
trained workers. But many firms shy away from
paying for broad-based training. There are severai
reasons,

Compared to workforces in many other countries,
75 workers tend to change jobs more often
:specially in the early years of their careers Many

employers, especially small ones, fear losing their
investment if they provide general training to an
employee who then takes a job at another rum
(maybe even a competitor). Of course, firm- often do
find ways to share training costs with employees.
Moreover, some evidence suggests that employees
who receive the most training tend to nave longer
tenure with their employers than those who get less.

Another uncertainty for employers is whether the
training s ippon system available in the community
will meet their needs. Relatively few companies can
afford to develop and implement their own internal
training systems. The majority are therefore depend-
ent on outside providersvendors, consultants,
community colleges, private training schoolsof
highly variable quality.

A third reason is employer uncertainty about
whether their workers' performance will actually
improve after formal training. Some firms have
found that 20-30 percent of their nonsupervisory
workers must take remedial courses before taking
classroom training and, although classroom =hag
can be effective, transferring the training back to the
job can be difficult. Faced with such circumstances,
employers may pursue management strategies that
minimize the need for training.

4For discusmin ot ;lisplaced worker issues, see the following Office of Techncdogy Assessment reports: Technologyand Structura' Unemploymenr
Reattploylng DispIacea Adults OTA-ITE-250 (Springfie14, VA. National Technical Information Service, February 191'5); Plant Closings- Advance
Nonce and Rapid Response OTA-ITE-321 (Springfield, VA. National Technical Information Service, September1988); Trade Adjustment Assistance'

New Ideas for an Old Program OTA-ITE-346 (Washington, DC: .S. Government Printing Offica, June 1987).
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Assuming that Congress wishes to encourage
employers to invest more in training, there are many
options it cuild consider. Four approaches are
discussed benw:

1. helping firms set up training consortia
2. helping trade associations and industry groups

build training capabilities
3. offer' 3 tax credits for certain training expendi-

tures; and
4. implementing a payroll based levy for trainirg.

Option 1: Help Firms Set Up Training Consortia
(Table 2-2)

Training consortia or cooperative training ven-
tures involving several employers can help employ-
ers reduce costs and ease their concerns about the
perceived risks of training. Small companies in a
consortium can share costs of instructie- and
training facilities. Consortia could be used by large
firms and their supplier networks to develop shared
training approaches and common workplace prac-
tices (e.g, for quality contoi). Consortia also might
be used to upgrade the training skills of first-line
supervisors and others who are expected to give
informal training but have little training background.
Community colleges and other training organiza-
tions could play constructive roles in .,onsortia.
While a few examples of training consortia exist (see
ch. 5), organizing new consortia can be difficult;
moreover, some fums wony (though perhaps need-
lessly) that joining a consortium could make them
vulnerable to antitrust actions. To help companies
set up tridning consortia, Congress could authorize
start-up assistance and clarify the relationship of
training consortia to antitrust laws.

No Federal agency has a cQntinuing program to
help firms set up multifirm trLii.mg cmsortia.5 A bill
to set up such a program in the U.S. Department of
Labor is before the 101st Congress (S. 2114 as
introduced).6 The bill would (among other things)
authorize grants to help companies in the sanie

industry or using similar technolog;es to plan and
organize training consortia. The trainiug would aim
to help technicians, nonsupervisory workers, first-
line supervisors, and other workes.3 function more
effectively with new technologies, management
practices, and new fonns of work organization in
both manufacturing and service industries. The bill
would authorize the progran: .Jr 10 years, with $5
mill:on for the first fiscal year, and such sums as
necessary thereafter.

Son.e employers sly away from involvment in
multiemployer n-airrIng activities out a fear that
their participation might be interpreted as violating
Federal antitrust laws.7 This concern may not be
warranted, given the fact that some firms now
participate in rnuldfinn apprenticeship programs.
However, the perception of legal proms can be as
geat a barrier as actual legal baniers.

To reduce business uncertainty, Congress could
clarify how antitrust hw would be applieL when
firms form training consortia. In one special cases,
Congress has adjusted antitrust law to minimize
interference with other public policy objectives. In
the 1984 National Cooperative Reseal eh and Devel-
opment Act, Congress clarifien that precommercial
research and devehpment collaborations are to be
judged "on the basis of. reasonableness, taking
into account all relevant factors affecting competi-
tion," and also limited damages for registered
projects to actual injmy.8

In helping firms irAiate con artia, the Federal
Government also could support efforts to provide
consortia with information and technical advice on
best practices. Multifinn consortia can be used to
develop and deliver several important types of
training. For example, they might make it more cost
effective for firms to provide the classrc-om training
associated with apprenticeships. Wit encourage-
ment, multiemployer groups might develop and
administer industry-specific programs to address
basic skills problems encountered by member firms,

$The Deparuneir of Labor on occasion has provided demonstration grants to induttry and educational consortia to develop training materials,

15ection 404 of S.2114. the proposed Excellence in Mathematics. Science. and Engineering Education Act, as introduced.

'Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency, investing in People. A Strategy To Address Amenca's Workforce Crisis, A Report
to the Secretary of Labor and the American People (Wf A1ng1on,14: U.S. Department of Labor. September 1989). p. 19.

tPublic Law 93-462 15 U.S.C. 4301-4305. Even without the clarifying kgulation, this "ritie of reason" would usually apply. However, the 1984
law dia substantially reduce busmess uncertainty and the need for exteasive legal analysis. The 1984 Act and possible further antitrust clarifications And
amendments to facilitate interfirm cooperation are discussad in US. Congress Office of Technology Assessment, lifakinz Things Better. Compering in
Manufacturing. OTA-ITE-443 (Washington, DC: US. Government Printing Office. 1989) pp. 219-231, pp. 66-69.

5.2114, as introdu,ed in the 101st Congress, proposes that pubhcly disclosed training consortia covered under the bill would be judged by annular
rule of reason.
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Table 2-2--Issue Area A: Reducing Barriers to Firm-Based Training

*Option-1: Help-firms set up training con-
sortia:
This could include start-up grants and
technical assistance to firms, trade associ-
ations or industry groups, and training
institutions (e.g., community colleges) to
organize multifirm training consortia. To
give the program visibility and staying
power. Congress could give the adminis-
tering office a statutory basis, and fundng
authorization, and clarify employer con-
cerns about antitrust violations. Beyond
this, Congress could, as a further induce-
ment to companies to engage in coopera-
tive training efforts, set aside some funds
from Federal adult education and voca-
tional programs specifically for consortia
activities.

Consortia could involve: 1) new groups
specificalfy set up to provide tralnirg, and
2) existing industry and trade organiza-
tions, given added training functior.s.

Option 2: Expand technical assistance to
trade associations, others:
In conjunction or separately from Option 1,
give a statutory charter and technical
assistance funds to the U.S. Department
of Labor (DOL) to: 1) help trade associa-
bons and other industry groups identify
industry-specific training needs, and to, 2)
help them build training capacities and
institutional structures. DOL now funds
about $3 million of work-based learning
demonstration projects a year. To launch
a meaningful program of technical assist-
ance, Initiai fundng at three times this
level might be needed. Some of the funds
:mild be made available to State industrial
training assistance programs.

Option 3: Consider a limfted tax credit for
private-sector training:

The initial steps might include. 1) directing
the Treasury Department (in coordination
with the :)epartrnent ol Labor and the
Department of Commerce) to evaluate
aiternatives for targeting the tax credit;
and 2) dire cting Treasury (again in cooper-
ation with Labor) to conduct a firid Wel cn
the fiscal impacts of a limited tax credit by,
for example, reimbursing participating firms
with an amount equivaient to what they
might receive for training if the limited
credit were in effect. The field test could be
restricted to small and medium-size firms
and also limited to particular kinds of
training expenses (such as basic skills
training). Legal considerations would pre-
vent offering an actual-tax credit to se-
lected firms during the trial period; hencer,
appropriated funds would be needed.

Advantagei:
The consortium approach might induce
more firms to share taining or risks they
might not singly assume. If coordinated
with other Federal education and train-
ing programs, the consortium approach
could expand access of small busi-
nesses and their employees to basic
education, job skills upgrading and trans-
fer of the latest training technology and
techniques. The consortium approach
also might help more firms send person-
nel (such as supervisors and others
responsible for informal training) for
train-thetrainer instruction.

Advantages:
The approach might encourage more
industry-sector responses to skill devel-
opment, building on private sector initia-
tive and depending on the private sector
for implementation. If evaluation and
dissemination were built into the pro-
gram, other industries might become
more involved, with little need for furthei
government assistance.
By setting up a statutory office and
program authorization at the Federal
level, Congress would place Federal
support for research, demonstration, end
technical assistance for industry-based
training activities on a firmer foothold,
less subject to year-to-year flux in ailo-
eating Departmental research funds.

Advar itages:
The field test would give a sounder basis
for subsequent decision about whether
to proceed with a tax credit. As for the
advantages of an actual tax credit, firms
would have the choice of using or not
using this incentiveand it would thus
be more accepted by ert,Aoyers. If care-
fully targeted to certain kinds of activities
like basic skills education, a tax credit
approach might affect the behavicr of
firms at the margin.
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Disadvantages:
While used in some industries fike con-
struction, there could be structural rea-
sons why the training consortia or coop-
eradve training concept has not caught
on with American firms. Firms could be
concerned about loss of proprietary in-
formation and also about raiding of
trained employees by firms outside the
group. Also, small firms often do not join
trade or industry groups.

Disadvantages:
Startup funds alone might n ot be enoua h.
It could be difficult for industry organiza
tions to develop and sustain required
levels of support once government funds
ended. Federal 'echnical assistance, even
if provided for several years, will not
necessarily be sustained by employers
or trade associations on their own.
Many trade associations and industry
organizationi; lack clo se linkages ta small
employers and have limited capacities to
deal with training issues. Those industry
organ i-tioris most likely to seek Federal
help mipt have 'planned training actions
in any cas Nence, the Federal funds
night simpi, .substitute for industry funds.

Disadvantages:
Tax credits are dfficult to target and limit.
Tax credits would not do much to en-
courage firms to undertake training they
were not predisposed to take. Hence,
the approach might not be effective for
such training as basic skills. At the same
time, tax credits can be inefficient when
firms actually do make use of them,
since it is difficult to deterrnine whether
the credit simply substitutes for training
the firm would undertake in any case.
Tax credits would not help not-for-profit
employers and their employees. Finally,
tax credits run counter to recent efforts to
hold tax expenditures under control.
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Option 4: Phase In 3 payroll-based na-
tional training levy:
-Employers-would-be-obliged to spend-a

small percentage of their payroll (say 1
percent) on broad, transferable training or
pay an equivalent amount into a govern-
ment training fund. (The government fund
could support such activities as workplace
literacy, training of contingent workers or
other underserved workers, technical as-
sistance, or services to displaced work-
ers.) During the first phase, employers
would no, have to pay the levy if they
reported their training expenditures to tne
government ineven if they spent nothing on
training,) Implementation would be
phasedin over several years to allow firms
to develop training expertise and select
the best service providers. The levy could
be made to apply to employers in all
sectors, including nonprofit o ganlzations
and governments.

Advantages:
This approach-would-assure a certain
minimiini of work& training by all firms
and employing organizations, including
nonprclitorganizations and r overnment.
It thus has the potential e worker
skill levels throught, ,rnployed
workforce. Because the ..)st would be
borne by the employers, direct competi-
tion for public fundssuch as training of
unemployedpeoplo wouldberrinirrized.
Depending on how it were Implemented,
this approach could also gwe firms con-
siderable flexibility about how to fulfill
their training obligation.
Even if full implementation of the levy

never occurred, the approacn proposed
(with an initial period of tax forgiveness if
the fir m reported training expenditures to
the government) would for the first time
create benchmark data on firmbased
training expenditures that would provide
policymakers with a sounder basis for
subsequent decisionmaking. The first
phase data alone might affect the train-
ing behavior of firms, since they would
be able to compare their expenditures
with overall trends in their sector.

Disadvantages:
- The more targeted the trainingsequIre-

ments (e.g., basic skills training, appren-
ticeship training) the more monitoring
and paperwork would be needed. Yet,
without targeting, firms might not use the
training to meet publicly important objec-
tives.
There is a danger that this approach
could lead to training for training's sake,
especially in the early days of tun im-
plementation. Many providers could be
expected to jump into the training mar-
ket, with the probability that much poor
quality training would be offered. -

Some employers, especially employers
having financial difficulties, might net be
able to meet the levy requirements.
The first phase of the program, in which
firms would have the option of paying the
tax or reporting their training expendi-
tures, could create burdensome paper-
work or undue expenses for some firms.
The levy could result in undue emphasis
on formal training in classrooms, to the
exclusion of improving on the job train-
ing.

SOURCE:Office of Techndor Assessment, 1990.

using cucirmla and instructional materials directly
relevznt to the students' jobs. All of these activities
could be aided by technical assistance.

Consortia, in themselves, will not overcome
employer concerns about losing training investment
when workers leave before a certain payback period.
Consortia members could have cost recovery agree-
ments when trainees move from one member firm to
another. However, outside firms may be "free
riders," able to hire away well trained workers from
consortia members without incurring training costs."'
But the employer's investment would be smaller,
due to economies of scale, so concerns about loss
would be smaller.

Generally, such concerns might be eased if
individual firms and their employees wr-re to estab-
lish "training compacts" to upgade training of
underserved employees and new entrants. Appren-
ticeship might offer a model. Some apprentices in
unionized industries enter into compacts when they
receive training fmanced by joint union-manage-

ment trust funds. Apprentices who leave the union-
ized industry during or shortly after fmishing the
training may have to reimburse the trust fund for part
of the assistance. Congress might instruct the
Department of Labor to explore and report on
alternative approaches for risk-sharing by employ-
ers, workers, and government that could lead more
firms to experiment with training contracts of one
sort or another.

Option 2: Provide Technical Assistance to
Trade Associations and Other Industry
Groups (Table 2-2)

Whether or not Option 1 is adopted, Congress
might give the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) a
statutory charter and more funds to help firms, trade
associations, and other indmay organizations build
up their training capacities. DOL recently set up a
new Office of Work-Based Learning (OWBL),
which is beginning to move in this direction.

91..aurie I Bassi, Multi Employer Training Comorna. An Idea Whose Time Has Come (Washington, DC. Nauonal Foaciduun of Independent
Businoss Foundation, April 1990) pp. 4-5.
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However, OWBL has other major program re sponsi-
-(including _trade_adjustment assistance: and,

retraining of displaced workers). A statutory charter
for OWBL, or creation ci a similar office to support
traiaing consortia and training by other industry
grou-s, would signal congressional commitment to
technical assistance.

OWBL now funds a few national demonstration
projects (3 million dollars' worth in 1989) on an ad
hoc basis to show new uses for apprenticeship
conapts. (See Option 5 for apprenticeship discus-
sion). Even the most successful demonstrations,
however, would reach only a tiny fraction of U.S.
employers. With a statutory charter, a separate
authorization, and enough funds, DOL could launch
a sustained effort to help trade associations, other
goups of firms, or labor/management cooperative
?pups involve their members with training.

U.S. trade associations, for the most part, are less
involved with training than their European counter-
parts. Without encouragement, they are not likely to
become involved on their own; with encouragement,
such as technical support, some might act. DOL
might help them identify industy-wide training
needs and, when the needs are known, assist in
developing training materials and best-practice ap-
proaches that member firms might use. The Cana-
dian Federal Governmeat has had some success with
this approach. In one case, it convinced large
Canadian electrical firms and their unions to join a
government-sponsored study on the industry's train-
ing needs. After the study was done, the companies
and the unions set up a joint training committee
which agreed to adopt a joint training fund, with

some cost-sharing by the Federal and provincial
.governments.

DOL would need much more than $3 million
the current funding for demonstration projectsto
launch a significant technical assistance program. In
fact, without initial funding of $10 million per year,
there would be little point in characterizing the effort
as anything other than a demonstration program. An
expanded DOL technical assistance program would
complement Option 1 (help t(' industry for training
consortia). Of course, it might be possible that the
States or a nongovernmental organization will
become more integrally involved in providing tech-
nical assistance. For example, if a nonprofit institute
to work with employers and employer organizations
on workplace learning were established, the institute
could perform part of DOI.,:s technical assistance
mandate. (See Option 12 m table 2-4.) If the States
greatly expanded their technical assistance capabili-
ties, the Federal role might evolve into a grant
assistance program (with higher fur ding levels) or,
if State efforts were sufficient, be r,evaluated.

Option 3: Field-Test Limited Tax Credits for
Private-Sector Training (Table 2-2)

There have been several recent proposals to give
rums a limited tax credit for employee training.1°
For tax purposes, fffms now treat much of their
training costs as expenses that can be deduqed in 1
year rather than amortized over several years as is
tht case for capital equipment." Proponents believe
a credit would leverage more employer training
investments at less cost to the government than

lerThree examples. 1) H.R. 1219, the proposed National Training Incentive Act of 1985, as pwoosed but never acted on in the 98th Congress, called
fora 25-percent fax credit for eligible training expenditures (e.g., apprenuceships, cooperative eduation projaams) that exceeded a company's average
spending on these activities over the previous 5 years, 2) The Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency, in proposing a training
tax credit to Secretary of Labor Dole, also called for a long base period for calculating the credit, the Commission proposed to limit the credit to (a)
compensation of full time corporate trainers, (b) purchase or development of instmctional materials and equipment, and (c) payments to third-party
training institutions. (One member of the commission dissented on the tax crcdit.), 3) A recent joint report issued by the National Center for Education
and the Economy and the Amencan Society for Training and Development called for tax-based investment incentives to partiallysubsidize development
and delivery of training, and discussed some issues involved in designing a tax credit. See Anthony P. Carnevale and Lnet W. Johnston, Train! ng
America: Strategies for the Nation, (Alexandria, VA: American Society for Training and Development, 1989), pp. 53-58.

"John M. Quigley and Eugene Smolenrky, The Tax Treatment of Training and Educational Expenses," Investing in People A Strat:gy fo Address
America s Workforce Crisis, background papers, vol. 1, p. 838.
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would-be-the case-for-directly-appropriated funds.12
The tax credit also could make training more visible
to high level corporate officials. Tax credits also
tend to be viewed favorably by poterdal beneficiar-
ies.

At the same time, tax credits 2.1.. hard to target
effectively and can be an inefficient way to stimulate
investments. If a training tax credit were authorized,
it would be difficult to devise safeguards to keep
finns from taking a credit for training they would
undertake in :.ny case. Also, the tax credit would
have to be carefully designed to exclude some kinds
of training expenses (e.g., renting a conference
center at a vacation resort, transportation to such
facilides). For reasons such as these, as well as the
unpredictable effect of tax credits on the Treasury,
many consider tax credits to be bad public policy.

Of course, the credit could be narrowed to a few
eligiblt activities (e.g., basic skills instruction or
formal classroom training in programs that give
successful trainees a recognized certificate of suc-
cessful completion).13 The credit also might be
restricted to training of certain categories of employ-
ees (e.g., nonsupervisory workers). If narrowly
drawn, the credit might help firms build their
internal training capabilities. Oi c. possibility would
be to allow smaller firms (those with under 250
employees) to get a partial credit for training
materials and equipment, or for sending supervisors
and other personnel to courses on training.

There is a danger that a tax credit would need to
be so narrowly cast that it would not serve as much
stimulus. Building in safeguards would increase
paperwork, which in would reduce the likeli-
hood of company participadon in the program. Very
few companies centralize record keeping of their
training expenses; to make sure that the credit

supported:additionaLtraining,-data collection-would,
be needed to establish a baseline. While some
activities (e.g., corporate payments to outside train-
ing institutions) would be quite easy to document,
'nternal training activities, if covered by the credit,
would be very hard to document.

Given the implementation questions involved in
administering a tax credit, Congress might take
some preliminary steps (as discussed under Option
3 in tabie 2-2) before deciding to authorize a
full-fledged training tax credit. For example, Con-
gress might instrua the Department of Treasury, in
coordination with the Departments of Labor and
Commerce, to prepare a detailed analysis of how a
tax credit might be targeted to meet identified
training needs.

As part of the evaluation process, Congress could
also authorize Treasury, in conjunction with Labor,
to experiment with a field test of training incentives
that would be equivalent (in essence) to a tax credit.
One possibility would be to tiller the training
incentive to a set of randomly selected firms for,
perhaps, a 2-year period. Firms that elected to
participate in the field trial, as a condidon for
assistance, would need to be willing to work with
Treasury or Labor personnel on appropriate account-
ing measures.

Opaon 4: Phase in a Payroll-Based National
Training Levy (Table 2-2)

Among options considered here, a pay,oll based
training levy would be the most far-reaching ap-
proach the Federal Governrnant or the States could
take to stimulate employer investments in training.
It also would be the most controversial with
employers. Many variants of a payroll-based levy
exist in other nations. The one discussed here would

12Training America. Strategies for the Nation, for example, speculates that a 20-percent tax credit for new trai. mg expenses could leverage a
20-percent increase in corporate laming activities. Tlus would mean that the spending of fumso fonoal training could increase to $36 billionfrom
$30 billion (the authors estimate of what firms now spend on formal training). Itc venue losses to the government, they estimated, would be $600 million.
Of course, there is no way to predict in advance just how much of a stimulus the tax credit would be. The . ,,daulus anticipated by Training Amenca would
appear to be at the extreme upper end of likely outcomes. An analysts of the early years of the U.S. research and development (R&D) tax credit (viewed
by some as a model for a training credit) found that firms spent on average only 1.2 pore= more on R&D because of the credit than they might have
without it, Imes to the Treasury were probably greater than the gam m R&D attributed specifically to the credit. See Edwin Mansfield, "Public Policy
toward Industrial Innovation. An International Study of Direct Tax Incentives for Research anc Development," in Kim B. Clark, Robert H. Hayes and
Christopher Lc max, eds., The Uneasy Alliance. Managing the ProducnvuyTechnology Dilemma (Boston. MA. Harvard Busmess School Press, 1985),
pp. 385-386.

135ome contend that a Federal basic skills tax credit is a red hemng that would prompt little employer action and might divert policylaakers from
deahng ith the real barners to employer involvement. While a tax credit alone would not .olve thc problem, the only way to find out how employers
would react would be to ny om the concept. If carefully craftcd, a temporary credit would cost little if it failed. (For a n antdysisof possible hmnations
of the tax crcdit for basic skills, sec Forrcst P. Chisman and Wendy L. Campbell, "Narrowing the Job-Skills Gap. A Focus on Workplace Lacracy,"
Forrest P. Chisman and Associates, Leadership for Lueracy. The Agenda for the 1990s (San Francisco, CA. Jossey-Bass, 1990), pp. 165-167.)
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giVe emplOyers a Choice-betWeen s-pending a Certain
amount on training (say 1 percent o. payroll) or
pay mg the same amount into a special training fund
administered by a public agency14 (see box 2-A).
The levy could apply to all employers, including
government agencies.

This option is not so much a tax as an "obliga-
tion" that employers provide their workers with
training or pay the levy. Within broad guidelines,
employers would have the flexibilir: to use the
training for purposes that fit into their strategic
needs. Only if a firm elected not to spend the money
on eligible trainilg would the levy be imposed.
(Another variant would be a levy-grant system, now
used in some States, in which all employers pay a
payroll tax for training that is then redistributed for
specific training projects. See box 2-C for discus-
sion.)

Many training intensive countries, including
France, Sweden, Ireland, South Korea, Singapore,
and the Netherlands, use variants of a leN., system to
insure that more firms engage in training or to insure
that workers do receive needed training" (see ch. 3
for a discussion of the French and K rean programs).
France requires employers to spend an amount
equivalent to 1.2 percent of payroll on training or
pay the same amount to a training fuad. A separate
O. percent payroll levy is earmarked exclusively for
aurenticeship training. In place since 1971, this
use-it or lose-it approach has been quite successful
in generating more firni baset. trainingsmall and
medium-size fffms have doubled their training over
the period16in part because firms have a great deal
of discretion about whom and how to train. But
questions of need and suitability of the training
remain.

There is little doubt that the levies have stimulated
additional training in these countries. If applied in
this country, the levy could be used to place a floor
under employer-based training activities, with mini-
mal direct outlays of public funds. This would have

the advantage of vs competitiofffor limited
public funds avahaute for training of economically
disadvantabed people, displaced workers and others.
The levy might have some short term impacts on
Federal revenues, as some firms would use other-
wise taxable profits to meet the 1 percent require-
ment. Finns with better trained employees might be
more productive and efficient and generate more
taxable income, thus offsetting any fiscal impact.

What training activities would the levy cover and
how might it be implemented? One possibility
would be to target the levy for training activities that
develop broad-based skills of employees or that
develop the firm's internal training capabilities to
develep such skills. Examples: basic skills training,
apprenticeship or other training that would give
employees recognized credentials, and costs for
developing relevant training materials or paying
trainers to conduct these programs. Administra-
tively, it would be easiest if the States oversaw the
levy as they already collect a payroll tax through the
Unemployment Insurance system.

While promising in theory, a levy has disadvan-
tages as wtll. It would add to the amount currently
subject to payroll tax collection under various
Federal lawsan amount some view as already
burdensome. Some economists might argue that the
workers, not employers, would ultimately bear most
of the cost. If so, workers in firms that elected to pay
the 1,:vy would be in the position of paying for the
taining of others, without getting training them-
selves.

Some training produced by the levyat least in
its early yearswould probably be poci in quality,
with little direct connection to the real needs of the
firm or the workers. In France, some managers still
compla.n that the government is foicing companies
to conduct training for training's sake. Also, while
the system C.early has generated a great deal of
firm-based training, it has not necessarily been
directed to those workers with the greatest need.

14This approach was rctently ath Jcaicd by the Commission on th. u1L f the Amencan Workforce, a pi iv ate group set up by the National Center
for Education and the Economy, , in ts report, Amenta s Choite. High Skills or L.ns %iges: tRochcster, N f. National Center on Education andthe
Economy, 1990).

150ther Imuntnes, mclud mg West Germany and Japan, use payroll taxes to finance a range of employment and training program, some of these funds
arc used to train employed 'workers. Ibid., Supporting Information IV.

16As cited m Burt S. Barnow, Amy B. Chasuov, and Abhay Pandc, F inancial Incentwes for Emplo,er-P ro vided Worker Training. A Reviciv aj die
Relevant Experience in .he L .S. and Abroad, report prepared for the U.S. Department of Labor Emplo>ment ant. Training Adinanso......n, Apr. 2, 1990,
p. 35.
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-Box 2-CState-Trainingl2vIts

At least four States (California, Delaware, khode island, and Alaska) now collect a small payroll-based training
tax from employers.' These States use what has been called a levy grant system to fund training; Most of the tax
is wed to train unemployed workers, but some of the tax can be used to support firm-based training if it would serve
certain objectives (e.g., reduce the likelihood of a plant closing or layoff). In contrast to the French approach, the
firm does not receive credit for the training expenses it incurs; instead, the employer pays the money into a
government fund that is redistributed in grant form. Only a few firmsthose who apply for and receive a
grantdirectly benefit from the tax.

These States collect the training levy when firms pay their Unemployment Insurance (Ul) payroll tax.
However, the training tax is not part of UI. The four States first imposed the training tax at a time when they could
lower the unemployment insurance tax rate firms' pay. Since the employers' payroll tax rate was no higher than
the year before, political opposition was lessened.

The State levies are not large; they amount to just 0.1 percent of that portion of payroll that is subject to UI
taxes. The largest amount raised is in California, which has about $100 million available in its training fund.3 (By
contrast, the training tax component for payroll levies in France, the Denmark, Sweden, Ireland, Singapore, South
Korea, Japan, and West Germany range from about 1 percent of payroll to about 2.5 percent.)4

Other States could impose such training leviesprovided they are kept separate from the Unemployment
Insurance trust fund. However, training levies are only likely in States that have a surplus in the trust fund. States
in deficitthose with the greatest recent demand from claimantswould not have the option of offsetting
scheduled tax reductions as the bafe for the levy. Thus, any payroll-based approach would constitute an increase
over current tax rates for nonsurplus States.

Of course, States have other optionssuch as the levy approach used in France that they could pursue and
some Siq,z3 already fund programs out of general revenues. The levy might only be collzeted if companies failed
to spend the required amount on eligib.; training activities for their employees. Funds collected from the levy could
be made available as grants to companies or organizations involved in training of employees, or pooled to defray
publicly supported training of (among other possibilities) displaced workers, contingent workers, older wo:kers, or
employed workers in industries or occupations vulnerable to displacement.

'See Peter A Creticos, Steve Duscha, and Robert G. Sheets, "State Financed Customized Training Programs. A Comparative State
Survey," report prcpared for the Office of Technology Assessment under contract No. L3-3810. In addition, New Jersey uses penalties and fines
collected from its Unemployment Insurance system to finance training. Five States use lottery funds to fmance industry trainin&. The remaining
Slates with customized training programs fmance the programs through general revenues.

2Robert J. Gitter, "A Review of Financial and Non-Financial Incentives for Apprenticeship Programs," contractor report prepared for
the U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, Septcmber 1988, p. 25.

3This includes some carryover.

4See chaptcr 4 and the Commission on the Skills of the Amencan Workforce, Amema's Choice. High Skills or Low Wages/ (Rochester,
NY: National Center on Education and the Economy, 1990).

As mentioned, a levy could be crafted to meet
objectives such as improving the basic skills of
employees or providing lower level workers with
access 'o training. In this event, some strings would
have to be attached, with an accompanying need for
some paperwork and administrative oversight to
assure compliance. The French simply ignore this
issue by leaving it to the firm to decide the kl.-1 of
training to providea circumstance that would not
necessarily direct training to the desired :Areas. In
countries that have targeted the levy (e.g., Ireland
and South Korea), firms encounter more reporting
requirements.

Still, the levy approach merits greater considera-
tion in the United States than it has received
heiztofore. As in the case of a tax credit, t.1- are
enough uncertainties about a national training levy
that a good deal of spade work would need to precede
full-scale implementation. For example, without
sound information I ns' training expenditures,
there is little basis . determining whether the
overall objective of th levy should be to assure that
fffms spend, say, 1.0 percent or 1.5 percent of payroll
on training. Nor is there a basis for estimating
differentials in training by industry sector.
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-Rather -than simply -study 'the-issue; however;
Congress might consider proceeding with a national
levy in a two-stage process. During the first phase,
lasting perhaps 3 years, firms would have the choice
of either paying the levy or reporting their training
expenditures. Firms that did report their expendi-
tui es would owe nothing, even if they spent nothing
on training. By the end of the first phase, poli-
cymakers would have detailed informatinn on which
to base a decision about whether to proceed with the
levy. Of course, it might be possible to obtain the
needed data through a special survey of firms,
without imposing the levy. However, the very
existence of the levy during the first phase would
prompt large numbers of firms to begin keeping
closer track of their training activities. Moreover,
during the trial period, industy-sector training
information could be made public, so that firms
would have a basis for comparing their training
activities with their competitors'.

ISSUE AREA B: RETRAINING
INDIVIDUAL WORKERS FOR

CAREER ADVANCEMENT
(Table 2-3)

In contrast to the education system, where sociai
equity and fairness issues are of much concern to
policymakers, equity concerns get much less consid-
eration in the debate about human capital develop-
ment and the workplace. Training can make a major
contribution to career advancement for individual
workers. (See ch. 8.) Several measures suggest that
training is associated with long term positive effects
for the subsequent income of trainees 17 One study
comparing trained and untrained workers with 12
years of experience found that the trained workers
had wages averaging 9.5 percent more than their
untrained counterparts at any point during the ten
years following training. (Trained workers with
more experience also fared better, although not so
dramatically.) While company training, especially,
had a major impact, with increased earnings observ-
able for over 13 years, vocational training at a school
also had a positive effect. Moreover, the benefits of
training extended across a broad spectrum of the
workforce. Managers experienced the greatest in-

crease-in-earnings-following training, Whire semi-
skilled workers had the longest duration of benefits.
Training is also associated with a lower likelihood of
unemployment. Moreover, trained workers who do
experience unemployment are more likely to return
to work more quickly than their untrained counter-
parts. These fmdings suggest that public support for
training will be partly repaid by higher levels of
taxable income, and less need for services to the
unemployed.

Yet, many workers get little training from their
employers, at least in broad, transferable form that
can help them make worklife transitions when
needed. Part-time or temporary workers who do not
work for temporary service firms often get little
taining except on their own. Nonsupervisory work-
ers also get little training, as do both older workers
and very young Nvorkers. Minorities and people Nvith
less education also ge.t less training. At least in the
past, women also received less training than men.

While the United States has a large adult educa-
tion system, many barriers, including financial
constraints, scheduling problems, insecurity, and
poor basic skills, impede pa:ticipatiop. In this
section, several options to encourage more employ-
ers and employees to address the training needs of
individuals are discussed, including: 1) expanding
apprenticeship, 2) funding of postsecondary voca-
tional education, 3) supporting workplace basic
skills programs, 4) extending favorable tax treat-
ment for employee educatiou, and 5) evaluating
support for continuing education.

Option 5: Expand Traditional Apprenticeship
(Table 2-3)

Apprenticeship, which combines supervised train-
mg on the job with some classroom instruction, can
be a very effective way to produce highly skilled
workers who have a ot.und grasp of the theory and
practice of their trade. ln contrast to the school-to-
work tansition apprenti Tship systems that prevail
in European countriea like West Germany, appren-
tices in the United States are typically workers in
their 20s and older who have been out of school for
some time.

"See Lee A. Lillard ani Hung W. Tan, Pnv. Trait:lig. Who Gets I: and What At., Its Effects, report prepared for Cie U.S. Departme of
Labor (Santa Momcd, LA The Rand Corporatiuu, ,. Of course, many other factors are relevant. Employers can be expected to invest more heavily
in the workcrs they believe to bc most capable and must likely to benefit from trammg. It is also possible that workers %%to seek training on their own
may be more motivated, more capable, or more ambitious than workcrs who do not seek training.

61_
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Table 2-3--Issue Area B: Retraining Individual Workers for Career Advancement

Option 5: Support efforts to expand appren-
ticeship concepts:
As a starting point, more funding could be
given to the U.S. Department of Labor's
Bureau of v..prenticeship and Training to
promote expansion of traditional appren-
ticeships. (BAT's staff and budget have
declined in recent years). BAT also could
be directed to begin collecting Information
and statistics on the continuing training of
journeymen. Some funds could also sup-
port Department of Labor efforts to work
with industry and unions to develop na-
tional r;tandards for certification of sUs
among trainees in industries that do not
now have strong traditions of apprentice-
ship.

Option 6: Adequately fund Federal sup-
port for vocational programs:
The Cail D. Perkins Vocational Education
Act (or the reauthorized version of the
vocational education law) has several pro-
visions rebted to adult education and
retaining, including employee training.

Option 7: Fund workplace basic skills
programs:
One possibility:recast Federal support for
wcrkplace Hteracy trairMg from a demon-
stration grant approach (as now author-
ized under the Adult Education Act) to
on-going programmatic assistance. As part
of that effort, earmark some funds for: 1)
cooperative basic skills development ef-
forts by small businesses and other con-
sortia; 2) industry specific projects aimed
at developing and administering basic
skills projects to meet specific needs within
industries; 3) research, evaluation, and
dissemination on the most effective ap-
proaches (in clucfing technology based ap-
proaches) to industry.

Option 8: Extend favorable tax treatment
for employee involvement In continuing
education:

Make Section 127 of the internal Revenue
Code permanent, so that workers receiv-
ing employer provided educational assist-
ance will not need to declare this assist-
ance as income in filing their Federal
income taxes.
Allow workers to fully deduct job-related
education expenses, and allow them to
take the deduction on the short form.

Advantages:
The portion of the U.S. workforce that
has gone through apprenticeships is
small. A revamped Federal effort if
successful, might raise the status of
traditional apprenticeships.
Structured approaches for work-based
training might well be appropriate for
Industries that seldom have been in-
volved in traditional apprenticeship pro-
grams. If certification standards were
developed, benefits for both workers and
firms would likely accrue; workers would
receive credit for the training they com-
pleted a factor that could help them
make job transitions; certification could
make it easier for employers to se!act
qualified personnel.

Advantages:
Bills proposed in the House and Senate
to reauthorize the Perkins Act would
authorize some support for employed
worker retraining, including apprentice-
ships. These activities could be benefi-
dal for both firms and workers.

Advantages:
Workbased projects have the potential to
expand proviskon of services to the frac-
tion of tho employed workforce with
basic skills deficiencies.
Earmarking funds to small business and
consortia could as ure that the benefits
of this program do not acme asproportion-
ately to large firms and their workers.
Earmarking funds for industry spedfic
materials and approaches also appear s
desirable, since research suggests that
basic skills developed in occupationally
specific contexts are more likely to be
transferred back to the job.

Advantages:
Section 127 is one of the few Federal
incentives for continuing education of
workers. Making the exclusion perma-
nent would assure that workers would
not discontinue training programs they
enter on their own simply because they
might have to pay taxes on the assist-
ance they receive from their employers.
Section 127 has expired several times
before Congress has renewed itand
made its coverage retroactive. By mak-
ing the exclusion permanent, Congress
could ond confusion among employers
about reporting requirements and under-
score its commitment to continuing edu-
cation.
Workers can not now deduct job-related
education expenses that they pay for
themselves unless these expenses (and
other miscellaneous expc.nses) amount
to 2 percent of their adjusted gross
income.
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Disadvantages:
Prior efforts to expand apprenticeship-
type approaches In this country pro-
duced little effect. Further efforts might
simply deflect attention from other con-
structive efforts to develop workforce
skills.

Disadvantages:
Even if fully funded, the amounts made
available would not have much impact
on employer based training, and could
deflect limited funds available for im-
proving secondary vocational education.

Disadvantages:
Workplace based approaches have not
been extensively evaluated; this is needed
so that the most promising approaches
can be disseminated to others. It may be
premature to proceed with an ongoing
program of support for workplace liter-
acy until evaluations of initial demonstra-
tion grants have been completed.
Turning what is now a demonstration
grant into a continuing program of regu-
lar assist ance could result in competition
for limited Federal funds for basic skills
programs between employers and indi-
viduals seeking adult basic education
courses on their own.

Disadvantages:
Section 127 may cost t hu Federal Govern-
ment $255 million or more per year in
foregone tax revenues. If the purpose of
Section 127 is to help low-wage workers
with continuing education, there may be
more appropriate and direct ways to
accomplish this.

(continued on next page)
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Table 2-3Issue Area B: Retraining In vIdual Workers for Career AdvancementContinued

Option 9: Evaluate ways to help workers Advantages:
finance continuing education: Thorough evaluation would be needed to,

Among the possibilities that could be coy- determine which would be most likely to
ered by the evaluation: human resource be cost effective and successful.
investment funds for workers, surcharges
on indMdual IDC01110 taxes tt's repay edu-
cation loans, and approaches fcr guaran-
teeing a specified amount of postsecon-
dary education to all Americans.

Disadvantages:
More study is not likely to resolve the
fundamental issues, which concern edu-
cation philosophy.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.

Apprenticeship in the United States ts not in very
good shape, and apprentices rep:esent a declining
proportion of the workforce. During the 1980s, the
proportion of enrolled apprentices fell by one half,
from about 0.3 percent to about 0.15 percent, as
manufacturing companies, discontinued long stand-
ing apprenticeship programs in the midst of layoffs
and downsizings. Many companies that discontin-
ued their apprenticeship programs in the recession
years of the early 1980s have yet to begin them
anew.18

Despite its problems, apprenticeship has served
industry and a small segment of the workforce well
for over 50 years; it continues to be one of the most
important means available to supply the United
States with highly skilled craft, trade and repair
workers. Efforts to rebuild apprenticeshipwith
nonunion as well as union employerswill be
needed. The Federal -,overnment might help by
doing more to pror..ote apprenticeship and by
offering technical assistance through DOL's Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training. DOL also is evalu-
ating ways to expand apprenticeship concepts to
nontraditional industries, which could require fund-
ing for demonstration projects and certification
efforts19 (see box 2-D and ch. 8 on old and new
approaches to apprenticeship).

While apprenticeship has many strong points,
expanding or even maintaining the current level of
apprenticeship could be difficult unless existilig

problems are solved. Some problems relate to
image; many nonunion employers see the formal
apprenticeship system as dominated by unions, and
are reluctant to become involved, even though there
are many successful apprenticeship piJgrarns in
nonunion firms. Federal and State roles in register-
ing new programs and supporting existing ones are
not clearly defined, and there is little oversight of
program quality. Most apprenticeship programs
have rigid time requirements; trainees must com-
plete all hours of training even if their performance
shows they are fully competent. Some formal
requirementssuch as a requirement for 144 hours
of classroom training per yearappear inflexible
and unnecessarily prescriptive.

It is difficult to see how the Bureau of Apprentice-
ship and Training (BAT) could do much to expand
apprenticeship into new areas (as proposed in the
Department of Labor's Apprenticeship 2000 activ-
ity), let alone promote traditional apprenticeship,
without more funding. BAT's staff has been cut in
half since fiscal year 1978from 495 full time
positions to 245 todaywhile its budget has stayed
about the same ($14 million). (In constant 1982
dollars, it's budget has declined by 60 percent.)
President Bush's fiscal 1991 budget proposal (not-
ing budgetary constraints and high, priority staffing
needs) also calls for further (albeit modest) reduction

igThe United States has long ranked near the bottom among Western industrialized nations m civilian workforce apprenticeslup programs. In 1977,
before the decline m the 1980s, the United states ranked 14th among 16 industnahzed countries m the proportion of its w.nkforce enrolled m
apprenticeships according to the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.

19U.S. Department of Labor, Work-Based Learning. Training Amenea's Workers (Washington, DC. U.S. Guvernoent Printing Office, 1989) p. 17.
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Box 2-D.Apprenticeship: Old and New Models

In late 1987, the U.S. Department of Labor announced its "Apprenticeship 2000" initiative to find ways to
apply apprenticeship coni..epts in raising skill lev els of Amerk,an workers. Broadly speaking, the initiative has two
components. strengthenmg traditional 4prenticeslup, whii..h is concentrated in construction and manufacturing,
and extending apprenticeship-like concepts to other industries and to nonumun firms. To achieve the second
component, DOL's newly established Office of Work-Based Learning has given demonstration grants to
organizations like the AFL-CIO, the 70,001 Employ ment am!. Trammg Institute, and the National Alliance of
Business.

It remains to be sec n whether the projects will have a lasting impai-t on trade associations, unions, -!.- industry
groups. However, earlier carts by DOL to expand apprenticeship to "nontraditional" industries had m.xed results.
DOL's "New Initiatives in Apprenticeship" program, launched m 1973 and expanded in 1977, was , lot so muck:.
a demonstration as a continuing program, lasting several years. DOL contracted with 18 union,. and trade
i.ssociations to develop new apprenticeship programs. Of these, nine programs, aimed at fire fighters, emergency
medical technicians, police officers, electrical workers, machinists, auto sales representatives, auto .aechanics,
vending machine repair technicians, and cooks, were evaluated in 1979 and 1980.1

The evaluation ,onchided that promoting apprenticeship through existing industry organiza ions was a
"valuable and workabie concept," but that it had "inherent limitations."2 In general, the union programs had
positive outcomes, while those operated by nat;onal industry association6 did not. The problems with those run by
industry associations, such as the National Auto Dealers Association and the National Automatic Merchandismg
Association arose from a lack of cohesive structures within the associations themselves. For example, staff levels
were inadequate to reach the many small shops belonging to the Automotive Service Council.3

While some industry associations have long and extensive involvement in training, most do not. Hence.
building up the capacity of the staff of these organizatiolis will be critical if industry groups are to deal with training
issues at a broader and deeper level. There are special problems in reaching small businesses. Small employers are
less likely to belong to national associations than larger firms and arc less likely to be aware of the trammg resources
these associations might make available.

'Kirschner . ,ssocrates, Ink... El.ahtamm 1/./ the National Industry Apprentue.thp Prumanun l'rvgram, prepared for Employment and
Training Administrauon, under Contract Number 23 11 78-04 1/4Washington, DC. National Tedmical Inforrnauon Service. 1980), p. ok.

2Ibid., p. xii, xiii.

31bid., p. 59.

(with staff positions reduced to 239 full time
employees). If Congress wishes BAT to expand its
efforts, BAT will need more funds to increase staff,
to provide technical assistance, and to develop and
register new programs. Congress also might direct
BAT to work with employers, employees and State
agencies to revamp quality standards for apprentice-
ship progams, a move that could enhance the
portability of the apprenticeship credential. If BAT's
technical assistance capabilities are to be strength-
ened, the agency will also need an adequate travel
budget, and money to train and develop current and
new staff. (As noted in Option 6, proposed amend-
ments to Federal vocational education programs
would authorize some funds to be used for appren-
ticeship.)

fT

Option 6: Adequately Fund Federal Support for
Vocational Education Programs (Table 2-3)

The Federal Government ha' supported voca-
tional education since 1917. Over the years, Con-
gress has periodically revised and expanded voca-
tional education programsalthough Federal voca-
tional funds account for less than 10 percent of total
expenditures. In 1984, Congress passed the Carl D.
Perkins Vocational Education Act, a law that,
among other things, placed somewhat more empha-
sis on vocational opportunities for adults. On
average, the States used roughly 40 percent of the
Federal funds they received under the Perkins Act to
support vocational programs at post-secondary edu-
cational institutions.
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A need to reauthorize the Perkins Act hae
provided the 101st Congress with the opportunity to
consider some new priorities for Federal support for
vocational education. The House and Senate passed
quite different vocational education bills (H.R. 7 and
S. 1109). As this report went to press, a House-
Senate conference committee had just reported a
vocational education bill, the prpposed Carl D.
Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Educa-
don Act Amendments of 1990, to resolve the
differences.20 The conference committee's version
of H.R. 7 would authorize a $1.6 billion package of
support for vocational education in fiscal year 1991
(and such burro as needed for subsequent fiscal years
through 1995). Nearly 80 percent of the authorized
funding for fiscal year 1991 would be for basic State
grants. These basic grants would be used to, among
other things:

support better integration of vocational and
academic curricula in vocational education to
give students both academic and occupational
competencies;
promote partnership efforts among industry,
labor, community based organizations, and
education groups;
support so called tech-prep partnerships cover-
ing the 2 years before high school graduation
and 2-year postsecondary or apprenticeship
programs;
support leadership and 'nstructional programs
in technology educatiot

The bill also authorizes several special grants to
States of relevance to school-to-life transition pro-
grams, apprenticeships and employer involvt ment
in vocational cducadon. (See ch. 8 for discussion of
these issues.) The tech-prep education special pro-
gram wodd be authorized at the $125 million level
for fiscal year 1991. Another special program
(authorized at $10 million for fiscal year 1991)
would provide cost-sharing support for business-labor-
education partnerships in training. Amorg other
things, these partnerships could be used to provide
apprenticeships and internships in industry, to en-
courage business and labor representatives to be
involved in the classroom, and to provide training
and counselling that would help workers retain or
upgrade their jobs. (The Federal cost-share would be
somewhat higher when small business were in-
volved.)

Several national or federally administered pro-
grams would be authorized by the bill. Among
others, these programs would support:

development of national standards for compe-
tencies in industries and trades. The Secretary
of Education, in consultation with the Secretary
of Labor, would be authorized to make grants
to trade associations and labor organizations to
organizebusiness-labor-education technical com-
mittees, which in turn viould propose the
standards.
development of interactive teaching materials
that could be delivered through telecommuni-
cations. (Projects serving workers in need of
improving basic or vocational skills to retain
employment would be among those given
priority).
model programs for regional training in the
skilled trades, including prejob and apprentice-
ship training and career counseling and upgrade
training in specialized crafts.
cooperative demonstration programs, including
cooperative efforts between the private sector
and vocational education agencies to address
school-to-work transitions.

Assuming that the conference version of the bill
is ultimately enacbd, the issue of funding for
vocational education will continue. A high level of
overall funding may well be needed if the new
special and national programs discussed above are to
be fully implemented. In this regard, it is worth
noting that Congress authorized (but never funded)
a special State program for adult training and
retraining when it originally enacted the Perkins Act
in 1984. This unfunded special program was not
proposed for reauthorization in the 1990 bill.

Option 7: Fund Workplace Basic Skills
Programs (Table 2-3)

As discussed more fully in chapter 6, the basic
skills problem in the United States affects many
employed workers. Inadequate basic skills are no
longer seen as the problem of the individual worker
alone, many companies have discovered that one-
fifth or more of their workforces need basic skills
upgrading before part....ipating in technical training.
Demographic change in the workforcein particu-
lar the smaller number of new workers who will

20711e Senate passed the conference committee version of HR. 7 on August 2, 1990.
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enter the workforce in the next few yearswill also
make it harder for employers to be selective,
assuming that relatively low levels of unemploy-
ment continue.

While the long-term solution to the basic skills
problem Lies in better preparztion of primary and
secondary school students, major efforts will be
needed to upgrade the basic skills of adult workers
for the foreseeable future. Even if new high school
graduates in the next few years have far stronger
basic skillsan outcome that, despite years of
curriculum reform, has been slow in comingthe
workforce over the next two decades will still have
many employed workers with basic skills problems
that need to be remedied. Many Federal literacy
programs do not focus cn the employed, although,
by some estimates, half of the adults with limited
basic skills are working.21

Workplace basic skills remediation is not likely to
happen without more government support. Despite
expressions of concern, few employers see develop-
ment of the basic skills of their employees as a
primary training responsibilitynor should they
nectssarily see it so. While firms often encourage
workers to improve their basic skills or get a high.
school equivalency niploma, it is doubtful that even
10 percent of large firms make a significant effort to
upgrade the reading, writing, arithmetic, and oral
communication skills of their employees. (See table
6-2 in ch. 6.) Smaller firms are far less likely to have
such programs.

Support for workplace efforts has been ad hoc
until recently. As part of the 1988 amendments to the
Adult Education Act,22 Congress authorized a
workplace basic skills demonstration program. The
demonstrations aim to foster partnerships that in-
clude educational institutions and business or labor.23
Interest in this program has been keen. For example,
in fiscal year 1988 when $9.5 million were available
for award, the U.S. Depaitrnent of Education re-
ceived over 350 applications requesting nearly $100

million for workplace-based literacy ,ograms. Just
37 projects in 26 States were selected.24

Bills pending in the 101st Congress when this
report went to press would, in essence, elevate
Federal stinport for workplace literacy beyend the
demonstratior phase. A Senate-passed bill, S.1310,
the proposed National Literacy Act of 1990, would,
among many other things, authorize $50 million in
fiscal year 1991 (and such amounts as necessary in
fiscal 1992 and 1993) for business, industry, labor,
and education partnerships for workplace literacy.
The workplace literacy program would continue to
be administered by the Department of Education, in
consultation with the Department of Labor and the
Small Business Administration. (Priority would be
given to partnerships that include small businesses.)

On the House side, an adult literacy initiative is
contained in Title V of H.R. 5115, an omnibus
education act passed by the House in July 1990. Title
V of H.R. 5115 would, among many cther things,
make up to $40 million in grants available annually
through fiscal year 1995 for large-scale, strategic
approaches for improving the basic skills of the
current workforce. One purpose would be to develop
and evaluate approaches to improve workplace basic
skills that would encourage business investment and
be cost-effective for individual employers to use.
The emphasis would be on regional, State and
induatrywide cooperative ventures.

H.R. 5115 would also authorize appropriations of
up to $15 million annually through fiscal year 1995
for a National Institute for Literacy, The Institute
would conduct basic and applied research on liter-
acy. It would assist in developing, implementing
and evaluating adult literacy policy. It would also
provide technical, policy and training assistance to
government agencies to help improve the effective-
ness of literacy programs. Tie bill also has provi-
sions for coordination of Feo;ral and State literacy
efforts.

Both the Senate and House bills would increase
funding for other Adult Education Act activities.

21As is discussed in Forrest P. Clusman, "The Federal Role in Developing an Effective Adult Literacy System," Leadership for Literacy, op. ot.,
footnote 13, p. 244. The explanation appears to be that Congress, an the last few years, has given literacy mandates to several soctal serViCe programs
serving specific groups of people (e.g., welfare recipients, immigrants) that are out generally available to employed workers. Most Federal assistame
for employed workers is through the Adult Education Act, the oldest and, until recaltly, the largest Federal program for adult literacy.

72Public law 100-297.

23'Tbe Workplace Literacy Program," U.S. Deparunent of Education, mimeo, no date.

24Congress appropriated $11.9 milbon for a second round of dcinstranon projects m fiscal year 1989. Due to delsys m approval of othet regulations
related to the Adult Education Act, implementation of this program was delayed. Grants were not awarded until May 1990.
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Whether or not a new bill is enacted, continuing
oversight and monitoring of the existing workplace
literacy demonstration projects would be useful. It is
not clear at this point that these project: will provide

_ ..and of experience base needed to enlist signifi-
cant employer involvement in upgrading the basic
skills of their workers. After the first demonstration
grants have been evaluated, Congress may want to
review progress to determine whether fine tuning is
needed to address the needs of employed workers
and their firms.

It is important to recognize that basic skills
upgrading programs in the workplace need to be
customized to meet the needs of both business and
workers:

In many workplaces, the problem is not an
illiterate workforce, but rather an essentially
literate workforce that needs upgrading. Often,
the need for upgrading may not be apparent to
anyone, including the worker, until a workplace
change (such as adoption of a new technology
or management approach) requires formal tam-
ing for which the worker does not have the
requisite basic :Rills to complete. In such
instances, the traditional adult basic education
approach cculd be quite inappropriate.
The most effective workplace-based approaches
often involve materials and tasks that have
dircct relevance to the workers' current jobs.
This relevancy helps initiate learning and
makes it more Hitt 'y that learning will transfer
back to the job. Also, workers and employers
often perceive benefits stemming from
program.

It will be particularly important to see tLat the
needs of small business and its employees aie met.
Very few of the initial workplace demcnstration
grants focused specifically on smell business. This
is unfortunate, since small fums face special diffi-
culties in supporting basic skills education. Unlike
,raining intensive large firms, which may ar,....gn
staff to seek out government assistance for training,
managers at small film: seldom have the time or
resources to seek out such programs. Yet, employees
of small firms, on average, have less education than

their counterparts at larg-t firms. Setting aside som
funds for small business projects may be essentia' if
appropriate ways to involve small firms are to be
developed. Beyond this, it will require outreach
services and technical assistance to get small inns
to participate.

Option 8: Provide Favorable Tax Treatment for
Continuing Education

How the Internal Revenue Code treats education
expenses can affect workers who take courses on
their own time to improve their jobs skills or to learn
new ones. One issue concerns how the tax code
treats tuition assistance emplgyers provide. A sec-
ond issue is how the tax code treats money the
employee spends on job-related education.

(a) Employer-Assisted Education: Many employ-
ers provide tuition assistance or other educational
benefits to their workers. About 300,000 ,orkers, or
2 percent of all post-secondary students taking
classes in fall 1986, received some fmancial assist-
ance from their employer.2s Under a prov....on in the
Internal Revenue Coode, workers do not have to trcat
this assistance as taxable incorn .t. when it is provided
under an employer's educational assistance program
that meets Federal requirements. This exemption
covers most courses, even those not Vectly related
to a worker's current job. It is due to expire at the end
of September, 1990. Unless extended by Congress,
assistar ,ce received thereafter could be subject to
Federal income taxes, unless related to the em-
ployee's current job.

The exemption was first authorized in Section 127
of the Revenue Act of 1978.26 Since then, Section
127 lapsed several times before Congess acted to
temporarily extend the exemptioi., usually with
.etroactive coverage. The current law places a cap on
the amount of tax-free tuition assistanc and
eludes graduate level courses from the tax exemp-
tion? Participation in tuition assistance plans of-
fered in some joint labor management training
assistance program: fell off when companies began
to withhold income tax on the value of tuition
benefits after Sectim 127 :..tpsed temporanly. (See
figure 8-2 in ch. 8.)

2-$5teven R. Alanan, :..ibrary Zongress, Congressional R.-sean.h Servit.e, Employa Etlimatior Assistant,c. A Rutile of Reupients, Their
Educational Pursuits, tvid Employers" (January 1989), p. 7.

24Public law 95-600.

rThe authorization last expired at the cnd uf 1988. lius moat rment emenbion w.t provided unda thc Omnibus Budsct Rc...4imskttivn At of 1989,
which made the provision retroactive to cover the tuition assistance employees recewed .dter Dec. 31, 1988.
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With th, exemption again slated to expire, Con-
gress might consider making Section 127 perma-
nent. In weighing such a decision, Congress may
wish to consider several factors, including the
original objectives of the law, its cost, and its
benefits. The legislative history suggests that Con-
gress had several objectives for first enacting
Section 127to simplify the tax code and remove
burdensome paperwork, to make treatment of tax-
payers more equal28, and to enhance upward mobil-
ity by encouraging employe-s to provide transfera-
ble training. The first goal has been achieved;
Internal Revenue Service personnel, employees, and
employers no longer have the cumbasome adminis-
trative burden of determining whether the assistance
is job-related.

There are mixed views about the second goal
the extent to which Section 127 benefits less
educated or lower income workers.29 ene recent
study contended Section 127 has done relrtively
little to help those with the least previous et' ion;
however, this study compared the inco: .e of Section
127 beneficiaries with the income of other students,
including full-time students who are not employed.30
A more recent study comparing the incomes of those
benefiting from Section 127 with those of other
full-time workers concluded "benefits do not accrue
disproportionatel!, to higher paid employees."3'

While the costs of Section 127 to the Federal
treasury are not known precisely, Congress' Joint
Tax Committee estimates that, if Section 127 were
made permanent, Federal tevenue losses would be
6255 million in fiscal year 1991 and $331 million in
fiscal year 1992, with the amount increasing to $372
million in fiscal year 1995. By making Sectiou 127
permanent, Congtess would forego this amount to
make contiliuing education more attractive to work-
ers at all levels. Altho, tgh they may benefit
less, some less-educated and lower leve' workers do
benefit from the tax exemption. If Section 127 were
repealed, some less-educated workers who too:,
training to prepare fcr new jobs or occupations might

face toi payments for employ_r-provided uca-
tional assistance.32

If Congtess made Seel...m 127 permanent in its
current form, workers at all levels, including those
with higher incomes, could be assured that they
would not be taxed on these educational benefits. If
Congress is more concerned wit increasing access
to education for those wit) .e least skills and
incomes, it could target Secta 127. For example,
the tax exemption could be made available only to
workers earning $25,000 annually or less.

(b) Individual Imesunents in Training. Section
127 is not the only tax incentive for worker training
that has been affected J'y recent changes in tax law.
Many workers enroll in training at public and private
schools and colleges at their own expense for
courses directly related to their current jobs. They
have long been able to deduct these expenses cs a
cost of employment when calculating their income
tax. However, under the 1986 Tax Reform Act, these
expenses are considered deduc6ble only to the
extent that they and all other miscellaneous deduc-
tions exceed 2 percent of the individual's adjusted
gross income.33 To encourage workers to invest in
their own training, Congress might place the job
related education deducfion among tlu.: items that are
fully deductible and allow them to record the
deduction on the short form. Otherwise, the benefits
of the change would accrue exclusively to taxpayers
who can itemize deductions on schedule A.

Option 9: Evaluate Ways to 1;elp Finame Work-
ers' Continuing Education (Table 2-3)

Only part of the education needs of workers are
likely to be met by employers. Structural changes in
the eonorny, the likelihood that most wolltrs can
expect to develop new job ski !. s during their work
lives, the agmt, of the workforce, and the growth of
tle i_ontingent workforce all suggest the kinds of
employment security concerns that might atu act
inidual workers tc seek education and retraining.
Often, these workers may not be able to get

PrIVI WC10.1% num, uniy j1/442.-rc1ais4 CA U1..141.) nal 45SJS141.11.C. *al 41.1l-C4:114)14 IRS examine:Ida...Wed on 1.4.1r, by balls wtuh 4;apcn
as job-related.

Mlnited States Code Annotated, vol. 6, Legislative History, "Revenue Act of 1978, Senate Repon," p. 6864.

30Aleman, op. cit., footnote 25, p. 14.

liCoopers & Lybrand, Secnan 12: Emplaiee Edta.ananal AJJ,ttan,c. IV ha Benefit.' As 0 hat C. ii." tWa.slungion, DC. Coopess & Lybrand. 1989).

33Richard H. Mansfield ID, Training and :he LaVi.
Hill, 1987), p. 10L

Ruben L. Craig, ed., Training and D xnt Handbaak. Ed. iNew York., NY. McGraw
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education assistance from their employers. More-
over, workers may not be willing to make education
investments on their own if they are concerned about
possible loss of employment.

The Federal Government might evaluate alterna-
tive incentives for post-secondary education and
training, expanding on the existing system of
education loans and grants. With some modification,
a payroll-based levy (see discussion of Option 4)
could be made to serve the continuing education
needs of employees as well as the needs of employ-
ers. The payroll tax could be levied on employers,
employees, or both to create a human resource
investment account that workers could tap when
needed during their work lives.34 Another option
would be for fimds to be loaned to workers, subject
to repayment through a surcharge on their income
tax while they work.35 Various forms of individual
training accounts or funds also have been proposed.
Yet another approach would be to guarantee fmanc-
ing of a specified amount of post secondary educa-
tion and training for all Americans at some point
during their lives.

ISSUE AREA C: LINKING
TRAINING AND TECHNOLOGY

ASSISTANCE (Table 2-4)
As discussed in chapter 4, training can make an

important contribution to efforts by firms to imple-
ment new technologies and work practices aimed at
improving quality and productivity. Yet, many
companiesby no means all of them smallhave
difficulty in adopting and using technology effec.
tively. Some managers underestimate the training
that may be needed when introducing new teclmol-
ogy. Others may avoid new technology because of
uncertainty about whether their workforces have the
skills to use it.36 Many firms are unaware of the
training ,factices --ced by leading edge companies.

Effective use of new technology often requires
firms to change their management practices and
human resource. policies. Yet few small firms have
the resources to identify the needed changes or to
implement tilema circumstance that may partly

explain the relatively slow pace of diffusion of new
technology among small firms.

Small and medium-sized businesses typically
have hPen slow to adopt new technologywith such
exceptions as small firms in high technology areas
or supplier firms facing customer pressures to
revamp their operations. This may change as more
companies that were once shielded from interna-
tional competition are thrust into it.

There is a large gap between the best practices for
training and the training that usually takes place in
industry. Much existing training fails to be effec-
tively transferred back to the job. Often, training
decisions are made in a haphazard way, so that the
purposes of the training are neither well defmed, nor
closely related to changes in technologies or man-
agement practices. Many firms depend almost en-
tirely on equipment vendors for training when new
technologies are installed.

While knowledge abaut effective training is
increasing, the process of diffusion can be quite
slow. Few firms share successful techniques with
potential competitors. Expansion of government
efforts to disseminate information and provide
technical assistance could help speed the diffusion
process. The discussion that follows looks at options
Congress might consider to bette: coordinate Fed-
:I-al technology and training activ. ;es and to support
State government efforts to provide training and
technology services to business.

Option 10: Ccordinate Technology and Training
Assistance (Table 2-4)

Several Federal agencies, including the Com-
merce, Labor, and Education Departments, adminis-
ter programs, mostly small, that provide technology
or training assistance to firmseither directly or
through the States. Other agencies, e.g., the Small
Business Administration (SBA), also administer
assistance to firms. Most of the existing training and
technology services ..re funded at a low level or are
demonstration projects. If these progms are ex-
panded along the lines discussed in this report, the

34For discussion, scc Training America: Strategies for the Nation, op. cit., footnote 10, p. 60.

35Commission on the Skills of America's Workforce, op. cit., footnote 14, Supporting information V.

36For example, onc survcy of small West Virguna firms fouad thability of workers to makc goot. use of new tchnologies to bc one of the top barr,:
to adt,mion of computer numcncally .ontrolled machinery Sec Phu Shapira and Melissa Geiger, "Survey of Technology Usc an Wcst Virgima
Ma lufactutingPreliminary Rcport" (Morgantown, WV: Regional Research Institute, 1990) pp. 3-4.
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agencies will need to coordinate ser vices to a E-tater
degree than currently.

The recent report by the Commission on the Skills
of the American Workforce called for all Federal
assistance to employers to be coordinated through a
Commerce Department clearinghouse.37 At least in
theory, such an approach might pemnt better inte-
gration of Federal assistance with the needs of firms
and their workers.

Option 11: Help States Expand, Combine
Industrial Services With Training (Table 2-4)

Several States now offer technology services to
firms, as well as separate training services, either
through State agencies or through other providers
(such as community colleges). There is good poten-
tial for better coordination of these services at the
State level. Although the curnnt level of State
activity is modest, expansion could occur in the
future, especially with Federal incentives.

It would be logical for State industrial services to
help firms identify their training needs during their
consultations about manufacturing technology. In
reality, most extension services do little more than
make referrals to local training providers.38 There
are exceptions. The Michigan Modernization Serv-
ice (MMS), set up in 1985 to help firms adopt
programmable automation, is the most salient exam-
ple. IvIMS field representatives (engineers with
manufacturing experience) help firms develop a
technology deployment strategy. Usually, the engi-
neer is accompanied by a training specialist, who
will evaluate the clients' training nee-As, prepare a
training plan, and help the customer apply for
training assistance through the Governor's Office
for Job Training. This special grant program sup-
ports training of current employees for company
modernization.39Fimis receiving grants may use the
funds for in-house training or outside training from
community colleges, equipment vendors, or consult-
ants.

As pointed out in the recent OTA report, Making
Things Better: Competing in Manufacturine, the
United States, in contras Japan and West
Germany, doe not providi ....ensive institutional
support for technology diffusion to small enter-
prises. State technology transfer and technology/
management assistance programs for all business
amounted to about $58 million in 1988, with the
Federal Government contributing a small amount
through its own programs. It wouki cost between
$120 million and $480 million to provide a modest
level of extension services to 24,000 small firms p:Ir
yearor about 7 percent of the Nation's small
manufacturers. If the Federal Government picked up
30 percent of the costs (as it does in agricultural
extension), the cost to the U.S. Treasury would be
$36 million to $144 million.41

More than likely, an increase of this magnitude
would need to be phased in over a few years to give
State and Federal officials time to expand programs
incrementally. Congress, in the 1988 trade act,
authorized a small amount of assistance ($2 million
annually) for State industrial extension programs;
funding in fiscal year 1990 amounted to $1.3
million, but the Bush Administration sought no
funding for this program in fiscal year 1991.

If Congress were to expand this program along the
lines discussed above and in Making Things Better,
it could call on States to better integrate training
assistance with their technology extension services.
It could also direct the Commerce Department to
move aggressively in implem. Irting the State tech-
nology extension clearinghouse called for in the
trade act. This function also might be performed by
one of the organizations representing the States. The
move would also facilitate coordination with State
industrial training activities.

State indusn-ial training programs, like industrial
serv:7,es, reach only a tiny portion of fsms and
workers. OTA's survey of State programs found that
the median program reached only 64 employers-

37Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce, Amenca's Choice. High Skills or Low Wages! op. cit., footnote 14.

38% a recent survey, more than half of the State industrial extension services said they often ,..1* frequently referred clients to training sources . However,
oniy 24 percent helped firms identify training needs, and Lis than one-fdth actually provided the trammg. See Phil Shapira, Towards Industnal
Extension: Modernizing Arnevican Manufactiving, January 1990.

39Jack Russell, "Manufactunng Base Modernization. A Michigan Stratcgy," Ann Arbor, MI, Industnal Technology Institute, November 1988.

4°U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment, Making Tlungs Better. Competing in Manufactunng, OTA-ITE-443 (Washington, DC. US.
Government Printing Office, February 1990). Thc report discusses these State technology assistance programs, along with policy issues and options
associated with expanding their coverage, in detail.

41Ibid., p. 27.
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Table 2-4--Issue Area C: LinkIng Training and Technology Assistance to Arms

Option 10: Coordinate Federal technol-
ogy and training Vssistance to firms:
Several Federal ageneles now have pro-
grams (mostly small) that assist industry,
either directly or through the States, in
such areas as manufacturing techncIogy
transfer, training technology transfer,
workplace literacy, and small business
development. If Congress expands these
programs, better coorctination, with the
possibility of one-stop shopping for firms
or industry groups seeking assistance,
could faalitate integreed provision of serv-
ices. One possibility: give the Commerce
Department, now invoNed with technology
transfer, lead agency responsibility for
coordinating with other agencies (espe-
cially Labor, Education and the Small
Business Administration).

Option 11: Help Strtes expand industrial
services, combined with training:
Substantially expand the Commerce De-
partment's no* tiny State industrial serv-
ices program, administered by the Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy (NIST). The purpose would be to help
States expand theirtechnology services to
firms (now less than $50 million per year)
with added support for assessment, con-
sultation, and referrals on training. This
Option would riot be meaningful unless
current fuming iinst $1.3 million) were ex-
panded many fold over the next few year s.
Direct Commerce to work with Labor and
the Department of Education to Iv- ip
States expand and better Integrate train-
ing, education, and industrial extension
services available to small firms. The N IST
industrial extension program might also be
a vehicle for training technology transfer
through dose coordination with atl,:her
Commerce Department agency, the Na-
tional Technical Information Service, and
the Department of Education's ne....ty es-
tablished Office of Training Technology
Transfer.
Fundevaluation research ()nth° effectiveness
of Stele training assistance to private
industry, and ostablish a single clearing-

One of the national organizations repre-

undertake tits clearinghouse fu notion. Th e
effort would co mplement other state clear-
inghouse activities on industrial extension
and basic skills. A modest level of fuming,
less than $1 million per year, would be

house to disseminate best practice infor-
mation to industryand State governments.

seeting the States might be willing to

needed.

Advantages:
Better corrdination of services would
make it more likely that firms would get
assistance in the most useful manner.

Advanteges:
Small firms frequently nee impartial
advice about the most suitabh, technol-
ogy and training choices. V....ill few small
businesses are currently served by state
training c, technology extension serv-
ices, let alone combined services. A
more supportive Federal role could help
more States offt; one stop consulting
services to srrall business. This type of
assistance could increase the quality
and productivity of small and medium
size supplier firms, helping them com-
pete against firms in other counWes.
Fewfirms now undertake evaluations of
training activities; this option would pro-
vide a low-cost way to conduct evalua-
tions and ctisseminate information on
what works I-3st in firm-related training.
It would also help policymakers at the
State and Federal levels assess relative
success and failure of deferent kinds of
public support for p rivate-secto r train in g

7 1

Disadvantages:
Coordination efforts are often exerclzes
In paper shuffling, with few real results.

Disadvantages:
Federal support, unless well balai iced,
might further exacerbate competition
among indMdual States for new busi-
ness, to the detriment of other States. If
the individual StWe programs are biased
in favor of attracting new businesses into
the State, existing businesses within the
state could be adversely affected. Fed-
eral funds could substituts for State and
private funds.
There are now a plethora of clearing-
houses on an assortment of human
resource topics. Adding one more could
simply add to thA confusion. Coordina-
tion efforts are often haphazard.
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Option 12: Support creation of an em-
ployer Institute for wlrk-based learn-
ing:
To encourage employer involvement, the
Federal Government could cost-share start-
up costs for a nonprofit institute with
employers. The Institute could be struc-
tured to include:1) employer Inv& iement
in direction of the institute (with the Fed-
eral Government serving as a member by
virtue of its status as an employer); 2)
institutional location outside any Federal
agency; 3) sufficient start-up funding guar-
antees for several years of operation.
Once underway, the institute might per-
form some technical services otherwise
provided by government. Initially, the Fed-
eral cost-share might be $10 million out of
general revenues, with private employers
providing a similar amount. The e mploye r-
contribution also could come from a na-
tional training levy (see Option 4 in Table
2-2).

Advantages:
By and large, trade and irdu sty associa-
tions and other employe--institutions in
the United States have not been heavily
involved in developing training for firms.
This proposal would attempt to draw
employer-institutions (inducfing snr.II busi-
ness groups) more directly into tie effort
to improve training. The organizations
could work with specific industry sectors
to build their training capacities. The
institute would be outside the govern-
ment, with extensive private sector in-
volvement in settin:, research priorities
and activitiesan arrangement Hkeiy to
be favored by employers. The fact that
government could join the institute as an
employer would facilitate close interac-
tions and more rapid spread of best
practice approaches between the public
and private sector.

Disadvantage s:
Employers could set up such an organi-
zation on their own if they wished; the
Federal funds going to start up the
institution, therefore, might have little
impact. If the start-up phase were suc-
cessful, on the other hand, pressures to
continue Federal funding would mount.
The public interest in supporting such an
institute rests in actMties that would
benefit a broad spectrum of the work-
force, while employers might see the
institutes mission as narrower.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.

and just under 4,000 employeesper year. The
Federal Government could help States develop and
diffuse information about what works and what
doesn't work in these programs. This could pay off
not only through more effective use of State funds,
but also improved employer understanding about the
relati-re effectiveness of different training aoproaches,
and the impact of training on corpairate performance.

Very few firms evaluate training. Those that do
are reluctant to share the results. State-supported
training projects can be -...seful sources of informa-
tion about effectiveness. They, too, however, have
received little eva1 ation, a.id States have few
channels for communicating results. The National
Governor's Association, with funding from the
Federal National Commission for Employment Pol-
icy, has undertaken some research on the feasibility
of evaluating State training assistance at specific
firms.

However, there is no existing program of o! going
evaluation, research, and information dissemination
on best training practices to States and firms. The
Federal Government could help States perform this
clearinghouse function. Not much money would be
required. If a total of up to $1,000,000 were avail-
able, much useful information for firms and States
to consider in designing and inrplementing training
programs would be produced. The clearinghouse
could "..)e run by the National Governor's Association

or another organization representing State govern-
ments. Or, it might be part of the mission of an
employer institute on work-based learning. (See
Option 12.)

Option 12: Support Creation of an Employer
Institute for Work-Based Learning (Table 2-4)

Although technical assistance and other govern-
ment supporting roles can help, employers will
continue to have the primary responsibility for
workplace training. It seems logizal, therefore, that
an institute representing employers could be very
important in encouraging more firms to develop new
approaches to work-based training. Yet, few indus-
try associations or other employer-based institutious
in this country consider training a top priority. A
recent report by the American Society for Training
and Development found that only 6 percent uf
Americ a trade and professional associations of-
fered U-aining programs; 3 percent provided training
as part of a certification program:* With some
exceptions like apprenticeship, there are also few
national-level committees or other employer-based
institutions focused on training in specific industry
sectorsnr more broadly.

Nor are there many equivalents in the private
sector (or in the civilian agencies of government) to
the human resource research inst:tutes that advise
the U.S. military with its training requirements (e.g.,

42 Anthony P. Carnevale, Leila J. Gainer, Janice Villet, and Shari L Holland, Tr.ning Parmer.h.ps. .Ankrns Employers and Provrders (Alexandria,
VA: American Society for Training and Development, 1990), p. 'J.
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the Human Resources Research Organization, the
Institute for Defense Analyses). A few universities
and organizations now have small programs that
explore work and learning relationshipslargely
funded by the Federal Government. However, these
programs tend to be small in scale, with limited
funds, or too narrowly focused in mission to address
the full spectrum of workforce related learning needs
now emerging. Many of these centers exist on
short-term Federal grants.

A more visible institution to focus the attention of
employers on human resource issues associated with
the rapidly changing American workplace could be
helpful. Such an institution, to accomplish its
purposes, would need to encompass more than
employee training and development; it would need
to address work organization questions, incentive
systems, and mmagement approaches, as well as the
ways in which employers address technology needs.
To succeed, such an institution would need exten-
sive employer involvem_ot.

Ideally, employers would act on their own to set
up and fund such an institution The fact that they
have not done so suggests that public funds could be
needed not only for start-up but to share in the costs
of sustaining the orbanization in its first few years.
However, employers and lai-or representatives would
need to play major roles in the direction of the
organization, and a F ibstantial amount of the fund-
ing would need to come from employers. (With
public funds, there would need to be public account-
ability to assure that the institute benefited a broad
spectrum of the workforce. Once the institution
became self sufficient, the Federal Government's
role in direction could be as an employer.) With
strong sectoral involvement, the institute might be
able to address industry specific needs, e.g., building
and strengthening the training capacities of trade
associations and other employer groups.

If give- sufficient res3urces say $10 million cr
$15 million per yearthe institute could begin to
ckvelop the linkages among employers, the educa-
tional system, and the training community needed to
improve workforce effectiveness. The organization
could support research, development and diffusion
of best practices. It could encourage private research
throue, ost-shared projects with private firms. The
institutt. _ould also encourage more use of learning-
technology innovations, such as distance it.arning
and comp.:ter-based training, in small business, at

homes, and in other places convenient for adults.
The mstitute could also work to enhance the
development of the training profession through
support of graduate programs.

If Congress were to adopt a national training levy,
some money from the levy might be used to fund the
institute. How much impact the institute would have
in the long term would depend on how useful its
work was to industry.

ISSUE AREA D: IMPROVING THE
QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS

OF TRAINING (Table 2-5)
The high cost of training and its uncertain quality

may keep many companies from expanding training
beyond the minimum. Poor timing of training, lack
of reinforcement at the work site, and other factors
often prevent effective transfer of knowledge to the
job. Moreover, there are a limited number of people
who are conversant with the best ways to integrate
training techniques with the subject matter to be
taught.

Training Call be Toyed when systematic ap-
proache s. are used. Tilts way, companies can select
the most appropriate and cost-effective training
techniques from the many choices available. These
choices range from traditional pencil-and-paper
approaches to use of instructional technologies e.g.,
computer-based training, interactive videodisk, and
satellite deli ery with one- or two-way video and
audio links.

New instructional technologies also have the
potent'al to expand access to company-provided
trairting. As discu:sed in chapter 7, the growing
presence of personal computers in the workplace
make them well suited for use in training. In time,
they can help bridge the gap between formal and
informal training by bringing sophisticated perform-
ance support systems to the work station. Many large
corporations Area- y run satellite and other commu-
nication netwcrks that could be used mcL _ exten-
sively for training. Small firms, toe, can betic.fit from
the use of new instructional technologies. The costs
of satellite receiving dishes a..e coming down to the
point where smaller businesses can afford them. It is
possible that, working through consortia or trade
assujations, small businesses could pool the costs
.3f developing courses be delivered by compu:er
or by satellite.
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The Federal Government has long played a major
role in supperting training research and instructional
technologies, primarily through the military. An
expanded Federal role, with more emphasis on the
civilian sector, could benefit not only private-sector
employers but also government agencies in training
theh personnel. It also could benefit job training
programs aimed at the unemployed and the disad-
vantaged.

Option 13: Encourage Adoption of Best Practice
Training Techniques and Technologies (Table
2-5)

nest-practice instructional apr Aches and tech-
nologies are relevant to most oi the options dis-
cussed in this chapterwhether for workplace basic
skills, industry training er..sortia, or industrial
extension. Whether or not Congress adopts these
options, it could direct relevant Federal agencies and
departmentswhether Education, Labor, or Com-
merceto develop and disseminate informaL!on
about best practice approaches and technologies.
Thus, for example, the Department of Labor, in
offering planning and technical assistance to multi-
firm training consortia of the sort discussed in
Option 1, might direct the consortia to information
about best-practice approaches, as might the Depart-
ment of Education, in offering workplace literacy
grants discussed in Option 7. Projects using best-
practice approaches and 1- uologies might be
given funding priority.

There are some specific activities now underway
or proposed that could contebute to better dissemi-
nation of information. As is discussed in chapter 6,
a National Basic Skills Consortium has b n pro-
posed to help States and local service pioviders
share information about the best techniques, includ-
ing technology-based techniques, for basic skills
instruction. Officials at several Federal agencies,
meanwhile, have set up a roundtable which meets
periodic.dly to share information on training tech-
nology. Both activities are now undertaken infor-
mally, with ao funding sources. With modest fund-
ing, the two activities could be placed on a rimier
foundation. If the two shared resources, mitial year
funding of $350,000 to $500,000 would be suffizient
for them to build a small staff and undertake

outrea..1 activities. In time, the State consortium
could supported by membership fees.

The Federal Government could also continue to
play a supporting role in gaining industry acceptance
of standaras for training technologies and related
software. Federal agencies have a major stake in
standard setting efforts because they are major
purchasers of training products. Some technology-
based training products acquired by Federal agen-
cies have been incompatible with other systems,
thus limiting their use. Support for standard setting
activities by the Commerce Department's National
Institute of Standards and Technology and various
industry groups could end up benefiting trainers in
Federal agencies as well as the private sector.

Option 14: Fund the Training Technology
Transfer Program (Table 2-5)

As mentioned, many companies do not apply
systematic approaches to their training functions.
Yet, these approaches are well knownthe out-
growth of earlier research and development on
training, much of it sponsored by the Federal
Government, in particular, the military. (See ch. 7
and report apper,

The Department of Defense (DoD)the la: est
single trainer in the United Stateshas made nia; r
contributions to the development of effPctive train-
ing techniques and technologies. A conspicuous
example was the U.S. Air Force's role in the
development of instructional systems design (ISD)
in the 1950s and 1960s. Originally conceived as a
component of "programmed instruction," ISD has
proven useful in the development of all types of
training, whether delivered by hardware or more
traditional methods:* Inst..xtional systems design
approaches have slowly diffused to the private sector
and are widely used in training intensive companies.

DoD funding for research and development of
educational technology averaged $42 million per
year in the 1970's and $56 million per year in the
1980s, far more than the National Science Founda-
tion a...d the Department of Education, which to-
gether avei aged $4 million annually in the 1970s and
$7 million per year in the 1980-6.44 Military agencies
supported development of computer-assisted in-

43Charles Blaschke et al, Support for Educational Technology R&D. The Federal Ro1e," contractor report prepaed for the Office of Tech aology
Assessment, Scpt. 30, 1987, p. vt. (Report prep ed for Power On. New Tools for Teaclung and Learr.ing, OTA SET-379, September 1s.38)

4411ald., p. vi.
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Table 2-5----Issue Area D: Improving the Quality and Effectiveness of Training

Opcn 13: Encourage adoption of best-
ptac icea p proaches and technologic
For example, Congress could direct the
Departments of Labor and Eaucation to
give funding priority to projects that use
best-practice approaches, and to support
dissemination of research findings, includ-
ing research directed at evaluating the
effectiveness of workbased programs,
and instructional technology use where
cost-effective and appropriate.

Option 14: Fund the Federal training tech-
nology transfer program:
The 1988 Trade Act assigned the U.S.
Department of Education responsibility for
agovemmantwide training technology trans-
fer program, but no funds have been
appropriated for this purpose to date.
Congress could provide initial funding (be-
ginning at $3 million per year) to get the
transfer office started. Subsequent fund-
ing levels would need to be evaluated
when realistic estimates have been made
about the potential for training technology
transfer.

Option 15:Fund more civilian sector learn-
ing research/technologies:

One possibility: earmark at least 1 percent
of Federal education and training program
funds for R&D activities (in addition to
continuing to fund existing research pro-
grams). Another possibility: establish a
special institute for learning technology
and research. A t hird possibility: direct the
Departirint of Education's Office of L:clu-
cational ft esearch and Improvement to
give more priority to work-based learning
in its funding of research centers. A final
possibility: give the National Sdence Foun-
dation a mandate to conduct research on
connections between newtechnology adop-
tion, work organization, and training.

Option 16: Improve Information on work-
based learning:
Provide funds to the Bureau of Labor
Statislics and the Census Bureau to peri-
odically update surveys of workers about
tho training they receive in relationship to
employment;
provide funds to the Department of Educa-
tion and the Census for updating the
survey of adult education (last completed
in 1984) on a 3-year schedule;
Provide funds for continued longitudinal
studies of worker careers and education;
Provide funds to the Census Bureau to
undertake special surveys and studies of
technology adoption by firms and associ-
ated human resource development prac-
tices, such as training;
Reauire an overall reviewof Federal statis-
tical priorities, including whother the Fed-
reel statistical agencies need to give greater
priority to workplace, education and train-
ing statistics.

Advantages:
Identification and dissemination of best-
practice approaches would help Improve
the quality of training. Research could
bring long term improvements In quality
and effectiveness of education and train-
ing practices in both the public and
private sector.

Advantages:
Initial funcfing would help to determine
how much relevance training technolo-
gies developed to meet the mission
needs of Federal agencies (such as the
U.S. military) have for private sector
trainers and the educa:tion system. If
funded, the program could in time trans-
fer promising training approaches and
technologies to the private sector.

\dvantages:
Even highly effective transfer of military
research and instructional technologies
would only meet a small part o; civilian
sector needs. These alternatives wxrld
complement the training technology bans-
fer efforts by creating a research and
technology base for civilian needs.

Advantages:
Much of the current data on workplme
training is dated, incomplete, or based
on proxy data. The steps listed, if under-
taken, could begin to remedy this situa-
tion.

Disadvantages:
Requirements for best-practice applica-
tion could become micrornanagement If
rigid criteria were applied. Rapid expan-
sion of research could result In funding of
duplicative or poorly thought out pro-
jects.

Disadvantages:
The transfer activity couId divert some
resources and staff from primal y agency
missions. The inventory would be of little
use unless the quality and utility of the
materials were assessed.

Disadvantages:
While earmarking funds at the 1 percent
level would have little impact on program
functions, it might conbibute to more
frequent use of this tool, and overly
prescriptive micrommagement in the
long term.

Disadvantages:
There probably never will be fully satis-
factory information on these topics;
data collection effort, if it resulted in
postponement of needed actions, could
be counterproductive.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessbnent, 1990.
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struction, research on human cognition, and the
development of simulations for skills training.45

With DoD still the largest sponsor of learning
research and educational technology development,
there is continued interest in transferring promising
DoD sponsored approaches to the private sector and
to educational institutions. Several other Federal
agencies, including the Department of Energy and
the Office of Personnel Management, also develop
training technologies that might be relevant to useto
outside government as well as to other Federal
agencies.

As part of the Omnibus Trade and Competitive-
ness Act of 1988, Congress called for the creation of
a formal mechanism for transfer of training technol-
ogy from Federal agencies to the private sector and
educational institutions:1'5 The law gives the Educa-
tion Department major responsibility for coordinat-
ing the development of a government-wide mecha-
nism for training technology transfer, including the
Departments of Defense and Energy.

To date, progress in implementing the Trade Act
initiative has been slight. No funds have been
allocated to the Education Department for fulfilling
this purpose. As this report went to press, the
Department had yet to act on the law's requirement
for an Office of Training Technology Transfer
(01711 although a plan for organizing OTIT was
under consideration. Anether Education Department
office, the Office of Educational Research and
Improvement (OERI) has taken up some of the slack.
It is, for example, preparing a report for Congress
(due in August 1990) on conversion of education and
training software. It has also been working infor-
mally with other agencies to set up training technol-
ogy information transfer processes.

However, OERI cannot assume the full responsi-
bilities givc,A to OTIT and its Director (still to be
appointed) under the Trade Act. In theory, the law
gives the Director powers intended to spur commer-
cialization of federally sponsored training technol-
ogy. Specifically, the Director could sell or lease
public domain copyrights and patents for Federal
training software to commercial users and could

waive the purcha... price or lease fees when the
commercial user agrees to pay to make the software
usable by nonprofit education or training groups.
The law's requirements for developing a clearing-
he Ise on federally developed education &Lid training
3oftware will require funding to fulfill as will efforts
.o convert training technology to non-Federal use.

While OTIT has the formll governmentwide
responsibility, other agencies also play a role. For
several years, the Commerce Department's National
Technicd Information Service has disseminated
information about Federal training technology to
interested parties. All of NTIS ' s training technology
transfer activities, however, are undertaken on a cost
recovery or reimbursable basis with clients. NTIS
does not have funds to maintain or update products.
Nor does NTIS have the power to assign copyright.
Other agencies, including the Department of Labor's
Center for Advanced Learning Systems and the
Smithsonian Institution, collect, disseminate, or
have demonstration facilities for training technolo-
gies.

Obviously, it takes money to conduct a detailed
inventory of federally developed training products
or to set up a training product evaluation process or
to fulfill the other requirements of the Act. A 1987
study estimated that it would cost about $1,500,000
to undertake a Lomprehensive inventory of federally
developed training products; far more money would
likely be required if the quality of the materials were
assessed. If Congress wishes these activities to
procecd, initial funding at the beginning level
autho;ized in the Trade Act ($3 million per year)
would no doubt allow staffing of the office, comple-
tion of an inventory, and further work on the
feasibility of transferring training products on a
regular basis.

Whether or not funds are appropriated for a
training tee _lology transfer office, private sector
trainers might benefit if individual Federal agencies
did a better job of keeping track of their own training
materials. Most Federal agencies, including some
that arc extensively filvolved in training, do not have
policies for agency-wide inventorying of their train-
ing packages.° This inefficiency can lead to dupli-

45U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Power On. New Tools for Teaching and Learning, OTA-SET-379 (Waslungton, DC. U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1988), p. 152.

46The Training Technology Transfer Act of 1988 was one chapter in Public Law 100-418.

"An exception is the Lep lament of Energy, which has developed an on-line database %..overing 3,000 training paaages. thc. Department
of Defense has taken some steps to collect more complete information about its training products.
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cation of effort, since some training programs are
generic in nature and could be applied in many
settings. If more agencies develeped inventories of
their training packages, and made this information
publicly available, private-sector access -ould be
increased. This information would be particularly
useful if evaluation information were included.

Federal agencies occasionally cooperate to trans-
fer training technologies on an ad hoc basis. One of
the more ambitious of these efforts (involving the
Departments of Defense, Labor and Education) aims
to adapt the Job Skills Education Ilogram (JSEP), a
computer-based ren-adial education program devel-
oped by the Army for about $11 million in the early
1980s, to civilian use. This conversion process,
formally underway since 1987, has been protracted
and expensive, entailing $600,000 in Federal funds
to date, and legal issues associated with transfe. of
JSEP to commercial use are still in negotiation
between the Army and JSEP's developer. Although
this effort may in L. : end pay off the process is by nu
means predictable.

Even if transfer activities are stepped up, only a
small part of the Nation's need for better taming
materials can be met by converting mcterials devel-
oped for one purpose and mission to another
purpose. In each case, developers and users need to
evaluate whether it would be better to take existir
training programs and convert them to other uses t.
to develop new materials.

Option 15: Fund More Civilian-Sector Learning
Research/Technologies (Table 2-5)

While military training approaches and technolo-
gies may cuntinue to provide models for the private
sector, there could be significant risks in over
reliance on military funds to support the Nation's
learning re search and instructional technology needs:

Some of the military's research and develop-
ment (R&D) is too specialized t3 have much
immediate relevance to private sector training.
Also, e ven general ptupose insLuctional pro-
grams developed for use in the military often
have to be modified before they can be widely
used in civilian settings. As-the JSEP example
above suggests, the-expense involved can make
the routine transfer of military training technol-

ogies to the private sector difficult, expensive,
and time consuming.
Mittary resources are more limited now than in
the past. During the 1980s, both the Azmy and
Navy reduced expenditures for learning and
training research, while Air Force expenditures
increased only slightly." The Defense Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency, which
played a unique role in support of research in
cognitive and computer science, has redirected
its R&D to more strictly mPitaq applica-
tions." These trends may reduce the opportuni-
ties for continued transfer of state-of-the-art
training techniques tc the private sector even
though a formal process for te,..1mology transfer
is in place.

Thus, broader support for adult learning and other
training research and for civilian development of
learning technologies would be useful. Various
possibilities are listed under Option 15 in table 2-5.
(See also the discussion of adult literacy under
Option 7, and an employer institute for work-based
learning under Option 12.) These include:

establishing a national learning and technology
institute (an approach prop, sed in S. 2114
introduced in the 101st Congress);
earmarking a portion of Federal agency educa-
tion and training budgets to research and
development. Earmarking 1 percent of program
budgets would result in a substantial supple-
mental increase in research now conducted
primarily through separately funded research
programs. Of course, funding levels in the
existing research programs would need to be
maintained for this to do much good.
directing the Education Department, through
the Office of Educatione: Research and Irn-
provem it, to give more attention to workplace
and adult learning issues in its research agenda.
(Two of OERI' s 18 educational research and
development centers focus primarily on
workforce issues.) This should not come at the
expense of other education research, which has
generally been funded at a low level.
giving the National Science Foundation (NSF)
a role in research on work organization and
training. For example, if Congress were to
upgrade the status of manufacturing sciences at

48131ascW.e et al., c cit., footnote 43, p. 59.

49Power On, O. cit., footnote 45, p. 157.
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NSF from the Divisional to the Directorate
level, it could specify that part of the mission
would include research on shopflof-r training
and work orgnnization.5°

A special need, given the aging of the worldorce,
is for more research on the older worker. If Congress
were to earmark research funds for adult learning,
research on the older worker could be one important
component. Alternal iely, Congress could increase
fun/ling (ne A/ minimal) for older worker research in
th.: budgets of the Department of Labor or the Health
and Human Services Department's Administration
on Aging.51

Option 16: Improvie the Information Base on
Wo:k-Based Training (Table 2-5)

As is discussed m cL ter 5, data on private sector
training (including the amount of money firras spend
on training and the nature and quality of training) is
limited. Most national estimates about training in
firms is based on proxy datasome 10 or more years
oldor very limited empirical information flat has
been extended to the economy as a whole. While
there are many uncertainties, information deficien-
cies are not so great as to preclude rational debatz
about policy now. Whether or not Congress expands
the Federal role, better information would help
inform future choices made by decisionmakers in the
public and private sectors.

The need for better information is clear. There-
fore, Congress might choose to direct Federal
statistical agenciessuch as the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, the Nationai Center for Education Statis-
tics, and the Bureau of the Censusto prepare and
regularly update surveys of industry training or adult
education and earmark funds specifically for this
purpose. Since many firrns do not track their training
expenses carefully, there would more than likely
need to be an initial effort to develop an appropriate
survey instrument. (This need would exist even if
firms reported training data to the government as

part of a national training levy, discussed in Option
4.)

There also is a growing neer.: for regular collection
of data about adoption of new technology by firms
and about changeo related to work organization and
human resource practices. The Census Bureau,
which undertook an initial survey of manufacturing
technology in 1988, would be a logical organization
to develop this ir formation. A relatively modest
amount of money say $750,000 per yearwould
give the Census Bureau the resources needed to
undertake periwic surveys on new technology
adoption by firms and special studies on training,
work organization, and other human resource prac-
tices in firms.

From time to time, the government also collects
information from individuals about their training.
However, this information .iuickly becomes dated.
The Survey of Adult Education, issued by the
Education Department's National Center for Educa-
tion Statistics, contains information about the por-
tion of adults who received company-provided
education. The last survey, however, was conducted
in 1984. Similarly, the last detailed survey of how
workers get their training, conducted by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics in conjunction with the Census
Bureau, was undertaken in 1983.52

The shortcomings in the available data about
industry training are just one of many areas that
complicate public and private sector decisionmak-
ing on human resource policies. Several recent
studies have pointed out the attrition in Federal
statistical series during the 1980s. Without increases
in funding, it will be extremely difficult for the
Federal statistical agencies to develop new informa-
tion series without cutting into existing programs
As an example, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which
ilas suffered significant budget cuts since the late
1970s, has eliminated many of its data collection
programs and nov, rievotes much effort to maintaLn-
ing the integrity of e.tisting data series.53

50Foi ,urther discussion, sec U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessmem, U.S. Manufacturing. Problems and Opporturuues in Defense and
Commercial Industries," staff paper. May 1990.

"For a more detailed discussion uf the range of issues and upuuns fur older worker research, see Prances R. Rothstein and Donna I. Ratte, Training
and Older Wurkei jot U.S. Competitiveness, report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment under contract N3-1630, March
1990.

52Results w=e reported IA Max Carey and Alan Eck, How Workers Get Their Training, U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor S tatistics, Bulletin
2226, 1985. Parlier BLS surveys were conducted in 1977 for metalworkers and in 1964 on occupation training.

13As oiscusszd by the Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor Mancet Efficiency. The Commission noial that BLS curtailed 19 data series in
1982 alone. See Investing in People: A Strategy To Address America's Workforce Crisis, op. cit., footnote 7.
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the Education Department's National Center for
Education Statistics has had a hard time maintaining
some of its data series, including longitudinal
studies.

The need to periodically reexamine workforce
statisticsto establish new priorities where needed
would remaiii even if the Federal statistical agencies
had not lost ground. While the Bureau of Labor
Statistics and the Census Bureau do reexamine their
priorities, the last major external review of
workforce statisticsconducted by a congression-
ally mandated commission with members appointed
jointly by Congress and the Presidentwas com-
pleted over a decade ago.54

In another report, OTA examined Federal statisti-
cal series and possible measures for improving data
on a governmentwide basis, and found a pressing
need for an organization to reexamine Federal
statistical priorities.55 While the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget has formal responsibility for

statistical policy, its implementation effort has been
flawed. Not much effort is made at present to
evaluate whether current statistical efforts really
meet contemporary needs. If Congress abets to
redirect Federal statistical policy, it might empha-
size the need for Federal agencies to expand their
perspective to ercompass,previously underreported
areas, like work-based training. Congress also might
wish to direct the Administration to appoint an
external review group on workforce statistics as part
of its efforts to review Federal statistical policy.

The options discussed in this chapter are only a
small fraction of the possible actions available if
Congress wishes to provide broathr support for
work-based training. The issue of work-based train-
ing itself is only one part of the broader spectrum of
human resource development issues now facing the
Nation. Nonetheless, the issue is an important
oneone that cannot be safely ignored.

.'For a rev lew of ,hangcs in t'utta needs since this group. the National Commission Uti Employment Mid Unemployment Stanstu.st.orripleted
work, see Sar A. Levitan and Frank Gallo, Warkfurt.e Stansm.s. Du We Knob What Be Think We Knon--und W hal Should We Know:, U.S. Congress
Joint Economic Committee, Dec. 26, 1989. Levitan chaired the Commission.

iT.S.Congref Office of Technology Assessment, 'Stan.imallVeedsjyt A Changln& L Ewnomy, ba,kgrot.nd paper, OTA-13P-L-58 (Washington,
DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, September 1989).
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Chapter 3

Human Resources foe Competitiveness

SUMMARY
Principal fmdings of this chapter include the

following:

1. Quite independently of skills required for
dealing with ner7 technology, turno.- and
new business formation create a continuous
need for trainingpa need some American
companies meet =Leh better than others. Some
of this training entails little more than introduc-
ing 'Lew employees to the workplace. Some
seeks to build commitment to corporate goals.
Other training progra-- include extensive in-
struction in task-spec echnical skillse.g.,
operating a nuclear pv. -rplant.

2. Small firmsthoae with 100 emplt.yees or
ktsscreate many of the new job opportunities
in the U.S. economy. Such firms face special
training problems. Many lack experience with
training, and the resources to afford it. Typi-
cally experiencing higher than average rates of
turnover, small companies are reluctant to
invest in their employees. Policies that sup-
port the training needs of smaller firms have
a special claim, particularly because these
establishments provide so many cntry-level
jobs for younger workers.

3. Four classes of workers likewise have a special
r:lairn on training young, entry-level employ-
ees; older Americans, displaced vorkers, and
minorities.

Because younger workers change jobs so
frequently, many employers give them only
the minimum training necessary. Given the
importance of early traininge.g., in form-
ing attitudes toward work and Irotivating
continuing learningthere is a clear public
interest, independent of the interests of
cmpioyers, in supporting training for younger
workers.
With the labor force Meadily aging, there
is an equally clear i.ublic interest in
training for older Ameritans. In the past,
companies have been reluctant to invest in
training for older blue- and grey-collar em-
ployees. With fewer entry-level workers, this
%ill have to change.

Displaced workers typically fmd themselves
unemployed through circumstances outside
their control, while training opportunities of
any kind drop sharply during recessions
(because employers seek to cut costs). This
conjunction of layoffs and declines in train-
ing points to a need for public policiei that
pay consistent attention to the ti-aining
needs of displaced worker r. and that kick
in added support during business down-
turns.
In the past, access to the best training (e.g.,
apprenticeships) was largely limited to white
malv. With new workforce entraws more
likely to be minorities and immigrants
many of whom have relath poor basic
skills (e.g., reading, arithmetic)new train-
ing practices and programs suited to their
needs will be required. Training is particu-
larly important because, more so than in the
past, the right certificates, diplomas, and
degrees will be needed to start on an upward
career track.

4. The outcomes of international competition
particularly the success that countries like West
Germany have had with relatively formalized
systemssuggest that the United States will
need a much stronger commitment to training
in the future. Indeed, the U.S. training system
seems remarkably und ado eloped compared
with our leading come etitars. Most American
companies look first Y., the ,:osts of training, an
at the time workers sprild away from the job.
To them, shorter trakaing psrograms are better
training programs. In both Germany and Japan,
in contrast, training is vitwed as an investment.
The German and Japanese systems are very
different, but both are more ttensive and mot_
effective than that of the Lhuted States.

For many decades, the United States drew
strength from a remarkable pool of skills, one fed by

migration and by long stanoing commitmen. to
universal education. Immigration still contributes,
particularly in engineering and science, but today
other countries cal boast of superior primary and
secondary education. And lithe U.S. economy is the
most dynamic the world has ever seen, the Nation's
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ing system if not. Companies have been reluc-
-tatitNxii invest in training. Othsr institutions have
faiied..to)ceep up with emerging needs. As a result,
the United States is operating with a glaring weak-
ness in inteititional economic competition. That
half of the labor force that is below average in
education, training, and skills is poorly prepared
compared to their counterparts in a number of the
Nation's principal economic competitors.

Nearly half of all Americans now take some
college courses. The' education and training system
serves these people reiatively well, especially those
who complete college and go on to white-collar jobs
in ths professions or in management. The system
does a poor job of meeting the needs of people who
do not pursue higher education, who may not even
graduate from high school. Countries as different as
Germany, Japan, and South Korea work much hard-
er to educate and train, r it only the upper half of
their labor forces, but the lower half.

For the United States, the message conveyed by a
multitude of surveysof educational credentials
(high school graduation rates, table 1-3 in ch. 1),
achievenk nt (bask skills, ch. 6), workplace capabil-
ities (ch. 4)is simple and direct: the training
system and the schoolsmore properly, society as
a wht-Jedo a poor job of serving the economically
disadvantaged, particularly blacks and other minori-
ties. In the years ahead, the drive to raise productiv-
ity and improve the competitiveness of U.S. industry
could help transform the ongoing debate over social
equity into one over economic growth. For the first
time since World War II, the needs of the workplace
and those of the disadvantaged could merge. This
will not happen by itself. It will take commitment tc
better preparation for workby individuals, by
schools, by employers, by government.

Lack of skills not only hurts the people in the
bottom half as individuals, it hurts the economy.
These people will lose thc most if U.S. industries
continue to decline competitively, they will be laid
off first, or fmd the pressure of international
competition forcing their earnings downward. Many
lrive already found ladders of upward mobility
pulled down, as the invisible logic of computer-

based systems makes abstract thinking more impor-
tant. than manual skills, and companies rely on
educational credentials to find tainable workers.

In the end, the Nation's economy must support
everyone at some level. This simple fact creates the
fundamental justification for public investments in
training. The lagging quality of the 'IS. Mbar force
slows economic growth and drags down the st -Ward
of living for everyonenot just those who suffer as
individuals from poor education and training. By the
same token, a better qualified labor force will benefit
society as a whole.

THE SKILL POOL

Companies hire from local, regional, a- 1 national
labor markets, and draw on internal labor markets
when they promote current employees or move them
laterally into new jobs. A company's choices reflect
the pool of people and skills available to it externally
and internally, relative to its needs. Those needs
depend on its place in the economy. Service
industries employ a mix o:people differing from that
in manufacturing; the knowledge-based services
(including education, fmance, and business serv-
ices) draw on quite different sets of skills than the
traditional or tertiary services (e.g., retailing, trans-
portation).1 As summarized in app. 3A, at the end of
th;s chapter, U.S. employment has been growing
rapicry in knowledge-based services (and in a few
kno tedgc-intensive manufacturing sectors). But
beca-se high-technology industries remain small
compared to the overall economy, job creation
concentrates in sectors such as retailing and occupa-
tions such as clerk and custodian.

The skills available in the labor irnrket drive
economic growth and competitiveness. The United
States has always revered its inventors and entrepre-
neurs, Edison and Carnegie in the past, Steven Jobs
and Mrs. Fields today. Nor is it only the storybook
figures that matter. Nearly any enterprise will need
a substantial range of skills to survive and prosper:
"unskilled" blue-collar workers; middle-level grey-
collar mployees (e.g., technicians); white-collar
salespeople and bookkeepers; supervisors, adminis-
trators, and managers.

'U.S. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment. International Competition in Services, OTA-ITE-328 (Washington, DC. U.S. Government
Printing O(fice, July 1987), ch. 7 and 8. Scc especially pp. 228-230 for the distinctions between knowledge-based and tertiary sen..ces, as well as
traditional and knowkdge-intensive manufacturing. Also see table 3A-2, in the appendix to this chapter.
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People's skill:. expand and develop over time, as
they attend school, enter the labor market, gain
experience, move from company to company. Some
of the practical skills essential in the workplace
come largely from everyday experience. People
learn one set of problem-solving, r.ocial, and com-
munications skills in school, quite a different set at
home, on the playgrounri, learning to cook and to
ride a bicycle. Both sets are important.

Simple tests exist for measuring simple skills:
manual dexterity; visual acuity.. Basic skills can be
surprisingly difficult to measure. Such skills remain
important, but competitive manufaaurirs and serv-
ice firms in a high-wage economy also require
higher order skillsjudgment, reasoning, interper-
sonal communicafion. These are still wore difficult
to measure, to teach or train for.2

Table 3-1 classifies skills from lower order
(manual) to higher (cognitive, social), and from tt-
academic skills associated with schooling to u.
practical skills learned in daily life (of which school
is part). The three broad classes in the left hand
column build on one another in the sense that people
normally employ mental/cognitive skills in the
course of activities that also call for manual skill.
And by defmition, social and communications skills
have mental/cognitive dimensions. Because higher
order skills are harder to measure with tests,
employers today rely more heavily than they once
did on interviews, even when hiring unskilled or
semiskilled workers. As 0,e examples in the table
suggest, many everyday or practical skills can be just
as important in the workplace as academic skills
learned in school or technical skills learned in
specialized training programs.

As more American compan.zs in both manufac-
turing and the services adopt production systems
that call for people to v ork in groups, social skills
and communication become more important. ((h. 4

explores patterns of work organization in some
detail, while box 7-F in ch. 7 discusses technologies
for automated training in interpersonal skills.) Work
groups, moreover, are typically expected to help
solve problems involving not only routine but
unexpected events (e.g., equipment breakdowns).

Because measures of skill, and testing procedures
for skills, remain primitive, employers frequently
use educational credentials as surrogates (even
though education often fails to predict on-the-job
performance). This trend has begun to widen the
split in the U.S. labor market between a lower tier of
poorly paid unskilled and semiskilled jobs, many in
the services, and an upper tier, or superstmture, of
well-paid jobs, many of them professional and
manageria1.3 To the extent that employers rely on
educational credentials as a screening device, pas-
sage from the lower tier to the upper grows more
difficult. Although the upper tier is growing rapidly,
many people lacking a saleable combination of
educational credentiri , motivation, and training and
experience (a moving target as the economy changes)
will never get a chance to compete for these jobs, or
to show their ability to take on more challenging
work. Fewer ladders will extend from the lower tier
to the uppera trend already quite evident in sectors
ranging from Zextiles to retailing. Compared with
earlier decades, the middle levels will be sparser.
Re Aganized manufacturing firms, for example,
frequently cut back or eliminate jobs for first-line
supervisors (ch. 4)--jobs once filled largely by
promoting production workers. As illustrated by
examples from the textile industry, later in this
chapter, grey-collar technical jobs increasingly re-
quire education or training credentials secured
outside the workplace; on-the-job experience might
suffice for learning to repair wholly mechanical
machines, but not those that incorporate digital
electronics.

2i-ligher order skills are poorly understood, and so too teachingfumningflearnmg. See, for example, Thinlang and Lear bing Skills, Volume I. Relating
Instruction to ..oesearch, Judith W. Segal, Su.an F. Chipman, and Robert Glaser, eds. (Hillsdale, NJ. Erlbaum, 198f), espcually Peter G. Poison and
Robin Jeffries, "Instruction in General Problem-SoIving Skills. An Analysis of Four Approaches," ch. 12, pp. 417-455, Pracucal Intelligence. Nature
and Origins of Competence in tie Everyday World, Robert J. Sternberg and Richard K. Wagner, eds. (Cambridge, UK. Cambridge University Press,
1986), and Richard E. Nisbett, Geoffrey T. Fong, Damn R. Lehman, and Patricia W. Chcng, "Teaching Reasomng,"Science,Oct. 30, 1987, pp. 625-631.

1For a more extensive discussion, see International Competition in Services, op. cit., footnote 1, chapter 7. A.. a sunplc example of the .-tfts minus
place, note that earl, generations of computer systems desk:died many sobs in services like banking and insurance. Companies replaced clerical workers
and bookkeepers with data-entry cicrk.s (fewer t -lativc to the volume of work) plus a small cotene of supervisors, and the systcms specialists who oversaw
the mainframe computers of that cra. With later generations of decentralut computer systems, much of the routine data cntry work also disappeared.
Th remaining jobs tend to require at least sonie problem-solvmg skill. Nonetheless, these remaining jobs have carefully delimited boundanes,,offcr
limited opportunities for upward mobility, and can be nearly as routinely repetitive as yesterday's keyp, nching.
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Table 3-1Skill Dimensions and Examples

Skill type Academic Technical Everyday/practical

Manual Penmanship Weldng; short-order cooking Painting walls; changing a flat tire

Mental/cognitive Writing an essay Inspecting welos, institutional menu plan-
ning

Furnishing a room; d:iving in traffic

Social/behavioral Teaching composition Design;ng playground equipment; serv-
ing meals in a restaurant

Giving a dinner paty; managing a
car pool

SOURCE: Office of Techr.ology Assessment, 1990.

These shifts, already underway if slowly paced,
could have profound implications, not only for the
competitive ability of U.S. industry, but for social
stability. More than likely, the mismatch between
job opportunities and labor force abilities will
continue to widen. Through lack of training raid
channels for urr ird mobility, industry may be
cuffing itself off from needed skills. Even when
unemployment stood at 9 or 10 percent, in the early
1980s, a million or more jobs remained unfilled
because employers could not fmd people with the
right skills. Meeting the needs of both individuals
and industry will require better nuining in task-
specific skills, as well problem-solving capabili-
ties and social skills. Basic skills and education must
provide the foundation.

Labor Market Dynamics

The Demand for Training

Churning in the economy far exceeds net job
creation as a driving force for training. The number
of newly hired people entering a given industry tor
occupation) in a single year can e exceed the net
total of jobs created in that industry over a full
decade. This is true even for rapidly growing
industries and occupations. Labor mobility makes
employers reluctant to provide training.

Of the nc..irly 20 million Americans that take a
newjob each year (in a civilian labor force approach-
ing 125 million), no more than one-quarter a n claim
previous experience in the same oixupation (these
tending to be managers, pr, :;ssionals, or technical,
craft workers).4 Some 15 percent of the labor force
may r.._ed training each year simply because i
mobility and churn:rig. Many, unforamately, do not
get t.

In good times and bad, m6 in the U.S.
economy remains high. When unemployment rates
fall, people move voluntatilyoften to take jobs at
higher wages. When unemployment rises, people
hold on to their jobs but may lose them involuntarily
to layoffs. Young people switch jobs much more
frequently thin older workers. Nearly 80 percent of
teenagers ha i. a been in their current job for less than
a year, compared with jrist under 10 percent for those
aged 60-64. Workers under 30 account for about a
third of total employment, but 56 percent of those on
the job for less than a year. Lateral moves by older
workers, particulmly men with blue-collar manufac-
turing experience, are likely to be a consequence of
layoffs rather than choice.

A good deal of the total need for training, then, as
opposed to ongoing workplace learning, arises
simply from churning. People move from job to job;
entrepreneurs start new companies; existing compa-
nies grow, promote people, move them horizontally.
These events occur with much greater frequency in
the United States than in Western Eizope or Japan.
American companies must integrate new employ-
ees, many of them young workers with relatively
little experience, into their organizations on an
ongoing basis.

Even firms with shrinking employment levels
becausc they have lost business, because they have
sold off divisions, or because of productivity im-
provementsmay have to bring in new people to
stay ahead of attrition. Companies laying workers
off may need to reassign and retrain those remaining.
Births and deaths of firms also add to labor market
turbulence. Ne small firms face special training
needs: most ot cm lack experience in providing
training and the resources to pay for

4Jandes P. Markey and V. Iliam Parks 11, "Occupational Change. Pursuing a Different Kind Wont .lontiuy Labor Review, September 1989, pp.
3-12, which analyze, data collected in thc January 1987 Current Population Surveysource G. die most re-ent information on U.S. labor mobility.
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Job Creation and Small Firms

Net growth in employment equals the sum of jobs
created by new firms, plu ..,.xpansion by existing
firms, minus the jobs that disappear when establish-
ments close thei: doors or lay off workers. In recent
years, small enterprisesthose with less titian 100
employeeshave accounted for a near-constant
35-36 percent of total U.S. employment.5 Births and
deaths of these firms number in the hundreds of
thousands each year.

Over the 1976-86 periodthe latest for which
such data are availablethe United S.:ates generated
slightly more than 22 million new jobs. This total
was the result of 45 million new jobs created by
str-tups, and 14 million jobs generated through
expansions, offset by 25 nillion jobs lost through
establishment "deaths" and 8 million lost to con-
trr ctions. Table 2 2 shows that, over this entir.
10-year period, firms with fewer than 100 employees
and those with more than 500 employees generated
roughly equal numbers of jobs. However, during the
recessionary period of 1980-82, very mall firms
those with fewer than 20 emplorescreated al-
most all the net new jobs. Big firms tend to cut back
on training during recessions, and small fums do
little fennal training under any circumstances, so
that training opportunities drop sharply when busi-
ness slumps.

New small firms tend 'o grow by fits and starts,
often responding differe: tly to changing economic
r Inditioas than thcir larger, better established coun
terparts. In a young computer software or biotech-
rology company, a rapid growth spurt may be
followed by employment decline, as the ."-rin strug-
gles to develop its products, begin production, enter
the marketplace, and finally expand (at which point
it may begin generatir; many new jobs). Other
enterprises remain small by many are started
by people who prefer to be their uwn boss, but have
no particular desire (or ability) to turn a small
business into a large one. Neighborhood retailers
and franchise outlets typify these ent __prises, a much

Table 3-2Employment Growth by Size of Firm

Employment Percentage share by sizv of firm
(number of employees)

Period (Millions) 1-19 20-99 100-499 4004-

1976-86

1980-82

2..3
1.5

26.2%

97.8

17.4%

-5.9

13.6%

3.5

42.8%

4.5

SOURCE: Handbookof Small Business Data (Washington, DC: U.S. Small
Business Administration, 1988), table 6-13. p. 259.

larger group than er7epreneurial startups; when
they disappear, it is more likely because of poor
management (or retirement, a lost lease, or some
such reason) than that 'ley have over-reached.

High rates of births and deaths among small firms
contribute to a rate of labor market mobility in the
United States exceeding that in economies with a
less pronounced entrepreneurial dynamic. This form
of churning creates background noise that can make
it difficult for both companies and workers to detect
labor market signals. Businesses may downplay the
need for training if contractions and closures else-
where continually replenish their labor supply, while
workers lacking stable oce,,oational prospects may
be reluctant to invest in tris...ling on their own.

In part simply because of their high labor turn-
over, small companies invest less in training than
large firms. Many workers leave small firms because
they can earn more by moving to a bigger enter-
prise.6 But smaller establishments provide a major
port of entry to the labor force for young people (men
especiallywomen are more likely to take jobs with
large enterprises), who get general training as well as
job experience, then "cash in" by moving to another
employer. This puts a double buruen on small
companies, in addition tc their typical lack of
resources and training, experience. First, small enter-
prises rarely have enough workers in need of training
at any one time to justify an organized effort.
Secoud, those workers who do get training will,
everything else the same, be more likely to leave a
job with a small firm. As a result, small firms

Wandboak of Small Business Data (Washington, DC. U.S. Small Business Admimsi.....ion, 1938), tat,.e 6-6, p. 143. The job ae4uon data in the .ext
paragraph come from table 6-12, p. 257. The Small Busmess Administration mamtam_ the only US. databasb linking job creation with firm-level
business activhics.

6David Drury, William Dickens, and Chnstopher Munk "Labor ihmover and Worker Mobility in Small and Large Firms. Evidence from um
re'ort prepared for U.S. Small Business Administration by Berkeley Planning Associates, Berkeley, CA, December 1988. Data from the Survey

of Incorr and Program Participation (SIPP) show that turnm -r rates for 1984-85 were higher in ..empames with fewer than 100 employees, after
adjustments for &ileac:flees in industry, occupar . wages, and hours workal, and that employees who leave a small firm for a larger one earn higher
wages on the average.
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provide less formal training than larger companies.'
It seems fair to conclude that it is often net in their
interests to do more.

Workforce Demographics8

Demographic changes will compound the grow-
ing needs for training created by international
competition and new technology. At a time when
labor force projections show growth rates of about 1
percent annually, the ecoromy is expected to
continue gmwing at two or three times that rate.
Labor shortages may arise in some regions and some
sectors. Average ages will a,with the graying
of the labor force combining with an increasing
fraction of minorities to create a new set of training
needs.

Shifts in Composition

Over time, as the labor force expands, its compo-
sition shifts (see app. 3-A, table 3A-1). Young
people leave school an(' seek jobs, immigrants enter
the labor market, older workers retire. With the baLy
boom bulge past, overall labor force growth has
slowed. During the late 1970s, the civilian labor
force grew by almost 3 million people each year; by
the late 1980s, the increase had fallen to 2 million per
year"

In other ways as well, the U.S. labor market has
changed quite dramatically over the past decade.
Unemployment has been cut almost in half, to 5-plus

percent compared with nearly 10 percent in 1982 and
1983. At the same time, labor force portion. tion has
reached a new high. Until the middle 1970s,
participation had remained relatively stable at 58-60
percent. Today, two-thirds of Americans aged 16
and over hold a job or are actively seeking work. The
big change: more women in the workplace. Nearly
twice as many women held jobs in 1989 as in 1969
(53 million compared with 29 million).10

Durint, *he 1990s, women will account for ncarly
two-thirds of U.S. employment growth. Younger
women nor. j-oin the workforce at rates approaching
those for their male counterparts.11 Historically,
black women have been more likely to work than
wh women, except in the youngest age groups.
This difference in participation rates will probably
shiirl somewhat, as more white women work.
Although more women have been finding jobs in
traditionally male occupationse.g., the profes-
sionswa-n's wages relative to those of men
have improved only slight.. wer Lie last two
decades. Still, with the rise in elnployment opportu-
nities for women, the past becomes a poor guide to
the future. For example, considerable uncertainty
attaches to future labor force participailcr rates of
older female workers, which BLS predicts will rise
for those aged 50 to 64, but decline for those over 65.

Many women work part-time or take temporary
position, sometimes (like men) because this is the
only work they can fmd.12 From the middle 1960s to

'Sheld on Haber, Joseeh Cordes, and James Barth, 'Empkiment -nd Training Opportumties in Small and Large Firms," rcport prepared for the U.S.
Small Business Mrnunstmuon by Simon & Co., Potomac, MD, June 1988. This repon also draws on SIPP data, which show, for 1984, that only 5.4
percent of workers in companies with fcwcr than 100 employees had ever partnapated in a formal training program with that employer. The percentage
of workers repc Ing such training was twice as high k10.4 percent) for those with jobs in firms having more than 100 employees. About 15 percent of
each group had received training outside of then present firm, suggesung that workers with previous trammg are hired m roughly equal proportions by
small and large firms, but that those in large finns are twice as likely to receive job-specific. in-house training.

?luch of the analysis m this section is based on Willie Pearson, Jr., "Demography of the Workforce,. Working Paper #1, Office of Technology
Assessment, Mar. 22, 1989. Unless otherwis1/4 noted, data and projections come from the moderate growth scenano of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS), as sununan zed in the November 1989 Monthly Labor Review. This scenaho assumes. a 2.3 percent veal) annual mcrcase in gross national produc t,
1.2 percent annual increase in the labor force, and 5.5 percent unemployment.

Following BLS practice, all Hispanics arc treated as a single group in the dis-ussion and tables in this klapter. Nearly 95 pei cent of pcop le of Hi panu.
origin are classed as wt tut in the text and tables that follow, "white" rcfcrs to non-Hispanic whites only.

9Employment and Eak,w ;s, vol. 37, January 1990, table 1, p. 160.

19Employment and Earnings, vol. 37, January 1990, table 2, p. 161.
Although BLS expects parucipation rates to edge upwards towards the 70 pen.eta mark, a relatively low leve1 of poputativn growth means that labor

for_e growth could be no morc than one percent annually during the early 1990s. And depencung in part on future. rates of immigranon, the labor force
growth rate could drop to zero by 2020. See U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Tahnology and the Ameru.an Et.onomiL. Transition.
Choices for the Future, OTA-TET-283 (Washington, DC. U.S. Government Printing Office, May 1988), pp. 474-475.

"Between 1975 and 1986, labor force participation rates for mothers of c.blIchen less than a ycar old doubled, from 26 percent to 50 percent, more
than half cif all marl fed women with children agcd one and up now work, most of them full tune. Today, mothers with cluldren under agc six repre.ent
the fastest growing segnent of the labor force. Sec "Needed. Human Capital, Busine.vs Week, Special Repon, Sept. 19, 1988, pp. 100-141, William
B. Johnston and Arnold W. Packe., horkforCe 2000. Work and V. orkers for the 21st Century (Inchanapohs, IN. Hudson Insutete, 1987), p. 95. Fifty two
percent of mothers held full-time jobs, but only 13 percent want to.

120n tcmporary and part-timc employment, sec International Competition in Services, op. cit., footnote 1, pp. 243-253.
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the middle 1980s, the fraction of the ,iorkforce with
part-time jobs increased from abcvat 15 percent to
movf; than 20 percent. The increase in contingent
employmentpart-time, temporary, and contract
work, plus self-employmentreflects, on the one
hand, the choices of people seeking time to be with
their families and the freedom to pick and chose
what they wish to do. But it also reflects the drive for
flexibility in business and industry. As noted in the
next chapter, by moving from a large core workforce
to a smaller group of moio-or-less permanent
employees, coupled with temporary and contract
workers brought in as needed, businesses can adjust
more easily to shifting competitive circumstances.
They can also save en their wage bills: part-time and
temporary employees rarely receive the fringe heoe-
fits that go to permanent staff.

The people who will hold jobs in the first decade
of the next century have already been born; most of
them are working now. Many of the new workers
will be black, Hispanic, or members of some other
minority group. Nonetheless, three-quarters of the
U.S. labor force will be (non-Hispanic) white.
Because of the size Of the workforce, it takes many
years for its composition to change much. Even so,
as table 1-2 in chapter 1 showed, by 2000, women
will make up nearly half the labor force, and
minorities one-quarter. There will be far fewer
young people, and swelling numbers of middle-aged
and older workers.

By the end of the century, those in the baby boom
generation will be entering their 40s and 50s. As this
group passes into and through their middle years, the
median age of the workforce will move upward from

currently to 39-plus by 2000.13 Those aged 45-64
will reach apeak expected to be about 28 percent of
the workfoice in 2010, after the last of the baby
boomers pass intc, this age range." As these peopk
move on into the over-65 category, it v ill expand
rapidlyfrom 13 percent the population in 2010

(only slightly above the current level), to more than
20 percent in 2030.

While labor force participation rates have been
declining for men over 50, the training system will
plainly have to adapt to a steadily aging population
during the first several decades of the next century.
Employers have traditionally been reluctant to
invest in. training for older workers. On the other
hand, older worke-1 tend to be much less mobile,
which should p dampen employers' fears of
training people only to see them move on to other
jobs.

Minorities

New labor force entrants will come increasingly
from minority groups simply because of population
trends: blacks, Hispanics, and recent immigrants
represent growing fractions of the overall U.S.
population. Other factors are secondary, although
not insignificant. For instance, falling labor force
participation rates omong black men mean that black
women and Hispanic men could outnumber them in
the workforce by the end of the century.15 Already,
labor shortages in some suburbs stand alongside
high levels of central-city unemployment, predomi-
nately among minorities.

Minorities (like women) will be most heavily
t.at.,:entrated among younger workers in entry-level
jobsin principle, prime candidates for training. In
1988, blacks and Hispanics made up 23.6 percent of
the labor force aged 16-24, a share expected to
approach 30 percent by 2000.

With exceptions including a number of Asian
groups, minorities enter the labor force with less
schooling than average, and often with P.ducational
attainments below average for their gLade level.
Many more students drop out of high school in cities
and States with heavy concentrations of minorities:
nationwide, about 85 percent of young people

13"Thc median age was even higher in the early 1960s, peaking at 10.5 ycars a 4..onseyuence of low birth rates during the depression of the 1930s.

Howard N. Fullerton, Jr., New Labor Force Projections, Spamung 1988 to 2000, Monthly Labor Reim*, November 1989, fable 6, p. 10.

14projections of the l'opulanon of the Unued States, by Age. Sue, and Race. 1988 to 2080, Currcut Populauon Reports, Series P 25, No. 1018
(Washington, DC: Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1989), table 4, Middle Series.

I5Projethons for Hispanics are sensitive to assumptions concerning future levels of immigratmn, both legal and illegal. hnmigra ms as whole
represent an extraordinarily diverse group, one that includes scientists and engineers born in India ai i China, and physicians and nurses from the
Phillipmes, as well as both skilled and unslulled workers from Latm Amenca. (Rates of busmess OWLICIIi4 arc much higher for Asians than for other
minority groups-55 per 1,0(i3 in the populat.on, versus 13 per 1 'JO for blacks and 17 per 1000 for Hispanics. Wcndy Manning and William O'Hare,
"The Best Mctros for AsimAmenean Businesses," American - omographics, August 1988. pp. 35-37, 59.)

On immigrants in the U.S. labor force more generally, see International Compelinon in Services, op. cit., footnote 1, pp. 250-252 A;so The Effects
of Immigration On the U.S. Economy and Labor Market, Inonigration Pohcy and Research I.eport 1 (Wastungton, DC. Departmcnt of Labor, Bureau
of Interndonal Labor Affairs, 1989).
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graduate frcm high school, but the rate in Louisiana
c barely 50 percent.16 A growing mismatch between

the skills of this part of the labor force and the jobs
available in the U.S. economy will place far greater
demands on the taining system (and the schools). A
glance at the unemployment rates in figure 3-1
suggests the difficulties faced in assimilating younger
blacks, in particular, into the workforce. This is the
stiffest test the Nation's education and training
system will face in the years aheada test that it
shows little sign of being prepared to meet.

Employers rely heavily on educational back-
ground in deciding who to hire, particularly when it
comes to young people with little or no job history.
On average, more years of schooling mean higher
earnings. People with more education are more
likely to participate in the labor force, less likely to
experience bouts of unemployment.° It is no
surprise, then, that blacks xl Hispanics earn kss
than other workers, and fmd jobs that tend to be
concentrated in occupations expected to grow at
below-average rates (App. 3A) or to decline. Demo-
graphic patterns are largely fixed. If they will not
change, the education and taining system will have
to.

What kinds of occupations have minority woncers
traditionally found? Blacks comprise 10 percent of
Ore workforce. Table 3-3 lists the occupations in
which blacks held 15 percent or more of all jobs in
1988. They tend to be low in pay and in skill
requirements. Employment in the health services
will expand rapidly in the years ahead, but as noted
in app. 3A (table 3A-4) the fastest growing occupa-
tions will require credentials. Meanwhile, opportu-
nities for operators, fabricators, and laborers will
remain static, and household workers will decline in
numb er.

Demographic shifts are reinforcing the trend
toward a two-tier structure in the U.S. labor market.
With minorities comprising a growing fraction of

Figure 3-1Unemployment Rates, 1988°

Unemployment rate (percent)
25

20

15

5

0
White Hispanic Black

All workers U Aged 16-24

a Adding dscouraged workers Arno have given up seeking jobs would raise
these percentages somewhat; the U.S. Government defines the unem-
ployed as including those seeking work and unable to find it, but not people
who have stopped looking for jobs. The latter are also excluded from labor
forA totals. In 1988, 94.5 percent of white men aged 25-54 were counted
as labor force partemants, L rnparod with 88.7percent of black men in the
same age group.

SOURCE. Ronald E. Kutscher, "Projections Surnmx , and Emer:ng
Issues," Monthly Labor Review, November 1989, table-34. 12.

Table 3 3Occupations With Heavy Minority
Representation°

Percentage of jobs held by

Blacks Hispanics

Health ---" 28% 6%
Custou. 23 15
Household workers 23 17
Mail clerks and messengers 22 9
Operators, fabricators,

and laborers 15 11

aOccupations in which blacks held 15 pement or more of all jobs in 1988.
Blacks madfi up 10 percent of the worldorce in 1988, Hispanics 7
percent.

SUURCE. George Silvestri and John Lukasiewicz, "Projections of Occupa-
tional Employment, 1968-2000," .Monthly Labor Romw, No-
vember 1939, table 11, p. 64:

laRober. " 1.eich,Eaucariun und the yexr Economy Oh ashington. DC. National Education Association, 1988h p. 19. Amenc.ims living m the South,
regardless oi race or ethnic. background, rcpon less eaucmion than those 1.ving n other pans of the country, more than 35 percent of all adult Southerners
lack a high school thploma. Employment anii Tr aim ng Repurter, Dec. 7, 1988, pp. 344-345. Black S a therncrs get less education than white Southerners,
and rural residents less than city dwellers.

For the c%,unvy as a whole, 57 percent of blacks and about half of Hispamcs (but only ono-quarter of v.hites) live in 4..cnn-a1 unes with generally poor
schools and poor job prospects. Four in tun blacks reside in one of 1 1 clues, of which only two, greater Los Angeles and Atlanta, have experienced
relatively high rates of economic growth in recent years. Workforce 2000, Work and Workers for the 21 st Century, op. cit., footnote 11, p. 91.

l'In 1988, 88 percent of all college graduates aged 25-64 7fere in the labor force, but wily 61 patent of people aged 25-64 who had not ccmpleted
high school. The job ss rate for college graduates aged 25-64 was only 1.7 percent, 4..ompargd with 9.4 percent for high school dropui.Ls Yet 3.3 percent
of black college gr a. atm were unemployed, more than twice the level ...a. whites. Educational Level of U.S. Labor Force Continues to Rise," News,
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Aug. 29, 1988.
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new entrants to the labor force, and with labor
shortages in fast-growing occupations and regions,
some companies in some parts of the country will be
forced to reexamine their hiring and training prac-
tices, finding an accommodation between two very
different extremes:

bidding up the wages of well-educated younger
workers, most of whom will be white, and/or
providing more training and retraining for older
workers; or
adopting more aggressive training programs for
assimilating young minority workers into their
organizations.

Companies, of course, may not pose the question
this way, and most will chose some combination of
these two alternatives.l8 Furthermore, the context
for their decisions is broader. It includes such
alternatives as automation to reduce labor require-
ments (in service industries as well as manufactur-
ing), moving to parts of the country where labor is
less expensive and/or better educated, and moving to
foreign countries in search of cheap labor. Visible
success over the next few years in the education and
training of young minority workers could subrtan-
daily influene future decisions by companies--
decisions that are likely to have impacts on Ameri-
can society going far beyond employment and
competitiveness.

TRAINING AND
COMPETITIVEN-E1,'SS

The international competitiveness of U.S. goods
and services depends on the value for money offered
by American firms compared with forei gn products
as judged in the marketplace. Customis vote with
their dollars and deutsche marks. When Americans
buy cars produced by Honda or Hyundai, their
purchases register in the ledg-,r of competitheness.
Much the same is true when Citibank underwrites a
bond issue for a West German corporation.

Products that do not trade internationally also
count in the ledger of competitiveness, although not
so directly. First, American companies that export,
or that compete with imports, buy goods and
services from other domestic firms. The prices
charged and quality provided affect competitive
outcomes downstream. For example, about 15,000
American firms sell parts and components to motor
vehicle manufacturers. Thousands of other compa-
nies sell to this gimp of direct suppliers. A few of the
suppliers are relatively large; they may produce and
sell tires or electronic components or structural
plastics overseas as well as at home. But most are
smaller firms that make sheet-metal stampings,
fabricate equipment and tooling to order, or provide
contract ser ces ranging from engineering to plant
security.

There is a second reason why the productivity and
efficiency of smaller firms matters, along with
services that do not trade internationally. The more
productive each U.S. industry is, the higher will be
average U.S. living standards. All else the same,
more productive industries can pay higher wages,
produce goods and services at lower costs, and sell
them at lower prices. Greater efficiency in fast-food
restaurants means American consumers get more for
tLeir money.

Competing in the New International Economy

If national welfare depends on productivity,
efficiency, and competitiveness aggregated tlwough-
out the economy,-these depend, among other things,
on the education and training of the workfox :e.19
Better educated workers have learned to learn: that
is a major reason why employers rely on educational
credentials for screening. Even if the subject matter
is irrelevant to the task at hand, more years of
schooling generally translate I.1110 more trainable
and retrainableemployees.

Education seems especially important (e.g., as an
indicator of receptiveness to training) when
workplace technologies are changing rapidly." When

IgFor the results of a survey conducted during early 1990 on employer expectations of skill needs and availability, see 'Workforce 2000Competing
in a Seller's Market. Is Corporate American Prepared? A Survey Report on Corporate Responses to Demographic and Labor Force i.ends," Towers
Pemn and Hudson Institute, July 1990. the survey suggests that few companies Jaye, as yet, begun to implement human resources strategies keyed
changing labor market demographics.

19Edward Denison, in his seminal study Why Grmth Rotes Differ (Washington, DC. Brookmgs, 1967), found that relative levels of cdu _non
acconnted for a significant share of differences in inre.rolvity growth rates among nations.

20Ann P. Bartel and Frank R. Lichtenberg. "The Ce.aparative Advantage of Educated Workers in Implementmg New Technology, Review of
Econornics and Statistics, Vol. WM, February 1989, pp. 1-11, Hong W. Tat, "Pro,lit Sector Training in the United States. Who Gets It and Why,"
National Assessment of Vocational Education cilscussion paper, February 1989.
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the technology :s fluid, as it is today in computer-
intensive industries, company-provided training takes
on greater significance because needed skills are less
likely to be taught in the schools (see ch. 5).

Larger, more competitive firms can often pay
above-average wages to attract the talent they seek.
Even so, the pressures of internatio. 1 competitio:
have forced many such U.S. firms to reexamine their
hiring practices ..ind redesign their workplaces. New
hiring criteria go hand in hand with production
systems intended not only to reduce ,costs, but to
improve product quality and organizational flexibil-
ity. Chapter 4 discusses the new practices, which
have begun to ripple through the economy as they
diffuse from innovating companies.

In the years ahead, employee skills will be
particularly important for building organizations
with the ability to respond quickly to new market
opportunities. Restructuring and work reorganiza-
tion place new demands on employees. Two decades
ago, lack of literacy was no great handicap in a
textile mill; in many mills today, operators of
high-speed-looms must be Able to read and write
(box 3-A). In this industry, as in others, 'ower costs

and greater flexibility come both from technology
and from a workforce that is asked to know more and
C.o more.

Reorganizing Production:
Costs, Quality, Flexibility

In industry after industry over the last two
decades, familiar U.S. brand names have lost market
share to aggressive competitors from abroad. Even
in industries like textiles, market segments that once
set...aed safe attracted new competitors. The reasons
are many. American firms had become rather
relaxed, not only about manufacturing quality, but
about the quaty of their product designs. Manage-
ments underinvested in plant and equipment, sor e-
times failed even to maintain existing facilities.

In the future, American firms will have to do
better on three dimensions of manufacturing: costs,
quality, and flexibility. Costs are central: everything
else the same, American products cost too much to
design, develop, and build. But everything else has
not been the.same. American goods have also fallen
behind in qualityfirst in quality of manufacture
(conformance 1, design specifications), more re-
cently in quality- nt design (functional attributes and
performance). Finally, many U.S. firms lag behind
their competitors in introducing more flexible pro-
duction systems permitting smaller lots to be pro-
duced without cost penalties.

Costs

Xerox's experience is typical of many American
companies that have found themselves falling be-
hind their rivals. In the late 1970s, Xerox was in
danger of being pushed out of all except the top end
of the copier market. In extensive comparisons of its
copiers with those produced by Minolta, Sharp, and
others, Xerox found its manufacturing costs to be as
much as 50 percent higher, and its defect rates 10 to
30 times greater.21 Given this, even a near-generic
brand name could do the company little good.

Xerox concluded tha. about half its cost disadvan-
tages lay in prorluct design and half in the production
process. WI 4 the company has now managed to cut
costs very st bstantially, it cannot relax: to keep up
with the competition, the fmn exPects to reduce
costs a further 50 percent by the mid-1990s. Training

21H. Bany Debi), "Quality Design Engineering: 'Me hassing Link in U.S. Compeutiveness," paper pmented at the NSF Pngineering Design
Research Conference, Univernty of Massachusetts, Amhent, June :1-14, 1989. Also see "Pushing T.: Lnprove Quality,"Research-Technology
Management,May-June 1990, pp. 19-22.
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has played a substantial role in bringing costs
downe.g., through reducing defects, scrap, and
rework.

Quality

American companies in industries ranging from
autos to semiconductors have fallen behind in
quality. Chasing moving targets, some have closed
the gap part way, but few have managed to pull even.
Manufacturers have always known that they give
quality short shrift at their peril. Still, over the past
two decades, customers have become more demand-
ing.22 At the same time, Japar ase firms have made
quality a major corporate jective and marketing
tool.

Xerox has given each of its production mployees
28 hours or more of quality-related traininga total
of 4 million mar..-hours. Three-quarters of the firm's
workforce participates in quality circle activities. At
the same time, by working more closely with fewer
suppliers, Xerox has cut defect rates for purchased
parts and components from 10,000 ppm (parts per
million) to less than 300. The company's target for
1992-93 is 30 ppm. As the size of these reductions
suggests, the competitive game has truly changed.

Flexibility

Companies in many industries, fmally, have
begun pursuing strategies emphasizing frequent
product redesigns. Traditionally, low costs were the
result of standardization and long production rur.s;
cotton sheets, in white only; Model T Fords in blt.ck.
Henry Ford I-4d to go along when dealers and
customers clanred for color, but he did so reluc-
tantly, and Alfred Sloan's product differentiation
strategy enabled General Motors to overtake Ford.
The approach of the American automakers then
changed relatively little until the Japanese onslaught
of the 1970s. Since the 1930s, models and indeed
entire car lines had been distinguished from one
another largely through cosmetic changestrim,
styling, sometimes engines. Pontiacs commanded
higher prices than Chevrolets even though produc-
tion costs were nearly the same. Today, automobile
manufacturers differentiate their products through
both style and function. utomakers have intro-

duced new nameplates, developed vans and light
trucks that can substitute for the family car. Consum-
ers can cho3se from hundreds of models, rather than
dozens.

With more consumer goods becoming fashion
;., athletic shoes marketed iike women's

clothesmanufacturers in many industries must be
able to react quickly, earn profits on smaller
volumes. These trends place a premium on short
design and development cycles and rapid change-
overs on the factory floor. Organizations must be
able to respond quickly to both success and failure,
ramping up production when demand warrants,
replacing products that fail to sell. So far, Japanese
manufacturers have proven most adept. It currently
takes Xerox 24-36 inonths to develop a new copier,
compared with 12-18 imnths for the firm's rivals in
Japan.

FOREIGN TRAINING SYSTEMS:
HOW DOES THE UNITED

STATES COMPARE?
In many other nations, including the Federal

Republic of Germany (FRG) and Japan, public and
private training systems function more effectively
than in the United States. There is no question that
these two countries, and several others, train their
workers to higher average standards. Table 34 (an
expanded version of table 1-5 in ch. 1) briefly
compares U.S. and foreign education and training
systems. (Because of .ne lack of reliable figures for
the United States. OTA has not attempted to
estimate training expenditures in other countries.)

The Competition: Training Systems Abroad

Germany and Japan pursue markedly different
approaches to training. The contrast betwcen the
United States and Germany is pardcularly striking.
The FRG riot only has the best apprenticeship
system of any major economy, jointly fmanced by
public and private sectors, but policies and taditions
that give status and respect to blue- and gre.,r-collar
work. In Gemiany, the prestige ass.. iated with a
college education works against broad vocational

22When asked for thc "main forces acting on a global consumer products company like yours," thc Chairman of L'Oreal, makers of perfumesand
cosmetics, replied "One of thc most striking things is the mcreasing desire of curomers in all parts of the world for quality productsand their ability
to perceive quality differences. Even in product categories like ...osmetics, which everyone used to think of as driven by the whims of fashion. consumers
are now carefully buying those pro,lucts that are, objectively, technulogically superior." Gerard J. Thulhez, 'The view from France. French CEOs Look
Ahead," McKinsey Quarterly, Autumn 1989, pp. 2-45 (quote on p. 40).
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Box 3-ATraining in the Textile Industry'

Since the mid-1970s, U.S. textile firms have sought to meet international competition through automation,
work reorganization, and greater product variety. Two decades ago, mills were organized for long runs of a few
standard products. The workforce was largely unskilled or semiskilled. Recent work reorganizations, along with
computer-based automation, have plac3c1 greater demands on employee skills. Some jobs now require operators to
read manuals and enter or record information on electronic control pauzls.2 Machine repair has become much more_
demanding.

Textile firms have had limited success in recruiting better educated workers. Forced to improve the skills of
current employees, they hive begun to implement training programs in basic skills and in grey-collar technical work.

Forces for Change
Since the mid-1970s, three sudden shocks have hit the U.S. textile industry. First, styles began to change at

an accelerating pace. Many American textile suppliers had specialized in a limited range of standardized goods. Now
apparel manufacturers (and retailers and consumers) demand variety even in denim; cottop "white goods" come
in hundreds of styles rather than dozens. Survival has meant adaptation. Second, import competition has grown
steadily more intense, not only from low-wage Asian economies (China, Korea, Hong Kong), but from mills based
in Europe and Japan that concentrate on high-quality, high-fashion fabrics. Third, after several decades of relatively
stable production technology, a wave of innovation hit. Water-jet and air-jet looms operate many times faster than
traditional shuttle looms. Microprocessor-bast d controls enhance consistency and quality. Inexpensive computer
systems track product flow.

Automation and Organizational Change
In earlier years, U.S. textile firms had sought to keep their costs competitive by moving to the-Southeast, where

organized labor was weak and wage rates low. Investments in the new generation of automated equipment helped
the industry increase its productivity by 5 percent annually between 1975 and 1987, a much higher rate than for U.S.
manufacturing as a whole. But imports also grew, and employment fell.

SomP American firms, unable to compete either with cheap fabrics coming in from Asia or with high-fashion
texti'es entering from other advanced economies, began to search out market segments where their capital-intensive,
vert. calk, ..tegrated plants would create advantages. They found them particularly in fabrics for home furnishings
an i iwustrial textilescategories that, together, accounted for 5: percent of U.S. textile production 1980, 60
percnt m 1985, and 63 percent in : 38. Within their chosen niches, firms began offering greater variety. One
spinning mill went from iree active styles to 35 in 2 years; another now offers 300 furniture fabrics rather than 100.
These strategies depend on fine-tuning the flow of production. computeis have literally revolutionized production
planning and control in the mills, where they are now used for tracking in-plant inventories as well as handling
ordering and invoices. Some fums have also :-",organized by replacing traditional functional departments, one for
each step in the production process, with product-oriented departments that carry out a lengthy sequence of
operations for a given product class.

Work atit' Skills
Textile jobs were much the same in 1975 as in 1955. The work was repe. itive, and, despite high levels of

mechanization, largely maaual. With the technological flux of the 1980s, jobs for operators, for maintenance and
repair workers ("fixers"), and for supervisors have all changed. For instance, threads break far less often in spinning
and weaving, so that operators now spend less time tymg them back togethera task requiring dexterity and
experiel Operators spend much more of their time monitoring automated equipment. ETors in such tasks as
recording information and entering new instructions can have serious consequences, to minimize machine
st.ppages, operaors must understand somethmg of the production prucess and their place in it. Some companies

I P.4.*.4 en "Training and Competitiveness in U.S. Manufacturing and Services. Training Needs and Practices of Lead Firms in Tame. ,
Banking, Retailing, and Business Services," report prepared for OTA wider contract No. L3-3560 by Lauren Benton, Thomas Bailey, Merry
Noyelle, and Thomas M. Stanback, Jr., Columbia Umversity, February 090, pp. 60-89. The productivity levels and market share figures in this
box come from unpublished data a the American Textile Manufacturers Institute.

1. or a complementary discussion focusing on apparel, especially in Europe, see Jonathan Zeithn and Peter lbtterdill, ' Acts,
Technology and Local Intervention. The Case of Clothing,' Reversing Indur-,al Dechne? Industrial Structure and Policy in Bn un and Her
Lnnpernors, Paul Has; and Jonathan Zeithn, eds. (Oxford, UK. Berg, 1989), pp 155-190.In some apparel plants, each worker now has a keypad
at his or lier workstation for recording productica flow mformation. Among other things, these systems automat.cally calculate each workers'
pay on a piecework basis. Clive Cookson, "A Good Fit on the Factory Floor," Financial Times, June 6, 1990, p. 13.
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are training, operators to diagnose machine problems (e.g., stoppages) and enter a corresponding code from a
multipage manual. They must use good sense in deciding whet. to call in a supervi . ar or fixer. They must also have
the basic skills needed for looking up the codes and punching them in, if the plant is to run smoothly, operators must
not only be able to diagnose equipment problems, but read and writeskills rarely needeu in the old days. In some
cases, even loom cleaners, who are among the lowest paid of mill workers, must be able to follow written
ineriuctions and punch numbers into a key pad.

In maintenance and repair, the balance has tipped still farther from manual toward mental skills. At one time,
tinkering outside the workplace coupled with informal on-the-job training could suffice to earn a promotion from
operator to fixer, lack rsc basic skills was no bar. Fixers could see how older machines worked, today, with invisible
electronic logic replacing electro-mechanical controls, they need conceptual understanding. Textile firms are
seeking graduates of 2-year associate degree programs, and increasing the formal training they give their
technicians. Promotions of operators to the rmxt level without formal training, once common, have become rare.
Upward Mobility

In earlier year.,, unskilled workers could enter the mills in service jobs (cleaning) or as laborers (unloading
bales) and move up-yard through progressively more demanding positions. People with aptitude and interest could
look forward to becoming operators, then fixers, ;)erhaps eventually a supervisor. Most training was informal.
Companies saw no need for a high school diploma pe-the-job experience would serve, whatever a person's formal
education, given the unchanging nature of the work. These traditioral job ladders have broken down. Most textile
firms stilt post openings internally, and try to recruit from within, but they have had trouble finding enough qual died
people internally to fill the gr. ;ring need for fixers and technicians who can cope with the latest equipmenl.

Education and Training
The industry has trouble finding skilled workers in part because it is concentrated in the smaller cities and towns

of the Southeast. Wages have always been low, and textile firms buffeted cheap Imports argue that tney have
little scope for raising them. The industry also seems trapped by its past practices of hiring unskilled, poorly
educated work:rs. It now needs better educated employees, but can offer neither the image nor the wages nor the
opportunities that would attract them.

Vocation ' schools and community colleges have been little help, in part because textile firms rarely tried to
work with them in the past. Few community colleges have kept abreast of the industry's teclutical needs, students
attend these schools in part to escape the mills. Of 75,000 stt. Jits in 1985-86 taking technical courses in North
Carolina communi:y colleges, 5,000 were studying for occupations in demand in the textile mdustry, while 35,000
were preparing for Mice jobs in service industries.

Unable to hire from existing labor pools, textile firms have responded in three ways. 1) by seeking to improve
basic skills in local labor pools, through participation in literacy programs and strengthemd relationships with
secondary schools; 2) through technical training, both internally and in conjunction with community collego., and
3) by contracting for training provided by equipment manufacturers. Companies with workplace literacyprograms
have aggres..;vely pursued funds from Federal and State programs. In South Carolina, for instance, the Governor's
Initiative for rkforce Excellence has established literacy programs at several textile firms, including Milhken.
The literacy initiative is playing a key role at Milliken's Kingstree, SC plant, which has installed 400 new weaving
machines and begun irducing the number of job classifications from 38 to four. Employees must know three of the
four new jobs to be promoted; off-hours basic skills program helps them prepare.3

While community colleges rarely took the initiative in developing technical Collins suited to the needs of the
industry, they have been more respon .ive to firms asking for specialized programs, these help the schools attract
students and justify State funding. Companies have also sent employees to training programs, typically several
weeks long, offered by equipment manufacturers. Some firms have then used these coursesas mod, 's for in-house
training on other types ci machineiy.

New skill requirements caught most U.S. textile firms off guard. As companies discovered they could not
recruit the workers they needed, they began turning to train:rig. If these effortswhich remain in early stagesdo
not succeed, American textile ftrms stand to lose still more ground to imports.

1"Basic Skills Education in Business and Industry. Fai.tors for S ut.A.ess or Failure,' rcpon prepared fat UM under txntract No. Li-1705
by Paul V Dclker. January 1990, p 41 On Milliken's overall font strategy, whiil imludes rcurganzation around work groups, rrxtualuns
in supervisory ranks, an1.1 tighter links with fewer supphcrs, sec. "Pushing To Imprux Quality, Rescumh-Tc,hnulugy Management, May-1 unc
1990. pp. 19-22.
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Table 3-4Worker Training Compared

Primary and secondary
schooling

United States

...ical control contributes to
wide range in course
offerings and quality

Gem-any Japan Korea Canada

Excellent for those In
academic high school;
generally good tot
others

High quality; uniform
curriculum; emphasis on
rota learning

Strong core curriculum
and basic skiits
emphasis evident In
International test scores

Wide range in quality

School-to-work transition Left mo stly to chance; some
employers have ties with
local schnois

Apprenticeship for most
non-college-bound youth

Personal relationsnlps
between ern;loyers and
local schools

Employers recruit from
vocational and
academic high schools

Loft mostly to chance;
apprenceships
available for some young
people

Vocational education
Extent

Quality

Available in most utten axes

Wide range: poor to
exo,Vont

Near-universal
availability

Unifcrmly good

Limited; mostly
assumed by employers

Fair to good

Widely available Available in most urt.an
areas'

Vocational high schools
uniformly good

Wide range: poor to
excellent

Adult education
Extent

Relationship to work

Moderate; community
collPges offer widespread
opportunities

Limited but growing Widespread; self-study Limited
common

Widespread

Relatively common Nearly universal Common Common

Employer-provided training
Extent Emphasis on managers and

technicians

Quality Somellmes excellent, but
more often weak or
onstructured; many firms
do not train

Public policies

Widesp ead atentry level
(apprenticeship) and to
qualify for promotion

Very good

Common

Widespread at ail levels Limited; employers rely Limited"
on public vocational
institutes

Very good neneraly poor Not evaluated

Federal role limited; State
aid to employers growing

Governs Subsidies encourage
apprenticeship; training by small firms
supports further training

Directivesome
employers resist
government policIas

Limited, but growing ; aid
to trade association e.nd
union training 'Hods

*One estimate is that Canadian firms spend less than haff as much per employee on formii training as do U.S. firmsSuccess In tho Works (Ottawa, Ontario. Employment and Immigration Canada.

April, 1989), p. 2.

. SOURCE:Office of Tschnology Assossmer 1990.
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training, but not nearly so strongly as in the United
States.

In Japan, rigorous academic preparation coupled
with extensive company training yields a highly
qualified workforce. Firms and individuals absorb
most of the costs of training. Stable, long-term
employment relations, particularly in large corpora-
tions, mean that Japanese companies can invest in
their workers with little fear of losing them. For
employees, training is more than a means for
advancement: in Japan, a host of subtle and not-so-
subtle pressure.: encourage continuous, life-long
learning.

Japanese and German managers embrace broad,
ongoing Mining as a way to enhance productivity,
quality, and competitiveness. Although the two
countries rely on very different training systems, the
net effect is much the sarn.". Most workers have
broad skills they can do more than one job, and
particirte effectively in the ongoing search for
better production methods. Because many U.S.
employers fear they might lose skilled workers to
another employer, or have to pay higher wages,
company training is spotty (see h. 5). In smaller
firms, many employees receive o formal instruc-
tion; larger firms slant their training towards super-
visors and managers. U.S. apprenticeship programs
have been in decline (ch. 8), while other forms of
vocational education and training have not picked up
the slack. Although Japan's vocational education
system is weak, pervasive employer-provided train-
ing makes up for this.

Germany: Apprenticeship as a Foundation

The strength of the German training system lies in
its integration of training with education, in contast
to Japan, where schools and employers function
independently to create a high-quality labor force.
The vast majority of the German work force boasts
formal training; 60 percent have completed an
apprenticeship.23 Today, these long-establisl'ed pro-

grams have been reinforced with incentives for
post-apprenticeship training.

The FRG Government works with trade associa-
tions and unimls to define uniform national curricula
and examinations for apprentices in over 400
occupations. Most apprenticeships last three years,
combining on-the-job training (for a small wage)
with at least 1 day per week of classroom instruction.
Certification requires passage of written tests and
demonstration of practical skills. Trade associations
have always played a central role: beginning as a
compulsory system of artisan guilds in the Middle
Ages, Germany's apprenticeship system evolved
into one jointly regulated by employers and govern-
ment, "with the changeable. consent of the
unions."24

All apprentices must attend Lander-supported
vocational schools 1 day per week. The structure of
the rest of the week depends on the firm. In large
companies, apprentices spend much of their time in
training centers, often licensed and partially funded
by Lander governments; these supplement voca-
tional school curricu1a.25 Apprentices in smaller
companies spend more time on the 1, -tory floor,
often interspersed with periods %)f a few days to
several weeks at area training centers supported
roughly half and half by 'mai chambers of com-
merce and the Federal Ministry of Education and
Science.

Training beyond the apprenticeship has tradition-
ally taken the form of night classes delivered by
local trade associations; governmental bodies often
pay the bills. Employees who pursue such opportu-
nities, and pass the required tests, can win certifica-
ti gi as a master craftworker. Among other things,
this qualifies him or her for promotion to foreman.
Workers normally attend these courses on their own
time (in the United States, first-line supervisors
often get their training on company time). In
addition, many certified apprentices go back to
school, graduating from vocational institutes or even

23Berufsbildungsbericht 1988 (Bonn: Federal Ministry of Education and Science), p. 64.

2AArndt Sort: and Malcolm Warner, Compare tive Factory Organisation (BrookfiJd, VT: Gower, 1986), p. 192.
Although appre...iceships have existed in Germany for hundreds of years, they were not formalized and regulated until 1969. Two forces lay behind

legislation passed at that time: 1) shortages of apprentices (young people had turned away from vocational training); and 2) labor union concern that
apprentices were being exploited (working for low wages while learning relatively little). The 1969 law led to nationwide standards for each
apprcuticeable occupation, specifying both the content of training, and testing following completion of the three year ihograra. The Federal Vocational
Training Institute develops curricula in consulation with unions and trade associations.

2sAnthony P. Carnevale and Janet W. Johnston, Training America: Strategies for the Nation (Alexandna, VA. Amencan Society for Trauung and
Development and National Center on Education and the Economy, 1989), p. 27.

Gamany's Larder correspond to our States.
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Box 3-BImpacts of the German Training System on Productivity and Competitiveness:
Two Examples

Comparisons With British Industry'
A series of studies carried out by Biitish investigators offers pemaps the most careful and comprehensive

examination of the effects of training and skills on the performance of manufacturing firms ever undertaken. These
studies demonstrate in striking fashion the impacts of the German training system on costs, productivity levels, and
quality. Intended to help diagnose the -;ompetitive voblems of British industry, the comparisons covered a set of
quite different sectors: metalworking (45 companies producing smali prts such as screws, springs, and drill bits);
fitted kitchen furnishings (23 companies making such products as counter tops and cabinets); and women's clothing
(22 matched plams). The results demonstrate that German firms perform better than their British counterparts
because of their better trained workers

The average labor productivity in German metalworking firms was more than 60 percent greater than in the
British sample. About half the shopfloor workers in the German metalworking companies had earned apprenticeship
or similar qualifications, compared with one-quarter in Britain. German furniture-making firms were 50-60 percent
more productive, and ruined out higher quality goods. In every German furniture company sampled, 90 percent or
more of the shopfloor workers had, as their minimum qualification, certification following 3 years of training; in
none of the British firms did more than 10 percent of the employees have any formal qualification. Higher skill levels
in the German apparel industry helped firms move into short runs of specialized, high-quality clothing for export,
while British firms contmued to mass produce lower priced, standard goods for the domestic market. In the apparel
sample, 80 percent of German maintenance workers had completed an apprenticeship program, while not a single
British worker had earned any form of certification. Machmeiy breakdowns were far less frequent in the German
plants.

Plant visits and surveys revealed no possible source for the differences except training. The British firms, for
example, typically had comparable manufacturing equipmentindeed, had sometimes made heavier capital
investments. But British workers and supervisors were unable to use their equipment as effectively.

Training in a German Machine Tool Firm2
When faced with stronger Japanese competition in the late 1970s, Scharmann, a mact;rie tool manufacturer

located near Dusseldorf, made worker training a central element in reshaping itg corporate strategy. The firm decided
to specialize in automated equipment for producmg rlatively large parts, rather .han the standard tools emphasized
by Japai.ese competitors. Scharmann won a major order from Caterpillar's Belgian factory in 1980, helping the
company move in this new direction.

Scharmann was able to build on its own earlier experience. Like many machine tool builders, the company
designs and fabricates much of its own production equipment. During the 1970s, the company had automated
mternally while trying to save on payroll costs by hiring unskilled workers (including several who had completed
apprenticeships in unrelated fields like baking). When this effort failed, Scharmann decided to strengthen its
apprenticeship program.

In the new program, a 16-year-old apprentice could expect to spend a day-and-a-half each week in one of
Scharmann's own classrooms, another day at a nearby vocational school studymg the principles of machine tools,
plus 2 days at work in the company training center. After completion of the program, Scharmann sends selected
workers to a technical college for 2 years of further study in industrial electronics. The company's unskilled work
force has dropped from about 230 to fewer than 40 (of 800 total). Scharmann has been able to draw on its employee's

1This section summarizes a following articles, cach from thc noted issue of National Insatt..e Econonuc Review. A. Daly, D.M.W.N.
Hitchens and K. Wagner, "Productwt: , Machinery and Skills in a Sample of British and German Manufactunng Plants," February 1985, pp.
48-61; Hilary Stccdman and Kann Wagncr, "A Second Look at Productivity, Machinery and Skills in Br .13 and Germany, November 1987,
pp. 84-95; Hilary Steedman and Kann Wagner, "Productivity, Machinery and Skills: Clothing M ifacture in Bntam and Germany, May,
1989, pp. 41-57. Also sec thc broadcr comparisons between Bnlish and German education/training practices hkewise appearing in Nanonal
Institute Economic Review. SI. Prais and Kann Wagner, "Sonic Practical Aspccts of Human Capital Investment: Training Standards in Britain
and Germany," August 1983, pp. 46-65; SI. Prais and Karin Wagner, "Schooling Standards in England and Germany: Some Summary
Comparisons Bearing on Economic Performance," May 1985, pp. 53-76, S.J. Prars, "Educating for Productivity: Comparisons of Japanese and
English Schooling and Vocational Preparation," February 1987, pp. 40-56; and SJ. Prais and Kann Wagner, "Productivity and Management:
The Training of Forcmcn in Britain and Germany," February 1988, pp. 34-47.

21ra Magaziner and Mark Patinkin, The Silent War (New York: Random House, 1989), pp. 120-136.
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new skills to make the steady, incremental improvements in work metheis and production practices necessary to
achieve its cost and quality targets.3

3Comparisons of British and German machine tool producers matched by sizz have shown that a broadly-skilled work force, capable of
both programming and maintaining automated equipment, helps German firms corepete more effectively.Comparative Factory Organization,
op. cit., footnote 24, p. 164. '

universities. Among those who completed appren-
ticeships during the 1960's, nearly 20 percent have
now either been certified as master craftworkers (9
percent) or graduated from a vocational institute or
university (10 percent).

As international competition and the need for
top-quality products has grown, more West German
employers are offering on-the-job training, as well
as paying for outside courses that may not be tied
directly to certification as a master craftworker.
Government support for such training has grown. At
the same time, more German workers are enrolling
in classes on their own time, sometimes at their own
expense, sometimes with government assistance.
For example, between 1980 and 1985, 23 percent of
ernployd adults took at least one job-related course
(other than courses to become a master craftworker),
an increase over the 1974-79 period, when 20
percent did so.

German employers view completion of an appren-
ticeship as evidence of motivation and willingness to
learn. Nearly half (43 percent during the 1980s) of
certified craftsworkers find themselves in occupa-
tions other than those for which they apprenticed,
but they are nevertheless much less likely to
experience unemployment than unskilled workers.26
Although a substantial fraction of apprentices leave
the firm in which they train, nearly 80 percent of all
firms with at least 20 employees participate in
apprenticeship programs.27 Growing numbers of
German workers have also been participating in less
traditional forms of continuing education and train-
inge.g., short courses in data processing, or sales
and management.

Box 3-B summarizes an extensive series of
comparisons between training and measures of
costs, productivity, and competitiveness in German

and British industy, as well as outlining changes in
employment and training practices in a medium-
sized German machine tool firm. The German-
British comparisons demonstrate in convincing
detail the shopfloor benefits mat German manufac-
turing firms get from better trained workers.

Japan: Training Integrated With Work28

Employer-provided training in Japan contrasts
sharply with that in the United States: large Japanese
firms, and many smaller ones as well, pursue
training with unmatched zeal. Managers and super-
visors deliver much of the trainingan approach
that has paid substantial dividends by integrating
ongoing learning into corporate cultures.

Japanese fums provide extensive training for both
new recrui and seasoned hands. After hiring in,
blue-collar workers in larger firms typically begin
with a week or so in an off-the-job motivational
program. These programs am intended to impart not
only the essentials of their employer's history,
organizational structure, and product lines, but its
culture and "philosophy"based, m many cases,
on the thoughts of the original founder. Employees
then rotate through several jobs, a few days at a time,
so they can develor a broad view of the company's
business. During this period, they get systematic
on-the-job instruction, commonly making use of
training manuals prepared by supervisors or by a
work group (e.g., as part of quality circle activities).
After a few weeks, each recruit is assigned to a
group, beginning with simp/er tasks under the
supervision of an experienced employee.

Production workers as well as managers are
taught to embrace the concept of continuous im-
provement (kaizen) and hence continuous learr *ng
as a foundation for economic success. Quasi-public

26Berufsbildungsbericht 1988, op. cit., footnote 23, p. 65.
27ZurFinanzienatg der Berufsausbildung (Bonn: Kuratoriutn der deutschen wirtschaft fuer Berufsbildung, 1985), p. 4. This was the petuntage in

1983.

28This section is basal on "Employee Training inJapan," report prepared for OTA under contract No.L3-4335 by David Caimcross and Ronald Dore,
March 1990.
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industry bodies, such as the Japan Management
Association and the Japanese Efficiency Associa-
tion, have provided training to blue-collar workers
since the 1950s; in recent years, they have offered
courses for managers as well. With the recent rapid
expansion of foreign direct investment by Japanese
firms, many companies (40 percent according to one
survey) now provide language training, not only to
managers and sales staff, but to technicians and other
skilled workers. Increasingly, such employees may
not only be asked to respond to technical inquiries
from overseas but be sent abroad temporarily (e.g.,
to aid in new plant startups, or train foreign workers).

The distinctive Japanese approach to training is
relatively recent. Following a period of conflict after
the Second World War, industry and labor reached
an accommodation. The mostly male core employ-
ees of large firms, especially skilled workers and
supervisors, won the benefits of "lifetime" employ-
ment (and systematic training) in return for an end to
labor strife. Although lifetime employment is by no
means universal for Japanese workers, the prece-
dents and practices set by the largest firms strongly
influence employment and training practices through-
out the economy.

American experts helped establish the Japan
Productivity Center and the Japan Industrial Train-
ing Association to meet growing training needs,
especially in smaller fums. The initial focus on
training supervisors as instructors helped shape the
practice of integrated on-the-job training that has
proven so successful. As with Japan's adoption of
quality control practices pioneered in the United
States, these postwar training efforts first borrowed
U.S. practices, then refmed and extended them.

Smaller Japanese firms sometimes benefit from
assistance that large corporations provide to associa-
tions of first-tier suppliers.29 For example, each of
the three largest construction companies in Osaka
has helped its leading subcontractors establish a
local training center. Government grants also chan-
nel fmancing to these training centers. Finally, small
firms in Japan often pool trainmg resources through
producers' cooperatives.

Training in Japan tends to be structured in terms
of content, although delivered by managers and
supervisors rather than specialistsboth on the
shopfloor and during the day or two per year that
employees typically spend in a classrooin setting.
Their role as trainer helps managers stay in touch
with the shopfloor and keep workers informed of
company plans. It is no surprise that Japanese
managers have more confidence in the usefulness of
training than their U.S. counteiparts. Moreover, the
benefit/cost ratio is higher in Japan because so much
training takes place on the job with little loss of
working time. Employees quickly grasp the connec-
tions between new skills and their everyday work.
And, as noted in chapter 1 (see box 1-B), many
Japanese workers get more hours of training than
their American counteiparts. Not only is training in
Japan more effective, there is more of it.

Vocational Credentials and Status

Other countries also work harder than the United
States to maintain the quality of vocational educa-
tion programs, seeking to keep them attuned to the
needs of the labor market and to overcome wide-
spread biases in favor of academic education. For
example, Germany, South Korea, and to a lesser
extent Japan, use skill certification as an incentive
and symbol of achievement. The governments of
Japan and Korea also support young people who
participate in skills competitions (box 3-C).

Unrealistic attitudes and overemphasis on college
help explain the disappointing record of high school
vocational education programs in the United .A.ates
(see ch. 8). Although post-secondary vocational
education has a somewhat better track record, many
graduates of such programs fmd their newly ac-
quired skills il? -suited to the job market. Germany,
in contrast, has been quite successful in creating and
maintaining respect for blue- and grey-collar work:
the concept of vocation is deeply ingrained, the link
between formal qualifications and occupational
status far stronger than in most countries. After 10
years of schooling, as required by law, about 90
percent of West Germans continue m some sort of
formal education/training programeither an ap-
prenticeship (three-quarters of the 90 percent who
continue), an academic high school in preparation
for university (20 percent), or a vocational high

290nc-quarter of small- and medium-sized manufacturing firms responding to a 1984 survey reported that an atIMated parent firm had helped them
with training. -New Technology Acquisition in Small Japanese Enterpnscs. Government Assistance and Private Initiative, report preparcd for OTA
under contract No. J3-4950 by D.H. Whittaker, May 1989, p. 23.
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Box 3-CNational and International Skills Competitions

In 1950, Spain initiated the International Vocational Training Competition (called the International Youth Skill
Olympics, or IYSO, in the United States). Entrants, who must be under age 23, compete biannually in areas ranging
from welding to graphic design. In 1989, more than 400 people from 21 countries participated.

From 1975, when a U.S. team fust entered, until 1983, the Americans finished last. Teams from South Korea,
Japan, and Taiwan earned the highest scores, while European countries with apprenticeship systems also did well.
By 1985, a U.S. team reached the middle rank.'

IYSO results mirror government policies for the support of vocational education and training. Japan, Korea,
and Taiwan, among others, support national and international skills competitions to help encourage young people
to enter skilled trades. In each of these countries, a government training agency sponsors the IYSO team; American
entrants have been sponsored by the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America, a private nonprofit group. In other
countries, government training agencies coach the contestants, sometimes provide living allowances, and may
provide cash prizes to winners at local, national, and international levels. Korea, for example, uses money from a
payroll levy both to support public vocational institutes (as discussed later in the chapter) and to provide suostantial
cash awards to winners of national and international skill Olympis.2

iThe American team fmished Ilth among 18 competing nations in 1985, 13th out of 19 three years later, and 13th of 21 in 1989.
"International Youth Skill Olympics Fact Sheet," Vocational Industrial Clubs of America, January 1990.

2Winners at the national level get about $9,200, and are automatically certified as "Class II" craftsmen. Those who win in the IYSO
contest get a sum twice as large, plus exemption frrma military duty, special housing privileges, and scholarships. The Korean Government also
gives winners seed money for starting their own businesses. Although these rewards may not have changed the views of Korea.. -Tents and
students, who place high values on a college education, they have undoubtedly spurred on the teams that have won seven IYSO cm. gleams.
Sec "Training of Private Sector Employees in South Korea," rcport prepared for OTA wider contract No. L3-4180 by Joe W. Lee and oungho
Lee, March 1990, p. 90. (Most of the information on Korea elsewhere in the chapter comcs from this report.)

school (the remaining 5 percent). Skill certification
helps encourage young people to prepare for occupa-
tions ranging from bartender to machinist to office
assistant.

hi Japan, many more young peoplesome 95
percentgo on to an academic high school than in
Germany. Of the 90 percent that graduate, two-thirds
attend an academic or vocational post-secondary
institution; the others enter the labor market immedi-
ately. Vocational credentials get less emphasis than
in Germany, although Japan's Ministry of Labor
(MOL) estrblished a national testing system in
1959, declaring its intent to "raise the social status
of blue-collar workers by giving public recognition
to the skill level which they have achieved."" The
MOL administers examinations covering 130 occu-
pational skills, with industry bearing most of the
testing costs. In addition, the Ministry of Interna-
tional Trade and Industry oversees a special set of
tests for skills needed in the electronics industry.
Many firms have also created internal certification
procedures as incentives for their employees. Japan's
testing and certification standards tend to be much
more specialized than those in Germany, and ongo-

ing informal evaluations by supervisors cany more
weight within a company than formal qualifications.

Other Examples: South Korea and Sweden

Like a number of developing Asian nations,
Korea has made education and training a central
element in economic planning. Over the past 20
years, 3-year vocational high schools and 1-year
training institutes, established under government
auspices, have helped train snme 2.4 million work-
ers, half of Korea's current workforce (about 60
percent of whom are high school graduates).

Korean training practices draw on the German
example. As in Germany, the Korean Government
has sought to counter bias against occupational
rather than academic skills through testing and
certification programs, and by requiring government
bodies at both local and national le,,els to preferen-
tially hire workers with such credentials. Even more
than in the FRG, training in Korea has been driven
by government policies. Companies have often been
reluctant partners, although it seems plain that the
remarkable performance of the Korean economy
where labor productivity has grown at an average

30Cited in "Employee Training in Japan," op. cit., footnote 28, p. 28.

.1 0 I
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Phob crodt: National Training Fund
Shoot Metal end Air Condtionhg industry

Student practicing flame cutting.

rate of 10-12 percent annually and exports at 25-30
percent--pwes much to educatic, i and training

In Sweden, as in most countries with well-
deveioped training systems, high-quality general
education prevideS the foundation. Vocational prep-
aration in Sweden bears the stamp of the country's
strong trade unions, closely allied with the Social
Democratic party. Swedish unions have traditionally
oppesed apprenticeships in private companies, fear-
ing that employers will stress narrow jot . ana
firm-specific ,skills. Instead, Sweden relies heavily
on school-based vocational education through "in-
tegrated upper secondary schools" that provide both
liberal arts and vocational courses.The government
has recently added a third year to the vocational
track, daring which students spend atleast half their
time in on-the-job training.31 About 55 percent of
Swedish young people graduate from high school
with a vocational specialty, after which they can

expect extensive ortTlie-job train:ng and easy access
to adult education.

Educational Preparation

It is nanewathat education in thefl United States
compares poorly with a number of our economic
rivals-a sad irony given the historic U.S. connrit-
ment to free and universal schooling. Although the
schooling system helped Support industrialization
during an earlier era, the United States has fallen
behind during the last Several decades. The most
dramatic evidence domes train international com-
parisons on standardized tests (table 3-5). Not only
didArnerican 13-year-olds rank near the bottomin
the latest such comparison, but if Japanese and
Taiwanese students had been included, U.S. per-
formance would no doubt have looked even worie.
Other tests have shown similar results, with widen-
ing gaps between the performance of U.S. and
foreign students as grade levels increase.32

'Ibday, the best American high schools continue
to graduate students vell-prepared for elite colleges
and professional careers. Many others offer a decent

') education to students with the initiative to take
advantage of it. But the quality of instruction varies
greatly across the Nation, and American schools,
generally speaking, do a poor job of serving average
and below-average students. This hurta'not only the
people who find themselves entering adulthood
lacking basic skills and the-willingness to work and
to learn but the competitive ability of U.S. industry.
Japan offers a sharp contrast, with a tightly con-
trolled nationwide curriculum completed bv most
young people. While the regimented Japanese edu-
cational system has its own dark side, the bottom
half of Japan' s lrbor force may be the best qualified
in the world.

Compensating in part for weaknesses in primary
and secondary schooling, and in employer-provided
training, the United, States can claim a well-
developed system of adult -eduCation. Bnrollments
have grown from 8 percent of all adult Americans as

31The schools, not the companies, control the content of this on-the-job training. "Working Classzs," The Economist, Nov. 12, 1988, p. 18.

32S tudents in other countries might get higher average scores in the higher grades ifpoorer students are selected out for-early exits into the labor ma:ket.
However, Americans test poorly ern in the primaty grades. For instance, gaps in performance between American, Japanese, and Taiwanese children
in reading and matheniatics have been found to grow between the first and fifth grades. Harold W. Stevenson et al:, "Mathemadcs Achievement of
C1ilnese,7apanese, and Marietta Children," Science, Feb. 14, 198O;pi: 693-699. In matheniatics and scierQ, teets conducteek by the International
Associatioe for tbe Evaluation of Educational Achievement (1ABEA) betwem 4983 and 1986, the relative rank of U.S. students fell; from low at agei
10 and 14, to almost always the lowestat age 17. Ketheth Redd and WaYneRiddle, "Comparative EducatiOm Statistics on Education in the United States

andSelected Foreign Nations," Congressional Research Service. November 193, pp. 54, 57, 59. In the TAMA teats, Japanese students were at or near
the top in both age groupings.
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Table 3-5--Rank Ordering in Mathematics and Science
Tests at Age 13a

Mathematics Science

South Korea (568)
Spain (512)
United Kingdom (510)
Ireland (504)
United States (474)

South Korea (550)
United Kingdom (520)
Spain (504)
United States (479)
Ireland (469)

eBy average score (in parentheses) on the International Assessment of
Mathematics and Science, administered during 1988 by the Educational
Testing Service to random samples of about 1,000 students in each
country (from both public and private schools). In addition to the countries
listed, the tests were given in four Canadian provinces; because no
aggregate results for Canada are available, that country has been o mated
from the table.

SOURCE; A.E. Lapointe, NA. Mead, and G.W. Phillips, A World of
Differences: An Interna5onal Assessment of Mathematics and
Science (Princeton, NJ: Educational Testing Service, 1989).

long ago as 1957, to 14 percent in 1984.33 Still, some
nations show up better. Canada, for example,
estimates that a quarter of employed people over age
17 participated in adult education during 1983 (the
latest available year); nearly half of those surveyed
were enrolled in job-related courses, with nearly half
of those courses provided by employers.34

Germany has an extensive system of adult educa-
tion, offering advanced technical courses at conven-
ient times and often at no out-of-pocket cost to the
worker. And given the near-reverential view so
many Japanese have of education, it is no surprise to
find widespread and effective adult education in that
country. Many Japanese companies encourage or
require employees to take courses in off hours, while
the government pays firms that help their employees
with the costs. Nihon Denso, like many other larger
companies, also pays its employees a small stipend
(about two-thirds f the minimum wage) Li the time
they spend on home study or in off-site classes.
Correspondence schools cover subjects from steel-
making to bookkeeping. Given that self-study is
widely valued throughout their society, many Japa-
nese need little encouragement from employers.

Government Policies

Policy choices underlie many of tne contrasts
summarized in table 3-4 and discussed above. In the
United States, the Federal Government rarely seeks
to influence company training or to support training

directly. In Germany, however, a partnership of
employer associations, labor unions, and Federal,
Lander, and local governments designs, delivers,
and pays for apprenticeship, and increasingly, fur-
ther training. Area training centers, funded equally
by the Federal Government and local chambers of
commerce, provide short courses for certified craft-
workers as well as apprentices. They house training
advisors who work directly with companies to
design and deliver both apprenticeship and upgrade
training programs. lp addition, some firms and
workers receive direct subsidies for training from a
Federal payroll tax levy. The FRG also encourages
firms to provide advanced programs through direct
subsidies, technical assistance, and regulations.

In recent years, Japanese policies have shifted
from their earlier focus on pre-employment training
to emphasize upgrading the skills of employed
workers. For example, many of the Skill Training
Centers that once trained young people as craft
workers now function as schools offering short
courses for employees of nearby firms. Government
bodies at both national and prefectural (local) levels
channel payments to individuals, companies, and
inaustry groups (such as the associations of first-tier
suppliers mentioned earlier). To be eligible for MOL
funds, companies must first submit an Enterprise
Skill Development Plan. Smaller firms qualify for
larger subsidiese.g., half the cost of hiring teach-
ers and purchasing in-house training materials,
versus one-third for bigger companies. In total,
Japan's prefectures spend about two-thirds as much
on training as the MOL, supporting vocational
colleges, skill development and training centers, and
testing and certification programs.

Other governments have also looked to industry
and trade associations for delivery of training,
especially to smaller firms. Canada and Australia
provide technical assistance for identifying training
needs and designing training programs for groups set
up jointly by unions and trade associations. Korea
offers a package of incentivesincluding construc-
tion fmancing, low-cost land, subsidies for instruc-
tors' salaries, and free training equipmentto or-

33Susan T. Hill, Trends in Adult Education 1969-1984 (Washington, DC. Department of Education, Center for Education Statistics, 1987), pp. 6-7.
These are the most recent data available, gathered as part of the May 1984 Currcut Population Survey. The 1957 data is from Ivan Charner and Bryna
Shore Fraser, "Access and Barriers to Adult Education and Training," report prepared for OTA under contract, 1986, p. 46.

34M.5. Devereaux, One in Every Five. A Survey of Adult Education in Canada, (Ottawa: Statistics Canada and the Departmem of the Secretaly of
State, 1984), cable 7, p. 18. (Somewhat lower participation by men than women evidently accounts -,t.or the title of this publication.)
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ganizations such as the Korea Machinery Industry
Association.

Payroll-Based Levies

West Germany and a number of other counties
tax payrolls to help pay for training. The FRG's
4-percent payroll taxhalf charged to the company,
half to the employeegoes to the Federal Employ-
ment Institute. Most of the Institute's budget pro-
vides income support for unemployed workers, but
about 15 percent is spent on three types of training:
1) post-apprenticeship programs; 2) training in new
technologies; and 3) retraining of unemployed
workers. Most payments go to workers individually.

On launching its program of support for further
training in 1969, the West German Government
expected that most funds from the levy would be
used to help firms retrain employed workers to use
new technology and meet growing international
competition. However, as long-term unemployment
has grown and persisted, a growing fraction of the
money has been targeted to displaced workers
during 1988 and 1989, over half (55 percent) of the
participants were unemployed. Many of the em-
ployed participants are studying for certification as
master craftworkers, while others are enrolled in
on-the-job training. In addition to the payroll levy,
the German Government supports the area training
centers discussed above. Another source of govern-
ment assistance is the Lander, which provide tuition
aid to some workers for outslde courses. Some
Lander now require firms to give employees 1 or 2
weeks per year of paid "training leave" to attend
outside seminars.

In France, Korea, and several other countries,
payroll taxes are used to encourage company train-
ing: if a firm's training expenditures equal or exceed
the levy, no payment is required. French companies
employing 10 or more workers must devote 1.2
percent -A their payroll costs to employee training.35
(Another 0.5 percent is collected for apprenticeship
training.) Firms can meet this "obligation to spend"

by providing training themselves, by contracting
with outside providers, or by joining in a multifirm
training fund. Government has little control over
what is taught or who is selected for training; some
French companies take these programs much more
seriously than others.

Korea requires all firms with over 300 employees
to either spend a certain percentage of payroll
(varying with industry sector and firm size) for
training or pay a tax. Most of the tax money goes to
support the extensive system of public vocational
training institutes that provide a year of pre-
employment training for young people. In part
because of stringent requirements on the type and
amount of training necessary to avoid the levy, and
in part because it was originally quite low, most
Korean companies simply paid the tax, whether or
not they prov.ded any training. In the 1980s, with
Korea's first wave of industrialization completed
and the economy beginning to shift from lab or-
intensive industries such as textiles towards those
requiring higher skills, the government passed new
legislation. Current law makes it easier for compa-
nies to satisfy the government's requirements, while
raising the levy substantially. As a result, many more
Korean firms, including smaller enterprises, have
established in-house training programs complying
with government standards. Funds raised through
the levy help pay for cooperative training programs
involving companies and the public training Ansti-
tutes. In these programs, entering 15-year-olds ge: 3
years of training and mtst then spend 4 years
working for the participating firma "dual sys-
tem" modeled on German apprenticeships.

Older Workers

Among the major industrial nations, only the
United States and Japan have implemented employ-
ment and training policies specifically for older
workers.36 Evaluations of U.S. programs funded
under the Older Americans Act and the Job Training
Partnership Act indicate that they have been suc-

"Olivier Bertrand, "Employrnent and EducaLan statistics in the service Sectkz in Fr ince,' ' report prepared for the Orgamsation for Economic
Cooperation and Development, July 1988.

Companies can include th . wages of those in training as part e thc required expenditures, which were set at 1.1 percent of payrolls until 1987. Any
compr.ny spending less than the current 1.2 percent requirement is supposed to pay the difference to the treasury, but most firms report spending more.
Indeed, the government's figures show that payroll perentag..s devoted to training have increased steadily since since the law was passed in 1971, and
now exceed 2.5 percent of payrolls. (For 1987, 2.5 percent of French payrolls would be equivalent to about $4.3 billion.)

36Canada's government does fund a National Labor Market Innovations Program that supports pilot programa for training art.: employing older
workers, Mary Trueman, "Training of Older Workers in Canada," ILO discussion paper, International Labour Office, Geneva, May 1989.
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cessful in placing older workers in jobs.37 Nonethe-
less, most American firms have been reluctant to
train older workers, nor do Federal programs encour-
age them to. The aging of the U.S. labor force will
no doubt force both corporate officials and govern-
ment policymakers to pay more attention to these
issues over the next decade or two (see ch. 8).

Ia Japan, the government has urged firms to
continue training their older emplortts, providing
special subsidies for companies that traia workers
aged 45 and up.38 These and other mea3ures are
intended to encourage large Japanese companies to
offer training as part of life-long career development
plans, rathei than "fanning out" middle-aged work-
ers at lower pay to subsidiaries.

Lessons From Abroad

In Germany, widespread participation by compa-
nies, government bodies, and labor unions has kept
the training system responsive to shifting demands
for skills. Both business and labor have a stake in the
sy -tem; both understand the need to adapt to
oneing changes in technology and imernational
competition.

Japan's experience shows that co:nprehensive
training need not carry a high price tag. If American
firms embedded training in day-to-day operations
like Japanese firms, using first-line supervisors as
instructors, some would fmd they spent less on
training than they do now (once they had trained
their supervisors). But such an approach, by itself,
would not be enough. As many Japanese firms have
discovered, automation means that on-the-job train-
ing must be supplemented with classroom instruc-
tion to develop the broader and deeper skills needed
by those who work with the new equipment. Despite
such limitations, the Japanese approach suggests
that many American firms could benefit from
structured, on-the-job training as part of the daily
routine for supervisors and shopfloor workers.

In addition, the payroll levies adopted by a
number of countries show that such policies can spur
increases in employer-provided training. But these
levies also have limitations. Korean companies
viewed the original requirements as onerous; few
complied, prefening simply to pay the tax. In

France, on the other hand, government allows
companies a great deal of latitude, with the result
that some "training" consists of junkets for top
management.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

High levels of mobility in the U.S. labor market,
driven by both supply (people seeking new or better
jobs) and demand (new companies, established
enterprises seeking new workers), create continuing
needs for training. At a minimum, newly hired
employees need an introduction to the workplace
what the job requires, how the company views task
assignments and responsibilities. Over and above
these routine activities, new workplace technologies
and new organizational practices entail training or
retraining. Finally, American companies increas-
ingly fmd they must provide some basic skills
training, i addition to insnuction in particular tasks.
In their e.iorts to cut costs, improve quality, and
enhance flexibility, companies are also relying on
training to help motivate employees.

Most of the new jobs created in the U.S. economy
over the next several decades will be in the services;
relatively few service products trade internationally.
Small firms will create more jobs than large firms;
few small companies face direct international com-
petition, regardless of whether their products are
goods or services. Even so, the link between skills
and competitiveness is a vital one. Each and every
industry counts, regardless of whether firms in that
industry are exposed to international competition.
The need for training and retraining is pervasive; it
is not just a matter of meeting the needs of growing
sectors, growing occupations, or sectors beset by
international competition.

Under intense pressure, often from imports, to
improve quality while at the same time lowering
costs, many American companies are reevaluating
the ways in which work v.4..; done, making sweeping
changes in workplace organization. Together with
shifts in consumer preferences and in markets for
producer goods and services, the pressures have
already led to substantial restructuring in U.S.
industry. Like labor market churning, these changes

37Harold L. Sheppard and Sara E. Ra, "Training of Older Workers in the United States," ILO discussion paper No. 31, Internatiot al Labour Office,
Geneva, 1989.

38Masako M. Osako, Training of Older Workers in Japan (Geneva: International Labour Office, 1989).
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the subject of the next chapteradd to the
demand for training.

Better training cannot but help in rebuilding U.S.
competitiveness. Indeed, it is one of the essential
steps. Training has proven central in aggressive
corporate strategies stressing quality, flexibility, and
customer service, as well as cost and price. Dis-
persed computing power for automating the back
offices of banks places new demands on workers,
just like computers for managing the flow of
production in a Lxtile mill. Management style is at
least as important as worker training itself in
responding to these demands: when a firm reorgan-
izes production, it will probably need to retrain
supervisors along with shopfloor workers. In larger
U.S. corporations, particularly multinationals, h4,b-
level executives increasingly see continuous train-
ing as a necessary investment for competitive
survivalon a par with invesnaents in plant and
equipnieni.

Even so, it remains true that German and Japanese
firms are more likely to view training as an
investment, U.S. firms to see it as a cost. And more
than ever before, the invm national economy pits
American workers against those in other countries.
If the U.S. labor force fares poorly in this head-to-
head competition, American living standards will
suffer. Uncliployment levek may rise, particularly
among the disadvantaged. American companies can
move operations abroad. Few American workers
have such alternatives.

APPENDIX 3-A-THE CHANGING
STRUCTURE OF U.S.

EMPLOYMENT
The U.S. economy will continue to create large

numbers of low-skilled jobs in the future, but the most
rapid rates of growth will be in occupations calling for
higher skill levels. This expected pattern of occupational
expansion does not match up neatly with projected labor
force growth.

During the 1990s, nearly 3 in every 10 new workers
will be a member of a racial/ethnic minority (table 3A-1).
One in four of all new workers may well be an immigrant.
Both these groups, which of course overlap, have
historically fared relatively poorly in the competition for
high-paying, high-skilled jobs.

According to BLS projections, nearly all the net new
jobs created over the rest of the century will be in service
industries, which will soon account for nearly 80 percent

Table 3A-1Projected Labor Force Shifts, 1988-2000°

Number in the labor force
(millions)

1988 2000
Change,

1988-2000b

Alt workers 121.7 141.1 19.5
Aged 16-24 22.5 22.5
Aged 25.54 84.0 101.3 17.2
Aged 55 and over 15.1 17.4 2.3

Women, all 54.7 66.8 12.1

Blacks, all 13.2 16.5 3.1

Hispanics all 9.0 14.3 5.3

Asians and other
minorities, all 3.7 5.7 1.9

',BLS moderate growth scenario.
bMay not equal difference pf first two columns because of rounding.

SOURCE: Howard N. Fullerton, Jr., "New Labor Force Projections, Span-
ning 1988 to 2900," Mfmthly Labor Review, November 1989,
table 1, p. 4, and tablu 7, p. 11.

of nonfarm employment (table 3A-2). Of thes:: new jobs,
somewhat more than half will be in the knowledge-based
services, where health care will account for the greatest
number. Most of the rest will be in the tertiary (or
traditional) services, win retailing making a major
contribution.

Jobs created in both the knowledge-based and tertiary
services will range broadly in skill requirements and pay
scales. Health service occupations Include housekeepers
as well as nurses and phpicians; likewise, fmancial
service occupations range frum clerks and tellers to loan
officers and investment bankers. In the tertiary services,
too, the range in occupational skills is broad. But here a
much greater fraction of new jobs will be low-skilled Ind
low-paying, the chief exceptions being managers and
technical specialists (e.g., computer system analysts
working for retail chains). Thus it is the distribution of
occupational skills that distinguishes knowledge-based
from tertiary (or traditional) services: the knowledge-
based sector creates high-skilled jobs in substantially
highet proportions. This sector includes law and account-
ing firms, hospitals, and private schools; the tertiary
services include barber shops, funerai parlors, and movie
theaters.

Table 3A-3 summar"zes the job creation picture by
occupation rather than sector. This table, listing the 10
occupations with the greatest expected increase in jobs,
again highlights the extent to which the US. economy
will continue creating low-skilled positions in stores,
offices, and hospitals. Of the occupational categories in
which large numbers of new job opportunities will exist,
only twonurses and managersnormally require post-
high school credentials for entry. The other eight range in
skill requirements from the personal and technical skills
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Table 3A-2Employment rrowth by Sect:1r,
1988-200aa

,r
Net job creation

(thousands)

Total 18,100

Sector I, Agriculture and Mining -280

Sector II, Traditiorml Industries 370
Construction 760
Manufacturing, except

knowledge-intensive (below) -390

Sector III, Knowledge-Iltensive
Manufacturingb 70

Soctor IV, Knowledge-based Services 9,620
Health 3,080
Business services 2,740
Education 1,200
Professional servIns

(lege:, engineering, accounting, etc.) 810
Financial services

(banking, credit, securities) 650
Government not included elsewhere 620
insurance 300
Real Estate 130
Communications meda 90

Sector V. Tertiary Services 8,250
Retail trade 3,770
Personal services 1,870
Wholesale trade 910
Transportation and public utilities 660
Lodging 410
Other tertiary services°. 640

NOTE: Subtotals may not add because of roundng.

*For this table, the BLS moderate growth projections have been recast into
five broad wt.:a following the rationale dscussed In international
Competidon In Services, OTA.ITE-328 (Washington, DC: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, July 1987), pp. 228-230.

/Includes electrical, electronic, and communication equipment (except for
household apprances and electric lighting), Instruments and related
equipment, office and computing mathines, printing and publishing
equipment.

eindudes postal workers.
SOURCE: Projections summarized in Valerie A. Personick, 'Industry

Output and Employment: A Slower Trend for the Nineties,"
Monthly Labor Review, November 1989, table 6, pp. 34-38.

expected of secretaries and other office workers, to the
minimal (but perhaps rising) levels needed for custodial
work.

A rather different picture emerges from a listing uf Ile
10 occupations expected to grow most rapidly (table
3A-4). The tota's are smaller than those in table 3A-3,
despite much higher rates of expansion. Every one of the
occupations listed in table 3A4, 7 of 10 of which are
health-related, will require credentials of some sort for
entry, generally from a formal education or training

_

Table 3A-3Occupations With Greatest Number of
New Jobs, 1988-2000°

Net increase in jobs

(percent
(thousands) growth)

Retail salespersons 730 19%
Registered nurses 610 39
Custodal workers 560 19
Waiters and waitresses 550 31
Managers 480 16
Office clerks 460 18
Secretartesb 360 13.
Nursing aides and attendants 380 32
Truck drivers 370 15
Receptionists and information clerks 330 40
11315 modemte growth scenario.
bExdudes legal and mediaal secretaries.

souRCE: George Silvestri and John Lukasfewicz, "Projections of Occupa-
tional Employment, 1988.2000," Monthly Labor Review, No-
vember 1989, table 6, p. 60.

Table 3A-4Fastest Growng Occupations,
1988-200Da

Net Increase In jobs

(percent
(thousands) growth)

Paralegals 62 75%
Medcal assistants 104 70
Home health aides 160 68
Radiological technologists

and technicians 87 6'
Data processing equipment repairers 44 6i
Medcal recordq technicians 28 60
Medical secretaries . 120 58
Physical therapists 39 57
Surgical technologists 20 56
Operaliors reaearch analysts 30 55
8815 moderate growth scenario.

SOURCE: George Silvestri and John Lukasicwicz."Projections of Occupa-
tional Employment, 1988-2000," Monthly Labor Review, No-
vember 1989, table 6, p. 60.

program. Moreover, training will bc more demanding in
terms of task-specific technical skills than for most of the
occupations listed in table 3A-3. Rapidly growing occu-
pations like those listed in table 3A-4 are the ones most
likely to see labor shortages. These are the kinds of jots
for which people who lack basic skills will be unable to
qualify (they will not even qualify to enter training
programs). The niismatch between jobs and skills will be
most acute in such occupations, and in the economic
sectors that depend on them.
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Chapter 4

Technological and Organizational Change:
Implications for Training

SUMMARY
When surveyed in mid-1990, half of a group of

401 U.S. firms reported that poor worker skills and
motivation hurt their ability to deliver high-quality
goods and services) To improve employee morale
and create positive attitudes toward quality and
customer service, companies are reorganizing their
workplesfor instance, by introducing multi-
skilled work groups with self-management responsi-
bility. This trend, together with a secondthe
spread of decentralized computingis reshaping
the American workplace. To function effectively in
the new environment, employees need zdequate
basic skills, competence in interpersonal relations
and communication, and a relatively broad range of
task-specific skills.

Computers and related information processing
technologies accounted for nearly half of U.S.
spending on capital equipment in 1989.2 As PCs,
terminals, and keypads appear on more and more
desks and work stations, employees must be able to
read from them, enter data, interpret prompts, help
screens, and job aids. In automobile plants and
textile mills, banks and department stores, more
employees will be expected to make decisions and
take action on their own initiative.

Some of these people will need relatively ad-
vanced technical skills -for weighins alternative
production schedules, debugging programs for nu-
merically controlled machine tools, or distinguish-
ing between faulty instrument readings and a pro-
duction pmcess that has gone out of control. Others
will have to take greater responsibility for their

work: for inspection and quality control; for routine
maintenance, simple troubleshooting, and ad hoc
problem !...olving; for dealing with other departments,
and perhaps with customers.

These skills can be hard to transmit, harder to
evaluate. It becomes more difficult to trace success
or failure on the shop floor or in the back office of a
bank to particular individuals. But these are the
skills that U.S. industry will need in order to be
competitive. Not all employees must have them, but
the direction of change seems clear: mental skills
increasingly stand alongside manual skills, some-
times replace them; more jobs will require good
social skills, not only because of the greater impor-
tance of working in groups, but because of the
growth of service jobs that place employees in
contact with customers.

Although changing workplace practices have
been heavily publicized, some firms continue to pay
more attention to investments in capital equipment
than to investments in human capital and organi7a-
tional restructuring. Nothing illustiates this better
than the failure of General Motors (GM) to benefit
more substantially from its investments in plant and
equipment during the 1980s (table 4-1). While many
other factors influenced the productivity figures
shown in the table, ranging from labor relations to
product mix and designs suited for efficient manu-
facturing, the simple fact is that GM was unable to
utilize its plant and equipment as effectively as its
competitors, for reasons that more than likely lie in
organization and management of production.

i"Higher Wages Not Major Factor Holding Back U.S. Competitiveness, Business Survey Finds,- International Trade Reporter, July 11, 1990, p.
1077. Seventy percent of these companies, surveyed by the organizafion, had more than 500 employees.

In another survey, managers rated employee training and motivation as the most important factor for improving the competitiveness of U.S.
manufactunng. At the same tune, the:r responses to other questions revealed that many, particularly in small and medium-sized firms, had no more than
a hazy idea of how to go about improving either training or motivation. This survey, conducted by Ernst & Young, is summanzed in Lawrence T.
Michaels, Pnontics for Obtaining Competitive Ath antage through Manufacturing, paper presented at Aumfac t '89 Confaence & Exposition, Detroit,
MI, Oct. 30-Nov. 2, 1989.

2Dun & Bradstreet Comments on the Economy, April/May 1990, p. 2.
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Table 4-1Investment by U.S. Automobile Producers and Productivity Improvement,
1979-89

General Motors Ford Chrysler

Investment in plant and equipment
(billions of dollars)

$72.6a $41.2 $22.5

Investment per vehicle produced $680 $1,090

Change In labor productivity:
Engines -13% 43% 9%
Stamping 14 45 30
Vehicle assembly 5 31 19

a i 979-1988.
SOURCES: Investmentannual reports. Productivity-8=e Beier and Mary Gearhart, "Productivity Vs. Profit

Sharing," Automotive Industries, April 1990, pp. 53-56, based on The Harbour Report:A Decade Later.

In fact, few of the trends outlined in this chapter
have as yet penetrated very deeply into U.S.
industry.3 Some American firms have moved deci-
sively to implement new forms of work organiza-
tion. Others are experimenting with statistical proc-
ess control (SPC) or just-in-time (JIT) production
without understanding that these are techniques for
aiding in reorganization as much as ends in them-
selves.

Some of the new practices had earlier been
exported from the United States to Japan (SPC is
perhaps the best known example). In emulating
these and other features of Japanese production
systems, American firms are not only chasing
moving targets with no assurance of catching up,
they are, in some cases, adopting features selectively
and hoping that a system with only some of the parts
in place will function acceptably.

The striking contrasts between U.S. and Japanese
production syctems lie, not in the equipment on tbe
factory floor, but in how companies manage and
train their people, allocate tasks to individuals, to
work groups, and to automated machinery. Most
Japanese managers realize that training must be an
integral part of strategies for automation. Most
American managers Jo not. When managers treat
their workforce as an adjunct to "technology," as
many still do, they fail to capitalize ob. employee
skills, to reap the rewards that can come from
blue-collar innovation (alongside the white-collar

innovation that comes from technical and profes-
sional workers).

How far will the new practices outlined in this
chapter eventually spread? The limits will be tested
when restructurIg bumps up against adversarial
traditions of labor-management relations. In Japan,
labor is weak, the workforce docile; management
techniques that would be viewed as coercive in the
United States have been common. On the other hand,
the no-layoff policies of Japan's large corporations
provide a level of employment security seldom
approached here. Will American firms emulate this
aspect of the Japanese system? Successful reorgani-
zation and restructuring depends on workers who
view themselves as part of a more-;.r-iess profes-
sional undertaking, one aimed at providing value to
the firm'. mistomers. Such beliefs will not last long
if companies respond to the next recession with
immediate layoffs. It is one thing to treat and train
ordinary workers as professionals, or at least try to
convince employees that the company views them
this way. It is another thing to pay them when there
is no work to do.

PRESSURES FOR CHANGE
The skills and training required of shopfloor

em?loyees have changed a good deal over the past
two decades.4 Technological changenotably the
computer in the workplaceis part of the reason.
But it is new technology as reflected in the ndesign
and reorganization of work, more than simpy new

3Thineen percent of American firms respondmg to a survey ..learly 1990 were using sonie form of self-managed work group, with another 4 percent
reporting plans to move in this direction. "Workforce 2000Competing in a Seller's Market. Is Corporate Amencan Prepared? A Survey Repon on
Corporate Responses to Demographic and Labor Force Trends," Thwers Perrin and Hudson Institute, July 1990, p. 27. This survey covered 645
companies, in both manufacturing and the services. Because most of the responding companies were rekUvely large, and large compame.s have been
in the lead in adopting work groups, these percentages probably should be regarded as upper bounds.

anus chapter draws heavily on "Corporate Strategy and Industrial Training," report prcparcd for OTA under contract No. L3-5240 by Robcrt R.
Miller, r tb. 28, 1990. Interviews and plant visits for that report, and by OTA staff, underlie much of the discussion that foilows.
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machines or processes, that creates new needs for
training. (In this chapter, work organization refers to
the design and management of the production proc-
ess, with the more inclusive term restructuring re-
served for the enterprise and its str;., ;gy as a whole.)

In earlier years, most training had a simple
function: to teach unskilled or semiskilled workers
how to perform specific tasks arid operate particular
pieces of equipment. Today, companies put more
emphasis on flexibility and adaptability; they seek
workers who can master a variety of tasks. In many
redesigned production systems, people work in
groups; collectively, the group takes over some of
the responsibilities earlier vested in first-line super-
visors (foremen), and some of the tasks once the
province of grey-collar technicians and maintenance
workers. By replacing some of their skilled workers,
companies not only save money, but gain flexibility:
group members can rotate from one job to another,
help each other out, fill in br absentees. Workers
must have the social and communications skills to fit
into the group and contribute. For such reasons,
firms seeking to implement new competitive strate-
gies based on new forms of work organization
typically fmd they must modify their approach to
hiring as well as to training.

Computers and computer-based equipment also
require new and different skillswhether they are
part of highly automated systems, or when simply
used as adjuncts to traditional plants and processes.5
Nonetheless, it is the changing context for work that
puts the greatest demands on trainers and on
managers and supervisors. Work reorganization
forces lower level employees to take more responsi-
bility, sometimes including self-supervision and
group supervision, cooperate more closely with one
another, understand their place in the production
system and in the organization. This can be unset-
tling for some people, including first-line supervisors
who may in fact End their jobs vanishing. Responsi-
bilities broaden. So do skills. People are less likely

to be pinned down by a narrow job classification.6
Reorganization calls for somewhat more technica;
training, but most of all for new forms of behavior.
Much of the training is ind:rect, embodied, for
instance, in courses in SPC or JIT. In manufacturing,
thc forces driving these changes stem largely from
international competition. In the services, They stem
primarily from domestic competition.

As they pay more attention to training, managers
find themselves paying more attention to the costs of
training. When most worker-level training was
one-on-one in the factory or the office, the costs were
buried, while the only measure of effectiveness was
whether new employees learned to perform their
assigned tasks. Today, more companies view rain-
ing as a cost center, work harder to contain costs and
measure effectiveness.7

Globalization

With imports and exports growing faster than the
economy itself, more American goods and services
face foreign competition each year. Globalization, a
trend that goes well b-yond simply investing in
foreign subsidiaries for production and distribution,
accelerated markedly during the 1980s. The objec-
tive: to combine and integrate operations in the
major industrial nations. Often, this involves decen-
tralization, with such functions as design, develop-
ment, manufacturing, distribution, and marketing
located in different parts of the world. Instead of first
developing products for home markets, and then, if
these prove successful, moving abroad, companies
now design products for world markets, modifying
them only slightly for different countries. New
products may be simultaneously introduced in
Japan, Europe, the United States, and elsewhere.

To compete in this environment, American firms
must control costs and raise quality (ch. 3). They
must also build more flexible organizations, able to
provide the variety that consumers now expect and
the just-in-time deliveries demanded by corporate

'When Martin Manctta adopted MRP 2 (Material Review Planning (sic)), a computerized method for production planning and control, the company
spent 117C times as much on training as on the hardware and softwarc required. William B. Scott, 'Aerospace/Defense Fums Sec Prelumnary Results
From Application of TQM Concepts," Aviation Week & Space Technology, January 8, 19i, pp. 61-63.

6Automobile plants operated by the major U.S. producers have traditionally had large r.mbeis of job classifications-80-95with met rules
govcrnmg who could do what. Some Iransplants"U.S. factories operated by Japanese automakershave only two classifications, for producuon
workcrs and maintenance staff, nonc has morc than four. Foreign Investment. Growing Japanese Presence in the U.S. Auto Industry,
GAO/NSIAD-88-111 (Washington, DC: U.S. Geneial Accounting Office, March 1988), p. 52.

71n 1985, IBM conductcd a corporate-wide study of training expenses, finding they totaled $900 nulhon exclusive u...,St work tuno-50 percent
morc than expected. Over the next 2 years, the company cut $150 million from its education/trainmg budgct. Ralph E. Grubb, Acadcmy for Educational
Development, personal communication, May 11, 1990.
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customers. Multinationals are both expanding an.1
decentralizing, while seeking alliances witb custc h-
ers. with putative rivals, and with suppliers. Firms
are simultaneously integrating globally and disinte-
grafing by fanning out more production, contracting
for services once provided internally, and pursuing
joint ventures and other intercorporate hnkages
(e.g., cooperative R&D and technology develop-
ment). Truly international corporations have begun
to emergeIBM and Citibank, Sony and Honda.
Although the notion of a rootless multinational
remains an exaggeradon, borders have less signifi-
cance for many companies today than in the 1970s.
Globalization means that American plants will have
to achieve overall productivity levels superior to
those abroad, else lose work to overseas locations
with lower costs, superior quality, or quicker and
more responsive customer service.8

The Japanese Approach to Production

Japanese ompanies have been highly visible in
the United States, first as exporters, and more
recently through direct investments in onshore
plants. Both American and European managers have
Jeen forced to rethink their global strategies. espe-
cially in production. Japan's prowess in manufactur-
ing has particular significance for training. Success
in producing high-qual,ty goods at iu-v cost
computer chips or supertankersstems from 1-ighly
developed production systems that effectively :ou-
ple product and proce^s design, work organization,
and shopfloor management. The better worken
know their jobs and understand their role in the
system, the better the system will function.

In automobile assembly, the best Japanese pro-
duction systems have been termed "lean" because
they attempt to minimize buffers of work-in-process
(WIP) inventory that might obscure production
problems and slow their resolution.9 These systems
depend heavily on employees trained to avoid rather
than deLect and correct product defects.

Even moLe than in the textib examples in chapter
3 (box 3-A), mistakes by shopfloor workers in an
automobile plant can be disruptive and costly. With
little backup, one mistake can shut down an entire
line, idling dozens of workers. Japanese firms not
only accept the risks of such srtems, they exploit
them to cut labor and inventory costs to a minimum,
keep the system under control, and keep the pressure
on the workforce.

Lean systems require skilled, flexible, and moti-
vated workers to anticipate possible problems,
eliminate bottlenecks and production shutdowns,
ensure quality. Training plays an intrinsic role in
terms of motivation as well as for transmitting
concrete skills. These systems also depend on
products designed for ease and speed in manufactur-
ing, and on a management style stressing employee
involvement and job rotation. Work groups, kaizen
(continuous improvement) programs, and quality
circles are common. Among other functions, these
help create communications channels between the
factory floor and engineering to achieve true design-
for-rnanufacturability.

In contrast, the "robust" systems common in
U.3.-owned auto plants rt.:1y on large inventory
buffers as safeguards against unforeseen events
(e.g., machinery breakdowns, late delivery of parts).
In robust systems, workers typically have relatively
tightly defined task responsibilities, few engineers
spend time on the factory floor, and organizational
barries impede the flow of ideas between product
design and manufacturing engineering, as well as
between the shop flcor and engineering.

Lean systems attempt to avoid problems, robust
systems to guard against their consequences. On the
evidence of plant performance, lean systems per-
form better, exhibiting higher levels of both produc-
tivity and product quality than the robust systems

8With the spread of automation, direct labor cost has become less important m decisions on location. At Tandy Corp.'s Fort Worth, TX, plant, diroct
labor accounts for less than 2 psreent of the cost of each PC produced. "North Amencan Profiles," Datamanon. June 15. 1990, p. 67. In automobile
production, direct labor now comes to about 10 percent of total costs, indirect labor (including management) adding another 15 percent. l3ruce Beier
and Mary Gearhart, "Productivity Vs. Profit Sharing," Automonve Industnes. April 1990, pp. 53-56. But if the relatively high wage levels of U.S.
production workers serve as less of a handicap, competition to control indirect costs will be no less fierce.

9John F. Krafcik, "Tnumph of the Lean Production System," Sloan Management Revtew, Fall 1988, pp. 41-52. Also sec Haruo Shimoda, "Japanese
Management of Auto Production in the United States. An Overview of 'Humanware Technology'," Japanese Investment m the Muted States. Should
We Be Concerned? Kozo Yamamura (ed.) (Seattle, WA: Society for Japanese Studics, 1989), pp. 183-205.
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Automated welding of automobile bodies.

favored by American firms.1° Indeed, productivity,
quality, automation, and training are found together
in the -best-performing auto plantsin U.S. trans-
plants as well as in Japan. Honda, Nissan, and
Toyota give their Ameri,an workers substantially
more training than do American automobile manu-
facturers (box 1-B, ch. 1), and achieve higher
productivity levels. The transplants, moreover, seem
to be operating at quality levels slightly better.than
sister plants in Japan.

In effect, the production systems developed by
Japanese automakers corebine work organization
built around semi-autonomous groups with substan-
tial training and careful attention to shopfloor
management to achieve outstanding quality and
productivity. Nonetheless, while making some changes
in work organization in some plants (GM calls its
version of JIT synchronous production), the Ameri-
can automakers continue to operate traditional,
robust assembly plants, and, as figures 1-1 and 1-2
showed (ch. 1), provide relatively little training.
Even so, some American firms have begun imitating

some aspects (.4* Japanese production systems. GM,
for instance, invested in its joint venture with
Thyota, Tsrumtvir (New United Motors Manufactur=
ing Inc., Fremont, California) with the explicit intent
of learning from its partner's approach to shopfloor
organization and management.

In the automobile industry, and in Many others,
American firms have also emulated Japanese prac-
tices by reducing the ranks of their suppliers, and
seeking closer Working relationships with the most
capable of them (see box 4-A). Stable, long-term
links with a relatively small group of first-tier
suppliers help keep the overall chain of production
flexible, responsive, and well controlled, much as
JIT production helps isolate defects and other-
systemic problems within a given plant. Xerotnow
buys from fewer than 500 suppliers, compared 'Filth
5000 a decade ago. As major American corporations
continue to emulate Japanese production strategies,
their suppliers will have to revamp their own
production systemsand in many cases retrain their
employeesor lose business to more nimble rivals,
some of them foreign-owned.

WORKPLACE ORGANIZATION
ANto MANAGEMENT

Old and New Approaches

The design of most U.S. production systems
continues to reflect the scientific management para-
digm descending from Frederick Taylor, whose
book on the subject appeared in 1911.11 Particularly
in labor-intensive mass production of consumer
goods (automobiles, apparel, appliances), unsIdlled
workers have been assigned to a particular work
stationtied to a machine, or to one position on an
assembly line. Their job: to repeatedly carry out a
single task or a short sequence of simple tasks
Specialists designed the work. Foremen oversaw it.
Largeinventories between stations and lines pro-
vided "robust" protection against disruptions that
might stop the flow of production. Inspectors

to"Thaining and the Auto Industry: International Comparisons," report prepared for OTA under contract No. N3-1910 by John F. Krafcik,
Competitive Marnifacturing Research, February 1990. This report stunmarizes results of surveys conducted by MIT's Interational Motor Vehicle
Program, most of them in-1988, covering 45 automobile assembly plants. The 45 planta included 121n the United States operati.clby U.S. automakers,
8 in Japan operated by Japanese firms, and 3 transplants operated by Japanese automaken in the United States. (Most of the 22 others were inEurope.)
Also see John F. Krafcik and John Paul MacDuffie, "Explaining High Performance Manufacturing: The International' 'utomotive Assembly Plant
Study," International Motor Vehicle Polic7 Fonim, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, May 1989; and John F. Krafciic and Johri Paul MacDuffie.
"Effect of. Design Manufacturability on Productivity and Quality: An Update of the IMVP Assembly Plant Study," International Motor Vehicle Po' ,
Fonms, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, January 1990. Comparisons of design-for-manufacturability in the latter studY found Jay cse
automakers ranking high, with two of the three major U.S. producers in the bottom half of all rums surveyed.

"Frederick W. Thylor, The Principle.r of Scientific Management (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1911).
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Box 4-AOEM-Supplier Relationships'

OEMs, or original equipment manufacturers, buy raw materials, parts, components, and subassemblies from
other firms Automakers, for instance, purchase steel, glass, plastic resins, and paint. They also buy carpeting and
trim materials, catalytic converters and air bag systems, microprocessors and fuel-injection nozzles. Seeking to
match Japanese standards of cost and quality, American OEMs are trying to integrate suppliers more fully into their
own operations.

The process begins with technical requirements and specifications developed by the OEM's engineering
department. "Buyers" then solicit bids and select suppliers. Until a few years ago, the buyer's job was
well-structured, much of the work relatively routinea matter of soliciting bids, managing the selection process,
processing contracts, orders, and invoices. While the purchasing department had to know which firms promised to
be reliable, monitor those chosen, and help solve delivery and quality problems as they arose, bids were evaluated
primarily on costs. (Excess capacity during the 1980s made it particularly easy for automakers to play vendors off
against one another.)

Today, the selection process is changing. Price remains important, but competitive bidding has been
de-emphasized. In evaluating prospective suppliers, OEMs examine their history of providing consistently
high-quality products, and often their internal engineering capabilities. Candidates may be asked to conduct
self-assessments and provide detailed information on cost structures, quality control procedures, factory equipment,
and workforce capabilities. The OEM may inspect each candidate's plant.2

If they pass the initial screening, suppliers become candidates for long- term contracts, perhaps on a sole-source
basis; in the automotive industry, such arrangements might extend over a 5-year model run or longer. Suppliers can
expect a steady flow of orders so long as their shipments meet the OEM's quality and HT delivery targets (suppliers
may be expected to provide just-in-time deliveries in small lots several times per day). The OEM may consult them
st an early stage in the design of new products, ask the supplier's own engineers to take over or share in development
work, and stand ready to make modifications during production. Parker-Hannifin, for example, a major producer
of hose assemblies for automotive air conditioners, now designs many of these assemblies, in earlier years, OEMs
provided Parker-Hannifin with detailed drawings and specifications. Major U.S. Atomakers have asked suppliers
to install computer-aided design equipment compatible with their own to speed exchanges of technical information.

For the OEM, dealing with a smaller group of more broadly capable vendors promises reductions in the upfront
cost and time of product development; the OEM shifts some of the risks of development to suppliers (the product
may not sell, and the supplier may lose its investment in design, in worker training, even in new production
equipment). More important, OEMs hope that common interests will motivate their suppliers to work harder to meet
cost, quality, and delivery goals. In return, the suppliers get implicit or explicit guarantees of future sales, with
monitoring by the OEM replacing repeated bidding. Pressure to reduce costs has been replaced by pressure to
provide 11T delivery and ensure quality (so the OEM does not have to inspect 100 percent of incoming goods).
Although OEMs now find themselves helping suppliers with technical problems, few offer direct assistance in
training beyond providing matcrials (e.g., manuals, videotapes).3

'Original equipment manufacturers, or OEMs, sell cna productse.g., cars, computers, airplanes Caterpillar, for instance, offcrs a broad
range of construction equips ..-at as an OEM. It purchases many parts from as own supphers, and also seL., ulcsel engmes as a supplita to builders
of heavy trucks.

The discussion in this box is based on "Corporatc Strategy and Industrial Training,' rcport prcparcd for OTA under contract No. L3-5240
by Robert R Miller, Fcb. 28, 1990, pp. 12-14, and "J upplier Relationships and Training," rcport prepared for OTA under contract No. L3-2850
by Louis G Tornatzky, Rocco DePictro, and James Jacobs, The Industrial Technology Institute, Ann Arbor, MT, Dec. 15, 1989. Also sec Foreign
Investment. Growing Japanese Presence in the U.S. Auto Industry, GAO/NSIAD-88-111 (Washington, DC. U.S. General Accountmg Office,
March 1988); and David N. Burt, "Managing Suppliers Up to Speed," Harvard Business Review, July-August 1989, pp. 127-135.

2Japancse-owned subsidies in thc United States put particular stress on quality. In a rcccnt survey, 62 percent of transplant respondents
(engineers and managcrs in Japanese-owned automobile plants, morc than half of them Americans) ranked quality as the most important factor
in purchased components, while 83 percent viewed a comprehensive SPC program as the most important criterion for aosing suppliers. Daniel
J. Holt, "Selling to thc Transplants," Automotive Engineering, April 1990, P 8.

3In 1985, Ford spc.i off an in-house training and technical assistance glow, to form the not. for-profit Arn..ncan Supplier Institute, which
now sells services to all comers. Thc Institute speciahzes in quality control practices, and has become perhr.ps the best-known U.S. apostle of
Taguchi methodsa sct of techniques that stress life cycle quality, relidbilay, and customer satisfaction. ,or a nontechnical mtroduction, see
Genichi Taguchi and Don Clausing, "Robust Quality," Harvard Business Review, January-Febniary 1990, pp. 65-75.
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Many smaller suppliers have had trouble meeting the new requiremmts. Surveys reveal sharply differing
perceptions among OEMs and suppEses concerning the need for such mam facturing practices as JIT, SPC, and
kaizen (continuous improvement), with suppliers uninformed or negative compared with OEMs.4 Such fmdings
suggest that, on the whole, movement towards more streamlined suppl, networks will be relatively slow in the
United States. They also ..uggest that mar; small and medium-sized manufacturing firms, at sea amidst the
confusing choices posed by an array of new technologies, shopfloor practices, and customers seeking more
responsive service, will have trouble surviving. These companies will have to reorganize their own pruduction
operations or look for less demanding customers. Over the next decade or two, thousands of such firms will probably
be bought out or merged. Others will simply shut their doors.

4A recent Delphi survey conducted by Andersen Consulting with 288 respondents from vehicle manufactures and 431 from suppliers,
found wide agreement (90 percent) on the importance of stmctured programs for continuous Improvement such askaizen. But few respondents
from the supplier group placed much weight on JIT kanban, and stnular production practiceseven though these are necessary tools, goals,
and yardsucks for measuring progress m any continuous improvement effort. In another mdication of the relatively slow pace of change in the
motor vehicle and parts industry, Andersen's Delphi panels have seen JIT as a constant 2-3 years in the future ever smce the early 1980s. Peter
C. Van Hull, "Results of 1989 Survey of Automobile Trends: Putting the Pieces Together," paper presented at Autofact '89 Conference &
Exposition, Detroit, Oct. 30-Nov. 2, 1989, summarizing Andersen's proprietary repoit

checked quality at various points. Supervisors called
in techn;nians or maintenance workers to handle
problems as they arose.

In these traditional production systems, unskilled
workers might need some minimum level of manual
dexterity, but the work was mcre likely to be
boringly repetitive than technically demanding.
Grey-collar employeestoolmakers, electricians,
machine repairersanalyzed problems, exercised
judgment, made decisions. So did supervisors and
manufacturing engineers. But not ordinary workers.
Particularly in unionized plants, the tasks each
employee could do were tightly circumscribed y a
plethora of work rules.

The era of mass production is not over, but work
reorganization together with flexible automation
(discussed in app. 4-A, at the end of the chapter) has
made shorter production runs economical, and
encouraged product differentiation. In assembly,
where the inroads of automation have been slow,
more companies have turned to work groups to
improve quality and flexibility, while reducing the
number of first-line supervisors to cut costs. Typi-
cally, supervisors have been assignexl managerial
and liaison tasks earlier exercised at higher levels
(e.g., interdepartmental coordination).

Table 4-2 summarizes the primary features found,
singly and in various combinations, in redesigned
production systems, taking the view that it is the
organization of production, not the computer meth-
ods summarized in appendix 4-A, that distinguishes
the best performing companie s. As noted in the
table, when work groups relince individual work

stations, employees typically need broader skills.
Sometimes, shopfloor workers may even be asked to
deal directly with customers (perhaps their counter-
parts in other firms). Supervision in the traditional
sense often recedes, with hourly paid group leaders
given responsibility for internal coordination and
conflict resolution, as well as liaison with other
departments.

Rarely will the production system in any one
company include all the characteristics listed in table
4-2. Partial, halting, and piecemeal implementation
has been the rule. But many American companies
are experimenting with at least some of these steps.
This generally calls for three types of training:

1. Basic skills. With more employees required to
read information from computer terminals and
enter data correctly, comp..fies that reorganize
as outlined above typically screen employees
for competency in reading, writing, and simple
arithmetic, followed by refresher courses or
intensive instruction for those who need it.

2. Task-specific technical skills. Companies seek-
ing a multiskilled workforce must necessarily
provide more training in the operation of
particular pieces of equipment.

3. Organizational training. Intended to set each
individual's job in overall context, demonstrate
its importance for achieving the firm's goals
(i.e., cost, quality, customer service), and moti-
vate workers, this kind of training is by far the
most difficult to deliver effectively. Companies
frequently rely on indirect methodse.g., train-
ing in SPCto prepare workers to take more
responsibility.

1 4 6
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Table 4-2New Job and Organizational Design Practices in U.S. Industry

1. Seeking flexibility, firms define joos more broadly, with multiskilled groups often taking over responsibility for a number of tasks.
Sometimes broader skills and responsibilities follow more or less directiy because computer automation permits each person to do
mote.

2. Training exposes employeas to corporate goals and enhances motivation, sense of belonging, and commitment. These objectives often
merge into the development of the contextual knowledge employees need in order to understand how their work aileds the rest of the
firm and its customers.

3. Employees at low er levels maybe granted a say in deasions on procedures, and perhaps equipment, as well as day-to-day operations.
Often, participation takes the form of consultation between employee representatives and the companys technical and managerial
staff.

4. Managers may give groups of workers some or all of the authority formerly vested In first-fine supervisors, including responsibility for
quality and for coordnation with other departments.

5. In selecting new employees, companies may weigh motivational and attitudinal factors, as well as social and communications skills,
more he avily than experience. Some American firms have adopted multiple levels of screentng, with aptitude and perhaps psychological
tests followed by interviews with both supervisors and prospective co-workers.

6. Pay scales may reflect an employee's skills (pay for skills) and/or performance (payment for results).

7. In decentralizing, some companies have replaced functional with product-centered organizations, Intended to channel work smoothly
and directly from Input to output of the system, creating a faster, more flexible (through not necer ;arily less costly) production process.

SOURCES. Technology and Structural Unemployment. Reemploying Displaced Adults, OTA-ITE-250 (Alexandria, VA. National Technical Information
Service, February :986), pp. 356-357, international Competition in Services. OTA-ITE 328 (Wash:ngton, DC. U.S. Government Pnnting Office.
July1987), pp. 278-284.

Much organizational and motivational training
aims to modify attitudes concerning employee
responsibility, encourage awareness of the link
between workplace tasks and the company's overall
success or failure, and build loyalty to the organiza-
tion. The intent is to persuade people that their jobs
are vital for the continuing prosperity of the firm,
and that management values their contributions,
small or large. Although some of this training
stmcks of paternalismand some companies admit
thisit should not be viewed solely in that light.

Box 4-B gives examples of two American manu-
facturers, pressed in different ways by international
competition, that have taken some of the steps
outlined above. To the extent that cost-benefit
tradeoffs can be evaluated, more firms are making
careful efforts at measuring them; they are finding
that training helps workers lea.- on the job, that
careful attention to integrating new employees into
the organization can reduce the time required for
them to become fully productive.

New Responsibilities

With work groups taking on self-management
responsibility, companies have eliminated foremen,
or placed them over several groups (totaling perhaps
80 or 100 employees, rather than a dozen or so). As
the number of job classifications declines, produc-
tion workers also take over some of the responsibili-
ties of technicians and craft workers (e.g., inspec-
tion, simple maintenance). Finally, those few plants

that have undergone more-or-less complete transi-
tions to work groups have had to change their
"management" information systems in rather fun-
damental ways. Some has e begun transmitting
customer orders (and sales projections) directly to
the factory floor.

Production Workers

In the Unjted States, management has tradition-
ally givai ord is and labor has followed them. As
once-sharp lines blur, companies call on a loosely

Photo credit: UAW-Chrysler National Training Center

A joint union-management team develops training plans.
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Box 4-BWork Reorganization and Training in U.S. Industry: Two Examples'

Motorola: Microprocessor Production
Managers at Moto . nia pride themselves on their success in taking on Japanese competition, both at home and

abroad. A 1988 recipient of the Malcolm Baldridge Quality Award, Motorola was quicker than nioFt U.S. electronics
firms to recognize that manufacturing would be critical during future rounds of international competition. The
company's managers realized that training had to be part of their plans for improvement in manufacturing, as
illustrated by the reorganization of the firm's Austin, Texas, microprocessor plant.

The Austin factory is currently in the midst of a two-stage program to cut costs and improve quality and
customer responsiveness. The first stage, largely completed during 1989, entailed a complete redesign of facilities
and operations, but little in the way of new capital outlays. During the secend stage, Motorola will invest in a new
generation of flexible manufacturing jaipment. The company believes it makes no sense to automate until the
production process is already functioning well. (This is also one of the hallmarks of Japanese manufacturing
practice.)

Although cost reduction was a major goal, this could not be achieved simply by cutting direct labor, which
accounted for no more than 5 or 6 percent of manufacturing costs. Motorola sought improved quality (fewer bad
parts, greater customer satisfaction), shorter delivery times, and greater flexibilityas well as better employee
moraleby organizing production around work cells and work groups. Each cell, manned by 6 to perhaps 20
employees, performs a particular set of tasks Since :LP plant operates around the clock, the equipment within a cell
might be shared by as many as four work groups. The product mix varies, so mat different shifts may be making
different chips. In the words of one manager: "The strategy was to make the produ t. mix problem more manageable
... to inculcate a strong sense of ownership and accountability in which participative management principles could
be applied."

There are no foremen in the Austin plant. Instead, group leaders, who are hourly employees, have taken over
the supervisory tasks; planning the flow of production based on incoming orders is one of their primary
responsibilities. Each group is accountabk for its onm output quality, for productivity improvements, and fel
meeting in-plant delivery schedules (e.g., to the next cell). Technicians and engineers have been assigned to work
with most of the groups. Group members must be comfortable with SPC, with a constantly changing mix of
pr xlucts, and with frequent product/process cbanges. Sometimes they must placate angry customers. Computer
systems bring business data directly to the factory floor.

When a skills assessment showed tht nearly one-third of the existing Austin workforce was weak in reading,
writing, and arithmeticwhich had not been apparent in the old work env iront:!entMotorola instituted a 300-hour
internal basic skills cotuse. Like their counterparts in other firms, Motorola managers would prefer not to spend time
and money making up for what they see as deficiencies in the public education system. But, short of culling
employees on the basis of present skillswhich no company really wants to dothere was little choice but t..)
proceed with remedial education.

With the first phase of reorganization largely complete, a plant that had been approaching capacity at some
1.5 million microprocessors monthly now produces more than 4 million. Direct labor has been reduced by half, and
on-time delivery performance greatly improved. Quality has increased steadily toward the firm's "six sigma" goal
of near-zero defects. Additional training will be required during the second phase, when sophisticated new
equipment is installed.

Caterpillar: Heavy Industry in Trouble
In many countries, Caterpillar's familiar yellow earthmoving and construction equipment has traditionally held

more than half the market, but in the early 1980s the firm's position came under severe attack. First, Japan's
Komatsu expanded its product range far beyond the lower end of the market and mto Caterpillar (CAT) territory.
Komatsu moved aggressively into Far Eastern countries, and began lining up dealers in the United States. Next, the
exchange rate moved against CAT. With the dollar gaining some 40 or 50 percent against major currencies, and
much of its production in U.S. plants, CAT found itself in a sevc cost-price squeeze. Fmally, U.S. contractors,
loyal Caterpillar customers, were steadily losing their dominance of international constniction markets.

(continued on neo page)

1"Corporate Strategy and Industrial Training," rcport prepared for OTA under contract No. L3-5140 by Robert It Miller, Feb.28, 1990.
Also Robert L. R ose," Caterpillar Sees Gains In Efficiency Irapenled by Strength of Dollar," Wall Street Journal, Apr. 6, 1990, pp. Al. Al 1,
Nick Garnett, "Caterpillar Gets Dug in to $2bn Factory Modernization," Financial Times, June 6, 1990, p. 14.
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Box 4-13Work Reorganization and Training in U.S. Industry: Two ExamplesContinued

Over 3 years in the mid-1980s, CAT lost more than $1 billion. With the mturn of the dollar to lower levels, the
company's income statement improved. Nonetheless, the huge l.2,ces were traumatic. CAT has substantially altered
its business practices, seeking to reduce exchange rate risks by moving production overseas and purchasing more
components abroad. In departing from its past practice of makmg most of its own parts and components, CAT has
sought to shift risks to suppliers. Today, the company continues to operate 17 plants in thc United States, but it
produces components internally only when it has a substantial cost advantage or wishes to preserve core
technological capabilities. Worldwide, Caterpillar now has only 60,000 employees (two-thirds in the United States),
compared with 100,000 at the beginning of the 1980s.

To bring down overall production costs, CAT is investing more than $2 billion in its own manufacturing
operations. Mud) remains to be done, but the company has moved toward a JIT system, and reorganized plants
arounu machining and assembly cells fitted with state-of-the-art flexible production equipment. Inventories have
been reduced substantially. Although 60 job classifications remain, the number had earlier been more than four
times greater. Work groups have been given responsibility for quality, productivity improvements, and meeting JIT
delivery schedules. As an example of the results, transmissim assembly at CAT's Peoria, Illinois, plant now takes
a few days rather than 3 months.

Given a lengthy history of labor discord, the long-term success of the new practices remains to be seen. Less
supervision, flatter organizational structures, and ever-stricter demands for higher quality and lower costs requLe
new skills throughout the workforce. CAT's training has traditionally targeted skilled workers and supervisory
personnel, but this has begun to cLange: the company has introduced new programs to help unskilled and
semiskilled workers cope with the group-oriented approach to production, which has far less formal structure than
found in the company's old plants.

C1T has also begun helping its U.S. suppliers with training, providing them at cost with courses in SPC,
blueprint reading, and geometric dimensioning and tolerancing. The company would like to old in-coming quality
inspections, relying instead on annual certification of vendors, but many suppliers have been unable to meet the new
quality targets.

Recently, CAT has become concerned that it may cot be able to fmd e^ gh machinists and Wier skilled
workers in the years ahead. While the firm has revived its app:z.stimbrup 1,:ngram, halted in 1980s as losses
mounted, qualified candidates have been scarce.

related group of " soft" technologiescont in u ous
improvement (kaizen) and employee involvement
programs, SPC and JITto help employees feel
comfortable in their new roles. SPC and HT, for
example, frequently function on two levels: as
well-defined technical methods, and also as tools for
imprasing on workers their roles and responsibili-
ties in the redesigned production system. For ergi-
neers and managers, SPC functions as a rigorous,
quantitative method for monitoring and controlling
production. Shopfloor workers may be asked to
helpby recording SPC data, trying to analyze it,

applying the results where possiblebut the pri-
mary purpose is motivational, aimed at self-
discipline.12 SPC thus becomes a tool for workers to
understand what they are doing and fmd ways of
doing it better. Indeed, SPC in an American firm
may not differ much from kaizen in a Japanese firm.
Box 4-C discusses in more detail these methods for
helping organize and manage complex production
systems.

The organizational technologies outlined in box
4-C serve as preliminaries to automation, helping
kompanies avoid mechanizing wasteful or ineffi-

12This is true not only in the United States, but in Japan. where:
Groups begin by learning a number of stausncal procedures which the foreman has been tau& in special coursestree diagrams. Pareto
curves, how to use, if not actually how to do regressions. This is partly for real, these are indeed the techniques whichdepending on
the nature of the work-placomay be used to identify problems for the group to ta ckl e. Partly, also, they are symbolicways of absorbing
and expressing a scientific attitude to work: an initiation into a confraternity, a little like the Boy Scout learning his knots.

"Employee Traming in Japan,- report prepared for OTA under contract No. 1.3-4335 by David Cairncross and Ronald Iore, Marcia 1990. P. 15-
For an e4t-.13.1ve comparative study of quality circles and their diffusion. set Robert E. Cole, Straw:es for leartung. Small-Group Arnmes in

AmenconJapanere, an,invedish Industry (Berkeley, CA. University of California Press, 1989). On current quality control procedures in U.S. industry,
particularly for semiconeuctors and optical fibers, see "U.S. Investment Strategies for Quality Assurance," Planning Report 90-1, Quick, Fman
Associates for the National Institute of Standards and Technology. April 1990.
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cient processes. Once a firm understands its proc-
esses and the needs that a reorganized production
system must satisfy, it is in a far better position to
specify new equipment (recall the Motorola exam-
ple, box 4-B). In this light, computer-integrated
manufacturing (CIM) is evolutionary, not revolu-
tionary.

These stages of refmement and streamlining need
not require extensive training in task-specific skills.
They do require attention to problem-solving, singly
or in groups, and to skill breadth. With JIT or
HT-like systems, there is no time to wait for a
supervisor tl assess a problem (defective parts, a
machine breakdown) and a specialist to fix it.
Workers should be in a position to diagnose and
solve most such problems themselves. Maintenance
training, for example, then serves multiple ends,
helping employees understa:Ad how equipment oper-
ates, and thus how it may fail, as well as enabling the
company to reduce its maintenance staff.

How much training is needed when work is
reorganized? What makes for good training in
support of continuous improvement or emplo;ce
involvement? These questions have no general
an.wers. But it does seem clear that techniques like
those summarized in box 4-C are more likely to
prove effective when part of a company-wide
reorganization, one ,at the workforce will accept
and believe in. Typically, this means linking reor-
ganization in convincing fashion to the company's
competitivenesshence job security for shopfloor
workers. If employees sense a quick-fix effort, or
think they will be blamed for future problems,
reorganization more than likely will fail.

Supervisors

The supc.-visor's role in a reorganized factory
differs fundamentall from that uf the line foreman.
There is less need for such traditional Jupervisory
tasks as motivating and disciplining worke.,, or
monitoring performance. Whf.11 supervisors oversee
a number of work goups, becoming coordinators
and facilitators, it is more as if the supervisor ..urks
for the group rather than over it. For example, the
supervisor may become .he liaison with the person-
nel department. Ideally, persuasion replaces author-
ity, with teaching and training added to the superv 1-
sor's role. Supervisors also need better diagnostic

skills, and, if they work wit:1 engineers, some
familiarity with technical issues.

Some companies have found that fewer than half
their supervisors can adjust, even after training in
human relations, participatory management, vid
organizational technologies like SPC or 71T. Super-
visors who cannot make the transition hz ,a some-
times found themselves out of work. Other compa-
nies have tried to train redundant supervisors for
technical support jobs, where interpersonal skills are
less important. But these jobs have grown cor.i,klera-
bly more demanding with the spread of computer-
based equipment, and few supervisors, especially
those promoted from the factory floor, have an ideal
background for filling them. Indeed, the simpler
support jobs, like quality control, tend to disappear
with reorganization, while others may now call for
a college degree (using sophisticated computer
models fer planning ar. schedulinge.g., computer-
aided process planning, or CAPPsee app, 4-A).

Engineers

Reorganization, finally, alters the relationship
between shopfloor workers and engineering staff.
Both product engineers and manufacturing special-
ists may be expected to act on suggestions and ideas
from production workers, join in quality circle and
kaizen meetings, and otherwise treat shopfloor
employees more or less as equals. Many companies
have found this to be a painful experience for their
engineers, who tend to view themselves as fountains
of expertise and the workforce as receptacles.

In the scientific management ideal, there was one
best or optimum way to organize production, that
way known to the initiates. To the extent that this
view still shapes the attitudes of American engi-
neers, they will continue to have trouble working
effectively with shopfloor employees. When it
comes to process design, engineers often concen-
trate on the hardwaremachinery and equipment
treating tlie workers as adjuncts, there to do what-
ever is too complex or expiiiisive to automate. In the
extreme, engineers may view automatiou as a way to
get people out of the system because they are sloppy,
unpredictable, inefficientthe source of errors. A
recent survey fmds manufacturing engineers poorly
prepared for CIM because interested only in the
technology, not in how people can use it.13

"Dedef K. Koska. "Technology s Impact on the Manufactunng Engineer in the Year 2000,- papa presented at Autofact 89 Conference &
Exposhion, Detroit. MI. Oct. 30-Nov. 2, 1989. The survey was conducted by the A.T. Kearney consulting fon.
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Box 4-COrganizational Technologies

Statistical Process Control
The goal of SPC is to reduce varianrA in the production process, resulting in more consistent output with fewer

and less serious defects, minimum scrap and rework) American firms developed the fundamentals of SPC during
the 1920s and 1930s, but the methods have been much more visible since their reimport from Japan, beginning in
the 1970s.

By measuring process parameters (e.g., the muisture content of cookies as they cnter a baking oven), and
examining trends over time, SPC defmes the limits past which product attributes begin to deteriorate (e.g., the
cookics leave the oven too hard or too soft). Once these limits have been determined, the process can be monitored
to keep the critical parameters in the proper range. Seemingly simple, SPC can become quite complicated when
dozens of variables are involved, or the process goes out of control and the causes cannot be located.

Many if not most such problems arc matters for thc enginecrini, staff. Companies train shopfleor workcrs in
SPC methods in large part to impress on them the need tor continuous and disciplined attention to their work. Rarely
do they expect employees to actually learn anything about sutishcs beyond a few simple terms like a erages and
ranges. The intent it to socialize them, integrate them into the pioduction system, and create a self-managing work
environment. Still, basic skills are necessary if workers are to enter data and read the control charts that tell them
whether or not they are doing a good job.

The example of Plumley Cimpanies, an auto parts supplier in Tennessee, illustrates the impacts of SPC and
the training required. During the early 1980s, Plumley was shipping parts with defect rates of 1 in 300; the company
had lost its oldest and one of its best customersBuick. When Plumley tried to implement SPC in conjunction with
the installation of new manufacturing equipment, it discovered that nearly half of its 500-person worklorce ;tad not
completed high school; many employees, including supervisors, were unable to read. The company embarked on
an employee education program. With its investments in new equipment, plug SPC, Plumley was eventuaby able
to reduce its reject rate to 1 in 10,000. The firm has won back business from Buick, and gained such dernandin3
new customers as Nissan.

In anothei example, at a cookie factory, introduction of SPC proved troublesome, but not because of basic skills
problems,2 Managers neither explained the goals of the program adequately, nor provided applopriate tralning.
Bakcrs, mixers, dough rollers, and machine captains focused on maintaining particular target values for moisture
content, line speed, and temperature in each of eight oven zones, without regard for the process as a whole. This
missed the point: actions at each stage affected those downstream; turning out cookies with the desired weight,
shape, color, and consistency required attention to ranges and trends, rather than specific values. Most parameters
must in fact be slightly "off-target:" if the dough is too moist, oven temperatures must be a little higher, and perhaps
the line speed a bit slower, else the cookies will be too soft It was only when management attempted to improve
the situation through a course in problem solving skills that they realized workers not only misundemtood the
purpose of SPC, but resented the way it had been implemented (some, for instance, felt they were simply being asked
to do needless paperwork).

Just-In-Time
The central idea behind JIT production (sometimes Imown, especially in Toyota's version, is kanban) is

simple: materials, components, and subassembl;-,s should be delivered (to the factory, assembly line, work station)
only as needed. Because JIT minimizes v..ork-in-process bventory and buffers of parts between production stages,
it is an essential element in the lean production systems for automobile assembly described earlier in the chapter.

HT saves money directly through lower inventory levels and reductions in factory floor area (since less storage
space is needed). With on-line inspection, bad parts and other production problems surface immediately, rather than
days or weeks after the fact. While any disruption serious enough to interrupt the flow of parts can shut down
production, this seeming disadvantage lies, in fact, at the heart of the JIT approach; the goal is toprevent disruptions;
this is achiew,i by making them intolerable. As with SPC, the objective is to keep the process always under control
and running smoothly. The costs of disruptions become so high in a JIT system that all workers understand di; Iced
to avoid them.

11n a typical example, a manufacturer of nylon stockings reducod defects by more than 80 percent over 7 months through S PC. with no
increase in production cost. W. Edwards Deming, Out of the Crisis (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 1986), pp. 380-387.

2,-rrlaing Factory Workers Three Case Studies,- report prepared for for OTA undercontract No. N3-2670 by Lany Ihrshhom, Whanon
Center for Applied Research, October 1989.
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Because a full-blown JIT system marks such a big change in the production process, introduction typically calls
for considerable uaining. For example, workers may need multiple skills so they they can help one another out when
necessary. JIT also requires morc sopi istication on the part of purchasing departments, which, as noteJ in box 4-A,
must select suppliers on the basis of reliable delivery and consistent quality so that Impections of incoming pans
can be minimized (and because a batch of bad parts can shut down the plant).

Rather than simply a matter of minimizing inventories, JIT methods actually comprise a broad set of guidelines
for designing and coordinating Factory production. Understorxi in this fashion, JIT becomes another way of
continually examining each and every piece of the manufacturing process, in all possible lights, looking for potential
problems and potential sources of improvement. Toyota's kanban system, for instance, ev..-ved through a quarter
of a century of experience-based learning. When the automaker decided to automate this informal systcm (named
kanban after the tags used br scheduling), Toyota engineers realized they would first have to spend 2 or 3 years
figuring out tli; logic embodied in the actions of the people running around the plant with their kanban tags.
Continuous Improvement

Kaizen, or continuous improvement programs, even more than SPC or JIT, should bc seen as "philosophy"a
way of keeping workers focused on the need for cost rcduction, quality improvement, reduction of waste and scrap.
Group probkm-solving sessions (e.g., quality circles) and employee suggestion programs have been among the
most popular methods for fine-tuning production operations. Workers may meet with supervisors, production
planners, or members of the engineering staff to seek and solve problems and make suggestions for improvement
(better hand tools, redactions in set-up time).

At the NUMMI plant, for example, small groups of production workers meet periodically to seek ways of
modifying assembly tasks or eliminating wastcd motion. Improvements may be . simple as rearranging a work
station to allow easier access tt. Farts, or as compkx as persuading engineers to alter component designs for ease
of production. Work groups at NUMMI also help plan training, which has ranged from task-specific skills to human
iclations and problem-solving. Experience at many companies shows that kaizen-like programs prove most
succesqul when they include training in both technical skills and group dynamics.

RERUCTURING FOR
COMPETITIVENESS

This section examines restructuring morc broadly,
including human resource practices in service indus-
tries While the sources of competitive pressure
differ, competition in the services ctiters on costs
and prices, quality and flexibility, just as in manu-
facturing. Retail banks, for example, advertise
lo v-cost checking accounts, organize production to
minimize bookkeeping errors, and inves. in auto-
matic tellers to provide round-the-clock service (and
cut labor costs). Banks now ask "customer service
representatives" to engage in active selling, using
computer simulations to demonstrate the virtues of,
say, an individual retirement account." As this
example suggests, service firms, like manufacturing
companies, have begun to manage, train, and moti-
vate their employees in ways that would have beer.
quite foreign 15 or 20 years ago.

wow.,

From Work Redesign to Organizational
Restructuring

At Motorola (box 4-L I, managers believe that the
Jays of long produc Ion runs of standardized micro-
processor chips are pretty much over. They see more
customization, requiring a production system that
can respond to constantly shifting market demands
without cost or quality penalties. In this light, the
reorganization of Motorola's Austin plant simply
marks the first step in adjusting to the competitive
realities of the 1990s. Subsequent steps may be mGre
difficult. The fust phase was limited to the factory
floor. Later phases will extend beyond the factory,
affecting engineering, marketing, and finance. Bu-
reaucratic Antacles seem inevitable. In tins, the
fiiture for Motorola resembles that for most of
American industry.

New organizational forms emerge gradually, tak-
A.g on different shapes in different industries and
different parts of the world. While the picture

14115 . Congress. Office of ',echnology Assessment. Inrernanonal Con:pennon 4n Servh.e.r, OTA-I1E-1;.8 (Weclungron DC.. U.S. Government
Printing Office. July 1987), pp. 288-291.
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remains cloudy, at the most general level the overall
shift can be described as one from "Fordist" mass
production to more flexible organizational struc-
tures.15 There is no need to accept the theorizing that
goes with so many of the discussions of both
Fordism and flexible sptcialization to sketch out the
implications for training.

Table 4-3 (a slightly abbreviated version of which
appeared in ch. 1 as table 1-1) traces the shift by
contrasting two ideal types: an older model charac-
teristic of U.S. mass production industries in the
1950s 'and 1960s, and a new model that encompasses
man3 of the changes describe4 in this chapter. Old
and new approaches to training appear at the bottom
of the table. The new model has been termed flexible
decentralization to underline two primary points: 1)
investments in flexible automation make shorter
production runs possible with little sacrifice in
efficiency; and 2) decisionmaking authority is being
transferred downward and outward, to semiautono-
mous divisions and to the factory floor.

Labor-Management Relations

Organized labor has been ambivalent or opposed
to several of the changes summarized in table 4-3
(e g., reductions in job classifications, outsourcing).
In some cases, their suspicions have good cause: not
a few companies have implemented aspects of the
new model, or closed old plants and built new ones
in States where organized labor is weak, as part of
antiunion strategies. Given continued opposition not
only from some union members, but from managers
who would prefer not to yield authority to line
workers, attempts to reorganize existing plants along
the lines outlined in table 4-3, particularly plants
with strong unions and a history of labor-
management discord, have sometimes proved im-
possible.

Although many companies seek to avoid unions
when restructuringa number of Japanese trans-
plants have located in rural areas where labor unions

have little supportin other cases competitive
pressures have spurred cooperation between unions
and management. Organized labor has been gener-
ally supportive of one of the key elements in table
4-3transfer of authority downwaid to the shop
floor. At NUMMI, for example, management agreed
to hire a majority of workers from among the laid-off
employees of GM's old Fremont plantknown for
troubled labor relationswhile the United Auto
Workers (IJAW) agreed to accept flexible work rules
and only four job classifications. About 240 hourly
workers spent 3 weeks at Toyota's facilities in Japan
for classroom and on-the-job training prior to plant
start-up. These workers then became trainers for the
rest of the 2,000-person workforce. NUMMI has
maintained high quality standards, while productiv-
ity exceeds the GM average by 40 percent.

At GM's own factories, joint labor-management
training and quality programs have also had positive
impacts. In the company's Hamtramck plant, all
assembly is performed by work groups, a Joint
Activities Committee meets weekly to evaluate
quality and productivity, and employees regularly
attend the UAW-GM off-site Paid Educational
Leave program.16 In other examples, a °Amp organ-
ized through the UAW-GM Human Resources
Center found ways to cut costs of body sealer at the
Lansing (Michigan) Body Plant from $8 to $3 per
car, while joint committees at stamping plants have
managed to dramatically reduce die change times.
As discussed in chapter 8, the LTAW has negotiated
joint training funds with the three major U.S.-owned
automakers. These funds are used to promote
teamwork as well as provide technical training.

Genuine Change or Cosmetic?

Companies that take a piecemeal approach to
reorganization risk failure, particularly those that
pick and choose Japanese production practices
according to whether managers feel comfortable
with them. It is entirely possible that the new

"Michael J. Piore and Charles P. Sabel, The Second Industrial Divide (New York. Baste Books, 1984), Charles F. Sabel, "Flexible Specializauon
and the Re-emergence of Regional Economies, Reversing Industrial Dechne? Industrial Strucntre and Policy in Britain and Her Compentors, Paul
Hirst and Jonathan Zeit lin (eds.) (Oxford, UK. Berg, 1989), pp. 17-70, Richard Florida and Martin Kenney, HighTec1mology Restructunng m the USA
and Japan," Environment and Planning A, vol. t;:bruary 1990), pp. 233-252, Paul Milgrorn and John Roberts, "The Economics of Modern
Manufactunng: Technology, Strategy, and Orgamzation," American Economic Review, vol. 80 (June 1990), pp. 511 528. Also see International
Competition in Services, op. cit., footnote 14, pp. 253-287.

16Joseph M. Callahan, "Svhcianty ui Poletownl" Automonve Industries, June 1989, p. 71. Also see "UAW-GM Jomt Activities at the Plant Level,"
Work in America Institute, Inc., Api 19, 1989.

Unions m chemicals, steel, and me airlines, among others, have agreed to flexible Job assignments, mcluding material handling, repair, and
housekeeping tasks. Harry C. Katz and Jeffrey H. Keefe, 'Industrial Restructuring and Human Resource Preparedness in Unionized Settings, ' Peter
B. Doeringer et al., (eds.), Thrbulence in the Amencan Workplace,(New York, NY: Oxford Umversity Press, fonhcoming).
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Table 4-3Changing Organizational Patterns in U.S. Industry

Old model

Mass production,
1950s and 1960s

New model

Flexible decentralization,
1980s and beyond

Overall strategy

Low cost through vertical integration, mass production, scale
economies, long production runs.
Centralized corporate planning; rigid managerial hierarchies.
International sales primarily through exporting and direct
investment.

Low cost with no sacrifice of quality, coupled with substantial
flexibility, through partial vertical disintegration, greater reliance
on purchased components and services.
Decentralization of decisionmaking; flatter hierarchies.
Multi-mode international operations, including minority joint
ventures and nonequity strategic alliances.

Product design and development

internal and hierarchical; in Lie extreme, a linear pipeline from
central corporz research laboratory to development to manu-
facturing engineering.
Breakthrough innovation the ideal gbal.

Decentralized, with carefully managed division of responsibility
among R&D and engineering groups; simultaneous product
and process development where possible; greater reliance on
suppliers and contract engineering firms.
Incremental innovat.on and continuous improvement valued.

Production

Fixed or hard automation.
Cost control focuses cn direct labor.
Outside purchases based on arm's-length, price-based comp e-
tition; many suppHers.
Off-line or end-of4ine quality control.
Fragmentati,n of individual tasks, each specified in detail;
many job classifications.
Shopfloor authority vested in first-line supervisors; sharp
separation between labor and management.

Flexible automation.
With drect costs low, reductions of indirect cost become critical.
Outside purchasing based on price, quality, delivery, technol-
ogy; fewer suppliers.
RJal-time, on-line quality control.
Selective use of work groups; muitiskilling, job rotation; few job
classification
Delegation, within limits, of shopfloor responsibility and author-
ity to individuals and groups; blurring of boundaries between
labor and ma-mgement encouraged.

Hiring and human relations practices

a Workforce mostly full-time, semi-skilled.
Minimal qualifications acceptable.
Layoffs and turnover a primary source of flexibility; workers, in
:he extreme, viewed as a variable cost.

Smaller core of full-time employees, supplemented with contin-
gent (pal-time, temporary, and contract) workers, who can be
easily brought in or let go, as a major source of flexibility.
Careful screening of prospective employees for basic and social
skills, and trainability.
Core workforce viewed as an investment; management attention
to quality-of-worldng life as a means of reducing turnover.

Internal labor market; advancement through the ranks via
seniority and informal on-the-job training.

Job ladders

Limited internal labor market; entry or advancement may
depend on aedentials earned outside the workplace.

Governing

Supervisors as policemen, organization as army.

metaphors

Supervisors as coaches or trainers, organization as athletic
team. (The Japanese metaphor: organization as family.)

Training

Minimal for production workers, except for Informal on-the-job
training.
Specialized training (including apprenticeships) for grey-collar
craft and technical workers.

Short training sessions as needed for core workforce, some-
times motivational, fiometimes intended to improve quality
control practices or smooth the way for now technology.
Broader skills sought for both blue- and grey-collar workers.

SoURCE: Office of Technology Ms, Tent, 1990.
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approaches work because the elements are mutually
interdependent. With only some of tbem in place, the
system may perform poorly. Or improvement may
be temporary, with the organization later sliding
back into its old waysparticularly if higher man-
agement does not buy into the entire agenda, but
treats it as another way of manipulating employees.

A 7-year business expansion has made it rela-
tively easy fat American industry to invest in
naining and experiment with innovations like those
outlined in tables 4-2 and 4-3. The test will come in
the inevitable downturn. Some companies in some
industries (including, for example, IBM, Hewlett-
Packard, Motorola, Pacific Telesis, and a number of
large banks) have had long-standing policies of
adjusting employment levels through attrition, re-
training and redeploying their existing workforce
when product or process technologies change, rather
than laying off one group while hiring another with
needed skills.° Facing potential layoffs in its
electric motor and transformer plant in Fort Wayne,
Indiana, General Electric moved some of its growing
production of aircraft engine controls to Fort Wayne,
finding it less expensive to retrain hundreds of
employees with 20-plus years of seniority than to lay
them off and train new people.°

Still, overcapacity or recession will from time to
time force large cutbacks in the output of some U.S.
industries. How will employers respond? A few
companies have begun to experiment with concen-
trated training on company time during periods of
slack demand, hoping to upgrade worker skills for
the long-term good of the organization. Such poli-
cies remain the exception, with many more Ameri-
can firms still subscribing to start-stop practices in
training. One point seems plain: firms that seek to
adopt Japanese production methods in a full-blown

way will not be able to close entire plants for weeks
or months.

Sectoral Comparisons

Table 4-3, while cast in terms of manufacturing,
could just as easily incorporate terms appropriate for
service firms. Table 4-4 gives summary descriptions
of the changes underway in four U.S. sectorstwo
in services (banking and retailing), and two in
manufacturing (textiles and automobiles). These
help fill in the general picture of restructuring, while
illustrating differences among industries. Textile
manufacturers, for example, appear the least sophis-
ticated by far in their approach to training.

In both banking and retailing, the forces driving
change have been domestic more than international:
deregulation in the case of fmancial services; geater
consumer buying power, shifting tastes, and migra-
tion to the suburbs in the case of retailing. Financial
service firms and retailers have adopted aggressive
training and human resource strategies, although, as
the table indicates, necessarily quite different from
those of manufactuting firms.

Automob:"../e manufacturers pay wages well above
the average, and offer attractive fringe benefits
(about the same in union and nonunion plants); they
have had little trouble finding people with adequate
basic skills who can be trained to work effectively in
their production systems.° In contrast, most low-
level jobs in banking and retailing pay far less, yet
employers want personable, competent workers
able to deal with the public and convey the desired
image.

Not only can few servit. e firms pick and choose
their workers, many must Eve with annual turnover
rates of 50 percent or more. As a result, training

17"Layoffs Called Wrong Approach to Saving Money During Hard Times," Daily Labor Repon, Sept. 22, 1986:- On the other hand, companies
including RJ. Reynolds, Eastman Kodak, Bank of America, and Chase Manhattan have abandoned earlier no-layoff policies. John Hoerr and Wendy
Zellner, "A Japanese Import That's Not Sellmg," Business Week, Feb. 26, 1990, p. 86. Even IBM has used early retirement incenth o cut its labor

force in recent years.
"Jerome M. Rosow and Robert Zager,Training: The Competitive Edge (Fan Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 1988), pp. 209-212.

One analysis, based on data from several companies, found retraining 100 redundant employees and keeping them on the payroll (doing maintenance
and security work) for 6 months to be less =pensive than laying them off and then rehiring them when demand picked up. Rozane Dean and Danifd

W. Prior, Your Company Could Benefit from a No-Layoff Policy," Training and Development fourn,l, August 1986, p. 40. Part of the reason was
the =pectin:ion that some of the laid-off workers would fmd new jobs, so that the company would boa to fully train 25 ...ew people as replacements.

Other facto, Imaking the layoff alternative more expensive included greater Unemployment Insurance charges, separation payments, administrative costs

of both hiri..g and firing, and lost production due to lower morale among those employees who were retained.

1'4 the late 1980s, Diamond-Star Motors, the Mitsubishi-Chrysler jomt venture in Bloomington-Normal, IL, hired a workforce averagingnearly 14

years of schooling; more than 50,000 people applied for fewer than 3,000 jobs. Mazda's FlatRock, MI, plant, which employs 3,100 people, received
nearly 100,000 applications. Richard Child Hill, Michael Indergaard, and Kuniko Pulita, "Flat Rock, Home of Mazda: The Social Impact of a Japanese
Company on an American Community," The Auto Industry Ahead. Who's Driving?, Peter J. Arnesen (ed) (Ann Arbor, Mt: University of Michigan.

Center for Japanese Studies, 198), pp. 69-131. The Mazda plant began production in late 1987; Diamond-Star's first carsleft the factory in 1988.
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Table 4-4Re3tructurIng In Four U.S. Industries

Textiles Automobiles' Banking Retailing

Response by U.S. firms to competitive pressures, domestic as well as International
Product variety ,Mthin narrower market Renewed emphasis on larger family
segments cars; introduction of small trucks, vans,
New investment in auto= ad and utility vehicles
production equipment Strategic alliances with Japanese and

Korean automakers kir small car
design and production
Investments in automated production
equipment; closing of high.cost plants

Aggressive movement into offshore
markets, and In some ceses into
foreign commercial banking
New financial instruments for both
retail and corporate customers
Heavy use of information technologies,
often proprietary (e.g., cash
management services)

Diversification, expansion into
specialized stores and market niches
(fast foods, luxury goods), and new
regional and local marftets; smaller
stores
Heavy use of information technologies

Restructuring and reorganization
Tighter links with suppliers and
customers
"Quick response" production systems,
with more attention to fashion trends

New plants somewhat smaller
Closer working relationships with
smaller groups of suppliers
Limited vertical disintegration, with
selected tasks farmed out
to suppliers

Functional organizations with front and Decantralization of decisionmaking to
back office collapsed riore managers
Greater stress on sales, marketing, integrated, computer-based inventory,
customer service ordering, and point-of-sale systems

Labor market supply conditions 1. ,any of the
Shortages of workers with adequate
basic skills, high school education
Shortages of skilled technical workers
and entrylevel supervisors

shortages noted reflect prevailing wage
Continuing reductions in both white-
collar and blue-collar workforces
Shortages emerging in some skilled
trades due to cutbacks in apprentice
training during the recession years of
the early 1980s

levels)
Shortages of workers with adequate
basic and social skills for customer
service jobs in retail branches

Shortages of workers with adoquate
basic and social skills, espe6ally in
some urban areas, for jobs requiring
customer contact
No consistent source for managerial
tracks

Recmiting and human resource strategies
At lower levels, take all corners High prevailing wage levels help Hire more female, temporary, and part-
Efforts beginning to work with automakers recruit young workers with erne workers
community colleges high school and beyond External hiring for management ranks

(e.g., directly from college), rather than
promotion from within
Eliminate low-skilled jobs through
automation, self-service

Seek new sources of temporary and
parttime workers-6.1., women,
students and retirees
Internal promotion to management
levels, but increasing insistence on
college as a prerequisite
Elimination of low-skilled jobs through
automation, self-service (e.g., in
gasoline stations)

Skill changes and job design
More operator responsibility for quality,
monitoring of equipment performance,
and routine maintenance; basic skills
needed
Repair work more complex

Selective use of multiskilled work Lower level employees assigned
groups broader range of tasks (e.g., selling)
Operator responsibility for quality, some Computer literacy may be needed
routine maintenance, simple
troubleshooting

Sales clerics responsible for credit card
verification, data entry

4 Some computer literacy may be
desirable

Training strategies
Basic skills programs More Gross-training; emphasis on Basic skills for entry-level workers Brief but intensive training for entrylevel
Technical training through community quality control practices (e.g., SPC) Training in proprietary information workers
colleges and equipment vendors Training programs used to build systems Extensive tralning for managers as they

employee allegiance to corporate goals Intensive training for managerial progress upward
Basic skills and adult education candidates
courses through joint union-
management training programs

aVehicie manufacturers, including Japanese-owned transplants, but nuppliers.

SOURCE. Based in part on "Training and Competitiveness in U.S. Manufacturing and Servces. Training Needs and Practices of Lead Firms In Textiles, Banldng, Retailing, and Business Services,"
report prepared for OTA under contract No L3-3S60 by Lauren Benton, Thomas Bailey, Thlerry Noyelie, and Thomas M. Stanback, Jr., Columbia University, February 1990, Table 01.
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programs are brief but intensive, stressing basic
skills, am-specific workpla ce technologies (e.g.,
point-of-sale terminals), an i customer relations.
Although both banks and retail outlets have tradi-
tionally employed many women, longer business
hours (themselves in part a consequence of the
greater number of working women) have led to an
even greater focus on women as part-time workers.
Firms in these sectors, fmally, as in a number of
other services, place demands on supervisors and
managers quite different from those in manufactur-
ing organizations. As noted in the table, large banks
and retailers have developed formal procedures for
selecting managerial candidates, and training them
at successive levels of the management track.

Changing Practices in Employment
and Training

Supply and Demand

Generally companies rerrain existing employees
when they redesign their production processes.
Moreover, in high-turnover industries, like many of
the services, half the workforce is new each year, so
that training must be built into ongoing operations.
As illustrated by the examples in box 4-B and
elsewhere in the chapter, training an existing
workforce is not so easy as it might se i. Many
companies have found that existing skill levels have
simply not been good enough. Even so, few execu-
tives in major corporations see poor basic skills as a
barrier that cannot be overcome. WI. at frustrates
industry is the double Lnrden of providing remedial
education to improve the skills of high school
graduates who cannot read or do simple arithmetic
(and who may show no interest in learning), before
being able to train in job-specific technical skills. To
avoid this, companies in a position to be selective
build more filters into the screening process before
they hire.

No longer is a high school diploma accepted as a
meaningful credential. Some personnel departments
have also adopted tests intended to measure how
well people perform in a small group setting, while
applic ints may have to be approved by the produc-

tion group they will join. As such trends imply, in the
longer term, hiring and ,raining practices, particu-
larly in manufacturing, will probably change qdite
substantially. Wage levels may have to rise, if
manufacturing firmsmany of which pay much less
than in such traditionally unionized sectors as autos
or steelare to attract workers with the needed
capabilities. Many young people who once might
have taken jobs in manufacturing now go on to a
junior or community college; fewer seem interested
in pursuing a factory-bound career. It has become
difficult for many U.S. firms to fmd, not only
production workers with adequate skills, but techni-
cians and engineers willing to work on the shop
floor. Still, managers of large companies generally
see the most serious problems, not in their own
organizations, but in their suppliersparticularly
small firms that not only pay low wages but do little
or no training.

Contingent Workers

As noted in tables 4-3 and 4-4, American compa-
nies have begun relying more heavily on contingent
workersthose without formal or long-lasting ties
to an employer. During the 1980s, temporary and
part-time employment grew at roughly twice the rate
of permanent, full-time employment, and now ac-
counts for about one-quarter of all U.S. jobs.2° For
employers, replacing full-time staff with short-term,
project-related, or part-time employees provides a
simple way to adjust for variations in demand. Work
may be subcontracted to small fums, or to individu-
als. Subcontractors, in turn, may have people on call
so that they can respond quickly. Firms that rely on
contingent workers uan lay off part of the workforce
when times are bad, while avoiding some of the costs
(e.g., fringe benefits) of a larger core of permanent
employees.

Much as in more primitive economies where
casual work is common, contingent workers act as
buffers. Employers have been able to push much of
the risk associated with business downturns, illness,
and other interruptions in people's atility to work
onto individuals. (While some contingent workers
eventually become eligible for fringe benefits such

20Richard Belous, "Future Labor Force Requirements," presentation at Congressional Research Serv ice, July 26, 1989.Including illegal immigrants,
work in the underground economy (mc-t of which is simply unreported, not illegal or otherwise illicit), the self-employed, and those who work at home
would increase the fraction significantly.; ,e Imernanonal Companion in Services, op. cit , footnote 14, chapter 7, from which portions of the discussion
below draw.

Twenty percent of the 645 firms in the 1990 Towers Pernn/Hudson Institute survey reported that they have a core/contmgent workforce. another II
percent are moving in this direcfion. "workforce 2000Competing m a Seller's Market. Is Corporate American Prepared/ A Survey Report on
Corporate Responses to Demographic and Labor Force Trends," op. cit., footnote 3, p. 24.
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as retirement plans, health insurance, and paid
vacations, most do not.) Rarely does a contingent job
represent one step on a career ladder; indeed, almost
by defmition, contingent workers have no access to
internal labor markets, and thus little opportunity for
on-the-job training.

But, like the "fife-and-hire' approach, reliance
on contingent workers may be more expensive for
companies than first appearances would suggest. By
defmition, contingent workers are hard to integate
into group-based production systems. Not only do
they lack company-specific training, and commit-
ment to corporate goals, they may not have needed
task-specific skillsa particular problem in periods
of rapid expansion. When companies design stan-
dardized jobs that can be performed by temporaries,
whether brought in for 2 days or 2 months, they may
be sacrificing efficiency. Over the longer term,
companies that rely too heavily on part-time and
temporary employees may fmd that they have
substituted flexibility in numbers for the flexibility
created by a workforce rich in experience-based
skills and know-how.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
New technology in the workplace, new forms of

work organization, and the overall shift towards
service industries have accelerated the need for
training in the U.S. economy. As companies move
toward more flexible systems of design, develop-
ment, and production, they must complement their
investments in computer-based technologies with
investments in better-trained workers. The needed
training goes beyond skills for operating particular
pieces of equipment. Restructured organizations
cannot function without a workforce that is both
well-trained and well-motivated. Increasingly, man-
agements encourage shopfloor employees to view
themselves as individually responsible, each in their
own small way, for the continued success of the
enterprise. Allocating more responsibility and au-
thority to individuals and goups requires attention
to both hiring practices and training.

While many plant managers believe that upper-
level executives continue to undervalue manufactur-
ing, a growing number of American companies
realize that it will take renewed attention to the
factory floor to solve their competitive problems.
One result: training managers may become members
of strategic planning groupsa status unheard of

-

just a few years ago. With more training, workers
become more comfortable in learning environments
and better able to adapt to new production technolo-
gies. Companies that recognize this virtuous :ircle
for what it is have taken a major step toward
continued competitive success.

APPENDIX4-A-COMPUTER-ALDED
TECHNOLOGIES IN U.S.

MANUFACTURING
Advanced manufacturing technologies come in many

varieties. Companies seek lower costs through near-net
shape processing (e.g., precision castings in place of
machined forgings) and better functional performance
through improvements in heat treatment or surface
hardening. They specify new materials, including fiber-
reinforced composites, IA hich require new processes, and
look to automated inspection procedures to locate one-in-
a-million defects that would be impossible for human
operators to spot.

This appendix first outlines major categories of com-
puter-aided technologies used in manufacturingwith no
attempt to be comprehensive. The context is one of
metalworking rather than the chemical or electronics
industries (although many computer-aided technologies
can be employed in a surprising variety of production
settings). Later sections of the appendix discuss diffusion
within American industry and the effects of programma-
ble automation on skills.

Toward Computer-Integrated Manufacturing

Many if not most of the thousands of processes found
in U.S. manufacturing share a common attribute: they
depend, in one way or another, on computer-based control
systems. For many years, the chemical industry has used
automated process controls. Once, a control system would
have had to be specially designed for a given application.
Today, generic components can be programmed via
software for a broad rang of ,.pplicat ions. In steelmaking,
optical and electronic sensors monitor the chemistry and
temperature of molten metal, feeding information to
process control computers In machining, numerical
controls (NC) that once required off-line programming
are giving way to controllers that can be used much like
a PC.

The great advantage of the computer for automation
lies in its flexibility: computers can be reprogrammed, not
only for new applications, but to make minor modifica-
tions in existing processes. For many years, computers
were too expemive to find many applications on the
factory floor, but with the development of, first, minicom-
puters, then d. e microprocessor and the PC, hardware cost
is no longer th, chief obstacle. Rather, the cost barriers lie

1 r) I-1
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seftware, and in integration. Software programs
rnUst not, only be written for each new application, they
musripi, debugged and maintained. Integationlocating
and assembling equipment that can be linked together,
devising software that effectively coordinates equipment
from different vendorsoftek proves much inore-diffi-
cult than initially expected.

Computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) thus re-
mains an objective more than a reality. Yet many firms
have moved quite a long ways down this road over the
past two decades. And if some of the past efforts to
implement computer-integrated manufacturing now seem
overambitious, that should be no surprise. Technological
innovation of any stripe brings with it unanticipated
difficulties more frequently than unexpected serendipities.
The great difference between adopting computer-based
control systems for factory automation and computer-
based systems, for, say, aircraft flight control is simply
that American companies would normally put their best
technical people to work on aircraft flight controls, and
give them ample budgets, while leaving manufacturing
systems tO less competent people with less than ample
budgets.

"ogrammable automation began in the 1950s and
,o0s, with NC machining and early computer graphics

systems. Gradually, these and other stand-alone applica-
tions began to be linked through networks and common
databases. While the process of integration remains a long
way from completion, C1M will eventually be common-
place. The companies that can most quickly and most
effectively make something useful of acronyms such as
those below will mave ahead in international competition:

CAD, or computer-aided design. In fact, most CAD
systems remain limited to computer graphics, the
automation of drafting and preparation of bills of
materials. Some can generate NC part programs.
Such tasks as maintaining databases of drawings
and specifications, and making the changes called
for during developmentoften running into the
dozens, if not hundreds, for a single parthave
become much more manageable.
CAM, computer-aided manufacturing. Descendents
of NC machining, CAM installations today typi-
cally link several machines, along with robots and
materials handling equipment, to create an auto-
mated machining cell or a flexible manufacturing
system (PMSthe difference is simply one of
scale). Only a few hundredlarge FMS systems have
thus far been built.

Phob crock Morton issocistion of Caiwhunity
and Junior Cann

Interactive video training In the use of a computer-aided
drafting system.

CAPP, computer-aided process planning. Many
shops now schedule jobs and manage work-in-
process inventories with the aid of small computers
and commercially available software packages.
More American firms make use of CAPP than any
other computer-based manufacturing technology.

ClM, computer-integrated manufacturing. CIM im-
plies combining CAD and CAM, and typically
CAPP as well. The primary objective: moving from
design to production without an intervening stage of
paper drawings and process plansfrom CAD to
CAM more-or-less automat:rally. For practical
purposes, such systems do not yet exist, except-for
a few specialized cases such as very large-scale
integrated circuits.

As these technologies develop and diffuse, some
workplace skills will become obsoletebecause taken
over by autom-ted equipmentwhile demand will grow
for others, including systems anal ysis, programming, and
maintenance of both hardware and software. A1,:_g part of
the job for analysts, designers, and programmers is to put
together CIM systems that are easy for unskilled workers
to use. 'lb the extent they are successful, training and
retraining for users will be straightforward.
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Penetration of Programmable Automationn

Surveys indicate that no more than 10 or 11 percent of
installed machine tools in the United States have NC
capability (about the same as in Japan, although the
Japanese machine tool inventory is substantially newer).
Over 30 percent of these NC machines are at least 10 years
old. Nearly 40 percent of the total consists of simple
models that can read instructions but do not incorporate
computer controlstechnology that has been available
for more than 25 years.

None of this should be very surprising. Machine tools
have useful lives measuml in decades. The stock turns
over slowly, with companies retaining older toot., as
back-ups, even if they rarely use them. Moreover,
investment in C1M-related equipment (including CAD,
CAPP, programmable controllers, and local-area net-
works, as well as NC machines) grew at about 15 percent
annually during the years 1983-1989--quite a high rate.
Two-thirds of U.S. manufacturing establishments have
implemented at least one C1M-related technology (and
nearly half have at least one NC machine tool). More
companies have invested in CAD and CAPP than in NC
machinery because the investments are smallerat the
minimum, simply a PC and an off-the-shelf software
package. In sum, compuw-based manufacturing technol-
ogies seem to be diffusing at about the pace that would be
expected based on past expeilance with other technologi-
cal innovations. Vexir problems in practical application
tend to counterbalanee the economic driving forces. At
the same time, many smaller companies have plainly
failed to grasp the logic of programmable automation, and
thus have not made investments that would be cost-
effective.

Penetration varies with plant size and industry sector,
with a relatively few firms, mostly large, accounting for
most invest ments. In 1984, for instance, more than half of
all industrial robots could be found in the plants of IBM
plus the Big Three U.S. automakers. In 1986, one-quarter
of all manufacturing establishments accounted for nearly
85 percent of the CIM-related investment total. A:cording
to the Census Bureau survey cited in footnote 21, large
establishments make more use of programmable automa-
tion than smaller plants (figure 4A-1). Ninety-four
percent of manufacturing establishments employing 500
or more people have invested in at least 1 type of
corn, ter-assisted technology, versus 67 percent t, Finns
with iewer than 500 employees. Larger plants tend to have

Figure 4A-1Penetration of Numerically Controlled
Machine Tools and Computer-Aided Design

by Plant Size'
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a Small plants have 20-99 employees; medium, 100-499; large, over 500

SOURCE: Current Industrial Reports: Manufactudng Tedinology, 1988
(Washington, DO; Deportment of Labor, Bureau of the Census,
May 19P9), pp. 31, 35.

more types of programmable automz .1 in place; 80
percent of the large establishments sampled had at least
five different advanced technologies, but only 20 percent
of small and medium-sized firms.

Companies that do most of their business with the
Defense Department or other Federal agencies (e.g., the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration) make
greater use of advanced technologies than those selling
primarily to the private sntor (figure 4A-2). In the Census
survey, 87 percent of plants that viewed government as
their primary customer had installed at least one CIM-
related technology, compared to 62 percent of plants
selling in other markets. Prime contractors and subcon-
tractors show broadly similar patterns of adoption;
regardless of their size, Arms -.hat make products to
military specifications rely more heavily on program-
mable automation than others.

Most companies surveyed report that improvements in
product consistency and quality (more than 80 percent)
and reductions in labor costs (78 percent) have motivated
their investments. Nonadopters often believe that avail-
able technologies are not applicable to their operations, or
are not cost effective. Two-thirds of managers in estab-
lishments without computer-based equipment reported
that their production mix (number of different part
designs, average lot sizes) did not justify automation. In

21T1iis secuon summarizes the results of several recent surveys of the adoption by J.S. manufacturing fums of computer-assisted technologies. Most
of the information comes from Maryellen Kelly and Harvey Brook "The State of Computerized Automation in U.S. Manufacturing," John F. Kennedy
School of Government, Harvard University, October 1988; ana Current Industrial Reports: Manufacturing Technology 1988 (Washington, DC:
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, May 1989), as summarized in "U.S. Manufacturing: Problems and Opportunities in Defense and
Commercial Industries," staff paper, Office of Technology Assessment, May 1990. Also see Edith Wiarda,Frostbell Automation. The IT1 Status Report
on Great Lakes Manufacturing (Ann Arbor, MI; Industrial Technology Institute, September 1987). On the situation of smaller Ems, see Philip Shapira,
Modernizing Manufacniring: New Policies to Build Industrial Extension Services (Washington, DC: Economic Policy Institute, 1990).
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Figure 4A-2--Penetratlon of Numerically Controlled
Machine Tools and Computer-Aided Design Among

Defense and Nondefense Firms
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SOURCE: Currant Inc:4mm: Reports: Manufacturing Technology, 1988
(Weangton, DC: Department of Labor. Bureau of the Census,
May 1989), pp. 31, 35.

many cases, these perceptions are no doubt accurate, but
the survey results also suggest that some managers do not
grasp the capabilities of programmable automation and
the benefits ki be gained.

Both adopters and nonadopters report difficulties in
financing purchases. At the same time, some companies
have invested in NC equipment, not because it fits their
strategic plan or makes economic sense, but simply on an
ad hoc basis when replacing worn-out conventional tools.
One-quarter of companies.that have purchased automated
equipment made no further investments during the past 5
years. The surveys, finally, suggest a widening gap
between adopters and nonadopters, with nosi of the new
investments over the next few years likely to he made by
companies that w'ready have experience with progranuna-
ble automation. Fc..wer than 1 in 10 of the esteblishments
reporting no such equipment as of 1987 planned to make
purchases over the next 3 years.

Impacts on z71dlls

Auornaeon not only affects job opportunities, it
changes skill requirements, sometimes in the direction of
deskilling, sometimes upskil1iag.22 At the level of the
firm, automation often correlates with new hiring rather
than layoffs because companies typically invest in new
technologies when business is good. Over time, of course,
since the intent is to increase productivity, the firm's

employment may decline. For the economy as a whole,
the effects of automation depend on the relative rates of
growth in output and productivity. Both are uncertain, and
none of the many predictions made over the past decade
has won wir'-spwad acceptance.

When it c les to skill requirementsand the long-
running debai wer deskilling (whether or not automa-
tion, by reducing overall skill requirements, forces a
growing fraction of workers to function simply as
machine tenden)the patterns are equally complex.
When CAD programs ran on mainframe computers, for
example, they were used mostly by engineers and
computer specialists, who looked to CAD for help with
complex geometrical tasks. In an aerospace company, the
same people would often use the CAD system and modify
the program (sometimes without telling anyone).

Today, high school graduates with relatively Hine
specialized training can use the turnkey CAD systems
available from numerous vetdorsP So far, these systems
have had most of their impact through the automation of
such labor-intensive tasks as production of finished
drawings based on preliminary sketches. In earlier years,
these sketches would typically have been passed along
from engin ,-ers to drafters who worked at a drawing
board. Nov, the drafting function takes place at computer
terminals. Not only drawings of mechanical parts and
components, but archite -tural renderings, electrical, pip-
ing, and plumbing layouts, and highway routings can be
produced in 10 or 20 percent of the time once necessary.

Though good basic skills Are icquired to use these
systems, it takes less training to become a capable CAD
operator than to become a competent drafter. While CAD
opens up new avenues for the design engineer, the
drafter's job has been deskilled. Companies that rely
primarily on CAD systems comnionly hire people: with
vocational-technical schooling, but no more than, say, a
year's manual drafting experience. They feel that those
with more experience will be overqualified (and perhaps
overpaid), and unable to adapt as welt to an automated
work environment.

Early generations of NC technology, somewhat simi-
larly, depended on skilled technicians and engineers to
keep the equipment running and improve performance
(e.g., through efficient prograrnrAng). The paper tapes
that guided the machines hail to be prepAred using
specialized and complex computer languages. The part
programmers who prepared these tapes needed some
design skills, as well as knowledge of machining prac-

vFor a recent cummary focusing on conceptual issues In this long-runnit_ debate, soe Paul Attewell. "Skill and Occupations' Changes In U.S.
Manufacturing," draft prepared for the conference on Technology and the Pature of Work. Stafford Univessity, March 28-29, 1990. For sharply
contrasting interpretations of data and projections for the future, see Lawrence Kshel andRuy A. Teixeira, "The Myth of the Coming Labor Shortage:
Jobs, Skills, and Incornts of Amesica's Workforce 2000,' Economic Policy Institute, Washington, DC, 1990; and John Bishop and SbanI Cartw, "The
Deskilling vs Upskilling Debate: The Role of BLS Projections," draft, July IS, 1990.

zslMernational Competition in Services, op. cit., footnote 14, p. 274.
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tices. They also had to be well versed in programming.
Skilled maintenance workers were needed to oversee the
balky and unreliable electro-mechanical tape readers.
Machine operators, however, became machine monitors.
They were deskilled because the equipment was viewed
as too complicated to permit them to write programs or
intervene in operations; they loaded and unloaded parts,
and watched for malfunctions.

Current generations of microprocessor-based NC equip-
ment feature help screens and prompts, much as found in
software packages for word processing. With a week or so
of training, most workers can begin using the simpler
systems. Because the equipment is straightforward and
reliable, semiskillee shopfloor workers can now do a
good deal of programming them3elves, limited not by
their computer skills but by their kmowledge of machining
(just as word processing software ...".n catch simple entry
or spelling errors but not syntactical mistakes). Mainte-
nance requirements have also changed with the shift from
tape readers to direct computer control.

The surveys cited earlier in the appendix (footnote 21)
indicate that about two-thirds of NC machine operators
have at least "some programming" responsibility, with
one-half having "major programming" responsibility. In
effect, part programming has now been deskilled; opera-
tors and machinists can take back some of the responsibil-
ity. Machinists who prepare and debug programs find
theirjobs have been reskilled. Operators who once simply
tended automated machines but now take on some part
prograrnming find their jobs upskilled. While few compa-
nies cite skill deficiencies as a barrier to purchases of CIM
equipment, some report lack of skills to be a barrier to
implementation, especially when it comes to mainte-
nance.

Many of the mid-level skills will lisappear, as NC
systems grow still more sophisticated. Tod8y, CAD
systems can automatically generate only simple NC
programs. As development of integrated CAD/CAM
proceeds, more complex preararnraing tasks will be
automated. Eventually, the system will do everything
except handle the exceptional cases. Because they are
exceptional, these will have to be routed to highly skilled
workers, perhaps engineers, who can resolve ambiguities
and make decisions requiring trade-offs and design
compromises.

As both the CAD and NC examples suggest, program-
mable automation deskills some jobs and upskills others.
When, for example, GM's Linden, New Jersey, assembly

plant installed robots for welding, painting, and glass
sealing, skill requirements for production employees
decreased while those for maintenance workers increased.
Effective application of CAPP requires considerable
training, because complex scheduling algorithms replace
the rules-of-thumb previously used. Interpreting the
results and making effective use of them demands at least
as much expertise and judgment as the older procedures
but expertise of a different sort.

Programmable automation shifts the mix from repeti-
tive tasks (loading/unloading, checking dimensions, mon-
itoring) toward set-up and maintenance, as well as
preparing and editing programs. Skill shifts, moreover,
may be cyclical, as in the case of NC machine operators
whose work was first deskilled through automation, then
upskilled as programming became simpler, and in the end
will probably be deskilled again, as programming itself is
more fully automated. The general pattern appears to be
one in which much of the early technology development
is done by users. Typically, those users are highly
skilledoften engineers. As the technology matures,
vendors take over most of the development. Th ,:. highly
skilled work migrates from users to equipment suppliers,
with jobs in the user firms generally being either des killed
(CAD operators in place of drafters) or reskilled (NC
programming in place of manual machining).

At the same time, looking at the effects of new
teclmologies on a task-by-task basis can be misleading.
While any one taskor all the tasks for a given
workermay become easier, the job as a whole may
become more difficult because of the mix of tasks or the
speed r)f production. Often, new equipment operates
faster. Moreover, the company will seek to keep it running
to maximize the payback on its investment. Operator
errors and downtime become more costly. (Japanese
factories are notorious for the pressure placed on individ-
ual employees.) Preventive maintenance and process
quality are likely to become more important. Emphasis on
quality and avoiding mistakes requires a broad under-
standing of the production process. With companies
pushing for flexibility (shorter production runs, more
frequent product change), employees will find themselves
engaged in a wider range of activities. These activities
will change more frequently, putting a greater premium
on alermess and diligence, as well as continuing on-the-
job learning.
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Chapter 5 I

Delivery of Training by U.S. Finns

SUMMARY
U.S. companies spend billions of dollars each

year to train workers. Still, the extent and quality of
training vary Cramatically, and firms seldom evalu-
ate their efforts. Only 35 percent ot workers say they
had any farm of training while at their current job.

As interest and investment in training grow, a few
pioneering companies, large taid small, are design-
ing training programs to support strategic corporate
goals. These firms often fmd that new instructicaal
technologies can deliver high quality training at less
cost than traditional teaching methods. Both efforts
to systematically integrate training with business
strategy and to apply instructional technologies
arc still in their infancy, however. (See ch. 7.)

New training organizations and support struc-
tures, including State assistance programs and in-
dustry consortia, Fre emerging. While these sources
promise to enhance the scope and quality of training,
their efforts are fragmented and not widespread.

While the data are poor, recent estimates of the
total annual employer investment in formal class-
room training range between $30 billion and $45
billion. Apenditures on ioformal on-the-job train-
ing could be geater, because few U.S. workers
ret,tive training in a formal classroom or laboratory
setting. Most on-the-job:straining is unstructured
left to chance. Some U.S. firms have found that rapid
technological change increasingly requires workers
to have broader, more theoretical job knowledge that
can be provided best through formal training.
(Formal and informal training oan be merged at the
worksite through job aids, simulators, and other new
forms of instructional technology).

Formally or informally, U.S. employers provide
little training partly lut of fear that well-trained
employees will sell tiwir skills elsewhere for higher
wages. Human capital theo,.. and subsequent empir-
ical studies suggest that emplorers can use a variety
of mechanisms to protect themselves from such
risks. There is some evidence that the most highly
trained workers are those least likely to quit or be
laid off. Still, the fear of losing their investment as
well as a lack of training knowled;_. and experience

,
make many managers reluctant to spend major sums
on formal or structured informal training.

U.S. workers receive training from many sources:
colleagues and supervisors, in-house training oe-
partments, equipment vendors, private training com-
panies, and public and private schools and colleges.
When firms introduce new technologies and re-
design jobs, they rely primarily on in-house training
and training by equipment vendors. Once job
descriptions become well-established, educational
institutions provide more of the training.

The quality of training delivezed by these sources
varies 5.2at1y. In many companies, the in-house
training department is seen as a wayside within the
corporate hierarchy, r,nd rising young executives
hope not to be placed there. Outside sources, in
contrast, are eager to serve client companies. How-
ever, many equipment vendors give only cur:;ory
trtining to a small group of employeesthe ven-
dor's first concern is selling equipment. While many
schools and colleges can provide more comprehen-
sive, general training, employers see it all more than
is actually required, and may not want to pay for it.
Alternatively, there is a huge maze ol. for-profit
training companies and consultants-3,A0, by one
estimateand no way to judge their quality except
by word-of-mouth. They sell both high quality
products and services and untested, off-the-shelf
training material

Over the past two decades, the States have
expanded their business development efforts to
include modest support for traLning. Today, State
investments in worker training are aimed not only at
wooing new firms to boost the State economy, but
also at inducing existing employers to create new
jobs or to avoid layoffs.

By the 1988-59 fiscal year, 44 States operated 1
or more company-customized training programs,
with annual budgets totaling about $375 million. k
addition to these formally budgeted programs, t few
States have spent large sums on training as part of a
package of incentives to attract new industries,
especially new auto plarn. Many StaL-subsidized
educational insdtutioos also provide custoeczed
training for employers on an ad hoc basis outside of
any formal, statewide program.
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Despite this growing investment, few States have
evaluated their training efforts. One preliminary
study indicates that State assistance has played a
positive role in achieving the goal of enhancing the
competitiveness of existina firms.

Small employers, who are most in need of training
assistance, often need better technology and im-
proved management techniques as well. However,
current State technology assistance programs (which
provide consulting services to firms seeking to
upgrade their hardware, software, and management
systems) are limited in scope and poorly linked with
State training assistance. Neither State technology
assistance nor State training assistance programs are
adequate to meet growing employer demand. "One-
stop training and technology assistance for small
emplcyers lost in the jungle of public and private
training providers is available only in Michigan,
Massachusetts, and a few other States.

Growing State involvement in worker training
raises important policy questions. Perhaps most
fundamental is: Should government intervene in the
training marketplace, and what criteria should gov-
ern its assistance given that State resources will
never be adequate to aid all firms? Closely related is
the question of substitution: Are companies using
State training funds to support nontraining activi-
ties? If the money is being used correctly, would the
firms have trained their workers anyway in the
absence of State subsidy?

Raising these questions may be less necessary if
companies are required to prove fmancial need and
are limited to subsidies for formal training or
systematic on-the-job training (such as trainers'
salaries while on the shopfloor) which can be clearly
identified as training time.

HOW MUCH TRAINING IS
DELIVERED?

Accurate estimates of the extent of worker train-
ing do not exi( '. There are several reasons:

Few firms respond to surveys; only a handful of
firms keep track of training expenditures and
these firms account for training costs in very
different ways.'
In employee surveys, workers' memories and
perceptions of training events may be unrelia-
ble.2
Employers more often train their workers
informally on the job than in formal class-
roomsonaking it hard to differentiate between
"training time" and "work time."3 4

Not surprisingly, therefore, estimates of the total
employer investment in training vary greatly. (See
table 5-1.)

Estimates of U.S. employers' investments in
formal training range from $30 billion to $44
billion.6 While these estimates could be off track,
there is no doubt that employer-provided training is
a large enterprise. How large is a matter of interpre-
tation. The $44-billion estimate is less than 1 percent
of 1988 Gross National Product (GNP) ($4.88
trillion). Averaged across an employed workforce of
114 million, investments in formal training are, at
most, $385 per worker per year.

In contrast, the total cost to educate America's 58
million full-time students (those in primary, second-
ary, and post-secondary education) in 19876 was
about $311 billion7$5,400 per student, or 13 to 20
times greater than the amount spent on workers.
Because training is only a small component of most
workers' jobs, its costs should not be nearly as great
as those of the full-time education of students.

LAnn P. Bartel, 'Utilizing Corporate Survey Daia to Study Inv moments in Employee Training and Development," discussion paper for the National
Assessment of Voca6ona1 Education, February 1989.

2Ne" P. Eurich, Corporate Classrooms (Princeton, NJ; The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1985), p. 7-

.ny P. Carnevale et al., Best Practices. What Works it:Training & DevelopmentOrganizaion and Strategic Role, repon prepared for U.S.
Department of Labor (Alexandria, VA: American Society for Training and Development, March 1989), p. 36.

4U.S. Congress, Othe "'Technology Assessment, Technology and the Amertcan Economic Transition, OTA-TET -.7. Sprineld, VA. National
Technical Information Sorvice, May 1988), p. 129.

6The most recent estimate, for 1989, is $44 billion. This total was extrapolated from a suivey of companies with 100 or more employees which
received only a 16 percent response mte. The low response rate makes the accuracy of the extrvolation questionable. The survey was published in
Training Magazine, October 1989.

6U.S. Department of &location, National Center for &location Statistics, Digest of Education Statistics 1989 (Washington, DC. U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1989), p. 29.

71bid., p. 9.
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Table 5-1Estimates of Employer Investments in Training
(total annual Investment by U.S. employers)

Total Formal Informal

Author (dollars in billions) Comments

Oberle (1989)° NE 44.4 NE The survey was sent to 20,000 business units with 100 or
More employees in early 1989; 3,130 responded for a 16
percunt response rate; estimate excludes wages cf train-
ees. Three-fourths of the total was for wages of trainers.
Excludes government training.

Mincer (1989)b 105-210 NES NES This study used wages while in training as a 7:413xy for
training costs. Includes government training.

Bartel (1989)° NE 55 NE The survey was sent to 7,765 business units in early 1987;
493 responded (6 percent response rate). One-third to
onehalf of responcing units had formal training programs.
Some respondents may have included trainees wages in
their oust estimates. Excludes government training.

ASTDd 120-210 30 90-180 The formal training estimate is based on average training
costs multiplied by the number of trainees and courses
from the 1978 Current Population Survey. ASTD excludes
wages of trainees and government training from its formal
training estimate. The low end informal estimate Is based
on a Bureau of Labor Statistics survey which found that
info rmal training was cited th. ee times more frequently than
formal training as a sourt of qualifying training!The high
end Informal estimate is based on Mincer's 1989 estimate
($210 billion) minus ASTD's formal training estimate ($30
billion).

Carnevale & Goldstein (1985)1.... NE 10-21 NE The study used 1978 case study survey data from 12 large
firms, to deterrrine training costs This was multiplied by
the number of courses from 1978 Current Population
Survey. Includes government training. Higher estimate
includes wages.

Craig & Evers (1981)g NE 30-40 NE Assumes ave.age firm spends half AT&T's 1981 average
per emplo; ea training expenditure of $1,500, and that half
of all U.S employees mceive training. Includes govern-
ment troZting. Excludes wages of ,tinees.

NOTE:NE -not estirnateo; NES ...not estimated separately.
*Joseph Obede, *Training Magazine's Industry Report 19133," Training Magazine, vol. 26, No. 10, October 1989, p. 32.
klacob Mincer, "Labor Market Effects of Human Capital and of Its Adjustment to Technological Change," discussion paper for the National Assessment of
Vocational Education, February 1989, pp. 17, 33.A December 19133 analysis by Mincer, using much the same methodology, resulted in a revised total of $24.0
billion to $330 billion for formal and Informal training combined.

°Ann P.Bartel, "Utilizing Corporate Survey Data to Study Investments In Employee Training and Development," discussion paper for the Nabonal Assessment
of Vocational Ethication, February 1989, p. 5.

d"Amount Spent on Training by American BusinessesFact Sheer (Alexandria, VA: American Society fcc Training and Development, no date).
°M ex L Carey, How Makers Get Their Training, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistucs, bulletin no. 2226. March 1985.
fAnthony P. Carnevale and Harold Goldstein, Employee Training; Its Changing Role and An Analysis of New Data (Alexandria, VA: ASTD Press, 1985), pp.
77-82.

gAs cited In Carnevale and Goldstein, in footnote f above.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.

However, training expenditures are also quite mod-
est when compared with other employer investments
in their workers. Forty-four billion dollars equals 1.8
percent of the total compensation that American
fir : and other private employers paid their workers
in 1988 ($2.4 trillion8). A few companies znd
amounts equal to 4 or 5 percent of their payroll on

formal training while others spend nothing. Overall,
employers spent more (2.8 percent of payroll) on
coffee breaks, lunch, and other paid rest time for
their employees than on formal training.9

When the costs of informal training are included,
cost estimates range from $105 billion to $210
billion or more per year (see table 5-1). However, the

sSurvey of Current Business, vol. 69. No. 7,July 1989, table 1.14, p.45.

U.S. Chamber of Commerce, "Employee Benefits," Survey Data From Benefit Year 1988 (Washington, DC: 1989), p. 27.
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$210 billion estimate is not comparable with the
other estimates in table 5-1, because, imlike the
others, it assumes mat workers share in the costs of
training by accepting a lower wage than would
otherwise be paid during the training period.

Most informal training is unstructured, consisting
of experienced co-workers and supervisors showing
newer employees how to do their jobs. Such training
does not compare favorably with the highly struc-
tured informal training and the growing amount of
formal training provided by firms in competitor
nations (see ch. 3).

Training in Small Finns

Training is delivered unevenly across firms and
among workers. While a few large corporations
spend major sums on employee training, many small
companies spend little or nothing.1° Larger firms are
more likely to provide structured training because
they 'nye lower labor turnover and gxeater access to
capital to finance training.11 It is also possible that
the training tends to further reduce their labor
turnover.

Although smaller firms invest little in formal
training, they nonetheless do train their employees
informally. Typically, worbrs at flans with less
than 100 employees have gxeater training needs
because, in comparison to workers at large firms,
they tend to be less well-educated and have a less
stable employment history. These needs are usually
met by supervisors or co-workers informally teach-
ing new hires.12

Strong management commitment at some smaller
firms drives investment in formal as well as informal
training. A few even develop their own in-house
training. For example, General Tool, a family-
owned machine tool job shop in Cincim ti, has a

full-time training manager who designs and delivers
both an apprenticeship program and ongoing off-
hours courses for the company's 300 employs.13
Tho company defrays part of these costs by allowing
nonemployees to enroll in its classes for a fee.

Economic Barriers to Workplace Trainingu

Accordin; to human capital theory, worker train-
ing extends across a spectrum ranging from "gen-
eral" training, which "is useful in many firms
besides those providing it,"15 to "specific" train-
ing, which is useful only in the firm where it is
provided. Because firms could lose part of their
return from general training investments if a newly
trained worker took a job with another firm, the
theory states that, although firms might provide such
training, they do not pay for it. Instead, employers
pay a lower wage during the training period to cover
the training costs. Employees accept the lower wage
because they recognize that they will benefit from
the general training. Another theorem of human
capital theory is that firms and workers share the
costs of specific training (the workers' share is paid
in the form of a wage lower than their productivity
would otherwise justify) since both parties benefit.16
To guard against turnover, the theory says, firms pay
higher wages following specific training than would
be warranted based strictly on productivity.

Some subsequent empirical studies have called
both of these basic premises into question, suggest-
mg that firms sometimes pay for general training and
that firms and work s do not always share the costs
of specific training More importantly, however,
these studies found th it, when firms do take the risk
of investing in both general and specJic training,
thoy are less likely to lose their investment through
quits or layoffs than the original human capital
theory would suggest. This suggests that, at least in

okromc M Rosow and Rohm Zager, Training. The Competitive Edge (San Francisco, CA. J ssey-Bas-, 1928), p. I., Enrich, op. cit., footnote 2,
p. 9; Sheldon Haber et al., "Employment and Training Opportunities in Small and Large Firms" (Potomac, MD: Simon & Co., under U.S. Small
Business Administration Contract No. SBA-8587-AER-84, 1988), p. viii.

11John H. Bishop, "On-the-Job Training of New Hires," working paper #89-11, Center for Advanced Human Resom-ces Studies, Cornell University,
presented at the symposium on market failure in training, LaFollette Institute of Public Affairs, University of Wise msui, Madison, May 1989, p. 33.

12"Employment and Training Opportunities in Small and Large Firms," op. cit., footnote 10, p. 90.

"James Stewart, Director, Manufacturing and Engineering, General Tool Co., personal communication, May 4, 1989.

"This dismission is based on a working paper by Michael J. Feuer, OTA, "Economic Analysis of Viorkplace Training. :Inman Capital Theory and
Beyond," August 1989. -

"Gary B ecker, HumanCapital. A Theoretical and Empincal Analysis With Special Reference to Education, 2d ed. (New York, NY. National Bureau
of Economic Rescarch and Columbia University Press, 1975). p. 19.

'6°Economic Analysis of Workplace Training," op. cit., footnote 14, p. 30.
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some instances, training is less risky as an invest-
ment than many employers believe.17

A study of scientists and engineers found that
those whose firms financed their general training (by
paying for outside courses) earned just as much
during training as those who were paying for their
own education.18 The same study found that quit
rates were no greater among scientists and engineers
whose firms paid for general training than among
those who paid the costs of general training them-
selves, either through lower wages or by paying
tuition for courses out of their own pockets.19
Another study, based on a 1982 survey of over 3,000
employers, provides further evidence that firms do
indeed pay at least some of the costs of general
training.2° To recapture some of these costs, wage
rates following training were lower than the in-
creased productivity of the workers would warrant.
Despite the low wage, the workers vi are still unlikely
to quit or be hired away by rival firms because their
new skills were poorly "signaled" to the labor
marketthat is, rival firms were unaware of these
skills and how they might benefit from them.21

An earlier study of manufacturing workers found
that when workers financed a greater share of their
specific training (by accepting lower wages), they
were less likely to quit. When the finns paid a greater
share of specific training, they were less likely to lay
off the workers.22

In actual pr. Ace, firm5 rarely offer training that
is purely general or purely specific. Instead, the two
types of training blend along a continuum. Some
empirical studies suggest the w!ien general and
specific training are offered jointly, turnover rates
are reduced, so the likelihood of losing the invest-

ment is lowered.23 More importantly, the "risk" of
providing general, transferable skills may be out-
weighed by tithti benefit to the firm from increased

:ficiency in specific training 24 Because employers
are most likely to capture the benefits of specific
training, and the costs of specific training are lowest
when the employee possesses broad, transferable
skill, the investment in general training may be
worthwhile.

Both in its original formulation and in many
subsequent studies, human capitzl theory suggests
that employers can use a variety of mechanisms to
minimize the real or perceived risks of training
investments. Even so, some managers view training
not as a strategic investment to improve human
capital, but as either an avoidable expense or an
expensive benefit. When profits are up, training
increases; in lean years, it is cut back.25

Cost is not the only barrier to worker training
Many employers are reluctant to provide training
because they do not know the best approach. Senior
managers may not fit training into their plans to
introduce new technology and/or new work proc-
esses.26 Production manaoers are often reAictant to
disrupt operations by releasing employees for train-
ing in the hopes of an elusive futuie benefit. Many
inexperienced managers fear training will fail, while
others who have had bad experiences with previous,
ill-conceived training efforts are even more wary.27

Despite these barriers, the competitive pressures
outlined in chapter 3 are forcing companies of all
sizes to reevaluate their training needs. Small and
mid-sized suppliers to laeger companies will need
better trained workers to meet the stricter quality
requai ents of the purchasing firms.

171bid., p. 37.

18Michael Feuer, Henry Glick, and Anand Desat, "Is Firm-Sponsored Education viable?" Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, vol. 8,
1987, pp. 121-136.

19Ibid.

2°Bishop, op. cit., footnot,.. 11.

21Ibid.
22Dona1d Parsons, "Specific Human Capital. An Application to QUIt Rates and Layoff Rates," Journal of Political Ecotomy, vol. 80, No. 6,

November/December 1972, pp. 1120-1143.

23Michacl Feucr, Henry Glick, and Anand DeAt, "Firm Financed Education and Specific Human Capital. A Test of the Insurance Hypothesis,'"
invited paper, symposium on market failtun LaFoliette School of Public Affairs, University of Wisconsin, Madison, May 1989.

242vIcsanori Hashimoto, personal communication, June 1989.

25Eurich, op. cit., footnote 2, p. 5.

26Peter A. Crettcos and Robert G. Sheets, "Evaluating State-Financed, Workplace-Based Retraining Programs,' forthcoming report to the National
Commission for Employment Policy and the National Governors' Association, March 1990, p. 56.

271bid,, p. 58.
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THE IMPACT OF EMPLOYER-
PROVIDED TRAINING

A few companies have made major commitments
to training. For example, International Business
Machines Corp. (IBM) and Xerox Corp., spend 4
percent or more of payroll on training. Motorola, Inc.
has a corporatewide policy of budgeting 1.5 percent
of payroll for training and in fact aten spends more
(2.4 percent in 1!:37).28 Motorola is now proposing
that each employee receive at least 40 hours of
education and training each*year.

One recent study29 urged American employers to
spend 2 percent of their payroll on human resource
development, with the ultimate goal of reaching 4
percent nationwide. However, simply throwing more
money at training will not help firms function better.

Some companies have been able to reap substan-
tial savings by evaluating their training programs in
light of company goals. For example, in 1985,
IBM's top managers found that they did not know
what the corporation's total annual expenditure on
training was. It took a 3-month study to reveal that
IBM was spending $900 million a year (or 4.7
percent of total compensation) on education:30 Top
management called for a follow-up study to deter-
mine whether the $900 million total was justified in
terms of the quality of training and its contribution
to productivity.

With top-level commitment to acting on the
results of the subsequent study, training was "recen-
tralized," under a Director of Education reporting to
top management; training courses were redesigned,
eliminated, and/or created to match them more
closely to company jobs; and cost-effectiveness
studies led to greater use of distance learning

technologies. A new 5-year strategic plan for educa-
tion, closely linked to business goals, is now halfway
through implementation, and rapidly rising training
costs have been contained.3i

Other companies, too, have saved money by
taking a closer look at their training programs and
evaluating the cost-effectiveness of alternative de-
livery methods. NCR Corp. (formerly National Cash
Register) expects to save $70 millioR per year in
training costs by producing its own training materi-
als on interactive y,ideodisc.32

Effects oft Job Petformance

Most efforts to strengthen the quality of tra-ming
focus on improved job performance. Recent research
as well as anecdotal evidence from companies
indicate that knowledge gained outside of the
normal job context (such as in a classroom) is
difficult to transfer back to the worksite.33 34 There
are many r...:asons for this nontransfer: Training
departments are often left out of top corporate
planning, line managers sometimes fail to reinforce
application of the newly learned skills, and, in many
cases, the course itself may not be really focused on
the conw.1.L of trainees' jobs.

There are teFhniques for more closely relating
training to job performance. Corapanies that can
afford to undertake job analysis, for example, can
often improve their training programs. IBM's effort
to create a more responsive training system resnited
in dropping many courses while adding others to
match the 85 major job categories in the company.35
This pruning used Instructional Systems Design
(ISDsee ch. 7 for a more complete discussion) to
evaluate the previously existing array of courses for
relevanc- to the content of specific jobs. Through the

28Pau1 V. Delker, "Worker Training: A Study of Nine Companies," contract report prepared for the Office of Technolo3y Assessment, September
1988, p. 47.

29Anthony P Carnevale and Janet W. Johnston, Training America. Strateg..s for the Nation (Alexandria, VA. American Society for Training and
Development, 1989, p. 5). The study whs jointly sponsoted by ASTD and the National Center for Lducation and the Economy.

30Ralph E. Grubb, "Training in the Workplace: AL IBM Case Study," report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment under contract
12-2830, February 1990, pp. 12-14.

31Patricia A. Galagan, "IBM Gcts Its Arms Around Education," Daining and Development Journal, vol. 43, No. 1, January 1989, pp. 35-41.
32Robert R. Miller, "Corporate Strategy and Industrial Training," contractor report prepared for the Chlice of TechnologyAssessment under contract

L3-5240, February 1990, p. 41.

33Helen Kelly, "A Primer on Transfe.. of Training," Training and Development Journal, Novembex 1982, p. 102.
341-auren B. Resnick, "Learning In School and Out," Educational Research, No. 16,pp. 13-20, and others cited in David Stern, "Institutions and

Incentives for Developing Work-Related Knowledge and Skill," paper presented at the Technology and the Future of Work Conference,Stanford
University, Stanford, CA. Mar. 28-29, 1990, p. 6.

35Galagam op. cit., footnote 31, p. 39.
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use of ISD, the length of some courses was cut by 25

percent.36

The cost savings from eliminating "nice to
know" information and keeping only "need to
know" information may be substantial. However,
managers seeking greater worker participation as
part of their business strategy often fmd that the
"need to kno w" category is quite large. According
to one recent study of workplace training:

What employees need to learn, beyond their
immediate assignments, depends on what the em-
ployer wants them to contribute. Leading companies
... tell them a great deal about corporate goals and
plans, the operation of the job site the jobs of peers
and managers, the functions of adjacent work units,
the technology in use, eff-4tive problem-solving
methods, and actual costs.37

In some cases, taining does not translate into
improved job performance because other steps, such
as reorganization of work, have r.ot been taken. For
exainple, operators in a large (900-employee) east
coast cookie factory received training in statistical
process control (SPC), problem-solving, and trou-
bleshooing. However, their jobs remained un-
changed, so that they had little opportunity to use
their new skills. Thus, the training had little im-
pact.38

In other cases, the lack of transfer is due to a lack
of post-training follow up. One study found that
students were most likely to apply time management
skills learned in a short course when they attended a
follow-up session where they set goals for applying
their new skills.39

Linking Training to Management Strategy

Many observers note that training departments of
large companies are often isolated from top manage-
ment and that training content is often developed
haphazardly, in response only to immediate needs.4('
Thus,lower level managers often justifiably doubt
the usefulness of training, because it sidetrack.;
people from their "real" work with no apparent
b enefit.41

Responsibility for training is necessarily deem).-
tralized.42 A 1988 survey of 12 large corporations
revealed that, in all but one company, line managers
controlled at least 75 percent of the total corporate
investment in training.43 Although local decisions
are important for flexibility, company-wide training
commitments may not develop without some cen-
tralized guidance. Some large corporations, like
IBM, may gain economies of scale and tie training
more closely to strategic goals by centralizing
oversight of the entire training process at a point
high on the organization chart. 'Ib be avoided is
having a human resource development (HAD) de-
partment that produces training videos and courses
that may not be used by operating divisions, while
field managers act on their own to produce or buy a
whole smorgasbord of other training services.

For small businesses, linking training tq manage-
ment strategy may be easier. Because most small
companies cannot afford to hire a full-time trainer,
there is no danger that training can be isolated f:rom
corporate goals. In fact, top management sometimes
is the HRD department.44

Managers in many U.S. industries rank improving
the quality of their products or services high among
corporate goals. When the correct links are forged,

36Ibid.

nRosow and Zager, op. cit., footnote 10, p. 14.

nLany thrschhorn, "Training Factory Workers: Three Case Studies," contractor report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment," July

1989, P. 5.
39Kenneth N. Wexley and Timothy T. Laldwin, "Posttraining Strategies for Facilitating Positive Transfer. An Empirical Exploration," Academy of

Management Journal, vol. 29, No. 3, September 1986, pp. 503-520.

40Thomas J. Chmura et al., "Corporate Education and 'Fraining," SRI International BusinessIntelligenc... Program Report No. 753, fall 1987, p. 7.

41 Rosow and Zager, op. cit., footnote 10, p. 25.

aRichard Gordonet al., "Proposal for Creation of a Research Planning Group submitted to the Councilfor European Studies," December 1988, p. 3.

43Anthony P. Carnevale and Eric R. Schulz, Best Practices: What Works in Training & Developmem: Accounting and Evaluation, report prepar-A

for U.S. Department of Labor (Alexandria, VA.. American Society for Training & Development, Mar. 31, 1989), p. 149.

44For example, the owner of one small manufacturing company in Cincinnati not only budgets for formal and informal training,butalso delivers much

of the employee training himself. Typically, he trains the foremen and coaches them asthey train the production workers. George Wiles, President, Planet

Products, interview of May 4, 1989.
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training can play a critical role in quality improve-
ments.

Training has played an important role in Ford
Motor Co.'s quality improvement strategy. Follow-
ing massive layoffs in the early 1980s, Ford insti-
gated an Employee Invc1,tement (El) process for its
unionized workforce. Training in joint problem-
solving took place on company time, as did a
subsequent program teaching managers how to work
successfully with the more participative workers.

At the same time, Ford and the United Auto
Workers were jointly developing a broad range of
personal development courses offered off-hours. As
discussed at greater length in chapter 8, these
personal development courses made on-the-job train-
ing easier by enhancing participants' self-esteem,
interest in learning, and basic skills. According to
Ford's former Chief Executive Officer, Donald E.
Petersen, training and EI played a major role 'n the
firm's 1986 turnaround from near-bankruptcy to
record profits. Petersen, who retired in 1990, views
ongoing training as a key to the continual quality
improvement needed to sustain profitability.45 (See
box 4-D in ch. 4 for hither discussion of training in
company efforts to improve quality.)

Training can play an important role in achieving
other corporate goals too. lz)r example, as global
markets mingle, many U.S. corporations seek to
increase exports. This requires employees who can
operate effectively in other cultures and languages.
Aetna's Corporate Education Institute providescourses
in cross-cultural issues to support the company's
attempt to break into foreign markets. Motorola's
Training and Education Center briefs top manage-
ment on the culture and history of Asia, to better
understand the company's foreign competitors and
to help tap Asian markets.46

Even firms who are not focused on exporting are
finding that the demographics of their workforces
are changing (see ch. 3). As the number of immi-
grants grows, language barriers will affect on-the-

job training More companies will need trainers and
supervisors who are adept in multicultural and
multilingual environments.

Evaluation of Training

Evaluation can improve training. Although it is
rare, managers are becoming more intested in
evaluation when they look more closely at their
training expenditures and ponder what they got far
their money.

A 1986 survey of training professionals in major
corporations found that less than half of the training
programs offered by their firms were naluated at
all:47 Sirailar results were obtained in 1988, when
ASTI) surveyed several large companies known to
keep excellent records of training costs. Of this small
group, only 10 percent actually assessed the impacts
of training on job performance, and only 25 percent
looked at business results. In most of the firms,
evaluation of training was limited to participant
reactions and, to a lesser extent, knowledge gains.48

The ideal evaluation method for training meas-
ures:

1. reactions (how participants felt about the
course);

2. knowledge/skill (through competency tests);
3. application (impact on job performance, judged

by interviews with supervisors and peers fol-
lowing training); and

4. business results (such as increased sales or
profits following training).49

The difficulty of applying this four-part model is
illustrated by the experience of New England
Telephone (NET). A rigorous evaluation of a
technician training program took a full year to
complete. With normal job turnover, the managers
who had originally requested the study were gone by
the time the favorable evaluation report arrived."
lbday, NET relies primarily on reaction sheets and
on focus groups held several months after training to

45"Donald E. Petersen: Chainnan of Ford and Champion of Its People," Training & Development Journal, August 1988.
46Chmura, et al., op. ch., footnec 40, p. 9.
47/ wigs_Burkhart, Employee Training in America: A Comparative Assessment of Training arid Development (Princeton, NI: Opinion ResearchColp., 1986).

48Carnevale and Schulz, op. cit., footnote 43, p. 142.

49Donald Kirkpatrick. "Evaluation of Training," in RI. Craig and L.R. Bittell (eds.), Training and Development Handbook (New York, NY:McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1976).

5°As cited in Carnevale and Schulz, op. cit., footnote 43, p. 117.
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Table 5-2The Skill-TralnIng Life Cycle

Changes In jobs, skills,
and training

Phase of technology development

Phase I:
introducUon

Phase II:
Growth

Phase ill:
Maturity

Phase IV:
Decline

Tasks Complex

Job skills Firm-specifiz.

Skill training provider Employer or equ;oment
manufacturer

Impact on Jobs Job enlargement; new
positions created with
significant change in
skill needs

Increasingly routinized

Increasingly general

Malket-sensItive
schools and colleges

Emergence of new
occupations

Increasingly routinized

General; transferable

Schools and colleges
more generally

Relatively rigid Job hier-
81ehy; occupations as-
sociated with formal ed-
ucation and related work
experience requkements

Narrowly defined

General; transferable

Declining number of
schools and colleges;
same sklils provided by
employer

Elirnination of occupa-
tions

SOURCE:Patricia M. Flynn, adapted from Fadlitetng Technological Change: The Human Resoume Challenge, T.J. Kozik and D.C. Amason (eds.),
The Worker ln Transition:Technological Change (New York, NY: Ballinger Pubilshhg Co.,1988), p. 19.

attempt to improve the quality of training and to
increase its relevance to strategic business goals.51

Obviously, many other factors besides training
can affect business results. Nevertheless, it is often
possible to evaluate training in terms of bottom-line
improvements. For example, customer-relations train-
ing should bring a reduction in lost customers and an
increase in the accuracy of orders, both factors
quantifiable in dollars.52 When IBM trained all
1,500 employees at its Austin, Texas manufacturing
plant to make better use of its continuous-flow
manufacturing process, cycle time was reduced by
over half, reducing inventory costs and avoiding the
necessity of adding an expensive third shift.53

The potential payoffs of evaluation are great.
Such analyses are necessary not only to justify
growing corporate investments in training but also to
weigh alternative delivery mechanisms and to im-
prove the quality of training.

TRAINING PROVIDERS
When adults were surveyed in 1983 about job-

related training, the most striking finding was how
few workers received training. About 55 percent said
they had needed training to acquire their current
jobs, but only 35 percent reported receiving any
subsequent formal or informal skill improvement

training. Many adults reported receiving training
from more than one source. Among those who said
they had needed training to acquire their current
jobs, almost 29 percent identified secondary or
post-secondary schools, 28 percent said they were
qualified through informal on-the-job training, and
10 percent obtained their jobs with skills learned in
formal company training programs.54

Those who had received skill improvement train-
ing in addition to their basic qualifying training a:so
frequently reported more than one source of this
training. About 14 percent cited informal on-the-job
training and 11 percent mentioned formal company
training, while 12 percent said their skills were
improved through secondary and post-secondary
s chools.

Many of those who used schools for job training
were financially supported by their employers.
Among tbose who reported that schools qualified
them for their current jobs, 8 percent were sponsored
by their employers, as were a full 41 percent of those
receiving skill upgrading in schools.

Who provides training and where it is done may
move through a "skill training life cycle" as new
technologies are introduced, develop, and mature.55
As shown in table 5-2, the introduction of newly
developed technology into a workplace can create

511b1d., p. 171.

52Dana Gaines Robinson and Jim Robinson, "Training for Impact," Training and Devdopment Journal, vol. 43, No. 8, August 1989, p. 37

53Grubb, op. cit., footnote 30, P. 25.

54Max L. Carey, How Workers Get Their Training, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 2226, March 1985, pp. 5-7.

55Patricia M. Fynn, Facilitating Technological Change (New York, NY: Ballinger, 1988), pp. 16, 27.
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complex new Picks 56 With the uncertain quantity
and quality of skills required and the lack of a supply
of appropriately trained workers, managers typically
tack these tasks onto existing jobs. Because the skills
needed are firm-specific, training is usually deliv-
ered either in-house or by the equipment vendor.
Later, as the technology matures, tasks related to it
become more standardized, new occupations related
to it may emerge, and the supply of appropriately
trained workers expands. Training for these new
jobs, created by the adoption of relatively mat=
technologies, is more general (i.e., transferable
among firms) and is more often provided outside the
fmn in schools and colleges.

According to one estimate, employers provide 69
percent of their formal training themselves and
purchase 31 percent from outside providers.57 (See
box 5-A for a breakdown on the Federal Govern-
ment's training expenditures on its own employees.)
This reliance on in-house training may be explained
in part by the skill-training life cycle, which suggests
that firms rely on in-house sources during periods of
rapid technological change,

A 1985 survey of supplier firms to the Michigan
automobile industry found such a pattern. Among
firms that had adopted use of statistical process
control (SPC), computer numerically controlled
(CNC) and computer-aided design (CAD) technolo-
gies, most training was delivered informally on the
job. The firmo typically sent technicians or line
managers to sformal training class; these individu-
alS the"! iiained the others informally.58

The quality of in-house training is directly af-
fected by the skill of training personnel, many of
whom lack professional haining education. As the
number of full-time trainers grows, many trade and
professional associations have sprung up to assist
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Employers provide most of their formal training In-house.

them, including the American Society for Training
and Development (ASTD), the National Society for
Performance and Instruction, the Society for Ap-
plied Learning Technology, and the American
Management Association.59 A recent industry direc-
tory lists 61 membership otganizations serving the
training profession.° These associations ilelp ad-
vance the skills and knowledge of profellsional
trainers through publications, conferences, informal
networking, and, in some cases, training courses.61

When they turn to outside resources, U.S. final)
purchase training from a wide variety of providers
including equipment vendors, private taining coa-
sultants, and public and private i;chools and colleges.
These purchaset are estimated to totzl aboat $9
billion per year.°

The relationship between in-house and outside
training is complex. In-house trainers may assist in
the design of a purchased course and may be trained
to teach it. On the other hand, some in-house training
departments, such as AT&T's, have become so

56Patricia M. Flynn, "Introducing New Technology into the Workplace," in Investing in People: A Strategy ;.71 Address America's Woriforce
Crisis, Background Papers, V. 1 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency,
September 1989). pp. 421-426.

51Anthony P. Carnevale et. al., Training Partnerships: Linking Employers & Providers (Washington, DC: American Society for Training &
Development, 1990), p. I.

Mantes Jacobs, "The Training Needs of Michigan Automobile Suppliers" (Ann Arbor MI: Industrial Technology Institute, 1986), p. 7.
PLee Gainer, ASTD, personal communication, July 27, 19r.

toLakewood Publications, Thzining 1988-1989 Marketplace Directory, p. 306.

6117or example, the Miami Florida Otapter of ASTD, working with Florida International University, developed a two-semester part-time program
leading to certification as a professional trainer. The curriculum included courses in instructional design and evaluation of trainingBetsy Caster and
WillabethJoman, "Professional Trainers Go to School," Tralaing and Development Journal, vol. 43, No. 7, July 1989,p. 78.

62Training magazine's 1989 industry survey estimates that $937 billion was spent on purchased training that yearDoining, op. cit., footnote 5, p.
40. Carnevale estimates that 31, percent of total emploYer investments of $30 billion, or $9 billionper year is spent on purchased trainiagCanavalo
et al., (1989) op. cit., footnote 3, p. I.
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Box 5-AThe Federal Government as Trainer

Federal agencies spent $1.03 billion on training of their 2.1 million civilian employees in fiscal year 1988.1

This amounted to nearly 1.7 percent of the government's payroll (salary, wages, and lump-sum payments, but not

oenefits) in 1988.2 (By contrast, some training intensive companies may spend 2.5 pexent of :layroll or more on

training.)
Almost 60 percent of the training dollars was used fr.; internal training by agenciec The other 40 percent was

used to cover the costs of training provided by public colleges and universities, tree and professional associations,

and private training institutions.3 Managerial, executive, and supervisory empbyees accounted forapproximately

15 percent of total training hours and e7:penditures; nonsupervisory employtes accounted for the remaining 85

percent.4
While statistics on training are collected by the Office of Personnel Management, qualitative assessments are

more difficult to find. In the years between 1978 and 1988 the number of employees receiving training almost

doubled, and the hours !pent on training increased by 90 percent. The cost per hour of training increased by 20

percent, while the average length of training received by Federal employees decreased by a quarter.5 It does not

appear to be known hor much of this to attribute to use of more effective training methods and technologies and

how much to attribute to agency efforts to compensate for rising costs by shortening training sessions.

In the years between fiscal years 1985 and 1987, timedevoted to the design and conduct of training by Federal

employees increased 4.5 percent. The mix of personnel involved in tiaining activities shifted to involve more

instructors, and fewer support and adrniniatrative staff.
The U.S. military budgeted over $18 billion for training in fiscal year 1990. This includes pay and allowances

to trainees and trainers. As discussed in chapter 7 and in the appendix, the mil;tary has been a major source of

research and development funds for learning research and for development of ins k. actional technology. In fiscal year

1990, it spent $22 million on basic research and expk atm development for education and training, and another

$73 million on subsequent or further development. It also spent $81 million for research and development of
simulators and training devices.6

17his includes nonuniformed employees of the Department of Defense. It does not include postal employees.

2Information provided by Geraldine Hahn, Office of Personnel Management, bly 1940.

3United States Office of Personnel Management, Office of Employee and Executive Development, Employee Training in the Federal

Service, Fiscal Year 1988, p. 5.

4Ibid., p. 7,

5Ibid., p. 10.

6EA. Alluisi, L. Richards-Mearts, and E.B. ViCino, Trammg and Personnel Systems. R&D Program Descripdon, Fiscal Year 1989190

(San Diego, CA: Defense Technical Information Center, MATRIS Office, 1989).

successful that they are profit centers, selling
training to other companies. In a few cases, these
training divisions have been spun off into independ-
ent corporations, increasing the ranks of private
training consulting firms. For example, Learning
International, now an independent training vendor,
formerly sold training as a division of Xerox (Xerox
Learning Systems). The American Supplier Insti-
tute, which provides tr. 'ing to auto industry
supplier firms, used to be a division of Ford.

Equipment Vendors

Like most training, that provided by equipment
vendors is of mixed quality. Equipment vendors sell
hardware and software, not training It is not

necessarily in their economic interest to provide
training applicable to a competitors' products. But,
because most companies install equipment from
more tl one vendor, their workers would benefit
from br,..,der training. When vendors provide initial
training as part of a sales package, they design their
courses to highlight their product's strengths rather
than its problems. When downtime rises because
workers lack maintenance skills, it can cut into the
gains in productivity that would otherwise result
from the purchase of new equipment.

Typically, vendors provide training on a short-
term basis. Sometimes, companies citvelop longer
term training relations with their vendors. Even
these can be unpredictable. For example, one small

14 6
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southern manufacturer of paper and plastic cups sent
small groups of workers to its equipment vendor for
intermittent training in machinery repair for many
years. However, in 1989. the equipment manufac-
turer expressed reluctance to continue such training,
and the manufacturer had difficulty in obtaining
appropriate training from other outside sources.63
Finally, the firm was forced to establish its own
training center, near the equipment vendor's facility
in Wisconsin. The manufacturer estimates that it
costs about $1,000 per week, including wages and
travel costs, to send an employee to the new training
center.64

Despite these limitations, vendors are often the
initial and sometimes the only source of formal
training workers receive when using new technol-
ogy. Some equipment vendors are in fact major
training providers. For example, Allen-Bradley, a
major manufacturer of programmable controllers,
ha13 trained over 4,0(10 maintenance workers in a
year. The enrollment compares to a large community
college or vocational school.°

In the "skill-training life cycle" (table 5-2),
vendor-delivered training is especially important
when employers purchase new, innovative technol-
ogy, because only the vendor knows how to use it.
For example, during the 1950s, some firm' adopting
electronic data processing sent their employees to
the computer manufacturers' schools for as long as
8 weeks to develop the needed skills.66 Today, with
training in data processing available from a wide
range of public and private schools and colleges,
vendor training may last only a few days. An OTA
study of office automation found that, when new
equipment was purchased, vendor training was
limited to a brief orientation; the users were then left

on their own to experiment and learn what applica-
tions of the new computer system would be3t help
them with their work.°

If vendors do not train everyone, they often
instruct the client's key workers to train coworkers;
unfortunately, the client firm often fails to give these
key workers adequate time away from their ordinary
responsibilities to train others. Worse, these lead
workers may not be skilled trainers and may not
reach all who will operate the equipment. A 1987
survey of large manufacturers and utilities found that
vendors typically trained only the engineers, who
were often poor teachers; they tended to assume a
level of operator knowledge that was unrealistic. As
a result, operators did not fully understand the new
equipment and were not able to cope with system
breakdowns.° Similarly, vendors of CNC equip-
ment often train managers in small firms, rather than
line workers who use the technology on a daily
basis.69

A few equipment vendors are providing more
generic in-depth training. For example, Allen-
Bradley formed a joint venture with Control Data
Corp. in the early 1980's to develop computer-based
courses on programmable logic controllers, variable-
frequency chives, and CNC fundamentals. These
three courses, now marketed separately by the two
firms, are applicable not just to Allen-Bradley
equipment but also to other brands of controllers."

New instnictional technology can be used to
replace short, vendor-provided courses with ongo-
ing instruction. For example, Control Data has
developed a generic simulator of a programmable
controller, which is produced and marketed by
Amatrol, 1.nc., a vendor of fluid power systems.

QU.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Making Things Better. Competing in Manufactunng, OTA-ITP.443 (Washington, DC: U.S.Governmeut Printing Office, February 1990), p. 182.

64Virgil Spery, Imperial Cup, personal communicadon, July, 1990.

65Lanen Elliott, former Allen-Bradley training official, personal communication. July 20, 1989.
66Patrich M. Flynn, "Technology Life Cycles and Career Paths," in Ii. Kozik and D.G. Janssen (ed.s.), The Worker in 71-ansinon: Technological

Change (New York, NY: American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1989),p. 250.
67U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Automation of America's Offices , OTA-CIT-287 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing

Office, December 1985).

(Alloy B. Helfgott, Computerized Manufacturing and Human Resources (Lexington, MA: Heath. 1988), p. 39.
(*Maryellen R. Kelley and Harvey Brooks, "The State of Computerized Automation in U.S. Manufacturing" (Cambridge, MA: John F. Kennedy

School of Governmnt, Harvard University, 1988), p. V-21.

70Rosow and Zager, op. cit., footnote 10, p. 100.
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Maintenance workers can use the simulator to
practice troubleshooting; they are timed in how long
it takes to repair each of the 47 simulated failures in
the system?'

Amatrol's participation in this joint venture is
based on its experience in training for its own
equipment. The company trainers learned first that
customers wanted more generic training because
their manufacturing systems were typically made up
of components from a variety of vendors and second
that customers want to deliver more training in-
house but lack the equipment to do so. To fill this
market niche, Amatrol began manufacturing compu-
terized training work stations.72

Private Training Consultants

Private training firms have experienced high rates
of growth in recent years. Annual sales of outside
services and off-the-shelf training programs and
materials grew from $1.5 billion in 1984 to $3
billion in 1989P Many entrepreneurs are attracted
to this low-overhead business with its potentially
high earnings.74 One recent inde. Ty directory lists
500 training companies and consultants.75 Another
industry source estimates that there are at least 3,500
companies supplying training programs and semi-.
nars.76

As with other training sources, for-profit firms
vary widely in quality. In theory, because of market
incentives, private training firms can rapidly spread
training techniqi s across the United States. They
often respond to ...merging training needs faster than
public educational institutions.77 For example, the
number of private companies selling basic skills
courses, both in print and through computers, is
proliferating (see ch, 6).

The best consultavts tailor training to meet the
needs of individual employers. However, many
others sell or rent off-the-shelf packages that may or
may not apply to the employer s business goals and
workforce. A few offer training techniques whose
effectiveness is unproven. For example, several
firms sell motivational tapes that purport to reach a
deeper level of consciousness by sending messages
separately to the two hemispheres of the brain.
Studies by behavioral psychologists indicate that
this technique fails to enhance learning.78 Independ-
ent evaluations, with experimental and control
groups would be needed to substantiate the claims
made about some training prodtrts. Suck evalua-
tions are seldom conduci.ed.79

Even as more small firms enter the private training
industry, larger, established firms are undergoing a
wave of mergers and acquisitions. For example,
Zenger-Miller, one of the largest supervisory and
management training firms, was acquired in 1989 by
Times Mirror Co., the Los Angeles-based newspa-
per publisher.8° Times Mirror had earlier acquired
Xerox Learning Systems, specializing in sales train-
ing, and Mirror Systems, Inc., an interactive video
disc training firm. Since that time, Times Mirror has
purchased Kaset, Inc., a company specializing in
customer service training." With corporate training
directors looking for courscs to meet a variety of
strategic goals, including higher quality, better
service, and impioved producdvity, such mergers
could offer clients a one-stop shop.

Increased centralization of the private training
indastr; could improve the efficiency of worker
training. The Instructional Systems Aswciation, a
trade group representing the inaustry, reports that
the most positive results of the merger and acquisi-
tion trend are additional funds, which could be used

71Larren Elliott personal communication, July 20, 1989.

72Paul Perkins, Vice President for Marketing, Amatrol, Inc., personal communication, July 25, 1989.

73As cited in Training Magasine. October 1984 and October 1989.

wCarnevale et aL (1989), op. cit., footnote 3, p. 158.

"ASTD Buyer's Guide & Consultant Directory, (Alexandria, VA: ASTD, 1989), p. 3.

76Vincent W. Hope et L. "Packages and Seminars," in Robert L Craig (ed.) Traitung ana ' yment Hand& t, 3d edition (New York, NY:
McGraw Hill, 1987), p. 828.

7/Patricia Flynn Pannell, "Occupatio.dEducation and Training: Goals and Performance," in Peter B. Doeringer and Bruce Vameulen (eds.)..lobs
and Training in the 1980s (Boston, MA: Martinus NiPsoff Publishing, 1981), p. 64.

7Nationa1 Research Council, Enhancing Human Potential (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1988), p. 21.

p. 17.

93"ZengerMiller bought by Times Mirror: Consolidation A Trend," 71.aining. voL 26. No. 1, hnuary 1989, p. 14.

81Terry Broomfield, Executive Director, Instructional Systems Association, personal communication, July 26, 1989.
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for research and development, improved delivery
systems, and improved qua1ity.82 However, it is also
possible that mergers and acquisition will lead to
greater emphasis on off-the-shelf packages and
standardized approaches that fail to meet employers'
unique needs.

Proprietary Schools

Privately owned and operated vocational schools
traditionally fill an important niche in pre-
employment training for young people. These pro-
prietary trade and technical schools serve a popula-
don largely unreached by othei ---.-.rational institu-
tionslow-income, young adult minoritiesand
have a lower dropout rate than their publicly funded
counte rparts.83 On average, proprietary schools place
81 percent of their graduates, which suggests to
some that their graduates' sIdlls match labor market
needs.84 However, graduates of proprietary schools
_.:. more likely to wind up unemployed than art

graduates of public post-secondary insdtutions.si
Perhaps the narrow training proprietary school
students get is useful for entry-level jobs but does
not provide a good basis for further LIvancement.
Small firms are more likely than larger firms to rely
on these schools as a source of skilled workers.86

Many proprietary schcqls have excellent records.
For example, over 95 percent of graduates of one
Washington, DC school are placed as electronics
technicians with large computer manufacturers.87

In contrast, reports of fraud and abuse of Federal
fmancial aid88 by other schools have hurt the
reputation of the whole system.

For example, a computer schuzl in New York City
arranged for $25 million in guaranteed student loans
for its enrollees between 1984 and 1987. Students
testified that teachers frequently slept m class or did
not show up at all. The school closed in September
1987, leaving its students without any appreciable
skills but saddled with student loans averaging
$2,500 each.89 The U.S. Department of Education
launched a --::.w initiative in Junt 19.'29 to try to
control loan defw 'Its at proprietary schools.

Now that enrollment of young adults from the
"baby boom" has ended, proprietary schools are
beginning to offer employers their services as a
source of upgrade training. For example, in 1985,
National Education Corp. (NEC) operated 43 propri-
etary schools in 10 States and obtained about 65
percent of its revenues from federally guarauteed
loans and Dants.9° By 1988, although the chain had
grown to 53 schools, enrollment growth was modest
and NEC refocused its marketing toward employer
Through an agreement with United Auto Workk,_
(UAW) and Ford, NEC launched technical literacy
courses for over 1,000 Ford workers at 17 auto plants
that year.91

The experience of some GM workers with propri-
etary schools turned out poorly: Shortly after the
UAW negotiated generous tuition assistance pay-
ments with GM in 1985, a Lansing, Michigan
computer training firm attracted UAW membero to
its classes by offering free computer components,
but it provided little training. The Michigan Depart-
ment of Education found that the furn employed "a
janitor without experience or degree in the field, a

42Tcrry Broomfield, "ISA Survey on Mergers and Acqr -.r.ms" (Sunset Beach, Ck Instmctional Systems Association, July 1989.

a3Women comprise approximately 10 percent more of the student enrollment than at public postsecondary institutions flacks comprise 13 percent
more, and Latinos apprommately 7 percent more. Over half of proprietary school students have household incomes of less than $23,000 per year (Ths

is 20 to 40 percent more than the proportion of students with household incomes of (ess than $23,000 per year in public institutions), and are under 23
years oldU.S. Department oi Education, National Assessment of Vocational Educanon, Final Report, Vol.! (Washington. DC. 1989), p 103. See pp

104-106 for .4.7Ata on retention rates.

"JBL Associates, Facts AbourPrIvoreCureerSchools,Thar Studems,and the Postscconday Education Context (Bethesda MD The Career Training

Foundation. 1989). p. 3.

"U.S. Department of Education, op.cit., footnote 6, p. i09.
S6U.S. Small Business Admuustranon. Office of Advocacy, Small Business in the Atnerican -,..momy (Washington. DC t S Government Printing

Office, 1988). p. 96.
g7Ne1l Bunch (ed.f, Learning to Work. Resources for Adult Training (forthcoming from the Carnegie Foundation for theAdvancement of Teaching,

1990), p. 204.
"About 70 percent of all students =lolled in proprietary schools receive federally guaranteed loansJBL Associates, "Facts About Private Career

Schools, their Studenis and the Postsecondary Education Context" (Bethesda, MD: JBL Associates, 1989), P. 3.

"Gary Putka, "Shady Trade Schools Imperil Federal System of Loans to Students," Wall Strecaournal, vol. CCXIII. No. 60, Mar 28. 1989. pp.
AI,AI

50Onpenheimer & Company, "New Recommendation: National Education" (New York. NY, 1985), p. 4.

91"National liducation Corporation 1988 Annual Rep-A" (Irvine, CA: National Education Corp., 1989). p. 3.
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plumber, a waitress, a construction worker, a real
estate salesperson, advertiser, minister, and dietician
who apparently have no qualifications for the areas
they art. teaching."92 The firm collected over $1
million in tuition payments from the UAW-GM joint
training fund before the UAW-GM Human Resource
Center stepped in to suspend payments.93

A:. ,,roprietaly schools become more involved in
efforts to upgrade the skills of employees, employers
will need to select carefully. Trade and tezhnical
schools with good reputations and track records
clearly can offer useful training. Moreover, the
better trade and technical schools respond quickly to
changes in the labor market and technologies.

SHARED TRAINING
One way firms can find their way through the

maze of training providers is by p aling their
resources to jointly buy or develop training. Sharing
the high costs of developing new courses could
potentially make trliiing financially feasible for
many more firms, particularly small firms. However,
until recently, such efforts have been quite limited in
the United States. One factor in firms' general
reluctance to pool their training efforts is the
perceived threat of violating anti-trust laws.% As
discussed in chapter 2, legislation now under consid-
eration might alleviate this problem.

Despite the limitations, there are several avenues
through which two or more fums can share zaining.
They include:

unions and professional associations;
trade associations; .zid
educational institutions.

In addition, as interest in tr2ining grows, firms may
begin to form consortia specifically for training
purposes.

Unions and Professional Associations

High quality training is expensive. To support the
costs of such training within a company or an
industry, the firm or industry must, in effect, tax

itself. In unionized companies, ^ollective bargaining
provides a mechanism for collecting such fees.
Because industrial unions typically seek uniform
wages and benefits across an industry, they can be
the catalyst for the fmmation of industry associP-
dons. This is most obvious in the United States in me
construction industry, where local and national trade
associations formed to Ligain with strong unions. A
key activity of these trade associations is develop-
ment and implementation of apprenticeship training
with the unions (see ch. 8).

Without urkns, financing shared training can be
more difficult. Industry associations may be .nnable
to obtain -Joluntary contributions from mFunber
fimis, and a single firm acting alorm may be
unwilling or unable to supo-rt such extensive
training.95 However, professional US sociations :ome-
times play a role similar to that of unions. For
example, the Institute for Auto Service Excellence
.(ASE) operates a voluntary certification program for
automotive techaicians. Although ASE does not
dictate what type c,r where the technicians receive
their training, they must pass uniform tests to win
certification. Another example is the National Coun-
cil for Early Childhood Education, which has
developed a competency-based curriculum for child-
care providers. Tiis curriculum includes modules
that can be included or excluded, depending on the
Imowledge required to meet varying State licensing
exams.

7 rade Assi ciations

Trade associations and industxy groups in the
United States are 1.2SS involved in training than those
in Europe.96 In response to a 1987 survey, State and
national trade association executives said that cir-
rent training activities cost the associations mor:, in
terms of money and time than t y made from the
fees charged for training delive.ed. National trade
associations were not as concerned as State and IacaI
associations, presumably because they had a larger
funding base. A closely related problem is the
incompatibility between training activities and trade
associations' mission statements. In cases where the

925tephen Franklin. "GM, Union Learn a L Aon on Retraining," Chicago Tribune, Sunday, Jan. 25, 1987, pp. B-1, B-13.

93Ib1d., p. B.1.

91Lauri J. Bass:, "Mulu-Employcr Training Consortia. An Idea Whose Tune Has Come" (Washington. DC. NFIB Foundation. 1990), p. 7.

"Robert W. Glover, "Expanding the Use of Apprenucestup." report submitted to the Bureau of Apprennceshm and Tran..ng. LS. Department of
Labor, September 1988, p. 26.

"Bassi, op .rt., footnote 94, p. 6.
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association did not have a specific mandate to
deliver trainingt funding was available only through
other pro-gramst-and-a-fair imount.of work-had to be
done voluntarily by staff mnmbers with oler job
descriptions."

These attitudes may help explain why a Federal
effort to promote apprenticeship training through
national trade associations in the late 1970's had
little long-term impact. Once the Federal funds were
gone, none of the national associations continued
traWng programs on their own initiative. A few
programs in unionized industries, such as Eire
fighters and health cate workers, continue at the
local level (see ch. 8). However, the fragmentation
of industries such as auto repair made itimpossible
to develop a uniform muriculum and train a substan-
tial nuMber of apprentices." There are notable
'exceptions to U.S. trade associations' generally poor
track record in training. The National Tooling and
Machining Association (NTMA) was founded in
1943 expressly to train machinists to replace those
going to war. Tbday, the associadon has three
training products: 1) cuxriculum modules, which
they sell to .firnis; 2) a 4-year machinery training
apprenticeship, orMTA; and 3) a 12-week, 40-hours-
per-week, pre-employment screening and training
program usually offered in conjunction with commu-
nity colleges. The Chicago affiliate of NTMA
operates a successful apprenticeship program that
has now trained 50 journeymen. Although the effort
received a small seed grant from the State of Illinois,
it is supported primarily by member companies.99
Another example is the American Iastitute of
Banking (AIB), an arm of the American Banking
Association. AIB currently trains about 3P0,000
workers per year and offers 3 levels of accreditation
in banking skills

The success e jOint union-trade association
training programs in construction has led a growing
number of nonunion construction firms to pool their
resources for training. For exar ple, the Associated
Buildm and Contractors (ABC) operates appren .
ticeshiP programs for member firms. However, these

programs are less formal and have higher attrition
rates than those in unionized firms.1c° In 1989, ABC
joined forces with three other construction industry
-trade- associationsi-rmresenting. hoth union _and
nonunion ccnstruction firms, specifically to-address- ---

expected shortages of skilled craft workers. Their
new, nonprofit, Construction Industry Workforce
Foundation, offers promise of developing shared
training approaches throughout the industryP The
Business Roundtable, a national industry associa-
tion. located in New York City, launched a major
effort to promote nonunion construction apprentice-
ship in 1989. This effort focuses on the creadon of
Incw. users Councils (LUCs), ot groups of local
contraCtors, who would work together to influence
the training cutricula of local vocational schools to
match their training requirements. The LUC in
Baton Roup, Louisiana appears to have had some
success' in developing the type of training they
require.

Educational Institittions

Local educational institutions are a natural vehi-
cle through which individual firms may pool their
training resources. As discussed in the following
section, more and More community colleges are
providing training customized to meet the needs of
an individual emnloYer. In some cases, such efforts
spin off improved curribula that can help meet the
needs of a larger gt ../3 of employers.. For example,
some educational institutions work with trade asso-
ciations to develop generic training for an industry.
In the survey cited above, the few trade association
executives that reported that they delivered training
to their members noted the cooperation of vocational
education personnel as a key element of their
success.102 The availability of State funds to back
cooperative training was also cited as a key element
of a successful trade association training program.

Customized training for individnal firms can, over
time, lead to more formalized structures, in which
firms support the colleges' training and Other
programs on an ongoing basis. For example the

%Wayne E. Schroeder and Roy L. Butler, Improving Vocational Education Programming through Greater Involvement of Trade Associadons
(Ceitimhus, Olt National Caner foiTtesearch in Vocational Education, 1987), p-29.

%Glover, 1988, op. cit., footnote 95, p. 28.

%Don E. Prey, Nonhwestern University, personal communication, May 25, 1990.

100Bass1 , op. cit., footnote 94, p. 5.

Milady Schricaer. "Ganging up on work force problem',"Engineering News-Record, vol. 224, no. 2 (January 11, 1990), p. 39.

102Scbroeder and Butler, op. citlootnote 97, p. 28.
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Unified Technology Center (UTC) at Cuyahoga
Community College in Cleveland, Ohio was initi-
ated by the community college president in the early
1980's.103 The Lew:program was aimed at helping
industry with technology adoption and trainiiib.
Althongluit, was initially funded through the State
and the community college; it currentlyseceives half
of its support from the private sector; one quarter
from the community college, and another quarter
from State and 'Federal funds (Federal funds come
from designation as a-Naxional Institute of Standards
and Tc-Inology technology transfer center). UTC
now sells both training and technology consulting
services, particularly to small and medium-sized
firms.

The Southern Technology Council's (STC) Con-
sortium for Manufacturing Competitiveness (CMC)
has a similar mission on a regional scale. An
offshoot of the Southern Growth Policies Board,
STC includes repreSentatives of Southern Gover-
nors, legislatims, and industry. CMC was formed
with Federal as well as State Support in 1988 with
three:goals:

1. to demonstrate that public vocational schools
and community colleges can help mall and
medium-sized manufacturers with new tech-
nology;

2. to provide more information abOut the training
needed for the factories of the future; and

3. to produce graduates who are able not only to
adapt to technological change but to facilitate
it.104

The 14 State-supported- educadonal institutions
that make up the CMC have expanded their services
to employers and have leveraged private funding
with consortium monies. For example, Southern
Arkansas University Technical &thool has received
business support to upgrade its CAD and computer-
aided manufacturing (CAM) training and to serve as
a demonstration facility for firms who want to pilot
new pzocesses there. The school has also equipped
three mobile training facilitiesa tabletop robotics
laboratory, a CAD/CAM center, and a hydraulics
and pneumatics laboratorywhich travel to other

Mao creel? t: Musician Association for
Community and Junior Colleges

Community colleges face the challenge of providing
training broad enough to prepare indivkkials for a techni-

cally changing world, but specific enough to meet the
Immediate needs of employers.

colleges, vocational technical institutes, and manu-
facturing firms.N5 Thus, each member school in the
consortium acts as a catalyst for its own local
industries, providing a shared source of expertise on
training and technology transfer. On a regional level,
with support from, the U.S..Department of '7...duce,
tion, the Consortium is conducting an ongoing poll
to assess the *in needs of small manufacturers who
are in the process of automating.w6 This information
may be used to revise school curricula throughout
the region, to the-benefit of many employers.

Lilo 13TC, the CMC, since 1989, has received
financial support from the National Institute of
Standards and Techrailogy. Funds come through the
Southeastern Maniifacturing Center at the Univer-
sity of South Carolinaone of three federally
supported centers whose goal is to bring advanced

gesandra Hodge, Cuyahoga Community College, personal communication, Mar. 1, 1989.

- 104Southcrn Growth Policies Board, Technical and Community Colleges: Leading the Way Into the Nineties (Research Triaree Park, NC: Southern
Growth Policies Board, 1989), p. 3.

losna
to6Southern Growth Policies Board, Drning to Technology:A Strategk Planfor the Nineties (Research Triangle Park, NC: Southern Gro wth Policies

Board, 1989), p. 26.
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manufacturing technologies to small U.S. manufac-
turers. The Southeastern Manufacturing Center plans
to use State community colleges to deliver these
services throughout the region, and the CMC is seen
as the link to these institutions.

THE GROWING STATE ROLE
State governments have fostered cooperation

between-educational institutions and employers for
many years. In 1957, North Carolina launched a new
program of customized training that helped induce
New England textile mills to move south.mln 1964,
this program was formalized in the creation of a
community college system with the dual function of
training young people for jobs in the newly industri-
alizing North Carolina economy while also provid-
ing the customized skills needed by employers mov-
ing into the Staze.108 Soon afterward, South Carolina
and Oklahoma created similar networks of schools.

Over the past two decades, the States have
expanded their uses of training as an economic
development tool. Today, training is used not only
to woo new firms, but also to induce existing
employers to create new jobs and to help existing
employers that are not expanding to improve their
business performance.

Funding

In 1989, 44 States operated 1 or more customized
training programs, according to an OTA survey.109
The 51 training programs identified in the survey
spent approximately $375 million on customized
training projects during their most recently com-
pleted fiscal year. Most of the programs served a
variety of purposes, including industrial recruitment
and aiding expansions of existing businesses. How-
ever, the States reported increasing demand for
upgrade training of employed workers: Almost one-
third of the State training programs spent more than
35 percent of their funds on in service training for

firms that were not adding new jobs to the State
economy."0

The $375 million that States spent on customized
training programs is only a portion of their total
expenditures on worker training. When recruiting
large industrial firms, some States provide one-time
training subsidies not counted in the figure above.
The State of Illinois made a one-time expenditure of
about $64 million in hiring and training assistance
when it recruited a Mitsubishi/Chrysler joint venture
plant to Normal, Illinois in 1988.111 Most of this
special spending was not part of the State's three
castomized trairung programs, which together had
annual budgets of $36.3 million.

OTA also did not identify indirect forms of State
support for vocational-teclmical institutes and com-
munity colleges that perform customized training on
an ad hoc basis at employer request. Employers pay
less for this training than they otherwise would
because the State picks up some of the community
colleges' costs for facilitie s and trainers.

The typical State cusomized training program is
small. Half serve under 4,000 employees, and
involve less than $2,500,000 in State expenditures.
(See table 5-3.) California has by far the largest
program, accounting for one-fourth of tbe spending.
Three others (Illinois, Iowa, and Michigan) account
for another quarter.

The most common uses for the State training
funds are vocational skills upgrading, teamwork
training, quality control, and managerial or supervi-
sory training. As discussed in chapter 6, some Stat,,s
also offer workplace basic skills instruction with
industrial training assistance.

The State programs serve companies of all sizes;
however, firms with 200 to 500 employees seem to
get much of the funding. A majority of the programs
spend most of their funds to assist m.,..._ifacturing
firms.

urDavid W. Stevens, 'The Role of Vocational Education in Missouri s Econoc,c Development. What Can We Leam-lrom Other States . (Jefferson
City, MO: Missouri State Council on Vocational Education, 1989), p. 1.

msComnussion on the Future of the North Carolina Community College System, (raining the Compentive Edge. The Challenge to 181Jrth Carolin s

Community Colleges (Chapel Hill, NC, 1989).

lonhe survey only included pmgrams that. 1) spend at least 50 ;iercent oftheir funds for customized training projects with particular businesses of
groups of businesses and 2) receive at least 30 percent of their funds from State sourm. Sec Pctcr Crencos, S;eve Duscha, and Bob Sheets,
"State-Financed, Customized Training Programs. A Comparative Statc Survey," repoit prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment under
contract L3-3810, Feb. 18, 1990, p. 1

110Ib1d., p. H.

II 'State of Illinois, Office ot the Auditor Generz; "Ma.agement and Program Audit of the Department of Commerce and Community Affairs
Economic Development Programs," July 1989, p. 106 (table V1I-7).
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Table 5-3Selected CharacteriAcs of State-Financed Customized
Training Programs (most recent fiscal year)

Median LOYi High

Number of contracts with firms 64 5 500

Average contract alo,..unt per program $43,313 $6,500 $1,046,000

Range of total pror,....n expenditures among States $2,400,000 $111,700 $106,000,0008

Number of employees trained In FY 1988-89 3,940 99 55,243

Expenditure per enrollee $460 $75 $3,461

alncludes some carryover.

SOURCE: Pater A. Craws and Robort G. Sheets, State Rnancefi, Customized Training Programs:A Comparative
State Survey, report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment under contract #L330810, 1990,
tables 4,6.

Effectiveness

State-subsidized customized training progams
have an uneven track record. This is not surprising
most of the progams were not designed solely to
train employed workers. Instead, most States expect
the programs to serve mired, often conflicting, goals
--attracting new industries, avoiding layoffs at
existing plants, aiding in company expansion, en-
hancing workers' careers, and providing benefits to
the larger society.

Employed Worker Training

However, a National Governors' Association
study of four State ,progomsNew York, Illinois,
California, and Missourisuggests the programs
have helped retain jobs by enhancing the effective-
ness of existing firms.112 The four programs repre-
sent the newest type of State training programs; they
provide training gants to companies with very few
strings attached, allowing the company to decide on
the content and the provider. The researchers studied
24 companies that received financial and, in some
cases, technical assistance for training. Although the
purpose of the case studies was not to evaluate the
success of the State programs but rather to develop
a methodology for future evaluation, the results
provide preliminary evidence of positive outcomes.

All 24 firms showed improvements in business
performance from the training.113 These improve-
ments were due not to training alone; the training
was part of a broader effort to improve productivity,
quality, and profitability. For example, Northwest-

em Steel and Wire Co., in Sterling, Illinois, wanted
to raise profits by bringing its costs down to meet
those of other U.S. mini-mills. (An industry-
sponsored study had shown that Northwestern's
maintenance costs were much higher than the
industry average). The company used a State grant
to cross-train its maintenance workers; at the same
time, Northwestern changed its product mix and
took other steps to reduce maintenance costs. Taken
together, all of these actions, including the training,
succeeded in reducing maintenance costs.114

The 24 case studies also showed that the State
funds allowed the firms to train more workers more
quickly than was possible using only company funds
and that top managers in all companies came to view
training much more positively.115

Industrial Recruitment

Customized training has proven a valuable tool in
attracting new industries. Originally, Southern
States used-customized training delivered through
their community colleges to attract northern firms,
especially textile mills. As the pool of recruits has
shrunk, both Northern and Southern States are
recruiting foreign companies. For example, betweeit
1986 and 1988, Michigan provided $19 million to
train 3,000 new workers as part of a package that
attracted Japan's Mazda Corp. to suburban
Detroii.116

The States usually provide tax abatements, new
infrastructure, and other incentives as well as
training to recruit new industry. However, as busi-

112Creticos and Sheets, op. cit., footnote 26, p. 83.

1131bid., p. 83.

1141bid., p. 211.

1131bid., p. 85.

1161)31:Ise Kertcsz, "Injury, Training Woes Hit New Mazda Plant,"Automotive News, Feb. 13, 1989, p. 52.
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ness interest in a high quality workforce grows,
training is becoming a central part of the incentive
package. When the German suicon wafer manufac-
turer, DNS, was searching for a U.S. site, the
company chose North Carolina over Colorado and
Texas because of North Carolina's excellent com-
munity college system and its "carte blanche offer
of assistance."117 'This assistance, provided by
Durham Technical Community College, included
hiring new faculty, sending them to DNS' plant in
Italy, developing new training materials, and screen-
ing and training new employe .s.118

Despite its short-term effectiveness, some State
officials now doubt the value of customized training
in industrial recruitment:119

... recruitment has been compared to the great
buffalo hunts of the iast century. The stampede is
over, herds are no longer plentiful; and 1986 would
be a bad year to go into the buffalo hide business.120

Questions about this econotr -.: development tool
arise becauso many of the firms that initially
relocated to benefit from a low-wage workforce
trained to company specificadons have now moved
abroad in search of even lower wages.121 Some
research suggests that branch plants of nonlocal
firms, which provide large numbers of new jobs in
the short term, may offer less long-term benefit to
local economies because of their tendency to relo-
cate again, and because they provide relatively
low-skilled jobs based on standardized produc-
tion.122

Industrial recruitment was, and still is, consiuered
an impo- tool for providing jobs in the South's
rural counties, where wages are low and jobs are
few. However, a detailed analysis of growth trends
throughout the region demonstrates that, between
1977 and 1988, rural counties experienced high un-
employment and declining real per capita income,
despite attracting new factories. By contrast, South-
ern urban counties with better educated populations
experienced strong job growth and lower unemploy-
ment 123

Other concerns have been raised about using
training in industrial recruitment.124 One is that
short-term, company-specific training may not pro -

vide the broad skills workers need to survive in
today's turbulent job marke.ts. Also, existing busi-
nesses may suffer when their newly arrived competi-
tion is subsidized by the State.125

Community Colleges and Vocational-
Technical Institutes

Many (19) of the 51 State-customized job training
programs in OTA's survey relied on community
colleges or vocational-technical institutes.126 These
programs often serve existing as well as new
fintas.127 In addition, many poa:-secondary institu-
tions provide occasional customized training in
response to the requests of individual employers.
Estimates of the fraction of community colleges and
vocational-technical institutes providing training
customized to the needs of employers (whether
through formal State programs or on an ad hoc basis)
range from 63 to 75 percent.128

wpm.' Dclker, "Worker Training A Study of Nine Companies,"report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment under contract H3-6785,
September 1988 pp. 14-15.

113Ibid., pp. 15-16.

I 195outhern Growth Policies Board, "Halfway Home and A Long Way lb Go. The Report on the 1986 Commissionon the Future of the South"
(Research Triangle Park, NC, 1988), p. 21.

1201bid.

12qm.

122Patricia M Flynn, "Vocational Education Policy and Economic Development. Rmai.zing Short-Tenn and Long-Term Needs," Design Papers for
the National Assessment of Vocational Educanon (Washington, DC. U.S. Depanment of Education, National Assessment of Vocational Education,
1987), p.111-13.

123Stuart Rosenfeld and Edward Bergman, Making Connections (Research Tnangle Park, NC. Southern Growth Policies Board, 1989), p.
124"Taking Care of Business" The Economist, vol. 310, No. 7590, Feb. 18, 1989, p. 28.

124Creticos, Dusha, and Sheets, op. cit., footnote 109, p. 19.
127Examples include North Carolitm's "Focused Industrial Training" program and Massachusetts' Bay State Skills Corp.

128Janet Swartz, "State and Local Response to the Perkins Act," rcport prcpared by Abt Associates for the National Assessment of Vocanonal
Education, Januar,' 1989; personal communication with Jim Palmer, Associate Director of the Center for Community College Education, (Jr..orge Mason
Univasity, Mar. 22, 1990.
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There are numerous examples of community
colleges providing customized training for buniness.
When the Boulder, Colorado, lBM plant chafiged its
mission from manufacturing to software develop-
ment in 1986, Front Range Community College
retrained almost 1,200 of the 2,000 employees for
new positions at the plant.129 IBM now contracts
with Front Range instructors to teach a "progam-
Ming fundamentals" course previously taught in-
house.

In response to the increasing complexity of auto
repairs,. General Motors developed the GM Auto
Services Education Program in 1980.130 GM trains
instructors, provides the curriculum, and donates
between $90,000 and $100,000 worth of current
equipment to each of 50 community colleges across
the country. These community colleges in turn train
between 600 and 800 GM technicians annually
thrcugh a 2-year cooperative education program.
GM Ws° encourages the community colleges to
design related courses for other local service stations
audlor GM technicians interested in maintakting
andlipgrading their skills. Otl-er automobile manu-
facturers are developing similar programs.

Despite these successes, many employers per-
ceive post-secondary schools to be ineffective and
inefficient. A 1983 survey of 522 corporate trainers
in the Southwest (which had a 72 percent response
rate) found that allocations of training budgets
reflected trainers' perceptions of the most effective
sources of training. Not surprisingly, the trainers
rated their own in-house training as the most
effective source for both technical training and
professional development, followed by private con-
sultants. Trainers preferred delivering training
through workshops, seminars, mid custom courses as
opposed to educational institt, ...one typical offer-
ings of formal credit and noncredit courses.131

A 1987 survey of manufacturers in the South
reached similar conclusions. Among the 104 firms
responding to the survey, the vast majority (9S

l'hoto treat: Atnorkan AusodatIon tor
Community and Junior Cokes

Some U.S. automobile manufacturers have cooperative
education programs with community colleges to train

service technicians.

percent) relied on in-house training, while 84
percent also used training supplied by equipmept
vendors. Less than half (41 percent) reported using
community colleges as training providers, and wily
10 percent used universities:132 The availability of
community colleges was not considered important
in the location decisions of these firms.133

-
State-funded post-secondary institutions are not

in business only to serve individual employers with
customized training. Both-public and private voca-
tional training institutions iry to simultaneously
serve three mastersthe individual, the employer,
and society.134 In many States community colleges
evolved out of junior colleges designed to serve
individuals by providing a broad education in
preparation for transfer to a 4-year college. Since the
1950s, State-supported, 2-year, post-o-condary in-
stitutions have increasingly emphi, ed full-time

129Information from the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges Partnw' &Wards, 1989.

noInfonnation provided by General Motors.

ulKatherine Moser and Don Seaman; "Implications for Potential Iinkages Between Busk. .adustry and fii,ghet Educatiob,'.' Adult Educatiiin-

Quurterly, vol. 37, No. 4, Surnifir 1987, pp. 225.

'132Stuart A.Rosenfekl et al., Reviving theRuiat Yactory,V.I: The Final Report(Reseirchtriangle Park, NC: Southern GrowthPolicies Board, 1988),

p. xii.
_

_

1331144., P. 53..- _ ---
-impatr111yoniann-C11, op. cit., footnote 77, p. 50.

_
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vocational courses for young people: this is now
these se.00ls' primary focus.115

Providing ongoing trabing to employed workers
has only recently joined the many other goals of
State-funded community colleges and vocational
technical institutions, and State management of
these institutions reflects this history.136 Most States
subsidize these institutions based on full-time equiv-
alent (FTE) enrollments. Such funding formulas,
originally developed for 4-year colleges whose
students enroll full time, do not reward community
colleges and vocational-technical institutes for pro-
viding the short courses employers want. For exam-
ple, courses offered by Colorado community col-
leges must last at least 15 hours and use a standard,
Statewide curriculum approved by a State board in
order to qualify as "accredited" courses leading to
1.1h, reunbursement.137

South Carolina is more lenient, reimbursing
colleges for shorter, noncredit "continuing educa-
tion" courses targeted to individual employers.
However, here, too, student contact hours must be
added up into 1.TE5, and courses must be: approved
by a State board.138 The ;e requirek-ailnts are time-
consuming, jelding zelatively small rewards. The
colleges can get more money more easily by either
enrolling full-time students or tapping the State's
program for new and expanding businesses.

Community colleges typically seek large employ-
ers that will fill up their classrooms, offering
economies of scale. At the same time, the larger
employers may have full-time training staff with the
time and energy to seek out training assistance.
Small firms are less likely to seek community
college customized training services.

While some community colleges are beginning to
target small businesses, the training offered is
frequently designed for managers and entrepreneurs,
rather than for nonsupervisory employees. Daytona
Beach Community College, for example, runs the

Mid-Florida Research and Business Center, provid-
ing counseling and seminars on topics ranging from
contracts research to amde and export.139 While this
assistance is undoubtedly welcomed by local small
businesses, it cannot replace customized training for
employees.

Community colleges in North Carolina use a
process called "DACUM" (Developing a Curricu-
lum), to match their vocational curricula for full-
time students to the changing needs of local employ-
ers. This process involves convening a panel of 8 to
12 expert workers who work with a college coordi-
nator to identify lists of competencies needed in a
particular occupation.140 The competencies are used
by community college instructors to match the
courses more closely to real-world jobs. Use of such
techniques, which require ongoing communication
between employers and schools, can help overcome
negative perceptions and encourage more compa-
nies to use educational institutions to train their
workers.

Training and Technology Extension

Small employers often need better technology and
improved management techniques as well as train-
ing assistance. However, current State technology
transfer programs are limitexl in scope aud poorly
linked with State training assistance. About 10
States currently spend an estimated $25 million to
$40 million on industrial extension services, which
provide technical assistance to small manufacturers
installing advanced iechno1ogy.141 Although these
programs are often housed in State universities, their
links to State training programs and 2-year institu-
tions are typically weak. An exception is the
Michigan Modernization Service (MMS) which
provides training assistance and helps businesses
obtain funds from State training programs.

On each site visit, MiviS sends training and
technology specialists to conduct the diagnosis and
write the Lepozt, which includes an assessment of

135U.S Department of Education, National Assessment of Vocational Education Ftnal Report, vol. 1 Ohashington, DC. National Assessment of
Vocational Education, 1989), p. 99.

136The role of postsecondaiy institutions in serving individuals is discussed in chapter8.

137Shelli 13ischoff, Red Rocks Community College, personal communication, Mar. 28, 1990.

I38Joe Hopkins, South Carolina Board for Tec:.nical and Continuing Education, personal cemmumeation, Mar. 28, 1990.

139Examplc drawn from America: jation of Community and Junior Colleges, Keeping America Working Through Partnerships with Small
Businesses.

1401nformation provided by Kathry., _aka Smith, North Carolina Department of Community Colleges, Apr. 13, 1989.

141U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Making Things Beller, op. cit., footnote 63, g. 177
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training needs, and to help clients design or procure
training."2

Massachusetts has also started to link indusuial
extension with training. The Center for Applied
Technology (CAT), a division of the Massachusetts
Stat Centers of Excellence Corp., psomotes "skill-
based automation."I43 Its agenda includes informa-
tion and support, research, and technical assistance
to small and medium-sized manufacturers. CAT
consultants conduct audits not only of client firms'
t echnology but also their workforces. Typically, the
consultant forms a team of managers and shopfloor
workers to identify both training and technology
needs. Although CAT is lesa than 3 years old and has
provided direct technical assistance to only 15 firms
thus far, its mitial efforts look successful."4

For example, at Pneumatic Scale Corp., a 100-year-
o1d manufacturer of packaging equipment, a CAT
consultant helped form a joint union-management
committee. The committee involved shopfloor work-
ers in designing training to integrate their Inecliani-
cal work with the automated manufacturing cell that
was to be installed. The workers identified a need for
integrated training in machining and electronics.
CAT worked closely with a State training agency
the Bay State Sias Corp.to obtain funding for the
training and found a local technical institu.- to
provide it. The workcell was installed in September
1989, and 70 percent of the company's 60 shopfloor
workers are currently enrolled in the newly designed
training. The company president feels that CAT
assistance has been vital to his attempts to increase
both domestic and export sales.

In a smaller project for the Southbridge Sheet
Metal Corp., CAT helped the company integrate its
automated design and Manufacturing systems. Over
an 18-month period, CAT designed the software to
link the two systems and worked with a private
technical school to train the workers in how to
translate the CAD drawing to the CNC punch.

State and Federal industrial extension services are
slowly learning that small firms need more than just

the latest hardwarethey need help in benefiting
from the technology, which includes trMning the
workers. At the same time, studies of State training
programs show that training is most effective when
it is part of a broader strategy to achieve clear
business goals."5

The Substitution Question

The growing State role in funding employer
training raises important public policy issues. When
the programs are focused exclusively on industrial
recruitment, critics contend that existing businesses
suffer from subsidized compctition146In reply, many
States have added programs subsidizing trMning for
existing firms that create new jobs, and other States
have created training programs for exi§ting firms.
But this effort to spread the subsidies more evenly
can never be completely successful. The States
cannot afford to provide trkining subsidies to all
businesses, and those who are not helped can
justifiably complain that they are being hurt by
government intervention in the market.

Closely related is the substitution issue. There are
two quesuons: 1) Are companies using State training
funds to support nontraining activities? ancf2) If the
money is being used correctly, would the firms have
trained thcir workers anyway, in the absence of the
State subsidy?

The first question was raised by unhappy workers
at Mazda Corp.'s Flat Rock, Michigan, plant, which
received $19 million in State training assistance.
The workers contend that many of the hours billed
to the State as "on-the-job training" were actually
spent in other activities, including production work
with the assembly line at full speed, and mainte-
nance.147 This dangerthat the employer can use
the State training assistance foi productive work
was assessed in the NEA study of training grant
programs in California, New York, Illinois, and
Missouri. The study concluded that the danger
would be less if the States limited subsidies to formal

1421b1d.. p. 181.

143Frank ak.p Skills-Based Automation. Can It Succeed in America? A Case Study," paper prepared for the llth Annual Congress of theEms-
International Federation of Automation and Control, RJuin, Estonia, July, 1990 (New York, NY. Pergamon Press, forthcoming in 1990).

144John Hoops, CAT, personal communication, May 30, 1990.

145Creticos and Sheets, op. cit., footnote 26, p. 7.

Care of Business," op. cit., footnote 124, p. 28.

147Kertesz, op. cit., footnote 116, p. 52. 1 s
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classroom or laboratory training, which can be
clearly identified as training titne.148

The second question appears less serious in light
of the case studies of 24 firniz that received State
training grants. State funds helped the companies
overcome many barriers to doing their own training
poor access to training experts, lack of knowledge
about how training inight improve business perform-
ance, poor labor-management relations, concerns
about the loss of trained workers, and bad experi-
ences with prior training efforts.149

Illinois' Prairie State 2000 Program requires firms
to demonstrate financial neetiltir the training grant.
Although this requkement: is an important way to
:safeguard public funds, most of the case-study firms
saw training as a low-priority investment Without
State assistance, even those companies that did have
the internal funds to support training were unlikely
to spend it for this purpose.150

Photo o'ircit: Amwkat Artokurn Institute

Many forces dive the `need for lncreard Investment in
woiker training. Here, off shora a platfo'fin workers receive
a briefing on safety procedures before starting to clean and

replace a heat exchanger bundle.

148Creticos and Sheets, op. cit., footnote 26, p, 84.
p. 58.
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OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY
Workers need good basic skills--reading, writ-

ing, arithmetic, and oral communicationsto han-
dle many of today's jobs or to benefit from most
formal and some kinds of informal training (e.g.,
reading manuals).1 Yet, many American workers
have poor basic skills. Som.: firms have found it
necessary to first upgrade the basic skills of 20 or 30
percent of their workers before introducing new
technology or work practices.

Poor basic skills in the workforce affects national
productivity and the !..andard of living. While the
costs to business of basic skills deficiencies for
business performance can only be crudely estimated,
anecdotal evidence suggests they are high. In some
regions with tight labor markets, employers are
finding it more difficult to hire entry-level workers
with adequate basic skills.

Of course, firms may exercise other options than
remedial training. They can use technology to
replace or deskill jobs, or relocate. American compa-
nies are able to take basic skills for granted in their
operations in Japan or West Germany. Production
workers in these countries may be assigned tasks
that only supervisors or technicians perform here.
The fact that several other countries have well
educated (and sometimes less costly) Labor forces
will continue to be a drawing card for many U.S.
firms across a range of industries.

As for the use of technology, managers often have
the discretion to increase or decrease skill require-
ments. But, as is discussed in chapter 4, firms often
underestimate the skills needed to employ new
technology. Moreover, international competition is
forcing firms in many industries to reevaluate past
strategies for using technologies. Many firms that
are most successful in adopting advanced technolo-
gies fully develop their workers' skills to make
production systems more flexible.

..._ I

Chapter 6

Basic Skills and ine Workplace

In such organizations, workers usually need more
than the traditional "Three-R" basic skills, Because
these workers often receive less supervision, they

need to know when to seek clarification of instruc-
tions or information. More so than before, they may
be expected to use their knowledge and skills to
address new situations and unanticipated problems,
or to use infnrmation to plan and coordinate with
other work groups. These cognitive skills are impor-

tant now in many jobs and could well become
essential skills for a sizable portion of future
workers. While some workers with limited basic
education are excellent problem solvers on the job,
strong basics make it easier for a worker to get and

keep a job and to advance.

In discussing the basic skills issue, it is useful to
distinguish between workforce basic skills and
workplace basic skills. The workforce as a whole
includes all people, employed or unemployed, who
are in the labor market. For many years, federally
supported adult basic education (ABE) has been
available for people with poor basic skills, whether
or not they were employed; several other programs
(such as the Job Training Partnership Act and the Job
Opportunities and Basic Skills program) may offer
remedial education as part of training given to
unemployed or economically disadvantaged people.
Very recently, concern about the Three-R's and new
work requirements have led to experimentation with
basic skills programs that focus on the workplace,
either to prepare job seekers for work in specific
industries or to improve the basic skills of employ-
ees in conjunction with their jobs. To varying
degrees, and with v& ving levels of success, these
programs are intended to reflect the context of the
workplace, and, in some cases, may be customized
to meet specific workplace needs. This chapter
focuses primarily on the workplace basic skills

IOTA uses the tema "basic skills" in this report to refer to use of basic education skills (reading, writing, and basic mathematical concepts and

opera! ions) for work. The term also includes oral communications skills (speaking and listening). Except where required by the coutezt,OTA has avoided

terms like "functional illiteracy," "occupational illiteracy:' or "innumeracy." These terms can be misleading because they are often used

interchangeably with the term, "illiteracy." Few Arceneans are unable toread or write at all in any language, the defmition of illiteracy, and most

Americans have some ability to add and subtract.

153
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problem and programs designed to upgrade the basic
skills of employed workers.2

Primary fmdings are:

The problem is large. One-fifth of young adults
(those aged 21 to 25) read only as well as the
average eighth grade student, according to the
federally sponsored National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP). Yet, most job-
related reading materials require a tenth or
eleventh grade reading level. In a technologi-
cally sophisticated economy like the United
States, it would be a mistake to assume the
basic skills problem belongs solely to those
who are deficient or dysfunctional. The NAEP
findings sugge4 that an unacceptably high
portion of the young adultshalf or more
cannot handle even moderately complex
quantitative literacy problems.
Very few companies now make much effort to
upgrade their employees' basic education. A
few companies, primarily large ones, have
developed internal basic education programs.
Some othitrs give employees paid release time
to take classes, or provide materials, facilities,
or fmancial ccntributions to leverage limited
public funds. It ;s far more common for
companies to test job applicants for basic skills
and to not hire applicants who fail. This
strategy worked for firms 'in the 1960s and
1970s as large numbers of baby boomers
entered the 1 ')or market, but is less likely to
work in the tuture if low unemployment rates
continue. Most companies consider it to be
government's responsibility to correct defi-
cits in basic education.
Several workplace-oriented programs, mostly
partnerships among employers and/or union,
and educational institutions, have emerged in
the last decade. Some receive Federal suppt.rt,
largely through demonstration projects funded
by the U.S. Department of Labor or he U.S.
Department of Education. The total spent by
employers, gove, nment agencies, and unions

on improving employee basic skills is not
known preeisey, but probably does not
greatly exceed $1 billion per year.3 By
contrast, employers spend $30 billion to $45
billion per year on formal traininF at all levels.
The mdst innovative workplace programs
use materials and exercises that have a
connection to the workers' job. A measure of
success in these projects is wirther the worker
can better perform tagks typically needed in
work settings. An even more crucial test will
be whether these projects also give employ-
ees the generic basic skills they need to adapt
to changing worklife conditions and their
literacy needs outside of work. In this regard,
the basic skills programs offered jointly by
unions and managementthe cooperative pro-
grams between the United Auto Workers and
the American auto companies, the Communi-
cations Workers of America al d the telephone
companies, and most recently by the United
Steelworkerscould provide models for dis-
semination. At this early stag, the joint pro-
grams have put only limited resources into
program evaluation.
Basic skills programs often can be enhanced
through well-designed use of computers and
other forms of interactive instructional technol-
ogy. Many workers like computer-assisted
instruction (CAI), and the available data sug-
gests that projects using instructional technol-
ogy compare favorably with traditional class-
room instruction. While the amount of course-
ware specifier,lly designed for adults is increas-
ing, there still is a shortage of high quality
materials. Moreover, evaluation of materials in
terms of their suitability far adult workers is
seldom done.

Given the magnitude of the basic skills problem
in the United States, there is a pressing need for more
research on how to upgrade workplace basic skills
and basic skills generally. This research could help
decisionmakers determine how much workplace
basic skills programs will need to depart from the

2For discussion of basic skill needs of displaced workers, see U.S. Congress Office of Technolc,gy Assessment, Technolo,gy and StructuralUnemployment.' Reeraploying Displaced 4dults, OTA-1TE-250 (Washington. DC: U.S. Government Prinung Office, Febniary 1986), pp. 64-66,185-186, and pp. 271-314.

3As discussed mosequently and in table 6-C, widely varying estimates of employer involverne k1 in basic skills programs exist, but the lower endestimates are mom credible. At the Federal level, only n small amount (perhaps $20 to $25 million) is specifically earmarked for workplace basic skillsprograms. lfo wever, several other Federal programs may serve employed workers in some circumstances. The overall level of Federal spending for adult
basics is not known precisely; funds from several large social servicesor employment and training programs can be used to suppo:t basic skills training,
but documentation of the amount spent is difficult. Many of these programs are tarzeted to specific groups of people in nett
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tradinal model of aduit basic education. On a
broader scale, greater emphasis and far more
resources will need to be directed toward learn-
ing research, program evaluation, and best-
practice dissemination if the Nation is to ever
realize a goal of eliminating the adult basic skills
p roblem.

WORKPLACE BASIC SKILLS
DEMANDS

Most workers need basic educational skills to
perform their jobs. One study of a cross section of
occupations, ranging from forklift operators to
execueves, found that only 2 peicent had no reading
or writing requirements whate-fer; other surveys
have found that reading tasks consume more than 1
hour of the average employee's workday.4 Some
surveys of job-related reading materials conclude
that a majority require 10th to 121 grade reading
ability.

What is more, academic skills f .he skills
needed to apply the basics or the jou are not
necessarily the same.5 To avoid delays, workers
often need to act quickly on written instructions
and to exercise judgment to recognize, question, or
correct erroneous information. In short, they neftd to
be confident about their ability to understand what
they read.

le the area of mathematics, basic arithmetic will
suffice for most jt.bs; more advanced mathematics is
not necessary. However, using arithmetic in practi-
cal applications on :he job may require work skills
that require choosing, organizing and applying
quantitative informatim--skills that are very differ-
ent from the mechanical skills needed to solve
arithmetic problems in a textbook.6 Moreover, the
vocabulary, manuals, forms, charts, and other kinds
of written materials encountered at work seldom
resemble classroom texts. While some reading
materials can be simplified to help workers who are
poor readers, this is expensive and cumbersome.
Also, it is difficult to convey technical information

and complex concepts in v 4tten materials aimee
poor readers.

Some poorly edu ued workers do learn to cope
quite well. Studies nave shown that poor readers
who know their business arc much better at reading
job-related material than they are at reading other
things. Similarly, workers may learn how o develop
solutions to work proble- 3 in practice that would
stump them when w Ja or described on an
academic test. An example comes from Scribner's
study of workers at a dairy processing plant who fill
orders by loading different-sized milk containers
into uniform-sized cases. The more experienced
loaders consistently filled the cases quickly and
accurately, using /he fewest number of moves and
handling the fewest number of cases. Asked to
reconstruct their reasoning, the loaders said they
visualized the best confoination to fit in a case.
Probably, none of the workers understood the
mathematical principles involved, yet they still
came up with practical solutions to the task. Their
better educated supervisors, when substituting for an
absent loader, did not do as well.7

Job Skills and Education Levels

Changing workplace pract!ces (such as statistical
process control) and related demand for technical
training are elevating the level of basic skills needed
for many jobs. Some industries with workforces
with many low-skill workers arc confronting a need
to upgrade their workers' bac skills as they adopt
new technology and WOlre, practices. For example,
the textile industry increasingly encourages employ-
ees to take advantage of workplace literacy pro-
grams offered by State and local agencies. Far from
deskilling work, the industry's investment in auto-
mated equipment has crzated a demand for more
maintenance and re.pair people. In 1985, textile firms
had 3.5 laborers, operators, and service workers for
every craft and technical workercomparti to 4.2
a decade earlier. While some low-skill jobs were
eliminated by automation, many of the new jobs

4M et ted in Larry Mdculecky, Job Literacy. The Relationship Between School Preparation and Workplace Actuality, Reading 7esearh Quarterly.
v31. 17, 15142 pp. 400-419.

1For a more extensive discussion of this contrast. set Paul V.Delker,Bosic Skills Educanon in Business and Industry. Factors for Success or Failure.
report prcpAred for the Office of Tzlinology Assessmen: under contract L3-1765, May 1990, pp. 3-6.

6M discussed in Paul E. Barton. -Skills Employers Need. Tune to Measure Them?" A Policy lnformanon Proposal. Educational Tesung S1111Ce,
Princeton, NJ, June 1990, p. 5.

7As discussed in Stephen F. Hamilton and Mary Agnes Htmulton, **Teaclung ant tg on the Job. A "-amework for Asxessing Workplaces as
Learning Environments," papa prepared for the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Trai... v....S. Department of ..abor. March 1989. on. 22-24.
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required greater skill. (See hox 3-A in ch. 3 for
further discussion.8)

Firms in several industries (e.g., apparel) are
reevaluating past aesumptions that automation and
deskilling of jobs work well together. According to
the Southern Growth Policies Board, 80 percent of
southern factory managers found that advanced
manufacturing technologies increased skill levels
Many of these firms faced impediments to effective
use of the new technology because their workers
lacked the basic skills for more advanced training?

Some jobs are being restructured to require more
formal education. For example, Texas Instruments
(TI), a major producer of semiconductors, now
requires its clean-room production workers in some
U.S. plants to have 2-year technical degrees; previ-
ously, the company only required a high school
diploma.10 The change could reflect both more
complex job responsibilities and uncertainty about
the competence of job applicants for entry-level
positions. TI uses high school graduates at its
Japanese facility. Interestingly, new technology for
this operation is introduced in Japan before being put
into production in the United States. Of course, there
could be many reasons why Japan is used to launch
the technology. But, part of the explanation has to do
with the confidence the company has in the educa-
tional background of workers in the two countries.

Of course, not all jobs are changing in ways that
require more skill of workers. Some jobs continue to
be deskilled or eliminated by automati .n, jusi as
others are upgraded. There is disagreement about the
overall direction of skill change, and how fast and
pervasive the change is likely to be in the years to
come. A recent study by the Economic Policy
Institute, for example, concluded that skills upgrad-

ing was limited primarily to best-practice firms. The
study found no evidence to support the notion that
there would be an explosive growth in skill require-
ments in this decade. It concluded that, while
occupational upgrading is occurring, the overall rate
is slowing down compared to the 1960s and 1970s.11

The Hudson Institute, by contrast, reached the
conclusion that there will be a major increase in
occupational skill and education requirements by the
year 2000.12 Its WorkPrce 2000 study found that
more than half of the new jobs created between 1984
and 2000 would require people with some education
past high school, and 30 percent of the new jobs
would require a college degree.° (The comparable
figures for 1984 were, respectively, 42 and 22
percent of all jobs.) But it's easy to overstate the
implications of the Worlforce 2000 projections. It is
not clear how much of the projected increase in
education would reflect skills needed by workers to
perform their jobs versus other factors. For example,
some employers use educational background as a
way to screen job applicants. Moreover, the pro-
jected growth in education requirements only per-
tains to the one in sL jobs that will be new in the year
2000; the educational background needed for all
jobs will not change as dramatically.14 Also, there
are jobs in well-paid occupations (e.g., several
construction trades, mechanics, repairers, and many
sales and markedng jobs) that do not require college
degrees that are projer-,d to grow faster than
average, although some of these may entail post-
secondary education or apprenticeship.

Both studies rely on data and projections made by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). BLS projects
that occupations now filled by people with the most
formal schooling are expected to grow at the fastest

8Laumn Benton. Thomas 1311:ey, Thierry Noyelle, and Thomas M. Standback, Jr., **Training and Competitiveness in U.S. Manufacturing and
R.xvices. Training Needs and Practices of Lcad FL-ms in Textile, Banking, Retailing and Busmcss Services,- rcport prepared for the .)ffice of

xhiology 1 cessment under contract No. L3-3560, February 1990, p. 69.

°Southern t.,rowth Polic,..B.mrd, Looking Forward. The Repon of the 1989 Commute on Southern Trends, Research Triangle Park, NC, 1989,
pp. 16-17.

mAs el: ;cussed in Robert R Miller, Corporate ,trategy and Ini; tam al Traimng,reponpreparen for the Office of Technology Assessment under(Jo ntract
L3-5240, March 1990.

"Lawrence Mishe and Ruy A. Teixeira, The Myth of the Coming Labor Shortage. Jobs, Skills and Incomes of .'inenca's Workforce 2000
(Watu:ngton, DC: Economic Policy Lnstitute, 1990), pp. 65-67

12 William B Johnston and Arnold H. : Ir.er, Workforce 2000. Work and Workers fo; the 21 st Century (Indianapolis, IN. The Hudson Astitute, June
1987) p. 97

"Ibid., p. 97

"Sec Russell W Rumbergcr and Henry M. Levir4 'Schoolmg for the Modern Wm kplace," Investing in reople. A Strategy to Address America' s
Workfc --- rrisis, background papers, vol. 1, prepred L. the Secretary cf Labor's Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency,
pp 95-98 for a discussion of the difficulties invo.ved in estunating educational requirement in asmiciation with occupauonal projections.
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Table 6-1Projected Changts in Emplorient by Occupation, 1988-2000, and Distribution of TotalEmployment by
Years of School Completed, March 1988

Occupation

Percent of total I finent for occupation
held by workers with:

Percent change
1988-2000

Less than
high school High school

1-3 years 4 or more
of college of college

Total 15 16 40 21 23

Executive, adninistrative, arid managerial 22 5 27 24 44

Professional specialty 24 2 9 15 74

Tethnicians and support occupation 32 3 29 36 32

Marketing and sales 20 13 39 24

Administrative support, clerical 12 7 51 30 *I 2

Gervice occupations, e.g., household, security,
food service, custodial 23 31 45 1£ 6

Precision production, craft and repair 10 23 53 18 5
Agriculture, forestry fishing -5 36 44 12 7

souace George Silvestri and Volm LukasiewiProjections of Occupatonal Employment, 1988-2000," Monthy Labor Review, vol. 112, No. 11, November
1989, p. 62.

rate through the year 2000.15 There are exceptions,
however. What BLS calls service occupations (which
includes housekeepers, custodians, and other occu-
pations not requiring much education) will grow at
a faster than average rate. (See table 6-1.) Moreover,
the U.S. economy will continue to create large
numbers of low-skill or medium-gkill jobs. (See
table 3A-3 and discussion in the appendix to ch. 3.)
Of the occupations projected to add the most number
of new jobs by 2000, just twonurses and managers
ordinarily require much postsecondary education.
Others are in the midrange of education require-
ments (secretaries), or at the lower end (custodial
workers).

In the end, there are several points that have come
out of the debate about upskilling and deskilling:

1. The economy will continue to create many
lower skill jobs. It seems unlikely that skill
requirements for these jobs will change greatly
over the next decade; some may be deskilled, a
few may be upskilled. These jobs also will not
require much formal education beyond-high
school.

2. Some jobs in some industries that have tradi-
tionally been defined as low- or medium-skilled
will be upgraded as companies adopt new
technologies and work practices. Current work-
ers in these jobs will need retraining to develop
new jol, skills; outside applicants will find the
hiring process more demanding than in the past.

3. The fastest rate of job growth will he in
high-skill professional, technical, and manage-
rial jobsjobs that traditionally have required
post-secondary education or that are uost likely
to be filled by people with college degrees.

4. In many industries it has become more difficult
for people without post-secondary education to
progress from lower level positions within
firms to higher level positions.

5. Many of the workers who will join the labor
force between now and the year 2000 will not
be well matched to the better jobs created by the
economy. Roughly one-third of the new en-
trants will come from minority groups that have
traditionally received less and poorer quality
education. Immigrants, many of whom need to
develop English language skills, also will be a
more important source of labor force growth.
(See box 6-A).

Moreover, workers at many levels need effective
strategies for learning new ways of doing things
when companie undergo rapid technological and
organizational change, bring new processes online,
or market new products. Many Anterican employers
see defici; ncies in oral communications (giving and
receiving verbal instructions effecfively) as a major
basic skills problem in the workplace. Other emerg-
ing dills, according to the American Society of
Training and Development, include problem solving
skills and effectiveness in group interacfions16

"George Silvestri and John Lukasiewicz, "Projections of Occupational Employment, 1988-2000," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 112, No. 11,
November 1989, p. 62.

IsAnthony P. Carnevale, Leila J. Gainer, and Ann S. Meltzer, Workplace Basics. The Essennal Skills Employers Want, ASTD Best Practices Series.
Training for a Changing Work Fotce (San Francisco, CA: Jossty-Bass, 1990).
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Box 6-AImmigralion and Basic Skills

There is a growing need to give workplace basic
education to immigrantsespecially courses in
English language proficiency. Immigrants accounted
for 22 percent of labor force growth between 1980
and 1987more than twice their contribution
during the 1970s when baby boomers and women
entered the labor market in large numbers. Immi-
grants are projected to account for an even higher
portion of labor force growth over the next decade.

On average, immigrants have roughly the same
amount of formal schooling as do U.S. natives.
However, there are differences at the extremes: a
higher proportion of foreign born immigrants attend
college than people born here; roPghly one third of
immigrants have only an elementary school educa-
tion, and 13 percent had not progressed beyonu the
fourth grade (compared to 3 percent of people born
in the United States.)1 Many foreign-born immi-
grants who arrived iu the United States between
1970 and 1980 spoke no English at all (this
probably continues to be the case for "ew arivals
today). The fraction of non-English spe,Kers varied
by region: 17 percent in the West, 15 percent in the
South, 11 percent in the Northeast and about 9
percent in the North Central region. This influx

,Ips to explain why aglish as a Second Language
is the fastest growing component of Federal Adult
Education Act assistance.2

'U.S. Department of Labor, The Effects of Immigradon on
the US. Economy and Labor Market (Washington, D.C.. U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1989). p. 36-38.

2Ibid., pp. 59-60. The informati m on English speaking is
from the 1980 Census.

skills in the past ordinarily only associated with
management. As skill requirements shift, the skills
workers need will continue to evolve. (See box 6-B)

How Big is the Problem?

Estimates of basic skills levels among employed
workers are usually based on data from only a few
companies. In one study, about 20 percent of a
manufacturing firm's hourly workers were unable to
cope with technical training because of deficient
basic skills; most of these employees were high
school graduates who did no* think they had a basic
skills problem.° Some comp:miles are discovering
that half or more of their workers in some units need
basic skills upgrading before they can train for some
new technologies or processes.° OTA's earlier
analysis of displaced workers found that 20 to 30
percent of adult workers enZering displaced worker
programs in the mid-1980s needed to upgrade their
baste

National surveys of the adult population as a
whole are either dated or make arbitrary breakpoints
to define adequate performance. Estimates of "func-
donal illiteracy" made in the 1970s range from 15
percent to over half the U.S. population.° The
still-used claim that America has 27 million func-
tionally illiterate adults is based on extrapolation of
a 1974 survey to the U.S. population in 1982.201a the
next few years a better estimate of the naturP and
magnitude of the literacy problem among U.S.
adults could be forthcoming. In its 1988 Amend-
ments to the Adult Education Act, Congress directed
the Secretary of Education develop criteria to
defme literacy and to identify basic educational
skills needed for "literate functioning./ )21 The
Education Department is to estimate the size of the
illittracy problem, reporting the results to Congress
in 1993.22

...airy Mikulecky, Second Chance Bash. Skills Education, Infresnng ai Peopk. A Strategy h., Address Amema s Wallore :rists, background
papers, -/ol. 1, op. cit., footnote 14, p. 236.

"Cmdy Skrzycla, "The Company as Educator. Firms Teach Workers to Read, Write," Wasiungton Post, Sept. 22, 1989. p. Gl.

'GAs discussed in Richard L. venezky, Carl F. Kaestle. and Andrew M. Sum, The Subtle Danger. Rejknuns on the Lueracy fkbItties of America s
Yorag Adult, (Princeton, NJ: Educational Testing Service, 1987) p. 14.

allhe survey referred to was the Adult Performance Level Study OPE), undertaken by the Uruversity of Texas in 1973 and 1974 and funded by the
U.S. Department of Education. At'L concluded that 20 percent of Arnencan adults had such senous twit. skills defiwencies as to be functionally
mcompetent, It cwractenzed another 30 percent as marginally corupetent. By applying APL peroentages .he 1982 population, the Education
Department concluded that up to 74 million adult Americans had some need for further basic education.

21Section 383(b) of Public Law 100-297.

22 The Department of Educauo. has contra.,cd with the Educational Testing Service (ETS) to undertak- 0-7. survey. ETS expects to use the same
definition and scales for literacy as it used in the Natio nal Assessment of Educational Progress's 1985 young adtu.,iterac.y profiles. The definition. using
printed and written unormation to function in society, to achieve one s goals, and to develop , ic s koowlenge and potenual. ETS expects to survey
13,000 adults 16- 64-years of age m 1992. For further details, see National Adult Literacy Survey, Education re.sting Service, Pnnceton, NJ,
(brochure).
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Box 6-BEvolving Concepts of Basic Skills

Employees who quickly learn new ways of doing things can make a big difference when companies undertake
major changes in technology, work organization, or business strategies. Such slcills are especially in demand when
companies seek to implement worineam approaches. Thus, more companies are looking at ways to help their
employees strengthen their interpersonal communications skills, their ability to learn, and their facility with problem
solv ing.

Many consultants and vendors now offer programs aimed at developing these skills. Often, these programs
were developed for nonindustrial settings. For example, while over 100 "learning to learn" programs have been
developed, many have objectives (such as improving standardized test scores) of little use in the workplace.
According to American Society for Training and Development (ASTD), most also are not grounded explicitly in
learning theory and the results are unpreaictable.1 learning-to-learn programs differ from conventional instruction
in that the learning process itself is under scrutiny, and different strategies for learning are explicitly discussed and
applied.

Workplace applications of learning-to-learn approaches are still in their infancy. Some companies find it
helpful to teach eLiployees learning strategies when major change is planned, but specific training needs are hard
to identify. Planters Life Savers Co., for example, made use of a learning management program before new
technology was introduced at an Illinois plant. The training began before job task analysis could be done, when the
manufacturing system for the new technology was still under design.2

More than likely, the concept of workplace basic Aills will continue to evolve as the workplace itself changes.
A Stanford University study, based on studies at several worksites, identified 13 competenciese.g., cooperation,
establishing goals, obtaining and using infonnatiaathat are often needed by workers to function effectively in new
work settings. These competencies are seldom stressed in U.S. primary and secondary schools. Thus, companies
that streSs "new model" work organization (see ch. 4) may find developing these skills to be a growing training
requirement. According to ASTD, the full list of workplace basics could be enlarged to encot pass 16 skills hi 7
broad skill groups (ranging fron i the Three-Rs to organizational effectiveness and leadership). Of course, not all
workers need such a broad spectlam of skills in th,- future. Nevertheless, the demand for such skills will grow if
employers continue to reorganize work in ways that require workers to exrcise more responsibility.

lAnthony P. Carnevalc, Leila J. Gamer, and Ann S. Meltzer. Workplace Basics. The Essential Skills Employers Want, ASTD Best
Practices Series: Training for a Changing Work Force kSan Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 1990), p. 42.

21bid. p.60.

3As discu.,sed in Russell W. Rumberger and Henry M. Lzvm, "Schooling for the Modem Workplace," Investing in People A Strategy
to Address Airenca' s Workforce Cnsis, Commisgon on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency (U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, ", September 1989), p. 103.

In the meantime, the most authoritative survey of
basic skills is limited to young adults (those aged 21
to 25).23 Completed in 1986 by the federally
sponsored National Assessment of Educational Pro-
grt_ss (NAEP), the survey profiles literacy skills
(including the ability to perform arktimetic opera-
tions to solve problems) among 3,600 young Ameri-
can adults. NAEP found that 94 percent of the young
adults read as well or better than the typical fourth
grader, about 80 percent eqtialed or surpassed the
average level for an eighth grader, and 62 percent
equaled or did better than the typical eleventh grade
student.24 While the NAEP findings show that the

more extreme characterizations of the illiteracy
problem in the United States are unfcunded, it is not
reassuring that one-fifth of young American adults
read no better than a typical eighth grader. (The
.ports page of most newspapers is written at about an
eighth grade level.)

Perhaps even more disturbing, the NAEP profiles
show that very few young adults are proficient in
moderately complex tasksas was apparent in the
.-xercises involving arithmetic. Nearly all (93 per-
cent) uf the young adults got the right answer when
the quantities and arithmetic operations were ex-
plicit and obvious (such as adding two entries on a

23hwin S. Kirsch and Ann Jungeolut, Literacy. Profiles of Anterma luting Adults Final %Ton cPrincetvn, NJ. National Assessment of EduLational
Progress at Educational Testing Service, September 1986).

241bid., p. 40.
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bank deposit slip). The respondents had far greater
difficulty when numbers had to be extracted from
printed forms or text, or when the arithmetic
operation was not immediately obvious.25 For exam-
ple, less than two-thirds were able to reach the
correct answer when the addition was part of a
problem in which judgment had to be exercised to
determine which numbers were superfluous.

Those with more years of formal schooling did
better than those with less education; however, poor
problem solving abilities were evident even among
the more educated respondents. Only 52 percent of
those whose education ended with high school
graduation and 70 percent of those with 2- or 4-year
college degrees or more could examine a menu,
compute the cost of a specified meal and, then,
determine the correct change from a specified
amour t. Only 38 percent of those high school
completers with no higher degree could then calcu-
late: the tip fro-1 the bill or estimate the price of an
item from a grvcely unit-price label. Among those
with a 2- or 4-year degree or more, 31 percent were
not able to calculate a price from a unit price label,
and 39 percent were unable to calculate the tip after
first identifying menu items and calculating change.
Figure 6-1 shows sample questions and success level
for high school graduates without a post-secondary
college degree.26

The NAllP survey also gives some benchmark
informadon about how literacy levels varied among
young adults by occupation." The data given in
figure 6-2 applies to 21- to 25-year-old people who
were out of school and who had worked full time for
at least 1 year. Not surprisingly, professionals scored
nighest on the NAEP proficiency scale, followed by
young adults in technical and managerial occupa-
tions. What is surprising is the generally low
proficiency in occupational groups generally
thought to be the most able. Of course, the study only
hows the literacy leve' of people in theae occupa-

tions, not the literacy level actually needed to
perform these jobs.

The NAEP profiles show that many high school
graduates do not bring to their jobs the caliber of
basic academic skills that employers could reasona-
bly expect. Why these deficiencies exist is poorly
understood. Perhaps these poor readers have not
learned to actively seek out the meaning of what they
read. By contrast, good readers may employ strate-
gies that allow them to extract what they need from
written materials.28 As has been mentioned, occupa-
tional requirements require active involvement of
the readere.g., to follow written instructions, to
remember information, to solve problems.

Studies that profile workplace requirements, at
least at the same level of detail as the NAEP young
adult profiles, are badly needed but have never been
conducted. The Educational Testing Service (ETS)
is now conducting a literacy profile of unemployed
people for the U.S. Department of Labor, due to be
completed in late 1990. ETS, which developed the
NAEP young adult profiles, will inventory literacy
levels for people enrolled in Job Training Partner-
ship Act programs, people using the Employment
Service s; , and people receiving unemploy-
ment insurance. However, the inventory will not
focus on the basic skllls that employees need on the
job.

The International Context

Very Intl:: information exists that allows compari-
SOD of basic skills levels among workforces of
different countries. Thus, comparisons of educa-
tional lcvels are often used instead. Differences in
national educational systems complicate analysis.
However, the United States has one of the highest
levels of participation in secondary and post-
secondary education in terms of the numb3r of years
of schooling.29 (See box 6-C.) But, as suggested by
the several comparative studies discucsed in chapter
3, the American primary and secondary education

25See Venezky, ct aL, op. cit., footnote 19, p. 28

7frIbe percentage figures cited above are based on the actual number of c.orr.x:t and incorrect responses to the survey quesaum. This unpublished data
was provided to OTA by the Education Testing Service. These figures may differ from esumatcs based on the probability that a person showing a certain
level of proficiency would get a correct answer on a spccific question.

2.TaW E. Barton and IrvAn Kirsch, Workpla, The Need to Improve Lueracy and Employment Readiness, forthcoming, as cued in
Informanon for Nar.nal Peaformame Goals for Edut.ation. A Winithook, (Educational Testing Service Policy Information Ctiner, Nov. 3. 1989) p.
47.

22Gcorge A. Miller, "The Challenge of Umversal Literacy," Science, vol. 241, no. 4871, Sept. 9, 1988, p. 1296

29Richard M. Cyert and David C. Mowery, eds., Technology and Employment. Innovation . Growth in the U.S. Economy Vet..ntungton, DC.
Academy Prcss, 1988).
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Figure 6-1Document Literacy of 21 to 25-Year.Olds Who Work Full-Time tor a Full Year, by Occupation

Task examples at Proficiency scale
proficiency levels: (0.500)

Averages

350
Use bus schedule to select
appropriate bus for given
departures and arrivals (334.365)

340

330

Professionals (323)
Use sandpbper chart to locate
appropriate grade given

320

specifications (320)

Follow directions to travel
from one location to another
using a map (300)

Use index 1,,:m an almanac (278)

310

300 -;-4-1

290

Technical (311)

LManagers (306)

Clerical (301)

Sates (297)

280

270.

i 260

Locate intersection on a street rnap (249) 250

Service (286)

Operatives (262)

Craft (279)7

Laborers (277)

SOURCE: Paul E. Barton and Irwin S. Kirsch, Workplace Compotenches. The Ne...,d to Improve Literacy, end Employment Fleeciness, prepared for the
Department of Education, Office of Educational Research and Improvement (Washington, DC: U.S. (.ovemment Printing Officc July 1590), figs.
1-3, table 2.
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Figure 6,2How Young High School Graduates* Fared on Selected Tasks From the National Assessment of
Educational Progress' Young Adult Literacy Assessment
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Q. You wish to deposit a $300 check and $57.23 in cash
in a checking account. Fill out your deposit slip to do so.
List both deposits and indicate the total amount
deposited. Date your deposit slip May 22, 1985.

93% of high school graduates without post secondary
degrees answered correctly.

Q. Complete the check ledger for the month of
September. Keep a running total of the balance and
include the following:

$50 deposit on 9/27
check 103 payable to Mr. Davis for $18.49 on 9/27
check 109 payable to Electric Co. for $53 on 9/28
the $5 monthly service fee for your checking account

Correct responses among high school graduates without
post secondary degrees ranged from 73% (for balance on
check 109) to 81% (for $50 deposit).

Q. Suppose you had $3.00 to spend for lunch.
If you order a Lancaster Special sandwich and onion
soup, how much change would you get back?

52% of high school graduates without poo, secondary
degrees answered correctly.

Q. How much should you leave for a 10% tip?

38% of high school graduates without a post secondary
degree answered correctly.

'Includes young adults 21 to 25 who completed high school but who had not received post-secondary degrees. The "correct answer
information is based on unpublished data on the actual percentage of survey participants answering the question correctly. The percent
correct should not be confused with other data from the survey used to identify proportions of young adults performing at different
proficiency levels on sr-ales developed for the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). individuals at a specified level on
NAEP's scale have an 80 percent probability of correctly performing tasks ,Jed to illustrate that proficiency level.The percentage of people
demonstrating proficiency at a given level tends to be lower than the percentage who answer a given task correctly.
SOURCE. Survey instrument and questions are fam Irwin Kirsch and Ann Jungeblut, Literacy. Profiles of knefka's Young Adults, Rnal Report(Princeton,

NJ: National Assessment of Educational Progress, Educational Testing Service, September 1986), pp. III-29- "Correct answer" Information
Is based on unpublished data provided by the Educational Testing SeNice to OTA.
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Box 6-CFormal Education and the American Workforce

Despite basic skills problems at all levels, the years of schooling the typical American worker receives
continues to increase. Roughly one-fourth of all adults (those between 25 and 64) in the civilian labor force are now
college graduates; another 20 percent have some colleg:., so that over 45 percent have at least so- college. This

compares to 37 percent with at least some college in 1978. Those in the adult labor force with less than a high school
education declined from 24 to 15 percent. The mining portionthose whose elucation ended with high
schoolhas remained the same at 40 percent.'

Despite a narrowing gap, major racial and ethnic variations persist in years of formal education. Between 1978
and 1988, the proportion of both white and black workers with 4 or more years of college increased by 5 percentage

points; similarly, there was also a 4 percentage point increase for Hispanic-origin workers. The net result was that

by 1988, 26 percent of white, 15 percent of black, and 13 percnt of Hispanic workers attended 4 or more years of

college.
The proportion of the adult labor force without a high school diploma also declineddramatically for all groups

over the decade. However, 40 percent of the Hispanic labor force still had less than 4 years of high school in 1988,
as did 23 percent of blacks, and 14 percent of whites.

Formal education is a major indicator of a person's likely employment history; nearly90 percent of college
graduates between 25 and 64 were in the labor force in 1988, compared with only 61 percent for those who had not
completed 4 years of high school. Over the 1978-88 period, the labor force participation rates for men in
educational groups declined with the largest reductions occurring among those who had not attended college. In
contrast, the participation rates for women were higher across the educational spectrum, especially among those
with the highest educational attainmentfmm 62 to 75 percent for those who had completed 1 to 3 years of college

and from 71 to 01 percent for college graduates. Of course, the amount of schooling by itself says little about
educational quality or proficiency.

Groups with the most formal schooling have the lowest unemployment. The 1988 jobless rate for college
graduates aged 25-64 was only 1.7 percent, compared with 3.7 percent frit those with 1 to 3 years of college, 5.4
percent for high school graduates, and 9.4 percent for high school dropouts. Black college graduates still have more
than twice the unemployment rate as white college graduates-33 percent compared to 1.5 percent.

There has been a trend toward reduced employment opportunities for the less educated, especially high school
dmpouts.2 In some cities and States with large minority populations, 40 or 50 percent of studentt do not finish high
school.

There are aiso significant regional differences. In 1980, for example, roughly 1 out of 4 Southern adults over
age 25 had less than 8 years of school, compared with 1 in 6 adults naeonally. Approximately 36 percent of adult
Southerners lack high school diplomas. Within the South, rural residents have higher rates of functional illiteracy

than urban residents.
Educational background is also important in determining whether a worker will qualify for a job requiring

specific training or get upgrade training once employed. In 1983, the only year for which nationwide data is
available, 55 percent of workers said they needed qualifying training to obtain their current job. The figure was just
42 percent for those with a high school diploma or less. Some 62 percent of those with some college, and 84 percent

of college graduates, said they needed qualifying training for their job.4

1All figures on years of schooling are from U.S. Department of Labor, Burt. of Labor Statistics, "Educational Level of L' ". Labor Force
Continues to Rise," News, Aug. 29, 1988.

2Richard L. Venezky et aL, The Subtle Danger. R4lections on the Literacy Abilities of America's Young Adults (Princeton, NT National
Assessment of Edncational Progress, Educational Testing Service, 1987). See, also The William T. Grant Foundation Commission on Work,
Family and Citizenship, The Forgotten Half. Pathways to Success for America's Youth and Young Families Final Report (Washington, DC:

William T. Grant Foundation, 1988).
3Nation2l Center for Education Statistics, The Condition of Education. 1988, vol. 1 (Washington, DC. U.S. Government Printing Office,

1990), p. 90. ihe figure falls to 13.5 percent for those between the age of 25 to 34.

4The proportions also vaned by race and age. Fifty-seven percent of whites said they needed qualifying training to get their job, compared
with 44 percent of blacks and 54 percent of other ramifies. Only 25 percent of the youngest workers (those 16 to 19) and 47 percent of those
20-24 reported that they needed qualifying training. See Max L. Carey, Hw Workers Get Their Training, Bulletin 2226, U.S Department of

Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, February 1985.
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system is no longer a leader in quality. In fact, the
quality of K-12 education in the United States is
lower than several of our major trading partners.

One popular explanation is that e United States
has such a heterogeneous population. However,
even U.S. elementary students in a relatively homo-
geneous middle class suburb of Minneapolis scored
far lower on standardized tests than comparable
students in Japan and Taiwan." Thus, white total
U.S. education costs per pupil (measured in constant
dollars) have nearly qu? Irupled since the early
1950s, there has be...n no evidence of a proportional
improvement in scholastic rerformance.31

Even so, American school students have im-
proved marginally in the basics since the early
1970s. The jury is still out as to whether these recent
gains will continue. The most r xent reading assess-
ment shows that students read better in 1988 than
they did in 1971.32 However, some age groups did
better in the early 1980s than in 1988. The most
hopeful news in the 1988 assessment was the
progress in reading levels made by black and
Hispanic students.

American students also made progress in math
and science, compared with their predecessors in the
1970s.33 While encouraging, most of the rain was
from routine exercisessuch as elementa. / arith-
metic or recitation of scientific factsnot in using
knowledge effectively to think and reason.34 The
students did no better in inferring relationships or
drawing conclusions from scientific. information.
Moreover, the students stayed even or did worse
thar their predecessors in computing with decimals,

fractions and percents, solving multiple-step prob-
lems, or using basic algebi,..36

As discussed in chapter 3, U.S. students do hot
measure up to students in South Korea, Japan, or
West Germany. A recent international mathematics
assessment found American 13-year-olds in last
place among five other countries and several Cana-
dian provinces.36

The poor performance of U.S. students has
prompted great concern about thc future science and
engineering workforce.37 But it is also worrisome
that U.S. students in the two middle quadrants
students who will f:11 many of tomorrow's factory
and office jobsdid poorl.38 South Korean young-
sters scored best; only 46 percent of U.S. atudents
were at or above the mean, compared to 78 percent
of the South Korean students. (A typical problem at
the mean required the student to select the correct
average age of five students, given their individual
ages.) Of course, educational performance at any age
is not necessarily a predictor of individual perform-
ance on the job. However, it is clear that, without
improvement in basic skills, the students who will
comprise the future U.S. workforce are poorly
equipped to keep up with tht. highly educated (and in
many cases lower paid) workforces of our competi-
tors.

Employer Views of Basic Skills

What skills and education do employers want
most in their workers? What is the connection
between these desires and job performance? The
answers from the research are fragmentary. Most of
the studies focus on what employers think are

301bid.

31Lewis J. Perelman, "Restructuring the System Is the Solution," Phi Delta Kapp, , September 1988, pp. 20-24.
32Ina V S Mullis and Lynn B Jenkins, The Re uling Report Card 1971-88. Trends from the Nation' s Report Card. (Prmccton. NJ. National

AssessmerA of Educational Progress, January 1990)

33Artnur N Applebee, Judith A Langer, and Ina V.S Mullis, Crossroads in Atnem.an Education. A Summary of F :tidings Pnnceton. NJ. Edt cational
Tcsting Service, February 1939), pp. 7-11.

34Ibid, p. 29.

33Ibid, p. 27.

36Archie E Lapointe, Nancy A Mead, a id Gary W Phillips, A nrld of Differences . Ai International Assessment of Mathematics and Science.
(Princeton. NJ: Educational Testing Service 1989) p. 13

375everal OTA reports have discussed education and training isr es related to the scientifit. and engineering workforcc. S ec, espemally. Making Things
Better Competing in Manufacturing, OTA-ITE-443 (Washington. DC. U.S Government Pruning Office, February 1990), pp. 115-126, and Educating
Scientists and Engineers. Grade School to Grad School, CTA-SET-373 (Washmgton. DC. U.S. Govenunent Printing Office, June 1988).

38Basic skills problems are by no mcans limited to those who don't go on to college. In 1983-84, one-fourth of ah students entcnng colleges and
universities took remeeial math courses, one-fifth took remedial writing, and 16 p...,ent took remedial reading, 82 percent of all colleges and auvcrsi tics
say the need offer such courses U S Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Technology and the American Eco-omic Transition. Choices for
the Future, - ..A-TET-283 (Washington. DC: U.S, Government Printing Office. May 1988).
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attractive attributes in entry-level workers, not the
apual job requirerrents or the skills that successful
employees need. Also, the surveys typically poll
corporate-kvel executives or person..el officers who
may view skill needs diffeiently than, say, shopfloor
supervisors or plant managers.

There are also problems in defmitions. For
example, empinyers often have a different concept
of basic skills i an the training or education commu-
nity. A. banking industry survey, for instance, asked
employers for specific examples of basic skills
problems in specific jobs (e.g., teller, customer
service representative).39 Many examples offered by
the banking industry respondentssuch as "not
properly folic ing procedures on opening accounts
or cashing checks"could reflect carelessness,
inattention, or, indeed, inadequate coaching by
supervisors.

A review of 13 surveys found that employers
generally view a positive attitude toward work as the
most desirable characteristic in entry-level work-
ers.4° These employers also placed mor: importance
on basic skills (including communications skills and
problem solving skills) than specific occupational
skills and also wanted entry-level workers to under-
stand the business environment.

Several factors are contributing to employers'
sharpened awareness of basic skills problems among
their own workers. Employers are aware of the
heightened attention the news media and govern-
ment reports give this issue, and are also becoming
aware of the implications of changing demography
for the educational qualifirations of entry-level
workers.

According to a 1989 survey by the Omega Group,
Philadelphia area executives saw basic education
deficiencies reflected by problems in hiring quali
fied employees, higher wages for qualified entry-
level workers, or the need to restructure work
downgrade job descriptions.'" Gne employer L. Lti
that some new hires, while able to learn the skills
L.:eded to perform a specific task, were Lnable to

transfer those skills to different but closely related
tasks.

Some of the executi 'es said that literacy had a
substantial impact on marketing and customer serv-
icesespecially in telecommunications, banking,
and retailing. In particular, as more companies use
computer-based systems, they need entry-level em-
ployees who are able to respond to customer requests
and process orders quickly.

For the mol part, the executives did not consider
literacy .trairang to be a corporate responsibility.
Their fnms dealt with basic skills problems in
several ways, including screening of job applicants,
accepting higher rates of turnover, living with
service prob Lis or, in some cases, relocating. One
insurance company executive noted that, when
low-skilled workers became an issue, new technol-
ogy could be employed to do the work, so that the
firm could hire less-able people.

While they worry about basic skills deficient ts
in future workers, employers are less worried about
current workers. Three-quarters of employers re-
sponding to a recent survey by the Society for
Human Resource Management said they had yet to
experience a need for remedial training of their
employees; these respondents either did not hire
employees with basic skills problems or found little
need for remedial training among their current
employees.42 But, employers often do not become
aware that their workers have basic skills problems
until they attempt to make a major change that
requires training. (See box 4-C in ch. 4 for discussion
of Plumley Companies, an auto parts supplier that
launched an employe e. education program on finding
that most of its workers did not have the basic skills
needed to train for or implement statistical process
control.)

Recruiting and retaining skilled workers is a
growing concern of small business. According to a
1989 Dun :Ind Bradstreet survey, small business
chief executivt officers (those heading firms with
less than $12 million in sales) who responded put
finding qualed, motivated employees at the top of

39Amencan Bankers Assouau on, Execunye Summary. The Ameman Banker' s Associanon'a Srve n Ba.m. Skills tn Banking, Spring 1989, p A2

40Gary Natnello, "What do Employers Want m Entry-level Workers? An Assessment of the Evidence," occasional paper No 7, National Center on
Education and Employment, Teacher's College, Columbia University, April 1989.

410mcga Group the, Literacy in the Workplace. The Execunye Perspectne, A Qualitative Rescarch Study, Bryn Mawr, PA, 1989 Twenty -eight
top-level executives in manufacturing and service industry firms wcrc interviewed.

42Society for Human Rcsourcc Management,1989 TraininglRetraining Survey, Alexandria, VA, 1989, p. 19.
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their problem listfollowed by solving cash flow
difficulties, containing costs, dealing with govern-
ment regulations, and meeting increased competi-
tion.43 Most of the respondents stressed in-house
training, rather than more aggressive recruitment.

In similar vein, small manufacturers responding
to a National Association of Manufacturers survey
cited lack of skilled labor and lack of basic education
skills as two of their major problems. Half of the
responding employers said their employees had
trouble solving problems on their own; 37 percent
said math concepts were a problem; 30 percent said
English fluency was a problem; and one-fourth said
their employees had trouble training in operations.
Nearly three-fourths of the responding firms said
they found it fairly or very difficult to fill openings
for skilled workers:"

Impact on Company Performance

While documentation is sparse, anecdotal evi-
dence suggests that poor basic skills cost American
companies quite a bit. One small Illinois company
turned to a community college to teach English skills
to its largely Hispanic workforce when an Hispanic
employee ruined an $8,000 part through a language
inisunderstanding.45 Inability to measure also can be
costly. A Eorida company that m-nufactures bel-
lows estimates that it loses $1.2 million per year
because its workers do not read blueprints correctly
or incorrectly cakulate the material needed to make
products.46

Companies that must give workers remedial
courses as a prelude to technical training face delays
in implementing new te:thnolcgies and work prac-
tices. Motorola expects to spend over $10 million
per year for the next 3 years to bring its U.S.
workforce up to sixth or seventh grade leading and
math kvels.47 Basic skills problems can also hamper

employee participation in productivity and quality
improvement efforts. for example, one major manu-
facturing fum found that one-fourth of its quality
circles (which met without management to encour-
age free discussion) were unable to pass on written
suggestions because no one could take notes well
enough." Basic skills deficiencies obviously add to
company costs in screening job applicants and in
hiring new employees.

Although imprecise and subject to great uncer-
tainty, there have been some efforts to estimate the
overall cost to companies of basic skills deficien-
cies. A study of the Atlanta metropolitan statistical
area concluded that employed workers with educa-
tional limitations cost employers $840 million
annually (or about $3,700 per employee) in lost
time, inadequate perform:ince, and higher personnel
costs (e.g., health and safety, training). The study
estimated that the total social and economic cost of
functional illiteracy among all Atlanta aiea adults to
be $2.6 billion annually.49

At the regional level, according to the U.S.
Department of Labor, the costs of functional illiter-
acy among 3.6 million employed but undereducated
workers in the eight Southeastern States amounted
to $24.8 billion annually (or nearly $6,900 per
worker) because of time lost, poor performance, and
other employment related problems. It is not clear
from the 2 studies why the regional costs per worker
would be so much higher than those for Atlanta.
(Total costs of functional illiteracy, including the
unemployed, within the regicn were estimated to be
over $57 billion).50

Canada, 'oo, has a basic skills problem. A
Canadian business task force estimated that the costs
uf functional illiteracy to Canadiaa business was $4
billion annually. This figure could be used to

43James S. Howard, "Small Eusmcss CEOs. No Shortage of Womes," D&B Reports, November/Dccember 1989, p. 17.

'lob Stalls, Education of Workers 131g Problems for Small Manufacturers, NAM Survey Shows," IVAM 'Yews, June 28, 1989. The NAM Small
M mufacturers Operating Survey was mailed to over 9,500 small firms in the spring of 1989. Responses were men cd frum 2,228 firms, fur a25.4 pen=
respoo...: rate. About 40 percent of the responding employen '-..14 tuition reimbursement programs.

45.T.gmne Sadler, "Small Compame.s arc Target of Efforts mprove the Literacy of Employees," Wall Street Juurnal,Nov. 3, 1988, p. B2.

445"Busincss Tcaching 3 R's to Employees in Effort to Compete," New York Times,May 1, 1988.

4" Foul by Four. How Can Busmesscs Fight Workplace Ilhteracy:," Training and Development Journal, vol. 43. No. 1, January 1989, pp. 21-22.

"As oted in Larry Mikulekty, Seund Chance Basic Skills Education, Commission on Wo &force Quality and Labor Market Efficiemy , Imes:ins
in People. A Strategy to Address America' s Workforce Crisis, Background Papers vol. 1, op. cit., footnote 14, p. 237.

4°Wilharn A. Dcaly, Atlanta 2000. k Lhdn84n& Jub Marker and the Lmplognem Readine.s., of /LS WurtYurLe, A SpeAaal Metrupohian Arca Study
Conducted for the Southeast Regional Office of the National Alliance of 13usiness, 1987, pp.46-48.

5°Richard A. Mendel, Afeenng the Eunumu. Chauenge of the:990J. liorkforLeLsteray in the Suuth, A Report for dm Sunbelt Insmutc Chapel
NC: MbC, Inc., September-1988); p.15.
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guesstimate U.S. costs. If a 10-to-1 conversion ratio
(the approximate difference in the economies and
populations of the two countries) were used, the cost
in the United States would be $40 billion annually.51

Total costs to Canadian society were estimated to be
$10 billion per yearthe equivalent of $100 billion

for the United States.

WORKPLACE-ORIENTED
PROGRAMS52

Since the early 1980s, a number of workplace
basic skills programs have been launched. These
usually involve cooperative efforts by employers,
unions, educational institutions, and government.
The terms "workforce" and "workplace" are
somethnes used interchangeably in describing basic
skills programs; in this report, however, OTA

distinguishes between the two terms. "Workforce"
programs are for people not currently employed who
need improved basic skills or work readiness skills
to enter the workworld. while "workplace" basic
skills prognms are for employees. The discussion
below focuses mostly on workplace programs.

Company-nm Programs

There are many individual examples of arrange-
ments among companies, unions, and local adult
basic education programs to provide services to
adults. Most, however, are not workplace programs
per se. For example, the Business Council for
Effective Literacy, which works to foster corporate
awareness of adult literacy issues, identified more
than 800 corporate literacy actions of all kinds
baween 1984 and 1987. However, only 9 percent
had to do with employee basic skills programs.53

Unfortunately, surveys of employer involvement
in basic skills programs have been far from compre-
hensive. Most surveys have very low response rates.
The surveys probably overstate employer involve-
ment because they do not define such terms as
"basic skills" or "remedial educadon." For exam-
ple, firms may consider remedial courses in blue-

print raading, accounting principles, or statistics to
b6 basic for specific jobs. Also, few surveys ask
firms whether their basic education activities are
companywide Ln scope. One common failing in all

surveys is that small firmsthose with fewer than
100 employeesare absent as a category or in
proportion to their importance to the economy.
Another shortcoming is the dearth of survey informa-
tion about the features of the firms' activities (e.g.,
whether government funds are used, role of lf,cal
educational providers, etc.).

Table 6-2 compares fmdings from four of the
more inclusive employer surveys. The Training
Magazine survey shows clearly that corpriany-based
remedial training often bears little resemblance to
the Three-Rs of adult basic education. When reme-
dial education was left undefmed in the survey
instrument, roughly one-third (31.7%) of the survey
respondents (all companies with 100 or more
employees) said they offered "remedial/basic edu-
cation." However, when firms were specifically
asked if they provided remedial education in read-
ing, writing, arithmetic, or English as a Second
Language, only 11.3 percent said they did. (The
survey asked respondents not to include such items
as listening, creative thinking, or computer skills.)54

The Towers Perrin-Hudson Institute survey of
large firrns found that 8 percent of its respondents
had remedial programs, and that they spent 3 percent
of their training budget on these activities. Another
9 percent were conducting pilot projects.55

The American Management Association (AMA)
found far fewer firms with basic skills programs. In
a 1989 survey of its members, AMA found that
one-third of the respondents tested job applicants or
current employees for basic skills, but only 3 percent
offered remedial training to correct deficiencies.56
Nearly 90 percent of the responding companies said
they refused to hire workers who failed basic skills
testperhaps an expluation for the few companies
with corrective programs.

ilAs cited in Mikult, kly, op. cit., footnote 17.
52Portions of this section are drawn from Paul V Delker, Basic Skills Education in Business and Industry. Factors for Success or Failure. op cit

footnote, 4.
53Infonnation provided by Gail Spangenberg, Business Council for RIF etive Literacy, 'One 1990.

54Chris Let., "The Three Rs," Training: The Magazine of Human Resource Development. vol. 26. No. 10, October 1989, p. 68

55Ibwmi Perrin, Hudson Institute, "Workforce 2000Competing in a Seller's Market. Is Corporate Arne. za Prepared?" A Survey Rpon nn

Corporate Responses to Demographic and Labor Force Trends. July 1990.

56Ellen Sherman, "Back to Basics to Improve Basic Skills," Personnel, July 1989, p. 22.
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Table 6-2Surveys of Employer Involvement In Workplace Basic Skills Programs

Source/Date/Response Rate

TnalnIng(1989):* Twenty thousand organi-
zations with 103 employees or more were
sent surveys; 3,130 surveys were returnod
for an uveral I response rate of 15.7 percent.
However, only half the surveyed firms were
asked special questions in which r amedai
education was defined to limit to the Three-
Rs.

American ManagementAssocialion (1983)P
Survey of AMA members, of whom 1,005
responded.

Society for Human Resources Manage-
mint (1983):e Survey was sent to a randorn
sample of 4,603 SHAM members; 613
usable responses were received for a
response rate of 13.3 percent. Some small
firms (under 101 employees) wer e Included
in the sample.

Towers Perrin, Hudson Insiltute (1990).d
questionnaire on human resource prac-
.es and concerns was sent to 4,000 firms;

responses were received from 645 firms,
for a 16.1 percent response. Most were
large firms; the median firm had 1,953
employees; 25 percent had more than
6,200 employees; only 25 percentiess than
765. Most respondents (73 percent) were
in the East or Midwest. Rnandal services
accounted for 22percent of the responses;
manufacturing, 14 percent.

Business involvement Comments

11.3 percent of respondents sald they
offered remedial education in reading, writ-
ing, or arithmetic, or basic education for
employees whose native language Is trot
English; who 'emedial/basic education
was left undemred, 31.7 percent of compa-
nies said they offered pmgrams.

Only 3 percent of respondents sald they
provide remedial education in basic skills.
HoAravar, more than one.third of the re-
spondents (34 percent) indicated that they
used basic skills testing of job applicants,
new hires, and In some cases, currc;a
employees and candidates for protmtion.
Nearly 90 percent of the respondents issu-
Ing testing said they do not hire applicants
that fall basic skills tests. None of the
companies said they automatically deny
promotion to candidate s when testing shows
basic skills different 3s; most allowed the
promotion but also assigned the worker to
remedial training.

Roughly one fourth (26 percent) of respon-
dents saki they provided remade) training,
defined as "basic skills (i.e., writing, read-
ing, math, English, etc.) that must be
mastered before additional training or re-
training can be undertaken successfuily."

Overall, 8 percent t.. ,ospoldents under-
took remedal education; another 9 peroont
had pilot projects; 14 percent planned
activities. On average, the portion of train-
ing budgets for remodel education was 3
percent. Firms with strategic plans for
add'essing skills gars were much more
likely to have remedial programs than
those that had yet to plan rneasoa es to
address skills gaps,

Only 2 percent of respondents picked remodel/
basic education as the mostcritical challenge
for their training and development function
over the next 2 to 5 years. (Of the 13 choices,
the largest challenge, picked by about one-
fifth, was now market strategies, followed by
technological changeroughly 16 percent;
quality improvementabout 12 inrcent; and
customer serviceabout 10 percent).
In addtion to the survey, AMA profiled some
30 company programs. Costs of remedial
projects ranged from nothing to nearly $1000
per employee, with the average cost around
a fuw hundred dollars per employee. Pro-
grams averaged one session per week for 3
months or longer. Rough:y half the profiled
companies provided remedial training on
company time.

Survey (mid that firms rely far more on
outside sources for remedial training than
they do for other forms of training and
retraining. (41 percent said all or a major y of
remedial training was provided by outside
providers, compared to 15 percent tor other
training and 12 percent for retraining.)

Poor basic skills was a major cause of
rejection of new job applicants. Among firms
hiring at least 150 new employee each year,
40 percent of the respondents had to screen
6 to 10 candidates to hire erre worker. Nearly
60 percent of the firms dteo inadequate
writing and verbal skills as the most common
reason to reject a candidate, followed by
Inadequate adaptation to the work environ-
ment (36 percent). Mother reason for not
hiring, failure to pass medical or drug tests,
was cited by 10 percent.

Chdc. Lee. 'The Three Rs," Training: The Magazine ol Human Resource Development, October 1989, p. 68.
bERen Shornan. "Back to Basics to Improve Bask Skills; Personnel, Jul; 1989, p.22.
eSociety for Hutnan Resource Management, 1989 SHRMTrainIng/RetrainIng Survey, Alexandria, VA, 1989.
'flowers Pertla. Hudson Institute, Workplace 2MA Competing In a Seller's Market Is Corporate America Prepared1July 1990.
SOURCE: Office or Technology Assessment. 1999.

At the high end, the Society for Human Resource
Management (SHRM) survey reports that 26 percent
of responding employers provided remedial train-
ing. As indicated in table 6-2, SHRM's question
about remedial education is more open-ended than
the Training Three-R survey question. SHRM found

less an one-fifth of the smaller companies (those
with fewer than 500 employees) had remedial
training programs, while a third or more of the larger
companies had programs. Companies tended to use
outside providers to a greater extent for remedial
training than for their other training activities."

57Society for Human Resource Management, 1989 SHRM Training/Retraining Survey, Alexandria. VA, 1989.
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Cor.Zraiy to the claims sometimcs made, firms in
most industries probably spend very little of their
total training budget on remedial education, opting
instead to rely on outside, publicly supported
Federal, State, anA local basic education programs.
But there are exceptions. A recent American Bank-
ers Association (ABA) survey found that 38 percent
of bank survey respondents had established basic-
skills programs for employees. Thes . banks spent
about 23 percent of their training buogets on these
efforts. The ABA estimated that the banking indus-
try as a whole spent between $23 million and $135
million per year on basic skills programs. (The
smaller figure assumes that nonresponding banks
spent nothing on b2sic skids; the larger figure
assumes that banks responding to the survey were
typical of the indust 1) It seems likely, however,
that a portion of tb expenditure would be for
industry specific basic skillsnot the Three-R.1.

The ABA, through the American Institute of
Banking (its educational affiliate), is its industry's
largest provider of basic skills assistance and is in
the process of deloping industry specific materials
to enhance its efforts. As trade associations in other
industries (e.g., textiles, printers) become more
involved in developing basic skills materials, more
companies may be encouraged to set up industry
specific programs for their employees.

Some large companies most involved in basic
skills education have develored their own internal
coursesoften as part of a broader employee
development or training program. Examples include
Polaroid, Motorola, Eastman Kodak, and Aetna.
Polaroid has offered basic education to its employ-
ees since 1970. The company has developed a
fundamental skills program for basic literacy and
arithmetic, and a technology readiness program that
involves some math and science, computer skills,
and so called skills for sustained learning (like
problem solving).59 Most technology readiness courses
are at the high school level; however, some are
second-year college courses. Courses take place
onsite, mostly on compaay timeP

Aetna is another company that has developed its
own basic skill.; curriculum, called the Effective
Business Skills (EBS) c,chool. EBS was develoqed
by the company's Institute for Corporate Education
to build employees' basic skills (math, reading,
writing, and oral communications) and to help them
use computers and apply adult learning strategies. It
is now available to other Aetna divisions. To attract
students who do not wish supervisors and coworkers
to know they are taking remedial courses, Aetna
offers evening courses as well as during Aifts (with
the supervisor's permission). Many employees pre-
fer the evening course because regiszation is kept
confidential even from supervisors. The EBS pro-
gram is intended to complement Aetna's "general
business skills" program, which is used by employ-
ees whose basics are adequate but want to upgrade
their job skills.

One reason why Mina set u; BS was its concern
that it might not be able to hire as many workers with
good basic skills as it would like. Aetna already has
problems, particularly in the Northeast and in
California, in finding new hires with strong basic
skills. Also, Aetna was concerned that it migh'ave
too few employees with the qualifications and
training needed to move up into better jobs when
vacancies occur. (Job vacancies are made known
mternally before being advertised outside the com-
pany.)

Another reason is that jobs are becoming more
complex. Many jobs within Aetna that were once
routine in nature now r.. luire new skills from
workers. The claims proceusor job, for example, has
been fundamentally alteml by the decent2lized use
of computers. Onc..., paper files moved b and
forth through =stip): stations as they were proc-
essed. Now, one worker is responsible for multiple
tasks and must powess a range of new skills (such as
keyboard skills. an ability tt, use electronic mail, or
spread sheets).

While the company a rs general skills training
for employees and specifies the skills needed fo
new jobs, few lower employees took the
training needed to qualify for these positions before
EBS. Some of these employees may not have felt

5gThe AmencanBankers MSOCIation. Executive Summary. The American Ba nkrrs Assuciation Survey on Basic Skills In Banking !Washington DC

Spring 1989).
59Anne Skagen. ed., Workplace Literacy, AMA Management Briefing, no date. pp. 23-25.

As cited in National Alliance of Business, Ltssons Learnea Job Skills Education Program Firtal Report, report repared for the Employment and

Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, May 1990, pp. 64-65.
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themselves qualified to take the general skills
courses. Others may rot have gotten their supervi-
sors' permission to take training on company tune.
(Aetna has a coiporatewide pulley of charging the
costs of training to the cost-code of the department
involved when the fraining takes plaee on company
time.)

The company's basic skills program is highly
job-specific (and even Aetna specific) in content.
For exaMple, in setting up a special EBS program for
security guards, the Institute discovered (from su-
pervisory personnel) that faulty "incident reports"
were a real-problem. The incident rep_rt is used as
a training vehicle in the EBS program, apparently to
good effect. (By contrast, the general skills course
uses more generic examples.)

Onsite literacy services like Aetna's are rare.
Partnerships with existing community educational
institutions are r ore common. In these, employers
may provide some support (e.g., Paid release time for
employees to take classes, provision of fimds,
materials, or advisoiy services). Some of these
programs are, in essence, conventional adult basic
education (ABE) classes,with that serve the employ-
ees of a fw companies. As discussed at the end of
the chapter, conventional ABE is seldom the best
model to use when thepurpose is to achieve specific,
defined, job-related objectivessuch as upgrading
of baSic skills for- ctatistical process control,

Joint Initiatives Between Labor and
Management

Joint labor-management cooperative trainingpro-.
grams (discussed in detail in ch. 8) support basic
education for many workers represented by the
United Auto Workers (UAW) and the Communica-
tions Workers of America (CWA). The joint pro-.
grams are still in their early stages; the oldest began
in 1982. Nonetheless, their size (over mow
workers are eligible for joint program benefits) and
their resources (over $300 million in 1988 for all
training ar 1 tuition assistance activities) make them
major training institutions. Depending on how well
they implement their programs, these institutions
could extend the sum of the Nation's knowledge
about the, most effectkre and appropriate ways to
teach adults basic Allis

Pb-oto crocit iif-Cimisr Nations! Trakin0 Center

Using computers in basic skills courses helps to farnigarize
workers with a technology increasingly needed at work.

While the joint programs are separate from
corporate training operations, cooperation at the
plant level frequently allows basic skills programs to
be offered in close conjunction with corporate
initiatives. For example, at Ford's Dearborn Engine
Plant, the UAW-Ford lccal. training coMmittee has
provided basic arithmetic training off-hours to help
workers taking Statistical Process Control (SPC)
training on company time. The SPC training was
developed with union input, although it was initiated
and funded by the company.61

In some cases, the joint programs provide broad
training to develop teamwork or problem solving
skills while upgrading basic skills. Such a combined
program, called "technical literacy," is offered by
the UAW-Ford National Educetion, Development,
and Training Center.

Because so many workers might be involved, the
joint programs could obtain valuable data and
information about different approaches. However,
mcst programs do not yet involve much evaluation.
This could change. The UAW-Chrysler National
Training Center, for example, plans to evaluate the
success of various delivery approaches for basic
skills instruction used for Chrysler employees.

dlMargaret Hilton, "The Role of Labor Unions in Training of Employed Workers,"working paper #2, OTA Worker 1r4.,Ing Project, May 28, 1989,
p. 41.
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The jc !at programs also could 'ae a testing ground
for instructional technology used in basic skills
upgrading particularly since some joint centers
have access to in-plant computers or other instruc-
tional devices. Options for encouraging more sys-
tematic evaluation of basic skills courseware are
discussed in chapter 2.

So far, the most elaborate use of interactive
technology for basic skills at the joint centers is for
motivation, not instruction. The GM-UAW's Skills
2000 program consists of 8 hours of modules on auto
industry changes that will affect worker skills; tests
and lessons to help workers sample their reading,
writing, numbers, charts, and communication skills;
information about about educational opportunities
available to GM employees; and plant-specific
contacts. The program, pardally funded by the U.S.
Department of Labor, may eventually be delivered
to workers at 1000 interactive videodisc terminals in
150 GM plants and worksites.62

An evaluation of the motivational program at two
pilot sites found that it did prompt workers to
consider ways to improve their skills, and that they
were interested in educational development. How-
ever, the evaluators caution that Skills 2000 will be
of little help unless it is combined with an overall
stategy for improving worker skills.63 Having
dtweloped the motivational program, the GM-UAW
human resource center is now giving more attention
to the type and quality of services available at local
plaats. Because the joint program is decentralized, it
will be up to ma. .aement and union leadership in
each plant to make sure that employees, once
motivated, get prompt attention and high quality
educational services.

State Basic Skills Program

State governments have long been active in adult
basi6 education as recipients of Federal Adult
Education Act funds. Other State programs, as well,
have had literacy components. More recently, the
States have launched new literacy initiatives aimed
at developing coordinated literacy strategies. At
least 30 Stak .. have set up bodies to plan or

coordinate varioin literacy activities.64 These bodies
serve several purposes; most, however, are attempt-
ing to develop an overall State literacy strategy to
cover the diverse groups (school children, high
school dropouts, employees, displaced workers,
people on welfare) and the numerous government
programs (adult basic education, Job 'haining Part-
nership Act, vocational education, Job Opportuni-
ties and Basic Skills Program, and so forth) that
channel funds for literacy programs to one. popula-
tion or another.

While few States now have strong programs for
business involvement, this could change as the
States move to implement the adult literacy compo-
nent of the National Education Goals that the State
Governors' adopted in 1990. The Governors' goal
statement decried the fractured system for delivering
adult literacy services and called for a public-private
partnership in each State to create a "functionally
literate workforce."65 (See ch. 2 for further discus-
sion.)

Several St....es have launched separate workforce
literacy initiatives that complement State adult basic
education programs or job training programs.66
These programs, for the most part, emphasize
upgrading basic skills of economically disadvan-
taged people, many of whom are not now employed
but want work skilk. To a lesser extent, these
programs also supprirt employer-based activities.
Some Statessuch as Connecticutare adjusting
their adult education programs to encourage em-
ployer involvement. A few special initiatives aim
primal ily at the workplace. State activity in this area
could .vell increase if Federal legislation now under
consideration in Congress passes (see ch. 2). Also,
if Federal Adult Education Act funds for workplace
literacy gows to $50 million, this program will be
administered by the States, rather than nationally.
(See box 6-E.)

Workplace Initiatives

Several StatesMassachusetts, Illincis, and South
Carolina among themhave developed new mecha-
nisms for employer involvement. Created in 1986,
the Massachusetts Workplace Education Initiative

62Delker, op. cit., foutnote 5, p. 76.

63Jan..er. Bosco, Evaluation Report of Skills 2000, Western Michigan University, June 1989, Executive Summary.

64Adu1t Literacy. Programs, Planning, Issues,Business Council for Effective Litrracy, January 1988.

65National Governors' Association, National Education Goals, Feb. 25, 1990, p. 9.

66Judith K. Chynoweth, Enhancing Literacy for Jobs and Product: vity (Washington, DC. Council of State Policy and Planning Agcncics, 1989)
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(WPE) is both a training delivery initiative and a
research demonstration project.° WPE coordinates
more than 20 workplace literacy programs, docu-
menting each through a formative evaluation. The
evaluation is used to track strengths and weaknes:__
of each mo.'el, identifying proHems and offering
technical assistance on an ongoing basis.

Organizers hope the evaluations will be instru-
mental in shaping a long term, systematic strategy
for improving workplace literacy. WPE has at-
tempted to tloveiop and evaluate models applicable
to a range of industrial needs, funding programs in
both the manufacturing and service sectors, in
unionized and nonunionized settings, for both native
English speakers and immigrants.

WPE is a joint program of three Massachusetts
State agencies, coordinated through the Common-
wealth Literacy Campaign. In fiscal year 1989, WP E
received approximately $750,000 ($600.D00 from a
Federal Wcrkplace Literacy Gram and the remain-
der from State funds) arid reached about 1,000
workers. A rear evaluation, conducted by an
outside party, recommended that Massachusetts
continue to invest i- WPE, despite the current fiscal
crisis facing the State.68

The Illinois Literacy Resource Developr...ent Pr -)-
ject (ILRD) is a collective effort among six key
literacy entities in Illinois, designed to help volun-
teer literacy and adult education programs garner
additional resources.69 At its inception in March
1987, ILRD set up task forces of local workplace
literacy and adult education providers to develop
implementation strategics. Examples included:

marketing contractual literacy programs to
business,

soliciting corporate and foundation support,

seeking individual donations,

impacting local public policy, and

exploring State implementation of literacy
programs.

The task forces put grassroots providers in contact
with prospective sources of support. In addition, the
task forces produce "how-to" manuals and organize
workshops and conferences designed to help local
members raise money, market their programs, and
increase awareness among community le idem, leg-
islators, and other policymakers. ILRD is an inde-
pendent nonprofit organization supported by gunts
from the Illinois State Education Board and private
foundations cr charities. "` .scal year 1989, com-
bined funding totaled apia.....dmately $130,000, ena-
bling the ILRD to reach over 200 local organizutions
and 70 businesses, unions, and foundations.

South Carolina's Initiative for Work Force Exc.(
lence, launched by the governor in 1988, assists
employers throughout the State in offering basic
skil programs to workers. Each of the State's 16
two-i ear technical colleges now has a workforce
specialist whc serves as a basic skills consultant to
employers and also meets with local business
roundtables. By June 1989, the initiative had identi-
fied about 31,000 workersabout 2 percent of the
State's employed workforce in need of basic skills
tuining, a figure considered lower than the overall
need. About 5,000 workers were either in training or
had completed training. The technical institutes,
long involved in industy training, are developing
programs and offering courses for the companies
where the identified employees work.

Customized Training and Basic Skills

The capacity to offer workplace basic skille
instruction in association with other kinds of indus-
try training is an attractive feature of State industrial
training programs. Where the objective is to improve
workplace skills, programs that focus on specific
needs in particular establishments r-ay be more
likely to succeed than general ABE or GED pro-
grams.

OTA's State survey (discussed in ch. 5) found that
nearly all State industrial training programs author-
ize funds to be used for basic skills training, and
two-thirds permit funds to be spent on English as a
second language. While only about one-fourth of the

`-'121e following discussion is based on mformauor m the Missahuscu. rk 4i.e Education Initiative Program Summary and OTA staff
communications with Sondra Stein, kne 1990.

68Pau1a Rauman and Laura Spera. "fassiii,huseas Workpla,e Edug.anon Inthanve. Year Evaivatwn Ftnal Report aVellesley, MA. Stunc Centex,
wellesky College), 1989, p. 106.

nusd:sciosion is base. information frum the Minya Litemcy Resource i.evelopruci P-olect 7ask Force #1 Handbook on Marketing Contractual
Literacy Servict.., 10 Businesses, (Champaign, IL. ILRD), and OTA staff commun. aons di Suzanne Knell, Executiie Director, June 1990.
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State customized training programs spend more than
10 percent of their funds on basic skills, there are
exceptions.7°

New York's Employer Specific Skills Training
Program (ESSTP)a program designed to help fill
gaps between job demands and v. orker skills
offers workplacc basic skills programs as a regular
component of its assistance to business. ES STP
assists employers in assessing their workers' train-
ing needs, dveloping customized courses, and
training workers. Often, basic skills instruction is
carried out in conjunction with statistical process
control training or with other workplace changes.

New York's program typically picks up most
direct instruction A costs; however, employers are
expected to provid-- release time or paid time off to
workers. Since release time can cost 3 to 10 times as
much as the instructional costs, :n employer's
compliance is an important sign of commitment.
Sometimes the release time requirement is eased for
small businesses.

Some States are looking at tax incentives to
encourage private sector involvement in basic skills
programs. Mississippi, in 19E9, became the first
State to oFer a tax credit to companies providing
workplace basic skills programs that meet State
qualifications?' The 25-percent tax credit can be
applied to the wages of instructors (but not trainees),
instructional mat.rials and equipment, and construe-
don and maintenance of training facilities. Several
features of Mississippi's progam aLi .o assure that
the tax at% -lit is focused on basic skills. The company
must apply for the tax crea, and s chief execLtive
officer must sign the application. The company must
develop a trainmg plan, a time schedule and a
projected budget Several State agencies, including
the education department and the tax commission,
are involved in providing technical assistance.

Mississippi has also become a leader among the
States in investigating the potential to use instruc-
tional technology m basic skills instruction. The
Governor's office has been instrumental in funding
a pilot pmject to test civilian appncations for the
U.S. Army's computer-based Job Skills Education

Program (see discussion in next section and box
6-D).

A few States have called for broad improvements
in we basic skills of their worki ce to meet
econc lic development objectives. Michigan's strat-
egy for building a competitive workforce, set forth
by the GON _:nor's office in 1988, includes improv-
ing the literacy skills of one million Michigan adults
by 2000 to meet the State's projected occupational
requirement. "Workforce literacy" and "work
readiness" objectives have become driving forces
behind the numerous state adult education and
training progn ..s. Michigan encourages employers
to assess their workers' basic skills, and will conduct
job analysis and needs assessments for It
plans to make remedial education available to
currently employed workers.

Michigan's adult literacy task force has estab-
lished "core goups" in each region of the State,
comprised of representatives of each organization
and institution involved in adult literacy training
With help from facilitators, core groups build
cooperation by developing uniform procedures,
forms, referral pror ises, and outreach techniques.
Core groups also hope to simplify the adult literacy
training system by reviewing the division of respon-
sibilities and funds, encouraging subcontracting
where there is repetition.72

The Michigan strategy includes some innova-
tions, mcluding the Michigan Oppolianity Card, a
nove effort to make the Michigan employment and
training system more user friendly. (The Card
about the size of a credit cardstores enough
information about applicants for State-spl,asored
services to allow them to avois. ;Ming out new fonns
whenever they seek education or training.)

Adult Education Programs

For many years, States have funded local adult
basic, adult secondary, and Eng1i.1 as a Second
Language projects, supported in part through the
Federal Adult Education Act. At least 15 States have
cpen-ended funding formulas for their adult basic
education programs that can be used to cover
.nstructional costs of workplace basic skills pro-

'Peter A. Cretacos, Steve Duscha, and Roben G. Sheets, 'State Financed Custonured Training Programs. A Comparatn e State Survey, report
prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment itoder contract L3-3810, March 1990, table '2.

71Senate bill 2925

OTA staff communication whit Judy Hollister, Governor's Council on Human Resources, June 7, 1990.
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Box 6-DTrying To Transfer Military Training Technology: The JSEP Example

The effort to transfer the Army's Job Skills Education Program (JSEP) to educational institutions and the
pnvate sector reveals both the promises and pitfalls of using training materials in settings different from those for
which they were originally intended. The Army developed JSEP at a cort of $13 million in the early 1980s. The
attempt to transfer JSEP has been formally underway since 1986 through a joint effort by the departments of
Defense, Education, and Labor, and is still not complete. The full JSEP program includes more than 300 lessons
and 400 hours of basic skills instruction, built on analysis of educatiorll proficiencies needed to perform 94 of the
most common military occupational specialities (MOS). It includes a student management system that keeps track
of performance data, anu also gives individuali7ed learning prescriptions based on pretest and other diagnostic
information. JSEP also has learmng strategy modules to help students develop time-management skills, test taking
skills, and problems-solving skills. Soldiers seem to prefer Jai over conventional instruction, and their tnt scores
generally improve if given enough time on JSEP.

Why h-ansfer 3gEr to clvilian use? Many militny and civilian occupations are very similar (e.g., health care
axles, electricians, machinists, auto repair people, and computer operators) and require !irnilar levels of bas:
educational skills. However, most of the JSEP materials use Army or military examples that seem foreign in a
civilian setting. Hence, JSEP has been partially "degkzened" or "civilianized" to facilitate transfer.

Stweral demonstration projects have been funded, including a Mississippi project involving a community
college and an electronics company. An evaluation of !SEP by the National Alliance of Business (NAB) found that
it can work in civilian settings, at least under pilot or test site conditions. However, NAB found man: barriers that
would inhibit immediate and widespread use of JSEP. For erample, JSEP's computer system is eithr not
compatible with most commercial systems or requires high-4., .,:Yecial equipment to use. Also, complex copyright
issues about control of JSEP 4..ourseware exist. Another barrier is the limited techn. 4ssistal,ce for civilian users
of JSEP.2

1National Alliance of Business, Lessons Learned. Job Skills Educanon Program Final Report, prepared by the National Allamce uf
Business for the Employment and Training Administration of the U.S. Dcpartment of Labor, May 1990.

grams. Where such formulas exist, educational
systems are likely to be more aggressive in serving
workplace needsand are better able to approach
employers with project proposals. (Most other States
operate from fixed appropriations that limit their
flexibility to act on requests for additional services
that have not been specifically planned in advance.)

Connecticut has been especially aggressive in
offering industry basic skills assistance. It ranks
ninth among the States in matzhing Federal dollars,
it spends about $5 for every $i in Federal Adult
Education Act funds it receives. When an employer
contacts the State education agency, the agency
often ad a broker between the firm and a local
education (3.:.ncy (LEA) to provide the services. The
State is willing when necessary to cross jurisdic-
tional lines to fmd an appropriate service provider.

In 1988, the. Conn ecuc a*. legislature made workplace
programs more attrat..tive to LEAs by allowing
employers to "cash match" for State funds on a
needs-based formula.

Instructional Technology and Basic Skills73

When properly used, high-quality technology-
assisted training programs can be effective in
delivery of basic education to adults.74 Most, but not
all, evaluations of computer use in adult basic
education have found positive effects. Generally,
these studies conclude that adults in classes where
the computer is used to assist the instructor require
somewhat less instructional time to learn than
students in conventional classes, and may score a bit
higher.75

Chapter 7 discusses instructional technology in greater detail.

14Many studies of school-age students have found that that well designed programs that use instrucuonal technology can reduce learning ume
compmed to the average course taught by traditional means, as well. For a discussion of this research, see U.S. Congress Mc,. of Technology
Assessment, Power On. New Tools for Teaatng and Learning, OTA-5ET-379 (Washingtou, DC. U.S. Government Printing Office, Septemoer 1988),
pp. 44 et seq.

'See J.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Teanology ana Stru,tural Lnemployment. Reempioyng Displa,ed Adults, OTA-T1E-253
Mashmgton, DC. L.S. (hvernment Prmung Office, February 1986) pp. 29G 302, tor a review of cumputer-asszted instructiol in adult basic education.
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While the initial costs of azquiring hardware and
courseware can be high, computer-assisted instruc-
tion (CAI) can yield cost savings in classroom
settings if students use the computers heavily and
instructors take advantage of the computer to make
more effective use of their time. One review of
computer-based training in the military, foi exam-
ple, found it to cost. 30 percent less than traditional
instruction.76 Other advantages of computers in-
clude flexibility in scheduling, individualized learn-
ing, privacy, and rapid feedback.77 These features
make computer-based systems attractive to adult
learners, and to business, especiaily when firms
already own the needed hardware.

Computer-assisted mstruction has long been used
in basic education.78 Several large-scale, computer-
managed systems exist. Two of th...s the basic
skills instruction offered by the Computer Curricu-
lum Corp. (CCC) and PLATO (recently purchased
by the National Education Corporation from Control
Data)have been used and revised for over two
decades. WICAT, Jostens Learning Corporation's
adult literacy program, and ILMs Principles of the
Alphabet Learning Systems (PALS) are more recent.
Although not necessarily computer-based, the Re-
mediation and Training Institute's Comprehensive
Competency Program (CCP), marketed by U.S.
Basic Shills Corporation, has been used extensively
in Job Training Partnership Act Title II programs frr
young adults.

Quite recently, the Federal Government has
sought to transfer some military basic skills pro
grams, including the Army's Job Skills Education
Program (JSEP), to the private sector and educa-
tional institutions. By far the most extensive effort
has involved JSEP, a version of which has been
partially modified for civilian use. (See b DX 6-D.) A
JSEP pilot project involving a Mississippi commu
nity college and a manufacturer of musical instru-

ments has been a collaborative effort among the
Governor's office, Federal agencies and file National
Alliance of Business (NAB).79 Interviews with the
first 64 employees participating in JSEP and their
supervisors suggested positive outcomes for job
performance (as reflected in productivity, accuracy,
attitude, and job knowledge). Positive reactions to
JSEP were also expressed by students in _ pilot
project involving a White Plains, New York, adult
educatif ,mter.8°

Technology-based delivery of basic education has
the potential to greatly increase opportunities for
adult workers to improve their basic skills Technology-
based basic skills programs are now in relatively
common use in local training projects receiving
funds through the Federal Job Training Partnership
Actespecially projects aimed at economically
disadvantaged adults.81 Several large companies,
sometimes in conjunction with unions, are also
using computer-based delivery of remedial educa-
tion for their employees. Company demonstreion
projects, including the JSEP pilot projects and
several interactive videodisc projects funded by the
U.S. Department of Labor, are raising awareness of
technology-based delivery options.

Even so, barriers to wider use of these technolo-
gies exist. While computer-based instruction for
adults can be quite effective, methodological issues
complicate comparison among the different systems
themsel?es and with convendonal instruction.82
Also, there is a Lick of reliable information about the
many different products and services now on the
market. While many of these products aim for the
adult basic education market, very few of them were
specifically designed to meet the needs of mature
adult learners. Many adults haw-, dariculty relating
to materials designed for you% dropouts or high
school s:udents.,There are also very few examples of
computer-based materials that were developed spe-

76As citedin Power On, op. cit., footnote 74, p. 78

'Don r. Seaman and Joe Michael McCallister, An Eveluanon of Compute, Assisted Instrucnwnal Systems to DeUver Literacy Services for J.TP. .

Parncipants al Houston Communuy College, The Texas Center for Adult Literacy and Learning, College of Eduznuon, Texas A&M L.niversity, no date,
p. 22.

78A1an Weisberg, "Five 'Big Systems and One 'Little' Option," Adult Literacy and Technology Newsletter, vol.3, No.1, May 1989.

79Joric W. Philippi, Technology Transfer Partnership Project. Mendian Community t oltge-Peavey Electronics Corpvrano.. L.essans Learned
(Washingtou, DC: National Allicance of Business. Jan. 2, 1989).

&National Alliance of Business, Lessons Learned. Job Skills Educanon Program Final Rzport, report prepared for the Employment and Trammg
Administradon, U.S. Department of Labor, May 1994' p. 32.

SIFor example, see Education TURNKEY systems, Inc., The Job E wrung Partnerslups Act and Computer Asststi.d :nstrucnon (Washmgton, DC
National Commission Kr Employment Policy, August 1988).

821bid., p. 5.
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cifically for workplace basic skills. Finally, prob-
lems in converting technology-based pr. ducts from
one system to another continue to exist. Many
existing products, including many products devel-
oped under contract for Federal agencies, are not
very portable because they were developed using
unique features or systems that are not widely used.

To facilitate transfer of effective programs, str::,. -
gies and approaches (including technology-bazcti
methods), some State officials have proposed crea-
tion of a National Basic Skills Consortium (NBSC).
It would work to develop ways that States and other
service providers could share assessment and testing
tools, curricula, and other products and information.
It would also promote joint development of needed
products and programs. While still being formed,
NBSC might become an effective instrument for
disseminating information about successful approaches.
It currently lacks startup funds and staff.83

IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY: BASIC
SKILLS, CORPORATE TRAINING,

AND THE EDUCATIONAL
S YSTEM

The wor':place basic skills issue has emerged just
as the Nation's general literacy problems are draw-
ing public attention. The Nation's Governors, from
among their national education goals, call for every
American to be literate, with the necessary skills and
knowledge to compete in the global economy and
exercise good citizenship, by the year 2000. Simi-
larly, the Secretary of Labor's Commission on
Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency
called on the Feueral Government and the States to
work together to ensure lifetime access to basic
skills education, with the objective of eliminating
illiteracy by 2000.84

Major expansion in Federal support for workplace
literacy (as well as for adult literacy in general) is
under consideration by the 101st Congress. Bills 'n

the House and Senate would amend the Job Training
Partnership Act (administered by the Department of
Labor) and the Adult Education Act (administered
by the Department of Educ .don). Both would
substantially expand existing Federal support for
workplace literacy. (See box 6-E.) More than likely,
debate will continue on the Federal role in
workplace literacy and its relationship to Federal
support for general purpose literacy programs.

Workplace and General Basic Skills Programs

Where do workplace basic skills programs fit in
developing national policy on adult education and
training9 Are these programs so different from
traditional adult basic education projects that they
should continue to be singled out for special
emphasis in Federal and State policy? What is the
relationship between workplace basics and broader
efforts to de elop the skills of the workforce? Will
more assistance for employed workers cut into
education and training for unemployed p...ople and
the eamomically disadvantaged? These and other
questions will become more central in the coming
years experience with workplace programs grows.

There are good reasons for policymakers to treat
workplace programs as different. Successful work-
place programs use tasks and materials similar to
those used at work to enhance retention.85 Few
general-purpose ABE programs can do this, even
though many participants have job-related reasons
`^articipating.86 Employers are not likely to make
major commitments to improving their workers'
basic skills (such as giving people release time from
their jobs) unless these programs pay off through
better work performance.

In theory, better performance might induce firms
to provide programs at their own expense. However,
there also could be more competition for the limited

83"New Baric Skills Consortium Formed," Workforce Development Strategies, vol. 2, No. 1, June 1990,p. 8.
"Investing in People A Strategy to Address Amt. ita s Workforce Crists, op cit., footnote 48, report of iLe Cemmission, p. 21. A similar goal, with

a fcw more guidelines fs implementation, is contained in Forrest P. Chisman, Jump Start. the Federal Role in Adult Literacy, Final Report of the Project
on Adult Literacy Sponsored by the Southport Institute for Policy Analysis, January 1989.

g5A military study, foi example, found that recruits given traditional basic skills training tended to lose their skills within 8 weeks. Thosegiven job
related training tended to retain their skills Sec Thomas G. Sticht, Basic Skills in Defense (Alexandria, VA. iluman Resources Research Organization,
1982) p 27 Reasons why this is so arc not well understood, but may relate to the contirmed opportunities for practice and higher motivation when the
student learns from materials encountered daily on the jib. See Mikulecky, 'Second Chance Basic Skills Education," op. cit., footnote 17, p. 250

ggAnt'v y P Carnevale, Leila J. Gainer, and Ann S. Me!fzer, Workplace Basics Training Monica!, ASTD Best Practices Series. Training for a
Changing Work Force (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 1990), p. 3A-6.
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Box 6-EWorkplace Literacy and the Adult Education Act

While the Federal Government has supported adult basic education (ABE) and adult mondary education
(ASE) since the. mid-1960s, its involvement in workplace literacy programs is recent. Funds frola several Federal

programs can be used to support basic sidlls instruction for employed workers under some circumstances. However,
only a few activitiesmostly demonstration projects funded by the U.S. Department of Education and the U.S.
Department of Laborfocus on the workplace per se.

The largest Federal workplace literacy program is a demonstration grant program added to the Adult Education
Act in 1988.1 Under the program, the Sec-etazy of Education can make workplace literacy grants for projects
designed and operated by partnerships among businesses, labor organizations, and education, training, or
community-based organizations. Among eligible services: English as a Second Language; updating basic sldlls to
meet workplace needs; and improving worker skills in speaking, listening, reading, and problem solving. Child care
and transportation services, as well as educational counseling, also can be provided. Grant recipients provide at least

30 percent ofprograrn costs.
In its rust round of grants (made in late 1987), the Education Department funded 37 projects, serving about

0,000 workers, at a cost cf $9.7 million. Evaluation information from the first round of projects was not available
when this report went to press. A second round of grantsfor .3 awards--were made in the spring of 1990.
Congress appropriated a total of $11.7 million for fiscal year 1989, and $19.7 million for fiscal year 1990. As is
discussed in the policy options part of chapter 2, a major expansion of this program was under considzration in the
101st Congress as this repon went to press.

The lion's shart of Adult Education Act funds ($137 million in fiscal year 1989) is used not for workplace
literacy but to assist States and localities in providing adult basic education (ABE), English as a Second Language
(ESL), and high schk. al equivalency (GED) projects to educationally disadvantaged adults. About 40 percent of the
people in adult education programs are employed. Another 45 percent are unemployed but looking for work.2

ABE projects have diverse goals, ranging from helping people to function effectively in soc iety to helping them
become more employable. In 1987-83, AEA projects se.ved roughly 3 million people, two-thirds received basic
education or ESL; the remainder were in GED programs.

Federal funding for AEA programs, flat for several years during the 1980s, ;,s now on the increase. Coni,res
appropriated $193 million for AEA in fiscal year 1990compared to about $162 million the previous year. The
Bush Administration seeks $239 million for the program in fiscal year 1991, including $19.7 million for a separately
funded workplace literacy program. The Department of Education estimates that the proposed 1991 funding level
would allow services to reach nearly 4 million adifis-1 million more than in fiscal year 1989.3

Funding from non-Federal sources for AEA has increased significantly. The States tripled their ccntributior,
compared to the Federal Gu ernment, from about 25 percent in 1969-70 to 76 percent in 1986-87.4 Many States
spend several nmes more than their Federal grant on adult education, while some other States put ir only the
minimum needed to qualify for the Federal grant (a 15 percent cost-share in 1990).

1Section 371 of the Adult Education Act.

23.nthony P. Carnevale, Leila J 3amer, aad Ana S. Meltzer, Workpla,e Basics Training Manual, ASTD Best Practices Series. Training
far a Changing Work Force (San Rana., o, CP Jossey-Bass, 1990).

3U.S. Department of Etta ation,Justificarion of Appropnanon Estimates for Comnurtees on Appropr nonsfor Fiscal Year 1991,
vol. 1, p. H-54

4U.S. Departments c: Lcbur, Health and lam= Services, Education and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1990, Hearings, House
Appropnations Committee, Part 6, Department of Education (Washington, DC. U.S. Government Printing Office, 1989), p 692

Federal funds available for basic skills educadon.87
To minimize competition for funds, complementary
approaches to encourage firms to become involved
in workplace basic programs might be considered.
As discussed in chapter 2, a variety of mechanisms.

ranging from training consortia to tax credits to
training levies, have been propooed to induce em-
ployers to provide more traininb. Basic skills could
be singled out for special emphasis, in the event that
Congress adopted one or more oi these anproaches.

rIndecd, workplace programs arc popular. lie U.S. Department of Edu,..atiun received more than 350 applications requestmg newly $100 million
for workplace bteracy piojects when a began as workplace demonstration grant program. Ultimately, only 37 projects and $9.7 million in funds were
awarded. At the same time, some urbr.n areas are experiencing waiting lists for general purpose AEA projects.
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The Small Business Dilemma

Large or medium-size businesses set up most
company-based workplace literacy programs. Small
businesses seldom have the resources to undertake
their own programs.

While generalizing may be risky, workers in small
firms are often assigned a broad range of responsibil-
ities88 for which strong basic skills are useful.89 Yet,
small firrn employees, on average, have less educa-
don than workers at large firms. Nearly 23 percent
of employees of very small firms (those with under
25 workers) are not high school graduates, compared
to 18 percent at firms with at least 500 employees."
Young adult workers with an eighth grade education
or less are more likely to work at small and
medium-size firms (4 percent compared to 1 percent
in large firms).91 It seems likely, therefore that basic
skills problems mr., be more prevalent and more
serious in the small business workforce.

Small firms, for the most part, have few msources
to devote to formal job traininglet alone basic
skills training. A firm with 50 employees, for

ample, will fmd it very difficult to provide paid
leave or other on-the-job support for basic skills
training, since there are few workers available to fill
in the sck. Very few small businesses are able to
assign personnel to taining. Indeed, it is rare to fmd
a full-time training coordinator at a firm with less
than 250 employees. Maay .arge compal.ies, oy
contast, not only have trainers but also assign staff
to apply for public support for training activities,
including lasic skills.

Bringing basic skills programs to small busi-
nesses and their employees will be a major challenge
for administrators. Some States have ,,oupled basic
skills training with technical training offered by their
industrial training services. Involving several firms
in the effort can also help. Dry ,zleaners in South

Carolina are working to develop a program for
entry-level workers that uses job-specific materi-
als." In New York City, for example, the Chamber
of Commerce provided basic skills instruction to
employees from several small businesses, with the
Department of Labor providing funds. There is a
clear need for more emphasis on small business in
Federal workplace literacy projects. Only 1 of the
initial 37 workplace literacy projects issued by the
U.S. Department of Education had small business
involvement as its primary objective.

The Role of the States

The Statesalready active in workplace basic
skills programs could assume a more prominent
rcle in the years to come. While the Education
Department's demonstration program is federally
administered, the program could become part of the
AEA's regular grants to the States if Federal Finding
increases to over $50 million per year. Some States
also are integrating basic skills instruction with other
kinds of industry training assistance--a feature
bound to be attractive to firms. States also receive
and are . sponsible for grants under several other
Federal -ograms for basic skills and training
suggesting at least the possibility of more coordi-
nated delivery of services.

State Eovernment policies toward community
colleges and other potential providers of training
also have an i -ipact. Many businesses contract for
training with community colleges, which are more
familiar with business needs than typical ABE
programs. A recent Department of Education survey
identified at least five States that provide all
ABE/GED training through commuaity colleges.
Another 10 States have active programs witk com-
munity colleges.13 However, some States continue
to prohibit community college invohement in adult
basic education programs 94

18.
"Anthony P. Carnevale and Leila J. Gainer, The Learning Erterprise (Alexandria, VA. American Society for Training and Development, 1989) p.

"As suggested m Workpla,..e Litera..). Targenng the ranee, report of the First Nar Jal Confereme on Small Bu.smess and Wortplace Literacy,
hosted by the Office of Advocacy of the U.S. Small Business Administration, Washir ,wn DC, Oct. 3-4, 1988.

5(11J.S. Small Business Admimstration, Small BusineAs in the Ameman E,anomy traslungton, DC. U.S. Government Plinung Office, 1988) p. 79.

p. 102

94bid., pp 8-9.

Department of Educauon, Division of Aduh Education, ABE/GED in Community Colleges. A Nauonal Study June 1988. The States were
Iowa, North Carolina, Oregon, Washington and Wisconsin. Since only 15 States were surveyed, some other States may also rely exclusively on
community colleges.

94Carnevale et aL, Workplace Basi-s Training Manual op.cit., footnote 86.
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The question of how State capacities could best be
tapped to address basic skills issues is part of a
broader debate about improving workforce quality
and in particular the State and private sector role in
implementing the national education goals adopted
by the Governors' in 1990. The States are becoming
more active in putting together public-private part-
nerships to improve the public education system; the
States might well become a primary vehicle for
delivering basic skills services to employees in
partnership with industry. T3 that end, the National
Governor's Association (NGA), using foundation
support, set up a State literacy exchange in late
1989.95 Among other Pings, the project will annu-
ally survey the States, provide technical assistance,
and conveLe conferences on State literacy activities.
The Governors and NGA are also lefming ails-Illa-
tive State options for enhancing workplace excel-
lence thrc ugh partnerships with business, labor, and
education.96

Research and Dissemination Needs

There will be-a continuing need for research on
workplace basic st-alls programs, with dissemination
of best practices to industry and the educational
community. It seems clear that the traditional model
for adult basic education or GED preparation needs
to be refocused when applied to the workplace.97 But
it is also true that workplace programs can become
too narrowly focused vn the specific tasks required
at work. There is not yet a consensus about how to
offer a continuum of instruction art builds
workplace specific skills while also developing
more g-rieral skills.

Much of what is known about workplace basic
skills comes from federally supported research,
principally aimed at developing effective training
methods for military personnel. While some find-
ings from the military research are directly relevant
to.' the private sector, more research needs to be
focused solely on the civilian workforce. Given the
new mix in workforce demography, rapidly chang-

ing technology, and new strategies for organizing
work, what is known now about the most effective
approaches needs to be effectively disseminated to
practitioners in industry and pvernment.

The military aside, httle research is conducted on
the factors contibuting to success or failure in adult
baLic skills projects. Only about 1 percent of Federal
Adult Education Act funds went to research in fiscal
year 1990, for example. Moreover, from 1975 to
1988, no AEA funds were available for national
programs, a key source of fraids for basic education
research, evaluation, and dissemination.

In 1990, the Department of Education, in conjunc-
tion with the Departments of Labor and Health and
Human Services; announced a competition for an
adult literacy center that would go part way toward
accomplishing these needs. However, funding for
the center (about $10 million over 5 years) is modest.
Far higher levels of funding for basic skills research
and dissemination nave been proposed. One recent
study, for example, called for a $30 million center,
with $10 million devoted to research, $10 million for
technical assistance, and $10 million for monitoring
basic skills levels and undertaking analyses useful
for policy formulation.98 The study also recom-
mended an additional $7 mibron in research funds
by the departments of Labor, Education, and Health
and Human Services (which now administers ono of
the largest basic skills programs through the JOBS
prograin). Another approach might be to target a
portion (say 1 pereent) of all Federal funding for
basic skills pi grams to research and development;
if total Feder.:11 funds were $1 billion per year, R&D
would be ab...ut $10 million."

More emphasis might also be given to evaluation
and dissemination of best-practice information on
the use of instructional technology in basic-skills
programs. Several mechanisms for information dis-
semination, incluCing clearinghouses and shared
efforts such as the previously mentioned Natiunal
Basic Skills Consortium either _xist or are in

"National Governors' Association News Release, Dec. 7, 1989, "Governors to Egablish State Litericy Exchange."

96National Governors' Association, Excellence at Work: The Issues, Washington D.C., 1990.

911b some extent this is happening on its own. For example, m one Alabama emimunity, compamcs are providing jot> s,,ecifit. mataials that are used
in basic skills and GED .rams their workers are taking. See Carnevale et aL, Workplace Basics Training Manual, op cit., footnote 86, p. C.3.

981ump Start: The Fe6.--al Role in Adult Literacy, op cit., footnote 84, p. 24.

°The possibility of setting a 1 percent investment goal for total nauonal grading on ed,A.auon research kint..11,dmg Federal, State, local, and private
sector funds) is discussed in Preliminary Staff Report on Education Res, arch,Developmem and Dissenunanon. Reclaiming A Vision of the F ederal Role

for the 1990s andBeyond, Comnuttee Print prepareo for the Subcommittee on Select Edut-ation of the House Committee oa Education and Labor, 19,
pp. 9-10.
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forniduon. With sufficient support, these mecha-
nisms could work to improve the application of
instructional technology in basic skills projects.

A Concluding Note

Workers with strong basic skills are needed at all
levels within the economy. Yet, today, employers
are finding that an alarming fraction of workers
cannot read, write, compute, or comprehend at a high
school level. In the past, workers without strong
basic skills may have had limited choices in terms of
their own career choices, but few companies had
difficulty in finding enough qualified workers. With
an increasing number of countries possessing highly
educated workforces, basic skills issues must now be
considered in a broader context.

Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the public
education systemnot employers or the training
communityto prepare young people with a foun-
dation of skills needed for their worklives. The
foundation of skills young people need includes not
only the traditional Three-Rs, but also an evolving
set of broader competencies (such as the social skills
needed to function within workteams) that employ-
ers increasingly use. While the U.S. educational
system is now undergoing substantial reforms, ir
will take years for the effects of reform to be
reflected in the workforce. In the meantime, consid-
erable resources mut be focused on developing and
tnhancing the basic s',ills of people at work today.
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Chapter 7

Training Technology

SUMMARY
Training techaology includes a wide range of

systems for delivering work-relatt. instruction.
Typically, the. training system substitutes for real
ecp:ipment or situations, or for worker memory. In its
broadest sense, training technology encompasses
both hardware (e.g., television sets, satellite dishes,
computers, overhead projectors) and software (such
as computer programs, television programming,
writte, materials, aU their instructional design), as
well as the setting n which training takes place (for
example, a classroom, the shop floor). The qual y of
training depe ads on the appropriateness and quality
of the hardware and software as well as the ability of
the instructor.

Training technology spans the low- to high-tech
spectrum, from lecture/lab instruction or job aids
such as checklists, to elaborate simulators and
advanced electronic classrooms with it ;five
teleconferencing. Technology-based training might
be delivered at a worker's desk or on the shop floor,
at a training center, in a classroom, or even at an
employee's home. The training may be undertaken
indiviot elly, or in small or large groups. The
courseware, might cover all aspects of a job, or
impart only those steps a worker needs to perform a
particular task, or provide an update on technical or
policy changes. The courseware can involve basic
skills (e.g., literacy and arithmeticsee ch. 6);
technical skills, such as equipment operation, main-
tenance, or repair; or interpersonal skills, such as
sales or job orientation.

The principal findings of this chapter are:

c Technology-based training incorporating sound
instructional design is cost-effective in helping
American workers learn to use new equipment
anti production methods and prepare for chang
ing work environments. The training duration,
degree of learning achieved, and employee
satisfaction with instructional technology often
equal or exceed traditional classroom le-nires.
Because technology-based training typically is
faster and more convenient to deliver than
classroon instruction, it saves travel expenses
and time off work.

-183-

The costs of technology-based training are
coming down. The hardware and software have
largely matured and are affordable to most
1 zge and medium-sized firms. Indeed, where
workstations already incorporate computers,
using them to deliver training is extremely
cost-effective. Costs are still an issue, however
especially for smaller firms.
Innovations that promise to reduce costs further
include: software that substantially reduces
time and labor costs fo inatructional design
and development, equipment and coursi..ware
leasing options, and learnir.g centers.
Corporate adoption of technolory-based train-
ing is accelerating. Large compRaies such as
IBM; Ford, and Motorola expect that by the late
1990s over half of their corporate taining and
education will be delivered outside th- -radi-
tional classroom using instuctiona
ogy.
Several factors :rhibit broader a.se of technology-
b ised training today. Incorporating technology
in courses requires significant development
and preparation, and often additional capital
investment. Many corporate training personnel
have had little exposure to instructional tech-
nology and '-ck enough hands-on experience to
use it confioently or design courses around it.
Also, early experience with poor courres Las
soured many firms on this appmacb.
Several developments promise to stimulate
more widespread use of training techrtology
and enhance its capabilities. These include: the
increasing power and declining cm I of personal
computers and other werkstat'oin, and their
software, including networked systems that
facilitate development of electronic classrooms,
the ability to embed training in production and
other teehnological systems, bringing it to the
workstation; and advances in broadband digital
networks that will allow ,r.h.rmation of any
type, xt, raphics, audio, video, software
to be transmitted anywhere affordably.
To facilitate spread of these developmen:s in
the long term, training professionals (instruc-
tors and managers) will need to beceme more
sophisticated about instructional technoLgy.
Senior management and human resource devel-
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opment departments must place a high empha-
sis on training technology. Corporations and
the Federal Government will have to increase
their research and development funding for
instructional technology design and for adult
learning.

TECHNOLOGIES

Instructional technology is not just hardware. The
supporting courseware and delivery setting also are
part of the technology. Box 7-A gives brief descrip-
tions of the training technologies in use today; table
7-1 summarizes their characteristics, costs, and
potential advantages and disadvantages. The appro-
priate type of instructional technology to be used is
determined by the training functions and goals
identified during instructional desip (see figure
7-1).

Regardless of its form or delivery setting, instruc-
tional technology is an increasingly important part
of the work environment. Workers must adapt
new equipment, new production methods, and chang-
ing work environments (e.g, teamwork, just-in-time
production methods, computer-assisted manufactur-
ing, paperless workstations). Training departments
must respond quickly with cost-effective ways for
employees to adjust. Today, many t-aining profes-
sionals look to uses for technology-based instruction
in their efforts to reduce training time and increase
achievement in test results or job performance (see
discussion of effectiveness, below). Technology-
based training also is available at the worksite and
provides consistent quality and delivery.

Technology has the capacity to provide environ-
ments that can promote learning and work simulta-
neously if designed carefully. Computers, for exam-
ple, provide an ideal environment for unstructured
learning. They both give and respond to commands
and empower users to monitor and assess their
progress. Good videodisc and computer courseware
increasingly include intcracti. e components (see
box 1-C in ch. 1) that involve several senses and
provide practice, repetition, and feedbackall of
wnich aid learning. These approaches are now also
being adopted in vocational training through, for
exainple, workstations with sensors and pneumatic
or mechanized components to teach electronics,
programming, robotics, and computer-aided design.

Agure 7-1The Use of Instructional Methods, 1989

Percent of companies with 100* employees'

Videotape 1 89.3

Lectuies I 87.9

One-on-one institiCtIPn 70.3

Role playing 1158.1

Slides 55.1

Films i 47.2

Comu..teis 44

Games/simulations 43.9

41.6

40.3

Case studies /

Sell-testing

Sell-study 32.4

11 inteiactive video

10.6 Videctoonleienckg

8.9 Audloconleiencing

4.1 computer conterensinp

NOTE: Thsflgures based on dat a from a survey with a vey gyr response
rate. Hence, care should be taken In Interpreting the rosa:3.

SOURCE: "!ndustry Report," Training, vol. 26, No. 10, October 1989, pp.
31-39.

Instructional technology may help hurdle the
bathers between formal and informal learning.
Successful training often occurs in practical and
collaborative settings, such as apprenticeship, where
the concepts learned are applied to daily tasks.
Taking people away from the setting in which they
are expected to use what they learn and putting them
into classrooms risks teaching classroom pracdces
only. Learning may have to begin again when
trainees return to the worksite. Job aids and embed-
ded training can contribute to on-the-job informal
trainingthe kind most American workers receive.

Despite the potential advantages of technology-
based training, lectufllab instruction is still perva-
sive in the United States (box 7-B). Even training
professionals usually learn about new training tech-
nologies in a traditional classroom setting Yet, in
telms of labor costs (and often travel), classroom
instruction often is the most expensive form of
formal training to deliver. Despite the higher initial
development and hardware costs of technology-
baseld tti. g, it can be cheaper in the long run if

J. t
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Box 7-AOverview of Training Technologies

Television: The best-known and most widely-used technology-based instruction delivery system. The images,
which are captured electronically, can be transmitted directly or stored on a medium such as videotape or disc.
Telephone hook-ups can provide two-way audio capability for learner-instructor interaction. Transmission can be
from microwave towers, through cable. or via satellite.

Videotape: A means of recording live or broadcast instruction. Video cassette recorders are inexpensive and
highly reliable. Instructors can record programming to supplement their lesson plans; students can record classes,
allowing them to "attend" whenever it is convenient. Students also can replay sections they did not understand the
first time. A wide selection of commercially available programs cover most areas of training.

Analog Videodisc: Lasers store and read informationvideo, still pictures, text, computer graphics,
audioon discs. Video frames on a disc are made up from 525 horizontal scan lines with red, green, and blue
components on each line. There are 54,000 frames per disc side. Videodisc currently uses a 12-inch plastic disc,
but is moving toward smaller systems (8-inch dual-sided and compact disc) and digital technology.

Computer-Based Training: Computers can be the subject of instruction, as in courses on computer literacy,
programming, or particular software packages; they can be used as tools for accomplishing other learning tasks, e.g.,
as word processors in writing courses or as design tools in graphics; they can be used to deliver instruction either
prior to application (computer-assisted instruction) or at the time and place of application (embedded training); and
they can bt, used to keep track of instruction (computer-managed instruction).

Teleconferencing: Teleconferencing, including audio, video, and computer conferencing, offers an increasing
capacity to provide two-way (or more) communications. Teleconferencing can involve thrs,e technologies:
telephones, television, and computers. Audioconferencing involves interaction among a number of participants via
telephone bridges. Videconferencing uses either full-motion or slow-scan television for interaction. Computer
conferencing primarily uses electronic message systems (e.g., voice or electronic mail, bulletin boards) via local
area or wide area networks or modems.

Simulators: Devices that duplicate the behavior of real-life machines (like ships or airplanes) or complex
systems (like subways and powerplants). They typically contain a computerized model of the real equipment, and,
depending on their level of sophistication, may duplicate all of the hardware and operating characteristics or the
equipment and its operational environment. The instructor or a computer-managed instructio.i system presents
operational situations (e.g., negotiating difficult terrain, specific malfta ?.tions) to which the traine., responds.

Job Aids: Devices for helping a person remember or learn how to do a task when that task is to be performed
(e.g., checklists, templates). Job aids (as well as embedded training and performance support systems) are designed
to reduce the reliance on recalled skills and knowledge; they ensure effective performance on jobs in which specific
skills are used !nfrequently or when a series of tasks must be performed in a particular order.

Performance Support Systems: A computer-based advanced form of job aid. A performance support system
might incorporate any combination of text, giaphics, audio, still video, applications software to perform specific
job tasks, databases, expert systems, interactive training =grams, assessment systems, and feedback and
monitoring systems.

Embedded Training: Embedded training is instruction that is an integral component of a product or system.
Because microchips are incorporated into so many workplace devices, it is possible to embed training in the devices
themselves. This is a form of computer-assisted instruction, but instead of providing training in anticipation of need,
it is offered at the point of application.
SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.

there is a large enough trainee population over which
to spread the costs, or if the hardware and/or
software already are in place (e.g., computer-based
training, embedded training). Moreover, some work-
ers are uncomfortable in classroom situations, relat-

ing them to bad school experietre5 or associating
them with remediation.

There are several reasons why so much training
uses little technology.' First, print materials and
overhead transparencies are convenient to use.

'Greg Kearslcy, "Instructional Technomgy and Worker Learmng Needs, rcport prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment under
cornet No. L3-5615, February 1990.
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Table 7-1--Characteristics of Training Technologies

Extent of
usea Delivery

Medum (percent) settings

Degree of
interactivity
possibieb

Lecture/lab

Television

Videotape

Videodisc

68 Group/ Potentially very high but
classroom depends on skill of

instructor

90 Group/ No branching; lithe
classroom or feedback; little self-
indvidual direction

89 Group/ No branching; little
classroom or feerback; little self-
incividual direction

21 Group/
classroom or
indvidual

Varies; extensive
branching, feecback, seff-
direction possible

Computerbased 44 Group/ Varies; extensive
classroom or branding, feecback, self-
indvidual direction possible

Videocon-
ferencing

Audiocon-
ferencing

1 5

11 Group/
classroom or
Indvidual

9 Group/
classroom or
individual

Dependent on group;
little self-drection

Dependent on group;
little self-drection

Estimated
development

time

1-30
hrsThr

80-240
hrs/hr

Estimated
delivery costa

Usually very high, including
trainee time off work;
hardware is minimal

Potential
advantapesd

Low trainee time off;
hardware is $1,000-$10,000
depending on equipment
and type of prograrming

80-240 Low trainee time off;
hrs/hr hardware is$1,000-$5,000;

coursevreire is $100-$1,000

40-1,000 Low trainee time off;
hrs/hr hardware Is $400-$10,000;

courseware is $70-$12,000

ts-300
hrs/hr

1-40
hrs/hr

1-40
hrs/hr

Low trainee time off;
hardware is $1,000-$10,000;
courseware is $50-$10,000

Low trainee time off;
hardware Is $2,000-$10,000
per slte

Low trainee time off;
hardware Is telephone
system

Potential
disadvantagesd

Familiar; provides social
interaction;adaptable to any
subject

Familiar, available at
numerous skesinaleng horre

Familiar; availabie at
numerous sites including
home; can be viewed at any
time; courseware readily
available

High interactivity;
eventually will be available
at numerous sites Including
home and the work station;
excellent transfer to work;
adaptable to most subjects;
wide content variety; can
be used at any time

High Interactivity; available
at numerous sites including
home and the work station;
excellent transfer to work;
adaptable to most subjects;
wide content variety;
courseware Is easy to
modify; can be used at any
time

Social interaction; provides
feedback

Social interaction; provides
feedback; Inexpensive;
available at numerous sites
Inducing home

Scheduling is difficuit; often
boring because trainee
interest and Involvement
are so dependent on
instructor's skill; poor
transfer of training to work

Scheduling is hard vrithout
VCR; often boring; poor
transfer of training to work;
low Interactivity; difficuit
to customize

Little Interactivity; difficuit to
customize, often Wring

Hardware usually
dedicated to training; high
cost fur high level of
interactivity; existing
courseware difficult to
modify

If hardware has to be
dedicated to training then
cost is high; some trainees
are Intimidated by
computers

Complex logistics; high cost;
adaptable primarHy to soft
sIds
Scheduling is difficuit; lack
of visual presentation



Computer 4 or incividual Varies; extensive 8-3C0
conferencing or team Ixanching, feecipack, self- hrs/hr

direction possible

Simulators NA or incividual
Or team

All levels Months
to year

Job alds 100 At worksite NA Usually
UWE)

Embedded
Veining

NA At worksite NA Incorporated
in equipment
development

(weeks to
years)

Low trainee time off;
hardware is $1,000-$10,000;
courseware is$50 to $10,000

Low trainee time off;
hardware is $10,000 to
millions

Minimal

Low trainee time off;
hardware Is incorporated In
equipment cost; may add
tens to thousands of dollars
to those costs

High interactivity; available
at numerous sites including
home and the work station;
excellent transfer to work;
adaptable to most subjects;
wide content variety;
courseware is easy to
modify; can be used at any
time

High Interactivity; excellent
transfer to work; avoids
danger; presents wide
variety of situations; saves
real equipment costs

Provides on-demand
training; easily modified;
excellent transfer to work

Provides on-demand
training; excellent trans:
to work

Low social interaction;
computer intimidaffon; high
cost for dedited
hardware

High cost for advanced
hardware; low social
Interaction

May not be used by workers

Difficult to design; requires
new approach to product
engineering with significant
advance planning

;Based on survey data from Fortune 500 and private companies with sales of $500 million or more.
bSee box 1.-C for a cfiscussion of the various aspects of interactivity.
cliardware and courseware costs usually can be spread %vsr numerous training sessions; also, in the case of TV, videotJpe, and computer-based training, hardware may be used for other purposes.

dThesewil not occur automatically but dep endon the quality of the training program, the appropriateness of the technology to the training function, the skiliof the lostluctor (if any), andother variables.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.
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Box 7-BClassroom Training at NUMMI

New United Motor Manufacturing International (NUMMI), a joint venture between General Motors and
Toyota in Fremont, California, cross-trains maintenance mechanics who are responsible for all plant maintenance
plus special projects such as building robots. Trainees spend 5 years studying five trades (plumbing, pipefitting,
welding, electrical, and machinist). The program includes about 0 percent lecture (theory) and 80 percent lab
(troubleshooting small equipment, maldng projects), supplemented with on-the-job training. It is much less
intensive in any one trade than registered apprenticeship programs, however. Graduate trainees receive a United
Auto Workers electrical journeyman card and a State of California multi-craft journeyman card, neither of which
would be recognized by other unions.

Before entering the program, candidates take placement tests in both basic skills and their individual zrafts.
Basic skills deficiencies are remediated in class contexts (e.g., math skills in blueprint reading). Classes are 2 hours
a day, at the end of each shift; during the most intensive training, classes meet 4 days per week (for this period, a
trainee is in the workplace 48 hours per week). The lab component of each course includes 10-15 projects that the
trainee has to complete satisfactorily. Each project has three basic steps: describe the process, make a materials list,
then return the fmished product for review of quality/quantity. The projects range in difficulty from trouble-shooting
small electrical devices to machining parts to welding. Trainees have to pass each class with a score of at least 80
percent or repeat it. Training conlinues on the shop floor as those mechanics most skilled in one field assist their
co-workers in maintenance tasks.

Training aids in the laboratoty include basic electrical units (e.g., volt-ohm-meters, circuits, switches, small
motors), machine tools, welding booths and equipment, and other equipment and tools common to the factory (most
were scrounged !ather than purchased).

The maintenance mechanics feel their productivity has improved as a result of cross-training (e.g., one
cross-trained worker often can complete repairs that previously required two or three specialized maintenance
workers). However, in some craftsparticularly electricalthe mechanics do not feel they have had sufficient
training to tackle complicated repairs without assistance from a union-certified journeyman.
souRCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.

Printed materials are highly reliable, relatively
inexpensive to develop and reproduce, and are
portable and compact. Almost any kind of subject
can be discussed in print, and a wide range of
material is available. On the other hand, print gets
unwieldy for large amounts of information, and it is
neither interactive nor dynamic. Overhead transpar-
encies also are handy and have largely replaced the
blackboard in training classes. Tn..1sparencies are
easy to prepare, can be used many times, allow color
and graphics, and can be written on the spot. The
projectors are reliable, affordable, standardized, and
require little skill to operate.

Second, many instructors have had little exposure
to instructional technology. Even those who have
had courses about training technology usually have
not had enough hands-on experience with it to use it
confidently or to design courses around it. More-
over, many corporate taining personnel have little
formal background in instruction. More often they
are trained in human resource development or are

subject matter experts assigned toining responsibil-
ifies.

Third, incorporating training technology in courses
can require much more development and prepara-
tion. Most instructors do not have the time or
resources to prepare such courseware. Even hand-
written lecture notes take less time to prepare than
go xl overhead transparencies. As courseware moves
into videotape or disc, computer-based material, or
teleconferencing, the amount and cost of develop-
ment and preparation increase appreciably.2

Fourth, developing good technology-based train-
ing material often requires a team approach. Instruc-
tional designers provide the learning approach;
subject-matter experts provide the substance; tech-
nical experts do the computer programming or
produce video materials. Yet teaching traditionally
has been a solitary affair.

Fifth, traditional classroom instruction has a
major social component. It provides an opportunity
to visit with colleagues rarely seen in the normal

21bid.



Chapter 7Training Technology 189

workday. Often, break-time conversations are as
infonnative as the classes.3 Some people also like
the opportunity to travel.

Finally, some topics have not yet meshed well
with technolGgy-based delivery, particulaly man-
agement skills.4

TRAINING TECHNOLOGY USE IN
INDUSTRY TODAY

Few data are available on the extent to which
instructioilal technology is used in industry. Meat
organizations do not systematically collect data
about their training activities (e.g., number of
students, types of courses). In large corporations,
decisions to use training technology often are made
on a departmental basis with no organization-wide
accountability. Many applications of technology are
considered experimental and are not included in
descriptions of trainhig. Other technologies such as
overhead transparencies and videotapes are so mun-
dane no one bothers to describe them.5 Also, many
companies do not respond to survey requests for
training data.

Nevertheless, two sets of training technology
survey data are available for 1989. One survey
conducted by Training magazine obtained responses
from around 1,500 companies with 100 or more
employees about the kinds of training delivered,
how, and to whom.6 The survey had a very low
response rate. However, the data are included in this
report as a rough indicator of the level of use. Figure
7-2 shows the percent of companies using different
instructional methods?

A second survey conducted by the American
Society for Training and Development (ASTD)
polled 200 human resources executives in Fortune
500 corporations and privately-held firms with
annual sales over $500 million abour their use of

computer-based training (CBT), interactive video-
disc (IVD), and teleconferencing.8 The ASTD re-
sults show 81 percent of responding companies
using computers in training, 50 percent using IVD,
and 33 percent using teleconferencing (see figure
7-3).

Oue thing seems clear from the survey data
large corporations are more likely to use technology
in training For example, 44 percent of all corpora-
tions responding to the Training survey do computer-
based training, but use increases to 64 percent for
responding corporations with 10,000 or more em-
ployees. The figures were 11 percent and 34 percent
for interactive video training.

Other sources indicate that Small businesses are
more likely to rely on informal on-the-job training,
and on demonstrations and printed documentation
provided by equipment vendors. Because personal
computers (PCs) and video cassette recorders (VCRs)
are relatively common even in small businesses,
they also use CBT courses for computer-related
topics (e.g., a specific word processor) and video-
tapes for sales, customer service, or management
ski Hs?

One way that instructional technology can affect
small businesses is when it is used by their corporate
customers or offered by government or professional
organizations. Thus, a small business that supplies
parts to a corporation practicing total quality man-
agement may have to use a specific training ap-
proach to maintain its supply contract. Also, State
and local agencies may have extension or other
outreach services to aid small business. For exam-
ple, the Maryland State Department of Education
developed an interactive videodisc called "The
Business Disc" (TBD) that provides an introduction
to starting and operating a business (e.g., type of
ownership, location, salaries, capital investment,
and cash flow). The videodisc simulates the first

3Beverly Geber, "loodbye Classrooms (Redux)," Training, vol. 27, No. 1, January 1990, pp. 27-35.

4Kearsley, op. cit., footnote 1.

5Ibid.

6In 1989, 71-al:ling magaztne mailed two versions of a swvey to 20,00C organizations culled from a sampling of Dun & Bradstreet's directory of U.S.
businesses and the magazine's subscriber list. Both versions included questions about training budgets, topics, and trainees. Half of the surveys had
unique questions about interactive video and compnter3 111 training, and the other half had unique questions about instructional methods. The former
received 1,542 responses, and the latter 1,588 respon.ses. Because of the low response rate, care should be taken in Wtemreting the data.

7"Industry Report," Training, vol. 26, No. 10, October 19e9, pp. 31-63.

8The ASTD survey was distributed to their Human Resource Development Executive Survey panel, winch includes 200 members; responses were
received from 153.

9Kearsley, op. cit., footnote 1.
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year in business based on decisions that users of the
disc Mike in the Onning stage. Typical business
issues are presentea such as rent increases, personnel
policies, late deliveries, theft, and disgruntled cus-
tomers. TBD'has been used at a writer of small
bnainess,development centers and coinmunity col-
leges. For example, New York State has decided to
install IVD workitations for TBD in, 21 small
business centers. At the community college level,
the program it being used in business and marketing
courses to allow students to try out business ideas
they learn in class.10

Some small businesses are franchises, for which
the parent organization encourages consistent prod-
uct, quality and management, and can afford to
develop and distribute training materials. Chains
such as Domino's Pizza, FoodMaker, and Seuthland
Corp. (7-Eleven) use video and are experimenting
with ND to train basic employee skills at the
worksite.11

Tekvision

Despite -Its popularity as an entertainment me-
dium, broadcast television is not-widely used for
training (except for regular adult education) because
of:

high production costs and time for program-
ming,

,

Phob craft Ea

IBM's Interactive television ciassroom

lack of flexibility in scheduling,
trainee boredom due to poor programming or
instructors or lack of interaction, and
regulation of the use of television frequen-
cies.12

Current cable television use for training consists
primarily of continuing education and similar in-
structional services provided by local community
colleges and other educationalinstitutions In many
cable: franchise areas, these educatirAial commit-
ments plus commercial programming fill existing
capacity. Aa _cable systems ^expand their channel
capacity, introduce two-way capability, switch to
fiber optics, provide corranner networking, and
enroll more households, cable will become an
increasbgly attractive ,medium for instructional
delivery.13

datellites are malAng television-based training
much nnle attractive. Training programs can be
deliveted directly -te company sites without going
through broadcast 'television or cable networks.
Satellites also allow teleconferencing (see below)
with two-way video for interactivity. Many large
organizations have satellite uplink/downlink equip-
ment aV branches or plants and use television to

10R.Fran e "F.r:lerimenting in Business withIVD: An Evalnation,"Invniction DellvezySyrorm vol. 3, No.5, September/October 1959, pp.22-24.

1lKearaley, op. cit., footnote 1.

1?Ibid-
13Norman D. Kurland and Associztes, "The Role of Technology in the Education. Training and Retraining of Adult Waken," cootractor report

prepired for the Office of Ttchoology Assessment, C.:Sober 1964.
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Video control room for EM's interactive television
classroom.

Phob crick Amerkenilisociston lor Canna* and Airier Capes

Most Instnictional telivision Is simply a broadcast version
of standard lecture format.

broadcast training courses. This is especially attrac-
tive for multinadonal corporations and agencies
with facilities all over the world. For example, IBM

has four sate/lite networks, and Motorola, Ford,
Hewlett-Packard, and Kcdak also use satellite tele-
vision in training.

The largest user of satellite* for taining todayis
National Technological University (NTU), which
broadcasts hundreds of engineering courses to cor-
porations and Federal agencies (sec box 7-C). As
satellite facilities become more common, more
companies will emulate this proprietary network
model. However, few organizations have yet ad-
dressed the remaining problems restricting televi-
sion's use in traininghigh costs and low interactiv-
ity. Consumer applications of interactive television
are being introduced now (e.g., play-along:tsame
shows, vievier-selected camera angles). In the short
tam, however, even with satellite transmission,
television's use for training remains limited.14

Video

Videotape is a very popul:; training Medium.
Tape is portable and overcomes televiSion's sched-
uling problems. Videotape players are inexpensive
and highly reliable. A wide r ;!ection of cornmer-
cially available programs ciiver most areas of
training. For example, the Arr-zrican Manab.emer-:
Assaciatiod (AMA) and the AmericanMedia Center
for Engineering Education (AMCEE) offer large
libraries of training tapes. Many professional socie-
ties (e.g., Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, American Bar Association) offer video-
tape self=stridy courses to Meet continuing education
requirements for their members. Most large compa-
nies.and government agencies produce an extensive
number of instruclional tapes for their own use.
Bet ause many American homes havetTCRs, video-
tape also is a viable medium for self-study115

Despite its wk.; use, videotape bas limitations as
a training medium. It esientially is a Unear presenta.t
fion mode with only linited opportunities for
student interaction. Systems have been developed to
permit random access to tapes, but they are cumber-
some cnmpared with videodisc.16 While it has been
used rarccessfi!lly in technical training (e.g., me-
chankal repair and maintenance) when focused on
narrow taAks,:videotape is unsuitable for presenting
a lot of factual information. As with television

14Keers1ey, op. cit., footnote I.

"rad.
161Curinnd, op. cit., footnote 13.
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Box 7-C--National Technological University

The National Technological University (NTU) broadcasts programs originating at universities via satellite to
corporate subscribers. There currently are 29 member universities, 55 corporations, and 15 other sponsoring
organizations, with 242 receiving sites. In 1989, NTU offered around 450 graduate courses, plus numerous
continuing education classes in non-credit Advanced Technology and Management Programs. Of the 3,000
graduate students, 655 are enrolled in degree programs. NTU estimates that around 30,000 people currently are
taking short courses. NTU averages over 250 hours of live broadcasting weeklymore live programming than
ABC, NBC, and CBS combined.

NTU graduate courses focus on engineering and computer science. They are taught by faculty members from
the member universities. Even though the courses originate from universities, NTH &rants thc degree
(M.S.accredited--in either Engineering, Management of Technology, and Materials Science and Engineering).
Corporate sponsors pay site fees to receive the programs and provide their own downlinks and classrooms. In
courses requiring lab work, the sponsoring organization agrees to maintain lab facilities, either onsite or through
arrangements with nearby colleges or private facilities. The labs are subject to inspection by NTU at any time.

NTU also hosts many teleconferences (one-way video/two-way audio) as special programs for continuing
education. The topics tend to be leading edge subjects in engineering and technology, such as superconductors,
supercomputers, distributed networks, artificial intelligence, and automated manufacturing. These teleconferences
allow engineers and their managers to stay abreast of the latest developments without having to leave their offices.
The teleconferences add an interactive component to the broadcasts by allowing participants to ask questions and
share experiences, making the courses more interesting and relevant. NTU also delivers interactive technical
assistance programs to business entrepreneurs.

In general, students praise the course subjects and the instnictors (who often are leading experts in their field).
However, most courses still follow the traditional television and videotape "talking head" irrmat with little or no
interactivity; they can be dull. Also, some fmiversity camera and transmitting equipme. substandard, resulting
in poor picture quality. NTU is encouraging the member universities to upgrade thek eyipment and many have
done so.

Enrollment in NTU courses continues to increase; the number of graduate students admitted to degree
programs doubled in 1989. NTU predicts that by 1993 it will be providing 10 percent of the advanced study
opportimities for part-time graduate engineering students in the United States. Based on the 655 students actually
admitted to degree programs today, within 5 years NTU will be among the top 10 schools in the nation in terms
of number of M.S. Engireering degrees awarded. Although NTU ,s limited to engineering-related topics, it could
serve as a model for protessional education in fields such as law an6 finance.
SOURCES. Greg Kearsley, "Instmctional Technology and WorkerLearning Neeq," report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment

under contract L3-5615. February 1990; and NTU annual report for 1989.

progsamming, ..leotape requires substantial devel-
opment time and cost and is difficult to customize
for specific situations.17

Less common (and relatively new) is interactive
video training. About 34 percent of the large
corporations responding to theTraining survey were
using some form of interactive video taining (but
only 1 1 percent for all responding companies with
100 or more employees). Of the responding interac-
tive video users, 47 percent use a combination of
videotape and personal computer, while 61 percent
use videodisc. About 72 percent use interactive
video for self-paced instruction and 40 percent in

group or classroom instruction. The overwhelming
majority (95 percent) use at least on; off-the-shelf
program; 29 percent have custom-designed pro-
gams.18 In the ASTD survey, interactive video
at -,lications were evenly divided among training for
managers and supervisors, sales and marketing staff,
professionals and technical workers, and skills and
craft employees.

Analog videodisc has been used in training for
several years. Interactive videodisc excites trainers
because it combines the audio-visual power of
television with a high level of interactivity that can
be used in diverse delivery settings. It can present a

17Kearsley, op. cit., footnote 1.

Is"Industry Report," op. cit., footnote 7.
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lot of text or graphic information as well as still or
motion video and audiooften simultaneously (see
table 7-2).19 Compact discs for computers (CD-
ROM) and digital videodisc (just now being intro-
duced) provide even more storage capability (see
table 7-3 and discussion of future technologies,
below). The contents can be accessed randomly,
information can be layered to give options on the
depth and/or breadth accessed, items can be linked
for browsing or cross-reference, and branching can
be used for interactivity. Its other attractive proper-
ties include high informatior./ density and durabil-
4.20

Over the last few years, private developers and the
government have produced numerous commercially
available IVD training programs. For example, a
courscware guide published by IBM lists over 500
multimedia programs related to personal computers,
data processing, education, health/medical topics,
industrial technology, management/professional
skills, and other subjects.

The primary obstacle to further IVD use is
costit requires more development time and more
expensive equipment than videotape or computer-
based taining Even if the price were reduced 50
percent, it would be beyoud the resources of many
companies that have a small trainee population over
which to spread the cost. Furthermore, IVD usually
is used for guided self-study, while the bulk of
formal training is still conducted in classroom
format. Therefore, IVD is unlikely to be adopted
widely without a firm corporate commitment?'

The lack of industry-wide standards also is a
continuing deterrent to greater investment in IVD.
Each hardware manufacturer initially used a differ-
ent operating system, and programs developed for
one system would not play on others. The Interactive
Video Industry Association is developing a standard
set of operating commands, which most hardware
and courseware producers are expected to adopt. The
Association also is working on software that will
translate existing progranis to the standard com-
mands. Variations in international television stan-
dards also make it difficult to deliver IVD to

Table 7-2Potential for Analog Videodisc
Frame Use

Motion
(minutes)

Still
frames

Compressed
audio (hour)

Digital
data (Mb) ,

30 0 0.00 0
25 1,625 13.53 10
20 3,250 27.08 20
15 4,875 40.61 30
10 6,500 54.16 40
5 8,250 68.75 48
0 9,875 82.28 58
0 54,000 0.00 0
0 0 150.00 0
0 0 0.00 221

*Mb megabyte.
NOTE: This table shows howthe 54,000 frames on an anaiog videodisc can

accommodate various combinations of motion and still video, aucio,
and data. For example, a cisc contaiing only one medium could
hold 54,000 WEI pictures, or 30 minutes of motion video, or 150
hours of compressed audio, or221 Mb of dgltal data_ Afternatively,
the media can be combined in various ways; e.g., 10 minutes of
motion video and 6,500 still frames and 54 hours of compresssad
aucio and 40 Mb of data.

SOURCE: U.S. Video Corp.

overseas locations. Users must either ship compati-
ble hardwa:e or custom tailor courseware to local
conventions.

But many organizations believe that the training
results are sufficiently improved to justify the
additional cost and equipment. For example, Gen-
eral Motors Corp. uses IVD extensively throughout
the corporation for technical and sales training The
United Auto Workers (UAW) and GM have set up
a joint Center for Health and Safety that offers
dozens of self-study courses using IVD. According
to industry figures, GM alone has bought over
10,000 videodisc players for use in training. Ford
and Chrysler also use IVD extensively for training.
Finally, the military has made a major commitment
to using IVD in training (see report appendix); the
Army EIDS project ultimately expects to field
50,000 players (see box 7-D).22

Interactive video appears to be especially valua-
ble Li several particular training areas. It has been
used extensively in the design of simulations (see
below) for maintenance training For example,
Federal Express developed an IVD course to teach
its aircraft mechanics how to troubleshoot and repair

19.Toseph V. Henderson, "Design and Production of Intaactive Multimedia Simulations," tutorial presented at 1 lth Conference on Interactive
Videodisc in Education and Training, Arlington, VA, August, 1989.

201Cur1and, O. cit., footnote 13.
-.cy, 0y cit., footnote 1.

=Ibid. 21 6
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Table 7-3Capacities of CD-ROM, DVI, and CD-I

Medum CD-ROM DVI CD-I

Text

Audo

Still pictures

Motion video with
companion audio

Mixed mecila example

325,000 pages 650,000 pages*

72 minutes of CD quality

500 high esolution

30 seconds

Not available

5 hours FM stereo, or
20 hours mid-range monaural, or
40 hours near-AM quality

monaural

5,000 very high resolution, or
10,000 high resolution, or
40,000 medium resolution

1 hour full screen/MI motion, or
4 hours, 1/4 scxeen/full motion, or
16 hours 1/8 screen at 1/2 frame

rate

20 minutes full motion video, and
5,000 high resolution stills, and
6 hours audio over stills, and
15,000 pages of text

300,000 pagest

P6 hours AM quality

7,000 very high resolution

No full screen/full motion
Can show partial screen/full motion
Better suited to full screen/full motion

animation

Not available

ABBREVIATIONS: CD compact disc; CD-ROM - compact disc read-only memory; DVI :digital video Interactive; CD-I compact disc intetactive.
'The amount of text is actually the same for DVI and CD-I, but appears drfferent due to the allotted characters per page.

SOURCES: G. David Ripley, "DVIA Digital Multimedia Technology." and Karen A. Frenkel, 'The Next Generation ofInteractive Technologies," both In

Communlcaffons of the ACM, vol. 32, No. 7, July 1989.

Box 7-1)The Electronic Information Delivery System

In the early 1980s, the U.S. Army began seeking a multimedia training delivery system to replace the slide-tape
unit in use for many years. In 1983, the Army asked several companies to develop interactive videodisc prototypes.
After field testing, a specification for the Army Electronic Information Delivery System (EIDS) was established in
1986. In December of that year, the Army awarded a contract to Matrox Electronics of Canada to supply the
hardwale and software. The initial contract called for a total purchase of 48,000 units over 4 yeais with a value of

$223 million.
The EDS work station consists of an IBM PC/AT-type computer employing EuA/VGA gaphics and a

12-inch optical laserdisc player. The system is capable of overlaying graphics on video displays, playing over 1

minute of sound per still frame, and storinereading computer provams on the videodisc (Level IV capability). In
its most basic configuration, it has a commercial price of about $6,000 per workstation.

Actual EDS delivery and courseware development has lagged behind due to procurement difficulties. In 1988,
14 solicitations to develop ....irses were authorized but none was awarded due to lack of funds. But, by 1989,
approximately 10,000 units had been delivered to Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) schools and

Army and Navy Reserve sites. ,

One of the strengths of EIDS is that several authoring systems are available. COmputer Sciences Corp.
developed the primary one, ASSIST, for the Army; it is provided to contractors for courseware development. At
least 10 other commercially available authoring systems also can be used with a standard MS-DOS computerand
laser optical videodisc player to create EDS courseware. Several companies have developed "generic" courseware
that can run on EDS, and numerous vendors are capable of developing custom coursewarefor the military or for

civilian clients.
EIDS could be a billion-dollar business opportunity for the IVD industry. How much courseware actually is

developed will depend on EDS' acceptance by the military training system and the amountof funding allocated
for courseware. However, without specific technology transfer i: titiatives or an eager corporate champion, it is
unlikely that EIDS will be applied to civilian training needs. The choice of Matrox Electronics as the primary
contractor has not helped technology transfer because the company is practically unknown in the United States and
has made little attempt to market the system outside of military circles. Furthermore, economies of scale have not
materialized. Indeed, EIDS is mere expensive than comparable systems available fromother vendors or assembled

from off-the-shelf components.
SOURCE: Greg Kearsley 'Instructional Technology and Worker Learning Needs," report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessmert

under contrar A.3-5615, February 1990.
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electrical problems. Th- e course allows mechanics to
take readings, test components, replace equipment,
and evaluate procedures.23

The visual and Motivating characteristics of IND
also mak it:valuable in improVing basic skills 24 For
exampk, the Wisconsin F9undation for Vocational
Technical and AdnIt Education has developed. .=
lW) course called interactive ModuMath designed
to improve students' basic math skills A wide
vpriety of students in- Wisconsin technical colleges
use the courk, andhoth students andinstructors
reportedly rikd it.25

Another interesting use of IVD is.on the factory
floor to support computer-integrated manufacturing
(CEM). Apple Computer and Martin-Marietta both
have high-techplants that provide employees with
workstations capable of displaying brief video
kquences abet': different manufacturing processes.
'These sequences can provide "just-in-fine" train-
ing to coi.:espond to the complex nature of a ,CIM
operation, which involves frequent shiftingpzoMone
operation to another. Each station replaces hundreds
of pages of Printed materia1.26 Central-monitoring
allows supervisors to pinpoint problems and deliver
needed parts, but it also can provide data on
employee performance and thus contribute to em-
ployee stress.

Fmally, 1VD is becoming valuable in teaching
interpersonal skills.sugh as sales. Workshopsare the
most iraditional training, approach for such skills,
but work-shops are of inconsistent quality, provide
little Subiequent reinforcement, and have limited
practice oppOrtunities. thus, any excitement and
motivation workshops generate may not be trans-
ferred :to job performance. 1W) combined with
role-playing now ProMises to- provide an effective
means of training in interpersonal skills (see box
7-E).27

Computers

Of all the technologies, computers have excited
the most interest for instructional applications.
Computers' vast capacity for handling information,

111Tet-1

Phob credit Amoricir,Anode.'on for Community and Junior Coto*

Computer-based talking can be delivered el tne work
station, or In a classroom or laboratory.

the variety of ways they can be programmed to
respond to user commands, and their rapidly declin-
ing cost and increasing power, make therr seem to
be the ideal "teaching machine." 'lb the extent that
PCs or other tesminals already are available in the
workplace, they become a natural and convenient
way of delivering training If computer equipment
must be bought specifically' for computer-based
training (CBT), however, it is a relatively expensive
approach.

Computer-based training can incorporate any
information that can be stored. on- a fleppy or hard
diske.g.,- text, graphiCs, data. Recent advances in
software design provide windows and branching.
Developments in storage technology (e.g., CD-
ROM and optical drives) add audio and-still video
capability. Connection with a videodisc player
allows full-motion video. With artificial intelligence

2AThe use of instructional technology in basic skills training is discussed inmore detail in ch. 6.
251bid.

26Ibid.

27William Ives, "Soft Skills in High Tecle,Computerizing the Devclopment of Intopersonal Skills," Instruction Delivery System:0' 4, No. 2,
Mar.b/Apd11990, pp. 12-15.
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Box 1-EAuto-mating Interpersonal :Walls Training

Teaching effective interpersonal skills, such as selling, remains one of the biggest challenges in training today.

In many of the top insurance companies, for example, at least 75 porcent of the new sales personnel leave after 3

years, largely because they are unable to develop sufficient sales skills to make an adequate income from their

commissions.
A combination of automated audio/vkieo feedback and interactive videodisc(IVD) or computer-based training

(CBT) is now being used to teach sales skills (or to aid in early rccognition that oneis not suited to sales). One IVD

system uses a laserdisc player, touchscreen monitor and a PC coupled with a videotape recorder, camera, and
micmphone. The ND presents full-motion/audio demonstratkAis of skills such as presenting credentials, then
provides review exercises with pmper and improper examples of those skills. Trainees can interrupt the presentation
of a skill when a mistake is made and offer a critique of the action. Feedback is given on the appropriateness of their

critique.
The camera or audio recorder is then used to allow the students to demonstrate pmper behavior. Trainees face

a new customer (provided on the IVD) and practice the skill they just saw motizled.1 Their performance is recorded
on videotape along with the customer's conversation. Students ean practice in privacy, then review their
performance based on a set of criteria (from the IVD) and evaluate their own behavior. They can erase and repeat,
practicing as many times as they wish. When they feel they have successfully transferred the training to their
performance, trainees can show the tape to th e. supervisor, who provides advanced coaching.

In a pilot evaluation program, insurance agents using this training program had a 16 percert increase in calls,

a 24 percent increase in kept ..,Jpointments, and a 43 percent increase in approach interviews with clients. In addition,

new hire training time was reduced 30 percent over traditional classroom methods, and the subsequent on-the-job
learning curve decreased. For example, one agency that had been using the IVD system for over a year compared
10 agents who used the system with 17 trained by traditional methods. The 10 using the IVD pmgram were at a
level 18 months ahead of the control group after the completion of training. While it is difficoh to separate the impact
of the IVD training from other changes in the company, its revenues also have gone up since introduction of the

system, and the agent retention rate has increased.
IBM also experimented with an IVD system couples with a videotnpe can'era for teaching sales skills. In a

comparison with their traditional person to-person role playi:g training, they found that trainees using the IVD
system did much better in structuring their sales calls and developing sales skills.

A second, similar, pmgram uses CD-ROM combined with audn. feedback. Full-motion video will be available

on CD-ROM within a couple of yean.. For some training situations, such as telephone sales, audio feedback is
actually closer to the real job situation, and full-motion video is not needed. CD-ROM also costs approximately
$2,000 less per training station than ND, has larger storage capacity, and can be used more easily for non-training

application s.

'Although the "customer' on the IVD cannot respond in all of the unexpected ways a real person might, this wiP change with advances
in artificial intelligence.
SOURCES: William Ives, "Soft Skills in High Tech: Computtnzing the Development of Interpersonal Skills," Instmvion Delivery Systems,

March/April 1990; and Beverly Geber, "Goodbye Classrooms (Rcdux)," Trainmg, vol. 27, No. 1, January 1990.

and hypermedia softy, r're, CBT can provide fourth-
or fifth-generation interactivity (see box 7-B).

The advances in computer hardware and software
also have revolutionized other areas of training.
Computers c ontrol the interactivity in CBT and IVD.
Sophisticated computer graphics and databases are
integral parts of simulators. Packages such as
authoring systems have largely obviated the need for

computer programming in instructional design. Da-
tabase management programs make it much easier to
keep track of the elements when developing a
complicated CBT or IVD program. Relational data-
bases provide the underpinnings for performance
support systems.22 Computer technology also is at
the heart of emerging systems such as electxonic
classrooms, digital networks, and virtual environ-
ments.

2;Relauona1 databases are curmntly the most powerful and flexible means of integrating the various componentsof a performance support system.

In a relational database, the data are represented as rables m which no entry has more than one value. This makes it easier to link data so that complex

queries can be handled rapidly.
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Table 74-Computer Use in Training at U.S. Companies With More Than 100 Employees° (percent)

Use computers Use computers in Use computers In word- Not using but
Number of in training Doing CBT data management processing or graphics will by 1990
employees 1988 1989 1988 1989 1988 1989 1988 1989 1989
100-499 59.6 64.8 37.9 43.3 49.7 55.2 53.4 62.7 5.8
500-999 57.4 67.7 31.0 43.6 47.3 61.5 52.7 64.6 8.7
1,000-2,599 67.1 73.6 45.1 48.0 57.2 64.1 59.0 67.4 9.2
2,500-9,999 77.6 74.2 56.5 52.1 71.4 64.7 72.0 66.6 4.910,000 or moro 89 82.6 58.3 64.0 76.6 75.2 79.4 76.4 3.8An sizes 60.8 66.2 38.6 44.1 51.1 56.9 54.6 63.4 6.2
aThe data in this table come from a survey that had L very low response rate. Thus they only provide a rough estimate of the extent of CBT.
bRefers to organizations reporting that they use computers insome way in connection with theirtralning efforts. This might include recordkeeping or other data
management, word processing, or creating graphics for training classes.

SOURCE: "Industry Report, 1989,' Training: The Magazine of Human Resources Development, vol. 26, No. 10, October 1989, p. 58.

All of these features combine to erehte a training
medium with a vast capacity for imparting informa-
tion in a truly interactive form. Moreover, the
courseware can be edited or updated easily and at a
much lower cost than videotape or videodisc.
Finally, courseware can be sent an5..vhere in the
world that compatible hardware is available, and can
be used at ti learner's convenience. These advan-
tages can give CBT a substantial edge over televi-
sion or videotape training

Provided that courseware can be developed or
purchased for a cost comparable to classroom
instruction or videotape, CBT is likely to displace
those methods of instruction in companies where
terminals are available. The development of instruc-
tional desip and authoring tools that reduce the cost
and time to develop CBT is thus a key factor in
making this training technology successful on a
wider scale.

According to the Training survey, about two-
thirds of responding companies with 100 or more
employees were using computers in some aspect of
training (see table 7-4). Most of the companies use
computers for word processing or to create graphics;
many also use them for data management (e.g.,
program evaluation, test scoring, survey process-
ing). Around 44 percent of the companies use CBT.
Of those, 80 percent use it to teach people to operate
computers, 38 percent to deliver training on non-
technical subjects (e.g., management or interper-
sonal skills), and 37 percent to provide training in
technical skills.29 The ASTD survey indicates that
67 percent of the companies surveyed use CBT most

often to train professionals and technical staff; 37
percent report its use for skills and crafts training.

A barrier to CBT use arises when workers are not
familiar with computers. They often are afraid of the
technology and are intimidated by a keyboard. The
use of touch screens and light pens and the growing
use of computers to provide public information at
sites such as shopping centers and museums is
overcoming this problem. Also many CBT users
have been turned off by poorly designed programs
that only transferred printed material to disk (see
description of first-generation courseware in box
7-B). As with other training media, it is essential that
CBT incorporate good instructional development
principles, and that training managers follow such
principles in developing or purchasing courseware
appropriate to the skills to be imparted.

Tbday, CBT is used for a wide range of applica-
tions in industry, including technical, basic educa-
tional, and interpersonal skills (see boxes 7-E and
7-F). Although it was the PC that gave rise to CBT's
current popularity, one of the largest uses still is on
mainframe computers to teach data processing and
other job-related skills in the insurance and banking
industries (see box 7-G).3°

CBT also is nsed in basic skills training (see ch.
6). Efforts are underway to transfer the U.S. Army's
Job Skills Education Program (JSEP) to adult and
vocational education. McGraw Hill, in conjunction
with Apple Computers, is developing a series of
print and CBT programs to improve basic skills in
six areas (health, automotive, business, construction
trades, electronics, and office). The Adult Literacy

29"Industry Report," op. cit., footnote 7.

30Kearsley, op. cit., footnote 1.
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Box 7-F--Computer-Based Training in Industry

Computer-based training (CBT) can be used to impart technical and other skills. Some examples include:

Anheuser-Busch in St. Louis, Missouri is using a MicroTICCIT system to teach assembly-line workers to

run beer can packaging machines. The choice of CBT is driven by a desire to improve quality control in
manufacturing and an overall modernization effort in plants. This particular training task was chosen
because it is one of the most critical aspects of beer packaging.
Burlington Northern uses a MicroTICC1T system to teach train crews the rules of operation for railroads

(e.g., switching signals). This is mandatory knowledge for all train crew personnel, but classroom instruction

had not proven very effective. CBT both upgrades the quality of training and facilitates its distribution to

the field.
The Federal Aviation Administration has used PLATO to train flight inspection and maintenance specialists
for almost a decade; recently they began using CBT for air traffic conaollers as well. Courses are delivered

to approximately 50 sites around the country. The heavy training loadwhich is difficult to meet with
classroom instructionwas the primary factor in choosing CBT
Bell Atlantic has developed a PC-based fmancial sales skills course forits telemarketing representatives. The

course includes CBT case studies that simulate the selling process and a Lotus 1-2-3 cash-flow template to
calculate lease versus purchase options. The company reports that the course improves the competence and

confidence of sales representatives.
The Strategic Management Group (SMG), in conjunction with the Port Authority of New York/New Jersey

has developed a PC-based course entitled "Export to Win" to teach business people about exporting

products to international markets.
Applied Learning offers hundreds of data processing courses that run under the Phoenix mainframe CBT
system. These courses are used to train staff about mainframe operating systems, applications software, and

telecommunications.
SOURCE: Greg Kmrsley, "Instructional Technology and Worker Learning Needs," report preparedfor the Office of Technology Assessment

under contract L3-5615, February 1990.

and Technology Project coordinated by People's
Computer Co. of California involves the use of
commercially available education software in voca-
tional education programs at community colleges
and other training centers. The Technology for
Literacy Center Ui St. Paul, Minnesota, uses comput-
ers in teaching adults and reports improvement in
terms of continued enrcllment, student satisfaction,
and increased achievement.31

Computers also can be used to manage training.
Computer-managed instruction (CMI) allows the
instructor and/or trainee to track each trainee's
progress through the various paths in an instruc-
tional sequence and to ensure that the right lesson
and material are assigned and available at the right
time. With advances in storage technology and
courseware design, CBT or IVD training programs
increasingly have integrated computer management
systems. They also can be used with lecture/lab,
television, or other training methods.

CM1 can range from simple reports on test
performance to detailed monitoring and analyses of
trainees' progress on hundreds of learning objec-
tives, including comparing each trainee with the
class, with all the trainees in a program, and with
corporate or national standards In many systems,
not only can instructors, learners, and administrators
obtain reports organized in any way that is useful to
them, but they also can manipulate the data to get
answers to questions that will help them improve
co-Ase design or delivery and instructional program
management.32

Such management is critical in any large-scale
effort to tailor instruction to individual learners and
to allow them to keep track of their own progress.
With advanced interactive (third-generation and
above) CBT or IVD courseware, learners begin with
pretesting that ensures they start with a lesson that
will neither bore them nor be beyond them. Then
each time they sign on, the system can either start
them where they left off or provide review of

31Ibid.

32Kur1and, op. cit., footnote 13.
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Box 7-GComputer-Based Training in the Insurance Industry
The insurance industry has embra,:ed computer-based training (CBT) more who1e-hearte".4 than perhaps any

other economic sector. Several factors explain its success in that irvtdstry. First, insurance -ompanies already have
a strong training tradition. When this is comb) ied with the fact that insurance companies are heavily computerized,
with almost every employee having a terminal, CBT becomes natural and cost-effective. Also, both CBT and the
material to be learnedpolicy information and proceduresare well-suited to tutorial strategies.

CBT in the insurance industry has the same advantages as in other sectors: employee scheduling, tutorials and
practice exercises to aid learning, and time/cost savings relative to classroom instruction. The first is probably the
most important from the employees' perspective and the last from the firm's.

A large insurance company in the metropolitan Washington, DC area serves as an example. The company first
got started with CBT in 1981 with an introduction to claims processing course. It failed, however, because the
system was not reliable. A few years late:, another coursestill in use todaywas tried on a more stable system.
Today the system delivers around 20 courses with about 5 new courses being added annually. Thousands of
employees are trained on the system.

While CBT provides effective training for this company, there is an ongoing problem developing and
maintaining quality courses. The company finds it difficult to locate authors/designers who know how to develop
good CBT and can work with the corporate computer system. One segment of the company relies solely on
commercial courses that are then customized. Such purchasing reduces the development costs, but is limited to"generic" course topics (..g., data processing, customer service).

The insurance industry has tried to encourage courseware sharing through the Society for Insurance Training& Education (SITE), which published a courseware catalog in 1987, with a new version in the works. This efforthas not been very successful, however, because of system incompatibilities; confidentiality problems, poor
courseware quality, and lack of customization capabilik, . The industry hopes that vendofs will market more generic
courses and provide customization, but those services will not resolve industry concerns about confidentiality.
SOURCE: Greg Kearsley, 'Instructional Technologyand Worker Lmning Needs," report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessmentunder contract L3-5615, February 1990.

material they may have had difficulty mastering.
Thus the syr,tem not only allows more options for
instructor management, it also puts the pace of
learning in the hands of ,the traineea factor that is
particularly important for many adult learners.33

Teleconferencing

All forms of tele::onferencing have been explored
for training. The Training survey shows 1 1 percent
of responding firms using videoconferencing, 9
percent audioconferencing, and 4 percent computer
conferencing. In the ASTD survey, 33 percent of the
firms use teleconferencing of somc form, primarily
for management and supervisory training.

Audioconferencing is relatively inexpensive, but
is limited by the lack of visual presentationsmost
people fmd it hard to participate actively without
visual cues to indicate who is to speak next.
Moreover, the instructors have no way of telling if
anyone is paying attention. Finally, demonstrations

or hands-on experience can only be achieved for
purely audio skills (e.g., telephone sales).

The Kansas Board of Regents has for years
operated a statewide audioconferencing system,
primarily for part-time adult learners. The cour s
focus heavily on continuing education in various
professions. Students may participate either at con-
ference centers located throughout the State or from
their own phones. The priinary advantage of the
system is that it enables people to take courses who
would not otherwise be able to do so or could do so
only if the instructors went to numerous off-campus
locations. Studies over the years indicate that
students in the telecourses do as well as on-campus
students.34

As the U.S. Public Switched Telephone Network
(PSTN) becomes more digital with more capabili-
ties, it may become less a telephone network and
more a general purpose broadband network capable

2 I

331bid.
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of carrying all types of traffic, including audio, data,
and video. Transmitting a live telecourse with full
audio and video interaction may be no more difficult
than making a telephone call is today.35

For training applications, teleconferences involv-
ing one-way video (i.e., broadcast television) with
two-way audio (telephone) links are perhaps the best
compromise in terms of cost and quality of informa-
tion transmitted. This allows full presentation of
visual information and lets participants ask ques-
tions or make comments at any time. A fax machine
allows two-way transmission of hard-copy at little
additional cost.36 Compressed two-way video also is
becoming more economically feasible for larger
companies.

Many large corporations, including IBM, Motor-
ola, and AETNA, have satellite-delivered television
networks that are used for training teleconferencing.
AETNA, for example, delivers a business writing
skills coirse to over 1,000 employees at more than
50 br:..aches via teleconference. In a classroom, the
course takes 2 days; via teleconferencing it reduces
to two 1.5-hour sessions (with some preclass work).37

Until recently, teleconferencing was used only by
the handful of organizations that could afford the
equipment and could find instructors willing to try
it. With the advein of large-scale digital networks
and satellite links, the use of teleconferencing for
training is likely to become more commonplace.
However, it still will require significant preparation
time and relatively complex logistics, which may
deter many "lining departments. Nevertheless, in-
creasing pressure to reduce travel time for training is
likely to be a major boon for teleconferencinI.38

Computer conferencing also is relatively ine.:, en-
sive if the hardware is available, and it gets around
the scheduling problems of audio- an videoconfer-
encing. With the increasing prevalence of personal
computers, more organizations ar . beginning to use
computer conferencing as part of distance learning
activities. For example, the Western Behavioral

Sciences Institute has used computer conferencing
for several years for high-level management semi-
nars. Participants do not have to take time away from
their jobs. Moreover, they can relate what they are
learning in the seminar directly to their jobs becauSe
many of the exercises involve analysis of real
problems in real time.39

The International School of Information Manage-
ment in Irvine, California has a masters degree
program using computer conferencing to conduct
seminars and provide student/instructor interaction.
Boise State University has a masters degree program
in Instructional Technology that also uses computer
conferencing for remote delivery of courses. This
program is supported by, and designed to meet the
needs of, the U.S. Army and the National Guard.
Because most large corporations already have elec-
tronic mail systems in place, the potential exists to
use these systems for training activities.°

Simulators

Until recently, good training simulators were too
costly except for the most dangerous situations (e.g.,
flight training, nuclear reactors). With the advent of
micLochips and videodiscs, however, simulators'
costs have come down (although the most sophisti-
cated simulators are still too expensive for all but a
few civilian applications). Moreover, manufacturers
have developed commercial oftware packages for a
variety of simulatirms.

The Training survey shows 44 percent of respond-
ing companies using simulations or games of some
type. While many of these may not be technology-
based, the re ,clonse rate illustrates the growing
recognition of the value of simulation in training.
Simulators give trainees hands-on experience with-
out the risk of personal harm or damage to an actuzl
machine or system. Moreover, simulators help
trainees prepare for equipment failure and other
unpredictable events. Simulators can present a wider
variety of malfunctions than is possible on opera-
tional equipment or systems. Also, with today's

35U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Drikmg for Learmng. A New Course far Education, OTA-SET-430 (Washington, DC: U.S
Government Printing Office, November 1989). See also U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Critical Connections. Communication for
the Future, OTA-CIT-407 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1 ^ .:aiy 1990).

36Kearsley, op. cit., footnote 1.

371bid.

38thid.

39Ibid.

40Ibicl.
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technology, th c.... time between failures is so long that
maintenance personnel rarely see some types of
breakdowns. Rather than getting training t7a_oy prob-
ably will forget by the time they need it, technicians
instead can go through a simulation of a failure when
it occurs.

In addition, simulr tors can be used at any time and
can accelerate the rate of learning since more
training opportunities can be provided in a shorter
time than with real equipment. They can be designed
to focus on specific learning objectives, and they
provide consistent and accurate feedback on trainee
performance.

Further, simulators may be less costly to produce
and operate than actual equipment. Flight and driver
simulators save wear-and-tear and fuel; gunnery
simulators save ammunition. Simulators also can
incorporate CM1 and automatically maintain train-
ees' records, providing more information about their
performance than is possible with actual equipment.

Common examples of simulators are in the
training of:

air crews for all types of aircraft;
ships' officers in docking and navigating super-
tankers, with sophisticated simulators reproduc-
ing the conditions of the major world water-
ways including detailed graphic or video presenta-
tions;
operators of nuclear and other energy plants;
technicians in the operation of communications
satellites;
space shuttle crews;
process operators in chemical plants and refm-
eries;
boiler operation and maintenance crews (see
box 7-H); and
driver simulators (box 74).41

The fields of computer graphics and animation
now use low-cost simulators to prepare people for
more powerful graphics design machines. High-
speed animation also is useful in creating environ-
ments where it is impossible to film at all, e.g., to
create an interactive microscopic world, or to model
the human anatomy. Imaging systems can convert
data into pictures that help people grasp even very
abstract concepts. In medicine, for example, one

Box 7..HA Boiler Simulator

Lack of training was causing accidents and
unacceptable downtime in organizations that use._
recovery boilers.' The problem was severe enough
that insurance companies were threatening to cut
off insurance for the machines. Yet recovery boilers
are sophisticated pieces of equipment that cost $90
million and are 14 stories high; training operating
and maintenance/repair persotmel on a real boiler is
dangerous, and demonstrating malfunctions could
become expensive.

The J.H. Jansen Company of Woodinville, Wash-
ington, which makes Kraft recovery boilers for the
paper industry, developed a boiler simulator called
Recovery Boiler 'fluor (RBT). The simulator,
which uses an expert systear, presents trainees with
scenarios representing boiler inefficiencies, prob-
lems, or emergencies. These difficulties can be
resolved in 20 to 30 moves, with the learner
choosing options such as "add oxygen or "open
flue." When trainees get off track, the system
prompts them with comments such as "Have you
noticed that the trend lines are askew?" or "The
oxygen. is much higher than it should be."

Learners have three options for interacting with
RBT: they can ask for a scenario that starts with a
particular problem to solve or one that starts with
the boiler operating normally and then develops a
problem that must be diagnosed, or they can adjust
simulated dials and meter readings to create a
problem.

RBT took 18 months to develop, and is now used
in more than 80 pkaits in the United States, Canada,
and Europe. Within months of its first installations,
several in§urance companies offered discounts to
plants that trained with RBT.

lRecovery boilers are used to recycle chemicals by removing
process water and concentrating them.

SOURCE: Peter R. Kirrane and Diane E. ICirrane, "What
Artificial Intelligence is Doing for Training," Train-
ing, vol. 26, No. 7, July 1989.

aspect of physician training is learning how to relate
blips on a screen with the organ generating the blips.
Students can see arteries expand and contract under
differing stimuli. Thezle images are not merely
simulations, but computer transformations of data
into pictures. Thus students can achieve understand-
ing of processes and interactions much more directly
than ever possible before.42
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A new twist in the use of simulators is the
capability to network individual simulators for
teamwork. DoD currently is implementing a concept
called SIMNET, which connects simulators of
armored vehicles as well as tactical aircraft and
artillery and their field commanders to operate
together for real-time combat exercises (see box
7-3). Networked simulators eventually could be
relevant to civilian teamwork situations such as
surgery and major eryipment malfunctions (e.g.,
mass transit b:eakdowns, wide-area electric power
blackouts); in the meantime, the computer graphics
and network aspects are lilcely to make important
contributions to the technology base.

Job Aids

Job aids are valaable whenever the skill or
knowledge required is used infrequently, so that
even if people were trained, much of what they are
required to do might be forgotten when needed. Job
aids also are used where workers must remember
many detailed steps and do them in proper se-
quences. At the high-tech end, some forms of job
aids are evolving into embedded training (see
belo w).

Virtually every worksite uses job aids of some
type, even if it is only a worker's handwritten list or
notes. Job aids are more cost-effective than most

Box 7-I--A Truck Driver Simulator

Shell International Petroleum Company Limited, London, has a large truck fleet, and wanted to reduce its
annual accident rate. Shell's safety experts determined that a lack of defensive driving was the primary problem,
rather than inadequate driver skill. Using interactive videodisc (IVD), they developed a truck driver slim, ;or that
teaches defensive driving, including constant alertness and readiness to respond to potential hazards oefore a
situation becomes dangerous.

The main objective of the simulation is to encourage defensive driving through a serif -1 cause and effect
situations. Shell accomplished this by constructing and videotaping 20 different Ivad hazards b.i.sed on visual clues
(from a driver's-eye view) of potential danger ahead. The hazards include slippery mid dark roads, pedestrians and
cyclicts, distractions within the cab, and other common causes of accidents.

Because timing is critical to defensive driving, learners must act within a certain time period when they think
a hazard situation is developing. Thus each clue incorporates three time periods: in time, late, and too late. When
the learner reacts, the !yogi-am stops the action and displays a list of possible responses to the situation (with the
"too late" time period offering no positive choices). The outcomes vary from complete avoidance of danger to
realistic crashes and embarrassing newspaper headlines. The driver rating (defensive, inattentive, dangerous) for
each hazard depends on the combination of timing and action selected.

A replay option explains the clues that led to each hazard, with text and graphic overlays including a timeline
indicating at what point each clue occurred. Other options include a pre-drive vehicle safety check, and a practice
drive during which learners are encouraged to experiment with various combinations of timing and action. After
practice, learners may select a test drive, which contains seven hrd..vds in a row. As in real driving, each hazard can
be dealt with only once. The program gives the final score anci rating at the end of the test drive. The courseware
also includes a database of facts about the 20 hazards, which the learner can access at any time.

Shell International has not yet undertaken a folmal evaluation of Defensive Driving's effectiveness. Anecdotal
reports from drivers suggest, however, that it is improving the way they think about road hazards. The clue sequence,
in panicular, appears to help drivers form a mental model of the development of road hazards and sharpen
observation skills.

The U.S. military also uses driver simulators (e.g., the M-1 tank simulater). A truck driver simulator also is
a test program for DVI (see discussion of digital videodisc). Simulators have a potentially wide application in driver
training, where they would be safer for preliminary training, and could save fuel and vehicle wear-and-tear. They
also could be used in driver's license testing, where they would provide consistency and decrease cost and enhance
safety.
SOURCE; Deborah H. Blank, "Defenuve Dnving. sbeit's Interacuve Coranotment to Safety," Instruction Delivery Systems, vol. 4, No. 2,

March/April 1990.
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Box 7-JSIMNET: Networked Simulators in Military Training

A continuing problem in military training is providing enough hands-on practice in the operation and repair
of equipment, including weapons, support vehicles, telecommunications gear, and logistics hardware. In many
cases, it is too risky or expensive, or physically impossible to use the actual equipment for training. Consequently,
the military has become a big advocate of simulators (see appendix).

Even simulators historically have been unable to provide hands-on training in team skills and group
coordination, however. To be effeltive on and off the battlefield, soldiers and their commanders must be able to
function as a unit. SIMNET is a research project initiated by the Defense Advanced Projects Research Agency
(DARPA) to connect simulators via local and remote networks. In its current configuration, SIMNET consists of
250 networked simulators at I I sites (7 in the United States and 4 in Europe). Equipment simulated includes MI
tanks, M2/3 Bradleys, fighter aircraft, helicopters, command/fire control elements, and a battalion operation center.
Evaluation is of both the rnbat soldiers and their commanders. Preliminary data indicate that SIMNET
significantly improves unit performance.

While any of these networked sites can "fight" any other, incompatibit Among vogramming and equipment
(e.g., operating speed) is a continuing problem. The installed base of miAiary simulators uses a wide range of
databases (e.g., for terrain imaging), opmmunications protocols, and levels of hahlware sophistication that are
incompatible. Thus a tank that moves behind a building on its simulated terrain may still be in plain view on its
opponents' screens. Similarly, the amount of data flowing through the satellite network led SIM:NET to adopt
relatively simplistic rules for updating screen images. These provide unrealistic positioning of high-speed objects
(e.g fighter aircraft). Finally, SIMNET accommodates the varying levels of visual fidelity in simulators thr ough
a lowest common denominator, which fails to use the full capability of the more sophisticated (and expensive)
systems. These problems do not make for realistic battle simulations.

The services and their contractors are now developing standards for databases and communication protocols
that will alleviate these problems. Target completion date is May 091

SIMNET pushes the state-of-the-art in technologies related to computer animation and 3D graphics as wellas
packet-switched networks.' It also presents new training opportunities, such as replaying the recorded performance
of a unit to analyze mistakes. In addition, it opens up the possibility of "what if" experimentation in combat
situationssomething not really possib: in field exercises.

SlMNET is having major repercussions for the nature of future military training. It also is likely to influence
civilian training in any application requiring teamwork, especially when multiple sitesare involved (e.g., disaster
preparcdness). It also could be useful for interpersonal skills training in areas such as management, sale, and
customer service, although teleconferencing is more likely to be used for these applications in the near term.

'Packet-switching was developed for data communication between computers. Digital mformauon is pacbged into small pieces called
packets, each containing information about the source and destination of the data and the relatif.inship of that piece to the whole message. The
packets air transmitted separately through the network. sometunes taking different. r...ths depending on which ones are free at the moment. See
U.S. Congress, Oft-le of Technology Assessment, Crtncal Connections. Communication for the Future. OTA-CIT-407 (Waslungton. DC. US.
Government Printing Office, January 1990).

SOURCES. Greg Kearsley, "Instructional Technology and Worker Learning Needs," report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment
under contract L3-5615, February 1990; and WA. Demers, "Al' lbgether Now," Military Forum. November/Deccmber 1989.

formal training, often can be eweloped faster than
an instructional program, are more timely in that
they provide the training at the immediate point uf
need, are more easily updated than instruction, and
often are more relevant to specific jobs. They also
can aid in the transfer of training to job perform-
ance.43

Many of the most effective job aids do not require
technological devices at all; well-designed print or
graphic materials are often all that is required. For
example, on an automobile production line, where
torque requirements vary among components and
models, a table printed in large type showing the
needed torques might hang at the appropriate point

43Kurland. op. cit., footnote 13. 2 6
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nn the line. A similar table would be used at the
quality control checkpoint. Such job aids do not
differ much from old-fashioned maintenance manu-
als except in ale attention that is given to their design
and access:" Other examples of job aids include the
checklist that flight crews use before a plane takes
off, and computer keyboard templates that remind
the operator which function keys do what.

Embedded Training

Embe&ted training is instruction that is an inte-
gral component of a product or system. In a
computer, for example, it is easy to provide online
training (help screens, tutorials) as part of the system
(see box 7-K). Most other devices that use micro-
chips now include diagnostic circuitry that speedily
identifies any malfunction; some also describn how
to repair it. Automated manufacturing systems also
now include built-in training aud documentation
(e.g., the Martin Marietta and Apple factories
discussed previously). DoD also is interested in
embedded training, which has focused the interests
of military R&D contractors on embedded systems,
and may hasten their transfer to civilian technolo-
gies.45

The movement toward embedded training is
being driven by a number of forces in contemporary
technology, including the increasing capacity of
microchips, their incorporation in more and more
equipment, and the speed with which new technol-
ogy is introduced. Equipment life is getting shorter.
When a machine was expected to last 20 years or
more, traditional training with a high initial cost was
cost-effective. As the life expectancy of equipment

,h.qs dropped to 5 years or less, it has become too
Lcbstly to train workers in the traditional way every

time a new machine is introduced. Embedded
diagnostics and training reduce both the preservice
training time and the onsite repair/maintenance
time.46

Embedded training has many advantages over
other forms of instmction. The most important is
availabilitytraining is always available when needed.

Thus, embedded training is useful for spplications
where it is either irnl,ossible or not cost-effective to
train everyone who uses a piece of technology about
all of its operational characteristics. For example,
office copy machines today often include graphic
displays that show where a problem occurred (e.g.,
a paper sam) and list the steps needed to remedy it.

Second, embedded training is available at the
work station and is focused on the worker's immedi-
ate needs for operation or repair. Third, it makes it
possible -to combine the sound instructional design
principles of good formal off-the-job training with
the best features of informal training (e.g., co-worker
interaction, immediate opportunity to apply the
results). Embedded training also simplifies the
logistics of providing training to customers or
employees because it is delivered along with the
product or system:*

With embedding it also becomes possible to shift
costs from employees to customers. One of the most
visible examples is the automated teller machine.
The next step is moving the teller function into the
home via telephone and/or computera service now
offered by many fmancial institutions. Indeed, as the
technology of embedding improves, the skills needed
by the end-user decrease to the point where vendors
are now shifting the responsibility for installation
and maintenance to the user:*

However, embedded training is difficult to design
and many current efforts are not very successful. To
be effective, the information must address the
specific questions or problems that people might
have when using or repairing equipment. A lot of
empirical work with prototypes and typical users is
needed to anticipate the full range of questions or
problems that might arise. User-testing early in the
design cycle is a relatively new concept in system
development, and most engineers have not been
trained in such data collection methods.* Also, if
the training provided is too restrictive, it can inlubit

44Ibid.

45Kentsley. op. cit.. footnote 1.

46Kurland. op. cit.. footnote 13.

47Kcarsley. op. cit.. footnote 1.

411Curland . op. cit., footnote 13.

49Thid. 2 1 7
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Box 7-KThe Manpower Services Training System

In the early 1980s, Manpower, a temporary employment service for offices and factories, saw that with changes
in technology it could no longer erpect to find personnel who were able to use the full range of client equipment.
Manpower searched unsuccessfully for an existing training s stem that would be time- efficient, cost-effective, and
work for many people with widely varying backgrounds at dispersed locations. The company found the training
programs and manuals supplied by equipment manufacnirers too hard to understand. Moreover, it felt that most
off-the-shelf training programs taught more than was needed to begin machine use. Overly ambitious programs
might increase learners' fear of new technology, which were great enough already.

Instead, Manpower developed Skillware, a series of computer-based training programs to teach cperators thc
hardware and software they will use on assignments. Sidi !ware has modules that differ in difficulty (hasic, advanced,
and executive) and in application (special features, graphics, databases). It is personalized and contains humorous
elements intended to help hold trainees' attention and reduce their fear of the equipment (see figure). Training may
last from a few hours to 2 days depending on the modu'.e. Skillware is job-specific, teaching a temp only the skills
that clients request. To achieve this, it uses scenarios; i.e., the trainee works for a fictitious company and has to
complete a task for that company by the end of the course.

At a computer terminal, trainees proceed at their own pace through on- screen tutorials and instruction booklets
(computer/software manuals written in clear language). Each tutorial/exercise segment can fit on a single screen and
focuses on a basic operation (e.g., moving the cursor, printing a computer-edited document). A training
administrator is available to answer questions, but Manpower prefers that trainees work themselves oin nf jams (as
they might necd to on assignment). At the end of training, the trainee is asked to compose a letter about _e training
program to Manpower's president; an acceptable letter is seen as a valid performance test. (Some letters have offered
suggestions to imp., -.4: training that Manpower has adopted.) After the training, each operator receives "quick
reference" manual (containing terms, functions, and replicas of tutorial screens) to take to the job.

Recently, Manpower ,,,uated a skills assessment system for job applicants (including applicants for temporary
light-industrial positions). As the company rejects few applican:s, the system serves primuily to place people in
appropriate positions. For office placement, Manpower uses a yank-sample test to assess citing, proofreading,
clerical, and word-processing skills and to determine applicants' training needs. The assrssment system for
light-industrial applicants induces performance tests to measure sorting and checking, toe-related assembly,
printed circuit board and small-parts assembly, and coordinate(' rapid movement. Written tcsts asess aptitude for
tasks such as inspection and loggiro productit.n. (Manpowr( does not yet offer training to its light-industrial
temporaries, but recognizes that the trend toward automated manufacturing could require such training soc a.)

The company provides Skillware free to all employees, including its ligN-industrial temps. (A 2 lay course
costs Manpower $100 per trainee for equipment, material, and development.) The company feels Skillware is a
powerful recruiting toolpeople who know they can get free computer training may be more apt to sign up with
Manpower than with another temporary agency. When not on assignment, office temporaries are encouraged to
come to a Manpower office to learn another software progam or familiarize themselves with new equipment.

The company has begun to train permanent workers at client organ iza6ons. For example, IBM hired Manpower
to provide a traminF program f.or IBM's System/36 customers. In return for training those customers, Manpower
gets access to pre-ret:ases of IBM aardware and software so it can anticipate future nezds in the temp market.

Manpower continues to invest in training research and development to stay on top of the ever-changing world
of office hardware arid software. (Currently the firm spends around $3 million annually, but it spent $15 million
for R&D in the first 2 years of the Skillware project.) Manpower believes the success of its training and R&D efforts
is reflected in its market success; in 1989, sales were $3 billiondouble those of th nearest competitor.

workers' ability to use their intuitive knowledge and
io foster innovation."

Thus, good embedded training requires that in-
structional system design experts work with product
design cngineers. Traditionally, traig materials

are developed after the system or product is com-
pleted. The inclusion of training specialists as part of
the design team often requires organizational changes
and different skids in the training department.
Finally, artificial intelligence techniques may be

"Institute for Rescarch on Learning, The Advancement of Lzarning, undated pamphlet; John Seely Brown and Paul Duguid. "Design for
ImpkmentabWty," paper presented at the ardor-ace on Technology and th2ufureof Work, Palo Alto. CA. March 1990.
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necessary to create embedded training programs that
can pinpoint what the user wants to know.51

In time, the movement toward embedding could
affect many aspects of workplace training. In theory,
far less training would be needed prim to assignment
to a specific tack-, reducing the cost of training.
Moreover, embedded training occurs at the worksta-
tion, improving transfer of learning to work. The
involvement of instructional systems experts in
product design alSo improves the human factors
aspects of equipment. Finally, fewer workers would
be needed because equipment operators increasingly
can also perform routine repairs and maintenance.

THE COST OF TECHNOLOGY-
BASED TRAINING

There are several elements in the cost of technology-
based training. The easiest to fix are the purchase
costs of hardware (e.g., PCs, WD systems, satellite
dishes) and off-the-shelf courseware. Additional
costs may be incurred in adapting the courseware or
retraining instructors. If off-the-shelf courseware is
not available, custom courseware development costs
also must be considered. If frequent updates are
needed, they wil add to the longer term costs. Other
costs relate to the delivery setting (e.g., rewiring a
classroom for teleconferencing, adding computer
tables to switch from a lecture to a CBT format).
Finally, the labor cost of delivery (time off work)
must be considered. Table 7-5 shows the training
budgets for various sized companies in 1989. These
data suggest that the smallest companies spend less
than $100 per employee on training while compa-
nies with more than 500 employees spend $100 to
several hundred dollars per employee.

Classroom training often has a very low front-end
cost. Most companies have a conference room or
other auea that can double as a classroom. Support-
ing hardware (blackboard, overhead projector,
flipchart) and printed materials are relatively inex-
pensive and easy to obtain. Lab equipment usually
can be scrounged from operating departments; class
projects are even a way of saving repair and
maintenance costs. The instructor often is a subject
matter expert from within the company or is hired on

a contract basis. However, classroom training is
consistently shown to be the most expensive in terms
of the labor costs of delivery (time spent away from
the work station) and travel to a central corporate
classroom or a course offered by another organi7a-
tion. Costs rise dramatically for companies or
agencies with offices throughout the Nation or
around the world.

Table 7-6 compares the costs of other common
technology-based training systems. All costs vary
with the level of sophistication of the system and
courseware. The number of participants also can
affect direct costs (e.g., for satellite services). If a
learning site needs to be rewired for satellite,
teleconferencing, cable, or other services, these
modifications will add substantially to the costs.52

Trade-offs between the convenience of off-the-
shelf courseware versus the cost of programs tai-
lored to specific needs also must be considered.
Many training analysts argue that most good training
has to be situation-specific and cannot be met with
off-the-shelf or generic programs, no matter how
good. Some floppy disks and erasable videodiscs
can be updated or adapted to individual corporal
nee,ds with little effort; other programs cannot be
altered easily or require remastering. Also, there is
little independent evaluation of the claims for
effectiveness of off-the-shelf programs.

Custom courseware development costs vary widely
depending on the medium, program length, and, for
CBT and IVD, level of interactivity and sophistica-
tion as well as the development tools used (e.g.,
authoring systems, supporting databases). A CBT
courseware designer at Boeing Aerospace and Elec-
tronics estimates that he can design a 20-minute
CBT course in about 4 hours (excluding any video
or graphics work) using a relational subject-matter
database. In contrast, the instructional design depart-
ment at Stromberg-Carlson estimates that it takes
them 300 hours to produce 1 hour of CBT compared
with 30 hours to produce 1 hour of classroom
inst.tiction.53 Estimates from consulting companies
range from 50:1 to 600:1 depending on the complex-
ity of the course and its subject matter. The actual
authoring may only take 15-20 percent of the

51Kears1ey, op. cit., foomote 1

52See ch. 3 and app. B of Linking for Learning. A New Course for Education provide detailed assessments of the cost components of distance learning
systems, OTA-5ET-430 (Washington. DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, November 1989).

"Geller, op. cit., footnote 3.
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Table 7-5--The Allocation of Corporate Training Budgets for Various Size Companies' (dollars)

Outside expenditures

Number.of Seninar r Outside Custom Off-the-shelf Total outside Facilities/ Trainer

employees mnferemes Hardware services materials materials evencitures overhead salaries Total budget

100-499 $11,258 $6,213 $4,419 $3,611 $4,153 $29,655 $9,093 $21,173 $59,921

500-999 16,911 11,502 8,726 8,359 8,340 53,838 27,207 42,854 123,899

1,000-2,499 30,321 23,676 29,027 13,129 14,834 110,967 62,471 146,996 320,454

2,500-9,999 125,180 89,805 52,487 54,541 56,852 378,864 124,318 000,515 1,503,697

10,000 or more 469,150 554,111 386,031 414,110 356,376 2,179,779 1,053,898 16,502,442 19,741,505

Me detain this table are derived from a survey that had every low response rate. Thus they provide only a rough approximation of corporatetralning budge ts. They are included here as an Incication

of how the budgets of respondng companies are dvided among vazious balling categories.
SOURCE: "Training Magazine Industry Report, 1989," Training: Me Magazine of Human Resources Development, vol. 26, No. 10, October 1989, p. 44.
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Table 7-6--Technllogy-Based Training Costs

Medium

Television

Equipment Hardware Off-the-shelf courseware

Videotape

CBT

IVD

Digital video

TV set
Satellite dsh

VCR

Video camera

PC
Workstation
Authoiing system

Level la
Level II
Level Iii
Authoiing system

DVI
CD-1

$25043,000
$800-$10,000

$1504500

$700-$2,000

$750-$10,000
$10,000450,000
$10045,000

$40041,000
$1,000-$2,000
$5,000410,000
$500-$8,000

$2,000-$21,000
$3,000

$0-cable or other subscription cost
$200-$5,000
$100410,000 purchase
$504200 rental

$50-$10,000

$50-$5,000
$30045,000
$500-12,000

NA
NA

ABBREVIATIONS: CBT - computer-based training; CD-I io compact-disc Interactive; DVI digital video interactive; IVD interactive videodisc; NA - not
available; PC personal computer; VCR - videocassette recorder.

Nn this context, level" refers to the type and capabilities of the hardware.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.

development time and initial design and testing/
quality assurance the remainder.

IVD course development costs also vary with the
sources for the yid:No/audio/graphic components.
Some IVDs and CD-ROMs available today are
"resource Iscs" with still frames, audio, or video
for various situations. The purchase price may
include royalty costs. If, however, original film and
sound must be recorded, the production cost will
drive up the price. lbtal costs for a 1-hoin course
that uses available resources may be as low as
$4,000, while a 5-hour course that requires filming,
sound recording, and computer programming may
cost several hundred thousand dollars.

Several innovadons promise to reduce the cost of
technology-based training Authoring systems and
other instructional design tools, resource discs, and
relational subject-matter databases substantially re-
duce the development time and labor costs. Equip-
ment and courseware leasing options reduce the
front-end costs for training that is delivered infre-
quently. Some professional associations are promot-
ing the concept of "shareware" for training materi-
als. Learning centers are being established that
provide services such as satellite links and CBT and
IVD training stations. with accompanying course-
ware.

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
TRAINING TECHNOLOGIES

The concept of "good" training has two distinct
lines of thought that are only now beginning to
merge. The first is adult learning theory, which has
engendered a wide range of approaches to training,
many of which have undergone little empirical
evaluation. The second is corporate productivity
training is effective if it appears to improve job
perfonnance and reduce costs. While little empirical
research has been -done in this area, the focus on
productivity gains did promote the use of standard
instructional development principles to ensure that
training was specific and relevant. This section
evaluates the available data comparing technology-
based training with conventional methods. The
following section discusses adult learning theory
and instructional systems design.

Few companies have the time or resources to
compare the cost-effectiveness of different training
delivery systems. Many training delivery decisions
are made in an atmosphere of "crisis management"
and, while not arbitrary, are more often based on a
combination of the available training funds and the
training manager's experience with a particular
system than on a measured consideration of short-
and long-term benefits. Evaluation of training bene-
fits and costs is usually informal and cursory---ten
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based on word-of-mouth feedback from participants
and their supervisors.54

Most training managers are not themselves
trained in benefit-cost analysis. Even if they under-
stand the theory, there are practical obstacles to Its
application, including the difficulty of quantifying
training benefits, the subjectivity and questionable
nature of the assumptions unchrlying such analysis,
the inability to separate the influence of training
from other factors that might improve performance,
and the time and financial resources needed for
analysis. Benefit-cost analysis also is not usually a
management priority, weither because it is not seen as
valuable or because training itself is not an integral
part of the corporate operating strategy.55

The lack of benefit-cost analysis can mean that
training departments can hide ineffective training
whether a bad program or course, or training that
simply does not transfer to the workplace. For good
training, however, benefit-cost analysis can elevate
training to a line item that improves productivity and
profits rather than a staff function that spends
money. Thus, benefit-cost analysis might justify a
separate corporate training department and contrib-
ute to making training part of a company's underly-
ing business philosophy.56 Increasingly, companies
are shifting budget responsibility for training to
operating managers to promote cost-effectiveness.
This places greater demands on trainers to keep the
operating managers informed about developments in
instructional technology and available courseware.

Ironically, even when benefit-cost data are avail-
able, they may have little influence on decisions to
use technology-based training approaches, which
are often made on entirely different grounds. Some-
times the rationale for using training technology is
for the training manager or corporation to appear to
be on the "leading edge" and thus attract positive
media attention. Another rationale is convenience
(e.g., adopting CBT because the computer terminals
are already in place).57 On the other side, the
potential long-tenn effectiveness may be overshad-

owed by front-end hardware or courseware costs
(e.g., IVD).

When cost-effectiveness evaluations of technology-
based training are conducted, they often compare a
subject taught via conventional classroom instruc-
tion with the same subject delivered via technology.
This is an oversimplification for three reasons. First,
they may reflect the simplistic view of technology as
hardware, and thus ignore variables such as the
quality of the software or courseware or the skill of
the instructor. Second, technology-based training
usually requires a change in teaching strategy and
media and often involves a shift in co arse content
and approach as well as the delivery setting. Third,
these comparative studies assume there is a simple
dichotomy between classroom and technology-
based instruction. But classrooms often use a range
of technologies, and technology-based instruction
may be delivered in a classroom setting. A typical
training course involves several types of instruc-
tional activities, some of which are more suited to
the use of technology and some of which require
lecture or discussion.58

Yet thousands of comparative studies have been
conducted, especially for CBT, IVD, and simulators.
Despite any oversimplifications that may be inher-
ent in the study design, the study conclusions have
been corroborated with years of corporate, military,
and government experience with tzchnolot,, -based
training.

Table 7-1 summarizes some of the potential
benefits from various types of instructional technol-
ogy. None of these will occur automatically; they
require the right combination of instructional skills
and courseware design with training appropriate for
the task being icarned. (Similarly, the potential
disadvantages listed in the table depend on a wide
range of variables.) Figure 7-4 illustrates ASTD's
survey data on the cost-effectiveness of three
training technologies.

One of the most consistent fmdings about the
cost-effectiveness of good technology-based in-
struction is that training duration can be reduced

54Cynthin A. Lombardo, "Do the Benefits of Training Justify the Costs?" Trauung & Development Journal, voi. 43, No. 12, December 1989, pp.
60-64.

551bid.

56Ibid.

57Kearsley, op. cit., f. utnote 1.
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30-40 percent relative to traditional classroom
lectures. This reduction appears to occur because of
the design and delivery elements of technology-
based training (adaptable to individual learning
styles, self-paced, more private; see boxes 7-L and
7-M). This reduction in training time translates to
large cost savings in less time away from the job and
often lower travel costs. Organizations also can
de' 'Ner m.ore training over a given period."

The best technology-based training also shows
increased achievement in temis of test results,
retention, and/or job performance (although the
latter is difficult to measure). When coupled with
computer-managed instruction, such training can
provide automatic collection of data on student
performance and help identify training problems.
Moreover, many students report that they find
technology-based training more interesting and en-
joyable than classroom lectures. Students also have
lus fear of giving a wrong answa than in a group
situation. Because the courseware is delivered in the
same way each time, its qur.lity is more consistent
and reliable than classroom instruction. Fluctuations
in the number of trainees and their backgrounds can
be accommodated more readily. In most cases, the
training also is t.vailable when and where the

employee needs it without waiting for travel or
course scheduling. This also improves access for the
disabled. Finally, trainees can learn and practice
more types of procedures without downtime or
damage to real equipment, and without safety
concerns on dangerous equipment (see box 74).60

The appropriateness of the training technology to
the task being learned is an important element of
effectiveness. Most training professionals agree that
high-tech delivery systems are best suited to techni-
cal dlrills Teaching someone the series of steps in
processing an insurance claim or assembling equip-
ment is a good application for CBT or IVD. Most
trainers also agree that traditional settings such as
classrooms and workshops are needed for imparting
interpersonal skills, management training, and cor-
porate culture building. Yet high-tech systems are
beginning to make inroads here also (see box 7-F and
the discussion of performance support systems,
below), and their use probably will increase as
artificial intelligence techniques make video simula-
tions of personal interacdons more realistic. The
delivery setting also can influence technology effec-
tiveness (see box 7-N).

Most of the evidence about the cost-effectiveness
of training technology comes from the armed
services. A recent Institute for Defense Analyses
survey examined data from 100 studies on the
cost-effectiveness of CBT, flight simulators, and
maintenance simulators, with most studies showing
that technology-based training saves time and re-
sults in higher achievement.61 A survey of 31 studies
of IVD training (15 military, 3 industrial, 13 higher
education) concluded that IVD was more effective
than conventional instruction in almost all cases.
The more interactive features used, the more effec-
tive the IVD training appeared to be (see box 1-C in
ch. 1).62

Stromberg-Carlson, a Florida telecommunica-
tions company, devised an IVD simulation of Aftw
telephone switching equipment it produce3 and
compared the simulation with training on the actua3
equipment. The IVD program was faster because
more students could use it at any given time, and the

59Ibid.

60Ibid.

61J. Orlansky, "The Productivity of Mining," J. Zeidner (ed.), Human Producdvity Enhancemem (New York, NY: Praeger, 1986), vol. /.

62J.D. Pletcher, "Report on the Potendal of Interactive Videodisc Technology for Defense Training and Edacation" (Alectandria, VA: Institute for
Defense Analyses, 1989).
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Box 7-LThe Effectiveness of Interactive
Videodisc in Training

Although its use has grown slowly, IVD is
becoming an increasingly common training tech-
nology. Evaluationswhen conductedseem to
be uniformly positive. Some examples are:

Goodyear Tire & Rubber compared a video-
disc training program for mechanics on using
an oscilloscope and multimeter with the same
training via videotape or classroom. In actual
job performance tests after training, the IVD
approach produced the best results. Further-
more, trainees indicated a preference for the
IVD course.
McDonnell Aircraft Company in conjunction
with Digital Equipment Corp. developed a
videodisc training program for computer-
aided design (CAD). The program cut training
time for this course from 12 hours to less than
8 hours for all trainees, decreased the cost per
student hour, reduced teaching loads, and
resulted in better retention of the material.
IBM conducted research at its Corporate Man-
agement Development Center comparing three
ways of using IVD (instructor-led, small
groups, and self-study) with classroom in-
struction for an employee relations course.
Learning gains scores and mastery levels in the
IVD approaches were better than classroom
instruction alone.

* GTE of California compared IVA with class-
room instruction in training technicians to
troubleshoot a statewide data network. The
IVD training was superior in retention and was
well liked by the employees.

SOURCE: Greg Kearsley, "Instnictional Technology and Worker
Learning Needs," report prepared for the Office of
Technology Assessment under contract 135615,
February 1990.

retention rate was higher because students had more
access time.63

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
Worker training's cost-effectiveness is always an

issue. Some training fails to impart the appropriate
skill for the job, misses some aspects of the skill,

includes irrelevant information, or does not match
ihe trainees' backgrounds and learning styles. This
can mean ineffective training for a cost that is higher
than necessary. To help training become relevant,
complete, lean, and suitable, a set of principles and
procedures has been devised to guide instructional
development. First devised in the mid-1950s, these
principles have evolved with changes in adult
learning theory, and now are used widely throughout
industry, government, and the military. In recent
years, these principles and procedures have become
partially automated with computer programs for
designing and authoring instruction.

Adult Learning

In 1973, Malcolm Knowles, then a professor at
Boston University, argued that the traditional peda-
gogical approach to teaching children is inappropri-
ate for teaching adults in most situations." He
introduced a new approachtermed andragogy
that was more flexible, participative, experience-
based, and problem-centered.65 While it has been
challenged on several grounds, andragogy's most
important contribution probably is that it created a
greater sensitivity to the needs and interests of the
learner.

Today, training developers use needs analysis
(see discussion of instructional development, below)
to determine the best approach to imparting a task.
For some training situations, pedagogical methods
make the most sensefor extremely technical
topics, for example, or for tasks that follow rigid
performance steps, or for subjects entirely new to
learners.66

At the same time, good training programs increas-
ingly recognize the tremendous diversity among
adults, including the Wide range of ages, attitudes,
educational backgrounds, learning styles, and in-
structional goals and settings. For example, adults
with the most formal schooling are more likely to

63Geber, op. cit., footnote 3.

6$1da1eo1m Knowles, The Adult Learner: A Neglected Species, (Houston, TX: Gulf Pub. Co., 1973).

6sDa1e Feuz. and Beverly Geber, "Uh-Ob.. .. Secon0 Thoughts about Adult Learning Theory," Training, vol. 25, No.12, E =ember 1988, pp. 31-39.
66Ibid.
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Box 7-MA Comparison of IVD Delivery Settings

Historically, research comparing group and individual learning for lecture/lab has shown that the group settings
are superior in promoting achievement and productivity. Studies that compared CBT using pairs and individuals
found similar results. Only one such study has been p erformed with IVD. It compared group, paired, and individual
instruction on the same courseware, with the pairs yielding the highest achievement, followed by groups and then
individuals.

The predominant instructional setting with IVD has been individual instruction. Its major advantages incblde
self-pacing to accommodate individual learning rates, knowledge levels, and training needs; and flexibility in
scheduling and the physical setting. Using IVD in pairs also allows self-racing (if the trainee pair was chosen
properly), is only slightly less flexible in scheduling, plus it cuts collective learning time in half, facilitates learning
through discussion, and builds rapport among trainees, which can encourage networking between departments and
can resolve multicultural differences. Larger gruup instructional settings for IVD are gaining popularity. They
provide: an oppurtunity to tailor generic courseware to a company's needs, in that the instructor can add to or modify
the IVD to create discussions or skip sections; the dynamics of group interaction and debate; the popularity of group
socialization (e.g., coffee breaks); and, in some cases, more cost-effective training. However, scheduling becomes
less flexible, self-pacing usually is sacrificed, and there is more fear of giving wrong answers.

Each training situation will be different, however. Companies need to conduct trials with different delivery
settings to determine which is best for their training needs. The advantages of paired or group learmn2 may be
insufficient to overcome the costs of multiple training stations or scheduling conflicts.
SOURCES: Richard P. L.00katch, "Options for Interactive Video," Training & Development Journal, December, 1989; J. Vadas, paper

presented at Sixth Conference on Interactive Videodisc in Education and Training.

feel comfoi. .- in structured classes and lectures.°
Many trainees do not want to examine options and
decide for themselves how to perform a task; they
may consider it a waste of time when the instructor
could tell them what to do and they could get back
to work a:A do it. Similarly, some adults enjoy
andragogical activides such as group rok playing,
while others fmd it silly or are intimidated by the
situation. Finally, some people learn best by listen-
ing, some through group discussion, some by
reading, others through visual cues, and still others
through experiencing and practicing.

Adult learning theory has stimulated much debate
over the last 20 years. Yet there is little basic
research or evaluation of different approaches to
applying the research in training. Despite the enormous
sums spent on education and training, and despite
the shortcomings evident in both systems, applied
learning research has never been well supported
except by DoD. Much of the current focus is en how
to fix schooling. Yet the rapid pace of change in
technology and work means what people need to
learn is in constant flux. To promote more flexible

and effective learning, more research on adult
learning and how the results of that research can best
be applied in the workplace is needed.68

There are several different areas that need further
exploration. For example, more research is needed
about the different combinations of learning ap-
proaches most likely to help people learn on the job
(e.g., ways to combine formal and informal instruc-
tion, the roles of co-worker guidance and repeated
practice). The apprenticeship model, for example,
can promote flexible, powerful reasoning that trans-
fers to other situations. Embedded training systems
can be designed that take advantage of equipment
operators' intuitive skills while helping them de-
velop a deeper understandi of the processes
involved.69 Performance support systems have the
potential to provide structured on-the-job training in
a wide range of situations.

Instructional Systems Development"

Based on the current understanding of adult
learning, a model or procedure for instructional
systems development (ISD) has evolved that can

67Thid.

68Institute for Research on Learning, op. cit., footnote 50.

elbid.
70Unless otherwise noted, the material in this section is drawn from Michael De Bloom, Interactive Training Semmar, Alexandna, Virginia, Novembes

1989, and Eagle Technology, Inc., personal communication to OTA.
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contribute to more effective training. The five basic
stages of the ISD process are: analysis, design,
development, implemeutation, and evaluation (see
figure 7-1). This model is now folowed in the
military, by many large corporations' training de-
partments, and by many designers of custom training
programs. Instructional systems development also is
offered as a degree program or included in the
human resource development curriculum at some
universities (the ASTD database shows 2 undergrad-
uate ISD degree programs, 27 masters' programs, 13
PhD, and 8 certificate s). However, many human
resource development personnel or subject matter
experts assigned training responsibilities have not
been exposed to ISD. Also, ISD principles rarely
enter into training decisions made in a crisis
management atmosphere (as many such decisions
are), or in informal on-the-job training (the kind
most workers receive). Moreover, while ISD can
save money in the long run, the upfront costs can be
considerable.

The first stage of ISD, analysis, helps corporate
trainers (and managers) defme training needs more
precisely (or determine whether training is the
appropriate solution to the problem) by describing
the tasks or skills to be imparted and eveloping a
trainee pmfile. This analysis contributes to the
overall design of the training project, including the
medium (e.g., lecture, videotape, computer, IVD)
most appropriate for the training. The design deci-
sions are then developed into a combination of
courseware and hardware (or a decision to purchase
off-the-4;helf courseware).

In theory, before full-scale implementation, ISD
also hcludes some field testingformative eval-
uationof the behavior of people using the training
package. Revisions can then be made before the
fini3hed product is produced for the training site.
Ideally, the training program also is evaluated (and
revised as needed) after implementation to deter-
mine how well the training transfers to employee
performance, both at OP end of training and on the
job. In practice, howe a, few companies devote
substantial efforts to evaluation.

Depending on the type of training package being
prepare4 and the resources available, ISD may
involve a team of experts or one or two people. For
an involved IVD simulation, a team might include
instructional designers, subject matter experts, com-
puter programmers or video producers, and writers.

On the other hand, a simple CBT package (e.g., how
to fill out a corporation's forms) now can be
produced by training personnel well-versed in ISD
principles working with instructional design tools,
resource discs, and a good authoring system.

There are several issues surrounding the ISD
process. First, many corporate trainers are adminis-
trators, not designers. They ma? fail to determine
whether off-the-shelf courseware was developed
; iowing ISD principles before they purchase it.
Next, development of a good, comprehensive train-
ing progtm can cost hundreds to thousands of
dollars. Task analysis, trainee profiles, and evalua-
thm are especially costly, and companies often
bypass or abbreviate them in order to save money.
Yet these are key steps in tbe production of good
training materials.

Establishing the medium also is critical for quality
and cost consideradons. A well-designed videotape
or lecture (with supporting visuals or other tools)
may be all that is really needed to impart the
information, but translating that information to a
computer program might save trainee time away
from the worksite. On the other hand, the computer
program might cost too much more to develop and
implement. Some companies have chosen CBT or
IVD as the medium because it is the leading edge
without considering whether the medium is appro-
priate to, or its cost justified by, the task. They
frequently are dissatisfied with the training results.

Automating Instructional Developizent

Training programs are generally hand-crafted and
relatively labor intensive. Until recently, quality of
the programs was almost entirely dependent on the
developers' skill and experience. Now, however,
software tools are becoming available to aid in
training design. These include both instructional
design and authoring tools.

These tools can facilitate the development and
impler.ntation of cost-effective training materials.
The tools promise to be a major area of research and
commeycial activity within the next 5-10 years.
Authoring systems already are established as an
importan category of software tools for training
departments. Work on automated instructional de-
velopment systems that cover all aspects of analysis,
design, and evaluation is in its nascency. The
application of expert systems to instructional devel-
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opment also is at an early stage but is likely to catch
on quickly.

The overall effect of these tools will be to make it
easier and faster to develop cost-effective training
programs. Less expertise (either ISD, computer
programming, and/or subject-matter) will be needed
to create high quality training materials.

Instructional Design Tools

Instructional design tools are software packages
that help designers in the analysis, design, and early
development stages of ISDeverything up to au-
thoring. The software also may provide project
management capabilities for the ISD process. These
automated instructional development systems are
new (only a few are available commercially) and it
is difficult to generalize about their features. Be-
cause many of them were developed for military
projects, they often are linked to military design
specifications and integrated logistics support re-
quirements.71 The key parameters to look for in such
a system include the amount and type of built-in
expertise, whether a system is advisory or opera-
tional, the skill needed to use it, the number of tasks
it performs, the types of training technology it
supports, its flexibility, , anti Lhe hardware platform it
requires.72

The amount and type of expertise built into the
software ranges from basic online help systems to
elaborate programs using artificial intelligence.
How much expertise is required depends on the type
of training package being .leveloped and on the
designer's skill. Some softwaoe includes a variable
amount of expertise that can be accessed (turned up
oz down) as needed. Software may be targeted either
to ISD experts or subject matter expel-to. Some
packages are advisory only; they provide chttcklists,
flowcharts, templates, and other job aids for the
designer. Others actually do the producticn based on
the data entered (e.g., they perform the task analy-
sis). The number of tasks the software pe:forms also
varies. Some programs do only one step, some do
several. Those that include the entire process are still
in the development stage. The software may be

generic, in that it applies to all types of training
technology, or it may be specific to CBT, IVD or
large machine simulators (ships, planes, tanks).
Finally, they may run on anything from a PC to a
large iminframe.73

Instructional design took have the potential to
improve the productivity of training developers in
many ways. By automating mechanical tacks such as
sorting information or drawing charts, developers
save considtrable time. Easily accessible databases
also speed up the development process. As job aids,
such tools can compensate for a developer's lack of
either ISD or subject matter expertise and can help
maintain consistency in the quality of training
programs. Combined with project management soft-
ware and electronic mail, these tools can improve
project tracking.74

To date, however, most of these systems were
designed as part of research projects to investigate
how automated tools could improve the quality or
efficiency of training d welopment. The research
merely demonstrated that woridng systems can be
built. No studies have been done yet that compare
training packages developed with iastructional de-
sign tools with those prepared manually, either in
terms of quality or time/cost savings. Moreover,
development of these tools has been in a path
separate from the development of authoring sys-
tems, which focus primarily on CBT and IVD. The
front-end results of instructinnal design tools do not
yet feed directly into scripting and authoring.75

A special category of instructional design tools is
available for expert systems and intelligent tutors.
Indeed, one of the more important applications of
expert systems in training may be to provide
intelligent job aids for instructional system design.
Some programs provide "shells" for the creation of
expert systems or intelligent tutors. These shells are
prewritten programs that help a designer develop an
ext,nrt system/tutor without programming Fkills. As
with other design tools, the system suggests organiz-
ational or teaching strategies and/or makes recom-
mendations about design approaches based on the

71Kearsley, op. cit., footnote 1.

nvirginia AndeAori, "An Overview of Software lbols Instnictional Design," paper presented at 8th conference on Interactive Instruction
Delivery, Orlaudo, FL, Febnury 1990.

74Ibid, and Kearsley, op.cit., footnote 1.

751Cearsley, op. cit., footnote 1.
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content information provided. They also may f ro
vide advice about evaluation and course administra-
tion.76

Expert system/tutor shells also face the general
problem of the current lack of knowledge about how
to design effective training materials. Also, there
have not yet been any comparative evaluation
studies. Conceptually, such shells are easier to
construct than ISD tools because all the designer
needs is several experts who can consistently
perform a task with good results.77 However, trans-
lating that knowledge into rules and programming it
may still be difficult and time consuming.

Authoring Tools

Authoring tuols use high-level language program-
ming to create interactive computer-based course-
ware (either CBT or IVD). Authoring languages are
either standard computer languages (e.g., BASIC, C)
or a language designed for creating instructional
material; they require skill in programming. Author-
ing systems are programs that help people write
other programs. The systems allow an instructional
designer or subject matter expert with no program-
ming background to create computer-based course-
wareys

Authoring systems followed quickly on the heels
of the PC. In 1985, there were around 12 authoring
systems; the number expanded to over 100 and then
shrank to around 80 today.79 Most of them support
interactive video and provide computer-managed
instruction. For some of the more popular systems,
there are also user groups and consultants available
for training or contractual development. Several
firms are now adapfing authoring systems for digital
videodisc (see discussion of future technologies).813

Authoring systems vary widely in their sophisti-
cation and capabilities. Most present menus that
allow the developer to choose input from a variety of
sources (databases and resource discs of video,
audio, and computer graphics), specify types of

interactivity, select features such as windows and
overlays, and choose presentation styles (such as
video wipes or other transitions). Once these are
specified, the system automatically generates a
program that should be bug-free. Eliminating the
need for programming and debugging can reduce
development time substantially.81 Authoring sys-
tems do vary in their flexibilitythe extent to which
the user can shape the process. Menu-driven systems
often are easy to use and learn, but they can restrict
flexibility. Others are transparent in the sense that a
programmer can change code.82

Authoring systems have evolved to the point that
programming is no longer a major consideration in
the development of computer-based instructional
materials (other than which system to use). How-
ever, knowledge of ISD principles usually is still
necessary. Unless they are trained in the design of
interactive instruction, most training developers do
not have a clue which options to select to make
effective training materials. Eventually, automated
instructional design tools will increase productivity
in this area, but the developer's ckill will still be
critical. Another problem is the lack of hardware
standards for operating systems and for penpherals
such as video& . players, so that authoring software
would work with all types of' devices. Standards for
interfaces (e.g., CD-ROM drives) also are needed.83

FUTURE TRENDS FOR
TRAINING TECHNOLOGIES

The rate of increase in the adoption of technology-
based training is accelerating. By 1993, 93 percent
of the executives from large firms polled by ASTD
project "some" or "substantial" CBT applications,
with substantial use more than doubling over 3
years, ftom a current 12 percent to more than 29
percent (see figure 7-5). IVD applications are
projected to increase to 71 percent use, with
substantial use growing from 7 percent in 1989 to 15

76Clay Carr, "Expert Systems: What Do They Mean for Training?" Training, vol. 26, *To. 12, December 1989. pp. 41-48.
"Kearsley, op. cit., footnote 1.

79CEIT Systems. Inc., personal communication to (YU.

""Avihoring System Now Available for DVI Technology," Intel Interactivities. vol. 1, No. 3, winter 1989, p. 1.
SiKearsley. op. cit., footnote 1.

"Pinnacle Courseware Inc., personal communication to OTA.

83CEIT Systems, Inc., personal communication to OTA.
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Figure 7-5Protected Use of Training Technology,
1990-92
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SOURCE: Based on American Society for Training and Development
survey of 157 executives from Fortune 500 private firms with
$5e0 + in sales.

percent in 1992. The executives project teleconfer-
encing to increase to 54 percent by 1992.

At IBM, technology was used to deliver no more
than 5 percent of the company's education in the
early 1980s. At the beginning of 1990, training
technology use had increased to 30 percent. More-
over, IBM adop ed technological delivery media at
a much faster rate from 1985 to 1990 than during
1980-85. IBM projects that by the end of the 1990s
about tO Fercent of the company's training will be
delivered outside the traditions' classroom using
some form of technology. Nok item Telecom Inc.
also is moving rapidly toword technology-based
training. Although 90 percent of its training still
takes place in classrooms, as recently as 5 years ago
that figure was 100 percent. The corporate training
director projects that the rate of shift will increase
rapidly, with ultimate plans to move toward the
performance support system concept (see below)."

Several factors. explain the more rapid shift
toward technology-based training. First is hardware
and software maturity and the availability and lower
cost of off-the-shelf programs. An installed base of
training technology platforms (e.g., computer termi-
nals, satellite dishes, VCRs) makes it difficult not to
use technology-based training. The entry of more
computer-literate students iato the workplace also
will spur the growth of technology-based tnuning.

Finally, the limitations of most classroom trahting in
terms of retention and transfer to job perfokrnance
will lead managers to be more open to technology-
based approaches.°

Many technological advances that are or could be
available in the near future could spur this shift and
greatly affect worker training of all types. Almost all
of the advances use hardware, software, and con-
cepts that exist now but are not yet used for
instructional purposes or that will be used in
radically new ways. Advances in storage, speed, and
peripherals will make computers much more acces-
sible for training Software improvements will result
in improved courseware. Electronic classrooms and
digital networks will make multimedia training
available anywhere at any time. Longer term ad-
vances will radically alter the way people interact
with computers and provide an entirely new envhen-
merit for simulations.

These changes will allow more learning on
demandusually at the normal workstation but
increasingly in the field or at homeas well as more
training that is controlled by the learner, more
embedded training, and multimedia training that is
responsive to the individual trainee's learning style
and pace. In the long term, these developments aLso
could profoundly change the way many people work
(e.g., by eliminating the need for a fixed or regular
worksite in service industries) as well as the way
they learn. Training would become even more
integral to work and not separate from it.

Computer Technology

Advances in computer technology should greatly
increase its utility for training Options currently
requiring a host of equipment may be incorporated
in one unit. This integration will facilitate embedded
training and performance support systems. Low-
cost, easily usable optical character readers will
increase access to information resources, particu-
larly in rapidly developing fields. The storage
capacity of future PCs will be enormous based on
some form of optical disk such as erasable CD-
ROM. Cellular modems will allow users access to
electronic message systems and online databases
without the need for a phone jack. An integral fax
will provide hard copy. Built-in television reception

"Geber, op. cit., footnote 3.

silbid.
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will give access to broadcast services.84 Voice
synthesis will allow access for the disabled and
reading deficient and will enable workers of all ..ypes
to receive instructions without taking their eyes
away from their work. Over the longer term, speech
recognition could reduce the time and effort needed
to learn to operate complex machines or software
systems, and enable anyone to generate multimedia
programs without a keyboard, mouse, or touch-
semen 87 Voice recognition systems already are used
in data collection to enable pers-irmel net trained in
computers to work effectively in h computerized
environment. In automobile quality control, for
example, 110i0.; recognition hac proven faster than
manual data input, and allows the inspector's hands
to remain free for tactile tasks (e.g., feeling paint
scratches).88

The evolution of pe.sonal computers has a num-
ber of implications for training. First, the projected
increase in the use of computers in the workplace
and at home will make it unnecessary to buy them
specifically for training (except for electronic class-
rooms). The increasing portability of computers will
facilitate embedded training, performance support
systems, and just-in-time trainingputting the means
to pull information into the workplace at the time
and in the form it is needed. With the evolution of
multimedia workstations, computer and videodisc
training will accommodate individual learning
styles more easily.

Even though personal workstations will eliminate
many of the current problems associated with CBT
hardware, there will still be compatibility and
quality issues. Various operating systems will have
differing capabilities and will run only particular
types of courseware. Some displays will look better
than others, some machines will access/display
information more quickly, some machines will
sound better than others. This range in performance
characteristics usually will be determined by price,
and ace LIS to the most advanced CBT will be limited

the training budget.

Software

Software developments that are especially prom-
ising for training include hypertext and hypermedia
systems that enable the construction and use of
relational databases, and applications of artificial
intelligence to learning. Automation of instructional
systems design and improved authoring systems
(discussed above) also show great promise.

Hypermedia

Hypertext or hypermedia (if it's multimedia) is
the term for a new method for organizing online
databases that allows users to pursue connections
among different items of information, rather than
being confmed by a hierarchical structure such as a
menu system. The authors link information (docu-
ments, graphics, or audio or vkleo sequences), create
paths through a body of related material, annotate
existing texts, and create notes that point readers to
either bibliographic data or another referenced text.
Users also can make notes and add annotations or
create their own links 2nd paths. Systems that
support multiple users allow researchers, instructors,
and learners to communicate and collaborate within
the context of a database.89

Emerging hy2ermedia systems will include more
sophisticated navigational tools. These might show
what links a reader followed to get to a document,
which would facilitate incorporation of an intelli-
gent tutor or computer-managed instruction systen
Filtering would allow lisers to bypass links and
concentrate only on those of particular interest.
Alternatively, hot links would force the user down a
particular path.9°

Hypermedia presents a new paradigm for sharing
information in an integrated fashion. Once instruc-
tional designers become familiar with its capabili-
ties, hypermedia is likely to have wide-ranging
impacts on courseware. To date, most instnictional
uses have been in education, but hypertext and
hypermedia are beginning to be applied to embed-
ded training and p,Irformance support systems. They
will be less useful in applications where the task to

16Keatsley, op. cit., footnote I.

s7Kurland, op. cit.. footnote 13

"John Martin. "Speak Up for Quality." Manufacturing Engineering, vol. 103. No. 10, October 1989. pp. 67-68.

"Nicole Yankelovich ct al. "Issues in Designing a Hypennedia Document System. Sueann Ambron and Kns, !Doper (eds.). Imeracnve
Multimedia (Redmond, WA: Microsoft Press. 1988).

5°Ibid
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be learned is highly structured and needs to be
learned quickly."

Artificial Intelligence

Research has been conducted for many years on
the application of artificial intelligence (AI) tech-
niques to instructional material design. AI typically
focuses either on intelligent tutors or expert systems.
Intelligent tutors arc computer-based instruction
programs with a large amount of background infor-
mation. They include associative networks, the
capability to draw inferences from programmed
rules, and the ability to build models of students'
behavior based On their interaction with the program
in order to diagnose misconceptions and assess
learning. Intelligent tutors and have the potential in
time to provide much more effective learning
tools.2

Expert systems ure programs that incorporate the
rules, facts, concepts, procedures, calculations, and
mle.s of thumb used by experts in a field. This
knowledge base is then applied to generate conclu-
sions about the learner's input (see box 7-N). Expert
systems also can ask questions about an equipment
malfunction and diagnose the problem. In real-time
systems (e.g., in manufacturing or military settings),
data come from sensors rather than answers to
questions. When applied to training, expert systems
can be used to help sm ler,ts understand the factors
involved in making decisions or judgments. Alterna-
tively, expert systcrus can be used as sophisticated
job aids that red= eliminate the need for training
on a specific task.93

Few intelligent tutors have actually been used in
training. Developing tutors takes an enormous
amount of time and expertise in artificial intelli-
gence. Despite the amount of research in this arca
(mostly funded by DoD), there are many fundamen-
tal issues in aeult learning ana cognitive theory that
need to be resolved before it is clear how to :',esign
intelligent tutors that really work."

91Kearsley. op. cit.. footnote 1.

921bid.

931bid.

MbL.
95Thid.

96Geber, op. cit.. footnote 3.

94Thid.

991bid.
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In contrast, expert systems arc much faster to
develop and do not require AI experience to use. The
current generation of authoring tools for building
expert systemS is relatively easy to use and inexpen-
sive. Instructors could even have trainees develop
simple expert systems to help them learn a subject
while produczng a job aid tizt will carry ..ver into the
work environment.95

Performance Support Systems

A performance support system is an advanced
type of computerized job aid. It has more informa-
tion available than CBT, and the user controls access
to the learning cir information rather than the
machine.96 Indeed, performance support systems
prde streztured on-th,.;-job training that could
substitute for some ldnds of formal training.

Performance support systems (PSE) are a new
concept and few exist; thus generalizations are
difficult. Examples are provided below to illustrate
some of the features and uses to date. A PSS might
incorporate any combination of text, graphics, audio,
still video, applications software to perform specific
job tasks, databases, expert systems, interactive
training programs, assessment systems, and feed-
back and monitoring systems. With the development
of digital technology, full-motion video also will be
possible."

Two major recent developments have promoted
performance support systems. First, storage technol-
ogy for PCs and portables has advanced. Second,
innovations such as hypermedia gave rise to the
crucial underpinning of a PSSthe relational data-
base which ties ail of the above elements togethei.98

lbday, a PSS often is not initiated by the training
department. It might begin in customer service, with
a need for a relational database that makes large
amounts of informadon easily accessible to tele-
phone customer service representatives. The same
information is then found valuable in sales, and

2:3 2
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Box 7-NThe Flight Plan Critic

The Flight Plan Critic is an instructional expert system developed jointly by WICAT Systems, the University
of North Dakota, and Northwest Airlines to help aviation students learn how to plan a cross-country flight. The
Flight Plan Critic was developed using the V SE authoring system linked to OPS5an expert L:stem development
languageand runs on a WICAT work station. It represents one of the first instructional expert systems to be used
in a real training setting with a commercially available CBT system.

The student begins by developing a flight plan using a variety of information about the aircraft and its load,
maps, and weather conditions. All the students' steps used in calculations and decisions are recorded. When the
student completes the flight plan and "files" it, the plan is analyzed by an expert system for correctness. If mistakes
are found, the expert system 'diagnoses the source of the error and provides feedback to the student including
prescriptions for improving performance.

Development of The Flight Plan Critic presented several CBT design challenges. Extracting enough
information from student responses to diagnose problems was difficult and required the adoption of a "mixed
initiative" approach in which the expert system would present its advice but let the student decide what to do with
it. Determining when to give feedback and what kind also presented design problems. These stem from the
inadequacies in our :rent understanding of how learning occurs.

The Flight Plan Critic is now being tested with aviation students and fine-tuned based on the test ch It
demonstrates that existing authoring tools can be extended to accommodate expert system and intelligent turor
capabilities. It also illustrates that development of new forms of interactive instruction will require substantial
research about learning and teaching.

SOURCE: Andrew S. Gibbons, "The Expert Flight Plan Critic," paper presented at llth Conference on Interactive Videodiscin Education and
Training, Mington, VA, August 1989.

adapted for use there. Later, more elements, includ-
ing training modules, may be added to the system."

A PSS (called "The Source") was developed for
Prime Computer to put all the information needed by
field personnel in one accessible place. The field
personnel had entire bookcases full of data about the
company's products, its customers and how tbey use
the products (e.g., for computer-aided design), and
its competitors' products. In addition, Prime had the
usual training retention problems among their field
personnel. Its PSS now provides most of this
information on a portable computer that is net-
worked to a Mainframe for access to spreadsheets
(allowing comparison of alternatives), the most
recent cost data, and new product information. The
PSS also includes job aids such as tables comparing
Prime products with their competitors'.Ic°

Ford Motor Co. is 'oducing a PSS called the
Worldwide Engineering Release System. The main-
frame CBT system, which cost $77 million to
develop and implement and was traoslated into five
languages, lists 400,000 automotive parts and more

than 300 million pieces of data about them. It
contains information useful to engineers about every
part used in Ford products worldwide, including a
part's engineering history, how long it has been
ustxl, its metallurgical makeup, and any current
information about the part. For example, if a part
isn't fitting into a bracket, the engineer can tap into
the system to find out if any other plants have had
similar problems and how they might have solved
them. The system includes 25,000 training screens
about parts, 1,600 simulations, and 1,500 assess-
meut exercises. It also includes training on how to
use the system.ml

Another PSS was developed to assist insurance
underwriters analyze risk. Risk analysis can take one
of a number of approaches, and each underwriter is
different. Thus, the sponsoring company felt that
underwriters would resist an expert systcm that used
one approach and made a decision. The company
also felt that such a system would inhibit learr
Finally, a learner-controlled system was needed to
address different experience levels and learning

99Ibid

=Barry I Raybould, "Building a Performance Support System. Comparing Alternate Development Platforms,"paper presented at 8th conference
on Interactive Instruction Delivery, Orlando, FL, February 1990.

IOIGeber, op. tit., footnote 3.
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stylesto incorporate text, graphics, pictures, and
sound. The relational database structure of a PSS
filled these requirements.102

A final example is a PSS developed for Codex
Corp. as a prerequisite for technical training. In
essence, the PSS provides new hires with an
introduction to their work environment by simulat-
ing a communications management job. It simulates
the floor plan (complete with furniture and equip-
ment) as well as the co-workers (animated computer
graphics with audio). Databases provide information
about the workplace (e.g., co-workers' aackgrounds).
Moving among rooms and selecting objects provide
entry and exit points to the subject matter databases.
Familiar office imagery (e.g., to-do lists, calendars,
telephones) helps new hires get started. Opportuni-
ties to interact with colleagues and to get feedback
from a mentor help trainees respond to increasingly
complex challenges posed by the boss.103

Although technological developments ie per-
formance support systems feasible, technology alone
will not promote their use, as it did with CBT. A PSS
is difficult and costly to develop. Because the PSS is
a new concept, decisions related to hardware and
software are still experimental. An organization has
to have a strong need to try something so different
from normal training methods. One factor promot-
ing PSS use (along with embedded training) is the
frequent inability of converdonal training to transfer
to the job. In addition, a PSS can accommodate
reams of information that can be updated easily and
quickly. These systems also can adapt readily to
different learning and-working styles.

Digital Videodisc

Digital videodisc gets around the space limita-
tions of analog systems. In general, the higher the
quality of the audio or video reproduction, the more
space it takes on a disc. A normal CD-ROM, for
example, can store about 325,000 pages of text, or 72

iiiinutes of CD-quality audio, or fewer than 500
high-resolution still images, or 30 seconds of full
motion video.104 Moreover, it would normally take
over an hour for a PC to play back the 30 seconds of
motion video from a CD-ROM. Compressing and
digitizing the audio and video greatly expand
CD-ROM storage and speed up the PC interaction.
Digital encoding allows simpler delivery systems
(with a single monitor handling digital text, graph-
ics, images, video, and audio all played back from a
single optical disk). Digital encoding also offers fine
control of the contents and of each frame.105

Two forms of digital videodisc are being intro-
duceddigital video- interactive (DVI) and compact
disc-interactive (CD-I). DVI uses an IBM PC/AT
type platform with three custom boards and accom-
panying driver software, audio amplifier and speak-
ers, and standard CD-ROM drive.w6 DVI eventually
will compete directly with analog videodisc in
training and education applications. IBM arid Intel
are -11aborating to develop and market DVI for
IBM s PS/2 line of PCs based on its micro-channel
architecture. Both are sponsoring the development
of several authoring systems. Moreover, they are
establishing a joint technology center in Princetva,
New Jersey to facilitate DVI acceptance, solicit
customer requirements, disseminate technology in-
formation, and support application development.wn

CD-I also will use CDs that store vidco images,
audio, text, graphics, and data plus the softwarc o
support interactive use.m8 However, CD-I is being
developed primarily for the consumer market. It is a
packaged system, with its own unique hardware
(player) that is hooked up to TV monitors anl stereo
systems, and has a UNIX-like operating system.

Digital videodisc provides all of the same poten-
tial advantages of analog in training applications,
plus greater storage capacity. Because of its ability
to integrate media, digital video has great potential
in simulations. For ex ..mple, split-screen capabili-

102Ann Farley, "The Individual Paformance Accelerator. A Demons trauon,'" paper presented at 8th conference on Interactive Instruction Delivery,
Orlando, FL. February 1990.

103Madeleine Butler, "An Experiential Model for Learmng Using Interactive Multimedia," paper presented at Ilth Conference on Interactive
Videodisc in Education and Training, Arlington, VA, August, 1989.

104G. David Ripley, "D VIA Digital Multimedia Technology," Communicanons "the ACM, vol. 32, No. 7, July 1989, pp. 811-822.

105Edward A. Fox, The Coming Revoiution in Interactive Digital Video." Conu...nicarions of the ACM, vol. 32. No. 7, July 1989. pp. 794-801.

106Deve1opmem of DV1 began m 1983 at RCA's David Sarnoff Research Center in Princeton, Min 1988, Intel acquired the technology from General
Electric, RCA's paivit company.

107Karen A. Frenkel, "The Next Generation of Interactive Technologies," Commun...anons of the ACM. vol. 32, No. 7, July 1989, pp. 872-881.

104CD4was mventeo m them& to late-1980s through a coll aboration among N. V. Philips (a Netherlands company). Sony Corp., and Microware Corp.
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les allow users to compare images selectively,
either still or in motion. High-quality graphics can
be combined with video for a traime to display, for
example, a cut-away schematic of a piece of
machinery on one part of the screen, examine and
manipulate a model of the machinery on another
part, while hearing an explanation of the machin-
ery's operation or repair. The trainee can also access
other windows to get textual information on parts
availability, different model numbers. and costs.
High-speed animation can be used to simulate
environments where it is impossible to film."

Several of the test applications of DVI are in
training. Applied.-Optical Media and duPont are
developing a truck driver safety simulator. It is
installed in a full-size truck cab (the whole unit can
be moved with a forklift) in which all driver
functions are simulated, with a DVI display provid-
ing views of 12 safety scenarios for the front
windshield and both rear view mirrors. First a larger
wide-angle view is 4.1compressed, the portion of the
view corresponding to the truck's current lane
position is selected, and then the view is skewed to
keep the distant horizon relatively fixed. This last
step results in smooth, real-time lane changes, and is
an example of the flexibility of digital video.
Bethlehem Steel and Lehigh University are clr,velop-
ing a casting simulator, Arthur Andersen is using
DVI for manufacturing process analysis, and Carne-
gie Mellon has a workplace simulation for entry-
level trainees.")

Because military training makes extensive use of
simulation, digital videodisc may find a potentially
large market there. One company is developing a
DVI application for submarine maintenance train-
ing; another firm is developing an air defense
program in which the operator identifies and tracks
target-through actual terrain; a third is working on
weapon maintenance training. (See report appendix
for further discussion of simulation in the mili-
tary)"

However, digital videodisc still races difficult
technical problems. The cost of compression is high,
special hardware and software are required, and
efficient tools and environments for authoring and
editing are still nascent.112 Thus, digital videodisc
probably will not supplant analog for at least 5 years
and probably longer."

Electronic C!#usrooms

While the availability of personal workstations
and the extensive use of networks will make
self-study and distance learning very common, a lot
of training still will be classroom based for social
interaction. Many future classrooms will have vide,o
projection capaoility, large monitors for PC projec-
tion, sound-activated cameras for remote interac-
tion, and transponders to record learner responses.
Instructors will show multimedia materials, access
online databases, participate in teleconferences and
videoconferences, and dispray real-time learning
resdas.

Such electronic classrooms and meeting rooms
already are being installed at some coiporate learn-
ing centers and universities. IBM's Management
Development Center at Armonk, New York, has 10
advanced technology classrooms in which the in-
structor uses a PC to control all audio and visual
devices in the room including videotape, videodisc,
slides, computer display, and lights. Each student
has a keypad to respond to questions. The instructor
and class can immediately see a display of the
tabulated results of the class resoonse:.114 IBM
found that students retain 83 percenz of the. informa-
tion presented in the electronic classroom compared
with 68 percent retention in traditional classroom
training.115

Tn another concept, every learning station would
r ye networked multimedia PCs, with the instructor
controlling the &splays. Introductory material could
be presented to the entire cla's, and then students
could proceed at their own pace. Feedback on
student progress, aided by intelligent tutoring sys-

I05Ripley, op. cit., footnote 104.

Ilolbid; see also Sandra Morris, "Digital Video Interactive Technology Application Sample," paper presented at llth Conferenceon Interactive
Videodisc in Education and Tminhig, Arlington, VA, August 1989.

IIIIbid.

II2Fox, op. cit., footnote 105.

II3Frenke1 , op. CIL, footnote 107.

II4Kearsley, op. cit, footnote 1.

II5Geber, op. cit., footnote 3.
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tems, would enable the instructor to identify individ-
ual learning problems and display remediat materi-

16

The more widespread use of PCs by instructors
reinforces the trend toward electronic classrooms. If
instructors become accustomed to preparing training
materials on the PC (e.g., presentation slides, other
graphics, multimedia programs), they will want to
have a computer in the classroom to make use of the
software. Similarly, computers in the classroom will
promote their use in class preparation."7

Electronic classrooms are more expensive to
build than conventional ones, however, and are
beyond the reach of all but the largest corporate
training budgets. Learning centers are one option for
increasing access. Furthermore, because computer
and media technology are evolving so quickly, the
equipment installed in these classrooms becomes
obsolete rapidly .118

Digital Networks

As noted in the discussion of teleconferencing, the
U.S. Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) is
moving to ward a digital system with more capabili-
ties. Eventually, the Integrated Services Digital
Network (ISDN) will allow users to send audio, data,
and video signals over the same line simultaneously,
thus allowing transmission of electronic messages
and other signals associated with CBT, teleconfer-
ences, and hypermedia. Although not all the relevant
standards have ben worked ou., manufacrurers are
already making narrow band ISDN equipment
(which does not allow full-motion video tansmis-
sion), and there are more than 60 trials underva:f
(none involving distauce learning). Wideband appli-
cations of ISDN including video are not expected to
appear until 1995 zir be widely available until 2000.
The serv ices probably will include videoconfer-
encing, high-speed data and fax, and HDTV."9

These networks will make the transmission of
multimedia as inexpensive as voice. With technical
and fmaicial obstacles to tele- and vidcoconfer-
encing reduced, network use should increase sub-

stantially. In conjunction with other developments
in computer hardware and softwpre, digital networks
will greatly facir tate embedded training and dis-
tance learning. In many cases, training will become
more informal and self-directed.

Glass Boxes

Smart job aids, such as computer help screens wad
automotive diagnostic tools, replace mechanical
processes with information processing and radically
change the way people use tools. Although they have
reduced the need for retraining by transferring the
burden of keeping pace with innovation from the
worker to the systems designer, such aids also can
stifle workers' use of intuitive skills. Good special-
ized auto mechanics, for example, are renowned for
their intuitive grasp of how cars work and what to do
when they stop. But opaque electronics have now
replaced many of a car's mechanical systemsto
the point that some modern cars are computationally
more powerful than the average PC. Repzir shops
also have widely adopted electronic diapostic
systems that issue instructions without necessarily
making either the diagnosis or the prognosis ex-
plicit. Both the car's electronics and the diagnostic
system are "black boxes" to mechanics, who must
blindly follow instructions, and who are no longer
able to monitor, reflect on, and correct their own
working procedures. Nor do mechanics have much
opportunity for useful conversation about their
workwhich traditionally has contributed to shared
workplace knowledge. Mechanics are particularly
helpless in the face of misdiagnosis or failure of the
diagnostic systt

A smart job aid 4- is under development to
overcome these problems is a "glass box"a
transparent system that will help workers develop a
deeper understanding of the process in which they
are involved. Glass box tools are, like the journey-
man or office expert, both a tutor and a fully
operational component of the workplace. Glass
boxes would break a task down into constituent parts
that a trainee can understand and master separately.

I6'aassroom of the Future Addresses Student's Needs," 1ST Review, summer 1989, pp. 2-3.

micearsley, op:cit., footnote 1.
1 utibid.

11901f-ice of Technology Assessment, Linking for Learning, OTA-5ET-430, op. cit., footnote 35,

121/Institute for Research on Learning. op. cit., footnote 50.
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224 Worker Training: Competing in the New International Economy

They also would provide a means for collaborative
learning and for discussion of the task.121

In sophisticated machinery, however, the repre-
sentation of working procedures is an extremely
complex task requiring detailed research on the
interaction between machines and workers. Much
more wori... is needed in this area before good user
interfaces can be designed that, with the help of
multimedia devices, will provide workers with an
adequate understanding of tasks while still allowing
them to develop and use intuitive knowledge, thus
fostering worker flexibility and innovation.122

Virtual Environments

Researchers also are working on systems that will
allow people to interact with computers in pro-
foundly new ways. In prototyp systems, people
wearing a special helmet and gloves feel immersed
in three-dimensional computer-generated worlds
and can control the computer by using their hands in
a natural manner. Such advanced simulation systems
are called artificial realities or virtual environments.
The helmet contains two small television screens
(one for each eye) that provide three-dimensional
images and a sensor that keeps track of the position
and orientation of the wearer's head. As the head

turns, the computer-generated scene shifts accord-
ingly. The glove has optical fiber sensors that detect
how the hand is bending. A separate sensor deter-
mines the hand's position in space. A computer-
drawn image of the hand appears in the display,
allowing the user to guide the hand to objects in the
simulation.123

Virtual environments are still in the basic research
stage (a complete system may cost $100,000 to
$200,000 and an enormous amount uf computer
capacity is needed to generate the images), but
commercial and military interest is beginning to
develop. Virtual environments could substantially
reduce the size requirements for flight simulators,
for example (see appendix). They also would be
useful for manipulating remote objects (e.g., robot
arms) and for vv irk in space. The glove alone already
is being used in computer-aided design in lieu of a
keyboard or mouse (and in advanced video games).
Companies also are researchLig full body suits that
would allow types of body movement to control a
simulation, and allow incorporation of two or more
people in a virtual environment (e.g., a pilot and
copilot, a virtual meeting). The participants would
not need to be in the same location, Nit could be
linked on digital networks.124

121Mid.

122Ibid.

123Andrew Pollack, "What Is Artificial Reality? Wear A Computer and Sec," The New York Times,Apr. 10, 1989, p.
1241bid .
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Chapter 8

Training and Workers' Careers

SUMMARY
Transferable training, useful in more than one job

or company, is hard to get at any age. High school
f o cation al courses poorly track the changing needs
of the workplace, and noncollege youth receive
meager help in finding gainful employment. Once
employed, younger workers receive little company
training because of their high turnover. Even when
their careers stabilize, shopfloor workers get little
attention, because companies tend to save raining
dollars for white-collar managers, professionals, and
technicians. Finally, older workers are often under-
trained because of age-related stereotypes.

Nonsupervisory workers who are trained at work
may find that their narrow, job-specific skills do not
transfer easily to a new job or a new employer.
Further education outside of work often provides
transferable skills and better earnings; however,
barriers such as cost, family responsibilities, and fear
of failure in a school setting prevent many adults
from attending outside courses.

Only a small fraction of nonsupervisory workers
receives transferable training. This includes those
who participate in formal apprenticeship programs,
joint union-management training, and innovative
programs to tap the skills of older workers.

Apprenticeship has declined in the United States,
w here only 0.16 percent of the workforce is enrolled
in governmentally registered apprenticeship pro-
grams. Nevertheless, the quality of apprenticeship
training as measured both by workers ways and
productivity remains high. Major expansion of
apprenticeship, both in its traditional stronghold of
manufacturing and to the service sector, could
potentially aid U.S. competitiveness as well as
enhance workers' careers.

Some of the largest U.S. unions and companies
have created joint training programs through con-
tract negotiations. During 1989, these joint pro-
grams controLed about $324 million and made

training accessible to about 709,000 workers. Other,
smaller, joint uniun-management programs have
also provided training that has benefited both firms
and workers. With only 16 percent of the American
workforce represented by unions, these programs
have a limited direct impact. However, large non-
union employers may well develop similar pro-
grams, to maintain competitive rank or, ironically, to
block unionization drives.

Workers with transferable skills aie more likely to
be employed and to continue working longer than
others. Whether employers will support develop-
ment of such skills remins in question. It is possible
that the shrinking pool of younger workers may
encourage more employers to adopt apprenticeship
and other forms of enhanced training for that age
group while also increasing their training of older
workers to keep them on board.

ACCESS TO TRAINING AT WORK
Training is a major route to career advancement,

especithy within companies: oeveral studies show
that workers who are trained at work earn 10 to 30
percent more than their untrained counterparts and
are less likely to lose their jobs.' The earnings
advantage of the trained workers can last as long as
13 years following training. Training has been
shown to benefit a broad spectrum of workers
while managers enjoy the greatest increase _ I

earnings, the wage adv antage of trained semiskilled
wcrkers lasts the longest.

However, access to training is limited. Workers
under age 25 and workers over age 44, as well as
most nonsupervisory workers and minorities receive
a disproportionately small share of company-
provided training.2 For example, in a 1983 Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS) survey asking about all types
of post-school, job-related training, white males
made up 52 percent of those who said they had
received upgrade training once employed (they
made up 50 percent of the employed labor force at
that time). By contrast, black males made up only 7

'Stephen L. Mangum, "Evidence on Private Sector Training,' Invesung in People (Washington. DC. U.S. Department of Labor, Commission on

Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency, 1989). p. 354.

2Hong W. Ibm "Private Sector Training in the United States. Who Gets It and Why," discussion paper prepared for the National Assessment of

Vocational Edecation (Washington, DC: National Assessment of Vocational'Education. February 1989). p. 5.

'7
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228 Worker Training: ComPeting in the New International Economy

percent of those who had received upgade training,
even though they made up 9 percent of the labor
force.3 Hispanics and other nonwhite minorities,
who made up 3 percent of the workforce, accounted
for only 2 percent of upgade training.

Younger workers, who most often need training,
are least likely to get it. In the 1983 BLS survey,
when 55 percent of all workers reported that they had
needed some type of training to qualify for their
current jobs, only 25 percent of workers aged 16 to
19 and 47 percent of workers aged 20 to 24 said
likewise.Once employed, only 14 percent of the
younger workers between 16 and 24 years of age
reported receiving any upgade training, yet this
goup made up 19 percent of the U.S. labor force.4

Nonsupervisory workers of all ages, especially
those in lower level jobs, are unlikely to receive or
take training. While the overall average of workers
reporting they needed qualifying training in the BLS
survey was 55 percent, only 37 percent of machine
operators, 36 percent of transportation workers, and
16 percent of laborers said they needed such
training. In contrast, 93 percent of professionals and
71 percent of executives and managers needed
training to obtain their jobs.5 Those individuals with
limited formal schooling also face limited training
opportunities in the workplace and hence lower
future productivity, income growth, and employ-
ment stability as well.6 Formal training is most often
delivered to managers and more highly educated
employees; entry-level workTas and minorities are
less likely to revive tmining on company time.7

The 1983 BLS survey showed that on average
only about 35 percent of workers had received any
type of upgrade training once employed. This small
amount of training was delivered unevenly across

occupations. Figure 8-1 shows that workers in some
occupations received far more than the average
amount of training while those in other occupations
received less. For example, three-fifths of profes-
sionals, more than half of technicians, and nearly
half of managers reported receiving upgrade train-
ing. By contust, shopfloor workers, such as machine
operators and laborers were much less likely to
receive training (22 percent and 14 percent respec-
tively, received upgrade training).8 When companie
install new equipment, they frequently hire the
equipment vendor to train the workers, but this
training is often provided only to plant engineers
and/or managers, rather than to the nonsupervisory
workers who will use the new technology on a daily
basis.

Workers who receive company-specific training
can find that their skills are not marketable else-
where. For example, during a 1966 layoff, American
Telephone and Telegraph, Inc. (AT&T) set up a
telephone hotline so that other companies could
recruit the laid-off workers. While the potential
employers wanted clerical workers with excellent
typing and word processing skills, many of the
AT&T workers only knew how w use one special-
ized data or word processing package.9

Employer-supported training leading to formal
credentials is more transferable than informal on-the-
job training. One recent study fclind that workers
who had completed apprenticeships r school-based
training earned higher wagcs with their current
employers than those in the same company who had
not. However, on-the-job training with a previous
employer did not appear to lead to higher wages with
a current employer.°

3Max L. Carey and Alan Eck, How Workers Gei Their Training (Washington, DC. U.S. Depanment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Staustu.s, 1985),
p 42 As discussed in ch 5, the urc f suvl Sul cys depends un indduals rnemunes and then understanding uf what vAnistitutes training.

41bid., p. 20.

p. 21.

6Tan, op. cit, footnote 2, pp. 18-19.

'let A. Lillard and Hong W. Thn, Priva(e SeLtor Training. Who Geis It and nre Its Effew: kSanta Monit.a, CA. Rand Corp. for U.S.
Department of Labor), p. vii.

8Carey and Eck, op. cit., footnote 3, pp. 18-19.

9Discussion ba.sed on information received by Margaret Hilton, OTA, whcn employed by the Cummuna.auuns Wurkers uf Am:ma in 1986.

oLisa M. Lynch, "Private Sector Training and Its Impact on the Earnings of Young Workers' (Cambndge, MA. M.I.T., Sloan School of
Management. November 1988).
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Figure 8-1Upgrade training by Occupation
(percent of workem:reporting upgrade training)
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'NOTE: On average, 35 percent of al workers received API Improvement training far their currAnt Job.

SOURCE: Max Carey and /Man Eck, How Workers Get 'Their Training (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Stateliest 1985), p.18-19.

Lack. of Training for Older Workersu

Older workers, those age 45 or older, are unlikely
to get adequate training at work.12 Surveys of
workers, such as the one conducted by BLS, show
that older employees receive a smaller share of both
on-the-job training and outside courses than younger
workers,13 and that training declines with age within
the older worker population." Some older workers
compensate by taking outside courses, but most do
not. Among the 14 percent of adults who took adult
education courses in 1984, only one-fourth were 45
and older, compared with 60 percent who were
between 25 and 44 years of age.16 In 1983, these two

groups constituted 31 and 51 percent of the
workforce respectively,16 indicating that older work-
ers are underrepresented in adult education courses.

Eniployers invest less in training older workers
because they believe the company cannot recapture
all of its investment during the employee's remain-
ing worklife.17 The fact is that older workers change
jobs less frequently than younger workers (see ch.
3). The Age Discrimination in Employment Act
(ADEA) prohibits denying access to training on the
basis of age (see box 8-A). However, budgetary
constraints inhibit enfn --ement of ADEA provi-
sions.

I iThe material on older workers in this chapter is based on P. R. Rothstein, with D. I. Rana... 'Training and Older Workers: Implications forU.S.
Competitiveness," report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment uzdeiliontract N3-1630, March 1990.

Inhe "older" worker is *ariously defined. The Fed& &ge Discrimintrion in Employment Act Includes workers ar young.* /;',0 among those
covered. Some Federal assistance programs for older worlfe..Itnut asbuta= to those 55 and over. In this report, OTA uses 45 the begi4ning point
as did the National conitaission for Employment Policy in Older Workers: Prorpeets,Problents, and Policies, report No.17 (Washington, DC: National
CommissiOn for Employment Policy, 1985).

ucaray and Eck, op:cit., footnote 3, p. 42.

p. 20.

15Susant Hill, Trends in AdultEducadon 1969.1984 (Washington, DC:Department of Education, Centex for Education Statistics, 1987), p.23 (table

8-B).

%Carey and Eck, op. cit., footnote 3, p. 42.

Nraugbajrand S. E. Berryman,Employer-Sponsored Training: Crerent Status, Future Possibilides (New York, NY: Institn't on Education

and the P..-4.zzAni, 1989), P. 5.
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8-A--ADEA: Two Cases'

The Age Discrimination ia Employment Act
(ADEA) of 1967 specifically prohibits companies
from denying training_to workers on the basis of
age. Older workers have successfully sued because
they Were denied training given to younger workers
and suffered adverse nsequences as a result.

Case 1. CBS Inc. switched from film canisters to
videolape fxd trained their newer, younger workers
in the nim technology. The older workers sued
when they were disproportionately affected by a
subsequent layoff because they had not received the
training.

Case 2. In a 1989 case, an office machines
serviceman in Kansas City, Missouri, successfully
sued his employer, Monroe Systems for Business,
Inc. The employee was the oldest of six servicemen

the 'Kansas aty office. He had been discharged
as part of a laYoMbecause he lacked photocopier
training, although he bad repeatedly requested it.
YOunger men who received the training that he
lacked were not discharged.

There have been similar cases, against Westing-
house Electric Corp. and NCR Corp., When age-
based denial of training resulted in subseqoent job
loss. The faster technology changes and the more
sophisticated the senior lobby becomes, the more
likely are suits of this kind.

1P2 . Rothstein. with DJ. Ratte, ."Training and Older
Workers: Implications for U.S. Competitiveness," report pro,

-pared for the Office of Technology Assessment under contract
N3-1630, Much 1990, pp. 56-57.

Anothe- factor in employers' reluctance to train
older worters is the negative attitude of managers
and executives.18 Surveys show that older workers
are generally seen as loyal, with good work habits
(e.g., attendant-a, punctuality), a commitment to
quality, and a strong work ethic, but managers often
rate them lowe,r on flexibility, adaptability, and
aggressiveneu.19 In 1985, for example, employers
in industrial settings were fould reluctant to hire and

tz.

.1 hob croft Amettan Association tor CUmmunity
sad Junior Gallegos

Demographic changes land Increasing sensitivity to age
discrimination may Inc:raise Interest In tapping the expert-

encessif older workers.

train new employeesovex 40 or to retrain those
already on the payrolldespite evidence that those
workers are healthy, dependable, and productive,
with low accident rat0.20

Despite management attitudes, many older work-
ers want to stay employed and to pursue furthez
training Three out of four adults would prefer to
work part-dme instead of retiring completely.21 A
recent survey found that workers between 40 and 49
were especially intet6sted in training for a new
positicu whereas workers between 50 and 62 wexe
most interested in training to update their current job
*Ms. Even workers over 62 expressed a high level
of interest in training.22

Reflecting these views, organized labor, wbich
traditionally has sought pension and early retirement
benefits for older workers, is beginning to press

NS. H. Rhine, Managing Older Workers: Company Policies andAtdtude s (New York, NY: The Confonvoce Board, 1984), pp:16-17; B. Rosen and
ElLJerdee, "Investing in the Older Worker ," Personnel Administrator, Apri11989,No.34, p.71; TheYankelovichGroup, Business and Older Workers
(Washington, DC: American Association of Retired Persons,3059), p. 20.

19,qpIen Dennis, Fourteen Steps in Managhtg an Aging Work Force (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1988),p. 145.
loilarveyL Steins andDennisDoverspike, "Trainingand Developing the Older Worker: ImplicationsforHuman ResonrceManagement," inDennis,

op. cit., footnote 19, p. 98.

'2IAmerican Association of Retired Persons, Workers 45+ Today and Tomorrow (Washington, DQ 1986), p. 19.
22American Association of Retired Persons, Work and Retirement: Employees Over 40 and Their Views (Washington, DC: 1986),pp, 11-12.
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Chapter 8Training and Workers' Careers 231

management for retraining and job redesign to keep
its more senior members at work.23

Educating managers on age issues can be effective
in changing their perspectives and decisions vis-h-
vis training older workers, and in challenging their
concerns about the return on investment in older
worker training.24

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
AND TRAINING

Workers' careers are affected by many factors,
including layoffs, voluntary quits, and the creation
and destruction of firms (see ch. 3). Increased
international competition and the globalization of
production are rapidly changing the structure of the
U.S. economy, and hence, job opportunities. About
two million workers are displaced each year due to
layoffs or business closures, fewer jobs are available
in large firms, and most new jobs are in the service
sector, paying relatively low wages.25 In the midst of
this shakeout, few U.S. firms have been willing or
able to make company-wide commitments to me,-
tain full employment, retraining and redeploying a
stable worlorce in response to changing product
and skill requirements. As a result, most American
workers must be prepared for unwanted as well as
desired job changes.

Barriers to Further Education

Diplomas have clear benefits r workers. Among
males, in 1987, college graduaL h earned 41 percent
more than high school graduates, and high school
gaduates earned 21 percent more than high school
dropouts.26 While the real earnings of female college
graduates rose 16 percent between 1979 and 1987,
earnings of females with only a high school diploma
rose only 2 percent, and females without diplomas
saw their earnings drop by 4 percent.27 More highly

educated workers of both sexes are also less likely to
experience unemployment than those with fewer
years of schooling (see box 6-D).

Many employers provide tuition assistance to
help workers further their education. One study
estimates that nearly three-fourths of U.S. firms
sometimes pay in part or in full for outside courses
taken by their employees. This study further esti-
mates that employers spend about 0.2 percent of
payroll, or $1.8 billion per year, on such benefits.28
On average 3 to 5 percent of those eligible in any
given yet r29 take advantage of employer-providtd
educ..w. ial assistance.

4ers such as poor basic skills, lack of infornm-
tion out educational opportunities, lack of money,
family responsibilities, and fear of failure in school
settings often prevent nonsupervisory workers from
extending their formal education outside of working
hours. Even when employers provide tuition assist-
ance, some workers cannot afford to pay tuition up
front and wait for reimbursement following success-
ful course completion. In addition, some employers
use these programs quite selectively for a few chosen
managers, while other firms fail to publicize their
mgrams because they feel that in-house courses are
more beneficial than outside education.30

Unions have negotiated improvements in tuition
assistance programs that help to overcome many of
these baniers. These improvements include elimi-
natilg requirements that courses be strictly job-
related, mciing courses to the workplace, greatly
increasing educational and career counseling, pro-
viding tuition in advance instead of after course
completion, reimbursing workers for child care and
transpertation expt nses, and providing basic skill.;
classes in a comfortable environment so that workers
are better prepared for outside courses. As shown in

23.1udith Wineman, "Age Issues in the Work Place A Labor Perspective." in Dennis, op. cit., footnote 19, pp. 180-182.

2ADennis, op. cit, footrote 19, pp. 148-151.
25Peter B. Doeringer, 71abulence in the Amerkan Workplace (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, forthcr

26John Bishop, "Incentives for Learning. Why Amencan High School Studer s Compare So Poorly to Their Cow., Its." 1nvestias in People

(Washington. DC: U.S. Department of Labor Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency, 1989), p 1,

27Cornnussionon the Sblis of the American Workforce, America s Choice. High Skills or Low Wages! (Rochester, NY National Center on Fibrcation

and the Economy, W90), n.p.
2311us esumate must he approached with caution because it Ls based on a 1988 survey with a response rate of only 11.3 percent. The group surveyed

was seletted to represent a cross.section of U.S. busukss by uidustry. finn size (including rums with less than 100 employees), and geographic
regionUS. Chamber of Commerce, Research Cemer, Employee Benefits. Sur,ey Data From Benefit Year 1988(Washington, DC 1989), pp 22.33

29Getard G. Gold, Employment.Based Minot: Assistance. Decisions and Checklists for Employers, Edio.atars, andUnions (Washington. DC.

National Institute fa, Work and Learning. 1985), p. 9.

301biLl.
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Figure 8-2New Enrollments in Joint Union-
Management Million Assistance Plans
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SOURCE: Based on Information suppRod by tho joint pmtwarns to tho
Office of Tothnology Assessment, 1990.

figure 8-2, the pis,eortion of workers who use tuition
assistance in the joint programs has increased.

As discussed in chapter 2, Federal income tax
policy also affects workers' choices. Most tuition
assistance benefits, including those for courses taken
to prepare for new careers as well as those related to
workers' current jobs, are exempt from an em-
ployee's income tax.31 However, the exempdon will
expire on September 30, 1990 unless extended by
Congress. In part of 1989, when Congress allowed
the exemption to expire temporarily and employers
began withholding income taxes on the value of
tuition benefits paid, thtlre was a marked dropoff in
participation in some tuition assistance plans (see
figure 8-2). Continuing uncertainties about taxation
of tuition benefits could have a dampening effect on
workers' participation in off-hours education.

Workers' increased awareness of the links be-
tween education and emph,:ment security, together
with active recruitment by eaucational institutions
and employer-provided tuition benefits, have led

more adults to further their educations. About 10
percent of adults participated in adult education in
1969, while, by 1984, 14 percent were involved.32
However, those who do take outside courses are
generally those who are more educated to begin
with.33 Like training at work, further education
outside of work usually misses nonsupervisory
workers.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
FOR NONCOLLEGE YOUTH

More and more employers are requiring postsecon-
dary e-ducation for jobs formerly held by high school
graduates. Workers holding only a high school
diploma face increasing difficulty in the job market:
their real earnings dropped by 28 percent from 1973
to 1986, and the gap between their earnings and
college graeuates' widened.34 Some employers who
formerly If red high school graduates and "trained
them up" to higher level positions, now look for
young people with specific skills obtained from
technical school, the military, or college. Internal job
ladders have been weakened (see ch. 3).35

Young people who do not go on to college are
often unprepared for work. A General Accounting
Office report recently concluded that "insufficient
attention is devoted to preparing U.S. noncollege
youth for employment."36 Several major industrial
nationsincluding Japan, West Germany, and Swe-
deninvest proportionately more money and effort
in education and training of their noncollege youth
than does the United States. Young people in these
other countries receive not only stronger basic
education in school, but also much more assistance
in preparing for the world of work and in findi g
jobs.

Once employed, younger American workers with
only high school diplomas typically get little tram-
ing.37 This is partly because of the kinds of jobs they
findompanies most likely to provide good job:.

3tPublic Law 95-600 Prior to this act, IRS regulations limited the tax exemption only tu those aim-nor:Laibenefits paid for courses &reedy retatol
to the worker's current job.

3211ilk op. cit., footnote 15, p. 5. The last sach otrvey was conducted in 1984.

33Ivan Chanter and Bryna Shore Fraser. Different Strokes for Different Folks. ALkess and Barriers cv Adult Education and Trairung (Washington.
DC: National Institute for Work and Learning, 1986), p. 49.

IF.ducatIonal Testing Service, Policy Information Center, "From School to Work" (Princeton. NJ: ETS, 1990),p. 27.
151111crry J. Noyelle, Beyond Industrial Dualism (Boulder, CO: Wmiview P:ess, 1987),p. 15.
341.1S. General Accounting Office, Training Strategies. Preparing Koneollege Youth for Employment in the US. ond Foreign Countnes,

GA0AIRD-90-88 (Washingtot 1)C: Ma) 1990), p. 2.

371-i11ard and Thn. op. cit., footnote 7,1.. vii.
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with career ladders are less likely to hire young
workers (those aged 16 to 20) than other companies
offering low-skill, low-paid jobs with little chance of
career advancement.38

Apprenticeship is one source of transferable
training, but it serves much less than 1 percent of the
workforce and is rarely available to young people
just fmishing high sLool. Other forms of company-
provided training are often narrow and job-specific,
limiting young workers' marketability to other
employers. The net effect of poor basic education
and a lack of broad, structured training at work is that
many young people flounder through a series of
low-wage jobs.

Vocational Education

Advances in technology and work organization
are altering the skills needed for jobs typically filled
by noncollege youth (see chs. 3, 4, and 6). There will
continue to be many jobs for which advanced
education will be unnecessary. However, the best
among these jobsthose that offer be'..ter wages and
career advancementwill go to job applicants
whom employers believe can learn new skills and
can adjust to new work circumstances.

These changes will require the American school
system to radically improve the quality of education
so e At more young people can function successfully
m Lae workforce. Most importantly, high school
gruduates will need a stronger foundation in basic
skillsreading, writing, and arithmetic. They will
also increasingly ;teed a broader set of competen-
cies: social skills to interact with co-workers,
problem solving abilities, and good co...aunication
skills to interact with customers. Those young
people who are comfortable with computer-based
technology, recognizing that it will con6nue to

change during their worklives, will fare better than
those who are not.

Public hi h school vocational education cat make
an important contribution to workforce preparation.
The vocational system was initially developed for
youths enterhig technical trades. 'May, nearly all
high school students (97 percent) enrol_ in at least
one vocational course.3- 40 However, only about 30
perzent of high school students concentrate on
ye zational courses in preparation for a specific
o pation.41

The evidence is mixed about how well high
school vocational educatIon prepares young people
for today's job market. Compared to college-bound
students and those in a general education ci icu-
lum, vocational coLcentrators are more likely to be
empioyed and working more hours per week in the
year following graduation.42 Although this is not
surprising, considering the fact that graduates from
the other two groups were more likely to be cull-time
po;tsecondary students, it is also mteresting to note
that, among those from all three groups who were
working, vocational graduates had the lowest unem-
ployment rates.

At the same time, however, most students gradu-
ating from vocational programs do not take jobs in
their fields of concentration,43 add those who do find
skilled A.ork rarely use their occupational courses.44
Since other variables, such as the chara 'sties of
the local labor market, affect students' employment
prospects, low placement rates alone are not suffi-
t-ient to judge the performance of vocationa educa-
tion.'" Moreover, there are exceptions to the gener-
ally low placement rates, most notably in secretarial
fields.46

3s5tephen F. Hamilton. Apprennceship for naunhood. Prepaiing Youth for the Future (New York- NY, Macmillan. 1990), p 3

351,1.S. Department of Education. National Assessment of Vocative-. L.,..Awn. First Inrenni Report (Washington, DC January 1988). pp 1.5

40Us. Congress, Olice of Technology Assessment. Performance Sranck. dr for Secondary School Vocational Educatio* --SET Staff Paper

(Washington. DC: OTA. Aprii 1989). p. 12.

411.1.S. General Accounting Office, op. cit.. footnote 36. p. 28.

425ue E. 14, rtyman. "Vocational Education and the Work Establishment of Youth. Equity and tliectiveness Issues" (Santa Monica, CA The Rand

Corp.. 1980). p.21.
431he William T. Grant Foundauon Commission on Work. Family and Club-131pp. The Forgotten Iklf. Non College Youth in Amerira (Washington,

DC: January 1988), p. 50.

44U.5. Department of Education, Ivanonal Arse...men: of Vocanunai Educanon,FinalRepori.Volume I Summary of Findings and Recommendations

(Washington, DC: 1989). p.
45U.S. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment, op. cit., foomote 40. p. J.

oSenta A. %tun. Reforming Education for Work. A Cognitive Science Perspecrice (Berkeley. CA. National Cente, ior Research in Vocational

Education, December 1989), P. 29
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Although vocational graduates seldom use .their
specific technical knowledge on the job, the best
vocational courses help students develop good work
attitudes (such as self-confidence and reliability)
and general skills that can be used in a wide range of
occupations. For example, students in agricultural
education courses often learn about management,
finance, and marketing by setting up income-
generating business projects, or experiments. A
researcher visiting a class of 18 vocational agricul-
ture students in West Virginia in- 1986 found that
only 1 student plannt.d to become a farmerthe
others were attracted to the blend of business skills
and adaptability taught in the course, which they
found superior to the traditionaltusiness program
also offered r.t their high schoo1.47

Given the changes now occurring in the work-
place, both.academic and vocational courses might
benefit from a greater blend of theory and practice.
Recent research suggests that people of all ages
often learn both practical and theoretical skills most
easily when working together as a team to accom-
plish a concrete task.48 For example, a group of New
Hampshire high school smdents designed add con-
structed a. solar-powered car during the 1989-90
school year as parr of an applied science class. The
students made all decisions as a team, requiring them
to learn decision-making, leadership, and manage-
ment skills. As they consulted their peers in metal-
working, drgting, and electricity classes, they began
to assume responsibility for their own learning. The
project leader, along with half of those on the team,
were college-bound, but were attracted to a chance
to get away from "book-centered learning."49 At a
forum on this project, which was sponsored by the
National Council on Vocational Education, one
corporate training official stated that the skills these
students learned matched those his company is
seelting in new hires.

While incorporating practical tasks, an improved
vocational curriculum would not limit learning t4
job-specific knowledge that rarely transfers to new

BAK,-

Phola melt Amnrican Assodadon for Community
andJunior Colleges

The best yocational programs cornbine both academic and
occupational skills.

contexts.50 Instead, the goal would be to help
students develop the flexibility and ,adaptability
needed to adjust to changes in their lives and jobs.
This cf..n be accomplished by incorporating aca-
demic skills into vocational course-naby offering
both academic and vocational coursea.at, the same
high schools (as many schools do not), .1., rather than
creating separate facilities for vocational concentra-
tors. Students can learn mathematics qifite effec-
tively within the context of vocational courses such
as business math and vocational math.51 Academic
course work might help vocational graduates ad-
vance beyond entry-level jobs and pursue post-
secondary eucation later in their careers.

The largest effort currently underway to better
integrate vocational with academic education is a
project of the 13-State Vocational Education Con-
sortium of the Southern Regional Education Board.52

42Stuart A. Rosenfeld, "Vocational Agriculture: A Model for Education Reform," Education Week, Sept. 26, 1984, p. 24.
aLauren B. Resnick, "Learning in School and Out," Educational Researcher, December 1987, p. 18.
49Anne Mytych-DelPontr '''N.1L High Schoolers Learn technical Work Skills by Building SolarCar,' Employmem and Training Reporter, July

7, 1990, p. 971.

SoSuo E. Benymao, Breaking Out of the Circle: Rethinking Our Assumptions About Education and the Economy (New York, NY: Columbia
University, Teachers College, National Center on Educadon and Employment, June 21, 1987), p. 5.

5tRaizen, op. cit., footnote 46, p. 29.

52Educational Testing Service, op. cit., footnote 34, p. 20.
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The group has begun to design, implement, and
evaluate a high school program combining both
elements. When completed, this project could pro-
vide valuable models for educators throughout the
United States.

Vocational programs also can help familiarize
students with the kinds of technology they are likely
to use in the workplace. Several "technology
literacy" programs have been developed in recent
years. Some use mobile training centers equipped
with small replicas of advanced manufacturing
technology and with industrial simulators; one
example, the Advanced Center for Technology
Training, is discussed in chapter 7. Computer-based
learning can also help familiari-e students with
rapidly changing technology. For example, several
companies, vocational schools, and other service
providers in the Cincinnati area have developed an
interactive video disk training program in machine
tool and fabrication skills.53

Some public schools are beginning to offer
technology familiarization courses to younger stu-
dents. With funding from the Michigan Department
of Education ,rid the Federal Job Training Partner-
ship Act, thc.: Jackson, Michigan school district is
oriendng at-risk youth in middle school to manufac-
turing technology. Short summer courses on tech-
nology applications give students and teachers a
"taste" of what skills and knowledge are required to
work in the growing number of advanced manufac-
turing plants located in the Jackson area.54 In the past
2 years, about 100 14-year-olds, 50 teachers, 5
guidance counselors, and 12 principals have at-
tended these courses.

Vocational education might have greater impact if
students knew more about what jobs were available
in their local labor markets. Now, students graduate
with little job placement help from the school.

As a practical matter, greater job search assistance
as well as the other reforms outlined above would
require more extensive employer involvement in the

schools. For example, cooperative education, which
includes periods of classroom instruction and paid or
unpaid work, could be used much more extensively
and effectiN Currently, less than 3 percent of all
high sch,: idents participate in cooperative
education.55

Critics contend that time spent in cooperative
education jobs is often wasted, as students lose
valuable school time only to learn narrow, job-
specific skills. This problem can be eased by placing
the students in a series of jobs, rather than a single
position. But the real key is a commitment by both
the employer and the teacher to make sure that the
student learns the broader principles behind particu-
lar tasks while working.

Another avenue for greater collaboration between
employers and high schools, paid or unpaid intern-
ship, is available only in a few locations. One
successful experiment in New York City paired
selected students with business exe..utives in a
semester-long, full-time work experience taking the
place of coursework. Like other successful intern-
ship programs, this program bridged the gap be-
tween work and school by employing teacher/
coordinators, who supervised work placements and
organized seminars and projects that related stu-
dents' work expexiences to academic subjects.56

Yet another approach is being tried by the
Chamber of Commerce and the local school district
in Fort Worth, Texas. In the project's initial phase,
local employers, supervisors, and workers were
surveyed Jut the skills needed in their positions
(e.g., reac ..! omputer literacy, math, communica-
tions, problem solving) and the required proficiency
level (from "rudimentary" to "adept"). They were
also asked to predict what those skills and proficien-
cies would be 5 years from now and a decade from
now." This information is currently being inte-

51"m organization, the Greater Cmcmnan Industrial Training Corp., was sct up w develop and market thiscurriculum. Part of the startup funds for

the courseware was provided by the U.S. Department of Labor.

5413ob Carlton and Alla= George, Jackson County Community College, Jackson, MI, personalcommunication, June 26, 1990

5sWil1iam T. Grant Foundation. Commission on Work, Family and Citizenship, op. cit., footnote 43, p. 42.

56Ibid., p. 43.

57Presentation of S tefsen Palko bcfore thc Secretary's Commission on Achievmg Necessary Skills (SCANS), May 18, 1990 SCANS 'Nhshed by

Labor Secretary Elizabeth Dole in thc Spring of 1990, bas a similar mission at thc national level as the Fort Worth project has locally It is scd with

develomng national competency giudehnes that reflect work readiness to aid in the development of curricula for schools arid training programs at the

State and local levels.
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erated into a new school curriculum, which will be
..:sted in the fall of 1990.58

Finally, Jobs for America's (faduates, a private
initiative, has brought the business community and
schools together to provide realistic employment
counseling, job placement, and follow-up support
groups. The program, based on a similar effort in
Delaware, is aimed at all seniors not bound for
college and was operating in 16 States in 1990.
Although placement rates among the 292 participat-
ing schools way from 48 to 89percent, depending on
local labor market conditions, the programs are
finding other "positive outcomes," such as post-
secondary education and military service, for high
school graduates.59

The 101st Congress is considering bgislation to
initiate some of the reforms outlined above through
the reauthorization of the Carl D. Perkins Vocational
Education Act,60 the major Federal program sup-
porting State and local vocational education. As this
report went to press, a House-Senate conference
committee had just completed action to resolve
differences between House and Senate passed bills .61
The bill reported by the conference committee, the
proposed Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied
Technical Education Act Amendments of 1990,
emphasizes support for cuiricula that integrate
vocational and academic methodologies, and that
provide a coherent course sequence through whi,..a
academic and occupational skills could be meas-
ured. Among many other provisions, the bill also
would authorize support for tech-prep education
programs that encompass the 2 years of secondary
school preceding graduation with 2-year post-
secondary or apprenticeship programs. It also would
authorize, as discussed in chapter 2, business-labor-
education partnerships for training.

Although this bill, if enacted, should help bring
vocational education closer to emerging workplace
needs, it cannot accomplish all of the changes

needed. First, Federal funding accounts for less than
10 percent of all support for vocational education;
thus the actions of the States and local school
districts are crucial. Second, Federal funds are
targeted mostly for schools, not employers. The
links between vocational education and the world of
work can become stronger only with active, ongoing
employer commitment. The new bill encourages, but
cannot guarantee, more active involvement.

Apprenticeship: The Past As Prologue?

Although the U.S. apprenticeship system has
declined over the 'mist two decades, there is growing
interest in revitalizing and expanding it. As recent
research into learning theory suggests, the appren-
ticeship model, combining theoretical classroom
instruction with hands-on practice and skill-
building, is a very effective method of developing
the ability to think and learn as jobs and technology
change.62

Proponents of apprenticeship note thai it could
help address some of the challenges raised by the
Hudson Institute's WorWorce 2000 report:

1. rising skill requirements in many occupation.;
2. a shrinking supply of younger workers;
3. incr.,ased training needs in the service sector,

where job growth will predominate and produc-
tivity lags; and

4. the need for more systematic taining in smaller
firms, where most of the employment grcwth in
the service sector will occur.63

Nevertheless, attempts to expand apprenticeship
face big barriers. Currently, apprenticeship plays a
very small role in training of U.S. workers. Between
1970 and 1987, apprentices in federally registered
programs fell from the already small proportion of
0.3 percent of the U.S. civilian workforce to only
0.16 percent.64 Formal apprendceship does little for

58"Ft Worth Businesses, Schools Join to Develop Work-Readiness Curriulum," Employmentand Training Reporter, June 20, 1990, p. 939.
59Educational Testing Service, op. cit., footnote 32, p. 25.

60Bills included H.R. 7, as passed by the House, and S. 1109 as passcd by the Senate.

61The conference report on H.R. 7 was published in the Congressional Record, Aug. 2, 1990, pp. H6336-H6382.
62Resnick, op. cit., footnote 48, p. 16.

6 S Department of Labor, Employment & Training Administration, "Apprentmeslup 2000 Issue Papa and Initiative, Notice and Request fo:
Comments," Federal Register, Dec. 2, 1987, P. 45905.

64LTS Department of Labor, Work Based Learning. Training A meroa s Workers tWashington, DC. U.S. Government Pnnung Office, 1989), p. 8.
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the average high school graduatethe median age
of U.S. apprentices is 25.65 By contrast, apprentices
make up 6 percent of the labor force in West
Germany (see ch. 3), where apprenticeship is the
major vehicle for helping young people ageA. 16 to
19 move from school to work.66

To be registered with either the Federal Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) or a State
Apprenticeship Council (SAC), apprenticeship pro-
grams may be sponsored unilaterally by a single
employer or by a group of employers (with no union
involvement), or jointly by a single employer with a
union or by a group of employers with a union.° In
addition to registered programs, some employers
and professional associations operate formal appren-

, ticeships that are not registered. It is estimated that,
in addition to the 300,000 apprentices now enrolled
in federally registered programs, there are about
100,000 more in nonregistered programs.68

Although 85 percent of the more than 40,000
federally registered apprenticeship programs are
operated unilaterally by employers, most of these are
quite small, offering only one or tvir,', training slots.
By contrast, over half of all U.S. apprentices work in
the unionized construction industry and another 20
percent are employed in unionized manufacturing.°

The recent decline in apprenticeship parallels the
falling rates of unionization in construction and
manufacturing. Although there is no legal barrier to

the creation of nonunion apprenticeship programs,
there is a practical onefinancing. Apprentices in
the United States typically attend evening classes
two or three times per week, receive on-the-job
instruction, and take tests at regular intervals over a
3-year period." To support these costs, the firm or
industry must, in effect, tax itself. In unionized
companies, collective bargaining provides a mecha-
nism for collecting the fee. Without unions, industry
asscciations must solicit voluntary contributions
from member firms; a single firm acting alone may
be unable to support such extensive training.71

Sustaining agprenticeship programs is particu-
larly difficult in the manufacturing sector. Although
manufacturing and construction workers are equally
unionized (unions represent about 22 percent of
workers in both industries)72, industry associations
in manufacturing are weaker and less likely to
support training 73 With neither union pressure nor
broader support from a trade association, many
nonunion manufacturers, including Cincinuad Mil-
icron and Bell & Howell dropped their formal
apprenticeship programs as part of broader cost-
cutting efforts in the recessionary late 1970s and
early 1980s.74 75 Although unionized companies
such as the "Big 3" U.S. auto manufacturers did
maintain their programs during this difficult period,
they greatly reduced the number of trainees. Today,
U.S. automakers have shortages of skilled craft
workers.

65S tephen M.Hills and Beatnce G.Reubens, outhEniployment in the United States," m Beatrice G. Reubens (ed.) Youthat Work An Intern atonal

Survey (Totowa, NJ: Rowan and Allenheld, 1983), p. 273.

66Nick Kolb, Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, personal communication, Nov. 15, 1988.

67Roben IN. Glover, Apprenticeshtp. A Route to the High-Paying Skilled Trades for Wc men?" Shron L Harlan and Ronnie J Steinberg (eds )

Job Training For Women. The Promise and Ltmits of Public Policies (Philadelphia, PA.Temple University Press, 1989), p 272

68Robert Glover, Senior Research Associate, Center for the Study of Human Resources, the University &Texas at Austin, personal communication,

July 1990.

69Glover, 1989, op. cit., footnote 67, p. 272.

vibe average cost for one apprentice to attend ev ening clas ses in the sheet metal industry are estimated to be about$2,500 peryear Dav id Harrington,

Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Industry, National Training Fund, personal communication, June 27, 1990. C rough estimate of employers' and
unions' total annual investment in apprenuceshlp, including wages, is $8 billion to $10 billionRoberts T. Jones, Assistant Secretary of Labor, testimony

in Hearings before the Committee on Appropnattons, U.S. House of Representatives, Thursday, Mar. 9, 1989 (Washington, DC U S Government

Printing Office, 1989), p. 559-
nRobert W. Glover, "Expanding the Use of Apprenticeship,' report submitted to the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, LT S Department of

Labor, September 1988, p. 26.
nUnion Membershlp Down to 16.4 Percent of Workers in 89," Daily Labor Report, No. 27 (Washington, DC. Bureauof National Affairs, Inc.,

Feb. 8, 1990), p. I.

73Glover, 1988, op. cit., footnote 71, p. 21.

14James Wray, Lorporate Director, Personnel Development/Compensation/Benefits, Cincinnati Milicron, personal communication, May 4, 1989

75Don Frey, former Chief Executive Officer, Bell & Howell, personal communication, Apr. 12, 1989.
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Joint Apprenticeship Programs

In construction, apprentices are usually new hires
(often with some work experience and/or college),
while in manufacturing, apprenticeships,are allo-
cated to employed workers On the basis of seniority
and aptitude tests. In both cases, demand for
apprenticeship slets exceeds supply, and, in some
trades, there are commonly four ayplicants to every
one apprentice acc6pted.76 Currently, about 20
percent of all apprentices are minorities, MIL) 7
percent w..e female.n Unless the limitednumber of
apprentice positions expands, it is nnlikely that
apprenticeship will becom an important vehicle for
moying women and minorities into high-paying jobs
in the near future.

Apprenticeship training trust funds-originated in
local contracts covering the mechaidcal and electri-
cal trades within the construction industry following
World War II.78 These local funds are overseen by
Joint Apprenticeship Training Committees (JATO
As a condition of receiving training from union-
negotiated funds,,apirentices must -agree that-they
will not work for a nonunion contractorfor a certaia

,period of years. Administrators of JATC., have
successfully sued journeyman who have taken such
action, winning back the training costs.

In the mid-1950's, unions and employer associa-
tions bern establishing national training trust
funds, overseen by national joint committees, to
support their local apprenticeship programs. These
national funds work in concert with local JATCs,
which actually deliver the training. The national
committees focus on-making training more portable
throughout the Nation by certifying journeymen as
training instructors, purchasing training equipment
at bulk rates, and developing standard curricula for
the industry, while the local JATCs oversee local
programs and select the apprentices." For example,
the National Training Fund (NTF) of the Sheet
Metal and Air Conditioning Industry develops
courses on video disk, providing them free to the

; r:41,

Pliob awe National Training Fund,
Shag Meal andrt'r CondIttonktg Industry

Apprenticeship training provides long-term career benefits
for young people. Here, an apprentice sheet metal worter

learns cn the job by Working with a master craftsman.

local JATC's, and also uses mobile trailers to,teach
welding teChniques near major-Construction sites.

Among the largest national funds, the NTF, had a
1987 annual budget of $5.2 million. These funds
were contributed by employers; the nctional union
(Sheet Metal Workers International Association)
requires each local contract to include ,a clause
requiring a contribution to the NTF of $0.07 per hour
worked by eat:1h journeyman.80 The National Iron-
workers and Employers Apprenticeship Training
and Journeyman Upgrading Fund is less well-
funded; Local contracts may, but are not required to,
include contributions to the fund of $0.02 per honr
worked.81

Thday, joint apprenticeship trust fOnds in the
construction indiistry -control about $500 million
annually. These funds are uged not only to train some
200,000 apprentices, bi t. alSo to upgrade the skills of
journeymen and_to' train apprentice instructors. For
example, 'the;United Association of Plumbers and

16Glover, 1989, op. cit., footnote 67, p. 286.

77Ca1ariation from data supplied by the Burcau of Apprenticeship and Training (AMS Report 001, Mar. 30, 1989).
78Glover, 1988, op. cit., footnote 71, p. 22.

79Ken Edwards, Internatdonal Brotheelood of Electrical Workers (MEW), phone interview, Feb. 23, 1989.
80Notiona1 Training Fund Annual Report 1988 (Alexandrin, VA: National Training Fund, Sheet Metal and Air Couditioning Industry); and personal

communication with Gerald Olejniczak, Assistant Administrator, NTF.

"Ray Robertson, International Association of Bridge, Structural and Ornamental Iron Workers, personal ,.:Ommunication, Mar. 15, 1989.
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Pipefitters, which has about 24,000 apprentices in
full-time training, provided short upgrade courses to
about 80,000 journeyman in 1987.82

Journeyman upgrading is increasingly important
as construction technology changes: The joint pro-
gram in the electrical industry provides fiber optics
training to journeymen, while the sheet metal
industry's NTF has provided courses in such diverse
skills as solar energy installation and architectural
sheet metal skills for historic. renovation.83 The
Laborers-Associated General Contractors of Amer-
ica (AGC) Education and Training Fund, which
celebrated its 20th anniversary in 1989, provides
journeyman upgrade training in leadership skills,
hazardous waste clean-up, and asbestos abatement,
with fmancial support from the Environmental
Protection Agency.84

Legal Framework

The legal framework for apprenticeship in the
U.S. bas remained largely unchanged since 1937,
when the Nationai .;oprenticeship Act chartered the
creation of BAT within the Labor Department. i3AT
was given four missions:

1. to formulate labor standards to safeguard the
welfare of apprentices;

2. to extend application of these standards in
apprentice contacts;

3. to bring together employers and labor with the
goal of developing apprenticeship programs;
and

4. to cooperate with State agencies engaged in
developing standards for apprenticeship.85

Within this framework, a patchwork system
involving BAT and some States has develope '
the national level, BAT promotes apprenticeb...p,
formalizes naaonal training standards developed by
industry associations and unions, registers and

services approved apprenticeship programs, and
certhies graduate journeymen. Twenty seven States,
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands have State Apprenticeship Councils (SACs)
established by State laws and formally recognized
by BAT. SACs perform many of the same functions
as BAT, which has offices and staff in all States.
Most SAC and BAT personnel agree that Dromc don
should be left to BAT, while the SAC concentrates
on registering progams and both entities develop
and service programs. However, this division of
responsibilities is rarely spelled out in a formal
agreement, causing confusion and sometimes con-
flict between the agencies.86

On successful completion of a registered appren-
ticeship program, the graduate journeyman may
receive a certificate of completion from BAT or the
SAC. As discussed above, manufacturers typically
operate individual programs, rather than working
through industry associations to establish uniform
national training curricula approved by BAT. This
decreases the portability of the journeyman certifi-
cate, because a certificate granted by one State may
not be accepted by employers in another State.87

As part of a broader effort to enhance traditional
apprenticeship, BAT is reviewing and revising its
policies related to Federal and State roles in appren-
ticeship. However, any attempt to increase Federal
control will be limited by the fact that the 27 SAC
States contribute far more in support of apprentice-
ship than does the Federal Government. During the
1986-87 fiscal year, SACs spent $15.25 million on
apprenticeship administration, while BAT spent
only $7.75 million in support of State progams in
both BAT and SAC States.88 (The remaindeof
BAT' s $13 million budget for that year was spen. on
national and regional operations.) Perhaps because
they are willing to financially support greater

8201over, 1988, O. cit., footnote 71, p. 18.

83Nell P. Bunch, Learning to Work. Resources for Adult Learning (The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, draft manuscript

forthcoming in 1990), p. 180.
84Training Update, n. 10 (December 1989) (Pomfret Center, CT. i.aborers-AGC Education and Training Fund, 1989), pp 3,5

85Wi1ljam G. Whittaker, Apprennceslup Training in America, the "Fitzgerald Act' (1937-1987 ) (Congressional Re "...mice Report 87-902 E,

1987), p. CRS-4.

86Kenneth W Tolo, Robert W. Glover and John A. 0-,mouski teds.), Caardinanan f Stale and Federal Apprentices..., .dministr -n, A report by

the Apprenticeship Proje c t. Lyndon B.Johnson School of Public Aft airs, The Umvers ity of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX Bo d of Regent... the University

of Texas, 1980), p.
871.J.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Admtmstranon, `'Apprentkeship 2000. Focus Paper on Support Activities and Linkages,"

Federal Register, Jan. 25, 1989, p. 3758.
88Menchan Corp., 'Apprenuceship 2000. Projec t 3C. Analysis uf State RoL and Responsibilities," reportedsubmitted to U S Depa tment of Labor,

Sept. 30, 1988, p. 2.
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outreach efforts, the SAC States have about twice as
much apprenticeship activity, (with an average
1,100 regiSteredpregrams and 6,200 apprentices per
State) as the BAT States, which have an average of
500 registered programs and 3,300 apprentices per
State.8`-'

Quality or Apprenticeship

Despitt the patchwork legal framework, the
quality of current, legally registered apprenticeship
programs appears quite high, especially from the
worker's perspective. Workers who have completed
apprenticeship are generally well satisfied with their
training, usually continue working at their crafts,
and often move into supervisory pcsitions.9°

One recent study compared matched samples of
1972 high school graduates who either entered
apprenticeships, received other formal on-the-job
training from their employer, or received no training.
Those who had completed apprenticeships earned
significantly more ($4,700 annually, for males) than
those who received no formal training, while thoSe
who had received other types-of formal on-the-job
training from their employer earned more, but not as
much more ($3,900 annually, for males).91 As noted
above, another recent study found that apprentice-
ship training was more likely to result in increased
earnings with a subsequent employer than other
forms of employer-provided training.92 This is
because apprenticeship, especially in the construc-
tion trades, leads to a widely recoghized, portable
journeyman's certificate. Like forinal education,
apprenticeship offers a key benefit to workersa
recognized credential.

Of course, not all workers successfully complete
their apprenticeships. A problem that has affected
U.S. apprenticeship programs since the 1940s is a
high dropout rate, currently estimated to be over 50
permnt.93 Although high, these dropout rates are
moderate compared with those from ichool-based
vocational education: Only 19 percent of high

ILE ;.;01 wow..

Photo era* National training Fund,
Shoot Moto 1 and Ak Conditioning industry

As tnthnology advances, Journeyman upgrading courses
have become an Important component.oi Joint union-

management apprenticeship training programs.

school graduates who enter community colleges
complete a certificate or degree Rhin 4 years of
their high school graduation.94

Although hard evidence is lacking, some trends
point toward improved quality in apprenticeship
training. For example, a growing number of joint
apprenticeship programs, including those in sheet
metal, masonry, and iron work, are collaborating
with colleges and universities to provide in-depth
technical and pedagogical instruction to apprentice-
ship instructors.95 In recent years, joint programs in
carpently, bricklaying, insulation, and painting have
updated their cunicula and, developed new national
standards for apprenticeship daining. And, as dis-
cussed above, journeyman upgrade training to keep
workers abreast of new technolou is increasing.

811sid., p. I.

90G1over, 1988, op. cit., footnote 71, p. 12.

91Westat,Inc., "Analysis of Apprenticeship Training from theNational* ongitudinalstudy of the High S chool Class of 1972" (Rockville, MD: March
1989), p. 4-1.

92Lynch, op. cit., footnote 10.

93Glover, 1988, op. cit., footnote 71, p. 17.

94U.S. Department of Education, National Assessment of Vocational Education, op. cit., footnote 44, 1989, p. xvii.
"Glover, 1988, op. cit., footnote 71, p. 17.
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Potential for Expansion

In 1987, the U.S. Department of Labor launched
a two-pronged effort, "Apprenticeship 2000" which
is aimed at both strengthening traditional appren-
ticeship and expanding the apprenticeship concept
(formal and on-the-job training leading to a creden-
tial) beyond its present concentration in the con-
struction trades. While BAT found considerable
support for expansion among business, labor, acade-
mia, and State and local officials, initial discussions
also revealed several barriers. These include:

cost, especially for small employers;
perception of union control;
fear of "pirating" of apprentices;
lack of support structure (i.e., a joint appren-
ticeship committee) for nonunion employers,
especially small employers.96

To overcome these barriers, the agency is study-
ing a number of alternatives for strengthening
tradiFonal apprenticeship, including expanded pro-
motion of and technical assistance for apprentice-
ship by BAT and the States; use of competency
testing or other devices to make apprenticeship
certificates more portable across States; approaches
for replicating the joint apprenticeship committee
model in nonunion settings; loans to employers;
subsidizing the costs of related instruction (this is
currently done by the States); improving linkages
between apprenticeship programs and educational
institutions, JTPA, the Job Corps, and the Employ-
ment Service; and improving consistency in State
implementation of apprenticeship.97

BAT has too few resources to implement these
alternatives. The agency for some time has not been
able to service all employers who have or wish to
have apprenticeship programs. For example, in the
mid-1970's, in Utah, BAT serviced the larger joint
union-management apprenticeship programs while
the SAC serviced smaller, nonunion programs.
Neither agency had the resources to develop appren-
ticeship programs in the rural, northern part ot the
State.98

This situation has worsened. Despite inflation,
Congressional appropriations for BAT have re-
mained almost constant, growing only from $13.86
million in fiscal year 1978 to $14.02 million in fiscal
year 1990. BAT's real spending ability in constant
(1982) dollars has fallen by more than one half since
its high point in 1978. This is reflected in the
agency's staffing, which has fallen from its 1978
level of 495 people to only 247 people.99 With fewer
staff and almost no travel budget, BAT has made
fewer visits to potential sponsors of apprenticeship
programs and fewer onsite reviews of existing
programs.m These reductions in outreach could
feed the widespread perception that BAT services
only union apprenticeship programs, thus discourag-
ing more nonunion employers from participating.

Despite the cuts in funding for its traditional
mission of strengthening and expanding traditional
apprenticeship, BAT hac received a share of JTPA
research and development funding in addition to its
basic budget. These funds are earmarked for the
second pail of the Apprenticeship 2000 Initiative
developing new approaches to apprentice training.
In mid-19'39, the agency ganted $1.8 million of
these funds to three organizations, the 70,601
Training and Employment Institute, the National
Alliant,e of Business, and the AFL-CIO's Human
Resource Development Institute, to research and
develop innovative apprenticeship programs.101 The
first organization is working with small businesses
in Indiana to adapt the apprenticeship concept to
training of child care workers; the second is develop-
ing structured on-the-job training for bank tellers in
conjunction with the American Banking Associa-
tion, and the third is developing upgrade training for
aircraft manufacturing and health care workers n the
State of Washington.

In early 1990, BAT was made part of the new
Office of Work Based Learning (OWBL) within the
Department of Labor. OWBL also has program
responsibility for retraining displaced workers and
trade adjustment assistance. The new office is
evaluating proposals for demonstration programs

96U.5. Department of Labor, Employmem & 'Iraimng Administration, "Apprenticeship 2000. Focus Paper on Support Activities and Linkages,"

Federal Register, Jan. 25, 1989, PP- 3757-3758-

98Ga.7 B. Hansen and Mark H. Sladmore, "Closing the Rural Employment and Tramms, Gap. A Utah Experhnent," Thrwt, April 1985, p 52

99Infonnation supplied by the U.S. Department of Labor, Jan. 6, 1990.

MoRoberts T. Jones, testimony, op. cit., footnote 70.

tot Manpower lnfomiation, Inc., Empkyment and Training Reporter, vol. 20, No. 46, p. 1239.
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enhancing school-to-work transitions for young
people. A total of about $3.5 million will be given
out during 1990 to support these research and
demonstration programs.1°2

If successful, these new demonstration projects,
as well as those described above, could help spread
concepts of apprenticeship. In the American context,
these concepts may have more potential than tradi-
tional, legally-registered apprenticeship. An effort to
expand ' -gally registered apprenticeship programc,
the National Industry Promotion Program, launched
in 1976, had only limited impact. All of the indc.stry
associations ceased their national apprenticeship
activities when the flow of Federal funds was
stopped in 1979. At the local level, a few pregrams
involving unions such as the fire fighting apprentice-
ship, continued, but those in nonunion industries
floundered. For example, in the auto repair industry,
the lack of industry association support meant that
there were never a substantial number of apprentice
auto mechanics.m3 Without strong trade associa-
tions or another avenue of collaboration, few firms
continued comprehensive, structured, work-based
learning.

By contrast, General Motors has developed a
highly successful training program modelled on the
apprenticeship concept. (The program is not regis-
tered.) Each student entering the protjam is spon-
sored by a GM dealership and I d a competitive
training wage during the on-the Job training portion
of the 2-year program. Launched in 1980, this
program provides classroom training through loLal
community colleges Approximately 2,400 GM
repair technicians have completed this program
since its inception. Although graduates have a
guaranteed job with the sponsoring GM dealership,
an increasing number are going to work for other
auto repair shops as the quality of the training
becomes known.1c" As discussed in chapter 5, other

uto manufacturers are now developing automotive
technician training programs similar to GM's.

Whether legally registered or not, most U.S.
apprenticeships are filled by young adults, rather
than teenagers. This is primarily due to the limited
scope of apprenticeshipwith demand for training
slots exceeding supply,, apprenticeship sponsors can
choose carefully, looking for prior work experience
as evidence that a young adult will succeed in
apprenticeship.105Never theless, successful Scho ol-to-
Apprenticeship programs, linking high school voca-
tional students with formal apprenticeships, do exist
in a few locations. Expanding such programs would
make an important contribution tt, improving the
amount and quality of training for younger workers
In addition, school-based internships and nontradi-
tional apprenticeships, such as those discussed in the
vocational education section above, would greatly
help young people make the transition from school
to work.106

JOINT UNION.MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAMS

Many unionized workers receive transferable
training and career counseling through contracts
negotiated with thei: employers. Although unions
represent a small and declining share of the labor
force (from a peak of 35 percent of the workforce in
1954 to 16.4 percent in 1989),1° their influence on
workplace training has been disproportionately large.
Some features of union-negotiated retraining pro-
grams for laid-off workers, such as income support
while in training, advance notice of layoff, and
remediation of basic skills, have been adopted into
Federal programs1°8 for workers laid off uy non-
union as well as union firms. But unions also
influence training programs for employed workers.

unfrent Lynn, Office of Work Based Learning, U.S. Department of Labor, personal eommunicanon. August 1990.

103G1over, 1988, op. cit., footnote 71, p. 28.

104Jim Choulochas, General Motors, personal communication. June 1990.

1"Fedrau& Assaiates, "Linking the Scurndarj V,h4tionalEd.icauun Sy A t,n pp1culup, pains submitted to the Bureau or Apprenticeship
and Training, U.S. Department of Labot, Oct. 17, 1988, p. 29.

IntsFor a comprehensive discussion of sLhool based apprenuueship models, see Stephen F. ilaniltun, Appt enth.e.ithp fur Aduithuud v*erv lurk, NY.
Macmillan, Inc., 1990), PP. 158-185.

1°7" [Non Membership Down to 16.4 percent of Workers in 89," Daily Labor Report, op. cit., footnote 72, p. 1.

"Publ. Law 100379, the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Nutifiwrwri Aet requires all employers of 100 or more worker to giv e adv amt autiLc
of layoffs anu Publie Law 100-418, the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Aet of 1988 provides funds for ini.orrie support and rerneenauun of baste
skills during retraining of workers served by the Federal JTPA Title III displaced worker program.
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1=-For-a-variety_of reasons,Jargcnonunion employ-
ers iii-quently niatcli oFtEttei the-wages, benefits
(including training programs) and working condi-
tions negotiated in unionized companies.09 Perhaps
the most notable recent example was the United
Auto Workers' (UAW) attempt to organize Nissan's
Smyrna, Tennessee auto plant in 1989. According to
-one observer, the extensive cross-taining and ex-
panded job responsibilities given; to workers at the
plant was the key kactor in the tmion's defeat.110 In
addition, Nissan had maintained full employment
during a sales slump; employment security is a key
UAW goal, but union-negotiated protections with
the "big three" U.S. automakers allow layoffs when
sales fall. Like Nissan, a growing number of
ovnunion employers may begin to piOvide training
packages similar to, or even better than, those
offered through the large joint union-management
programs discussed below.

Since 1982, contract negotiations in the auto and
telecommunications industries have led to the estab-
lishment of five large, joint, union-management
training Corporations. They are: 1) The United Auto
Workers (UAW)-Ford National Educational Devel-
opment and Training Center; 2) The UAW-GM
Human Resource Center; 3) The Communications
Workers of America (CWA)-U.S. WEST Communi-
cations Training Partnerships, Inc.; 4) The Alliance
for Employee Growth and Development (a joint
venture of AT&T, CWA, and Me International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers); and 5) The
UAW-Chrysler National Training Center. In early
1989, the United Steel Workers of America (USWA)
ratified contracts with several major steel companies
which will create similar corporations.

As shown in table 8-1, in 1989, these five entities
offered training to a total of 709,000 workers and
had annual budgets totaling about $324 million. On
average, $460 is available per worker per year.
However, most workers do not take advantage of the
training, and much more than the average is availa-
ble in some of the companies.

Three of the joint training programs (UAW-Ford,
UAW-GM, and the Alliance) vere born in times of
crisis in response to mass layoffs." This initial

Phob credit:The WW-ChryslorNalonal TtwinIng

Joint union-management training programs offer techn:zal
preparation courses in auto plants after hour&

focus on retraining laid off workers led all of the
joint training programs to emphasize broad, transfer-
able ckills and career counseling. Over the past few
years; most of the five corporations have targeted the
majority of their funds at upgrading the skills of
employed workers; however, the focus on transfera-
ble skills has not changed. Courses are typically
offered outside of regular working hourS at the plant
site. They includeJnsic clans, computer literacy,
career end educational counseling, financial man-
agement, and preretirement planning.

Although the new joint union-management cor-
porations have captured the public eye, some unions
and their employers have developed successful joint
training efforts without creating separate training
entities. Two examples are the joint training pro-
grams developed by the Communications Workers
of America (CWA) and Pacific Northwest Bell,
which have enhanced both workers' employment
security and company mvenues, and the joint
"Career Ladders" program developed by Hospital
Workers, Local 767 of the Service Employees
International Union and Cape Cod hospital (see
boxes 8-B and 8-C). There are many other examples
of local unions and employers throughout the United
States developing a variety of training programs

ItI9Pred K. Foulkes, "Large Nonunionized Employers," Jack Stieber et al. (eds.), US. Industrial Relations 1950-1980: A Critical Assessment
(ltrlisoa, WI: Industrial Relations Research Association, 1981), p. 156.

I10"Training Kept UAW Out of Nissan," American Machinist, October 1989, p. 37.

111Theseprograms are dimmed in greater detail in Minaret }Tilton, "The Role of LaboiUnions in Taining of Employed Workers," Workiag Paper
OT.t Worker Training Project May 28, 1989.
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Table 8-1Joint Union-Management Training Corporations

Name
&ear created)

1989 budget
(in millions)

Number of
workers Covered

Amount potentially
availatie per

worker in 1989

WIN-Ford National Education, Development and
Training Corporation (1982) $636 105,000 $600

UAN-GM Human Resource Center (1982) $200b 360,000 $556

PATHWAYS° (1984) $5 40,000 $125

UM-Chrysler National Training Center (1985) $45 79,000 $570

Alliance for Employee Development, Inc.° (1986) $11.3 125,000 $91

Total $3243 709,000 $457.40

NOTE. Contract negruations during 1989 led to creation of three new Joint union-management training programs: 1) The United Steel Workers of America's
Career Deveopment Institute, with Bethlehem, Armco, Inland, and LTV Steel companies, has an annual budget of $10 million to serve about 50,000
steelworkers, or $200 per arker per year; 2) The CWA-BellSouth Corp:s Emproyment Sacurity PARTNERSHIP program Ls funded at $130 per worker
p er year, startLig in Jantatry, 1990; 3) Th e Aeorospace Machinists Industrial Lodge 751-Boeing Companys Duality Through Training program is funded
at about $12 million per year for 42,000 workers, or about $286 per worker par year.

'Excludes local funds, which go directly to Joint local committees.
bVery decentralized. TotnlIncludes $50 million which is allocated directly to local Joint training committees.
'Joint venture of Communications Workers of America (CWA), International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (11sur:;, and U.S. WEST Communications.
cUoint venture of CWA IBEW, and AT&T.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1990.

dealing with basic skills, health and safety, produc-
tivity, quality, and other common concerns.

Joint union-management training programs have
the potential to broaden workers' access to training.
For example, due to continuing layoffs of less senior
employees, many union members are now middle-
aged or older. In 1988, when workers between aged
45 and over made up 26 percent of the total labor
force, they comprised 35 percent of workers repre-
sented by unions.112 Although comr J.-provided
training might bypass these worke .,, the joint
programs use techniques such as peer counseling,
context-based basic skills courses, and onsite classes
to encourage older workers' participation.

Relationship of Joi;:t Programs to
C./;mpany Training

Most of the new joint training corporations are
designed to supplement, not supplant, the parent
corporation's regular, job-related training. Only at
General Motors is the joint program viewed as a
primary delivery mechanism for training of hourly
workers, including job-related, on-hours training as
well as more generic courses after hours.113 (See ch.
4.)

In reality, however, all of the joint programs do
have links with the corporate training system. For
example, at Ford's Van Dyke plant, 14 UAW-
represented workers sit on the 16-member technical
training committee, which identifies on-hours train-
ing needs for the hourly workforce.114

As at Ford, joint training committees in Chrysler
plants work closely with corporate trainers. The
committee at Detroit Axlea plant that had been
threatened with closurehelped the company suc-
cessfully install new technology. As part of a larger
program to maintain competitiveness, Chrysler de-
cided in 1987 to add truck front-drive axle produc-
tion to the plant, which had previously produced rear
axles only. The local joint training committee
designed an 8-week training program in operation of
newly purchased Okuma CNC machine tools, in-
cluding four weeks in class with four weeks of
hands-on experience operating the machines using
dummy parts. In total, 37 new jobs involving
computerized machining of axle parts were created.
Although obviously aimed at job-specific skills, this
training was fmanced with joint funds and con-
ductod on company time.115

112"Union Membership Falls to 16.8 Percent in 1988," Daily Labor Report, op. cit., footnote 72 (table 1), p. B-14.

inPaul Delker, "Worker Taming. A Study of Nine Compames," report submitted to OTA under contract#H3-6i85, September 1988, p. 110.

II4Beverly Geber, "The Resurrection of Ford," Training, vol. 26, No. 4, April 1989, p. 26.

115"Trainees Fill 37 New Jobs," NTC Newsline, vol. 1, No. 1, 1987, p. 4.
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Pox 8-B--CIVA-Pacific Northwest Bell

Pacific Northwest Bell (PNB) was one of three Bell Operating Companies that were combined to form U.S.
WEST Corp. when AT&T was split up in 1984. Until 1987, when it was merged into U.S. WEST Communications,
the company operated somewhat independently. Hcadquanered in Seattle, PNB provided local and long-distance
telephone service in-theStates of Washington and Oregon. In 1987, the company employed 14,500 workers,
including about 10,000 represented by the Communications Workers of Amerka (L1VA) and the International
B. otherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW).

Accordirg to PNB's Director of Employee Relations, "the company and the unions arc constantly looldng for
common ground and common issues that will give us an umbrella under which joint activities cantake place." This
approach to labor relations evolved slowly, beginning in 1980, when CWA proposed a joint union-management
Quality of Worklife (QWL) process during national contract negotiations with AT&T. Based on that contract
language, which applied to the wholetPell System, the company and union agreed to jointly train labor and
management facilitators who would lead shop-floor committees in aticiressing issues of concern to the union,
management, or both.

In 1984, PNB and the union expanded the QWL process by appointing three organizational change consultants
(OCCs), ceportthg to management. CWA, and IBEW respectively. In 1985, this team merged with the company's
Organizational Development Group and received a $50,000 grant from the Federal Mediation & Conciliation
Service (FMCS) to develop and promote innovative approaches to labor-management cooperation.

The OCC's were soon called in after management had tried and failed four times to teach Installation and
Maintenance (I&M) technicians, how much they couid charge for work on equipment and wiring not owned by
PNB. The company, seeing little re,enue generated by the labor hours spent, had stopped marketing the technicians'
services, and layoffs appeared likely. The company's concern was money; the union's concern jobs. A jointly
developed traznthg course, delivered by specially trained tecithicians to ther peers throughout Washington and
Oregon, helped meet both needs. One year after the training was delivered, a total of $1.4 million had bun billed
for the technicians work, and demand for their services had increased so much that surplus workers from other job
titles were aLle to move into these jobs.2

As the OCC group worked with various union-management committees, other training programs were
dev. oped. For example, a s....rvey showed that Systems Technicians, who work on computer-telephone hoolaips
and cther special systems, were unhappy with the quality of their training. A joint union-management team spent
4 months in 1985 .1...veloping a basic electronics course, which was subsequently delivered on company timc to
about 400 technicians and their supervisors at d Vocational Technical School outside Seattle. The total cost of the
3-week course, was about $1.2 million. Another example. onsite classes offered by community colleges at worksi'es
in Seattle, and Portland, beginning in 1986. Local union and management committees identified the need for courses
in basic arithmetic, writing, computer programming, and electronics and arranged the logistics.3

Although the 1986 contract between PNB and CWA provided nc money specifically for training, the
t.ommitment to jointness has resulted th expenditures of large sums of money in addition to those described above.
For example, a joint task force created in 1985 to deal with future surpluses of Central Office Technicians due to
digitalization of central switching offices identified a broad oc,..sl for career counseling and retraining of all workers
to minimize future layoffs. To deal with this need, the joint task force helped locai managers and CWA officers
develop pilot education fairs in Yakima, Washington and Eugene, Oregon in early 1987. Representatb es of local
colleges as well as internal company and union training programs set up booths at the 1-day fairs. Atte, tnce was
so high and response so enthusiastic that the joint task force ultimately helped local joint committees in 25 cities
create similar "Opportunity Expositions." The total cost to PNB was about $50,000, in addition to lost wages for
those workeis who attended on compaiy time. The successful creation and delivery of a wide range of training
programs at PNB demonstrates that joint training can be one of many offshoots of a strong, cooperative,
labor-management relationship:4

A Conversation with Arnuld Manseth, Labor Relatson4 Today, kL.S. Departni, Latm. Bureau of Labor Management Relations
and Cooperative Programs). May-June 1987, vol. 2, No. 3.

2Margaret Hilton and Ronnie Straw, Cooperative Trammg in Teleommenuauons. Case Studies,' Monthly Labor Rasm. May 1987.
p. 35.

31bid.

4Annie Hill. Chair. CWA-PNB Training Advisory Board, personal communication. March 1988.
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Box 8-CSERI-Cape Cod Hospital

The Service Employees International Unioa (SEIU) represents about 875,000 service workers, the majority
of whom v.crk in public or private health care.' In 1979, the union received a $300,000 grant from the U.S.
Department of Labor's Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) to determine the feasibility of applying
apprenticeship to the health care indusuy. Later, with the assistance of two more BAT contracts, EZIU's national
office developed a modified apprenticeship mrdel, termed LEAD-or-Lifelong-Education and Development.

By 1984, the LEAD program included staff at both SE1U international headquarters in Washington, DC and
in 11 regions of the country. Although staff were laid off when Federal funds were cut off the following years,
several successful LEAD programs continue to operate at the local level. One such example is found at Cape Cod
Hospital.

During 1981 contract negotiations, SEIU's national LEAD director helped Hospital Workers Local 767 win
the broad chitlines of a comprehensive upgrading program for its members. Local 767 represents all nonmanagement
workers except Registered Nurses (RNs), or about 650 of thc hospital's 1,100 employees. As called for in th.:
con=ct, a Joint Career Development Committee was created. The group met weekly for over a year to negotiate
on the qualifications required for c try represented job, ranging from the lowest paid Housekeepers and Pot
Washers to the highest paid Pharmacists.3

The result was a comprehensive joint training program, dubbed "Career Ladders," which has been continued
and expanded during subsequent contract negotiations. A key element in the program is a Career Ladders booklet
descnbmg requirements for about 100 jobs and listing 6 in-house training programs and 12 traineeships available
to meet those requirements. Normal attrition and turnover combincd with continuous introduction of new
technology creates a continuing demand for skilled workcrs at Cape Cod and other hospitals.

Under the Career Udders program, workcrs know exactly what they must do in order to be promoted.4 For
example, an entry-level hous;kecper knows that, to become a Unit Clerk, sfhe must complete training in Medical
Terminology (offered at the hospital) and be able to type 35 words per minute. At least one workcr has . Jade this
transition, involving an increase of ihrre levels in pay grade, within 6 months.

Union and management agree that the :Idebotomy traineeship has becn quite successful. The Phlebotomists,
who draw blood, are in great Jemand, especially in the summer months, when tourists swell the population of Cape
Cod and its hospital. In 1984, about 30 workers successfully completed training and were promoted to the
Phlebotomist position. In early 1989, the Joint Career Development Committee agreed to offer new iraineeships
in Phiebotomy and the higher level job 9f Histology Technician.

In compaiison with many wher juint union management training progranis, the Cape Cod Hospital program
is much more explicitly aimed at ,quil opportunity for mmonties and wom...n. From the vantage point of the Local
President, the kcy benefit to the union members is that opportunities for training and promotion are now based on
seniority, rather than being left to the discretion of manageme 1.

The hospitars Meaux of Libor Relations describes the progrun as 'an employee benefit with significant
benefit to the employer." Thc hospital does not pro ide its own formal training, all training of nonmanagement
employees is done through Career Ladders.

The overall approach to training appears to benefit both union a management, but is difficult :o transfer to
new locations without the support of the national union and Federal funds.

1/ean Ross, SEIU, personal communication, November 1988.

initial contract was one of several *New Imuatives contrau to labor unions and other organizations =crested in developing
apprenticeship programs. These funds were appropnated to the Department Of Labor as discretionary funds under the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act (CETA). and cl.nneted through BAT. In 1977, BAT dissemmated about $15 milhor of these funds for research.
development, and demonstration projects related to apprenuceihm. However, funds were cut back in 1978. and a ter 1980, there were almost
no "New Initiatives" contracts and grants. SEIU was one of few organizations to receive more funds during the 1980s.

3Fred Bodensiek. ' Union, Hospital Are Enthused With Success of Ladder Program." Cape Cod Register. Juue

4The following discussion is basec. on February 1939 mtaviews wnh Wilham Pastreich, President, Hospital Worken.SEIU Local 767,
Theresa Belmont, Dueuot of Labo- Relat...m.:. Cape Cod Hospital. and Jeanne Savoy, SEIU Rep,:sentauve W Comer L.adden Conumnee.
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During 1987 and ..)88, two divisions of AT&T
(operator services and long-distance services) desig-
nated the Alliance as the "official response for
career development needs." "6 In other words, these
divisions of thezompany will not develop a separate
package of career counseling for employees, but will
tely on the Alliance-to-provide-these services. It
appears, then, that joint training programs are
increasingly linked to the companies' strategic
goals.

Mixed Quality of Training

Joint union-management training programs are
often quite decentralized. Typically, a corporate-
level joint committee often supported by a staff, ris
overall policies and funds development and delivery
of some training courses, while more detailed
funding and training decisions are made by jciat
training committees at the local level. In addition,
many training decisions arc made by the workers
themselves who use employer-paid tuition agqist-
ance to take courses. A variety of public and private
training consultants, as well as in-house trainers, are
used within this decentralized structure.

One result is a wide range in the quality of training
supported by joint union-management programs. As
discussed in chapter 5, one unscupulous training
company attracted UAW rwanbers to its classes by
offering free computer components, but providing
little training. This happened early in the history of
the UAW-GM joint Human Resources Center, a
highly decentralized entity that sends about one-
fourth of its $200 million annual revenue stream
directly to joint training committees in the plants.117

lb improve quality, the joint training programs
have tried to inaease the expertise of local commit-
tees and at the satae time provide career and
educational counseling to help worket s in their
selection of educational providers. Today, each local
joint UAW-GM joint training committee is staffed
by full-time local joint training coordinators, who
are trained by the Human Resource Center in
development, design and evaluation of training.118
UAW-Ford and UAW-Chrysler have hired full-time

career counsellors to assist local joint coL.mittees
with design of training and selection of training
providers as well as to counsel in& idual workers.
However, within the UAW programs, career and
educational counseling remains strictly vohmtary,
and workers may sign up for courses without prior
counseling.

The two joint training corporations Iv iated by
the Communications Workers of Ame.....,a (CWA)
require career counseling. Workers must meet with
a counsellor and develop a career plan in order to be
eligible for prepaid tuition. Courses must be related
to the career plan in order to be eligible for
assistance. Other rules apply as well. For example,
CWA-U.S. WEST Communications Will no: pay for
flying lessons as a hobby but will pay for ground
school and instruction if it leads to a crnmercial
pilot's license."9

Ddtion Assistance

Most of the joint programs offer workers tuition
assistance to take courses on theL own time. Such
courses may be job-related, for personal develop-
ment or to prepare for new careers.1" As shown in
figure C-2, use of tuition assistance grew as the
programs have paid tuition assistance direaly to
schools, removed penalties for noncompletion of
courses, and provided career and educational coun-
seling. More recently, perhaps due to tax changes
(see below) participation in some of the programs
has dropped off. Nevertheless, a large fracLon of
each workforce has benefited, when cumulative
enrolhnents over time are considered: At UAW-
Ford, 27 percent of the workforce has taken accred-
ited courses at one time or anothet since the program
was instituted in 1984. At UAW-Chrysler, the
comparable figure is 36 percent, includin personal
development courses. PATHWAYS enrolled 30
percent of its workforce in its first 3 years of
providing atition assistance. These programs are
very beneficial to workers, because many enroll in
courses leading to 2- and 4-year degreesthe
formal, widely recognized credentials that are most
likely to enhance their careers and earnings. Al-

116T1:e Alliance. Annual Report (Somerset, NJ: The Alliance for Employee Growth& Development, Inc.. 1989). p, 8.

117Don Davis and Rich McMian. Co-Directora, UAW-GM Human Resource Center, personal communication. Apr 27. :989

11sibid.

119Herb Hackenburg. "Pathways' Presentation: It Sells Itself." MB Times, vol. 7, No. 15. July 29. 1987

17011ie Alliance purchases most truants for groups of woixers. rather than relying on individual use of tut
rrsonal communication, Aug. 30, 1989).
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though tuition assistance programs are expensive,
they are .much less costly than on-hours training,
because the employer can avoid paying workers'
salaries while in training.

As the joint programs were gathering moinentum,
tuition assistance benefits paid to workers for all
types of coursesthose related to their current jobs
and those taken to prepare for new careerswere
not taxed as income. As discussed above, this
changed temporarily when Congress made tuition
benefits for non-job-related courses taxable between
December 21, 1988 and November 1989.121 Al-
though Congress restored the tax-exempt status of
all tuition benefits retroactively to January -1, 1989,
participation in the joint union-management pro-
grams fell during the'long period of uncertainty (see
figure 8-2). As discussed in chapter 2, making the tax
exemption permanent would remove any tax imped-
iments to worker participation in qualified tuition
assistance programs, whether sponsored unilaterally
by employers in- jointly with unions.

Future Outlook

The future prospects for joint union-management
training aprAr bright. At General Motors and Ford,
union and management have reaffirmed their com-
mitment to the joint corporations through three
rounds of collective bargaining, Chrysler and UAW
renewed their commitment te joint training in 1988,
and the CWA and AT&T agreed to continue the
Alliance even before opeiiing formal contract nego-
tiations in 1989. Participation in voluntary training
programs offered by the five corporations has
dramatically increased since their inception, and
each corporation has had to add staff to accommo-
date this growing demand. Cumulative enrollments
in all types of training programs offered by each
corporation range from 16 to over 50 percent of the
eligible workforne.

There are three factors .nich could threaten joint
union-management training-

1. lack of evaluation to demonstrate the quality of
training provided;

2. deterioration a the current cooperation be-
tween the unions and managements; ar.:

3. further decline in the unionization of U.S.
workers.

:-Phob crodtTho' Atiaxvior Employe* Growth
rmrd Devthpment,

Joint union-management training has spread from the auto
industry to telecommunicatiow. Here, a union-

represented AT&T employee receives one-on-one
coaching from her instructor.

First, most joint union-management training pro-
grams axe not evaluated. This is ILA surprising: As
discussed above, very few company training pro-
grams receive rigorous evaluation because of the
time and expense required. Evaluation of joint
programs is particularly difficult because they are
designed to achieve a variety of goals. Nevertheless,
it is inssible to assess the quality .of individual
courses and programs. The CWA-U.S. V ST Com-
munications program has conducted several studies
of specific programs and services, and all three of the
UAW joint programs have begun to evaluate their
r njor programs. The-results of these studies could
be useful to the broader training community as well
as to the joint programs themselves.

The second threata decline in union-manage-
ment cooperation, which forms the basis of the joint
training corporationsis real, but is unlikely to
affect joint training in the near future. Although a
vocal minority within the UAW has raised aware-
ness of some of the flaws of "joint.ess," the
top-level leadership remains iirmly committed to
cooperation when it is in both the unions' and
management's interests. Training is seen as such as
area. The CWA has strongly supported joint training
even while reducing its commitment to joint "Qual-

L21Publiclar 7100-647, appreved Nov.10, 1988, retroactively exten tcd Section 127 from Jan. 1, 1988 (it bad expired onDec. 31, 1987) through Doc.
31, 1988. Ms law also disqualified 'onnerly eligible graduate level coutses.
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ity of Work life" programs aimed at other areas of
labor-management cooperation.

However, as the unionized percentage of the
workforce shrinks, the possibilities for joint union-
management effbrts, not only in the area of training
but ALSO in other productivity and quality issues, are
diminished. Since 1960, the percentap of private
sector workers covered by union contracts has
plummeted, while the percentage of government
employees represented by labor unions has in-
creased. In 1989, union members made up 37
percent of employment in government, compared
with only 12 percent in the private sector.I22 The
decline in private sector unionization in the United
States is in sharp contrast to the situation in Canada,
where labor law makes union organization much
simpler and allows less scope for management
opposition.

RETAINING THE SKILLS OF
OLDER WORKERS

The U.S. population is aging. The proportion of
the population age 45 and older will increase
steadily from 1991 to about 2010 when the last of the
baby boomers enters this age group. At the same
time, a decrease in the youngest age group from
which workers are drawn, those 16 to 24, is
projected.12-3 One way that companies can compen-
sate for projected workforce shortages is to retain
older workers in greater numbers and/or for more
years. However, an increasing proportion of older
workers in the labor force means that it will be
important to know how advancing age affects the
various skills that contribute to job performance, and
if there are negative effects, how to reduce or
compensate for them. If age-based physiological
changes do not have a significant effect on perform-
ance, there is still the question of whether older
workers receive adequate taining to match their
skills with changing technology. This chapter de-
fines older workers as those 45 years old and older
(see footnote 12). Hence the discussion covers not

only those at the young end of the older worker
group, but also those who are now tyr -11y retired
(65 years old and older), because ther y be more
job opportuniCes for sucn people in the years ahead.

Laboratory studies show gradual declines in
sensation and perception, motor control, learning,
and memory with age, but how these changes affect
job perfonnance has not been well-researched.124
Laboratory tasks may be poor surrogates for
workplace tasks. In addition, people become more
heterogeneous with age. Accordingly, ehronologi-al
age is a poor predictor of significant reductions in
the productivity or trainability of any particular
worker. Better inform. :on on the relationship be-
tween laboratory test results and job performance
would facilitate development of more accurate
predictors of productivity and trainability than
chronological age.125

Despite age-related physiological changes, age-
related declines in performing traditional tasks in
most occupations seem to be gradual and slight, and
it appears that the ability to produce and learn is
unaffected in healthy workers beyond the age of
65.126 The explanation for the apparent lack of
performance declines may be that judgment and
experience of older workers compensate for some
age-related physiological declines or because people
with significant age-related deficits remove them-
selves from the workforce, or both.

Sometimes the decision to leave the workforce is
not due to diminished capacity to accomplish job
tasks per se, but due to other deficits that indirectly
affect performance and/or enjoyment of work. The
hard-of-hearing person is often mistakenly per-
ceived to be inattentive, slow-thinking, or aloof,
when instead the person has simply not heard a
question or ....istruction or has heard it incorrectly
Such misconceptions may cause workers with age-
related deficits or disabilities to leave the workforce
prematurely.127

122"Union M.:mbership Down to 16.4 Percent of Workers," Daily Labor Review, op. cit., foomote 72, p.

untie data for those aged 16 to 24 13 irom Howard N. Fullerton, Nt...v Labor Force Projections Spanning 1988 to 2000," Month:, Labor Review,
vol. 112, No. 11, Novcinber 1989, p. 8.

124F.R. Rothstein, with DJ. Ratter op. cit., footnote 11, pp. 1-30. Much of the discussion in this section 13 drawn from this report

126D. Baugher, "Is the Older Worker Inherently Incompetent?" Aging and Work, fall 1978, p. 248.

127P. R.Rothstem, Reduung the Impact of Age-Retateo Heanng Loss, unpubushedoncept paper for the National Counul on the Abg, November
1982, p. 2.
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Even without adequate data on age-related physi-
ological changes and job performance, common
sense leads to several conclusions. First, most jobs
do not demand performance at maximum physical
capacity; jobs requiring physical strength and a rapid
work pace would be most affected by advancing age.
Conversely, work that depends on experience or on
building a clientele puts the older worker at an
advantage.128 Second, declines in heavy manufac-
turing and increases in service jobs will likely reduce
the impact of age on job performance. Finally, the
great variability among workers in the same age
range means that policy with respect to the older
worker should be flexible and individualized rather
than uniform.129

Practices That Compensate for Age-Related
Changes

Efforts to compensate for age-related deficits
focus either on the worker or on the job. When the
focus is on the worker, one approach is to try to
reduce the deficit. Company-based hzalth promotion
programs have the potential to improve the health
and thereby the ove-all job performance of middle-
aged and older workers.13° Another approach is
training. While research is limited, some evidence
suggests that training can overcome some age-
related deficits. Hearing loss, which accounts for the
largest number of all sensory loss disorders with
age,131 is an example. A promising training approach
tested in a nursing home and yet to be tried in an
employment setting involves traini" both older
persons and those with whom they interact in new
communication techniques.132 The training is not sign
language but teaching heightened sensitivity to the
possibility of misunderstanding or partial under-

standing. Such techniques are likely to be applicable
to the workplace.

When the focus is on the job, the number of hours
worked can be reduced and/or the characteristics of
the job can be modified to facilitate retention of
older workers. Part-time work can meet business
needs for peak-time coverage and for workforce
fle)dbility. On the other hand, employers tray use
part-time work as a way to avoid offering bc.nefits.
Nonetheless, part-time work is an attractive option
for some older people.133

Part-time work arrangements include job-sharing,
phased retirement, and, increasingly, reemployment
of retirees on a part-time or contingent basis
(postretirement employment). Travelers Insurance
Co. uses 16 retiree; h.; job sharers in four positions
staffing a ca. sumer hot-line.134 As an example of
phased reti-ement, Polaroid offers workers a "try-
out retirement" option, in which they can reduce or
even terminate their work schedules with the option
of returning tc full-time responsibilities if they
change their minds.135 Postretirement employment
comes in a variety of forms. Depending on pension
provisions, retirees can reaum to their previous
employer as part-time employees, as contract work-
ers, through an outside temporary agency, or as part
of a job bank or internal temporary woi. poo1.136

//
Job modifications include job transfer, job rede-

oign, and job-accommodation. Stouffer Foods Corp.
allows older workers to transfer from the faster-
paced retail assemLly lines to the slower-paced
institutional lines if their work slows down or
comFromises safety.'17 In job redesign, the work is
changed to reduce ilfting, climbing, or prolonged
standing. Job redesign is often informal and individ-

124P.K Robinson, "Ags.. Healt'i, and Job Performance." I.E. Buren, P.K. Robinson, and I. E. Livingston ieds.), Age, Health, and Employment
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1986), pp. 70-71.

129Rothstein. with Ratte, op. cit., footnote 11, p. 33.

130Robinson, op. cit., footnote 128, p. 71-72.

1"Some hearing loss t pure tones can be measured in nearly cv eryone after the rmddk 30s. Impairments in speech comprehension wider adverse
conditions begin as early as the 40s. Rothstein, with Ratte, O. cit., footnote 11, pp. 8-9.

132Develor4 by the Regional Council on Aging (RCOA) in Rochestm., Ncw York, "Ehmmating the Sound Barna, improved communication
between hard-of-hearing older people and professionals who worked with them.

133American Association of Retired Pcrsons, Workers 45+. Today and Tomorrow (Washington, DC: :986)p. 19.
134F R Rothstein, "Older Workcr Ernloyment Opportunities in the Private Scctor," R. Moms, and S.A. Bass (cd.s.), Renrement Reconsidered.

Economic and Social Roles for Older People (New York, NY: Springer Publishing Co., 1988), p. 154

113L.S Root and LH Zarruch,"" Personnel Practices for an Aging Workforce. Priv ate-Sector Exanaplcs, paper prepared for the L.S. Senate Special
Committee on Aging. February 1985, pp. 40-42.

136H. Axel, Job Banks for Redrees (New York, NY: Thc Conference Board, 1989, pp. 6-7.

137Root and Za:rugh, op. cit., foourite 135, p. 47.
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ualized and can involve mechanization to reduce
physical effort, changing job content through task
redistribution, or minimizing distractions.138 139

A recent survey of human resource p7ofessionals
suggests that companies are not enthusiastic about
job transfer and job redesign, and these adjustments
are used infrequently. Older workers who cannot
keep up with new technology and procedures often
stay in their current jobs, at the same pay, but many
of their duties are reassigned to more capable staff
members, resulting in attitude and morale prob-
lems.14°

..
Job accommodations are sometimes made to

retain a long-term employee whose capacities are
diminished after a heart attack, stroke, or other
disabling incident. A simple example of job accom-
modation is found in McDonald's Corp.: older
workers who assemble salads sit on stools rather
than standing up. The Job Accommodations Net-
work, a hotline for employers to exchange informa-
tion about the modifications they have made to
retain employees with various impairments, esti-
mates that most employee accommodations cost lc..ss
than $1,000141

Training To Update Skills

For most older workers, the neei is not methods
to compensate for age-related physiological declines
but training to upgrade skiP- that hi.ve become
outdated by new technology. Federal support for
older v. orker naining progams has been limaed and
corporate training departments and private for-profit
training vendors have shown little interest in devel-
oping training packages tailored to older work
ers. 142 143

Demographic changes make continuing educa-
tion programs an increasing source of retraining. In
the last two decades, as the baby boom has moved
out of the traditional college and postgraduate years,
universities have begun seeking older students. Still,
targeted marketing and tailored teaching methods
will be necessaly to attract more older students and
to mitigate fears they may have of competing in the
classroom after many years away from formal
teaching.

The main question with university-based retrain-
ing is who pays. While recent legislation (the Higher
Education Act of 1986) has opened up financial aid
opportunities for part-time students,"4 full-time re-
training is out of reach fmancially for most employ-
ees. 145

Vocatioi. al schools have long been instrumental
in training and retraining people for work. Older
workers have not been a major component of their
student populations. However, former American
Vocational Association president Gene Lehmann
predicts that the role of vocational educatioh in
retraining older people for second careers in high
demand occupations will gow.146

Apprenticeship is another source of training.
Formerly limited to people under 45, apprentice-
ships are now available regardless of age, and older
people are beginning to take advantage of the
opportunity. Many older apprentices come into the
program as dislocated workers. There are no diffef-
ences in the training or work processes for older
apprentices. However, a new practice that helps
some of the older dislocated workers is that as
incoming apprentices they get credit for prior
experience, which allows them to come in at higher
levels. In February 1990, 4 percent of apprentices in

133Robinson, op. cit., footnote 128, pp. 72-73.

139K.D. Miller, Retraining the American Workforce (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1939), p. 130.

00Amenc2n Society of Personnel Adnumsuation/Lommerce Cleannghousc, "Managing thc Aging Workfon.e. The 1988 ASPA/CCH Survey,"
Human Resources Management, June 28, 1988, p. 3.

141KJ. Marion, Human Factors Consultant, Job Accommxlation Network, personal communication, 1990.

142Ametican Socicty of Personnel Administration/Commen2 Clearinghouse, op. cit., footnote 140, p. 6.

143J.Camery, Senior Research Analyst, Training magazine, personal communication. Ja.mary 1990,

144L.B. S haw, "Spec lalProblerns of Older Women Wo.igers,'' M.E.Borus et al. (eds.), The Older Worker (Madison, WI. Industnal Relations Research
As.v. _:-tion, 1988), p. 66.

G. Kearsley, ..ntroducing New Technology Into the Workplace. Retraintng Issues and Suatcgics," Investing in People. A Strategy to Address
Amenca's Workforce Crisis, Background Papers, vol. 1 ( Nashington, DC. Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency, U S
Department of Labor, September 1989), p. 478.

146K.M. Roberts, "Retirement is a New Beginning," Vocational Education Journal, January/Febtuary 1950, p. 25.
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the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training's database
were 45 or older.147

Companies could find it to their advantage to help
fmance if not to provide, training of older employees
as fewer younger workers enter the labor market. In
theory, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
(ADEA) encourages such activities. One purpose of
ADEA is "to help employers and workers fmd ways
of meeting problems arising from the impact of age
on employment." Although virtually nothing has
been done toward accomplishing this purpose,
ADEA clearly opens a door for Federal involvement
on a "carrot" rather than a "stick" basis.

Experience With Training Older Workers

Two-thirds of the human resource managers who
participated in a 1987 survey adorowledged that
special training techni Ines may enhance efforts to
update skills among older employees. Self-paced
learning, experiential training, 1-the-job coaching,
pragmatic or application-orienteu training, and train-
ing that senior employees help design were among
the techniques cited.

However, according to the survey, efforts to train
older workers are hampered by several factors.
Fifty-nine percent of the managers reported moder-
ate to great resistance to train ig among older
employees, and 52 percent reported that older
employees have trouble rn .stering new concepts,
ideas, and approaches. Despite high awareness that
older workers have distinct training needs, only 38
percent of the companies represented conduct an
annual assessment to identify training needs, and
only 29 percent offer trainirg and development for
older employees.148

Experit.nce with older workers and computers
sbows that older workers can be effectively trained
in new technologies and that they benefit from
tiaining methods tailored to them. The attitudes of
management are the greatest hardle ol 1,:x workers
face (see box 8-D).

Training managers on age issues can change their
perspectives and decisions vis-a-vis training older
workers. An evaluation involving 100 organizations
using a course that emphasizes the benefits of
effective use of older workers showed that, 3 months
later. the training continued to have a positive effect
on managers and their feelings about their own
aging, their commitment to involving older persons
in their human resource planning and their decisions
on performance reviews, retraining, and retention of
older workers.149

There is general agreement on some of the
characteristics of training that benefit older workers.
Because 3tress has a greater negative effect on older
trainees than on their younger counterparts, methods
that minimize stress are particularly important for
the older trainee. Programmed teaching minimizes
stress, and thus may be more successful with older
workers than traditional teaching methods. Even
with programmed teaching, however, there is evi-
dence that older people require more time to
complete a learning program; 67- to 84-year-olds
needed 103 minutes to comol-te a learning program
that 16- to 32-year olds &L., .1 in 45 minutes.150

Testing is a cause of stress, and some experts
suggest that testing of older trainees be minimized.
When testing 1, necessary, frequent feedback on
results can help accustom the older trainee to
tes ting.151

Reducing the need for memory by job aids and
embedded training (or L-nproving memory by mne-
monics) and minimizing distractions can increase
successful learning by older workers.152

Programs for reentry women and dislocated
workers fmd it effective to provide motivational and
confidence-building sessions prior to skills training
to combat the self-fitifilli..3 prophecy of those who

147M. Miller, Acting Dircctor, Bureau of Apprenticeship Training, U.S. Department of Lobo., personal communication, 199fs.

148American Society of Personnel Administrators/Commerce Clearing Housc, op. cit footnote 140, p. 6.
149Dennis, op. footnote 19, pp. 149-151. The course was "Age Issues in Management," available from the Conference Board.
mid Doering, 5 Rhodes, and M Schuster, The Aging Worker. Research and Recommendanons (Beverly Hills, CA. SaGE Publications, 1983),

p. 113.

151Millcr, op. cit., footnote 139, p. 138.

152Ibid., pp. 129-130.
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expect to do poorly in training and then proceed to
do so.1"

Such techniques could help in skills training of the
older worker, particularly when computers are
involved.154

Malcolm Knowles has probably had the greatest
influence on development of adult learning princi-
ples. Knowles pioneered andragogy, the art and
science of helping adults learn, based on the learner
as an active participant in designing and delivering
the learning program.155

Knowles' principles as applied to older vorkers
can be summarized as follows. First, tl physical
environment and psychological climate of the train-
ing setting need to accommodate the declines in
physiological functioning that affea .Ader people to
varying degrees. S econd, traditional classroom meth-
ods such as lectures a. - less effective than group
discussions and problem-solving, in part because the
latter techniques more closely emulate real-life work
processes and in part because they mitigate the
anxiety many older adults feel about returning to the
classroom after decades away from it. Third, the
extensive job and life experiences of the older
Ivcrker can enrich the training experience and must
be integrated into the learning program. And fourth,
toe motivation of older workers in work-related
learning is directly related to whatever career and
life changes they are undergoing."

Retirement and Public Policies

Improvements in retirement in t. ome packages
have been a major factor affecting reement deci
sions.157 These improvements, which have enable('
more workers to retire earlier, have also reduced
pressure on the government and corporaiions to

develop programs and policies to expand older
worker trainine, and employment opportunities.158

Congress recently began requiring employers to
recognizz earning, -ifter age 65 for pension contribu-
tion and benefit purposes. This pension policy
removed a disincentive toward continued work past
65, but pension plans may still limit the ability of
retirees to work part-lime for their former employer
because pension payments are jeopardized.

Amendments to the Age Discrimination in Em,-
ployment Act first moved the mandatory retirement
age from 65 up to 70, and in 1988 the age limit was
outlawed altogether for most jobs. However, en-
forcement by the Equal Opportunity Commission is
minimal because of severe budget constraints.159

The Social Security system affects continued
employment in several ways. For instance, the
earnings test restricts the amount that Social Secu-
ity beneficiaries between 62 and 69 may earn
without jeopardizing their benefit levels. However,
low income workers do not generally earn enough to
affect their benefits. The earnings limit will be
relaxed somewhat begir_aing in 1990. Moreover,
few people understand that the earnings test does not
apply to those who are 70 or older; that is, that the
benefit levels of such workers are not affected by
earned income.

On the other hand, the 1983 Social Security
amertdments included several incentives for contin-
ued work. The gradual rise in age eligibility for full
benefits from 65 to 67, which will begin in the year
2000, could encourage baby boomers to stay longer
in the labor force. Gradual increas in the delayed
retirement credit for employees who continue work-
ing beyond age 65 should have a similar effect.160

153R L. Alegna and A. Lordeman, Serving Older Individuals Under the Job Training Partnership Az,. State Initiatives and Practices (WachinEtnn,
DC: Natioaal Govemms' Association and National Association of State Units on Aging, June 1988), p. 13.

154Arnerican Society of Personnel Administration/Commerce Clearing House, op. cit., footnote 140, p. 14.

155M. S. Knowles and Associates, Andragogy in Action (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 1984), pp. 14-18.

158H.I.5terns and D. Doverspike, "Trammg and Developmg the Older Work,.... Implicanom.. _ Human Resource Management," in Dennis, op cit.,
footnote 19, p. 99.

,57R. Nr.Burkhau.ser and J. F. Qumr , "lAbor Force Participation of Older Workers,"Investing in P eople. A Strai ,ry to Address America's Workforce
Crisis, background papers, vol. I (We.dungton, DC. Commission on Won:force Quality and Labor Market Efficiency, U Department of Labor,
September 1989), pp. 1084, 1099-1100.

158S. E.Rnt. Director of Research, Women's Research and Education Insutate, testimony at a joint hearing before the Select Co nmittee on Abing and
the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities of the Committee on Education and Labor, U.S.Hous. of Representadves, on "The State of the Older
Worker: Current and Future Needs," 1989, Serial Number 90-614, p. 58.

158I. K. L. Morse, Attorney, Office of the General Counsel, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, personal communication, 1990.

1813Axe1, op. cit., footnote 13j, p. 9.
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Box 8-DOkier Workers and Computers

Rapi0 tichnological change and perv2eive use of computers and computer-assisted toolsare common in the
workplace today. Yet, there is little documentation about whether there is a differential effect on older workers when
cor Tuters are introduced into the workplace. Of the few age-specific studies that have looked at adult performance
in computer training, most relate to the older worker's ability to learn to use computers for word processing:

A recent study examining older women's computer trainability and attitudes toward computers found that
women 55 to 70 years old performed as well as young (25 to 39) and middle-aged (40 to 54) women.'
A study comparing younger adults (20 to 39) with older adults (50 to 84) found that the older adults took
twice as long to learn but achieved nearly equal performance levels. The older adults requested help two to
three times as frequently. Performance in training and attitude toward computers were directly related.2

* When older adults (65 to 75) and younger adults (18 to 30) without prior computer experience participated
in two training sessions a week over several weeks, the older adults proved able to learn computer word
processing skills and to use that expertise to solve problems. Information recall about the word processing
prograir was similar in both groups, and both carried out computer operations equally correctly and
efficiently. However, the older adults needed more time to select and carry out procedures and more
assistance during editing tasks.3

Gist, Rosen, and Schwoerer compared older and younger people in coinputer famili v..ization and spreadsheet
training using two different training techniques. Both age groups showed learning gains, but the younger trainees
performed better than those over 45 with both training techniques.4

The above studies suggest that older workers can adjust well to computerized word processing. However, older
workers tend to take longer to learn and need more assistance while learning to use computerized word processing.

A growing body of anecdotal information dicates that older workers are more likely to accept computers if
introduced to them in ways deliberately designed to reduce their anxiety older instructors, smaller classes, and
abundant time to practice.5

Despite evidence that older workers can become both comfortable anc. accomplished with computer
technology, many managers believe otherwise. A recent survey showed that only 22 percent of human resource
executives felt that older workers were comfortable with new technologies such as computers. three-quarters of
the respondents agreed that "our younger employees represent the future of the industry andwe should focus our
training and del iopment efforts on them."6

National Council on the Aging, "Research Findings: Older Persons Can Excel on Computers," The Aging Workforce, volt 3, No. I,
March-April 1989, p 5, S I Czaja, unpubiished research on older adults and computer training for Advanced Automation Concepts, Inc.,
Buffalo, NY.

2E. Zandri and N. Charness, "Training Older and Younger Adults to Use Software," Edutanonal Gerontology, vol. 15, 1989, pp.
623-625.

3A. A Hartley and I T Hartley. "The Older Adult as Computer User," P. K. Robinson,J. Livingston, and J. E. Buren (eds.), Ag:ng and
Technological Advances (New Yolk, NY: Plenum Press, 1984) p. 348.

4M. Gist, B. Rosen, and C. Schwoerer, "The Influence of Training Method andTrainee Age on the Acquisition of Computer Skills,"
Personnel Psychology, vol. 41, 1988, pp. 261-262.

5F.R. Rothstein with DJ. Ratte, "Training and Older Workers. Implicationsfor U.S. Competinvenewss,' report prepared for the Office
of Txhnology Assessment under contract N3-1360, March 1990, pp. 83-84.

6The Yankelovich Group, Business and Older Workers (Washington, DC.American Association of Retired Persons, 1989), p. 13.

The employmert section of the Americans with
Disabilities Act requires any private company with
15 or more employees to provide "reasonable
accommodation" to employees with disabilities
unless such provision causes the business "undue
hardship." The Act may offer legal remedies to
older worker9 affected by age-related disabilities

this interpretation has been called the Act's
"sleeping giant'."161.

Specific Federal commitment to training older
workers involves only two programsthe Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA) and the Senior
Community Service Employment Program, also

161B Fretz, Executive Director, National Senior Citizens Le Center, speech at National Association of State Units on Aging Conference, Jan. 18,
1990.
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known as the Title V program of the Older Ameri-
cans Act. Title V and the older worker provisions in
TTPA ate limited to assisting low income individu-
als 55 and over and neither has the resources to meet
the needs of this population.162 Neither program
emphasizcs training for older workers. The JTPA 's
targeted older worker services have emphasized
assistance in job search rather than sldlls enhance-
ment.163 The one nonmeans-tested JTIk program,
which is designed to serve dislocated workers
regardless of income, has disproportionately under-
served older victims of economic dislocation.164 The
Title V program places low-income seniors in
part-time jobs with community service agencies, and
they are generally paid the minimum wage. While
some training occurs, most Title V programs have
income maintenance as their primary goal.165

Lack of Data on Access, Costs and Effectiveness
of Older Worker Training

Inadequate information on a^cess, costs, and
effectiveness makes it difficult to formulate policy
about training older workers. While the Bureau of
Labor Statistics conducts regular labor force sur-
veys, these surveys do not seek information on
worker training.166 The one comprehensive house-
holei survey conducted by BLS and the Census
Bureau in 1983 has not been updated.

Most companies could probably produce age data
on their trainees by examining personnel files.
However, a study prepared for 0TA167 found no

companies that do so as a matter of course.
Furthermore, if companies do compile such informa-
tion they might hesitate to make it public for fear of
violating ADEA provisions. Not all human resource
developmeu specialists interviewed for this re-
port168 re Jized that collection of age data on training
particip its is not prohibited under ADEA.

Nor does access to training by older workers
appear to be on the research agenda of national trade
associations. The National Association of Manufac-
turers, which represents many of the companies at
the center of the restructuring and retooling activi-
ties of the past decade, has not focused on age as a
factor important to the human resource development
needs and practices of its members.

Just as data on access are limited, so also are data
on the costs and effectiveness of methods of training
older workers. Only 1 1 percent of companies in one
survey reported that they analyze the costs and
benefits of training employees over the age of 50.169
Little useful information has been compiled from
experience with publicly funded training.'" Federal
budget constraints, combined with a shift of the
Administration on Aging away from research on
employment, have resulted in sharp cuts in grant
support for such research. Nonetheless, the aging of
the American workforce means that better informa-
tion on access, costs, and effective methods for
training older workers will be increasingly impor-
tant.

162Rothstein, with Ratte, cp. cit., footnote 11, p. 47.

163F R. Rothstein, Continuing to Work. JTPA and the Older Worker (Washington, DC. National Association of Counties, 1989), p. 19

164U.5. Congress, General Accounting Office, Distncated Workers. Local Programs and Outcomes wider the Job Training Partnership Act
(Washington, DC: General Accounting Office, 1987), PP. 39-40* 46.

165S. Sandell, Older Workers. Prospects, r -oblems and Policies, 9th Annual Report (Washingtun, DC. National Commission for Employmcnt Policy,

1985), p. 27.

1661'111p L. Rones, Economist, Bureau of Labor Statistics, personal communication. February 1990.

167Rothstein, with Ratte, op. cit., footnote 11, o. 72.
manic p. 73.

169B. Rosen and T. H. Jerdee, op. cit., footnote 18, p. 72.

I--

program to date. Yet it eXIIMIZIeS OViy expenditUte rates and numbers of participants terminating from the program, with nc attention M the
Accounting Office, 1990), a January 1S)Orzport from the General Accounting Office, probably offers the most c-implete cost information on the set-aside

cost-effectiveness of various types of training, i.e., the relationship between types of intervention and outcomes.

170FOT example, Job Traimng Partnership Act. Information on Set-Aside Funding for Assistance to Oldsr Workers (Washington, DC. General
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Appendix A

Training in the U.S. Military

The U.S. military recruits and trains large numbers of
young people. Parts of the militvy training mcdel
resemble apprenticeship, except that the "related instruc-
tion" (which takes place alongside on-the-job training in
private sector apprenticeship) is front-loaded in the
military. That is, new recruits rece ie intensive instruc-
tion at the begiming of th ir tour, followed by on-the-job
training coupled with written and practical skills tests.1

Aside from the very different missions, there are
several basic differences between military and conven-
tional private sector training. One is the scale and scope
of training. Private firms often give nide training to young
entry level workers because they expect them to move on
within a year. The military recruits fo. 3- to 4-year tours
of duty, and trains all recruits. Some res. ain in the military
for a 20- to 30-year career. Further, the military model is
up or out; if recruits do not pass training and move up,
they may be discharged. Military training also is aimed
more at specific performance standards, based on job
analysis, than most private sector training. Also, military
trainin" is evaluated and inaproged constantly, with the
trainees' commanders providing feedback. Instructors are
rotated, conducting training for 3 or 4 years at a time and
then returning to the field. Thus they maintain and
upgrade their duty skills.

Instructional technology also is more prevalent in
military training than the civilian sector. The military has
a keen interest in training technology for several reasons.
'the portability and consistency of instructional technol-
ogy make it very attractive for the military's large
worldwide trainee population and high turnover. The
military also frequently introduces new equipment with
sophisticated and complex capabilities that are particu-
larly well suited to technology-based training. Fmally, the
Depart ment of Defense (DoD) can afford the startup costs
associated with hardware and software development.
Because DoD's training budget is so large (DoD spends
approximately $3,500/person annually on training com-
pared with perhaps $100 to several hundred dollars per
employee in the private sector), the military's investments
in training research have the potential to yield large cost

savings if they produce more effective or efficient trainir,g
methods.

The military services have a multibillion dollar inven-
tory of training material. For example, in 1986, the Naval
Training Systems Center processed more than $1.0 billion
for research, testing, and development of training sys-
tems, Ind provided logistics support for over $3 billion
worth of training material and syFtems in use throughout
the world. Because of its incr.,asing emphasis on training
technology, the military training market is one of the few
U.S. defense markets that is growing.2

Scope of Training3

The Department of Defense had almost 5 million
personnel in 1989 (see table A-1). The 3.8 million
uniformed personnel received the equivalent of 250,000
years of training, with 81 percent going to active forces

and the rest to Guard/Reserve personnel (see table A-2).

The figures in table A-2 only cover what DoD calls
"individual training and education," or training of
individual uniform members in formal courses conducted
by organizations whose major mission is training. Train-
ing by units roughly equivalent to on-the-job training
is not reported in the DoD Military Manpower Training
Report.

DoD divides individual training programs into six
categories:

1. Recruit Training: given to enlisted personnel with
no previous service by the Branch they join. Recruit
training is mole akin to socialization than to skills
building. An individual coming from duty in
another Branch may need modified Recruit Train-
ing.

2. One-Station Unit Training (OSUT): initial training
given only by Army Combat Arms (e.g., Infantry,
Armor, Artillery). OSUT combines Army Recruit
Training with advanced individual training.

3. Officer Acquisition Training: now includes six
ger .al programs (Servict.. Academies, Recruit Offi-

Training Corps, Officer Candidate Schools,Off-

tUnless otherwise ref erenced, the material in this appendix is from Douglas Coperand, personal communications to 0 TA, October 1989-January 1990;

and Greg ifearsley, "Instructional Technology and Worker Learning Needs," report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment, contract No

L3-5615, February 1990.
2Steve Hull, "Hot Markets," Military Forum, vol. 6, No. 3, November/December 1989, P. 5.
3The information presented below is clawed from the 1989 Defense Almanac, the Departraent of Defense Military Manpower Training Report

(MMTR) for fiscal year 1990, and the Department of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense Manpower, Installation, and Logistic,

Occupational Conversion Manual.In some cases, these data Will address requirements for fiscal year 1991. This fiscal year 1991 information is part

of the MMTR and is required by the U.S. Congress in accordance with 10 U.S.C. 138(d)(2). The MMTR fo: 1990 was prepared in M. rch 1989 It should

be noted that this reflects neither the Presidential Budget presented to the Congress inJanuary of 1990, nor any increased Jerneads due to the 1990 Iraqi

invasion of Kuwait (e.g., call up of reserve forces).
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Tab lo A-1--Department of Defense Personnel
(as of March 1989)

Active duty personnel:
Army 764,259
Navy 581,050
Marine Corps 194,860
Air Force 575,604

Total 2,115,773

Guard and Reserve:
Army 1,063,437
Navy 241,448
Marine Corps 83,233
Air Force 268,254

Total 1,656,372

Civil Service:
Army 420,480
Navy 354,491
Air Force 263,437
Other 96,679

Total 1,145,087
Total DoD 4,917,232

SOURCE: Department of Defense, Defense Almansc, 1989.

Campus Commissioning, Enlisted Commissioning,
and Heath Professions Acquisition). There are
sub-elerrents to some of these programs, as well as
special progams unique to each service.

4. Specialized Skill Training: prepares personnel for
specific jobs in each service. Initial Specialized
Skill Training includes most formal training that
follow3 Recruit Training. 71e training is for specific
jobs listed for: 1) Military Occupational Specialty
(MOS) for the Army4 or Marine Corps, 2) Navy
Enlisted Classification (NEC), or 3) Air Force
Specialty Code (AFSC). Following initial training,
personnel usually are assigned field duties. Those
showing particular aptitude may get Advanced
Enlisted Technical/Skill training--usually after they
have gained on-the-job eAperience in their specialty.
The advanced training also may qualify trainees for
a new occupation code. Personnel may go to several
advanced courses during their military career, either
for advanced technical areas or management or
supervisory positions.

5. Flight Training: provides basic flight operation
skills and knowledge for those seeking to be pilots
(aviators), Naval Flight Officers (NFOs), and/or
navigators. Ofttil ^Idled Undergraduate Pilot Train-
ing (UPT), its graduates are awarded their wings and
designations and assigned to specific aircraft train-
ing squadrons for qualification. For example, a
newly designated Air Force pilot who is jet-
qualified may be assigned to an F-15 training
squadron prior to assignment to an F-15 operational
squadron.

Table A-2-Department of Defense Requested
Training Loads for Fiscal Years 1990 and 1991*

FY 1990 FY 1991

Active military",
Army 79,667 74,760
Navy 67,224 66,517
Marine Corps 21,656 22,235
Air Force 39,575 37,757

Subtotal 208,122 201,269

Guard and Reserve
Army National Guard 19,168 18,667
Army Reserve 15,377 15,963
Naval Reserve 3,237 3,259
Marine Corps Reserve 4,179 4,178
PJr National Guard 2,941 2,939
Air Force Reserve 1,752 1,774

Subtotal 46,654 46,780

Total 254,776 248,049

aDoD defines 'Training Load" as the average number of students and
trainees participating In formal Incividual training and education courses
during the fiscal year. For a full fiscal year, training loads are the equivalent
to the total number of years of training taken by students/tralness.

bEach service's training load is the amount of trailing needed by members
of that service. However, some training will bo done by other services, In
DoD schools, or by outside institutions. The figures above cry consistent
with the President's Budget for fiscal years 1990-91, submitted In January
1989.

%dudes formal school training provided by active military training
establishments.

SOURCE: Depalment of Defense, Military Manpower Training Report,
fiscal year 1990.

6. Professional Development Education: provides
education and training to career personnel in
p:eparation for complex duties. It encompasses a
range of goals and subjects (e.g., military science,
engineering, instructional technology, management,
and medical areas). While most professional develop-
ment is for the officer corps, some programs are for
senior enlisted personnel. Some strvice school
programs range from 22 weeks (Armed Forces Staff
College) to 42-44 week- (Army, Navy, Marine
Corps and Air Command and Staff Colleges).

Load and course data for initial and advanced skill
training and pilot tiaining hie presented in table A-3. The
number of initial entry-skill training courses shown is
large; it also is relatively insensitive to reductions in
personnel. DoD would still have to instruct in the entry
level skills, but to fewer trainees. Personnel reductions (or
inert s) would have an impact oir course load and thus
cost:

In contrast, advanced skill training courses are given to
fewer personnel. Much of the advanced training is in
support of specific weapons systems (e.g., F-15 aircraft,
M1A1 tank) or weapons platforms (for example, SSBN

4Army OSUT satisfies the p of 'spectahzed skil naming bevaLse i ,.ombmes the skill trammg with recruit tratmng in a single program or
course (an MOS may be awarded).
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Table A-3Skill, Flight, and Professional Development Training Loads* (fiscal year 1990)

Military branch

Initial
skill courses

(number)

lntlal
skill load

(ffc.n-years)

Advanced
skill load

(man-years)

Right
training load
(man-years)

Professional
development load

(man-years)

Army 319
Active 21,854 9,503 1,131 3,641

Reserve 5,855 656 114 79

Guard 7,032 952 246 86

Navy 172

Active 23,269 12,563 2,084 2,376

Reserve 1,285 318 123

Marine Corps 342
Active 5,899 2,276 583 966

Reserve 1,221 93 47

Air Force 597
Active 13,651 5,563 2,788 3,632

Reserve 980 134 73 49

Guard 1,446 408 203 40

Total active . 64,673 29,905 6,586 10,615

Total ReservrAuard 17,819 2,561 636 424

Total Dor) 1,430 82,492 32,466 7,222 11,039

anis table does not Include advance individual/team technical training conducted by the Services.tt does Include some prIonservIce trainees and some

cross-tames from other alai areas.
SOURCE: Department of Defense, Weary Manpower Training Report, fiscal year 1990.

Ohio class ballistic missile submarine, DD-963 Spruance
class destroyer). This advanced skill training includes the
equipment associated with the various systems. As an
example, some of the equipment on the new U.S.S.
Arleigh Burke (DDG-51) destroyer that requires unique
advanced technical training includes: harpoon missile
system, Mk-41 Tomahawk launcher system for the
Tomahawk antiship cruise missile, SQS-53C hull-
mounted SONAR system, SQQ-9 ASW system, 5"/54
gun system, Phalanx CIWS, and SQR-19 tactical towed-
array SONAR system.

Any modification to weapons systems or other equip-
ment will require audidonal training in operation and/or
maintenance. This will in turn affect both the number of
courses and student load. Because tnese might be
conductezt under contract as factory training or new
equipment training (see discussion of providers, below),
it is difficult to determine the actual number of these
programs or their costs.

Training Delivery Costs

Table A-4 shows funding for individual military
education and training for fiscal year 1990 by type of
training. The estimates include milit-ry pay and allow-
ances for both trainees and the military and civilian
workforce used in the support of initial entry and sidll
training.

DoD has established the Interservice Training Review
Organization (1TRO) to review its training programs. Part
of the 1TRO mission is to reduce training costs and the
duplication of training programs and courses among tile
services; the mission of the services is central to the
evaluation. This program is headed by the commanders of
the major training commands.5

Training Providers

The DoD and the services use military and civil service
personnel as well as civilian contractors to conduct their
education and training programs at the military training
bases. Each branch conducts its own recruit training
program to meet its specific needs and mission. Each
service also designs its flight training program to meet the
needs of the mission and operational equipment. For
example, Navy and Marine trainees designated for the
fighter/attack jet training pipeline may be required to
complete aircraft carrier take-off and landing quali-
fications. Some training is provided by other services in
DoD Schools, or in some cases by institutions outside
DoD. As an example, all explosive ordinance disposal
.(59.Prrgersonnel are trained in Navy schools Them also
as some mterservice flight training (the Navy UPT
program provides training to the Marine Corps and Coast
Guard).

5These are: 1) Army Training and Doctrine Command, 2) Chief of Naval Education and Training, 3) Marine Corps Combat Developtimit Command

(Marine Air-Ground Education and Training Centrz), and 4) Air TrainingCommand. I11O is divided into committees and subcommittees addressing

the many areas or military education and training. These include Initial Skill Training, Advanced Technical Training, Flight Training, Training

Technology, Contract Training, Training Support, and other areas.
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Table A-4-Funding of Individual Training by Service and Type' (millions of dollars)

Type Army wavy Marines Air Force DoD

Recruit $ 383.0 $ 531.1 $ 256.4 $ 186.1 $ 1,355.0
Officer acquisition 128.4 198.4 21.2 152.8 500.8
Special skills 1,532.2 1,784.7 584.9 4,704.0
Flight 334.6 1,203.7 45.8 902.7 2,501.8
Professional development

education 191.8 203.4 53.9 216.7 665.8
Arr.ty OSUT 378.3 378.:3
Medcal 354.9 172.3 222.1 749.3
BOS/direct support 2,191.0 1,039.3 221.6 1,045.2 4,497.1
Management Has 61.5 27.1 0.4 57.0 146.0
PCS 165.5 142.9 46.4 108.6 463.4
TDY 852.8 39.7 17.7 409.4 1,319.6
Resarve/Guard pay 793.1 56.1 66.1 146.8 1,062.1

Total costs $7,377.2 $5,403.7 $1,314.2 V,248.6 $18,343.7

aInettxtes miltary pay and allowances for trainees and tor military or ervillan trainers and support staff, funding for training base operation and maintenance,
selected overhead costs, and other adailsfistratIve costs.

ABBREVIATIONS: BOS-bate operating support; HOs-headquarters, OStfi-one-stsaion unit training PCS-pormanent change of station, TDY-temporary

SOURCE: Department of Defense, Meary Manpower Training Report, fiscal year 1990.

Professional development programs for both officers
and esllisted personnel are conducted at military and
civilian institutions. Each service maintains Intermediate
and Senior Service Schools and Colleges for their
officers. In addition, DoD runs joint institutions to prepare
military and civilian personnel for special assignments in
pIogram and project management, or for very high
positions:8

Each service also has an office responsible for develop-
ing, procuring, and maintaining training systems. The
Naval Training Systems Center (NTSC), in Orlando,
Florida, for example, dermes Navy training requirements,
writes contracts, and manages delivery. Most of its
development work is contracted out. A similar function is
performed by the Army's Project Manager Pvining
Devices (PM TRADE-located in the same building in
Orlando). The Marine Cork, and Air Force have liaison
offices in Orlando. These gloups try to coordinate effuns
by sharing knowledge and avoiding duplication of efforts.
They may work together to develop training systems, or
provide them to other branches. For example, about 30
percent of NTSC's procurement budget comes thmugh
development and production of Army training devices?

State and local educational agencies sometin.es con-
tribute to defense training efforts. For example, recruits at
the Naval Training Center (NTC) in Orlando, Florida who
need remedial reading or math before taking individual
skills training are assigned to the Job Oriented Basic
Skills (JOBS) Program, taught by instructors from the
Orange County Public Schools System. (The JOBS
curriculurr Is developed and written by Naval person-
nel.) Orange County does not charge the Navy for this
service in recognition of the Navy's large contribution to
Orlando's economy. This saved the Navy over $150,000
in instructor salaries between 1984 and 1989.8

Individual skills training is sometimes contracted out.
A few years ago, for example, a Navy sponsored study
concluded that it wouin be more cost-effective to convact
out initial electrical/electronics skills training. A 1-year
contract (since renewed for 5 years) was awarded to San
Diego Ccmmunity Colleges to provide this service for the
Orlando Naval Training Center. An onsite San Diego
Dean (retired from the Navy) and an assistant oversee
administration and hire instructors, many of whom are
also Navy retirees in the Orlando area.9

DoD also uses civilian contract instructors for new
operational systems coming into the military inventory.
This is referred to as Fnctory Training or New Equipment

6Senior DoD and Service Colleges ar: the National Defense Uruv ssity (NDU-mcluding tht National War College and the Industrial Collegt. of
the Armed Forces), Anny War College, Navy War College, Air War College, Defense Imelligence College, Defense System Management College, and
the Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences. Intermediate DoD and Service Schoo., include the Armed Forces Staff College (incorporated
into the NDU in 1981), the Anny Command and General Staff College, Air t-ommand and Staff College. the College of Naval Command and Staff,
the Marine Corps Command and Staff College (the Marine Corps University at Quanuco, VA, consolidates Marine professional development programs
under one command.) A separate system serves noncommissioned officers.

Naval Tniining Systtuus Center, "Poised for the Future," undated pamphlet.
11.D. %ear:raft, Naval Training Center, Orlando, Florida, personal communication to OTA, October 1989.
9Naval Training Center, Orlando, Florida, personal communication to OTA. October 1989.
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Training. In most cases this contractor-conducted training
is used only until the service is ready to take over the
program. There arc times, however, when the contractor
will conduct the training for the life cycle of the
equipment. Contract instructors are t.xperted ,o follow
military training standards.

Defense contractors who develop training programs are
required to use the same developmentitestrat..tation and
guidelmes as the uniformed services This is based on the
"Interservice Procedures For Instructional Systems De-
velopment" or ISD. The Marine Corps uses the same
system but calls it ' System Approach to Training" or
SAT. ISD/SAT follow the same principles of instructional
systems development discussed in chapter 7 This system
was implemented service-wide in 1972 and contir les to
go through mrxlifications.

Basic changes arc occurring in thc m y's training
procurement process. Historically, trainu ackages for
new military technologies wcrc budgeted, contracted, and
managed separately from the equipment itself, and often
delivered later. In the case of the B1-B bomber, for
example, Boeing delivered the first weapon systcm trainer
2 years after Rockwell delivered the last aircraft, and
aircrews chalked up as many as 600 hours in the plane
before getting acccss to the trainer.°

Now, the same program manager is more likely to
handle both the military systcm and thc training system,
with thc naming an integral part of the program budget
and provided by the military system prime contractor. FG1
example, a Navy conuact for a new program for initial jet
training mcludes thc T-45 training aircraft, the flight
simulators, other training devices, instructors, logistics
support, and the training sites. The theory is that the prime
contractor will be better able to ensure concurrenc; with
the training system. The change is affecting the miLary
training industry by forcing contractors into joint venturee
or requiring systems experts to suddenly aisc become
training experts."

Basic Skills Training

The more technical the requirements of the ::ervit..e
nussiun, the more likely many high school graduates will
need remedial training. Each service has programs to
remedy educational deficiencies.

Recnins are given the Armed Seriices Vo-ational
Aptitude Battery test for entry into initial skills training.
Those who fall are assigned to remedial traiairg in verbal
and math skills (e.g., the Navy JOBS program, the Air
Force JORP program, and the Army's JSEP program
descnbed in box 6-E of ch. 6). The cumculum is designed
to teach basic skills m the context of the maul's assigned

1
k 1 Ibid.

technical skill. Thus, remedial n.ath instruction for the
Navy's quartermaster (navigation) A School might teach
the math skills needed to deter ine thc distance, range,
and bearing of anothcr vessel based on iu radar position.

Trainees who do not pass the remedial training may still
go to the first level of initial skills training. If they again
fail, they either are discharged or assigned low skill
duties. Those in thc latter group who perform their duties
well and are motivated may be able to reenter initial ekills
training.

The various services have ongoing research progtams
to remedy deficiencies in basic education. The Navy
Personnel Research and Development Center, the Naval
Trammg Systems Center, the Office of Naval Research,
and the Chief of Naval Education and Training have
pmjects to address these problems. The services often
contract with civilian organizations or universities to do
much of the research and development. For example, the
des, elopment of JSEP, which was initiated by the Army's
t.ontinamg educatioit system and monitored by the L,ny
Research Institute, was undertaken by Florida State
University and the Hazeltine Corp., now part of Ford
Aerospace

Both DoD and the services also has, o training programs
for newly er listed personnel in English as a Second
Language. The DoD runs such a program at :he Defense
Language Institute at Lackland Air Force Base Ancther
program is conducted by the Puerto Rico Army National
Guard. This remedial training, including English as a
Second Language, is conducted prior to the newly
enlisted going to bash. training at Fort Jackson

Training Technology
Current applications of instructional technJlogy hi

nulitar, training dre diverse and invo,ve ad of the
technologies di,cussed in chapter 7 )or., also has
numerous mstructional teclmology tescar-,h projects,
only some of these will move into an or:rational status.
Military training is an enormous enterprise with no
centralized coordination. As a result, it 1; very cliff-emit to
provide a comprehensive description of ND's use of
instructional tet.hnology. Thus, this section will try to
provide snapshots of the kind of activities ing con-
ducted.

Two military basic skills projects involve insauctional
technology. JSEP (see box 6-E in ch. 6) and the Spatial
Dalt Manage.nent System (SDMS) project. SDMS was
an attempt to demnstmte the use of interactive videodisc
(IVD) through basic skills instruction in the context of
map reading and navigation. This project was conducted
by the Human Resources Research Organization for the

loLawrence C. Grossman. "Prime Time," Military Forum, vol. 6, No. 3, November/December 1989.
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Army Research Institut: m the early 19F0s. It did not
continue into an operational phase, although it served to
demonstrate the potential of IVD for basic skills training.

For initial skills training, the basic model is still
lecture/lab, but with numerous training aids in the
classroom and laboratory. For example, classroom aids
used in torpedo maintenance and repair trainmg at
NTC-Orlando include drawings and working cut-away
models of torpedoes (full and partial scale), and all the
component parts of torpedo propulsion, fueling, and
targeting systems. Laboratories range from trouble-
shooting benches for propulsion, fueling, and targeting
(with actual torpedoes with inert warheads) to a full-scale
submarine toipcdo loading facility (with all currently
used equipment and torpedoes). For firing exercises, a
computer-managed system provides post-mission re-

:v.ew. 12

Quartermaster school at NTC-n,lando begins with
classroom theory of navigationlearning to read charts,
use nautical almanacs (e.g., tide and cuirent tables, light
lists), set courses, use dead reckoning, and plot positions.
Trainees then move to a classroom viith chart tables
similar to those aboard ships with radar screens alongside.
Videotape provides radar patterns correspohding to the
navigation aids or i.harts p'.4 the associated shorelines
and possible other ship traffic.°

The Navy also has used teleconferencing for training.
In 1989, for example, it initiated an "electronic school-
house" project at its fleet combat training center in Dan
Neck, VA. The project links the training center with
classrooms at navy bases in Norfolk, VA, Charleston, SC,
nd Mayport, FL, using two-way compressed video

deliv erect via satellite. Each classroom has two cameras,
large monitors, microphones, and an audio speaker, and
accommodates 30-50 students. Ten courses were taught
focusing on soft skills and basic concepts. The prelimi-
nary results showed a net savings of $50,000 (a total of
294 students, average 23 per session, a savings of
$155,000 in travel and per diem over 5 months, and a cost
of $105,000 for the teleconferencing). The students'
grades were as good or better as when they traveled to the
course, and they were able to train more students per
session.

The Army Logistics Management College also uses
satellite teleconferencing (one-way video, two-way audio)
to teach logistics at over 30 sites. The televised courses
have been taken by over 13,000 students.

Computs.a-based training and interactive video can be
used lii most military envirohmentson ships, for
example. The Chief of Naval Ectacaticn and Training
(CNET) is monitoring some initiatives for reducing the
costs of shore-based training, including mobile pierside
trainers, onboard CBT packages, and teletraining. CNET
has analyzed a number of existing onboard packages on
computer literacy, ship maneuvering, and the Rules of the
Road (part of navigation), as well as basic skills (func-
tional and applied). It is examining physical characteris-
tics of hardware and software (i.e., suitability of hardware
for onboard spaces), and user characteristics. It found that
some sailors were bored by and did not use many training
packages. However, the packages did accustom people to
computers. This is seen as a major need as more
operational systems on ships become computerized."

Militaiy training technology increasingly involves
simulators. Simulation is as old as organized warfare. Ale
combat and technical training requirements of World War
II, however, marked the beginning of what would become
the contemporary simulation and training technology
industry.

Simulators are crucial in military training because
some tasks art too complex, costly, or dangerous to
rehearse or to practice using real equipment. Simulators
range from individual weapons simulators (see box A4),
to computer- or videodisc-based simulations of combat
situations, to full-scale motion-based simulators, to net-
worked versions of all of these.

The CNET analysis discussed above found that mobile
pierside trainers are used more frequently than other CBT
packages and contribute to computer literacy. An example
is a computer-based simulatorthe 20B5 pierside com-
bat system team trainerthat the Navy uses for tactical
gaining. It is housed in a trailer equipped with fiber optic
cables for radar and SONAR simulations and communi-
cations. The simulation capability arises from the com-
puter programming and auxiliary- equipment. For exam-
ple, a digital general purpose radar indicator driven 17 the
computer simulates combat radar signals. The Navy's
current thrust is to introduce the tactical gaming packages
dock:. ide and to then move them onboard.°

Simulation, usually involving CBT and more recently,
interactive videodisc, is also under development for
maintenance. For example, in 1987, the Air Force
Communications Command fielded 92 interactive video
systems for e,ectronics maintenance training on the
AN/GRN radar and test equipment. The IVD system
delivered on-the-job training for skill,' that had previously

12Naval Training Center, Orlando, Florida, personal communication to OTA, October 1989.
1131bid.

!Naval Training Systems Center, personal communication to OTA, October 1969.
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Box A-IThe Marksmanship Expert Trainer

The Marksmanship Expert Trainer (MET) is a
nonfiring M-16 automatic weapon (actual size and
weight) that evaluates the trainee's aim and firing
behavior. It simulates recoil and firing noise. When
the trainee pulls the trigger, a light pen (instead of
bullets) hits a target screen (either 72-inch projec-
tion screen or a computer monitor). A breath sensor
tells whether the trainee is holding his breath, a
trigger sensor determines squeeze/jerk, and an
overall sensor evaluates stance. Initial targets are
single and fixed; a computer management system
shows where each shot went, how many hit thi-,
target, how far off the misses were, and the sensor
results. More advanced targets pop on and off the
screen at random; for each target the management
system shows the path the trainee took to aim. now
long it took to aim, and how many shots it took to
hit the target. The expert systems reduce instructor
requirements and sense things a live instructor
cannot. The MET also does not require ammunition
or a special target range area and thus is less
expensive than training on real weapons. It is also
safer than real bullets, has low maintenance, elhni-
nates weather delays, and trains more quickly and
more accurately.

SOURCE:Naval Training System: Center, Marksmanship
pert Trainer, undated pamphlet.

been learned only through apprenticeship. The project
involved a detailed follov-up on 160 trainees; however, no
comparative evaluation of the IVD sy '-m versus appren-
ticeship only was conducted. The foilowup study indi-
cated that the system was effective when used but difficult
to integrate into the workplace.

Other examples of simulation Lsing CBT or IVD
training include:

The Computer Assisted Medici.' Interactive Video
Sy:tem (CAMIS), Medical Hoath Sciences Education &
Training Command, Naval Medical Command: over 25
interactive videodisc courses in basic medical skills and
meaical knowledge. areas have been fielded and many
more are in development.

GUARD FIST II, Army National Guard: a simulator
employing IV]) and computer-generated imagery will be
used to provide tactizal training in simulated battlefield
scenarios. The simulator includes all equipment normally
used by the Forward Observer MOS.

Piloting and Navigation Tram Trainers, U.S. Navy:
a set of simulators are used to train naval officers on ship
navigation and piloting skills. These simulators provide
realistic presentations of shipboard equipment and use a
variety of hydrographic databases.

OBT-89 ASVV Trainer, U.S. Navy: a simulator that
provides embedded training for the AN/SQQ-89 sonar
systems installed on surface ships for Anti-Submarine
Warfare (ASW). The OBT-89 allows an instructor to
program the AN/SQQ-89 for training exercises.

Networkmg also is increasingly important in military
training (see box 7-J, ch. 7). Networking permits many
groups to participate in the same training exercises. In
additior, to equipment, it requires databases for environ-
mental simulation and expert systems for evaluation.

In most Navy ports, networks connect ships in the
harbor to signal generators for training exercises. Some
ports have master scenario generator/controller systems
for battle simulation. Participants use personal computers
(P('s) linked by a local area network (LAN) and

,ommunications to other groups of participants at
other PCs. The defense data network can be used for
enhanced naval warfare garaLg. An anti-submarine
warfare tactical team trainer, with 300 students networked
in one building, also is used. Networks involving 22
computers are used in Navy flight trainers to coordinate
flight training domes. Simulation exercises can be global
in reach: for example, scenarios generated by the Lamps
helicopter weapon trainer system can be satellite broad-
cast to ships at sea and at foreign bases.16

As simuk 2ion databases have prolifeated, the lack of
standardization has complicated networking efforts. The
B-52 training system, for example, has a databaso that
cannot be used for the E-1 or the C-130. Integration can
be a problem eN within a single weapons system trainer
if different contractors provide individual elements (e.g.,
the visual image generator and the radar simulator). The
services are now working on a standard database that will
be interoperable among all simulators, due to be com-
pleted in May 1991.17

Research on military training technology currently
focuses on improved sensor (e.g., radar) simulation,
low-cost graphics and image generation, embedded
training, part-task training, and team training. In visual
scene technology, the cost trade-offs zre in the display and
the image generator. Display costs for achieving the
resolution required for certain training applications have
come down significantly. For example, a passive sonar
(LOFAR) trainer cost at least $35,000 when a minicorr -
pater had to be used to achieve the high resolution, colors
and shading needed fcr this application. The cost today

toThirt.

17W.A. Demers, "All Together Now," Military Forum, vol. 6, No. 3, November/December 1989.
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can be as little as $5,000 when a 386 PC and video
graphics array (VGA) monitor are used. Advances in high
defmition television (HDTV) will bring further cost
reductions for high-resolution simulators. A second
consideration is how much of an image a particular
simulation actmally needs. A.. FI8 operational fLght
trainer for take-offs and landings uses three computer
monitors; air combat maneuvers require a full dome, and
battle simulators typically Inve a five-dome network. The
alternative to the domes could be helmet-mounted dis-
plays and other features of virtual environments.18

Embedded training is attractive to the military for
several reasons. First, complex military systems have
proliferated to the point that conventional training simply
is not adequatethere is too much to learn and remember,
especially when duty assignments between traitming
episodes frequently span a jear or more. Second, most
military training occurs at training centers while military
systems are in the field; embedded training puts both in
one place. Third, embedded trMing takes mud: less
space than a classroom or even dedicated training
equipmentan especially attn ctive feature on ships, or in
facilities where space :".s limited. Fourth, crnbedded
training is consistent with effr 7s to make training
technology part of the prime system contractor's respon-
sibility.° For all these reasons, current Army policy is
that embedded training is to be considered the preferred
naining alternative for new systems." Still, little is
known yet about the design of effective embedded
training (see ch. 7).

Performance support systems (PSS) are also getting
DoD's attention. A PSS has been developed to heti) new
Army Corps of Engineers employees figure out the
complex details of the Army's military construction
program. The PSS contains a database, which can be
updated, covering each of the hundreds of projects
underway throughout the world. An employee assigned to
a pioject could use the,PSS-to get a list of project tasks,
the steps needed to complete each task, and help in
accomplishing it. For example, based on situations
commonly arising in construction projects, the PSS might
point out the need fox high priority letter, display model
letters from the database, provide a word processor for
editing a model, and print and send the approved letter. It
also updates project status, suggests ways to level the
workload to avoid crunches, and in other ways helps the
employee stay on top of the job.21

Part-task trainers address the problem of how to train
more people with fewer instructors for less cost. Using
portable (often desktop) systems, they are aimed at
teaching specific skills that combine in the performance
of more complex tasks. Once the specific skills have been
mastered in isolation, they can be combined effectively in
cmplex and higher cost group or team simulations.
NTSC incorporating expert systems and interactive
videodisc in part-task trainers.

Present military team training often i: ased on
"practice devices" for individual skills used in a team
situation. They have few embedded educational features,
or evaluation and debriefing capabilities. The goal of
current research is to produce effective teams that monitor
their own performance, are self-correcting, get task and
motivational reinforcement, adapt to unpredictability, and
use closed-loop comrunications. Research on network-
ing also will aid this r. fort.22

Technology T, ansfer

Because military training is a multibillion dollar
enterprise that is increasingly technology-based, technol-
ogy transfer to the civilian sector has become a major
issue. Yet there are few visible examples beyond the use
of flight simulators in commercial airlines and the
National Aeronaut:es and Space Administration. Some
trainers argue that military training is too specific to
militaq missions (combat and weapons systems) to he
aplicabl.. in the civilian sector (the so-called "green
problem," which refers to the appearance of specific
uniforms in training materials). A more basic problem is
that the developers of military training technology are
simply unaware of potential civilian applications, and
potential civilian users are unaware of the military
tahnology. For example, the developer of a military
training R&D effort on bulldozer terrain imaging saw its
obvious application to civilian earthmoving in construc-
tion projects, but failed to imagine its usefulness for
open-pit and surface mining. Bridging this awareness gap
is going to be extremely difficult.

A third problem is budget-related. If a research project
iloes not have immediate military applications, it is not
funded for development or demonstratwn. Technology
tratisfer docs not have a high ptionty m DoD's budget m
general, and training technology is just one of many
car-lidate technologies for transfer. Still transfer efforts
are growing. For example, NTSC recently began adapting

16Naval Training Systcms Center, personal comnunication to OTA, Octobe. 1989.
19/bid.

20"Study nail to Focus Embedded Training Research," iratning Systems and Devtces, vol. 1, No. 4, Fall 1989, p. 6.
211larold Hunter. "Thc Y ren mant..e Suppon System, paper presented dt Eighth Coniert.m.4..un Interak.uvelostm.tion Denv cry,

Fcb. 21-23, 1990, Orlando, FL.

22Naval Training Systems Canter, personal communication to OTA, October 1989.
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educational software for public schools. It also is explor-
ing medi,a1 applications for hand-held soaar trainerse

Often, it is not the Mining technology per se that
transfers, but its concept. Simulators are an example of a
military training concept that is now finding a wide range
of civilian applications. Thus, tank-driver simulators laid
the groundwork for current truck- and auto-driver educa-
tion units. It was the increasing capacity of PCs and their
linkage to IVD that made simulator technology cost-
effectiv e for civilian applications that do not have so large
a trainee population over which to spread the costs.
Similaily, the nuclear submarine simulator led to simula-
tors for nuclear powerplants and eventually for all types
of powerplants. Exposure of the general population to
motion-bas^d simulators in amusement parks is likely to
speed awar 'ss of their potential for civilian training
uses.

Yet in the; .; examples, the connection between military
and civrian uses was obvious. In most other Federal
agencies that are successful at transferring training
technology, either a connection is obvious (e.g., fire-
fighting training conducted by several agencies), or the
research is targeted directly toward transfer (e.g , the
Natione Institutes of Health, the U.S Bureau of Mines).

For trainin; technology transfer to become more
widespread, DoD would first have give it priority. This is
tspecially impolant for R&D funding. Second, develop-
ers of military training materiaS wohld need to make an
extra effort to identify patential civihan applications and
civilian trainers would need to become more aware of
militaly training systems. Third, boil. groups would have
to hurdle the "greea problem" and malize that adaptation
is chear .han ground-up development.

Skills Transfer
Personnel trained by the military frequently are highly

valued in the private sector, either for specific technical
skills or for more basic interpersonal and self-discipline
skills. The military apprenticeship model can lead to
Bureau of Apprenticeship Training (BAI) certification as
a journeyman. Even without certification, the military's
own recognition of journeyman status is widely accepted
by the civilian sector. Moreover, military trainees learn
how to test, maintain, and repair the primary equipment
and the testing, maintenance, and repair equipment

Over tue past several decades DoD and the Dt ,..artment
of Labor have maintained separate compilations uf
occupational specialties in the workforce. There are cross

data in the identification of these occupational skills that
identify DoD officers, enlisted, Civil Service (Genera)
ServiceGS, and Wage Board), and in the case of the
Labor Department, civilian positions. Each occupational
area is assigned an ideni cation number based on careful
analysis of the job to be performed. In most cases duties,
tasks, and job functions are g, aped together by service.
These specific positions may not be identical, however,
due to the equipment, mission, and personnel structure of
the individual service.

In most service occupational fields, there are career
paths for both cfficers and enlisted person el. As an
example, the Marine Corp Occup. iia1 Field 35, Motor
Transport, includes the operation; and maintenar_ce
functions within the tactical and commercial motor
vehicle services. A Marine in this field will participate in
a number of formal schools and can progress from Private
(E-1) as, for example, a Body Repair Mechanic (MOS
35'3), to a Motor Transport Operations Chief with the
rank of Master Gunnery Sergeant (E-9), That Marine also
may have the opportunity to participate in a formal
apprenticeship program that leads to BAT certification.

This field requires skills and knowledge widely needed
in the civilian economy. The MOSs inc'nde: 3500-Basic
Moto: Transport Marine, 3513-Body ...pair Mechanic,
3521-Organizational Automotive Mechanic, 3522-
Intermediate Automotive Mechanic, 3523-Vehicle Re-
covery Mechanic, 3524-Fuel and Electrical Systems
Mechanic, 3525-Crash/Fire/Rescue Vehicle Mechanic,
3529-Motor Transport Maintenance Chief, 3531-Motor
Vehicle Operator, 3533-Tractor/Trailer Operator, 3534-
Semitrailer Refueler Operator, 3537-Motor Transport
Chief, and 3538-Licensing Examiner.

Other military occupations such as pilot, aircraft
maintenance, air traffic controller, powerplant operator,
firefighter, cook, medical assistant, or marine na l. igator
also have direct civilian counterparts. While the equip-
ment may not be identical, the skills are readily transfera-
ble with little or no additional training. Other skills
training such as electrical/electronics provides valuable
background for a wide range of civilian occupations.

Finally, some DoD professional development a.,d
education concepts nmy have application to inp leadership
and management of American industry. Likewise some
Government training programs, such as Total Quality
Management (TQMnow being used in the military as
well), have pro% zn useful in civilian industry.
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labor, 104, 116
military training, 261
production reorganization, 82-83
quality and, 4-5
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vendor training, 135
Court cases, sec Litigadon
Credentials, 18, 38, 74, 75, 81, 231, 223, 247
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foreign countries, 90-91
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national standards, 31, 38, 40, 56, 87, 91, 158
see also Apprenticeships

Cultural influences
Japan, 7, 22, 89-90, 96, 104
multicultural training, 134

Databases, 7, 9, 24, 214, 215, 218-219, 223, 265
Decentralization, 6, 101
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, 68
Demography, 3-4, 56-57, 78-81

Bureau of Labor Statiytics, 67, 69, 70, 78, 156-157,228, 255
Census Bureau, 33, 67, 69, 121
immigrants, 12, 73, 73, 79, 157, 158
labor force participation, 78, 79
men, 163, 240
mobility nd, 3-4, 8-9, 11-13, 27, 37, 40, 73, 76, 77, 95-96
povetty, 4, 38, 41, 44, 74, 96
projections, 3, 11, 12, 37, 79, 96-97, 249
skill pool, 74-81, 95-97
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women, 77, 78, 79, 116, 163, 252
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D:Taonstration projects, 31, 39, 44, 48, 56, 60
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basic skills, 53, 57, 58, 171-172, 175, 178, 179-180
best practice approaches, 65, 66, 179
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Census Bureau, 33, 67, 69, 121
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National Institute of Standards and Technology, 32, 62, 65,

143
National Technical Information Service, 62, 67

Department of Defense, 32, 65-66, 68, 203, 205, 259-267
see also Military training
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basic 41cals 11, 57, 154, 178, 179
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instructional technology, 66-67
linking training and technology, 62
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loan defaults, 140
standards, 56
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Education Act; Office of Educational Research and
Improvement; Office of Training Technology Tran.sfer

Department of Energy, 66
Department of Health and Human Services, 69, 179
Department of Labor, 25, 31, 37, 38, 39

apprenticeships, 19, 30, 53, 54-55, 241

basic skills, 11, 154, 175, 176, 179
career development, 18
company consortia, 29-30, 48, 65
information se:vides, 33
linking training and technology, 62, 65
research, 69
standards, 56
technical 'assistance, 30, 46, 47-48
unemployed, literacy, 160
jee also Bureau 'If Apprenticeship and Training; Bureau of

Labor Statistics; Job Trahting Pa-tnership Act; Office of
Work-Based Learning

Depression and recession, see Economic cycles
Design, see Product design; Systems engineering
Deskilling, 153, 155-156, 157
Developing countries, 22, 37

see also South Korea
Diamond-Star Motors, 116
Diplomas, see Credentials
Disabled persons, 254
Discrimination, 229, 230, 252, 253
DNS, 146
Dole, Elizabeth, 39, 48
Dropouts, 38, 79-80, 163, 175, 231
Dun and Bradstreet, 165

Economically disadvantaged, see Poverty
Economic cycles, 116

small firms and, 77
training during downturns, 14, 73, 77, 116

Economic factors, see Capital investments; Costs; Financial
arrangcmtats; Taxes

Economic Policy.Institute, 156
Education, 4 /

foreign copntries, 4, 92-93
see also Adult education; Basic skills; Universities and

colleges; Vocational education
Education assistance, see Student aid; Tuition assistance
Educational attainment, 12-13, 52, 74, 80, 81-82, 92, 116, 135,

155-160, 163, 178
dropouts, 38; 79-80, 163, 175, 231
foreign countries, 89-91, 92, 160, 164
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see also Credentials

Educational technology, see training technology
Educational Testing Service, 160
Education Summit, 37, 39
Efficiency and effectivenesk 64-70, 81

course design, 132-133
decentralization, 6, 101, 114, 133
Federal role, 32-33, 38, 43
kaizen, 7, 89-90, 104, 107, 110, 111, 113
older workers, 252
State-subeidized programs, 145-146
technology-based training, 209-212
see also Work organization

Elderly, see Older persons
Electronic Information Delivery System, 195
Electronics industry, 5, 75, 109, 113, 132, 134, 156

see also Computers; Telecommunications; Video technology
Embulded training, 185, 187, 205-207, 266
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Employee issues, see Adult education; Age factors;
Apprenticeships; Career issues; Credentials;
Demography; Educational attainment; Employment;
Minorities; Morale and motivation; Older persons; Part-
time awl temporary employment; Retraining; Thition
assistance; Unemployment and unemployed; Unions;
Vocafional education; Young adults

Employer-provided tuition assistance, see Thition
assistance, Taxes
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churning, 76, 77, 95-96, 131
labor force participation, 78, 79
mobility and, 5-4,8-9, 11-13, 27, 37, 40, 73, 76, 77, 95-96, 131
part-time and tc.mporary employment, 11, 38, 52, 78-79,
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self-employment, 79
4rill pool, 74-81, 96-97
see also Unemployment and unemployed
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maintenance and repair, 85, 123, 139
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137-139, 189, 228
see also Machine tool industry
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corporate programs, 44, 127, 132-134, 171, 172
Federal efforts, 32-?3, 41, 62, 154, 159-160
State efforts, 32, 41, 63, 128, 145-146
technology-based training, 209-212
see also Quality control; Tests and testing
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Federal Government, 37-70

adult education, 25, 30, 31, 52, 53, 56-60, 66, 67, 68, 153, 158,
172, 175, 176-177, 179

apprenticeships, 30, 53-54,237, 238, 239-240, 241-242
basic skills education, 11, 30, 39, 53, 56-58, 65, 153, 154, 172,

176-177
Bush Administration, 37, 39, 55
continuing education, 58-60
contractors, 121
corporateprograms, role in, 4, 11, 12, 14, 25-26, 28, 29-30, 39,

47-48, 56, 57-58, 175
educational institutions, 143
efficiency, 32-33, 38, 48
evaluation, 32-33, 41, 62, 154, 159-160
extension services, 149
human resources, 172, 176,177, 176, 179
informatien dissemination, 30, 31, 33, 38, 39, 41, 60, 62, 65,

66, 67-70
literacy, 57, 172, 176-177, 178, 179
Medicare and Medicaid, 40
national commissions, 38, 39, 48, 61, 63, 176
older workers, 20
policy options, general, 12, 15, 25-33, 38, 39-44, 93-95
poverty programs, 4, 38, 41, 44
quality control, 4, 26, 28, 32-33, 12, 43, 48

Reagan Administration, 39
retraining, 25, 28, 30-31, 43, 56
small businesses, 61, 178
standards, training, 31, 38, 40, 56, 87, 91, 158
States, relation to, 28, 31-32, 43, 46, 56, 57, 60, 61-63, 65
statistical programs, general, 33, 67, 255
tax incentives, 30, 37, 38, 46-47, 48-49, 51, 53, 58-59, 232,

248
technical assistance, 30, 31-32, 38, 43, 44, 46, 47-48, 55,

60-64
technology-based training, 26, 136, 175, 184
technology .nsfer, 31, 32, 61, 62, 65-69, 266-267
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trade associations, 30, 47-48, 55, 56, 142
unemployment, 4, 42
vocational education, 13, 25, 44, 53, 55-56, 59-60, 236
see also Depamnent of Education; Department of Labor;

Laws, specific Federal; Military training; other
departments and agencies

Field tests, tax incentives, 48-49
Financial arrangements

apprenticeships, 237
automation equipment purchases, 121
corporate programs, 130-131
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Federal cost-sharing, 63
student aid, 31, 58, 93, 135, 140, 231-232, 247-248
see also Costs; Capital inve -ments; Taxes

Financial industries, see Banking and fmanee
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Ford, Henry, 83, 114
Ford Motor Co., 134, 140, 170, 192, 220, 232, 244, 248
Forecasts, see Projections
Foreign countries, 37

afprentizeship programs, general, 53
basic skills, 4, 153, 160, 164
competition, general, 4-6, 14-22, 73, 74, 81-95
cooperation with, 74
credentials. 90-91
government policies, 15, 21, 22, 27, 27, 03, 93-95
international companies, 4, 5, 9, 103-104, 134, 146, 188
payroll-based national training levy, 30, 49, 50, 51, 94, 95
small firins, 9
standards of tra-Ling, general, 3
vocational education, general, 15, 21-22, 86, 90-92
see also specific countries

France, 51, 94, 95
Franchise businesses, 77, 191
Fraud, 140

General Accounting Office -32
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General Motors, 83, 101, 1. 4, 122-123, 140-141, 147, 171, 188,

194, 24z, 243, 244, 247, 24S
Glass bo,:es, 223-224
Globali7ation, see International companies
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Government role

foreign countries, 15, 21, 22, 27, 83, 87, f)3-95
West Germany, 14, 15 61, 62, 87, 93
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see also Federal Government; Policy issues; State-level
actions

pm, 212

Handicapped persons, see Disabled persons
Health service sector, 80
High-skill professionals, 157, 260-261

engineers, Ill, 131, 164
scientists, 131, 164

High-technology industries, 74
Hiring practices, 6, 13-14, 82, 115, 117, 118-119, 154, 156
Hispanics, 78, 79, 80, 163, 164, 166, 228
Historical perspectives

apprenticeships, 236-237, 238, 240, 241
computerization, 133
educational attainment of workforce, 163, lf
electronics industry, foreign, 5, 138
i amigration, 158
Japan, 90
lteracy, 158
organizational, 105, 107, 113-116
skill requirements, 156
State role, 144
textile industry, 82, 84-35
trade associations, 142
West Germany, 87-88
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Japan, 90

Household workers, 80
Human capital theory, 127, 130-131
Human resources, 13-14, 60, 73-97

Federal role, 37, 38, 60
financial arrangements, 128-130, 132
hiring practices, 6, 13-14, 82, 115, 117, 118 :19, 154, 156
job ladders, 6, 75, 115
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military, 63-64
organizational strategies, 6
safety, 3, 16, 25
skill pool, 74-81, 96-97
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see also Management and managers

Hypermedia, 218-219, 223

IBM 103, 132, 133, 135, 147, 194, 197, 201, 212, 217, 222
Illinois, 142, 150, 172
Illiteracy, see Literacy
Immigrants, 12, 73, 78, 79, 157, 158
Income

retraining and, 52
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Individual workers, see Adult education; Age factors; Appren-
ticeships; Career issues; Credentials. Demography; Edu-
cational attainment; Employment; fv. '.orities; Morale
and motivation; Older persons; Pan :mc and temporary
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training technology, 24-25, 68
work-based learning, 63
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Information and information services, 27, 69-70

databases, 7, 9, 24, 214, 215, 218-219, 223, 265
Federal role, 30, 31 73, 38, 39, 41, 60, 62, 65, 66, 67-70
job classification, 7, 103, 108, 114, 132
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transfer
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Instructional design tools, 132-133, 215-216
Instructional methods, see Classroom instruction; On-the-job
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Instructional Systems Association, 139
Instructional technology, see Training technology
Integrated Services Digitial Network, 223
Interactive video, 194-196, 197-198, 203, 207, 209, 210,

211-212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 221, 222, 264-265, 26',
see also Simulators

International companies, 4, 5, 9, 103-104, 134, 146, 188
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Inventory systems, 104

computerized, 5, 7, 8
just-in-time, 4-5, 9, 102, 104, 105, 106, 107, 110, 111,

112-113

Japan, 14, 15, 21-22, 73, 83, 86, 87, 89-90, 96
adult education, 19, 93
automobile industry, 5, 7, 9, 15, 83, 103, 104-105, 145, 149,

188
basic skills, 153, 156, 164
construction equipment, 109
corporate programs, general, 22, 86, 113, 114, 168, 188
credentials, 90, 91
cultural influences, general, 7, 22, ,9-90, 96, 104
design of products, 83
govnmment role, 14, 15, 22, 61, %;2, 90, 93
job classification systems, 7, 8, 103
kaizen, 7, 89-90, 104, 107, 110, Ill, 113
management style, 89, 90
old-r workers, 94, 95
on-the-job training, 21-22, 37, 89, 90, 95
production systems, 102, 104-105, 114, 116
quality control, 83
U.S. emulation, 5

Job aids, 185, 187, 203-205, 219-221, 223-224, 252, 266
Job classification, 7, 8, 103, 108, 114, 132
Joh creation, 77-78, 95, 96-97
Job ladders, 6, 75, 115
Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Program, 153, 171
Job performance, 132, 136, 211
Jobs for America's Graduates, 236
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Job Skills Education Program, 68, 173, 175, 198
Job Training Partnership Act, 12, 41, 44, 153, 171, 175, 176,

241, 254, 255
Just-in-time inventories, 4-5, 9, 102, 104, 105, 106. 10/, 110,

III, 112-113
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Kaizen, 7, 89-90, 104, 107, 110, 111, 113
Kaset, Inc., 139
Knowles, Malcolm, 212, 253

Labor associations, see Trade associations; Unions
Laborers-Associated General Contractors of America Edncation

and Training Fund, 239
Labor force participation, 78, 79
Language skills, 157, 158, 166, 173

multicultural training, 134
see also Literacy; Reading skills
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Adult Education Act,31, 53, 57, 158, 171, 173-174, 176, 177,

178, 179
AF Discrimination in Employmmt Act, 229, 230, 252, 253
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Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act, 44, 53, 55-56
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Job Training Partnership Ac:, 12, 41, 44, 94, 153, 171, 175,

176, 241, 254, 255
National Apprenticeship Act, 239
National Cooperative Research and Development Act, 45
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Revenue Act of 1978, 58
Tax Reform Act, 59
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apprenticeships, 239-240, 242
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fraud, 14t)
litigation, 2'.30
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Literacy, 31, 39, 57-58, 68, 82, 84-85, 116, 154, 155, 158, 159,
161,162,165, 166-167, 169-173 (passim), 176, 177,179,
199

Department of Educatkin, 31, 158, 178
Federal role, general, 57, 172, 176-177, 178, 179
pmjections, 39, 176

Litigation, 230
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basic skills, 170
communv colleges, 38, 45, 61, 85, 142-143, 144, 146448,

166, 175, 178, 199
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information going; 65
job qualification mismatches, 13
trade associations, 141-142

Machine tool industry, 119, 142, 237
computer numerical control (CNC), 123, 136, 138, 149, 244
West Germany, 89

Mdmtenance and repair, 85, 123, 139
Making Things Better: Competing in Manufacturing, 32, 61

Management and managers, 87, 108, 110, 111, 115, 119, 136,
157, 167, 228

attitudes, 41, 60, 96, 101, 114, 121, 127, 131, 134, 165,
230-231, 252

computer-aided, 199-200
credentials, 75
executives, 164-:46
France, 95
Japan, 89, 90
military training, 259-260, 267
older workers and, 20
production, 5, 6, 9, 110, 111, 131
retraining, 52, 228, 252
self-management, 108
skills, 157, 158
small firms, 17 , 128, 130
State assistance, 61
technology-based training of, 189, 191
training plans by, 16, 133-134
union-management programs, 20, 114, 140-141, 142, 154,

170-171, 194, 227, 232, 242-249
Manufacturing industries, 21, 32, 61, 116, 119

apprenticeships, 237
basic skills, 156, 158, 166
computer-integrated, 111, 119-123, 136, 143, 196, 204, 205
construction equipment, 109-110
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Market forces, 76-81, 96.97
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Medicare and Medicaid, 40
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Michigan, 128, 136, 140-141, 145, 149, 173
Michigan Modernization Service, 61, 148-149
Military training, 33, 63-64, 65-6.; 68, 173, 174, 175, 179, 194,

195, 198, 203, 204, 205, 222, 259-267
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Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 229, 230, 252, 253
Black Americans, 74, 78, 79, 80, 163, 164, 227-228
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discrimination, 229, 230, 252, 253

anics, 78, 79, 80, 163, 164, 166, 228
immigrants, 12, 78, 79, 157, 158
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demography and, 3-4, 8-9, 11-13, 27, 37, 40, 76, 77, 95-96
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Morale and motivation, 5, 16, 41, 101, 108, 119, 171

kaizen, 7, 89-90, 104, 107, 110, 111, 113
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West German workers, 88
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Motorola, 109, 113, 132, 134, 166, 192, 201
Multinational companies, see International companies
Multiskill training, 8, 107
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National Apprenticeship Act, 239
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.162
National Assbciation of Manufacturers, 166, 255
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research on, 69
retirement, 253-255
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On-the-job training, 16, 18, 75, 117, 135, 138, 228
apprentices and, 237, 240
embedded training, 185, 187, 205-207, 266
expenditures, 127, 128
informal, 127, 128, 130
Japan, 21-22, 37, 89, 90, 95
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research, 69
small fums, 189-190
textile industry, 85
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see also Apprenticeships

Organizational issues, 4, 6, 7-9, 40, 75, 101-102
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consortia, corporate, 21, 25, 29-30, 45-47, 48, 65, 143
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coordination of services, 60-64
decentralization, 6, 101, 114, 133
franchise businesses, 77, 191
just-in-time inventories, 4-5, 102, 104, 105, 106, 107, 110,

III, 112-113
production reorganization, 82-83, 101-123
small businesses, 4
statistical process control, 7, 9, 102, 103, 107, Ill, 112, 113,

136, 155, 170-171
lextiles, 84
training in, 107
U.S. industry, 6
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see also Work manization

Original equipment manufacturers, 106-107

Pacific Northwest Bell; 245
Part-time and temporary employment, 11, 38, 52, 78-79,
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Patents, 66-67
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218, 219, 221, 222-22, 267
Petersen, Donald, E., 134
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Plumley Companies, 112
Pneumatic Scale Corp., 149
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Policy issues, 37-70

Federal role, general, 12, 15, 25-33, 38, 39-44, 93-95
foreign governments, 15, 21, 22, 27, 93-95
small firms, 73
unemployed, 73
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Federal programs, 4, 38, 41, 44
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Process control, 7, 8, 111, 116, 119
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flexibility, 83, 113, 114, 117
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qualiri, 82
Production and productivity, 3, 60, 74, 209, 227
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Japan, 102, 104-105, 114, 116
management, managers and, 5, 6, 9, 101, 131
multinational companies, 5
organizational factors, 82-83, 101-123
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see also Efficiency
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corporate training 22, 183, 248-249
demography, 3, 11, 12, 37, 79, 96-97, 249
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skill requirements, 156-157
Social Security, 253-254
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educational attainment, 80, 163
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textile industry, 85
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apprenticeship, 241
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instructional technology, 65-67
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tax incentives, 48-49
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Retirement, 253-255
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costs, 116
Federal role, 25, 28, 30-31, 43, 56
Japan, 93
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older persons, 12, 227, 230-231, 251-252
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corporate training, 16
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Sex differences, see Men; Women
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Office of Technology Assessment

The Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) was created in 1972 as an
analytical arm of Congress. OTA's basic function is to help legislative policy-
makers anticipate and plan for the consequences of technological changes and
to examine the many ways, expected and unexpected, in which technology
affects people's lives. The assessment of technology calls for exploration of
the physical, biological, economic, social, and political impacts that can result
from applications of scientific knowledge. OTA provides Congress with in-
dependent and timely information about the potential effectsboth benefi-
cial and harmfulof technological applications.

Requests for studies are made by chairmen of standing committees of the
House of Representatives or Senate; by the Technology Assessment Board,
the governing body of OTA; or by the Director of OTA in consultation with
the Board.

The Technology Assessment Board is composed of six members of the
House, six members of the Senate, and the OTA Director, who is a non-
voting member.

OTA has studies under way in nine program areas: energy and materi-
als; industry, technology, and employment; international security and com-
merce; biological applications; food and renewable resources; health;
communication and information technologies; oceans and environment; and
science, education, and transportation.
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